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“To reach human hearts by arts and culture.
Serve the local society and live in symbiosis with all parties concerned.”
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᧠ऄ˽ᴥہӥөᓰిனәҁਛ˟ॿḰ௯ႈపᤵЗၿ̎ ���� ࣺԯᡙḰࣻڢ˽ᴥہӥටஓࡕดк൬सቩᄒǜටұ᭬͕˒ǝፀፃǕ

өಲ̎˔னәڊۻḰरஒˉږᬍனә˰ᄒ̜฿Ḱҷটμږ˟࠳ᇳ͠ဠڬᄒᝂ္ࠫ֟Ḱґॊោ߮ሡᄒᝫᆄ୦Ḱ͇߮ిᆙ

ቋǔᓰిனә̜฿ǔᓰిˉᇳ͠ᮒᄴኞѻ֟ࠌிǔХЩஜᐺ˦ѵࠌᢁ१Ḱᝯᓰిனәˉ˟ږᇳ͠ဠ֟ڬᇳ͠ԯࡡ˰ᄒ̜̑ЪጏḰୌभЩ

̢Щၿᄒܻӱഽ۔ḰΰᤑᓰిனәைᏎርԨˉᇳ͠౦भḰ׆ऌᇳ͠ᮭḰҸү˟ږᇳ͠ͼጏәǔၿটसǕ

Dimensions Art Center (DAC) in Jiulongpo District, Chongqing, is a non-profit organization initiated by Mr. Zeng Tu in 2013 and formally registered in 

Jiulongpo District Civil Affairs Bureau.

DAC is rooted in the genes of Eastern culture, open to exchanges between international cultures, dynamically maintain observation and understanding 

of the scene of Chinese society, and always emphasize the cognitive support of disciplines, with academic research, art and cultural exchanges, art and social 

projects Planning and implementation, and public education are practical paths, discussing the interaction between art and culture and Chinese society and 

social development, building a multi-party collaboration model of shared symbiosis, promoting the active participation of artists and cultural groups in social 

construction, responding to social issues, and helping Chinese society systematized and ecological growth.

ృ౦ክ̶1 - 1 -
Center Profile

����ങяԬࠆ�0WFSWJFX�BOE�1VSQPTF
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өᤸᤇǜ߮ిᆙቋǝǔǜఽͼᇳᏎ౦भǝǔǜˌᮭࠌᢃǝ˄݀ڹᄒࣂḰ̸္ҊࠌᢃḰ̸̩ᏎҊ̋͐Ḱᤲບˠృ౦ᄒǜ݀ᑰǝ

֟ǜᢾͼǝǕ

ॏˆᬅඈḰө੦ˌดᄒǜ߮ిᆙቋǝ˧ ឿᮭ՜ Ḿ˦ᓰిˉ۪́ԯࡡǕѴᮭԫǜ۪ᇳӥᗁǝǔǜ́னәǔ̟ ˒ˉЫǝኖḿ

߮ిᆙቋᄒࠈ֟ࠈ՜Ḱ˦ፚᮟǜఽͼᇳᏎ౦भǝ֟ ǜˌᮭࠌᢃरࡡǝᄒরਏಱॿḰ৮Ճ͇ڢఽࣺ᧥ǜኌ̌ቮᓴḾ߮ిᆙቋǝP��ឨፂ̈ḿ

ᓰ̩ǝࣂᄒǜᰇ႙ᝨѻǝḿ͇ǜគᝨࣖǔ੬࠳ǝ˦˧ߝԫՒዥᆄដѴ̩ࡡǔኞࠚᓰి̶Ḱөԫ͇ǜڹǜఽͼᇳᏎ౦भǝڢ

˦˧࠳ᄒǜҁᆙᝨѻǝḿ͇ǜఇᤸХ͝ǝ˦˧࠳ᄒǜঋਥᏰڌǝୌभḿ͇ǜՒᛩ˒ˌ߮ࠚᏰǝ˦˧࠳ᄒǜᮗڌǝୌभḿ͇

ԫΖ͇˅࠳ॲ͇፦ළᬿǔᄹ̜̑ᛀᄒөࣂڌḿ৮Ճ͇ڢఽࣺ᧥ǜኌ˄ቮᓴḾఽͼᇳᏎ౦भǝP �� ឨፂ̈ḿ

൭ܹḰө̎ۻʿǔʿکǔʿዥ࠳ኖࠌᬍဠౖ͐ڬḰᤸᤇЮͼᄒǜᮒᄴǝǜҷ̋͐ǝḰᤑᛩǜᓰిˉӥ۳౦भǝǔǜᓰిˉஜ

ᐺǝǔǜᓰిˉХᄦǝ˄᭯ᄒࠌᢃጒḰ৮Ճ͇ڢఽࣺ᧥ǜኌچቮᓴḾˌᮭࠌᢃǝP��� ឨፂ̈ḿ

Dimensions Art Center (DAC) gradually enriches its "brain" and "body" through "Academic research," "Art Community Cultivation," and "Project-based 

Practice," from theory to practice, from crowds to events.

At the current stage, DAC's main subject of "Academic research" is an art and urban and rural development. Sub-subject involves "urban community 

construction," "rural culture, industry, and space revitalization," etc.; the qualitative and orientation of academic research has become the core of thinking that 

governs "Art Community Cultivation" and "Project-based Practice." You can turn to "Chapter 2: Academic Research" P 18 to learn more.

In the "Art Community Cultivation" section, DAC involves a "residency program" focusing on "cross-media artists, curators, and various intellectuals."  

"innovative research" focusing on "designers and craftsmen" Project, "volunteer team" based on the "general public," a "consultant group" based on "experts and 

scholars from various industries," and the DAC team that enables the groups mentioned above work together harmoniously. You can learn more about this in 

"Chapter 3: Art Community Cultivation" P 28.

Besides, based on various conditions such as time, space, and objects, DAC launch specific "projects" or "events" to carry out three aspects of "Art and 

Regional Construction," "Art and Education," and "Art and Philanthropy." You can learn more in "Chapter Four: Project-based Practice" P 90.

- ಼౾1 - 2ࣂ
Framework
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౯፴ᤠ

���� ࣺᣟ˰ ���� ࣺḰөԱॲᄒǔՃ᧢әᄒ௵ᗋ౯˧మ͇ˆџཊḾ

ఽǝḰӱృҌ˦ǜᒵԯhᒵ˧hᒵႈۻڈᄒಲఽ᥇ᣬ˦ǜڬᆙቋ᭯Ḱөᤑʿ൮္ຕᓰిᤑТᇳ͠ဠి߮ڢ � Щ৹hЩၿhЩǝḰ

ఽǛˌᗋǔˉՒᥓЩᣭѫǜܵॎಱॿ္ঘǝǔୱрǚᇳӥХЩᓰిˉᇳӥᗁǛˌዅனቮḿۻڈᆱ˅Ḱѫྨǚۻ൭ڢ

˦ఽͼᇳᏎ౦भ᭯Ḱ͋Щڢ �� ̶ᓰిࠚପΡ̈У᭯ᄒᰇ႙ఱҴḰᣟ˰ ���� ࣰܡࣺ ���Ḱ̽͋ᒵᮆږǔҳ݀ǔԇगǔᏇ

ኖЩᝨږ˟ǔᬉಲबǔږǔชږǔਛ݀҆ǔॼږ � ࣂᓰిஜᐺ۾ǔᆄ̂߮ࠑࣂమḾ4&/4&�Ϭझ္ࠑࣂܡҁᆙࣹՄ˟Ḱڢḿࠚږ˜

᧥ǔැӸԹԹᗑࠑࣂܐᤋලᭇǔᤒࠑࣂǔፗफ़ᓰిࠑࣂǔ˰ʿǔ˄ө֦̌؇᯦ǔគᝨࠑࣂЬफ़ᓰి࠽ǔࠑ

ᠾࣂࠑǔႇࣖϴͤፚᓰࣂࠑǔ/00/�ေࣂٰᩘࠋࠑḰЩᝨ �� ˜Ḱᣟ˰ ���� ሑܡࣺ ����ḿڢঋਥᏰڌᄒୌभ˅ḰЩᝨ �� ͷঋਥ

Ᏸ˦ө᠐ခ �� ൛ఱҴḰఱҴ়˦ ��� ḿᥡ࠽ � ͷˌ߮ࠚᏰḰ൬सҳТǜᮗڌǝḿ

ԫፓႏǔᓊᢤǔᮋ˵ǔᜑᎾǔன߮ǔ̶̂Ḱᮟ۳ڬᝇघѴ̢͠Щᝨ��ࡡ۔࠽ᢃ᭯Ḱጕᝨ˩ұࠌᮭˌڢ ชǔࠌᰖफ़ЀǔХЩᏇᐺǔ

᭬ᥔටᓰǔ۪దǔ́ЫኖՒ˜᭯՜ḿ݀۔፴Քዥǜᓰిˉᇳ͠ᮒᄴǝ� ᮒᄴԫஓऒᦒǔᇳ͠ፀፃǔ͕˒ӵͷǔ᰼ಫǔ۔Ḱ݀ڬ

ఇᤸХ͝ǔ˜ͼˌ߮ࠚᏰǔ˜ͼᓰిࣂᏰኖܻዥᏎͼᄒЩՔḿ

Compared with 2018, the achievements of Dimensions Art Center in 2019 are as follows:

In terms of "Academic Research," Dimensions Art Center has clarified that the fundamental logic of "Art&Society" is "Back to the Origins," and the 

collaboration principle is "Empathic and Voluntary, Symbiotic and Autonomous, Harmonious and Diverse." On this basis, DAC published the monograph "Back 

to the Origins," compose the idea of "REVIVAL Initiative," and an article named "Community Public Art and Community Cultivation" together with all parties 

participated.

In terms of "Art Community Cultivation," we provided 17 cross-media artists with residency services, an increase of 30% compared to 2018. They were 

from South Korea, Canada, India, the United States, Italy, Germany, France, Argentina, And nine countries, including China. In Cultural Innovation & Research 

Project (CIRP), new studios include SENSE Health Management Studio, Zhishu Art Education Studio, Dai Xiaobing Photography Art Studio, One Space, 

32 Cafes, Mandi Space Design Studio, Luoyang Art Studio, Far Mountains and Near Water Sculpture Studio, Yangtze River Ancient Antique Appreciation 

Studio, Tian Shifu Traditional Wood Art Studio, NOON Jewelry and Silverware Studio, a total of 11, compared with 2018 An annual increase of 110%. In the 

establishment of the "Volunteer Team," a total of 24 volunteers have contributed more than 50 services to DAC, with a total service time of 270 hours. 2 new 

experts and scholars have been invited to join the "Consultant Group."

A total of more than 60 small-scale exhibition lectures and sharing sessions have been held in terms of the "Project-based Practice," the fields and media 

involve painting, dance, music, installation, literature, calligraphy, experimental video, public aesthetics, intangible cultural heritage, urban renewal, rural 

revitalization, etc.; 4 large-scale "Art and Society Projects," involving government departments, social organizition, enterprises, universities, the general public, 

individual experts and scholars, individual art workers, and other groups of cooperation.

1 - 3 -
Achievements

����ങяԬࠆ�0WFSWJFX�BOE�1VSQPTF
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߮ిᆙቋ
Academic Research

2 -
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ǚۻڈఽǛ2 - 1 -
Back to the Origins

ǚۻڈఽǛ௯˟ږᒔکᄒࢾچᏇి߮ᬛरᮭᄒॏͅᓰిஜᐺ

ஐ᭱ࠌᰖဵͼࣂࠑᄒ˄ࣺஜ߮֟ҁᆙᄒՔಽኀǕ

ஜᐺ௯̩ዥͅᬍᄒଔऻˉ̜ੴḰЭ͒Ҵ௯፦னᄒձઆᣉ

ՔḰច̩ዥ͑ϡ̎ँௌ˟Ǖ

ᑧᆄᥓǜঋ̎ᥓḰຬ̎ᓰĄ˟కᘱᄒ֙ԭУᄒ˄ᝂḰ̩ږ

˿ᄏЭ˟ఽແ฿ᄒ൛ኌḰࡋਛǝᓰిஜᐺǜᄒۻఽ௯ஜᐺḰ

௯͇ᓰి˦Ḱ͇ᓰి˦Ḱ͇ᓰి˦१ᄒஜᐺǕ

ᥓ္ᙒክḰᢁ१Ԋ˂ԳḰˈሗЭࠅḰᑧᝁޅፄḰͶЭࠌ४

ᬺǕஔӄḰˈঌ҂ॿḰᆢᆭҚᛩǕ

 

ᄒቒཱဠͅәḰ˫ᒸᬬ˰Ᏻᄒږࠚဠͅᓰిஜᐺແ̎ږ˟

У့әǕଔ፦ᄒܻ݀௯ᄒဠͅә౯ԫЭͤ឵ḰӒૂЭܹڢ

ᄒ߮ሡभҌԫЭзڢᄒሡࡗ᥇ᣬḰЭͼႁଔᅔЭனᤑᄒУ

ᦒԓՆԫЭՙ౯Ǖݨ੦మ˟ږဠͅәᄒጠፏʿರḰဠͅәᄒͼႁ

Ḱʿᄸ˘ᬺᅔḰ்ˈᑧУᄰږ˟۳ຏँᄒڬͽУ̜᭯ᛀ̎ԓՆݨ

әḰదˈᑧͤፚڕәḰ̬ˮ௯బၿটәᄒᤑṃ

 

"Back to the Origins" is a collection of three years of academic 

and creative research document of Cross Media Studio (CMS) of the 

contemporary art education reform experimental class of Sichuan Fine 

Arts Institute in China's hinterland.

Education is the connection and entrustment of human beings 

between generations. Its task is to continue the inheritance and 

transformation of civilization and prove that social value is perpetual in 

the vast expanse of time and space.

Chinese people know the values of life and life hidden in 

"Aspiration to Tao and Art," and understand its roots' order, agrees that 

the foundation of "aesthetics" is education itself, which uses "art" as the 

medium and instruction method.

Although the principle is simple, the path is ever-changing, and it 

can be seen from beginning to end, but it isn't easy. Therefore, we need 

to encourage each other, not forget the original vision, and move towards 

the future together.

Chinese modern art education originated from the sudden 

modernization of the family and state and the subsequent social 

changes. And most of such art education is the result and "fruit" of 

Western modernization, including its external discipline framework and 

internal logic. Like all the problems faced by China's modernization, 

how to fully integrate modernization into China, which has a deep 

historical background, has always been in a dilemma. It can neither be 

fully Westernized nor can it be traditionally cured. What is the most 

appropriate choice?

 

Ǜాۼډǜࠍͽ̃

#BDL�UP�UIF�0SJHJOT

����߯ీᆚቌ�"DBEFNJD�3FTFBSDI
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ᬍᓰిஜږॏͅᄒᓰిஜᐺᏳḰ்ˈᑧ௯੦៓ဠږ˟࠳

ᐺᄒክӵܵҌḰ˿ˈᑧ௯ᑺሗͅᄒᣄǕኝಽࣹڢᛩ

˟ᄒЭ̽னഽसᄒԨེ˟Ḱڢጳ՜˟ᄒکڢᇳ͠னᄒဠ

ߺڈᓰిஒ࠺Ḱ੦͇ఽಽᝫ˦ᄒᓰిஜᐺஐ᭱ᄒ՜Ḱॏ௯˟ࠌ

ᑧУ᭯ᒵԨེᄒ۳ڬḰ்ᑧᑶᢎکࠌᠣᤋ࣪Ḱԩᑧᐇᄴᐛ

ঋߣ᰼ᤒḰ்ᑧຬᰇ̎ටḰԩᑧចᥓ̎ৃǕ

 

ǜۻڈఽǝ௯ʿሠ͇ᆄដఽͼڢॏˆᄒ̩ዥԓՆᣉઑဠڬᄒ

ክǔᤥఽසແᄒఽͼԮরьҷḰᒵ᠗Ⴉԫ᠗Ⴉᒵ᠗ႩḰࡋጛڊ

̸బۻఽܳ᧠ѫԯḰߺͳ˳కՔᅔݨǜ˟ྺږᓬǝᤐʿପช੦

ኒૂᄒǜ҂ॿǝḰ௯ਥశḰ௯ԜѿḰᏳᤒ᭬ኝಽḰ௯ᤒڢᢁ˅

ᄒࠌᢃᤑᛩǕ

���పᤵ

As far as contemporary Chinese art education is concerned, it cannot 

be a simple copy of the so-called ready-made international art education, 

nor can it be a closed-door approach that breaks away from the times. 

The answer lies in the reference of other civilization models in parallel 

space, in the reality of local social civilization in a relatively short time. 

We think the direction of art education reform is to return art to a place 

where it can be fully self-referenced. The new generation of young people 

can stay not only close to daily life but also be smart and ambitious, and 

survive in cruel reality and grow with the so-called "Tao."

 

"Back to the Origins" is a kind of impulse and self-questioning, re-

starting from the origins, based on the simplification of academics in the 

current human history transition. It seems to imply that the "original 

intention" in the term of "Chinese characteristics" is a vision, a principle, 

and far from the answer, it is a dynamic process.

 - Tu Zeng
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ǜܵॎǝʿថḰѫᒵᏭߝǚᥓॼፋhܵॎ̎ుǛʿቮḰߺ௯

˜ҷថḰਛ˦ǜڈॎҊಅሠ࿌টǝǕᆄЭᄏḰ߾Э᳴Ḱ˦݁ˆसǕ
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˦݁ˆ៶Ḱ࣪ॼ˫ᡤḰܵॎ̎ుǕుѿ˦ٰḰ̩ڡႁ˰Ḱѿ˦

Ǖஔ݀ҌˈҧǕᤐʿቮ়ፏḰՃ͇឵௯Ḿ͇রᛩḰᤥසࠆ

᠗ǝᄒ࿌টḰ��͇ǜͼǝࠌॎҊʿሠǜԜ҂ǝǔǜఽᅆǝǔǜڈ

ᄒǜЩͼǝᝂঘˉˏ႕̜̑ǔ࠳សḰˈᑧҧᜐǕ

झ֟࠽У᭯ڢөࣺՙḰچፋԓ̈ஐ᭱रஒڢڬᄒͅဠږ˟

̓˜ဠͅәभគԱॲ͞ल፣ᄒḰͯၿѫፋ่ԯ࠶ࡡᒹ
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Пڢө˽݀ପѫǜˈঌ҂ॿhྲΖ֙ǝḰǜ់ࣼሑǔ់ܵЫǝ

ᄒϗḰፓѫ̈˟̸ܵږॎҊܵЫᄒͅ˰ᢁǕ

˟ᄒԓՆᑪፗᤃǕࡡᝂԯࠂࠚږḰᬬࡡॏͅᓰిᄒԯږ˟

रஒܹ࠳ᢃഽसǔ̜̑ᮟ۳Ḱ̸ࠌॏͅᓰిᏎͼᄒឮॖसǔږ
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̈ᄒ֙ͅᮭḰௐమᄒឮǔช֟ፋᰖǔၿটݨˈᤑᛩጏፚ

ᤑәḰᬺ͇ᤨᦩ̎ॏˆңདྷԳҷᄒᇳ͠ˉͅဠڬḰܵॎҊǜॏ

ˆᇳ͠ဠڬఽᢾǝǔઅ࠵Ҋဠڬဠ࿌ᄒǜࠌ᠗ǝḰ̸ᒵᛳᤂԥ

՜ᤥ࠵ǔ౦भͅᄒǜЩͼǝ͑ϡḰ˦˟ږॏͅᓰిᏎͼ

ᄒጒ՜Ḱ̞ ௯ᓰిனәᤍుॎᅆܵکॎன፭गᄒ݀ҌˈҧǕ

బरޅḰڢ᧠ऄḰమʿ࠽Ꮞ̩ǔ͇ᓰిᓴᄒसḰࡡर࠳

ͅဠڬᮭᄒࠌᢃˉ׆ऌǕ

���� ࣺḰөᓰి˟ॿᰇ᯦ኞ̩ࡡᑓྒܫݡߝḰܻڢԨ

ˉᄒЩˆḰ᯳൛ԯᡙ̈ǜܵॎᓰిᓴǝḰʿࣺʿ࡛Ǖ����

ࣺܵॎᓰిᓴ͇ǜဠͅᄒԮরḰکڢᄒࡡरǝ˦˧ᮭḰፀፃ

�� ͷᓰిڢࠚǜ۪ဠڬ � ᧠ऄԯႋԐ˰ዪԐǝ֟ǜ́ဠ

ڬ � ᧠ऄ˽ᴥہӥӰ᪢˟ೕʿᇳǝ˘݀ᇳ͠ဠڬᤑᛩࠌᢃǕ

ኞѻᏰ੦ਛڗΰᄒ൬௯ॏͅᓰిˉဠͅә᰼ԯࡡ˰ᄒᄸଔ

ᇔǔΰॏͅᓰిࠚˉᇳ͠ၿ˧ͼᏎ͝˰ᄒᄹ᥍ǔΰږ

REVIVAL is inspired by Laozi‘s Tao Te Ching which is a verb 

meaning “return to a certain state. He who is conscious of the white 

(bright), but keeps to the black (dark), becomes the model for the world. 

Being the model for the world, he has the eternal power which never errs, 

And returns again to the Primordial Nothingness. He who is familiar with 

honor and glory, but keeps to obscurity, becomes the valley of the world. 

Being the valley of the world, he has an eternal power which always 

suffices, and returns again to the natural integrity of uncarved wood. 

Break up this uncarved wood, and it is shaped into vessel, in the hands of 

the Sage, they become the officials and magistrates. Therefore the great 

ruler does not cut up. In general, the significance of this chapter is: the 

pursuit of return to a state of “original”, “true”, “substantial”, and with 

the “community” concept to interact and dialogue with the world, no 

group or individual can be separated from the whole.

After 40 years of reform and opening up, China‘s has achieved 

outstanding results in well-off society and five modernization goals, 

however, due to rapid economic development it is accompanied by 

environmental pollution unbalanced regional development unbalanced 

supply and demand relationship and the urgent need of upgrading and 

transformation in the low value-added industries . In 2017, at the 19th 

National Congress of the Communist Party of China, the initiative of “not 

forgetting the initial heart, keeping in mind the mission” and “seeking 

happiness and seeking rejuvenation” portrayed the road of China’s new 

era from return to revival.

The development of Chinese contemporary art has been evolving 

with the historical context of the country’s development. The Media 

form, practice mode and interactive field of Chinese contemporary art 

has changed from the study and follow-up of international art at the 

beginning of reform and opening up to the introspection and reflection 

on Chinese history and cultural ontology with the growth of cultural 

self-confidence due to the improvement of the national economy and the 

people’s livelihood.The development of science and technology brings 

about the diversity of media, materials and methods in the field of art, 

and the diversity and complexity of the interaction between artists and 

the public. Coupled with the rise of art culture and creative industries 

brought about by the supply-side reform, art has begun to participate in 

the construction of every aspect of the new era Chinese society.

The interaction between artistic self-discipline represented by the 

white box model of the traditional art museum and the needs of the 

people is also in the process of re-seeking balance and symbiotic growth; 

The conceptual ontology, the practical path, the media ecology and the 

public meaning of art have ushered a proposition of an new era. If the 

old media, methods and experience, and ecology are not systematically 

evolving, it will be difficult to adapt the rapidly changing society and The 

ܶॏᄓႀ
The Path of REVIVAL
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ᬍ֟ږзЭ̽۳کᄒனәˉ˟ږ᧠ऄྺனәᄒ̜ԪḰၽᏳΰ

ॏˆˉԓՆᄒ࠳សǕ
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ӚᇌӥḰ͇ǜ᧠ऄຠтᏸனәᬐѽ᯦ԫЭ֏ᤀǝ˦ဠڬḰႈ

� �ᐗՔ˧ұӵͷǔࠚ ��ӵͷǔࠚ ��ӱұӵͷǔࠚ ࠚ

ͼǔ�� ͷږзܹᮟ۳ᮗḰ͇ԫᒵ � ᄒࠚږ˜ ��� ͷᓰి

ᓰ̩ЩΰḰࣻᣭѫ̈ࣂටᛳᏰට੬ࠚ � �ǔڻڬ ڬ

�� फ़Ѐஒ௪ᝨѻǔ�� ��ǔڲࣂکڢᓰిڬ ፀکڢҁ־

ኖॖसˠࠥᄒзࠜǕᓰిᓴरࡡᄒᤇሶ˟Ḱ͋ڢʿࣤʿᢁᄒ

֙ͅᮭˆḰˉฑШᄒᓰిၿট̑᧥ḿଐ۪࠽ӥǔᇳ˰˟ᄒ

ᓰిՃᑧḿΖ۔ХЩᓰిˉᒵཱၿট࠳សḿᝯॏͅЫᓰ

ిү᧢ݨͽԥͤઆ֟᧠ܐӷ੬ࣂᓰǔϻǔᕡઊᴥኖටனә

ఈᝂḿଔࢾچᏇి߮ᬛǔ˟ږᏇి߮ᬛǔ˅๚Ꮗి߮ᬛᄒ᭧ࣺ

ᓰిᏎͼąą

ᒹ൭ḰܵॎᓰిᓴᄒࣹՄகऌ҂௵Ḱᤸᤇʿసʿ͠ᄒᓰిᓴ

ᄒፀፃḰదܻᄒஓऒᦒǔ͕˒ӵͷǔ̋˒ӵͷǔኌ˄ᇳ͠ፀ

ፃǔ˜̩ঋጵጵԨˉᤑḰЩᝯǔࠌᢃ֟׆ऌ˟ږဠͅә

ᤑሶ੦᭯ˢᄒ۪́ፚኪ֟́भគᮭǕ̽͋˦ܵॎᓰిᓴဠ

̈ǜܵॎᓰిᓴǝॏˆᄒ᭯᠊Ǖܐᬍ˅Щࠌᄒ᯳ઃԨˉᏰḰڬ

ቫڢ ���� ࣺḰ͋ԯဠḰ˟ږᇳ͠ဠڬ፦̟ၿᄒǔܵె

ᄒဠͅәᮭḰௌชᤸᤇʿ˰ү࠾џᄒү᧢ॲҊУ᭯ڈ

ऌ֟эḰᓰిࠚǔᆄដѴߝǔஓՒ႕᭒࠺ᒵᤀ႕ੲरḰ

͇దӱᄒसЩ᭯࠳ǜЩͼǝᮭǕǜܵॎǝˈᑧ௯ʿ˜

ႈӵԯᡙᄒమᤀ႕ᄒᓰిᓴḰᏳঁᮔ௯ʿڬᑧܽઆᣚܻࠌᢃǔ

ўᐙܻү᧢ǔˉͅဠڬᄹऌǔܻӱЩΰЩभᄒǜ္ঘ֟

ᛩҷϗǝǕ

Time. Therefore, returning to the “current social scene itself”, looking 

for the “substance” of the status quo, turning from self-expression to 

pursuing and constructing the “community” value of The Times, have 

become a new exploration direction for Chinese contemporary art 

community, this is also the historical choice of art culture returning to 

the dimension of civilization.

At the very beginning, there was a small group of people who began 

to practice and respond to the problems of the times in the form of art 

festivals in Chongqing.

In 2017, Ms.Hu Yanzi, curator of Dimensions Art Center (DAC), 

launched the REFLECTIONS OF THE PAST—The 1st Dimensions 

International Live Art Festival (DLAF 2017) with the support of various 

organizations, and it was held once a year. In the theme of Retrospection 

of Modernity and Development of Locality in 2017, 20 artists were 

organized in Urban Site – Granular Power Plant of Chongqing Power 

Plant and Country Site – Zhongliang Village, Huayan Town, Jiulongpo 

District, Chongqing. The curator’s intention is to hope that the direct 

contact between contemporary art and the rapid development of 

modernization will lead to the encounter between contemporary artists 

and masses, the main subject of social life.promoting the intersection 

between  international and other local cultures and Chongqing’s unique 

culture, or even contributing to A dialogue between instant and history.

In 2018, REFLECTIONS OF THE PAST—The 2nd Dimensions 

International Local Art Festival (DLAF 2018) was organized and 

initiated by the Dimensions Art Center (DAC). The four curators Tu 

Zeng, Lingxiang Zeng, Lipeng Jin and Yanzi He formed a joint curatorial 

group, with the theme of Arts Enlighten Hometown, in the Beibei 

District of Chongqing, the birthplace of China's rural construction, held 

in  Chongqing Bayu Farming Culture Museum and its Surroundings, 

supported by 8 co-sponsors and 6 institutions, 13 co-organizers, 

more than 20 media supporters, 23 domestic and international cross-

disciplinary consultants, 118 artists from 6 countries, folk performers, 

folk craftsmen, together, exported 4 forums, 4 video screening projects, 

12 local field art workshops, more than 50 groups of onsite art works, 

and more. Under the proposition of the Belt and Road Initiative, we try to 

learn from the artistic ecology of Poland, explore the artistic possibilities 

in urban and rural communities, dialogue between new public art and 

natural ecology, and explore how contemporary art forces can be passed 

down and reshape southwest handicrafts, folk opera, grass dragon and 

other folk culture and called on the youth art communities of Sichuan 

Fine Art Institute, China Academy of Art, and Shanghai Academy of Fine 

Arts …

As of today, the platform effect of the DLAF art festival has begun 

to shown. Through the organization of the once a year art festival, more 

government departments, public institutions, private institutions, third-

party social organizations and individuals have participated. They jointly 

explored, practiced and responded to the urban-rural integration and 

rural construction problems in China’s modernization process. As the 

first group of  participants in the DLAF art festival, they shaped the 

current appearance of the DLAF Art Festival.

Today in 2019, we find that the complex modernization problems 

that continue to arise in the Chinese society cannot be fully responded 

and resolved through the great effort made by one party or a few 

parties, artists or intellectuals. And political or business group need 

to break their own boundaries and face the “community” problem in 

a more coordinated way. “REVIVAL” cannot be a bordered art festival 

initiated by a single party, but must be capable of carrying Multi-practice, 

concentrating multi-party forces, corresponding to the scene of the times, 

multi-party synergy and joint promotion of “ideas and action initiatives.”
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ᒵႈᏳЩḰঋЩᏰᛩǕ

How do knowledge and experience inform our lives? By what inner 

rules of life do they transform it into a form of flourishing and come to be 

revised? REVIVAL asks these questions of us. An initiative of non-profit, 

government-affiliated, and academic institutions, as well as individuals, 

REVIVAL is dedicated to the renewal of the ecology of community and 

cultural and spiritual revitalization of the people. 

REVIVAL is also an artistic and cultural return to Hongmeng, our 

origin. We return by way of time and space, narratives, and language, 

attentive to these means, and, launched from an expectant and open 

desire, arrive once more at a meeting of the minds. We return, crossing 

disciplines and professions, to that which is impossible to return. We 

return to practice an art and a literature that motivate, suited to our 

locales and perplexing our logic.

Fate of History, Demands from Nature, Response of Humanity, 

Logic of Knowledge

Empathic and Voluntary, Symbiotic and Autonomous, Harmonious 

and Diverse

REVIVAL is an initiative based on fellow feeling—built by those 

with common interests who chose to come together, doing so in 

deep sympathy—which intimates, as light that radiates and dust that 

diffuses to permeate a field of space in time, the spirit of the times of a 

community.

REVIVAL is an initiative to live and let live. It asks us to see our 

shared needs as the foundation for flourishing and to connect, so as 

to break down unnecessary barriers. It invites us to reassess whether 

established patterns of thought and reasoning still benefit people.

REVIVAL is an initiative to be together freely. If as children who 

mass sand to mold towers, diverse people associate, all intent on valuing 

life, they will be mindful to harmonize their deliberations so as to 

harmonize their practices. 

To sense empathy in ourselves is to witness our common human 

yearnings. To build a life together, yet do so as autonomous, self-

determining beings, is to understand that common yearnings lead to a 

common vision. To be together in each other‘s presence, and free, is to 

be reminded that those who share a common vision may yet flourish 

together.

ܶॏϘᄓ်ঙ
REVIVAL Initiative
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ី৮ሰ൮ఽࣺ᧥ኌ 999Ḱឨፂ̈ǜ���� रᄒܵॎϗࡡࣺ

ᛩҷဠڬǝᄒरࡡ৹юǕ

౯৮మᅔএវ̎ǜᒵԯǔᒵ˧ǔݨḰˆࠈॎϗ္ঘᄒ႕ܵڢ

ᒵႈǝᄒںǔᒹү̎ǜЩ৹ǔЩၿǔЩǝᄒਥఈḰ͇রᛩվ

ဠǜԓՆ˰֙ࠈǔᒵཱ˰සǔ̩˰Ԯ௪ǔᆄដ˰᥇ᣬǝᄒ͑

ϡЪด፭ग֟ࠌᢃ˧ᮭᄒ՜Ḱௌ৮௯ǜኌ˄ᇳ͠ፀፃǔ̋

˒ӵͷǔ߮ ిృ౦ǔ̃ ͼঋǝኖḰ৮ࡋ௯ܵॎϗЩͼᄒʿֈḿ

ܵॎϗЩͼᄒᬿፏ௯෭మసᬕᄒǕܵڢॎϗЩͼ˟Ḱ

ο̑ᤸǔᠳແЩ̢ǔᝫᆄᇔ୫Ḱ௯ܵॎϗЩͼڢʿᡙᄒ࣪Ǖ

৮ˈ̸ܵ̎ࡣॎϗḰ৮௯ǜܵॎϗఽᢾǝǕ

In addition to the daily information exchange, resource sharing, 

and cognitive collision, the REVIVAL Community will carry out different 

events and activities to launch the REVIVAL Movement.

REVIVAL is a free and diverse virtual value initiative. You can carry 

out relevant actions according to your site's specific situation and respond 

to your perspectives, attitudes, or strategies on the four academic values. 

Whether you are organizing or participating in an event, spreading 

awareness and ideas in your circle of friends, or starting from yourself, do 

something to make a difference can all be your REVIVAL Movement.

Please turn to XXX for more information about the “REVIVAL 

Movement 2019.”

Under the REVIVAL Initiative, if you believe in the vision of 

“Empathic and voluntary,” “Symbiotic and Autonomous,” “Harmonious 

and Diverse,” and presenting its theoretical value and practical themes 

in terms of thinking and action. Whether you are third-party social 

organizations, government-sponsored institutions, academic institutions, 

or individuals, etc., you are a member of our REVIVAL Community.

There is no deadline for the action of the REVIVAL Community. In 

our Community, information exchange, resource sharing, and cognitive 

collision are daily activities.

You are not just part of the REVIVAL Initiative, but you are the 

REVIVAL Initiative itself.

ܶॏϘЪͽᭀፐ

ܶॏϘᛪҸ

REVIVAL Community

REVIVAL Movement

��������ܶॏϘ�3&7*7"-

���� ࣺܵॎϗᛩҷፀ͠ފḾḬௌЗՙḭ

ᝂࠫڌḾပ౬ǔщ݀ऄ

ኞࡡፀḾပ݁ሄǔ᧣ᤂᔘǔदᩐǔపᤵǔప͆ǔ˨್ǔ

Ѿᯃǔᑓྒߝǔᬐੈǔ᭲ቩǔပঋͣ

ᠳແፚኪፀḾीᎵޣǔ՜ͣբǔ༴༴ǔనᇓᖑǔीঘ҆ǔ

ी༨ǔౘအ

ፀፃፚኪḾͽ̣ǔీခࣕǔᨘ̿ǔ၅᭣ǔӾӰ

ХЪፀḾѾӃǔीরْǔी݀ᴥǔщݔᤑǔྮ၂သǔשန᧯

ǔी҆բߩҴፀḾᑓЙǔीါေǔᔭຠࡡ

ǔᡃᆙբǔႇॼУǔပዽߑᭉߤፀḾပྒᔌǔౘష̉ǔͤࠐ

ǔीᆄ

னခፀḾᬐအǔގ༨ೌǔѾΐǔᥧǔపʿǔঋቩ

ጪॐፀḾᬐज़ǔᇞǔႇᗤǔᦈ߽ᓐǔѾʿ֏ǔ͒๕ศ

គᝨፀḾӾᭉǔ១˿ǔ֏ޚǔပቩ˔ǔပ͒᯽

ᝂࠫᛩፀḾ镕Ӆ

REVIVAL Movement 2019 Organizing Committee ( no order )

Watch Group: Lin Wang, Daqing Feng

Curatorial Team: Tianxiang Wang, Dafu Jin, Zheng Liao, Tu Zeng, 

Lingxiang Zeng, Lihua Shao, Fei Liu, Yanzi Hu, Ge Chen, Lipeng Jin, 

Zhiwei Wang

Resource Coordination Team: Luona Zhang, Weijun Xiang, Cancan 

Du, Bilian Cao, Nianli Zhang, Hao Zhang, Ling Yang

Organiser: Jing He, Xianfan Zhu, Yu Fu, Wanlu Cui, Hua Lu

Public Relations Team: Yong Liu, Sijia Zhang, Dalong Zhang, Fenjin 

Feng, Qiwei Niu, Yuxin Tang

Exhibition Management team: Ke Hu, Zhenzhu Zhang, Yumeng 

Gou, Lijun Zhang

Media Team: Yanfen Wang, Chaoyu Yang, Yuyan Sun, Yanjun Lai, 

Dequan Tian, Jingmin Wang, Zhixian Zhang

Document Team: Ling Chen, Haoqiao Jiang, Jia Liu, Mei Deng, 

Yimeng Zeng, Zhili Shao

Record Team: Changbin Chen, Lei Yuan, Meng Tian, Yuhang Zheng, 

Zhouqi Liu, Haoyang Ren

Design Yeam: Yuhang Lu, Ye Xie, Ya Zhou, Lidong Wang, Renchi 

Wang

Watch Group Executive Team: Rongxun Du
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Community Public Art and Community Cultivation
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_ 㯖㘘 _
ఽன௯өᓰి˟ॿᰇ᯦ኞ̩ࡡᑓྒܫݡߝऌǚպᏭպࣿպ

ၿḾ˟ ᇳӥᏇᐺᛩҷᝨѻǛḬ̩ටᏇిѫྨᇳḰ����ࣺ��భѫྨḭږ

ᄒᏰ࡙ฑஜଇጦቅୱрᄒˌᮭᆙቋனቮḰЩᝨ � ˂ � ӪܻߢḰ

൭ܳ˦னቮзࠜǕࠁனቮᝁኌЦቮăᬌॐĄᦒѴǕ

_ 㚻㦾䍋䄋 _
ᇳӥḰᔶன˦ DPNNVOJUZḰܻЮమಅሠ̑ҷЪጏ֟Щன

ә፭ጏүᄒ̩ዥᏎͼԫЭҷᮟ۳Ǖᤐ˜ថ˿խమХᇳǔڌ

ͼǔᇳ͠ǔХ͝Ḱ͇ԫЩͼǔЩኖܻሠխ˯Ǖ̸ថಲᅂḰ

Э˟ DPN ăЩĄḰNVO ăХЩᄒĄ�ḰJUZ ăЮܴಅሠ᠗Ḱ

࿌юĄǕ४௵Ḱᤐሠ࿌টᄒ௯ʿሠᏎͼᄒХЩ࿌টǕ˿ࡋ௯

឵Ḱॏ͋៉ԫᇳӥᄒϓḰ͋ঁཱ௯ڢХЩᄒឮࡡ˟ܚर

ᄒᝯǕ

ॏ͋ࡡर౦भăᇳ္͠ЩͼĄᄒᆙቋ֟ᛩҷḰ᭒

ោҷదܻᄒԨˉᏰḰ͇దܻГᄒसḰӱោஓऒᦒˉටү᧢

̑ᄹ֘ऌ͞Ӂ̑ᛲḰ͇దЮҁᄒḰదˠࠥᄒसᤑᛩᇳӥᗁ

Ǖˈ߮ሡ˰႕ӱǔጒҁᄒᇳӥࣂชࡋ௯ঁ

ཱᄒᛩҷ࠶՜Ǖ

ᓰిᄒˠܻࠥರǔӒࠜǔՃਞǔ͇ԫڊऌ̎ᇳ͠ဠڬ

ᄒၿḰΖॲߺ˦̩ዥ᭯࠳ᤐ˜ˏ႕ḰᤑᛩᛳᤂḰभቩ̜฿

ᄒፘݴឮसǕᓰి௯ʿሠ෭మனә۳کӥᬮᄒږᬍឮḰద

ǛᇴӦЦЪᓱీˊᇴӦᗂ ���͈ᦙ˧Μǜ
Community Public Art and Community Cultivation —Chengdu 

|Remarks|
This article is a research article written by Ms. Yanzi Hu, curator 

of Dimensions Art Center. She was invited by Professor Bo Qu, the 

author of "The Elderly, The Young, The Life: China Community Aesthetic 

Education Action Plan" (People's Fine Arts Publishing House, published 

in December 2019). The full article is more than 11,000 words in total, 

and here is the summary of the article. For the complete article, please 

turn to the "Appendix" section of Chapter 6.

|Summary|
Community refers to people and their activities with a certain 

interactive relationship and common culture. The term also contains 

various meanings such as commune, group, society, public, community, 

and commonality. In the word "Community," "com" refers to "common," 

"mun" refers to "public," and "ity" refers to "have a certain state." This 

state refers to a group of people in public. In other words, when we talk 

about the community, we must start the discussion in the context of 

publicity.

When we carry out research and actions to build a "Social 

Governance Community," we need to mobilize more participants, 

coordinate the cooperation between government officials and non-

governmental parties more diversely, and more creatively and in-depth. 

Cross-boundaries collaboration between different disciplines and 

exploring creative community work methods is the inevitable action 

orientation.

The diversity, inclusiveness, sensibility, and growth of art in 

response to society make it an excellent way for humankind to express 
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௯ڢᇳӥࣂ˟Ճ͇ᆙቋϖ᧥ᄒ᧠ชǕ

ᤸᤇᓰిᮒᄴᄒरࡡḰᝰ˜۪ᄒၿˉሪई˦२ࠈᄒ

ට͋ᄒԨˉḰࡘḰᐗҷ۪ࣂᄒЩࣂᇳˉࠚ۳Ḱ͇ᓰిڬ

ጒదܻదˠࠥᄒХЩḰᝰᬬᬬکᜊҁǔᜊᣉૹǔᜊ

վဠǕ

ХЩᓰిڢᇳӥᗁࣂ᭯ࡗḰՃ͇ᤸᤇᇳӥᗁǔᇳ

ӥЪጏᗁǔᇳӥஔ̋ᗁǔᇳӥࠎᏇᗁ݀چ᭯ڈऌЮͼ

ᄒࣂ᭒සǕХЩᓰిәХЩḰХЩҁХЩЪጏḰ

Ǖܐ᧠ᤐರᄒᑈఈ˟Ḱ۪᧟ᄒᇳᏎЪጏॲ͇ڢ

ᇳӥࣂᄒʿ݀ྺཊࡋ௯ಲ૾ဠڬᤑᛩˈᄒҷটោḰ

ˮڢᇳӥ᧟ᄒᓰిᓴኞѻ˿௯᭒᭯࠳Юͼᄒᇳӥྺཊरஒӱោ

ҷটោᄒǕʿ˜ሡ߮ˌ˒ᄒፀፃፏ౦֟ࣂృҌ௯ᇳӥХЩᓰ

ిᓴॲ͇ᮓ҆रࡡᄒۻఽμᬲǕࠌڢᬍᄒ˟Ḱᓰిᓴᄒኞѻ

֟ᗈکଖᤑࣂʿ൬सरޅḰЭࣂᤊᣉݨࡋʿ˜ዽࠣᄒ͉

ٰḰ᭒੦మࣂᏰఉᒵᄒࣂᝐᓬḰ᰼கᄒࠁᒵ

ᄒࣂḰμចіᇀ֟ˌ˒गḰ͒ͽဟᓴѫဠႨḰᦘ͠ྐྵʿ

ԯᏳҷУᢾḰڊ൭ࣂፀֈڢăՒࡒЭ᠒Ą˰ܹḰᤏమă༯

ᛲͷĄᄒ፴ՔᑧүǕ

themselves and establish communication. Art is an international language 

without cultural and geographical divisions, and it is an important 

method that can be studied and used in community work.

Through art projects, the entire city's livelihood and order will 

become a field to be determined. With the joint work of artists and social 

workers, urban residents' participation will be linked to exploring more 

abundant public spaces, so that new spaces can be created anytime, 

anywhere.

Public art can respond to specific work needs at the community 

operation aspect through four aspects: community space creation, 

community relationship creation, community story creation, and 

community aesthetic creation. Public art activates public space, and 

public space creates public relations. In this context, social relations in 

the city can be reshaped.

A major feature of community work is the continuous dynamic 

adjustments based on society. The community's art festival planning 

also needs to be open, coordinated, and dynamically adjusted in the 

face of specific community characteristics. A scientific professional 

organizational structure and working methods are the basic guarantees 

for the community public art festival's development. In actual operation, 

once the planning and implementation of the art festival officially start, its 

work will behave like a sophisticated instrument, requiring all workers to 

clarify their job roles, complete their work on time and efficiently, while 

ensuring accuracy and professionalism, any omission in any part of the 

work will cause the whole work to be affected immediately. Therefore, the 

members of the working group must have the comprehensive ability of 

"flexibly fill up positions" in addition to "fulfilling their responsibilities."
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ఽͼᇳᏎभ౦
Art Community Cultivation

3 -
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ă݀ĄḰᤐ݀ঁཱʿ˜ă෭మᤀ႕Ąᄒăө˰͝ĄʿᡙϪǕरஒhЩ̢hၿ௯݀ڬǕө់ᄒ௯ʿ̩ڢ̋់

ʿᡙḰϪᅔᅆڢӥǔˈᮟ۳ǔˈˌ˒ǔˈࣺᴜͶᄹঋ՜ᄒ̩Ḱᐙکǔˈࠚږ൭Ḱˈ̎ۻᄒಱॿ္ঘḰ߾ںЩࠚ

វᄒᒵḰ˿ΰܻ̈ᡍᄒ̋৹Ǖ

People pursue and realize dreams. What DAC wants to pursue is a "big dream," and this big dream is bound to be done by the "people 

of all kinds" who have "no boundaries" together. Openness, Sharing, and Growth are the core visions that everyone adheres to. Based on this, 

people from different countries, regions, practice fields, professions, ages with the same ambitions get together to be sincere, which has also 

contributed to realizing the big dream.

ͽᓱీࠛǕኟ̪ࡢǕՓᮠ۴߯Ᏹ य़ࣗǕឃᝩࣗǕ੭΄̪ǕᏈᯅࠛኗ

҂ᆚᝩѼ Innovation & Research

&URVV�PHGLD�DUWLVWV��FXUDWRUV��VFKRODUV�LQ�YDULRXV�ÀHOGV Photographers, designers, craftsmen, gourmets, etc

ᰈႚᝩѼ Residency

ᮘڍ
Consultant

ᮘڍ
Consultant

 Team DACڍ΄ࣃࠉږ

ঌਦᏱڍ Volunteers Team
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ᬍᓰిᰇ႙ᝨѻږ

өˏጪ҂Ḱႈဠͅәᇳ͠ፏ౦దఫࣤХЩᮟ۳ᄒॖḰᰇ႙ᝨѻႈ൭ၿဠḰࣻ̌ڢ

ᬍәǔοᎲፗږḰᬬᅔ̌өʿˏጪУ̵့ݨӥனәᓰిˉᇳᏎၿট˰ᄒ᧠̜̑ጹࣤǕک˦

әᤲບྈḰᰇ႙ᝨѻ̎ۻЭरஒ̑ᐗǔຏТکڢᄒഽसྺḰڢॏ̵ږᬍᓰి۳ڬ˟ᤲບॖ

Ւکږӥᆄដ̩Ꮞ̜฿̑ૹᄒ᧠ЪጏᎲፗḰږڢᬍՒᬎॏͅᓰిԫ۳کனә̜฿˟ԯૡ̈᧠

ᄒႁǕ

өᓰి˟ॿಲແ˔னәڊۻḰᬬ˟ྺږᓬဠͅәǔ֟័ږᬍә݀ԯࡡḰ൬μᅔरஒ

Щၿᄒ္ঘޖটˉˏ႕̜฿࠳សḰᤥස̎ՒکږӥԓՆͤፚ֟ටைனә̭̑ළǔ֟័ЩၿḰ

նஎ߮̀ږᬍᓪᆄដፋᰖǕᰇ႙ᝨѻ˦ΰᤑږᬍܻГरஒᄒ͞ᓪഽसϡॲϖ᧥Ǖ

өږᬍᓰిᰇ႙ᮒᄴᒹү̎౦भǜॏͅǝǔǜࠌᰖǝǔǜکڢǝǔǜХЩǝږᬍ

ᓰిᆙቋ̜฿ࣹՄǕږڢᬍᓰిனәឮܚ˟Ḱᄸ᭯ॏ̵ͅဠڬԫکڢԓՆனᑪḰᤸᤇᮟ۳ǔ

ͼǔ߮ሡᄒܻГᛀՔḰᤑᛩरஒǔҁǔࠌᰖᄒ္ᆙቋˉҁࠌᢃḰࠌဠॏͅږ

ᬍՒᬎᓰిˉᇳ͠ᄒ̑ᛀЩၿǕ

In the early twentieth century, the formation of the public sphere was brought about by the modernization 

of the West's social structure. The residency program emerged from this and became an essential link 

between regional culture and art and the community ecology. Nowadays, with the gradual maturity of global 

internationalization and information networking in the 21st century, the residency program is based on its open, 

interconnected, and in-depth model characteristics, and in today's international art field has gradually formed 

the exchange of knowledge among different countries and regions. The network of relationships has played an 

essential role in international contemporary art and regional cultural exchanges.

Dimensions Art Center is rooted in the genes of oriental culture, along with the modernization and 

internationalization with Chinese characteristics, it is maintaining an open and symbiotic philosophy and 

dialogue with the world, pursuing mutual exchange and harmonious coexistence with colleagues in the 

historical traditions and national cultures of various countries while absorbing and learning International benign 

knowledge experience. The residency program is a useful model for promoting international diversification and 

opening up.

DAC Artists In Residency (DAC AIR) is committed to building a "Contemporary", "Experimental", "Local," 

and "Public" international art research and exchange platform. In the context of international art and culture, 

facing the contemporary society and regional on-site history, through the diversified integration of cross-

domain, cross-media, and cross-disciplinary, open, innovative, and experimental, theoretical research and 

creative practice are carried out to realize the contemporary mutual coexistence of art and society in the world.

3 - 1 -
ᰈႚᝩѼ̷ፊ
Introduction to  (DAC AIR)3 - 1 - 1-

DAC Artists In Residency (DAC AIR)

����ాͽᇴᏏम౧�"SU�$PNNVOJUZ�$VMUJWBUJPO
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���� ࣺḰөᓰి˟ॿ͇គቩږᬍᰇ႙ᝨѻ˦ᡙޅḰଔ

ᓰిனәၿটǕᤸᤇکڢᬍᓰిனәᇳᏎᎲፗḰ౦भ̎᧠ऄږ̎

ᥡីˏ႕ՒږǔՒˌ˒ᓰిனәᛩҷ̩ܫḰ᭯࠳ॏ̵ږᬍᓰిன

әጵጛ̜ՔᄒͅḰڢ᧠ऄᤐघᄒږᬍဠͅәˉکڢԓՆனәࣻ

ᆙቋರఽḰ᧠রᆄដ᥇֟ڬᢃဠࠌکڢ˦ᄒ۪́ፏՔࣤḰ͇൭ߣ

ᣬፏ౦ˉᓰిˉᇳ͠ᄒЪጏḰᝯЩ˦ͅЩͼᄒЩனә֙

ᮭǕ

ᬍᓰిᰇ႙ᝨѻᬎ፦भږөఽͼᇳᏎ౦भᒸ̵Ḱөڢ

ቩ̈ᓰిࠚᰇ႙ǔኞ̩ࡡǔঋਥᏰࠌᢃڹḰࣻ൬ࡡˉᆙቋᏰǔ

គᝨࣖǔࠚኖனәˌ˒̩ܫᄒᰇ႙ՔǕˌ˒ᮟ۳̸ॏͅᓰి

फࡡᒸ۪ᝃѻǔт˒ၿটǔͤፚටᓰǔᇳᏎԯࡡǔன߮ǔሡ

ઇኖ᭯՜Ǖᤸᤇ္ຕᤨऌܻˌ˒̩ܫᄒӱ̑ҷ᥇ᣬḰࠌဠܻ

ˌ˒ᮟ۳ᄒᆄដ̑ᤸǔՒᇳ͠ᢾ͓ᄒӱ̑Ḱڢᄸ᭯ဠڬḰ

Юܴᇳ͠፴Քᄒ̜฿ឮܚˆḰᗁвЮॏˆͅǔᇳ͠ХЩ

ǔکڢຏТǔ႕ࠌᰖᄒ̜฿ࠌᢃဟܚǕᤂҊܻರனәǔ

᥇ᣬǔܻ፭ᝅᝐḰЩḰЩরᛩḰЩၿЩ˒Ǖࡗܻ

���� ࣺḲөږᬍᰇ႙ᝨѻ̷፦ጒږᬍᓰిனәˉ˟

ǝ˧ឿᮭࡡృ౦ǜᓰిˉ۪́ԯڢԫЭᄹ̑ЪጏǕکڢऄ᧠ږ

՜ˆḰөڢ൭ࣺଔԲᒵږзܹᰇ႙ᓰిࠚǔኞ̩ࡡ��ͷḰ

Э˟̈ �� ͷ᭧ࣺᓰిࠚǕЭᰇکᝨѻԫ̩ዥ۪ˉᒵཱ

ၿটǔږᬍᎲፗˉᙇ̜̑ǔࣂ˒۪ˉᇳᏎၿኖ˧ᮭ᭯՜Ḱ

৮Ճ͇ڢఽࣺ᧥ǜ���� ࣺᰇ႙ᓰిࠚǝP �� ឨፂ̈Ԩˉᓰి

ԫЭᰇ႙ᝨѻǕࠚ

In 2013, Dimensions Art Center was initiated by establishing 

DAC Artists In Residency (DAC AIR), linked to the international art 

and culture community, and established in the local art and culture 

ecology of Chongqing. By inviting people from all over the world to face 

the current era of intricate international art and culture, Chongqing's 

initial international modernization and local history and culture coexist 

in the urban-rural integration zone, thus providing local practice and 

research samples to rethink the logical structure of knowledge and the 

relationship between art and society, exploring the cultural propositions 

of the community of the times.

Since the Art Community Cultivation in DAC, DAC Artists In 

Residency (DAC AIR) has successfully established a platform for 

artists, curators, and volunteers. It is expanding its resident cooperation 

with researchers, designers, writers, and other professionals. The 

professional field extends from contemporary art to urban planning, 

agricultural ecology, traditional folk art, community development, 

literature, technology, and other aspects. By analyzing the interaction 

logic that adapts to multi-party professionals' collaboration, the 

knowledge exchange in multi-party professional fields is realized, and 

the collaboration of various social identities is mutually consistent. We 

will create a communication practice environment that combines current 

times, social publicity, and cross-border experimental communication. 

Diverse cultures, multi-layered logics, and multi-dimensional perspectives 

exist simultaneously and space, thinking and acting, growing, and 

developing together.

In 2019, DAC Artists In Residency (DAC AIR) continued to explore 

the relationship between the international and local art and culture in 

Chongqing, China. Under the main subject of DAC "Art and Urban-Rural 

Development," DAC has supported 17 artists and curators from home 

and abroad during the year, including 15 young artists. Their residency 

plans cover city planning and natural ecology, international networks and 

virtual interactions, industrial cities, and community life. You can learn 

more about the residency artists and their projects in "Resident Artists 

2019" P32.

ాͽᇴᏏ౧म���ᰈႚ
Art Community Cultivation — Residency
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Blaise Schwartz

_ 㮨㽈コ⻧ㆊ _
ชږᓰిࠚḰၿ̎ ���� ࣺḰҁǔၿ̎ชږ˟֟ږ˰Ǖ����

ࣺᳲᏇి߮ᬛᕮᝠඔ˒ၿǕ

h�ᦒѴࡡᝇ

����Ḱǚ˰᪳Ǜ̎˟ږ᧠ऄࢾچᏇి߮ᬛԫ֏ᤀ᛬ᥓḰᏎࡡḿ

����Ḱǚ�����-Ă&YQPǛ�̎ชږᳲ -B�7JMMFUUFḰᏎࡡḿ

����ḰǚʿᲧ᳛Ǜ�̎˟ږ˅๚ӯीڗᏇి᯦ḰᏎࡡḿ

����Ḱǚ'FMJDJUj���Ǜ�̎ชږᳲᏇిࠕḰᏎࡡḿ

����ḰǚᤥසӴᡝǛ�̎ชږᳲ˟ږனә˟ॿḰᏎࡡḿ

����ḰǚIBTBSE�EĂFOTFNCMFTǛ̎ชږᬉុݒ ("$ḰᏎࡡ

_ 励咗⡟⪯堗㒕 _
ᤐ൛ҁ̸͠ǚᤊҷǛ֟ǚ᭪൫ǛᄒЪጏԯࡡǕ᧠ऄమ˘ሠک

ॖǕԜᄒॖک௯ˉැḰͯᬬʿሠඓᣟਭᄒᓴݖḰߺᒵˈ͠

ңདྷکஐԳᒵᄒࣹᛮǕ̔ ᭯ԩҳᤑ̩̈ዥभኛᄒʿሠ̩ॖکḰ

Գә᭬࣪ঔǕՃᑧ͠ᤸᤇፓႏˉᓊᢤᄹፏՔᄒҁភڗԮ௪ᤐ˜

ЪጏǕፓႏˉзᦒᤊҷᄹЪḰभኛˉྵ္ᤊҷᄹЪǕ

ᤐ̗ਏชՃ͇ˈԾ௯ᝅᝈसॖʿᒹḰᏳ˿Ճ͇ᤸᤇԴᤠ

ᄒसʿᒹǕ੦͇Зࡅភᤑᛩॐ֟எᖕḰ࠵અʿ̗ඓᣟ

Юమॏ̩کனᄒஔ̋ǔԓՆͤ឵Ḱబݦႈ̩ᤠǕబፄᄒॖसՃ

ᑧ௯ஔ̋ǔܮᮋǔॐǔભрᄹፏՔኖǕ

_ 堗㒕⧪⺜ _
өᰇ႙Ẁǚԭ᧠۳ڬǛชږᓰిࠚ#MBJTF�4DIXBSU[ᰇ႙ࡡ־Ḱ

ᝁ��P ���Ǖ

| CV of the Artist |
French artist, born in 1992, creates and lives between France and China. An 

honorary graduate of the Paris Academy of Fine Arts in 2016.

· Part of the exhibition

2019, "Time Mirror" in Chongqing Sichuan Fine Arts Insititute and 

surrounding streets, group exhibition;

2019, "100% L'Expo" at La Villette, Paris, France, group exhibition;

2018, "A Beach of Gulls and Herons", group exhibition at Banzhang Art 

Museum, Shanghai, China;

2017, "Felicità 17" at the Palais des Fine Arts in Paris, France, group 

exhibition;

2014, "Pursuing Excellence" at the Chinese Cultural Center in Paris, France, 

group exhibition;

2013, "hasard d'ensembles" at GAC, Annonay, France, group exhibition.

| About Residency |
This creation will develop from the relationship between "Motion" and 

"Static". There are two types of terrain in Chongqing. The original terrain 

is mountain and river, with a relatively slow rhythm, it will not change its 

balance by itself. A man-made terrain of human architecture was added later, 

which changes very quickly. I may try to reflect this relationship through 

the combination of painting and dance. Painting is related to internal 

movement, architecture is related to physical movement.

Therefore, I first try to record and harvest, looking for some stories, 

history or legends with local humanities, which are best imitated by people. 

The final form may be a combination of story, sound, recording, shooting or 

writing.

| Acheivements |
DAC AIR | <Yingmei and Her Friends in Chongqing> Residency 

Exhibition by Germany artist Yingmei Duan, pleasw P 210.

ᓱీ͈ࠛ॥΄ֿǛഗೢǜ
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Artists in Residency
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Resident Artists of 20193 - 1 - 3-
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ᓱీ͈ࠛ॥΄ֿǛ˧்ՙܢ᰽ˀዤǜ

"SUJTU�T�QSFWJPVT�XPSLT��4UBJST�

ङ卩㮨㽈コ堗㒕䆬پ

堗㒕䐽㠻5HVLGHQFH�3HULRGᷛ�������������������
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Artists in Residency

_ 㮨㽈コ⻧ㆊ _
�����������ၿ̎˟᳴ږᴥැᄽ݀ऄḰᒵႈᓰిࠚḰࡘڢॼ࣓ږ

ͨၔЙ֟˟ږӚ̣Ǖ

h�ᦒѴࡡᝇ

���� ᮋ˵ˌᣬăچөФࣺҚᢁᤵ௯๚ศăԯ࣓͠ �ᑣڂ˅๚Ḱ˟ږ

�����5IJOHOFTTḰ/FVFS�,VOTUWFSFJOḰ҆کݠ�፭˿ጲ

���� ংᇇྦྷḰᑣڂ˅๚Ḱ˟ږ˅๚

_ 励咗⡟⪯堗㒕 _
ᄒᓰిҁ˟ă̩ĄʿᄸӼమ४᧠ᄒᝐᓬǕᤐ̗ࣺḰڢ

Ϫܻ̈ᄒՔ־ḰՔͯ͟మՒሠՒರᄒ̩Ǖ

����Ḱ֟ᒵॼږᄒ #VSHCSPIM ᄒ࠽ �� ͷටՔǕᤐ

൛Ք˟మϪஜᐺᄒǔ̸̋ஓᄒǔஒᏅᄒǔϪᙴጅᄒǔᔹ౯ࣂڏ

ᄒǔᇳ͠ࣂᏰǔᬺටኖՒሠՒರᄒ̩Ǖ̸ � ᄒАተҊ �� 

ᄒᏭࣺ̩Ǖڢᤐ͐־˟Ḱᬜ̈ՔḰᄒԻʿ˜ᝐᓬࡋ௯ձԯ֟

ଐ̽͋ᓰిҁᄒༀᑧḰ�ඐ˜̩ᦘమ४݀ᄒҁүˈ̱̱௯ᓰి

ᇰ֟ࡡᝇ௯ࡡǕబՙᰇ႙ᄒࠚ �� ͷටᄒՔ־Ǖ

ࣺḰڢᑣڂ˅๚ႏढᄒʿ൛रࣳఁ࠘˅Ḱᝫដ̈४ܻ̩Ḱ

ࡡ˦๚ᥡីϪ˘݁ᛩ˅ڂ౯෭మՙᑣݨᄹ˿ҳ̈ॺοǕ̑ࠚ݀

ᇰᄒសḰ˿ˈ͠మదܻᄒԥ̈̽͋Ǖᄒಽ௯

ҳॺοᄒ �� ͷᄒరԬभቩᐗጏǕඐ˜̩ᦘమџ൛Ꮂ˅ʿ࠳ʿ

ᄒ̜฿ǕՙḰ੮ᆄᥓᝫដᄒమኞ̩ࡡǔᏇి᯦ᄒࣂ̩ֈஎᘱ

ኖǕࠚḰᩘᛩᐔֈḰ߮ၿḰᓰిࠚ

ࡡөᄒᰇ႙సḰ˧֟ᄒՔͯ͟ʿᡙԯڢ �� џ͐

ăྵ͐̑ҷᛩ˦־Ąԫăྵ͐ � फ़Ѐ̑ҷसᄒᛩ˦־ĄǕ

ࣗశ࠳᧠ऄԫၿڢ᧠ऄᝫដᄒᏭరԬ֟ᄒరԬమదܻᄒ෬ᤸ

֟̈ǕՔᄒͯ͟ᒵˈᄒࣺᴜǔᢾ͓ԫᐔ˒Ǖ

ăྵ͐̑ҷᛩ˦־Ą�ԫăྵ͐ � फ़Ѐ̑ҷसᄒ־Ą௯

���� ࣺरޅᄒʿ˜ᄒᛩ˦̑ҷᛳᤂसǕ݀ࠚՃ͇֟ྵ͐̑ҷḰ

ʿ̗ྵ͐ᤏ֟ॐЀమᐗጏǕफ़Ѐ݀ጦ ���� ѴᨇḰफ़Ѐᦘ௯ಲ૾

ՔᏰᄒஔ̩̋֟ၿፋԓஐᎌᏳԯࡡᡙᄒǕ

Ḱ௯ᤸᤇྵ͐ԫफ़Ѐभቩ̩ˉ̩Ḱ̩ˉྵḰ᧟־ᤐ͐ڢ

ྵˉྵḰ̩ˉḰˉḰзᦒܹ֟ᦒʿ˜ቩͼ

ᄒ̑ᐗᎲḰᝰ݀ࠚᦘ̑ҷᡙǕ

_ 堗㒕⧪⺜ _
өᰇ႙Ẁǚᔶ֟ݥᄒ᧠ऄరԬ͋Ǜᓰిࠚඈᔶᰇ႙־

Ḱᝁ��P ���Ǖࡡ

| CV of the Artist |
1969.10.27 Born in Daqing City, Heilongjiang Province, China, freelance 

artist, living in Braunschweig, Germany and Beijing, China.

· Exhibitions

2018 music album "Forty-eight years ago the road is the ocean" conference, 

capsule Shanghai, China

2017Thingness,Neuer Kunstverein, Vienna, Austria

2017 Memory Debris, Capsule Shanghai, Shanghai, China

| About Residency |
People have always played an important role in my artistic creation.

Over the years, I've done a lot of collaborations with all kinds of people.

In 2016, I cooperated with 19 villagers from the small village of 

Burgbrohl, Germany.In this cooperation, there are all kinds of people who 

are engaged in education, politics, sheep herding, cake making, apple orchard 

working, social workers, refugees and so on.From children as young as 8 to 

the elderly as old as 88.In this work, in addition to cooperation, my other 

role is to inspire and tap their potential of artistic creation. Everyone has 

great creativity, not just artists.The final resident show is a collaboration 

with 19 villagers.

In the same year, I met a lot of people at an opening dinner of the 

capsule Shanghai gallery, and we also added WeChat to each other.I probably 

wouldn't have had more time to get to know them if capsule Shanghai hadn't 

invited me to do a two-day behavioral presentation.My plan is to connect 

with 20 new friends I've added to WeChat.Have several one-on-one online 

conversations with each person.Later, I learned that I knew curators, gallery 

staff, collectors, bank staff, students, artists, and so on.

During my stay in the tenth party, I mainly developed more than 

10 "object interactive behavior works" and "object & image interactive 

behavior works" with my partners.I hope to have more communication and 

understanding about chongqing and the old friends and new friends I know 

in chongqing.Partners come from different ages, identities and occupations.

"Object interactive behavior works" and "object & image interactive 

works" are a new form of behavior interactive expression that I started in 

2016.People can interact with objects, some of which are associated with 

video.The images take about 3-10 minutes and are developed based on the 

stories and life experiences of the collaborators.

In this work, I use objects and images to build a three-dimensional 

Internet space for people, people and objects, objects and objects, people and 

space, space and space, internal space and external space, so that everyone 

can interact.

| Acheivements |
DAC AIR | <Yingmei and Her Friends in Chongqing> Residency 

Exhibition by Germany artist Yingmei Duan, See P 214.

Yingmei Duanඉᔷ
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_ 㮨㽈コ⻧ㆊ _
����ࣺѫၿ̎ᬗᄽ߿Ḱఽሡඔ˒̎߿Ꮗి߮ᬛႏጏḰ

˟݅Ꮗి߮ᬛࠌᰖᓰి߮ᬛូڢᆸܫǕ

h�ᦒѴࡡᝇ

������᯳࡛᧠ऄࠌᰖफ़Ѐԭࣺࡡ

������પᖎᓰిஎᘱࡡ

������˟Ӱனәچ๚ᛩᓰిࡡ

������᭧ࣺᓰి ���

������ኌ࡛̌˟ږᬍᓰిӸᝇ͠ ��ИᓊՄң ��μ҆ө֏ࣺॏͅ᭧

ᩬᓰిӸᝇ͠

������᯳࡛ᓰిᓴ � ኌ˄࡛݀߮ၿᓰిӸᝇ͠ ��463(&�"SU�ᓰᡙ

ᓰిᓴ ��)J�� ᭧ࣺᓰిࠚᏎࡡ

������ኌ࡛چ௩௩ᓰిᓴ ��463(&�"SU�ᓰᡙ˅๚ ] ᦘ�ᓰిᓴ � ˟

ࡡྺࣺ֏ᬿᏎ̌өࠚःᓰిࠀږ ��ܶՃ̩ᓰిࠚᐗࡡ ��ဨᓰమጦ

ᓰిࠚᐗࡡ � ኌ � ࡛ă463(&�"SU ᓰᡙhӚ̣Ąᓰిᓴ � ௫И˲ข

᭧ࣺᓰిࠚᐗࡡ

������᯳࡛݀߮ၿᓰిӸᝇ͠ � ْॼભӶă݀߮ͅĄˌڬ � ኌˁ࡛

ă̄ॲᡙĄᓰిᓴ

�������� ՙೊಽࡡ � ௫ࠧႏࡡ

_ 励咗⡟⪯堗㒕 _
൭൛ᰇ႙ҁ௯͇᧠ऄ˦ರఽḰॐ֟ᤠ˟۪ږәᤑሶ

˟ᄒԳᤃḰ͇ԫˈ̩Ꮞڢॏˆᇳ͠ឮܚ˟ᄒˈၿߣ࿌টḰ̸Ᏻ

վဠѫ˜̩࠳ᇳ͠ǔ݀͝࠳ᄒਞԲˉͼᰖǕॖ־सԫफ़Ѐǔ

ᜑᎾǔፓႏኖǕ

_ 堗㒕⧪⺜ _
өᰇ႙ẀǚณڠˉԺߝǛᓰిࠚပᖗᰇ႙ࡡ־Ḱᝁ��

P���Ǖ

| CV of the Artist |
Born in Xi'an, Shanxi Province in 1983, Graduated from the Oil 

Painting Department of Xi'an Academy of Fine Arts, Master in reading, 

School of Experimental Art, Central Academy of Fine Arts.

· Exhibitions

2019  The First Chongqing International Experimental Visual Art Biennale

2018  Ramos Art Collection Exhibition

2017  Exchange of Chinese Culture Art Exhibition

2016  Youth Arts 100

2015  The 2nd Zhongshan International Young Artists Exhibition/ Time 

Play Poly 10th Anniversary Contemporary Qingfeng Art Fair

2014  The First I Will Art Festival/ The Third College Art Fair/ “SURGE Art 

Together” Art Festival / Hi21 Youth Artist Group Exhibition

2013  The 4th New Star Art Festival / “SURGE Art Together” Shanghai 

| Chengdu Art Festival / Special Exhibition on the 20th Anniversary of 

Chinese Songzhuang Artists Cluster / “Lovely Summer View” Artist Group 

Exhibition / “Jia Yi You Yue” Artist Group Exhibition / The 8th "SURGE 

Art Together · Beijing" Art Festival / "Chun Guang Zha Xie" Young Artists 

Exhibition

2012  The First College Art Fair / Guardian Auction "University Times" / 

The 7th "Affordable" Art Festival

2011  Post-80s Archives Exhibition / "Spring Chill" Oil Painting Exhibition

| About Residency |
This creation is based on Chongqing as a sample to record and describe 

the changes in China's urbanization process, as well as the different living 

conditions of different groups of people in the current social context, thus 

presenting my personal feelings and experiences towards society and the 

public. The form of the works involves videos, installations, paintings, etc.

| Acheivements |
DAC AIR | <Soil and Sentence> Residency Exhibition by artist Ying 

Wang, See P 226.
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_ 㮨㽈コ⻧ㆊ _
����ࣺѫၿ̎ᬗᄽ߿Ḱఽሡඔ˒̎߿Ꮗి߮ᬛႏጏḰ

˟݅Ꮗి߮ᬛࠌᰖᓰి߮ᬛូڢᆸܫǕ

h�ᦒѴࡡᝇ

������ఽሑиԦ˕ ,VSB4UVEJP�˜ࡡă0CTDBUMF� ᬲᇆĄ

������ăၿ˂Ą˟ږ˅๚᭧ࣺᓰӸ͠Ꮞࡡ���ဵྭܓᎵ

'BCSB�J�DPBUT�ᓰి˟ॿ�'JD�1SPE"SU����ᰇ႙ᓰిࠚᏎࡡ���ဵྭܓ

Ꮅ .PGVUB�HBMMFSZ�Ꮞࡡ�� ॏˆᄒॏˆ �

������ဵྭܓᎵ�3FJBM$FSDMF�"SUJTUJD�ᓰి˟ॿ � ̸Ӛ̣Ҋܓ

Ꮅ � Ꮞࡡ���ဵྭܓᎵ�5IF8IJUF�(BMMFSZ�ႏढᏎࡡ ��ဵྭ

Ꮅܓ +PSEJ�.JHVFM�ႏढᏎࡡ

������ဵྭܓᎵ "MCBSFEB�னә˟ॿ �"SU�JO�1PCMFTFD� Ꮞࡡ���

Ꮅܓྭဵ &TDPMB�.BTTBOB�ᓰిˉគᝨ߮ಫᏎࡡă.FSDVSJĄ��

Ꮅܓڢࠚ᭧ࣺᓰిږ˟Ą᯦̂ڗ۾ை݀ஜࠚڡᎵሀܓྭဵ

ăᏎࡡ�� ဵྭܓᎵ +PSEJ�.JHVFM�ႏढ �+JBOH�KJBOH-VP� ��ࡡ˜

ဵྭܓᎵ +PSEJ�.JHVF�ႏढᏎࡡ

������ဵྭܓᎵ +PSEJ�.JHVFM�ႏढᏎࡡ ��ဵྭᡒᎵጲ�4BOU�

'FMJV�EF(VpYPMT�Ӹྵ᯦ � ᳴ᬥ � ᏎࡡǕ

_ 励咗⡟⪯堗㒕 _
ఽ൛ᰇ႙ᄒᝨѻ͠࠺फ፦˰ҚᄒҁরᢁḰϖҸڗЀḰफ़

֟ဠྵ౦ʿ˜ᄹ̑ЪᐗᄒḰᝰ੦మᄒГᦘᜊӒխڢʿ

ሠᇀࠈᄒ᥇ᣬЪጏॏ˟Ḱ౦ʿ˜݀ࠂᏳቩͼңڬसǕҁᄒ

Ա͠మʿᦒѴແᒵ᧠ऄॏکḰ᧠ऄᄒ۪ఈᝂ˿͠௯ʿ˜

ਞЫᡢᄒសᮭḰࣗశᑧᤸᤇ࠳ʿ̗࣪ፋᰖᄒʿሠ౦᧠္

͋ၿᄒˏ႕Ḱ˿ࣗశՃ͇ᤸᤇఽ൛ᄒᰇکҁՃ͇ऻԯʿ̗

ᄒরᏮǕ᭯ࡗᄒԓՆ۪̎࠳

బՙڢᰇ႙ፏḰ͇࠺־Ѵ̢͠ᓰిࡡᝇᄒॖसվဠǕ

_ 堗㒕⧪⺜ _
өᰇ႙Ẁǚၿ˰ՙǛᓰిࠚᣏǔᰑގැԭ˜ࡡḰᝁ��

P���Ǖ

| CV of the Artist |
Born in Xi'an, Shaanxi Province in 1983, he graduated from the Oil Painting 

Department of Xi'an Academy of Fine Arts with a bachelor's degree and 

is studying for a master's degree in the School of Experimental Art of the 

Central Academy of Fine Arts in China.

· Exhibitions

2019 Kura Studio Solo Exhibition "Obscatle/Barrier," Itoshima City, Fukuoka 

Prefecture, Japan

2018 "New Life Vientiane" China Shanghai Youth Art Fair Group Exhibition 

/ Fic-ProdArt'18 Resident Artist Group Exhibition at Fabra i Coats Art 

Center in Barcelona,   Spain / Group Exhibition of Mofuta gallery in 

Barcelona,   Spain "The Present"

2017 "From Beijing to Barcelona" group exhibition at ReialCercle Artistic Art 

Center, Barcelona,   Spain / Group exhibition at TheWhite Gallery, Barcelona,   

Spain / Group exhibition at Jordi Miguel Gallery, Barcelona,   Spain

2016 "Art in Poblesec" group exhibition at Albareda Cultural Center in 

Barcelona,   Spain / Group exhibition at Escola Massana School of Art 

and Design in Barcelona,   Spain "Mercuri" / Library of Sagrada Familia in 

Barcelona,   Spain "Group exhibition of young Chinese artists in Barcelona 

/ Jordi Miguel, Barcelona,   Spain Gallery "Jiang-jiangLuo" Solo Exhibition / 

Group Exhibition at Jordi Migue Gallery, Barcelona,   Spain

2015 Group exhibition at Jordi Miguel Gallery in Barcelona,   Spain / "Black 

Pottery" group exhibition at Sant Feliu de Guíxols Museum in Girona, Spain.

| About Residency |
In this residency, I will continue my previous creative ideas, using 

images, photography, and ready-made objects to construct an interrelated 

space, so that all elements are included in a particular logical relationship, 

forming a grand and three-dimensional theater. Part of the material for 

the creation will come from the local area of Chongqing. At the same 

time, Chongqing’s urban landscape will also be a topic of interest to me. I 

hope to re-understand the world we live in by deconstructing some daily 

experiences, and I also hope that my creation can trigger some reflections 

on the history of the city.

At the end of the residency, the works I created during my residency 

will be presented in the form of a sharing session or an exhibition.

| Acheivements |
DAC AIR | <After the Life> Residency Exhibition by artist Ke Yuan & 

Jiangjiang Luo, See P 222.
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_ 㮨㽈コ⻧ㆊ _
���� ࣺѫၿ̎˟ږ˅๚Ḱపڢ˅๚ � ᔂҳࣂז߮̀Ǖ

h�ᦒѴࡡᝇ

����ǚဥၝ۪ᄒᲤ߯ԥ᭬ืᅂ๚Ǜຩᝅᝈᓰి˟ॿ

_ 励咗⡟⪯堗㒕 _
࠺ˈ۪کӥᄒᬭᑪፗᅂࠅஜᄒḰˈ௯ಅሠဠߣᄒ

॥ǔ۪ዽሀǔனә̀θኖ፴Քᄒྺ္کӥکஜḰᏳ௯Ӓխ̈ឧࠅ

խ˯ǕࣗశઅҊݗՔ᧠ऄྺکᎎனәᄒکڬ፡፦ǚኌʿሠஜ۾Ǜ

ጏѽᄒˢᜑᎾҁḰکڬՃ͇௯ܹḰ˿Ճ͇௯̩Ḱబՙ

͇फ़ᄒसμߣˆǕ൭ܹ˿ᝨѻ͇ॏͤکፚனә˦ݗృḰࡅ

ភʿ̗խమ۪ኈՊᄒᜑᎾᭇܐǕ

బՙڢᰇ႙ፏḰ͇࠺־Ѵ̢͠ᓰిࡡᝇᄒॖसվဠǕ

_ 堗㒕⧪⺜ _
өᰇ႙Ẁǚၿ˰ՙǛᓰిࠚᣏǔᰑގැԭ˜ࡡḰᝁ��
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| CV of the Artist |
Born in Shanghai, China in 1991, worked and studied in Shanghai/Chicago.

· Exhibitions

2016 "The Chicken Boy of Glass City Go to Africa to See the Sea" Hong Kong 

Visual Arts Center

| About Residency |
I regard the hidden contexts of different urban areas as religious, rather 

than an existing religion, which includes the comprehensive meaning of the 

area's geographical features, urban spirit, and cultural customs. I hope to 

find a place that fits Chongqing's unique geographical culture and continue 

creating temporary installations in the "First Church" series. The creative 

venue can be an outdoor or human-made space. Finally, the work will be 

documented as a photo. Besides, I also plan to use the local traditional 

culture as an opportunity to try some installations or sculptures containing 

city symbols.

At the end of the residency, my work will be presented in the form of a 

sharing session or exhibition.

| Acheivements |
DAC AIR | <After the Life> Residency Exhibition by artist Ke Yuan & 

Jiangjiang Luo, See P 222.
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_ 㮨㽈コ⻧ㆊ _
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_ 励咗⡟⪯堗㒕 _
ڢ %"$ 

ăᢁᢁᤸ̌᧠ݖĄࠁ࠺̽͋ᄒăܮᮋο࠸Ąᮒᄴᄒబՙʿඈ

ሶḰڢᤐඈሶ˟Ḱ̽͋൬࠵ڢઅᄒชḰ͇ՔᎾᄒॖसᏳˈ

௯ဠڬᛳᄒसࡡᇰ̽͋ᄒ־Ḱᤐ௯̩̌ፀᄒʿሠॖसǕ

൭ܹḰ̽͋ڢ᧠ऄᄒͅᛳ̈˦స˘˜భᄒ˟ږ˰ᛩᄒ᰼༅Ḱᤐ

˿௯̽͋ኌʿ൛ږ˟ڢᰇ႙ǕڢˉУږՒکᄒᓰిࠚर̈ࡡʿጏѽ

Ք˰ՙḰᤐ࠳ୌೊ࠺ᒹү̎ڢ᧠ऄ֟Ӛ̣˩ұʿͅڬᛳ̽͋־

ᄒఁҷǕ

_ 堗㒕⧪⺜ _
өᰇ႙ẀǚЩǛชږᓰిࠚ 1BTTFQBSUPVU�%VP ङᮋࠚ
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| CV of the Artist |
Through the creation ofinterdisciplinary collaborationsand immersive 

musical eventsthat thrive at the intersection of different cultures and 

aesthetics, pianist Nicoletta Favariand percussionist Christopher Salvitohave 

earned a reputation together as advocates for contemporary classical music 

as they continue their years-long journey around the world. Influenced 

by their ever-changing location, the duo commissions new repertoire, 

composes original pieces, and films music videosthat seek to capture their 

interpretations in a creative and engaging format.

· Residencies

Semi-Underground Space (CN) / The Studios of Key West (US) / Leveld 

Kunstnartun (NO) / De Grote Post (BE) / RaumArs AiR (FI) / AiR 

Kunstnerhuset Messen (NO) / Serde Residency (LV) / Kunstort ELEVEN 

Residency (GER) / Kammari Residency (CY) / Fiskars AiR (FI) / Eckerö 

Post & Tullhus (FI) / Bau 4, Schärholzbau (CH) / Skammdegi Festival (IS) / 

Avaloch Farm (US) / Hill & Hollow Music (US) / La Casa del Herrero (ES) 

/ Dar Slimane (MA) / The Hill House (US) / The Banff Centre (CA)

| About Residency |
While at DAC 

Passepartout Duo will be finishing the last leg of their “Sound 

Envelopes” project’s journey, and in doing so is seeking to find ways 

of presenting their work in an installation format rather than a live 

performance, a new modality for the duo. In addition, their time in 

Chongqing represents the culmination of a 2 month trip to China, and their 

first time in the country. Having started a number of collaborations with 

artists throughout the country, the duo will work toward presenting an 

evening length event representing their work here in Chongqing and Beijing.

| Acheivements |
DAC AIR | <Resonant Spaces> Home Concert by French artists 

Passepartout Duo, See P 218.
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_ 㮨㽈コ⻧ㆊ _
�����ࣺඔ˒̎ᔂҳזᓰి߮ᬛ߮ి߮ͷ

ឃ߮Ᏸඔ˒̎˟݅Ꮗి߮ᬛ͇࠺�����

h�ᦒѴࡡᝇ

������Ḱ˅๚ᓰុᏇి᯦ఓసሚ

������ḰฯਏḰ݀҆کݠΖ᯦

������Ḱຕ᧐ࣾᓰిᓴḰӚ̵̣Ꮗి᯦

������Ḱ൬ፋᄒܹ̩́Ḱ༹ᳯᏇి᯦

������ḰᓬḰӚ̣ᮆږனә˟ॿ

�������Ḱ+VSJFE"MVNOJࡡ�ᝇḰรࢿ 3BSJUBO࠽៶�ӥ߮ᬛ

������ḰࠁᏇᄒᢁ१ḰලఋႏढḰᔂҳז

������Ḱͼᰖ˟Ḱ˟ږᓰి߮ᬛḰࢿ

������ḰलәḰӚ༹̣ᳯᏇి᯦

������ḰኌܟچḰಒ္ރႏढḰฯొᆌ

_ 励咗⡟⪯堗㒕 _
͠࠺ຏТ̈᧠ऄᤐघ۪Ḱ˿ࣗశЭྺᄒ۪ྺᓬ࠳

ᄒᓰిҁࣤ༯ਞǕڢіܴసḰʿᄸႁॿᆙቋ᧠ऄᄒᄹЪԓ

Ն֟ॏکனәǕᒵ˟ږՙḰᄏ̈̀߮کࠌᒸЪ᧠Ḱڊ൭

ੲኳ҆ႁՒሠᇳ̜ͼऌႁោಒ᧠ऄࡘට࠳᧠ऄ˫ᒸ˜˟ږ

ᄒᓰి֟ॏͅனәᄒᅂชḰ̸ࣻᓰి̸˒Ᏸ᭬֟ᓰి̸˒Ᏸᄒᝐग

ᆙቋ᧠ऄᄒᓰిனә֟ڬǕ൭ᮒᄴᄒ᧠˟˰᧠̎ڢЕѴԯૡ̩

ॏͅᓰిᮒᄴ˟۪࠳ᓰిᄒЗТ˰ᝁ֟సశḰପӬᝂᏰ࠳͋

ᄒԨˉग֟ЫᡢǕ

_ 堗㒕⧪⺜ _
өᰇ႙Ẁǚᑶԇং�႙ˆࣤᡔǛᏇږᓰిࠚ "MBO�4LBMBTLJ ˜
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| CV of the Artist |
2016 BFA The School of the Art Institute of Chicago

2020 Visiting Scholar Central Academy of Fine Arts

· Exhibitions

June 2019, Summer Show 2019

March 2019, Maslow’s Dream, Austrian Embassy 

June 2018, Lucid Dreaming Arts Festival, Today Art Museum Beijing

May 2018, Legal Aliens, Yan Huang Art Museum

May 2018, Korean Cultural Center of Beijing 

October 2017, Juried Alumni Exhibition, Raritan Valley Community College, 

NJ

September 2017, The Path of Totality, Crystal Gallery, Chicago IL 

June 2017, Experiencing China, China Art Academy,  Hangzhou

April 2017, Alienation, Yan Huang Art Museum Beijing

September 2016, The Fourth Wall,  Charlie James Gallery, Los Angeles

| About Residency |
During my time in Chongqing I would like to acquire a deep 

understanding of the city and look to its unique features to inspire my 

artworks. In preparation I have been researching the history and culture of 

the city, but as I have learned from my time in China, time on the ground is 

invaluable. I would like to use various social media applications to survey 

the local population upon their thoughts about art and contemporary culture 

in Chongqing and China at large. I would like to study Chongqing’s artistic 

culture and market through the lense of art affiliated and non art people 

alike. The culmination of this project will play with these preconceptions 

and expectations of art, while hopefully inspiring the viewers to be more 

engaged and interested in future contemporary art programming in the city.

| Acheivements |
DAC AIR | <Footsteps recall staying for take away> Residency 

Exhibition by American artist Alan Skalaski, See P 238.
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_ 㮨㽈コ⻧ㆊ _
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_ 励咗⡟⪯堗㒕 _
ఽ̩ʿᄸЪดǔᆙቋᅆᖠḰ͇ࣻᅆᖠ˦̶ᤑᛩனәᆙቋˉᓰ

ిҁḰ͇ڢ।ᄒࣂ˟͇ᅆᖠ˦ʿሠᓰిரᤑᛩܻሠࠌᰖḰ

Ᏻᅆᖠᄒၿˉکڢனәˉ֏ڒᄒဟܚԳәᄹЪǕڢ᧠ऄᰇک

ᄒసḰ࠺ࡡᅆᖠࠌᰖᄒጏѽ־Ḱࣻោᆙ᧠ऄఽکᄒᖠᖞၿ

টḰ͇ᖠᖞ˦ូ᧠ऄԓՆǔனәᄒѵТཊǕ൭൛ᰇ႙सఽ̩ҁ

ຏәᄒ᧠ృ͠Ḱ˿ సశᤸᤇڢˈᄒဟܚǔၿট˟߮̀ҊదܻǕ
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| CV of the Artist |
Bachelor's degree in 2013, graduated from China academy of fine arts

Master's degree in 2019,graduated from China academy of fine arts

Now working and living in hangzhou

· Exhibitions

2019  Zhijiang international youth art festival, Hangzhou, China

2019  Invalid Exchange, Art museum of China academy of fine arts, 

Hangzhou, China

2018  Design and Thinking, Hong Kong university of science and technology, 

Hong Kon

2018  Dust House, China academy of art, Hangzhou, China

2018  Presence Folding,China academy of art, Hangzhou, China

2018  Graduates Art Fair Shenzhen, Shenzhen, China

2017 Venice biennale China pavilion opening performance, Animation 

coordination, Italy

2017  Unbounded motional, San Shang Art, Hangzhou, China

2016  WORKING OUT -WORKING IN The Danish cultural center, Beijing, 

China

2016  Seven days curator, Hengtong international innovation park, Beijing, 

China

| About Residency |
I have been paying attention to and researching fungi, and using fungi 

as a medium for cultural research and artistic creation. In the past work, 

I used fungi as an art material to carry out various experiments, and the 

growth of fungi and the changes in the local culture and the surrounding 

environment. It is closely related. During my stay in Chongqing, I will 

expand the series of fungal experiments and investigate the local mushroom 

ecology in Chongqing, using mushroom as an entry point to interpret 

Chongqing's history and culture. The important opportunity for this 

residency to deepen my creation is also expected to learn more through 

different environments and ecology.

| Acheivements |
Huangjueping Festival <Dwelling in Catastrophe> Funge Research 

Workshop & Exhibition by artist Pan Long, See P 175&178.
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_ 㮨㽈コ⻧ㆊ _
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_ 励咗⡟⪯堗㒕 _
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మᄒࠌႁਛ˯Ḱರ࠺ԥᆙቋᤐघ۪ᄒԓՆḰ߮̀ᤐ᧟ᄒனә

ᓰిḰࣻፏՔፓႏҁʿጏѽᜑᎾǕᄒ־Ճᅂ௯ʿሠḰ

ǔ־ፓႏǔဠݨॐḰΛ̶ႁˈᄒ࠺ᤐඈ˟Ḱڢ

ེྦྷǔܮᮋኖǕྵ࠳ͼ᭬࣪ݑݦḰమᄹᄒྵͼЮమˈᄒխ

˯Ḱᤐሠܻರ˿௯ඐ˜࠽ӥᄒभቩ֟ڢߣᄒۻᆱǕ

_ 堗㒕⧪⺜ _
өᰇ႙Ẁǚఈᝂᄒఽ᠗Ǜԇगᓰి3ࠚBHFTI�"�4˜̩ࡡ־Ḱ

ᝁ��P ���Ǖ

| CV of the Artist |
Master in Fine Arts (Sculpture) 2017,S.  N. School of  Art and 

Communication, University Of Hyderabad

Bachelor in Fine Arts (Sculpture) 2014, College Of Fine Arts, Palayam, 

Thiruvananthapuram, Kerala

· Exhibitions

2019  ‘The Lay of the Land’- Group exhibition at Kalkriti Art gallery, 

Hyderabad

2018  Artist in Residency Programme at Kalakriti Art Residency, Hyderabad

2018  Participated in group exhibition at Kerala Lalithakala Academy state 

exhibition

2017  ‘Emerging Palettes’- A group exhibition in Shrishti Art Gallery, 

Hyderabad

2017  MFA Final Display, S. N. School of Art and Communication, 

University Of Hyderabad

2016 Participated in site specific art project, ‘Cite CFA’, College of Fine Arts, 

Thiruvananthapuram, Kerala

2014  ‘DEGREE SHOW 2014’ ,  Col lege of  Fine Arts,  Palayam, 

Thiruvananthapuram

2013  Bronze casting workshop conducted by Thomas Kovoor, College of 

Fine Arts, Thiruvananthapuram

| About Residency |
My works are dealt with space and time. In the period of the residency 

I will try to communicate with space and people. For the preparation of the 

residency I will study space and objects, my practice is basically on going 

with the composing objects and create a sensual meaning other than its 

utility thought. I have to study objects and history and create a collaborative 

installation with drawings. From Chongqing I have to learn a lot about 

culture and art. My works are a kind of diary, in the period of time I will 

document the space with different mediums example like drawings, objects, 

photos, sound etc.. I am curious about objects, sometime same objects 

have different meanings and the very diversity is the foundation of every 

community.

| Acheivements |
DAC AIR | <On the Nature of Landscape> Residency Exhibition by 

Indian artist Ragesh A S, See P 234.

ᓱీ͈ࠛ॥΄ֿǛᜋᥕऴᄓḞအڭᭈܑḟǜ
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Ragesh A S
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_ 㮨㽈コ⻧ㆊ _
���� ඔ˒̎ҳ݀ᱏӚЙ݀߮ᗤྺ҆ѴಫḰᖕͼᝅᝈᓰి

ᆸ߮ܫͷ

���� ඔ˒̎ชږѠᡇࠚږभኛ߮ᬛḰᖕभኛ߮߮ܫͷ

���� ᖕชږᳲሡࠚږ࣓ऌႁᓰి߮ᬛគᝨ᰼ጧច̂

h�ᦒѴࡡᝇ

�����ᮒᄴᤑᛩ˟Ḱᔲ҆ᐉྺᓰిᏇి᯦ḰᱏӚЙ

�����ăлဠĄḰᱏӚЙ݀߮ᗤྺ҆Ѵಫ

�����ăٰࠜĄḰ�ᤂ͆ۻ᧣͠Ḱᗤྺ҆

�����ă̤ˉĄḰᗤྺ҆Ꮗి߮ᬛḰᗤྺ҆

�����ă฿ҷᄒႦ۳ĄḰ�ဠͅႏढḰᗤྺ҆

�����ă۪࠹ጻĄḰ�403" ႏढḰఽ

�����ăᡒࠞ �% ॸဟĄḰ�ઢᝨѻḰᳲ

_ 励咗⡟⪯堗㒕 _
ᄒᆙቋर۪ڢ̎ޅ᧟ᄒጒḰ̍ ࠵અᑧܽնऻᄒፂᓴḰ

̸ᏳஐԳᄒਞᆄḰ༗ԯᄒਏүǕᤸ࣪ڢ᤹ᄒϓ͠ॐ

ኀǔҁனڗ֟ߢႏḰஎᬿڗЀ֟ᝅᮨ͇ԫՒሠ࠳ǔԜரḰ

ၽᒸ௯औळྵǕ੦మᤐ̗ரᄒஎᬿᦘ᧠ፀभ۪̈࠳ரᄒ

ᝫដḰ˿ڊ൭౦̈ˈॖसᄒҁḰݨፓႏǔᭇܐǔᙇڗЀǔ

˄፭ҷႏǔᜑᎾኖǕ̋ࠌ˅ᤸᤇᤐ̗ரḰࣗశᄒ־ᑧ۪ڢ

᧟ԯᡙʿሠᛩ˦ḰߺՃ͇ӒխܻᆄڊǕᄒᄴಞ௯ᤸᤇˈ

ᄒ࣓ࡕḬ̌፭ǔ˄፭ǔᅆࠌᙇḭᥡីᝂ͝ԨˉЭ˟Ḱࣻ

ᤐघ۪ˈᣉԳ۪֟ڢၿˈᄒਞᆄǕಲ૾̟ܚվဠᄒဟ࠳

ᄒ̋ྵ̎˟ቐೠḰᤐ̗ҁ̈ʿሠ۪ԫЭΖႁᄒᛳဠǕ

˜̟ၿᛩ˦ᄒᤇሶ௯ʿሠចᄒЪ̎ဠͅᦘᄒΖႁҲᑧڢ

ಞіәԫलә˅ᄒᛳᤂḰ˿ರ۪֟ᒵᢾݨͽᜊ౦রǔᜊ౦भᤐ

ʿᮭጓࠣᄹᤔǕ

_ 堗㒕⧪⺜ _
өᰇ႙Ẁǚ$$$Ǜҳ݀ᓰిࠚ ,FWJO�1JOWJEJD ˜̩ࡡ־Ḱ

ᝁ��P ���Ǖ

| CV of the Artist |
2018Master degree in visual and media arts, Université du Québec à 

Montréal (UQAM), Canada

2010Bachelors in architecture, Versailles’ National School of Architecture, 

France

2008Senior technician certificate in space design, National School of Applied 

Arts - école Boulle, Paris

· Exhibitions

2019 Still under construction, Art museum of Joliette, Joliette, Quebec, 

2018 Re-excavations, CDEx, UQAM, Montreal

2018 Appareillage, Darling Foundry, Griffintown district, Montreal

2017 Pavillon, Old school of Fine Arts of Montreal, Montreal

2016 Unstable territories, Espace Contemporain gallery, Montreal

2016 Urban radiography, Sora gallery, Japon

2016 Herbin 3D loop, Description Project, Paris

| About Residency |
My research begins by walking and drifting in the city, looking for 

details that catch my attention, change my perception and active my 

imagination. During thoses moments of wandering, I collect notes, writings 

and drawings, images and videos, objects, materials and wastes. All this 

makes an inventory ready to transpose and reorganize my experience in 

many forms of plastic researches : drawing, painting, sculpture, virtual 

images, 3D animation, installation. In fact, from this materials, my work 

pursue the movement initiated in the city, with all the unexpected involved 

: hazard, error, accident, distraction, discovery. My aim is to produce layouts 

(in 2D, 3D, real or virtual) whon invite spectators to perceive differently 

what surrounds them. Those creates a representation of the urban space 

and his use according to my movement in the city at some point of her 

unceasing transformation. 

This process is leading by a critical reflection on the standardization 

and the alienation of the uses in the Modern city related to how she is 

thought, conceived and constructed.

| Acheivements |
DAC AIR | < CCC> Residency Exhibition by Canadian artist Kevin 

Pinvidic, See P 230.

ᓱీ͈ࠛ॥΄ֿǛࠝٱǜ
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Kevin Pinvidic
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_ 㮨㽈コ⻧ㆊ _
�����ඔ˒̎˔ࣖᔽ݀߮फ़ጏ�ᖕ߮߮ܫͷ

�����ඔ˒̎ᄔܣࠚఽ္߮݀ࣂጮᓰిጏ�ᖕᆸ߮ܫͷ

h�ᦒѴࡡᝇ

�����ă̩˦ѰδĄ˜̩־ॺࡡ۔ᝇḰ"MUFSOBUJOH�$VSSFOU�"SU�

4QBDFḰܣఽ

�����ăܻГᦘĄᮒᄴरࣳ˰ܼḰ༔ӰӸྵ᯦Ḱܣఽ

�����ᄔܣࠚఽ္߮݀ࣂᓰి߮ᬛඔ˒ࡡḰᄔܣࠚఽ္߮݀ࣂḰ

ఽܣ

�����ཟࣤࠌᰖࠑ ��Ḿਞᝈ �#SPUIFS�+PTFQI�.D/BMMZࡡ�ᝇ᯦Ḱҳہ

_ 励咗⡟⪯堗㒕 _
ǚ˗݇ᄒʿ֒Ǜ

˜൭൛ᰇ႙˟ḰᝨѻҌफ़Ѐǚ˗݇ᄒʿ֒ǛǕ˦ʿڢ

Ᏽሶगᄒ̩Ḱ͇࠺᧠ऄᄒಞঋăĄ˦ѵТཊḰ�͇៑

ᄒᝅᝐឌ឵ʿ˜ˈᑧՑᄒ̵̩ݨڢ֒Ӽ˧฿ᄒᯕᯄனә˟ˉర

Ԭ͋ᄒăಳಳˈТĄḰԥ࠵֒ݨͽ˦ᒵ˟Ꭽ݇ᄒʿ

֒ÿÿˈՑᄒԜڊḰ້ڈඏ̦ڢ˟ӵ᭯˦ܐᄒᯕ

ᯄ̀Ǖ̸࠺˜̩ᝐगѫԯḰቋᯄྵڢ˟˦ᒵࣤᄒئ

৭֟݇ᗈḰᤑᏳᝯ˟ߝ߯ږ˟ྠ̦ᝐᓬЯ۔ᄒᎭࣦ࿌টǕ�

ǚৄ᰼Ǜ

॥֟ᗋᄒැጒྺ္کऄྺᄒ᧠͇࠺ǚৄ᰼Ǜ˟Ḱڢ

ᥓ˦ऻߝḰ͇ăχᅸ᧠ऄĄᄒफ़Ѐˉ˽ᴥہӥᏭ᛬ᄒफ़ЀፏՔḰڈ

ংᄒተࣺḰ͇ԫྠ̦ࣤࣿᄒ˺่ڷӷӪጒᥓᄒ।̋Ḱ

ᝯ͇߯ተᄒᢾ͓ਛដҊၿ֙ఽ᠗ᄒ߬֟ሗᄒൽᧂḰ֟࠳ᆄ

ᄒৄਆḰ͇ԫ߿Уਞᄒ݇Ǖ

_ 堗㒕⧪⺜ _
ᳯۆᓰి߫Ẁǚৄ᰼���˗݇ᄒʿ݁Ǜᓰిࠚပগफ़Ѐ־Ḱ

ᝁ��P����Ǖ

| CV of the Artist |
2014 Bachelor of Arts (Photography), Shandong Normal University

2018 Master of Fine Art, RMIT University

· Exhibitions

2019 We Are Fishes On The Chopping Block, Alternating Current Art 

Space, Melbourne Australia (upcoming)

2019 Multifunction Polis Opening Night, Chinese Museum, Melbourne 

Australia

2018 Graduation Show of School of Art, RMIT University, Melbourne 

Australia

2018 Tropical Lab 12: Sense, Brother Joseph McNally Gallery, Singapore

| About Residency |
<The Lost Flavor>

I plan to create video work The Lost Flavor. I will focus on the spicy 

food, which is the symbol of Chongqing city, as a people who cannot eat 

food spicy. I want to discuss the feeling of incompatible with my friends 

absurdly when we were ordering in the restaurant, just because I don't eat 

hot food. I moreover want to explore my dietary habit formed by my mother. 

This work will center around my happiness and sadness brought by food, 

further to explore the father's absent in typical Chinese children growth.

<Acrophobia>

In my work Acrophobia, I will utilize the unique mountainous 

geographical features of Chongqing and famed landscape in Chongqing: 

Yangtze River Cableway, connecting with my memory, recalling my father 

bringing me to take the ropeway in my hometown Jinan when I was a 

kid. I plan to take the moving images of taking Yangtze River Cableway, 

assisted with street views of old streets in Jiulongpo area in my video. This 

work is to exam how I became an adult having acrophobia, as well as the 

disappeared sense of security, and I realized the cruelty and loneliness of the 

essence of our life, as a child.

| Acheivements |
Huangjueping Festival | <Acrophobia & A Lost Taste> Photographic 

works by artist Chen Wang, See P 156.
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_ 㮨㽈コ⻧ㆊ _
���� ࣺඔ˒̎ࢾچᏇి߮ᬛᖕ߮߮ܫͷ

���� ࣺඔ˒̎ࢾچᏇి߮ᬛᖕᆸ߮ܫͷ

ဠࣂၿ̎᧠ऄ

h�ᦒѴࡡᝇ

�����˔ឮÿÿॏͅᓰి˟ᄒܻГ᥇ᣬ�˅๚�˟ږ

�����Ճᝁ˰យ��Ḱ˔Ḱ˟ږ

�����ᓰిຏڪḰຏڪḰ˟ږ

�����๚ᤀᄒຜ݃Ḱ൯ෆḰ˟ږ

�����̸ᦒѫԯÿÿ˟ږဠࠌᓰిൟืࡡࣀ��Ӿܓ��ၔܫ

�����ዣࡡᔿ᠐ḰᠤࢿḰ˟ږ

�����ă�""�ĄḰ�ৡࡑḰ༔̖݀҆

_ 励咗⡟⪯堗㒕 _
Ḱ͇ፓႏ˦˧ጻḰ̸۪ᄒဠͅၿ˟ପԱ˟־।ᄒ͇ڢ

ГḰፀभˉોќʿ˜ᅂͳ൬࣪ԩ᭬൬࣪ᄒǕႏ᭯ዥͳ̎ʿ

˜෪ᄰຬǚᄒˏ႕ǛḰႏ᭯˟Ёᒵႈ֟रஒᄒॖसḰ

ңәᄒᓬख़౦Ǖ࠺࣪ఈᝂ࣓Ꮎڢᒵཱఈᝂ˰˟Ḱ࠳Эᄹ̑

Ъጏᤑᛩጒ̩ࣻ˦ᄒҌѫʿ˜УᄒǔՃΡຬᝇᄒǔЕসហ

ᄒˏ႕Ǖఽ൛ᄒᰇ႙Ḱ࠺ᄴИЪด̎ᇳ͠ˉ̩зॿҷḰោ

ᆙᤐ˜۪ၿটǔ̩னǔԓՆኖ᭯ࡗḰ᧠ጒᤐ˜۪Ḱࣻ᧠

ೣ္ᒵᢾˉᇳ͠ᄒЪጏḰቋᇳ͠ࡣˉ̩ᄒᛩ˦Ǖᤐ˜ᬅඈᄒ

͠࠺־దܻГḰࣻˈ̱ᬕ̎౾˅ፓႏḰࣗశᑧˉᇳ͠ǔХ͝దܻ

ᄒԯၿЪጏǕ

_ 堗㒕⧪⺜ _

ᳯۆᓰి߫ẀǚბᤤǛᓰిࠚीᴥ˜̩ࡡ־Ḱᝁ��P���Ǖ

| CV of the Artist |
Graduated from Sichuan Fine Arts Insititute with a bachelor's degree in 

2013

Graduated from Sichuan Fine Arts Insititute with a master's degree in 2018

Currently lives and works in Chongqing

· Exhibitions

2019 Eastern and Western Language-Multiple Logic in Contemporary Art 

Shanghai China

2019 Visible Poems, Shandong, China

2018 Art Shenzhen, Shenzhen, China

2018 Fisherman by the Sea, Wuhan, China

2017 Starting from the West-Chinese New Reality Art European Tour 

Exhibition, Lucerne, Switzerland

2017 Rice Exhibition Maogong, Guizhou, China

2015 "4AA4", Sydney, Australia

| About Residency |
In my previous works, I used painting as the primary medium to 

extract elements from the city's modern life to form and piece together a 

seemingly ordinary but abnormal space. Those images i created are similar 

to the sand table game "Minecraft," which is full of free and open space, 

dramatic color composition. I arrange the natural landscape combining with 

the daily landscape, explore the relationship between them, and artificially 

create a new, tourable, and grotesque world. In this residency, I will focus 

on social space and people's inner mind. I will investigate the urban ecology, 

humanities, history, and other aspects, and re-explore the city, reorganize 

my relationship with society and explore social attributes and human 

behavior. My works will be more diverse and not limited to just painting. I 

hope to have more connections with the community and the public.

| Acheivements |
Huangjueping Festival | <Vestige> Solo Exhibition by artist Long 

Zhang, See P 168.
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_ 㮨㽈コ⻧ㆊ _
���� ࣺၿ̎˟ږᬗ

ဠၿࣂ̎˟ږӚ̣֟ॼږܻ݃ܓ

����������ܻ݃ܓᏇి߮ᬛḰܻ݃ܓḰॼږ

����������ਫ᳴ࡑᏇి߮ᬛḰਫ᳴ࡑḰॼږ

����������ᳲ᰼ኖᏇి߮ᬛḰᳲḰชږ

����������˟݅Ꮗి߮ᬛḰӚ̣Ḱ˟ږ

h�ᦒѴࡡᝇ

�����ᤂؗဠڬᓰిԭࣺࡡḰᤂؗḰߩҳપږ

�����ᓰిࠌᰖࠑḰᗤྺఇុ̖ݑḰਛ݀҆

�����ฑॏͅᓰిᏇి᯦ḰฑḰॼږ

�����#JH$J Ḱ༔̖݀҆ࡑरஒḰৡࠑࣂ

�����ْॼᓰి˟ॿḰ᭧ࣺ ���ḰӚ̣Ḱ˟ږ

�����ᓰి˰ܼḰЫಳપॼᡒḰॼږ

�����ጦᏧଢ଼ᓰిݚḰටၿᏇి᯦Ḱ˅๚Ḱ˟ږ

ږḰॼܻ݃ܓᏇి߮ᬛḰܻ݃ܓḰࡡࣺ�����

�����ᇔ୫Ḱۻ˒ᓰి᯦ḰᔢࢿḰ˟ږ

_ 励咗⡟⪯堗㒕 _
ዽіᄒࡏ

ধˮ឵Ḱᒵ̸ࣿྠ̀ႏḰРᣉږзܹᤂᤋөࣺᄒᏇᬛͼጏ

ᝳጿՙḰఽऌ˦ʿઊዽіᄒࡏǕՃϨϨḰᄒᄴИᣉ՜᤹̈ڢ

Ꮗి᯦ϓቜܹ९९ᄒᮻીҷᄒದḿᣉᝐܳಅͷЗၿᄒᄒੑᜊ

ҀࣄᄒᬂИઑ̈࠹ᏬᅓᄒИḿʿ౮ڢԻʿ౮˅ᄒᨊڊ�˦ಅ˜ᝐ

ग̟ၿ̈ݴݑᄒࣹᛮḿʿ൛൮ՙඈᗂፑڢᑰ˟ˈԥᄒសǕ

ᰇکҁ࠳ᄒਛ˯ڢࡋ൭Ḱ̸ᓰిՆ˟ᢂѫḰ̸ࣂ

зᡔѫḰૠТ྇྇இஇᄒ۪ḰᛀТᱭᄒ̩ᏎǕѫᗈίࠑ

௯ႏ࣓ᄒᤀ႕Ḱगົगࡋ௯੬᧟ᄒณѰḰᡸሗ֟Ъጏ̈ૂڂ੦మ

ኀḰԩగ௬ԩຕഊᄒࡡဠᄒࡒᒹǕ

௯˜ґगǕԩᏰḰˈࡋᤥḰґगܹ࠳ᒵឤ֟ڢ

˦ʿઊዽіᄒࡏǕ

_ 堗㒕⧪⺜ _
ᳯۆᓰి߫Ẁǚ˘ැຬǛᓰిࠚीభ˜̩ࡡ־�Ѵ̢͠Ḱ

ᝁ��P��������Ǖ

| CV of the Artist |
Born in Shanxi (22.10.1990), China

Lives and works in Beijing China and Düsseldorf Germany

2016-2019 (Sculpture, Fine Arts) Kunst Akademie Düsseldorf, Düsseldorf, 

Germany 

2014-2017 (Sculpture,Fine Arts) Akademie der Bildenden Künste München, 

Munich, Germany

2010-2011 (Sculpture,Fine Arts) Ecole nationale superieure des beaux-arts, 

Paris, France

2008-2013 (Sculpture,Fine Arts) Central Academy of Fine Arts, Beijing, 

China

· Exhibitions

2019 Dhaka live art biennale, Dhaka, Bangladesh

2018 Labor der Kunst, Montepulciano, Italian

2018 Kunstraum villa friede, Bonn, Germany

2018 BigCi Open Studio, Sydney, Austria

2018 Yes or no, Art nova 100, Jiade art centre, Beijing, China

2018 Nachtaktiv, Kunstverein Mönchengladbach, Mönchengladbach, 

Germany

2018 John Moores Prize, Minsheng Art Museum, Shanghai, China

2018 Rundgang 2018,Dusseldorf Kunstakademie, Dusseldorf, Germany

2018 Collision, Jiye Art Foundation, Suzhou, China

| About Residency |
Precise ruler

What should I say? Since I was a child, I learned painting from my 

father and I have been training at home and abroad for nearly ten years. 

I should have become a precise ruler. But my eyes turned to the treetops 

swayed by the wind outside the window when I was visiting the museum; 

the corner of a gentleman's ring was refracted by the sunshine in the 

corner; Steel plutonium has a wonderful balance because of an angle; if the 

paragraph is lingering in the head after a walk.

Perhaps the meaning of resident creation to me is here, jumping out of 

the history of art, coming out of the studio, squeezing into the bustling city 

and integrating into the lively crowd. Sunrise and sunset are the boundaries 

of the canvas, and temperature and humidity are the trowels in your hand. 

The distance and relationship include all brushstrokes, which are ambiguous 

and clear.

Between self-inquiry and external questioning, the scale has long been 

not that scale. Or, I have become a precise ruler.

| Acheivements |
Huangjueping Festival | <Two Rivers Tour> Solo Exhibition & 

Presentation by artist Yiy Zhang, See P 158&170.

ᓱీ͈ࠛ॥΄ֿǛ҈ � ଋˠႀ֚ጼǜ
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_ 㮨㽈コ⻧ㆊ _
-FF�,ZFPOHIFFḰၿ̎ ���� ࣺḰ݀ᮆටږ

ܻ߮ሡᓰిࠚḰፓႏḰᜑᎾḰॐЀᓰిኖỤ̈̄ڢႤᥓ̭֟̀߮ࢾᭇ

ᓰࣂဥၝ֟ܐ

h�ᦒѴࡡᝇ

�����Ჹכڢߝ᧟Ḱ�����Ḱ᯳Ḱᮆږ

�����ڢᤐ᧟ḰҳḰ݀Ḱᮆږ

�����5P�*OTV��ḰࢿḰ˟ږ

�����ڢᤐ᧟ḰቜᏇి᯦ḰᓰిࠋᘱḰऄḰᮆږ

�����ᤥᬬᏰḰ൯ටᓰి˟ॿḰຕࢿḰᮆږ

�����ᄏࡘ � ᄏڜḰ۪Ӛᓰి˟ॿḰ᯳Ḱᮆږ

�����22Ḿభࡓᮒᄴ � ஔᬲҌ˄˜ᮒᄴḰИḰ̭ࢾḰᮆ

ږ

�����னॐḰጢପᓰి˟ॿḰ᧤Ḱᮆږ

�����ቒཱԳәḰᆄᄒᮆږḰྨ߮ಫࢿہḲ́ႤᥓḰᮆږ

�����;,���6� ಄౬ᓰిˉ۪ᝃѻ˟ॿḰ಄౬Ḱॼږ

_ 励咗⡟⪯堗㒕 _
ᝂࠫᤐ˜۪۪֟᧟ᄒ̩Ǖکᤐඈ᧟Ḱ͠ԥ᭬̻࣪ፂڢ

ਏ͇͋̽࠺ʿሠ̦ࠣᄒǔܵెᄒसᛳᤂѫḰ੦͇ᄒ־

ǔሰҷᄒᢾͼ۪֟ߠಅሠሶग˅௯̽͋ᄒႏЀǕၿҷᄒ᭯ڢ͠࠺

७ҷ௯ᄒЫᡢǕڢᰇ႙ᄒ࣪᧟Ḱ͠᥍ᝁ̩Ḱࣹ࣪ᄒ᧠ऄ̩Ḱ

ཱՙ᯳͠൩ḰࣻˍᛀТ̽͋Ǖඐ݁˅͠ԥʿ˜̩Ꮞᐙᬿᄒ

ᛀТᤑԥḰکኖኖǕ͠ᒵཱڏǔ˟݅ХڬǔँڏጪঘᔑݨḰΛک

ਏᤥᬬʿ̗Еၿృᄒ̋ྵǕԻʿ᭯Ḱ˿ਏԨᝂ᧠ऄᄒԹ

ᤤǕᭇܐǔಗߝǔ๗ᭇኖኖǕሠںᆾᄒǔࠈںᄒ˔˿௯ᄒЫ

ᡢ੦ڢǕˈ͠ភڗԥូ္ௌช̈ᄒ˔ǕԾ௯ਞ

ᝂࠫḰࣻˍᛀТᤑʿ̗̩ᏎǕک

_ 堗㒕⧪⺜ _
ᳯۆᓰి߫Ẁǚ·͋ˉǛ-FF�,ZFPOHIFF�ँڬᓊဠڬḰᝁ��

P����Ǖ

ө  ᰇ ႙ Ẁǚ%FFQ�(SFFO�4JEF�8F�"SFǛ ᮆ ږ ᓰ ి ࠚ -FF�

,ZFPOHIFF ˜̩ࡡ־Ḱᝁ��P����Ǖ

| CV of the Artist |
Lee Kyeonghee b.1982,Republic of Korea

Multidisciplinary artist, painting, installation, video art and etc Studied 

sculpture and glass craft in Gyeonggi and Incheon

· Exhibitions

2018 Where is a pigeon, 17717, Seoul, Korea

2015 Pour vivre ici, Space gachang, Daegu, Korea

2015 To Insu- , Hangzhou, China

2019 Pour vivre ici, window gallery, Art space treasure island, 

Gyeongsan, Korea

2019 A chaser, Wumin art center, Cheongju, Korea

2018 Blank residency-Blank Lap, Seongbuk art center, Seoul, Korea

2017 QQ: Wolmido project-Failures make three cases, Spacebeam, 

Incheon, Korea

2017 Essay-do extract for one essay, Hongti art center, Busan, Korea

2017 In a sudden change, the unknown Korea, Typogaphy shool, Paju, 

Gyeonggi, Korea

2016 ZK/U-Zentrum für Kunst und Urbanistik Openhaus, Berlin, 

Germany

| About Residency |
During this time, I’ll observe the city and persons very carefully. I 

want to express them closely and also complexly. My works will be a kind of 

portraits of them. Singing faces and moving Bodies, and flow of city are my 

interests. In my daily life, I’ll meet people, common people in Chongqing, 

I’ll sing a song and move together. Every morning I’ll go out to a crowded 

place, for example a memorial garden, a square, a central park and so on. 

Then I’ll move naturally with people. I want to follow something full of life. 

In contrast, I want to visit monuments in Chongqing. Sculptures, columns, 

relievos and so on. Something being firm and hard is also my interest. I’ll 

not try to understand or read something what I can’t know well. I’ll just 

look sensitively and move together with someone in this time.

| Acheivements |
Huangjueping Festival | <Anyway, anyone> Square Dancing Scene by 

artist Lee Kyeonghee, See P 162.

DAC AIR | <Deep Green Side, We Are> Residency Exhibition by 

Korean artist Lee Kyeonghee, See P 242.

ᓱీ͈ࠛ॥΄ֿǛ6�4�"SNZ�UIFSFǜ
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_ 㮨㽈コ⻧ㆊ _
ड़ཛ�Ḭၿ̎ ���� ࣺḭḰᒵႈతࠚḰඔ˒̎ࢾچᮋ˵߮ᬛ

తጏǕపᡖൟื߮̀ḰЗՙ̸ࣖชږతࠚ :BOO�3PCJO کݠ֟

҆తࠚ ,MBVT�-BOHḰဠࡘ᧠ऄǕ

̽ភڢڗ־˟ଐՒሠܮᮋ֟ᮋᓬᄒᮨ៰ྺ॥˰ᄒᐗጏḰ

ٲᮋˉ˵ᮋ˰ᄒ႕ᬕǕ֟ᒵݖᮋପ၉ᄒፋԓమЪḰ

̽˿࣪࣪ᛳဠѫ࠳ᮋ˵ٰᄒᤢূ֟ϨྞǕ̽᧠ᝅ္͇᥇ᣬፀ

ፃ־Ḱ݀᧢ᤊႁឹݨѽǔᆆᬄኖชࠌဠ࠳ፏ౦ᄒ္କҌǕ

ԫЭڒឮᮋᮨ៰੦Юమᄒ݀गᔽڢڗḰ̽ភ˟־ᤋసᄒڢ

ԯᮋǔᮋᓬ੦ЮమᄒˠࠥՃᑧ˟ḰઅҊٰ֟˵ԫЭ̽ܮᮋᛀՔ

ࣸᄒᤵ१Ǖ

_ 励咗⡟⪯堗㒕 _
ǕͶᤐ̩ܮᤋసᄒҁ˟ḰᄒЪดཊᤲບ̸ٰ˵ᣉ՜̩ڢ

ߺḰਏᝰܯऌ௯ᜊతᏰକᅔᄒăతោĄᬌᅔ̎ឮᄒܹˈܮ

͇ʿሠࠌڢᬍၿ˟˦෬ᤸࣂЮᄒăܹ᠊ĄվဠḰͶߺԩᜊ

္ܳࣻࣤТʿ̗ծৡ˟ᄒăٲᮋĄḰᬬԉ̟ၿ՜ٰ˵౦۔ᣉәᄒ

ృ͠Ǖ̎௯˳̩ܮᖕॲ̈ឮḬਛḭǔឮᮋḬኈՊḭǔܮᮋǔᮋ

˵џሠࡣᄒ˟টḰࣻܳ̎ҷটԳә˟Ǖ

˅ᤠ္ঘ˿௯ΰᤐ൛ᰇ႙ᄒҷڊǕݨఇᤸសԫෆឮᄒܻѴ

ʿರḰ᧠ऄស˿Ё˅Ӭǔˆᬔ֟ฑઑᄒᮋោḰ࠺ᤐሠ᠗ரᄒ

ྺ॥फͱѫԥḰ̩ܮՃ͇ॲҊٰ˵әᄒࡡḰˉʿٰ̗˵ݖस

ᄒଔՔཊ˿ॲ͇̟ၿǕ̸ፏ౯឵ḰࣗశᑧॲҊʿሠᓬख़ܻԳͶ

ԩ౦۔ణͼәᄒፃͼǕ˦൭ᝨѻᬿʿ̗᧠ऄॏ̩کᄒឮ

ᮋྦྷඈḰѴ౪͋ߺᄒᮨ៰ྺ॥Ḱࣻઊ࠳ᤐ̗ரᄒᮝ္ܳḰ֟ဠڬ

ݖፏՔᡙǕ

_ 堗㒕⧪⺜ _
ᳯۆᓰి߫ẀǚዪԐǛᓰిࠚड़ཛᮋ˵ဠڬˉனခࡡḰ

ᝁ��P����Ǖ

өᰇ႙ẀǚαᐇႃᄒܵॎǛᓰిࠚड़ཛᮋ˵ࣂڲḰᝁ��

P����Ǖ

| CV of the Artist |
Zhiye Peng (b.1985) is a freelance composer living currently in 

Chongqing, China. He graduated from the composition department of 

Sichuan Conservatory, and studied in Europe successively with French 

composer Yann Robin and Austrian composer Klaus Lang.

His compositions excavate spectrums of sounds and tone colors, 

trying to bridge noise and tones, and also reflect his affection for low end 

instruments, which is connected to his experience of playing in ensembles 

as a contrabassist. He highly values mathematical logic in organizing music, 

and significant use of mathematical methods such as sequence and matrix 

achieves him rational control over structures.

In recent works, he explores in spoken voices the massive span of 

spectrum and enormous possibilities of pronunciation and timbre, that he 

could try to integrate into or interfere with instrumental sounds and others.

| About Residency |
In recent compositions, I gradually turned my focus from instruments 

to human voice. Yet the voice should not be adhered to linguistic 

epidermis, by a “tune” that a composer manipulates. Instead I want it to 

appear as a tool for communication as is in real life, but meanwhile some 

“noise” against speech recognition and understanding to be attached as 

it is manually processed, breeding the possibility for human voice to be 

transformed towards instrumental sounds homogenously. Thus human 

voice inhabits an intermediate state which is also ever-changing, between 

language (the signified), pronunciation (the signifier), sound and music.

These conceptions motivated my residency. Similar to Mandarin 

Chinese and many dialect branches, the Chongqing dialect is abundant with 

ascending, descending and waving tones. If I enhance the characteristics of 

it as auditory material, human voice could be instrumentalized and then 

integrated with some instrumental techniques. I hope it comes out to be a 

texture that is rich in colors but also homogenous or of integration. I plan to 

sample some pronunciations and speeches of locals in Chongqing, analyze 

their spectral characteristics, and pre-process them in accordance to live 

instrumental performance.

| Acheivements |
Huangjueping Festival | <The Granulation Plant> Music concert and 

Document Exhibition by artist Zhiye Peng, See P 166.

DAC AIR | <The Return of Orpheus> Music workshop by artist Zhiye 

Peng, See P 246.
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_ 㮨㽈コ⻧ㆊ _
ᖂ̖h͗˂ѵ፭ݑ௯ʿͷᒵᬉಲबᄒᓰిࠚǔኞ̩ࡡǕ

ږቩᓰి݀߮֟ྺhॼh़࣓Ꮅږᓲ҆ᄒុࠊ࣓ڢపݥ

ቩ݀߮ଔԲஜᐺǕ���� ࣺḰݥᖕॲ̈ᳲăږᬍᓰి˰ᦘĄᓰి

ᰇ႙߮ݚ᧣Ǖڢ ���� ࣺᒸ ���� ࣺḰڢݥᬉಲबǔช҆کݠ֟ږ

ĄǕࠑᰖࠌᇰ̈ᮒᄴăᓰి߮ሡࡡ

]�Уࡡ˜ږ�/BUJPOBM�JOEJWJEVBM�FYIJCJUJPOT

����Ḱ˧ᮭ˰ᓴݖˉԳәḰ04%& ͠᧣ۻ

����Ḱ࠳ऌཊḰ$FDJMJB�$BCBMMFSP ႏढ

����ḰӱႁḰ3VCCFST ᬍႏढږ

����Ḱă˄ᝐॖᄒᓴݖḾ࠳ស֟ᝅᝈᝅᝈԳәĄḰ߮ሡᮒᄴḰ

ᳲږᬍᓰి߮ᬛႏढḰᳲ

����Ḱăਛ݀҆ᄒᬉಲबᓰిˉគᝨĄḰᒵཱሡ߮Ӹྵ᯦Ḱᦘ

༯Ḱਛ݀҆

����Ḱă6/*"35ĄḰᎵ݀߮ḰலͼڻḰᎵḰਛ݀҆

_ 励咗⡟⪯堗㒕 _
ᄒ־௯͇પˀᏇืџͽᓰిᄒͤፚ˦಼౾ᄒǕڗЀ௯ʿሠ

ឮḰܻ৹юˆḰߺᦘᑧܽᡝږ႕Ǖ̎ᏳḰᝅᝈГˉ

ᄒЪጏ௯᭬࣪᧠ᄒǕڢፓႏ˟Ḱ͇ॊោᤊႁᄒ˔னә

ͤፚ˦༯ਞແǕڢ˔ͤፚ˟Ḱᳶˉឮኖ᧠ǕᤐΖ

रޅরᏮڗЀˉܮᮋḬᳶḭǔᝅᝈᓰిˉᮋ˵˰ᄒЪጏḰ͇ԫ

̽͋੦Щ̢ᄒഘঘǕئ൜রᏮឮᄒೌೕˉᣉૹǕڊ൭Ḱڢҁ

־Ḱᤊႁ̈ឹݨ౦ǔǔጷ္ǔᓴݖǔ࠳ඓǔीүኖഘ

ঘǕՃ͇឵Ḱ͇˅੦మڢᄒҁ˟ᦘ௯ᄹ̑࠳ቩᄒǕڢᮋ˵

˟Ḱᤐਛ֒ᅔᮋኈ˰ᄒ࠳ቩḿڢፓႏ˟Ḱᄒ္Ḱߺऻᡙ̈

Г˰ᄒЪጏḰࣻకᇰ̈ʿሠጓीᏳࣹ᭪ᄒጏፚǕ

_ 堗㒕⧪⺜ _
ǚ݁کǛ����� ˱પڦ��� ᬉಲब��� ��னә̜฿֏Ḱᝁږ˟

P���Ǖ

| CV of the Artist |
Cecilia Ivanchevich is an Argentine artist and curator. She was trained 

at the National University of Arts and the National University of Tres de 

Febrero, both of Buenos Aires. In 2014 she received a scholarship for artistic 

residency at the "Cite Internationale des Arts" in Paris. Between 2011 and 

2015 she presented her project “Interdisciplinary Laboratory of Art” in 

Argentina, France and Austria.

|  National individual exhibitions

2018 Rhythms and variations on a theme, OSDE Foundation

2016 Counterpoints, Cecilia Caballero Gallery

2014 Synergies, Rubbers International Gallery

2014 The rhythms of the triangle: dialogues and sound visual 

variations, Interdisciplinary project, Galerie Cité Internacionale des Arts, 

Paris

2012 Argentine Art & Design in Italy, Museo Regionale di Scienze 

Naturali,Torino, Italy

2011 UNIART, Università degli Studi di Roma, Italic Forum, Rome, 

Italy

| About Residency |
My work is framed in the tradition of Latin American geometric art. 

The image is a language, which in many cases helps to cross borders. For 

me, the relationship of visual elements with space is very important.In the 

drawings I inspire myself in the use of the space proposed by the Oriental 

tradition, where silence is as important as what is said.This leads me to 

think about the relationship between image and sound (silence), between 

visual arts and music, and the concepts shared between them. I like to think 

about those bridges and transpositions of languages. Therefore, to make my 

works I use concepts such as composition, time, texture, rhythm, contrasts, 

tensions, among others. I could say that in my work all these elements are 

combined in counterpoint. In music, this means talking about note against 

note, in my way of understanding the drawing, it raises a relationship 

between elements to suggest a system of tensions and calm.

| Acheivements |
< Cosmovisiones> Semana de intercambio cultural entre Uruguay, 

Argentina y China de 2020, See P 202.

ᓱీ͈ࠛ॥΄ֿǛ˨ᮮ˱ᓵݗˊԴӚǜ

"SUJTU�T�QSFWJPVT�XPSLT��3JUNPT�Z�WBSJBDJPOFT�TPCSF�VO�UFNB�
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᭧ࣺኞ̩ࡡᝨѻ

ᝩѼ̷ፊ
Introduction

3 - 2 -

3 - 2 - 1-

Emerging Curator Program

ᒵ ���� ࣺቩ͇Ḱөᓰి˟ॿˈᄒ͇रஒᄒটग

ጒ੯ಲ˟ږဠڬᄒࣂชḰࣻࡅភˉՒᐗҷḰЩΰᓪݦᄒ߮

ిၿটǕ̸ ���� ࣺ፦ᒸ̵ᄒөږᬍᓰిᰇ႙ᝨѻḬ%"*3ḭ

४ݦᄒᢃᛩ̈ᤐʿཊǕ���� ᯳ࣺ࡛ܵॎᓰిᓴᬿ˟ͼဠ̈ᤐሠ

ᓪᄒၿট̑ҷḰᰇکᄒܹږᓰిږ֟ࠚзᄒᓰి͋ࠚЩᤑТ

᧠ऄᄒௐࣂԐ֟ધᤃḰࡡरោᆙҁḰࣻˉॏࡘکටԯၿᓪ

̑ҷǕᓰిᓴ˰ՙḰ͋ਛដҊˈԾ௯᭧ࣺᓰిࠚᏎͼ᭒

̽͋ҁࠌᢃᄒృ౦ࣹՄḰ᭧ࣺኞ̩ࡡರ˿᭒Ǖፋᤇӯࣺᄒ

ኪܴḰ͋̎ ���� ࣺձҷ̈ө᭧ࣺኞࠌ̩ࡡᢃᝨѻǕө᭧

ࣺኞࠌ̩ࡡᢃᝨѻӒխăኞ̩ࡡᰇ႙સӊĄ֟ă᭧ࣺኞࡡ̩ࡡᝇ

ᢃĄ˘ᦒѴǕࠌ

ăኞ̩ࡡᰇ႙સӊĄˉԜమᄒږᬍᰇ႙ᝨѻᄹԷҳḰᤸᤇᰇ

႙ࣹՄᄒХरસӊḰնጲږзܹᄒ᭧ࣺኞ̩ࡡҚᰇ႙Ḱ͇लک

ᝅᝐरࠌکڢࡡᢃǕፔఽڠᓰిᏎͼࣤरᄒᝅ᧡֟ˈʿರ

ᄒኞࣂࡡชǕ

ă᭧ࣺኞࡡ̩ࡡᝇࠌᢃĄ͇өږᬍᓰిᰇ႙ᝨѻ˦ࣹՄࠌ

ᢃᡙޅḰڢᰇ႙ࡡᝇ಼౾֟ᇳ͠ࠌᢃဠڬˆḰ˦᭧ࣺኞ̩ࡡପΡ

߮ిࡡᝇኞѻࠌᢃృ͠Ǖڢఽᝨѻ˟Ḱ᭧ࣺኞ̸̩ࡡᒵᢾ߮ి

ᝐगѫԯḰ͇ ᓰిࠚᰇ႙ҁ˦ರఽಽΛḰ͇ ăᛩኞ̩ࡡĄăኞ

ᤸ̩ࡡᢃǕ᭧ࣺኞࠌᝇᄒኞѻࡡᰇ႙ࠚĄᄒᢾ͓Ḱᤑᛩᓰి̩ࡡ

ᤇ᭯࠳ˈዥ۔ᓰి֟ࠚᓰిࡡᝇḰЩᄸ᭯ᇳ͠ဠکڢˉڬன

әᑪፗḰᤑᛩᮟ۳ǔ̶ǔ߮ሡᆙቋࠌᢃ֟ᆄដርጕḰᤑ

ᏳΰᤑЭᒵᢾ߮ి္ǔᇳ͠ᝫដǔኞࠌࡡᢃᑧүᄒ፴ՔପӬǕ

ᓰిࡡᝇ˦ᓰిХЩվဠᄒᣚͼḰኞ̩ࡡ᧠ཊݨ̎ڢͽ

మகᄒभቩХЩ̜฿ឮ֟ܚᓰిзࠜᄒХЩᣉәḰ̸Ᏻୌभᓰ

ిˉХ͝࠳សᄒೌೕǕᤸ࣪ྈኞ̩ࡡЮܴቩࠁᄒܻ߮ሡ္

ͼጏˉँ۳ᇳ͠ဠڬᄒᝫᆄǕ

өᰇ႙ᓰిڢࠚఽᝨѻ˟վဠѫЭᓰిԯࡡፋԓǔᰇ႙ᝨ

ѻ˧ᮭˉরᢁǔکڢោᆙˉҁኖࠁᄒҁᑪፗǕ᭧ࣺኞ̩ࡡ

Ճ͇൭˦ᆙቋ˧ͼḰڢᓰి࠼͇˟฿̜ࠚ᧠ᓰిࠚᒵᢾҁᑪፗ

˦ҚପḰፏՔॏˆͅˉکڢဠڬឮܚḰ࠳ᓰిࠚᰇکҁᤑᛩ

္ೣ္֟߮ిӬӰḰभቩᄹ࠳ᇀᄒኞࡡরᢁǕ

᭧ࣺኞڢ̩ࡡभቩᓰిХЩ̜฿ឮܚᄒḰ࠳ᓰిзࠜᤑ

ᛩХЩәᣉនḰরᏮ֟भቩᓰిˉᇳ͠ᄒ࠳សᢁ१Ḱऻ࠶Х͝ᄒ

ᝂᅂਛដḰᤑᏳࠌဠЭ৹ਞ֟ᝫដᄒ̜̑ˉЭᓰి္ঘ֟͑ϡᝂ

ᄒͤᤂǕ˦൭Ḱڢఽᝨѻ࠺ԫ͇ˆࣂзࠜḰ᭧ࣺኞ̩ࡡՃಲ

૾ᒵᢾ৹юુԨˉࠁԨˉḾ

Since its establishment in 2013, Dimensions Art Center has 

continuously explored working methods rooted in Chinese society with 

an open attitude and tried to interact with all social sectors and promote 

a great academic ecology. DAC Artists In Residency (DAC AIR), which 

lasted from 2014 to the present, has realized the above ideology very 

well. The First International Dimensions Live Art Festival 2017 (DLAF 

2017) embodies this benign ecological interaction. Resident international 

and domestic artists enter Chongqing's old factories and demolished 

villages to conduct research and art creation, and interact with residents. 

After the festival, we realized that the young artist needs a platform to 

support their creative practice and young curators. After half a year of 

preparation, we launched the Emerging Curator Program in 2018. The 

Emerging Curator Program includes two parts: "Recruitment of Curators 

in Residency" and "Emerging Young Curator for Exhibition Practice".

The "Recruitment of Curators in Residency" was implemented 

jointly with the DAC Artists In Residency (DAC AIR) through the open 

recruitment of the residency platform to attract young curators from 

home and abroad to reside in and carry out the local on-site practice, to 

bring a broad vision and unique curatorial work methods to the local art 

community.

The "Emerging Young Curator for Exhibition Practice" started with 

the DAC Artists In Residency (DAC AIR) practice platform. Under the 

framework of the residency exhibition and social practice, it provides 

young curators with academic exhibition curation opportunities. In this 

project, young curators, starting from their academic perspective, take 

artist-in-residence creations as sample cases, and carry out the planning 

and practice of exhibitions as "executive curators" or "curators." Young 

curators will face different types of artists and art exhibitions, face society 

and local culture together, conduct cross-field, cross-media, and cross-

disciplinary research practice and knowledge accumulation, and then 

promote their academic theories and social cognition. 

As the carrier of the public presentation of art, art exhibitions focus 

on effectively establishing the context of public communication and the 

public transformation of art content, to build a bridge between art and 

the public. Usually, mature curator exhibitors have an independent and 

complete multi-disciplinary theoretical system and wide-area social field 

knowledge.

DAC resident artists present a complete creative methodology in 

this project, including their artistic development experience, themes, 

and ideas of the residency plan, local research, and art creation. Young 

curators can use this as the main body of research. In the exchange of 

artists, respect the artist's creative methodology as the prerequisite, 

combine the current era, and the local social environment to conduct 

theoretical combing and academic research on artist-in-residence 

creation. 

����ాͽᇴᏏम౧�"SU�$PNNVOJUZ�$VMUJWBUJPO
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� �˧ᮭኞѻḾࡡᝇзࠜ֟߮ి္ೣ္ḰኞࡡরᢁभቩḰࡡ

ᝇ˧ᮭᇀࠈḿ

��зࠜࠐ Ḿͤͤࠐኞႝࠈǔ̶ ፉனಽᎌрǔဠڬ˧ˉ̑ҷḿ

��ࡡ־ᇰḾࡡᝇکڬǔࡡᇰፏ౦ˉ־ᬐѽसᄒᝃѻḿ

బՙḰ᭧ࣺኞ̩ࡡಲ૾Юͼࠌி൮ᰩˉᝃѻḰᤑᛩమई

ᄒኞࠌࡡிǕఽృ౦ڢᄹЪᠳແˉӱڌӤᦩᄒḰృ౦ᓰ

ి়ᄫǔృ౦ኞ̩ࡡǔᮒᄴ᠒̩ǔࡡᝇᗈکፚኪ͠ˉ᭧ࣺኞࡡ

̩൮ԨˉḰࣻᄹऌᤑᛩ߮ి္ˉኞࠌࡡᢃᄒӱҸˉ࠶Ǖ

ă᭧ࣺኞࡡ̩ࡡᝇࠌᢃĄ˧᧳ږ࠳зܳ̎߮̀సᄒǔЮమ

ኞࡡর፭֟ࠌᢃ᭒සᄒࣺᣘᏎͼरࡡḰЮమʿࠈᄒХЩஜᐺ᠗Ǖ

өᓰి˟ॿ࣪͠ڢᝃࡡᝇḬᰇ႙ࡡǔᥡីࡡḭኪܴҚస᭯՜ᇳ

͠સӊḰԨˉᏰܻ͇ᛩኞ̩ࡡᄒᢾ͓ҳТࡡᝇኪܴࣂǕڢ൭

ᤇሶ˟Ḱөᓰి˟ॿᄒᓰి়ᄫపᤵЗၿǔᰇ᯦ኞ̩ࡡᑓྒߝ

ᝐगࣤᮟࣂՒᒵᄒ̸͠࠺ԫᰇ႙ࣹՄ᠒̩ͽ̣Зၿ͇ܫݡ

ᛩኞ̩̈ࡡኞࣂࡡᄒ္ᑈఈǔरࡡชǔࠌிᬅඈǔ͇

ԫดਛ̋ᮒኖǕḰԨˉᏰ˿࠺ԨˉҊኞࣂࡡፀˉࡡᝇᓰి

रᄒᝯ˟Ḱርጕᒵࡡҁվဠኖဟᓴ؛ࠁᝇಽǔࡡࡋ˰ࠚ

ኞࣂࡡ੦᭒ᄒᓰిಽΛǕ

ϡॲʿପᄒ௯Ḱă᭧ࣺኞࡡ̩ࡡᝇࠌᢃĄࣻ ˈԾፔኞࡡˌ Ḭ˒

ᓰి္ǔᓰిՆኖᄹЪˌ˒ḭᄒࣺᣘ̩ପΡࠌᢃృ͠Ḱ˿ፔ੦

మ᭬ˌ˒ᑈఈᄒኞ̀߮ࡡᏰପΡࠌᢃృ͠Ǖڢ ���� ࣺḰ͋Ք

ᄒబࣺᣘᄒࠌᢃኞ̩ࡡԾమ��Ḱ௯ʿͷࡃඔ˒ᄒ᰼˟ၿǕ

���� ࣺᒸ ���� ࣺḰөᥡី̈ᒵږзՒکᄒ᭧ࣺኞࡡ

̩ �� ͷḰ৮Ճ͇ڢఽࣺ᧥ă��������� ࣺ᭧ࣺኞ̩ࡡĄP 50 ̈

Ԩˉ᭧ࣺኞ̶̩ࡡፉǕ

While establishing the context of the public art communication, 

young curators are translating the art content to the public, thinking 

and establishing a dialogue between art and society, guiding the public 

to understand the content presented and then realizing the interaction 

of their emotions and cognition and their artistic concepts and values of 

communication. To this end, this project will involve the following work 

content, and young curators can participate selectively or fully according 

to their circumstances:

Theme planning: preparing exhibition content and forming academic 

theories, establishing curatorial ideas, and determining the theme of the 

Exhibition;

Content promotion: media strategy formulation, article writing, 

exhibition hosting and interaction;

Exhibition of works: planning of exhibition venues, display plan and 

display methods of works;

Finally, the young curators implement the curatorial plan in an 

orderly manner according to the specific implementation plan. While 

the organization provides resources and team support, the art director, 

curator, project leader, and other staff will simultaneously participate 

with young curators and provide corresponding assistance and guidance 

in academic theory and curatorial practice.

The "Emerging Young Curator for Exhibition Practice" is mainly 

carried out for young curators in the learning phases of their careers and 

have curatorial thinking and practical needs. Moreover, that is why this 

project has a particular nature of public education. In the early stage of 

preparing exhibitions (resident exhibitions and invited exhibitions), DAC 

will recruit from the public. Most of the participants will participate in 

the preparatory work as executive curators. In this process, Mr. Tu Zeng, 

art director of DAC, Ms. Yanzi Hu, curator in residence, and Mr. Jing He, 

who is the project leader of the DAC Artists In Residency (DAC AIR), 

will lead curators to understand the theoretical background, development 

methods, implementation stages and precautions of curatorial work 

from their work perspectives. Simultaneously, the participants will also 

participate in the discussion between the curatorial working group and 

the exhibition artists on the exhibition scheme, improving the creative 

presentation, to accumulate the artistic cases needed for their future 

curatorial work.

It is worth mentioning that "Emerging Young Curator for Exhibition 

Practice" provides opportunities for young people majoring in art pr 

curatorial Exhibition (or art management, art history, and other related 

majors) and provides opportunities for all with the non-professional 

background. In 2019, the youngest curator we worked with was 17 years 

old, a high school student who had not yet graduated.

From 2018 to 2019, DAC has invited 17 young curators from all 

over the country. You can learn about the young curators participating in 

P50 "Emerging Curator 2018-2019".
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_ ⻧ㆊ _
���� ࣺѫၿ̎˟ږᄽ݂ԜḰ���� Ꮗి߮ࢾچ̎ូࡋࣺ

ᬛͼᓰిጏḰڢ᧠ऄࢾچᏇᬛኞѻăᘩ༪Ąᛩ˦ᓰిဠڬǕ

᧠ᝅమЪᢾͼឮ͇ԫ۳ڬ᭯ᄒᓰిጒ֟ᆙቋǕҁ˧˦ᛩ

˦ᓰి֟ဠͅᓊǕ

���� ࣺԨˉᇓោᆙḰҊ ���� ࣺᒹү̎ʿ̗ᓰి̶Тᇳ͠ၿ

֟னҁᮒᄴ  ូ̈݀᧢మЪ́भគ֟ᓰి̶Тᇳ͠ᄒ̂ዢḰ

ᮒᄴǕکᬍᄒᗈࠌˉөᓰి˟ॿԨڢࣻ

���� ࣺ �� భᒸ ���� ࣺ � భ̎Ӛ̣ࠀः˜̩ભቩጪॐྦྷ 

রᏮ˟ږॏͅᓰిၿটᄒဠ࿌ԫᮭḰឃ̈ॏͅᓰి˟ᄒˈ

ᢾ͓ᄒ̩Ḱᆙቋᓰిᄒᒵ७ˉ̽७ᄒЪጏǕ

���� ࣺ � భᒸ̵߮̀ᓰి္߮ǔᏇి߮ǔᓰిՆ᭯ᆄដ

hᦒѴԨࡡ৹юḾ

���� ࣺ

� భԨҳ᧠ऄฯЙ᭧ࣺ༮ጪॐྦྷஒ௪˜ࡡ

� భԨҳăᏰ឵Ąͼᓰిࣂࠑࡡ־ḰࢾچᏇᬛͼ

ᓰిࡡԒ

� భ˧ኞѻăᘩ༪ĄኌФ࡛Уږ᭧ࣺᛩ˦ᓰిဠڬԫࣂڲ

���� ࣺ

� భԨҳࢾچᏇి߮ᬛඔ˒ҁࡡḰᖕ͞ሚ־

���� ࣺ

� భኞѻăᘩ༪ĄኌЦ࡛᧠ऄᛩ˦ᓰిဠڬ

� భԨҳຩᡝ႕ږᬍᛩ˦ᓰిဠڬ

� భԲᥡኌө࡛ă៶ᭉᛩҷĄږᬍᛩ˦ᓰిᓴ

� భԨҳ᧠ऄөă��!����Ą᭧ࣺᓰిࡡࠚᝇ

� భԨҳӚ̣έᖗᢾͼဠͅᓊࣂڲ

�� భኞѻăᘩ༪Ąኌˁ࡛Уږᛩ˦ᓰిဠڬ

_ ⥀䍚݃㜄 _

өᰇ႙Ẁǚ฿ᔽఽǛᓰిࠚ౬ᩐ˜̩ࡡ־Ḱᝁ 2018
ࣺࣺ᧥Ẁ P ��Ǖ

| CV |
Born in Taiyuan City, Shanxi Province, China in 1994, she studied in 

the New Media Art Department of the Sichuan Academy of Fine Arts in 

2013, and he also planned a “fire” performance art scene at the Sichuan 

Sichuan Academy of Fine Arts. Taking into account body language and 

artistic exploration and research in the field. The creation is mainly 

performance art and modern dance.

Participated in Bishan research in 2015, and committed to some art 

intervention social life and cultural and creative projects by 2016, read 

books about rural construction and art intervention society. 

Participated in actual landing projects at Dimensions Art Center.From 

October 2016 to May 2017, she made an independent record in Songzhuang, 

Beijing, thinking about the status and problems of China's contemporary art 

ecology, interviewed people with different identities in the contemporary art 

chain, and studied the relationship between self-discipline and heteronomy 

relationship.

From June 2017 to the present, she has studied the theory of art, art 

and art history.

· Exhibitions

2018

Participated in the solo exhibition of Chongqing Locke Youth Gray Space 

documentary in March

In March, participated in the "Future Talk" cross-media art studio exhibition, 

Sichuan Media Academy New Media Art Exhibition Hall

In April, hosted and planned the 8th National Youth Performance Art Site 

and Workshop

2017

In June, he participated in the graduation creation exhibition of Sichuan 

Academy of Fine Arts and won outstanding works

2016

In January, she planned the 6th Chongqing performance art scene

In February to participate in the Hong Kong Cross-border International 

Performance Art scene

Invited the 10th "Gu Yu" International Performance Art Festival in April

In June, participated in the "20 @ 1400" Young Artists Exhibition of 

Chongqing Dimensions Art Center

Participated in Beijing Hou Ying Body Modern Dance Workshop in August

In December, he planned the 7th National Performance Art Scene

| Achievements |
DAC AIR | <Let The Emotions Flow> Solo Exhibition by artist Zheng 

Lin, See Yearbook 2018 | P 38.

Taomeng Cuiᬦೞ 䐱ङ�&1
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_ ⻧ㆊ _
���� ࣺၿ̎ሑभӷࣹǕ

ᆙቋ՜Ḿᓰి � ᇳ͠Ǖ

����ࣺḾă˰᪳Ą᯳࡛᧠ऄږᬍࠌᰖफ़Ѐԭࣺ҇ྺࡡᝨѻḰ

Ԩࡡᓰిࠚḿăᔶ֟ݥᄒ᧠ऄరԬ͋Ąඈᔶөᓰి˟ॿᰇ႙

ᝇӱҸǕࡡḰࡡ˜

����ࣺḾԨ ă̄ຏࢾچ�߮݀ڪᏇి߮ᬛĄँ Քោᆙᮒᄴḿ

Ԩ ă̦̄৹ڏࠚरஒॖसĄ˟ ฑ̑᧥ˉ̑भ �ຠԜ́ࣂکڢڲḿ

%-"'ăܵॎĄኌ࡛̌᧠ऄږᬍဠڬᓰిᓴḰனߢᎌᣬḿăĄ

ᗎ່өᓰి˟ॿᰇ႙˜ࡡḰᛩኞ̩ࡡḿă௯ʿ˜ᤢᕐᄒఱ

ᜑគᝨࣖĄပߩөᓰి˟ॿᰇ႙˜ࡡḰᛩኞ̩ࡡǕ

���� ࣺḾᤑТࢾچᏇి߮ᬛ˜әྺᓬۺбࣂࠑÿపᤵ

h͗ࡘݦḰăࠑࣂͼᓰి ࣓ۃԭࣺࡡˈࣹᛩࡡĄḰኞࡡ ḿ̩

ăݦࡘhʿᓋሇĄဠڬᓰిᓴḰ߮ి˧ḿ%-"'ăܵॎĄ᧠ऄ

᯳࡛ږᬍဠڬᓰిᓴḰனߢᎌᣬḿࢾچᏇి߮ᬛᏇి߮ጏ ���� ࣺ

गఽሡၿڻḰ̌ኖݚǕ

���� ࣺḾࢾچូࡋᏇి߮ᬛᓰి̩ன߮ᬛḰᤑТࢾچᏇి߮

ᬛ݀߮ၿᓰిڌफ़ᝅᦒḿኌ࡛̓ӷ᰼ಫˌ˒फ़ᐗࡡḰԨࡡᓰి

Ǖࠚ

_ ⥀䍚݃㜄 _

өᰇ႙ẀǚǛᓰిࠚᗎ່˜̩ࡡ־Ḱᝁ 2018
ࣺࣺ᧥Ẁ P ��Ǖ

өᰇ႙Ẁǚ௯ʿ˜ᤢᕐᄒఱᜑគᝨࣖǛᓰిࠚပߩ˜̩

ࡡ־Ḱᝁ 2018 ࣺࣺ᧥Ẁ P ��Ǖ

_ ⻧ㆊ _
ˀᓰిគᝨ߮ᬛḰனәឈڡ݅˟ږᔶ̎ូڢܫᄴҚᆸߝ֏

ˉኞࡡˌ˒ǕపЗՙࣂ̎˟ږ݀ᬿڌ᠒๚ܹ˒ҴՔḰॼ

ږ 4PFY ᬿͨڌѴХՋ᠒ྩ־ᤊᗁ ��పԨˉ᧠ऄөᓰి˟ॿǔ

᳦ິ "� Ꮗి᯦ԯᡙᄒᓰిᰇ႙ኞࡡᮒᄴǕ

_ ⥀䍚݃㜄 _
өᰇ႙Ẁǚᡜͼ *** ᡜᄱከ˰ຠՑ̩༪ᩦǛᓰిፀՔḾĄ

ᰒ̩ծḥĄࡡ־Ḱᝁ 2018 ࣺࣺ᧥Ẁ P ��Ǖ

| CV |
Born in 1996 in Nanping, Fujian.

Research direction: art & society.

2019: "Mirror of Time" special plan for the first Chongqing 

International Experimental Image Biennale, participating artists; "Inmei and 

her friends in Chongqing" Duan Yingmei's ten-party art center resides in 

solo exhibition, exhibition assistance.

2018: Participate in the "Shenzhen University-Sichuan Academy of 

Fine Arts" Guangba cooperation research project; participate in the "form of 

open family" China-Poland mutual learning and mutual construction: Bayu 

Yuanxiang local workshop; DLAF "Return" 2nd Chongqing International live 

art festival, text editor; "Manman" Ge Mengxi Dimensions Art Center resides 

solo exhibition, executive curator; "I am a confused costume designer" Wang 

Mengnan Dimensions Art Center resides solo exhibition, executive curator.

2017: Entered the personalized characteristic training studio of 

Sichuan Academy of Fine Arts-Zengtu Cross-Media Art Studio, "Good 

Neighbor · Istanbul Biennale Non-parallel Exhibition", curator; "Good 

Neighbor · Yizhou Festival" live art festival , Academic Chair; DLAF "Return" 

Chongqing First International On-site Art Festival, text editor; 2017 

Undergraduate Forum, Department of Fine Arts, Sichuan Academy of Fine 

Arts, second prize.

2016: Enrolled in the College of Arts and Humanities of Sichuan 

Academy of Fine Arts, and entered the Film and Television Department of 

the Sichuan University of Fine Arts College Student Art Troupe; the 5th 

Southern University Professional Photography Joint Exhibition, participating 

artists.

| Achievements |
DAC AIR | <No Ending> Solo Exhibition by artist Mengxi Ge, See 

Yearbook 2018 | P 46.
DAC AIR | <I am a Lost Fashion Designer> Solo Exhibition by artist 

Mengnan Wang, See Yearbook 2018 | P 57.

| CV |
Zihan Zhou is currently studying MA Culture, Criticism & Curation 

in Central Saint Martins. She was working in oversea business investment, 

China Evergrand Group and business operation, Soex Germany, London 

branch. She participated artist-in-residence curatorial projects initiated by 

Dimensions Art Center, Luxelakes A4 Art Museum.

| Achievements |
DAC AIR | <HyperBodyIII The HyperFeast of Chungking Cannibalism 

Hotpot> Artists Group | ” Hyperbation! “ Exhibition, See Yearbook 

2018 | P 99.

Juren Chenᬑ̪ 䐱ङ�&1

㤁㛋⥀䍚㦬䆬پ Emerging Curator Program

Zihan Zhouߞ 䐱ङ�&1

㤁㛋⥀䍚㦬䆬پ Emerging Curator Program

⤯䈌䐽㠻 3DUWLFLSDWLRQ�3HULRGᷛ��������������������

⤯䈌䐽㠻 3DUWLFLSDWLRQ�3HULRGᷛ��������������������

��������᭨ࣻኟ̪ࡢᝩѼ�&NFSHJOH�$VSBUPS�1SPHSBN
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_ ⻧ㆊ _
ḰូڢᏇి߮ᬛࢾچ

ᆙቋ՜ḾᓰిˉᇳᏎḰ

ǕͤࠐᝇኞѻḰҷኞѻḰࡡ᭯՜Ḿࣂ

���� ࣺඔ˒̎ăኌ࡛᭬̌ᥔμઘሑืᓰ᰼ጧᆙφဵĄ

���� ࣺҳТắЫˉටᓰәĄ˜әۺбࣂࠑ

���� ࣺԨˉኌʿ࡛ă$"0 ༪ᣄĄᓰిᓴኞѻ

���� ࣺԨˉăᖎࣸлᛩҷĄХЩᓰిᮒᄴ

���� ࣺԨˉă%-"'���� ܵॎ � ᧠ऄኌ࡛̌ږᬍဠڬᓰిᓴĄ

���� ࣺԨࡡ�˰ܚ � ࡡᰖफ़Ѐԭࣺࠌ

���� ࣺԨˉ́Ꮗᐺᓰిᆙ߮ă݀کᱚชࣖĄᮒᄴኞѻ

���� ࣺԨˉ᧠ऄಘᕶ᪢ලມᓰిᓴኞѻ

���� ࣺԨˉਭӯભᆙቋ੦ᓰిᮒᄴ�દ͒ፀፃፚኪ

_ ⥀䍚݃㜄 _
өᰇ႙Ẁǚྭྭ߮ǛᏇږᓰిࠚ "MFY�,VIO ˜̩ࡡ־Ḱ

ᝁ 2018 ࣺࣺ᧥Ẁ P ��Ǖ

_ ⻧ㆊ _
ၿ̎᧠ऄḰဠ̎ូࡋ᧠ऄࣖᔽ݀߮Ꮗి߮ᬛᏇిՆˉ္ˌ˒

పԨˉḾ

����ࣺ �భ�ᓰిࠚඈᔶᰇ႙ࡡ־Ḿǚᔶ֟ݥᄒ᧠ऄరԬ͋Ǜ

���� ࣺ �� భ�᧠ऄຠтᏸனәᬐѽ᯦ᄒшᘱᓴhሠߝhၿ֙˰ޅ

ᓰຬ߮ࡡஜҷ

_ ⥀䍚݃㜄 _
өᰇ႙Ẁǚᔶ֟ݥᄒ᧠ऄరԬ͋Ǜᓰిࠚඈᔶᰇ႙־

Ḱᝁ�P ���Ǖࡡ

| CV |
Sichuan Academy of Fine Arts is studying,

Research direction: art and community,

Work orientation: exhibition planning, event planning, publicity.

In 2017, graduated from the "Second Advanced Seminar on Non-Legacy 

Protection Fuzhou Lacquer Art"

Joined the "Village Revitalization and Folk Art Activation" personalized 

training studio in 2018

Participated in the planning of the first "CAO Train" Art Festival in 2018

Participated in the "Moganshan Reaction" public art project in 2018

Participated in the "DLAF2018 Return-Chongqing Second International Live 

Art Festival" in 2018

2018 Exhibition Time Realm-Experimental Biennial

In 2019, he participated in the planning of the project "Earth Magician" in 

rural aesthetic education

Participate in the planning of the Canal Art Festival in Liuyin Town, 

Chongqing in 2019

In 2019, participated in the art project of the Slow Half Shot Institute

| Achievements |
DAC AIR | <Learning Tospeak> Solo exhibition by American artist 

Alex Kuhn, See Yearbook 2018 | P 78.

| CV |
Born in Chongqing, now studying in the Art History and Theory 

Department of the Fine Arts College of Chongqing Normal University

Have participated in:

May 2019 Artist Duan Yingmei Resident Works Exhibition: "Yingmei 

and her Chongqing friends"

December 2019 Winter Tibetan Festival · Seed · The Beginning of 

Life Art Tour and Learning Activities in Chongqing Bayu Farming Culture 

Exhibition Hall

| Achievements |
DAC AIR | <Yingmei and her friends in Chongqing>Residency 

exhibition by artist Yingmei Duan, See P 214.

Yiwei Chenᬑᓱဟ 䐱ङ�&1

㤁㛋⥀䍚㦬䆬پ Emerging Curator Program

Maoqian Wangဖᔽᕎ 䐱ङ�&1

㤁㛋⥀䍚㦬䆬پ Emerging Curator Program

⤯䈌䐽㠻 3DUWLFLSDWLRQ�3HULRGᷛ������������������

⤯䈌䐽㠻 3DUWLFLSDWLRQ�3HULRGᷛ�������������������

����ాͽᇴᏏम౧�"SU�$PNNVOJUZ�$VMUJWBUJPO
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_ ⻧ㆊ _
�ֈḿࠑࣂͼᓰిࠑࣂбۺᏇి߮ᬛ˜әྺᓬࢾچ

����%-"'ăܵॎĄ᧠ऄኌ࡛̌ږᬍဠڬᓰిᓴ�ॐፀ � ХЩ

Ъጏፀֈḿ

Ԩˉږᬍ̑᧥ˉ̑भh˟ږມ́ăИˉᮋĄࣂکڢڲḿ

�ఽᓰిڲࣂکڢມ́ăИˉᮋĄږ˟ᬍ̑᧥ˉ̑भḾږ

Ҹ္ࠚႇ᠓˄ᓰి᧡࠽ࠚ � ᬠᏪនḿ

ắ࠵˰१Ąᓰి́भˉனәᥔ̟ˌᮭڻ�ఽឈࠚሑ

डҸ္ � ᬠᏪនḿ

សᮒᄴăФӪ᧟ᢁ̐֟࠳ฑ˟ࠑࣂͼᓰిᏇి߮ᬛࢾچ

భĄ�߮ిፀֈḿ

���� ᯳࡛᧠ऄږᬍफ़Ѐԭࣺࡡhྺ҇ᝨѻhݦࡘᮒᄴፀ�߮

ిፀֈ � Ԩࡡᓰిࠚḿ

����Ꮗి߮ᬛăࢾچ ᄐࣺᄐᄐಫĄࡡᝇͼᓰిࣂࠑ

ڹ�દ͒னခೣ္ḿ

Ԩˉөᓰి˟ॿ ���� ᭧ࣺኞࠌ̩ࡡᢃᝨѻḿ

өᓰి˟ॿăԭ᧠۳ڬ %PVCMF�'JMFETĄชږᓰిࠚ #MBJTF�

4DIXBSU[ ᰇ႙ࡡ־�ᛩኞ̩ࡡḿ

���� ͼᓰిࣂࠑhᦘᦓᦘӥ˟ॿhᓰిˉ́

Щၿࠌᢃᝨѻhăၿ̟ЩၿĄ�ኞ̩ࡡḿ

���� ࣂбྺᓬۺᏇి߮ᬛ˜әࢾچ�hࡡᏇి߮ᬛࣺࢾچࣺ

ࠑஜ߮౯ළઙࡡhͼᓰిࣂࠑڹ�ኞ̩ࡡ

_ ⥀䍚݃㜄 _
өᰇ႙Ẁǚԭ᧠۳ڬǛชږᓰిࠚ#MBJTF�4DIXBSU[ᰇ႙ࡡ־Ḱ

ᝁ P ���Ǖ

_ ⻧ㆊ _
���� ࣺѫၿḰᒵ˅๚Ḱԉ࠺Қ।ጹጦ݀߮Ꮗిᆙቋ੦߮̀

ဠॏͅᓰిՆǕ

ఽሡڢӷ̣݀߮ូࡋෆឮன߮ˌ˒ḰᣡφᓰిՆኌ̌ˌ˒Ḱ

ஜଇǕࠔ֏̸ࣖ

_ ⥀䍚݃㜄 _
өᰇ႙Ẁǚ$$$Ǜҳ݀ᓰిࠚ ,FWJO�1JOWJEJD ˜̩ࡡ־Ḱ

ᝁ P ���Ǖ

| CV |
Member of the cross-media art studio of the Sichuan Academy of Fine 

Arts Personalized Character Training Studio;

2018DLAF "Return" Chongqing Second International Live Art Festival 

Recording Team & Public Relations Team Member;

Participate in international mutual learning and mutual construction · 

China Quxiang "Light and Sound" local workshop;

International mutual learning and mutual construction: local workshop 

of "Light and Sound" in Quxiang, China Artist Assistant & Accompanying 

Translator of Japanese Artist Ono Kenzo

"The Path of Finding Hometown" Special Forum on Art Township 

Construction and Cultural Heritage Assistant and accompanying interpreter 

of Japanese critic Fukuzumi;

Member of the academic team of the Sichuan-Academy of Fine Arts 

cross-media art studio China-Poland Dialogue Project "Baqianli Yunheyue";

2019 First Chongqing International Image Biennial · Special Project · 

Good Neighbor Project Team Academic team member & participating artist;

Sichuan Academy of Fine Arts "2019 Hundred Years Hundred Villages 

and One Hundred Schools" exhibition cross-media art studio section served 

as a document sorting;

Participate in Dimensions Art Center's 2019 Young Curator Practice 

Plan;

Executive curator of the residency of Blaise Schwartz, a French artist at 

the Double Fileds in Dimensions Art Center;

Curator of 2019 Multimedia Art Studio · Central Village of Pidu 

District, Chengdu · Art and Village Symbiosis Practice Plan · "Production 

Symbiosis";

2019 Sichuan Academy of Fine Arts Annual Exhibition, Sichuan 

Academy of Fine Arts Personalized Cultivation Characteristic Studio 

Teaching Achievements Report Exhibition, Cross Media Art Studio Section

| Achievements |
DAC AIR | <Double Fields> Residency Exhibition by French artist 

Blaise Schwartz, See P 210.

| CV |
Born in 1996, from Shanghai, will soon go to New York University 

Institute of Fine Arts to study the history of modern and contemporary art.

Bachelor of Chinese Language and Literature major in Nanjing 

University, minor in art history second major, under Professor Zhou Xian.

| Achievements |
DAC AIR | < CCC> Residency Exhibition by Canadian artist Kevin 

Pinvidic, See P 230.

Rongxun Du

Shen Qu

䪂ӆ

࡚Ͳ

䐱ङ�&1

䐱ङ�&1

㤁㛋⥀䍚㦬䆬پ

㤁㛋⥀䍚㦬䆬پ

Emerging Curator Program

Emerging Curator Program

⤯䈌䐽㠻 3DUWLFLSDWLRQ�3HULRGᷛ�������������������

⤯䈌䐽㠻 3DUWLFLSDWLRQ�3HULRGᷛ�������������������

��������᭨ࣻኟ̪ࡢᝩѼ�&NFSHJOH�$VSBUPS�1SPHSBN
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_ ⻧ㆊ _
���� ࣺၿ̎˟ږзᗤԹḰဠ߮̀ࣂ̎᧠ऄǕ

ఽሡូࡋࣖ᧠ڢፓႏˌ˒ḿဠࢾڢᏇូࡋᆙቋၿḰᓰిઃឈˌ

˒Ḱ̸ࣖပ౬ஜଇǕ

పڢ ���� ࣺદ᯳࡛͒᧠ऄࠌᰖफ़Ѐԭࣺࡡÿÿ" ᝨѻኞࡡҸ

္ḿ���� ࣺદ᯳࡛͒᧠ऄࠌᰖफ़Ѐԭࣺࡡÿÿ# ᝨѻኞࡡҸ္ḿ

���� ࣺ � భኞѻफ़Ѐǔ৹ਞǔটगÿÿӷӥࠌᰖफ़ЀᐗࡡḰદ

͒ኞ̩ࡡǕ

_ ⥀䍚݃㜄 _
өᰇ႙Ẁǚၿ˰ՙǛᓰిࠚᣏǔᰑގැԭ˜ࡡḰᝁ

P���Ǖ

_ ⻧ㆊ _
ၿ̎๚ӷ๚ԸḰඔ˒̎᧠ऄ݀߮ࣂ᠑ஓ߮ˌ˒Ḱဠ̸̋ՙస

ҌኖគᝨࣂǕʿ˜ཟྞ˙ᐟᓰిࣹࣹௌݑᄒ࠽የ˕Ḱο͌ᓰి

ፄᑧܽࣤᮟ̩ዥઅҊॎࠟḰௌ௯͇ͽሠ፭गǕޅ

ǔˈሠை͇ԫˈனә˰ᤀᎎᇳᏎࡗፄЪดᇳ͠ˈᬅޅ

ᄒᓰి֙ᮭԫЭफ़׆ḰҹүෘԱलәᄒᓰిਞᆄḰ࠳ၿ֙ఽॿ

Ǖࣂᓰి߫ጢᔑᮒᄴᄒᛩکத႗ǕపԨˉᦥᬂ݀ߣ

_ ⥀䍚݃㜄 _
өᰇ႙ẀǚณڠˉԺߝǛᓰిࠚပᖗᰇ႙ࡡ־Ḱᝁ�

P���Ǖ

| CV |
Born in Inner Mongolia, China in 1994, she is now studying and 

working in Chongqing. After getting bachelor's degree in painting at 

Chongqing Normal University, she is now a graduate student, majoring 

art criticism at Sichuan Fine Arts Institute. She is taught by professor Lin 

Wang.

In 2018, she served as The First Chongqing International Experimental 

Visual Art Biennale curator assistant of Project A.

In 2019, she served as The First Chongqing International Experimental 

Visual Art Biennale curator assistant of Project B.

In February 2019, she planned Images, Emotions and Attitudes—

Nan’an District Experimental Visual Art Exhibition, served as curator.

| Achievements |
DAC AIR | <After the Life> Residency Exhibition by artist Ke Yuan & 

Jiangjiang Luo, See P 222.

| CV |
Born in Haikou, Hainan, graduated with a degree in finance from 

Chongqing Technology and Business University, he is currently engaged in 

post-production and other design work. A little fan who loves serious art is 

mediocre, faith in art can always lead human beings to find their home, no 

matter what dimension they are.

Always pay attention to the artistic propositions and influences of the 

marginal communities between different social strata, different races and 

different cultures, and strive to absorb the differentiated artistic perception, 

awe of life itself. He has participated in the implementation of the Honghua 

Village Project of Youyang Land Art Season.

| Achievements |
DAC AIR | <Soil and Sentence> Residency Exhibition by artist Ying 

Wang, See P 226.

Shufang Wangဖಧᔓ 䐱ङ�&1

㤁㛋⥀䍚㦬䆬پ Emerging Curator Program

Yanxin Wuյݰ 䐱ङ�&1

㤁㛋⥀䍚㦬䆬پ Emerging Curator Program

⤯䈌䐽㠻 3DUWLFLSDWLRQ�3HULRGᷛ�����������������

⤯䈌䐽㠻 3DUWLFLSDWLRQ�3HULRGᷛ�����������������
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_ ⻧ㆊ _
ౘরْపࣂ̎ᘈࣂࠑḰڢ 6OJWFSTJUZ�PG�*MMJOPJT�BU�6SCBOB�

$IBNQBJHO ᖕॲ̈ᓰిՆ֟ఈᝂभኛ߮ͷǕڢಫసḰݥ˦ᆙቋ

ֈ֟ҸஜԨˉ̈ͨזඓ̖ᄒՙఈᝂᄒᆙቋˉѴ౪Ǖ���� ࣺḰݥ

ᄒனǚࣜྺтሀऐᄒఈᝂ֟ఈᝂᛳᤂǛᖕॲ̈ ,FOOFEZ Ǖ᧣߮ݚ

ఽ֟ܚॏͅᇳ͠ᮭᄒᬿͼឮ࠳᭯̎࠹־ᄒࠚ˦ᓰిݥ

ᑧᄒԮরḰЪด᭬ᓰిᮟ۳ᄒఇᤸХටǕݥᄒҁԫܻሠ̶Ḱ

Эҷটफ़Ѐ֟ᜑᎾˡᐗ̈ᒵཱ֟னәڢॏͅᇳ͠˟ᄒЪጏǕݥ˰Қ

ᄒ־ప̭߿ڢӰΨ۪֟ ,SBOOFSU Ꮗి᯦ࡡѫǔѷᣚ̎ $PMMFDUFVST�

.BHB[JOFǕ

_ ⥀䍚݃㜄 _
өᰇ႙Ẁǚఈᝂᄒఽ᠗Ǜԇगᓰి3ࠚBHFTI�"�4˜̩ࡡ־Ḱ

ᝁ��P ���Ǖ

_ ⻧ㆊ _
Ыˉට́ڢᏇి߮ᬛХЩᓰిˌ˒Ḱࢾچ̎ូࡋᭉḰ࠽͒

ᓰәࣂࠑᤑᛩ߮̀Ǖᆙቋ՜˧௯ХЩᓰిḰӒૂХЩᜑᎾǔ

ХЩҷˉኞѻኖǕဠࣂၿ̎᧠ऄǕ

_ ⥀䍚݃㜄 _
өᰇ႙Ẁǚᑶԇং�႙ˆࣤᡔǛᏇږᓰిࠚ "MBO�4LBMBTLJ

˜̩ࡡ־Ḱᝁ��P ���Ǖ

| CV |
Yang Sijia graduated from the University of Illinois at Urbana-

Champaign with a master’s degree in Landscape Architecture and minor in 

Art History. She worked at Cai Studio before returning to China. During her 

graduate study, she aided for the research project of the post-war landscape 

in Colombia with a role as research/teaching assistant. Her proposal 

Landscape and Landscape representation in the Parthenon won Kennedy 

Prize in 2018.

Yang Sijia’s artworks project intuitive reflection and collective 

dialogue confronting social con-cerns. Her art practices employ a range 

of media to develop boundary-pushing moving images and in-stallations 

which interweaves nature and culture across contemporary society. With 

a background in landscape architecture and art history, she challenges the 

art norm for people who do not look at art. Her work has been presented 

at Krannert Art Museum and OCAT Chengdu. Publication includes Col-

lecteurs Magazine.

| Achievements |
DAC AIR | <On the Nature of Landscape> Residency Exhibition by 

Indian artist Ragesh A S, See  P 234.

| CV |
Ren Xiaoyu, study at the Public Art Department of the  Sichuan 

Fine Arts Institute, the member of the  Rural Revitalization and Folk Art 

Revitalization Studio. The research inter-ests are mainly about public 

art, including public installations, public events and Curation .Currently 

working and living in Chongqing. 

| Achievements |
DAC AIR | <Footsteps recall staying for take away> Residency 

Exhibition by American artist Alan Skalaski, See  P 238.

Sijia Yangౙٓ 䐱ङ�&1

㤁㛋⥀䍚㦬䆬پ Emerging Curator Program

Xiaoyu Ren͓࠾ᭊ 䐱ङ�&1

㤁㛋⥀䍚㦬䆬پ Emerging Curator Program

⤯䈌䐽㠻 3DUWLFLSDWLRQ�3HULRGᷛ�������������������

⤯䈌䐽㠻 3DUWLFLSDWLRQ�3HULRGᷛ�����������������

��������᭨ࣻኟ̪ࡢᝩѼ�&NFSHJOH�$VSBUPS�1SPHSBN
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_ ⻧ㆊ _
ʿئ൜ᓰిᄒఇᤸ᰼˟ၿḰဠ̎ូࡋӷ݀߮ᬌࡣ˟߮Ǖ

_ ⥀䍚݃㜄 _
өᰇ႙Ẁǚᑶԇং�႙ˆࣤᡔǛᏇږᓰిࠚ "MBO�4LBMBTLJ

˜̩ࡡ־Ḱᝁ��P 238Ǖ

_ ⻧ㆊ _
ၿ̎ँ˔ँࢿḰဠࢾچ̎ូࡋᏇి߮ᬛᏇి߮ጏ

పԨˉḾ

���� ࣺ�᧠ऄ %-"' ܵॎᓰిᓴ

���� ࡡᬍຬᓰిᓴఘ᯳࡛ँ˔គᝨࣖ႕ᓰిږࢿँ�ࣺ

���� ࣺ�᰼Ҝྠጪঘ᯦គᝨࣖࡡ־ÿគᝨˉᓰిᛩ

ኖᄹЪҷ

ܻࣻ൛ԨˉࢾچᏇి߮ᬛ˰ࡡᝇҷ

_ ⥀䍚݃㜄 _
ᳯۆᓰి߫ẀǚನࡘǛᓰిࠚᴥᄻ˜̩ࡡ־Ḱᝁ

P���Ǖ

| CV |
An ordinary high school student who loves art is now enrolled in a 

high school affiliated to Southwest University.

| Achievements |
DAC AIR | <Footsteps recall staying for take away> Residency 

Exhibition by American artist Alan Skalaski, See P 238.

| CV |
Born in Guangzhou, Guangdong. Now studies at the Department of Fine 

Arts at Sichuan Fine Arts Institute. 

Participated in: 

2018 Chongqing DLAF Art Festival 

2019 Guangzhou International Tourism Art Festival and the first Guangdong 

Designers Cross-border Art Exhibi-tion

2019 Gao Jianfu Museum designer works exhibition-Design and Art Peers

and other related activities 

participated in many exhibitions of the Zhi Space of the Sichuan Fine Arts 

Institute

| Achievements |
Huangjueping Festival | <Dwelling in Catastrophe> Solo Exhibition 

by artist Pan Long, See P 178.

Yingxiang Gao᰽ᤊᏞ 䐱ङ�&1

㤁㛋⥀䍚㦬䆬پ Emerging Curator Program

Yuqian DengᥨᭊϜ 䐱ङ�&1

㤁㛋⥀䍚㦬䆬پ Emerging Curator Program

⤯䈌䐽㠻 3DUWLFLSDWLRQ�3HULRGᷛ�������������������

⤯䈌䐽㠻 3DUWLFLSDWLRQ�3HULRGᷛ�������������������

����ాͽᇴᏏम౧�"SU�$PNNVOJUZ�$VMUJWBUJPO
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_ ⻧ㆊ _
᧠ऄ̩Ḱၿ̎ ���� ࣺḰඔ˒̎ࢾچᏇి߮ᬛ፴Քᓰిጏႏ

ˌ˒Ǖ݀߮ඔ˒ՙḰăˈҴ൬˒ĄቩঋϪʿ˜మᡢᄒ̩Ḱ߮គᝨḰ

߮рយḰ߮ॿ္߮Ḱ߮ช७Ḱ߮ፋ่Ḱ္߮Ǖ���� ࣺҁұܱ

គᝨХՋḰˉ̟کХՋǔՒዥ˒ХՋϪគᝨҁਛՔǕ����

ࣺरޅလ࣓ḰϪ࣓ர᭯ரᄒគᝨˉᆙԯǕ

_ ⥀䍚݃㜄 _
ᳯۆᓰి߫Ẁǚ˘ැຬǛᓰిࠚीభ˜̩ࡡ־Ḱᝁ

P���Ǖ

_ ⻧ㆊ _
ဠࡘ᧠ऄḰఽሡິӚᏇి߮ᬛࣂ˒គᝨጏԫᮆږऽᄦ݀߮ᝅᝈ

ͤᤂᆙቋၿඔ˒ၿǕЪดफ़Ѐˉफ़͇ԫྵரᄒᤊႁḰᄴҚ̸̋ᝅ

ᮨҁ֟គᝨዥࣂǕԨˉᤇᮆږఽکృ౦ᄒኞࣂࡡḰኞѻᤇ˘

ᝇǕࡡՔ۔࠽ڬ

_ ⥀䍚݃㜄 _
ᳯۆᓰి߫Ẁǚ·͋ˉǛ-FF�,ZFPOHIFF�ँڬᓊဠڬḰᝁ�

P ���Ǖ

| CV |
Born in Chongqing in 1981, graduated from Sichuan Fine Arts 

Institute, majoring in oil painting. After graduating from university, "doing 

no business" is determined to be an interesting person, learning design, 

writing poetry, psychology, law, economics, management. In 2016, Yiman 

Design Company was founded to cooperate with real estate companies and 

various commercial companies in design and creativity. In 2018, he started 

to play with cloth, designing and developing cloth fabrics.

| Achievements |
Huangjueping Festival | <Two Rivers Tour> Solo Exhibition by artist 

Yiy Zhang, See P 170.

| CV |
He currently lives in Chongqing, graduated from the Graduate School 

of Industrial Design of the Hubei Academy of Fine Arts and South Korea 

’s Hongyi University. Pay attention to the use of video and photography 

and materials, currently engaged in video creation and design work. He has 

participated in the curatorial work of local Korean institutions and planned 

two small cooperative exhibitions.

| Achievements |
Huangjueping Festival | <Anyway, anyone> Square Dancing Scene by 

artist Lee Kyeonghee, See  P 162.

Manman Wang

Gege Zheng

ဖప

ᦉ

䐱ङ�&1

䐱ङ�&1

㤁㛋⥀䍚㦬䆬پ

㤁㛋⥀䍚㦬䆬پ

Emerging Curator Program

Emerging Curator Program

⤯䈌䐽㠻 3DUWLFLSDWLRQ�3HULRGᷛ��������������������

⤯䈌䐽㠻 3DUWLFLSDWLRQ�3HULRGᷛ�������������������

��������᭨ࣻኟ̪ࡢᝩѼ�&NFSHJOH�$VSBUPS�1SPHSBN
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_ ⻧ㆊ _
ඔ˒̎᧠ऄ݀߮Ḱဠࡘ᧠ऄǕܻ൛ԨˉࡉࢾچᏇి߮ᬛᘩ

ཚҷǕ

_ ⥀䍚݃㜄 _
ᳯۆᓰి߫ẀǚᄴᄒکǛᓰిࠚᠩ๕ཱ˜̩ࡡ־Ḱᝁ�

P���Ǖ

ᳯۆᓰి߫ẀǚዪԐǛᓰిࠚड़ཛᮋ˵ဠڬˉனခࡡḰ

ᝁ�P ���Ǖ

өᰇ႙ẀǚαᐇႃᄒܵॎǛᓰిࠚड़ཛᮋ˵ࣂڲḰᝁ�

P ���Ǖ

_ ⻧ㆊ _
ၿ̎ሑभḰဠࢾچ̎ូࡋᏇి߮ᬛᓰి̩ன߮ᬛᏇిՆˌ˒Ǖ

_ ⥀䍚݃㜄 _
ө  ᰇ ႙ Ẁǚ%FFQ�(SFFO�4JEF�8F�"SFǛ ᮆ ږ ᓰ ి ࠚ -FF�

,ZFPOHIFF ˜̩ࡡ־Ḱᝁ��P ���Ǖ

| CV |
Graduated from Chongqing University and now lives in Chongqing. 

Participated in Yaoshi Sichuan Academy of Fine Arts' fire-burning activity 

many times.

| Achievements |
Huangjueping Festival | <Destination> Solo Exhibition by artist 

Haoran He, See P 160.
Huangjueping Festival | <The Granulation Plant> Music concert and 

Document Exhibition by artist Zhiye Peng, See P 166.
DAC AIR | <The Return of Orpheus> Music workshop by artist Zhiye 

Peng, See P 246.

| CV |
Born in Fujian, she is currently studying Art History at the Art and 

Humanities College of Sichuan Fine Arts Institute.

| Achievements |
DAC AIR | <Deep Green Side, We Are> Residency Exhibition by 

Korean artist Lee Kyeonghee, See  P 242.

Xueqin Zhang

Ruiqi Shi

ु၊

Շᔏᴘ

䐱ङ�&1

䐱ङ�&1

㤁㛋⥀䍚㦬䆬پ

㤁㛋⥀䍚㦬䆬پ

Emerging Curator Program

Emerging Curator Program

⤯䈌䐽㠻 3DUWLFLSDWLRQ�3HULRGᷛ�������������������

⤯䈌䐽㠻 3DUWLFLSDWLRQ�3HULRGᷛ���������������������

����ాͽᇴᏏम౧�"SU�$PNNVOJUZ�$VMUJWBUJPO
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өனҁᆙቋᝨѻ

҂ᆚ̷ፊ
Introduction to CIRP

3 - 3 -

3 - 3 - 1-

Cultural Innovation & Research Project (CIRP)

өҁᆙࣹՄ̸ ���� ࣺरޅ౦भᒸ̵Ḱమ � ࣺǕभ

ቩ˰҂ḰఽࣹՄࡋႈ᧠ऄ˽ᴥہӥனފଖᕣḰ˦˽ᴥہӥ

ሡފଇྩᄒனәዥ͝ҁǕөҁᆙࣹՄᄴҚՔ̈ �� 

ͷᓰిࠚԫគᝨࣖḰ��˜ቩྩ־ҁ˒ḰమҲḰ˿ మ݇᠔Ǖ

ҁᆙࣹՄԓፋ҂సࠌᰖǔృҌ؛ࠁǔ̟˒ഽसҁԯࡡ�˜ᬅඈḰ

Эͯᬬᗋڲࣂ᠒̩˜̩ԫڌḰҁ˒ХՋ̸ྩ־ௌҊమḰ

ᄴҚఽࣹՄᤲບ˦ʿ˜னҁᮟ۳᰼ዽ̩੮ᐙᬿᄒ߮ిᆙቋ̟֟

˒ЩΰԯࡡᄒၿটڏǕ

DAC Innovation and Research Platform have been gradually 

developed for the past five years since 2015. At the beginning of its 

establishment, this platform was recommended and praised by the 

Culture and Tourism Commission of the Jiulongpo District of Chongqing 

City, and awarded by the Science and Technology Commission of the 

Jiulongpo District for its contributions for providing a cultural and 

creative center for the public. DAC Innovation and Research Platform 

has so far cooperated with more than 60 artists and designers and 

has supported 28 independent brands to start their businesses. DAC 

Innovation and Research Platform have gone through three stages of 

the initial experimental, model improvement, innovative development, 

accompanied by the growth of each studio leader's individual and team, 

and the time when the brand of the startup company was born from 

scratch. This platform has gradually become a public space for academic 

research and industrial development of talents in the cultural and creative 

field.

����ాͽᇴᏏम౧�"SU�$PNNVOJUZ�$VMUJWBUJPO
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҂ᆚࣺՅᇴᏏ౧मԬᤋᛪౄҍ
CIRP Community Cultivation & Operating framework3 - 3 - 2-

өҁᆙࣹՄគቩ҂Ḱ௯өᓰి˟ॿి߮̎ۻᆙቋృ౦

ᄒᢾ͓Ḱ͇ᇳ͠ဠڬᄒͅྺ˦૾Ḱ੦࠶ѫᄒ̎࠳ǜටᓰ

ిனәᆙቋڌͼ���ҁ̩੮ᄒ֟ߵәࣹՄǝǕөପΡᆙቋ

ˉ߮ిḰ˦ᤐ̗ܳ̎҂సᡙ൮ᬅඈᄒᏎͼପΡᓪݦᄒԯ

ѫኈՔ࠶ဠ͑ϡḰࠌḰᤑᏳҸүЭڒḰᗁˌ˒ᄒ߮ిදౖ͐ࡡ

ͅឌසᄒᆙቋ౯ԫ̟־Ḱᖕॲˌ˒֟ڬᄒ͑ϡᝫՃǕҁ˒

ԳḰ˦μࣹՄᄒᱭ֟ˈࠈڕТᰇҁᆙࣹՄḰ᭬ࣻʿᄸڲࣂ

፦ၿḰ͋ᤲບॖՔ္ᄒᤑѫృҌḰઊృ͠႙ፔబᤨՔˍ

మ᭒සᄒҁ˒ڌǕҁᆙࣹՄԯࡡџࣺḰө˦ڲࣂପΡࣂ

ǔ࠾᧢ԯࡡ᧣ḰӱҸҁ˒Ᏸࠁࣂดкǔྩ־भቩǔ

ୌभᤊᗁڌǔ̟־ᆙԯኖࣂǕᬜ͇˅зܹࠜḰө

˿̶͠ፉڬ˒Ҵມᥓፔ҂भᄒڲࣂḰΖЭभቩԯࡡοॿḰՙ፦

˧ႈڲࣂቩᤊᗁḰࣻˉөμனҁၿটᠳແ̑ΰᄒԯࡡ

सǕ

ᤸᤇҁᆙࣹՄḰөភڗ౦भʿሠኌ˄ᓰిృ౦ˉට

ቩᆙቋᏎͼ˰ᄒ̑ᛲЩၿᄒӱसḰᛲᡤږဠߣᓰిனә

ၿটፏ౦ᄒᆉǕڢᅆ൬ࣧҸҁᆙڌभቩᓪԯࡡसᄒḰ

ဠө˦ኌ˄Хᄦᓰిృ౦ᄒᇳ͠᠒͒Ǖ͋˿ࣗశԲҸࠌ

ᄒҁ˒ᏰᑧԮࣹנՄḰॖʿሠᓪᄒனҁ̟˒ԯࡡॸဟృҌǕ

���� ࣺḰөҁᆙࣹՄڢ֟Քस˅ᄹᣟ͇Қᦘమ

੦ࡡǕˈࡕᬕڢөᓰి˟ॿзᦒՔḰᤏԯࡡѫˉᇳ͠

దँ۳ᄒனҁᆙቋᏰᄒܻГՔसǕᬜఽᢾТᰇڢөз

ᦒᄒ �� भ˿ྩ־ḰҁᆙࣹՄˉ᧠ऄЭ̽ӥ۳ᄒனҁܹڲࣂࠚ

ቩ̈ᄒՔसǕ���� ࣺөҁᆙࣹՄТᰇԫՔᄒڲࣂЩ

ᝨࠚ��Ḱమᓰǔ࣓ᓰಈፃǔఱᜑគᝨǔனҁᏇᯄǔ̂ชǔᬥᓰǔ

फ़ǔᮋ˵ǔፓႏǔࠑзᣌᜑគᝨǔᓰిஜᐺǔཕᨩႏǔᭇܐǔ

ӸԹᆙቋǔေࠋគᝨኖˌ˒՜Ǖ

Ḱ˿ˉөܹ־̟ྩ־ḰᬜᆙԯᒵᄒڲࣂҁᆙࣹՄᄒՒڢ

ӱḰຏगԨˉҊ۪ᇳӥࡘටᄒᏇᐺఇԫҷ˟Ḱ���� ়ࣺ

ᝨՔ̈ �� ൛Х͝ᏇᐺҷǕᤐ௯өҁᆙࣹՄၿটԯᤲࡡ

ບ؛ࠁᄒ౯Ḱ˦ҁᆙࣹՄԨˉँ۳ᄒᇳ͠Քर̈

దܻᄒՃᑧǕ

The original intention of the DAC Innovation and Research 

Platform is that DAC is based on the experiment of an academic research 

institution and suit its characteristics of the times in society, which is 

derived from the "Folk Art Culture Research Group/Innovative Talent 

Support and Incubation Platform." DAC provides research space and 

academic support, provides the right development environment for these 

groups in the initial start-up, creates a professional academic atmosphere, 

and then helps them realize value, derives research results and products 

that meet social development. To maintain the platform's freshness and 

continuous growth, we have gradually formed reasonable entry and exit 

standards, giving opportunities to the most suitable and demanding 

needs. For several years, DAC provided workspace and financial support 

for the applicant studios and assisted entrepreneurs in completing 

industrial and commercial registration, branding, building operation 

teams, product development, and other work support. In addition to 

the above help, DAC also provides commercial cooperation resources 

to studios to build confidence in their development. The follow-up 

development will be mainly operated by the studio independently, and 

maintain the development mode of resource interoperability with DAC.

Through the platform, DAC attempts to build complementary and 

symbiotic cooperation between third-party art institutions and private 

independent research groups to complement the shortcomings of the 

existing ecological structure of art and culture in China. While truly 

helping applicant studios to establish a healthy development method, it 

also realizes the social responsibility of DAC as a third-party, public art 

institution. We hope that the assisted entrepreneurs can give back to this 

platform to form a benign cultural and creative industry development 

model.

In 2019, the DAC innovation and research platform developed 

more in terms of space and cooperation methods than before. It is not 

only limited to cooperation within the space of the center but also 

created a multiple cooperation model with social, creative researchers. 

In addition to the 15 studios in DAC, the platform has also established 

a new cooperation model with cultural and innovative brands in other 

Chongqing areas. In 2019, the platform entered and cooperated with 

16 studios, including wood art, fabric dyeing, weaving, clothing design, 

cultural and creative cuisine, calligraphy, pottery, photography, music, 

painting, interior design, art education. Professional direction such as 

iron painting, sculpture, blog research, jewelry design, etc.

In addition to researching and developing their own branded 

products, each studio on the platform also cooperates with DAC 

to participate in the popularization of aesthetic education for local 

community residents. In 2019, a total of more than 20 public aesthetic 

education activities collaborated. This is the result of the ecological 

development of the DAC innovation and research platform, and it also 

opens up more possibilities to participate in broader social cooperation in 

the future.
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҂ᆚڳࣃ

ڳࣃ੭΄ᓱ࠵̑
CIRP Workshops3 - 3 - 3-

_ 㵦ⰴ⧪䊒 _
ᨊǔШᓐǔ֏ྒǔረལǔᬥҳШǔᘈγਲǔပᖹۺీ

_ ⹅Ⳝビㆊ _
˦̬ˮԿ̐࠴

˰੦͇Կ̐࠴੬௯ڢ˦ڊҁۺీ̩ޅᨊᏭࣖᄒஔ́మ

ʿघ̐ሚ࠴Ḱͅᛳ̈̽͋࠳ྦྷکڠᄒዽሀο͌Ǖඐᓴऄ

ហḰ̩ ͋ᦘ͠ᙆវᄒԥҊ࠴ऐ˅Ḱ͇ ൭ᇷሉࣺ߿ࣹ˵ئǕ

੦͇ڢҁұࣂࠑ˰҂ḰࡋਏҊ̈̐࠴ᤐ˜ߢă᰼͌൫Ḱ

ᙒˈᑧᒸḰཱॿ՜।˰ǕĄݨφᛩᏰ̎࠳ၿ֙Ḱʿ൮ʿԽḰ

ᝫᅆҚᛩǕᤐ˿ͅᛳ̈ࣂࠑᄒዽሀ္ঘǕ

˦̬ˮϪᓰ

ુϪᓰᄒ҂௯ڊ˦ඐॏੲरႋᑰᅂҊጏ̟־

ᤐ̗˦ڊḰॿ˟়႙మʿ˕ᥔ਼Ḱ־ᄒဠͅጏ̟ږ˟

Ծ௯ຏᥣᄒ˔னәᄒዥͳሏਛᄒзࠜḰˈʿࠈԾ௯ክล

ԜၿটᏳḰ͋ڢ᰼͔सḰसԊڢ᰼͔˟ږ˰Қᄒ

னḰ˟ږઽమ४ܻЮܴˏ႕ጧគᝨࣖༀ᠗ᄒࣺᣘ̩ˉᏇ߮

ఽᄒᏇ߮ဠͅᄒᏇ߮ଖ࠳ḰͶԩ˦̬ˮԊʿᄸࠚ

ᄸᒸṃ˟ږ੮௯˔Ꮗ߮ᄒᇺङǕ

ă̐࠴Ą̸ ���� ࣺरޅᒸ̵మ � ࣺḰभቩࣂࠑ˰Қ

ీᏭࣖࢾچڢᏇి߮ᬛঘ̈Фࣺ݀߮ḰᄸҊ ���� ऍ̐࠴੮ᅆ

൬ਛ˯˅ࠁ̈ʿ˜ăᕘࠑ ��ԜክᮻಳĄᄒ݀ᦒѴᣌᜑ̟

ᕘѿḰ̸࠽ᄒᆙԯ֟᠗᧢ᰖጏፚǕ̸ʿीԜҁ݀ᕘೀҊ־

ೀ᭯˅ʿ˜ԜᔑٰҊܟ˅ྦྷႏḰ੬ࣂˉ᧢̟Ք္ࣻߣḰ

ԊԩࣂѴڹՒమͯ͟࠽ඐͷࠑࣂḰߣ᠗ˉ͑ಳՔ္ࣻ־

ᑧӱោʿᒹḰᤐࡋ௯ࣺ̐̓࠴ᄒ፣ӵḰᅆ௯४ˈࠜǕ

| Team |
Peigang Zhu, Hang Lan, Yan Zhou, Feng Qin, Jialan Tao,Junkang Cai , Ping 

Wang

| Studio Profile |
Why is it called The Cloud Wood Arti

It is called The Cloud Wood Arti Handmade because there is a Yunxiu 

Temple in the hometown of the studio's founder Zhu Peigang, which represents 

their local spiritual belief. People will devoutly go to the temple on festivals and 

holidays to offer incense to pray for happiness and peace in the coming year. So 

when we founded the studio, we thought of the name The Cloud Wood Arti, 

"Although you can't reach the mountain, you can only yearn for it." It is like a 

cultivator who strikes at life step by step and moves forward. At the same time, 

this also represents the spiritual concept of the studio.

Why make woodwork

The original intention of choosing woodwork is because whenever we went 

on the internet and see Japanese products or Chinese modern Japanese style 

products, there is always a feeling of regret in my heart, because these may only 

be the Zen-like content of the profound oriental culture, not necessarily just 

concise. We are imitating the Japanese style, but the Japanese style is imitating 

the style of ancient China. China has many young people and estheticians with 

the potential of world-class designers, but why have they always been concerned 

about Japanese aesthetics or modern Western aesthetics? Chinese aesthetics is 

the origin of Eastern aesthetics.

"The Cloud Wood Arti" has been founded five years since 2015. Before 

establishing the studio, Mr. Zhu studied at Sichuan Fine Arts Insitute for 

eight years. It was not until the end of 2019 that The Cloud Wood Arti truly 

completed a "teahouse/minimalist style" quality inspection system for most 

products. From an original big tea table to a small one, from a log flower on the 

desktop to a wood chip painting on the wall, handicraft and mass production 

coexist with reasonable quality and affordable prices. Each studio partner has 

its division of the studio but can coordination in the way of harmonious; this is 

the commendable achievement of The Cloud Wood Arti in the past five years.

The Cloud Wood Art
㧌堗䩭㠻�5HFLGHQFH�3HULRGᷛ��������� 䐢㆒ 3UHVHQW
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ಈི݂ಉᓭڳࣃ

_ 㵦ⰴ⧪䊒 _
ǔပҀ֟ߝ

_ ⹅Ⳝビㆊ _
ಇཱ݁ಈᓬࣂࠑቩ̎ ���� ࣺǕ˧គᝨᆙԯཱ݁

ྵಈᓬᄒၿᓪྵǕ���� ࣺಇดкă֟ߝ˽ᣄĄཱ݁ಈᓬ

ቩគᝨྩ־Ǖཱ݁࠺ಈᓬࣂᓰऌႁ̎ఱᜑǔᦩᯗ͇ԫனЮኖၿ

װᝅ̩ዥˉᒵཱᄒЪጏḰࠎǕ̽͋ࣗశᑧܽᤸᤇគᝨḰ᧠־ྵ

ᡙ̩͋࠳ᒵཱᄒংǕࣗశΖႁ̽͋ྵ־ᄒ̩ᦘᑧਞԲҊྞˉئ

৭Ǖ

| Team |
Zihe, Gang Wang

| Studio Profile |
Seven Days Natural Dyeing Studio was established in 2015. The 

main design and development of natural plant dyeing life good. In 2019,  

"Zihe Jiuche" natural dyeing independent design brand was registered. 

The natural dyeing process is applied to daily necessities such as clothing, 

accessories, and stationery. They hope to re-examine the relationship 

between humanity and nature through design and evoke people's memory 

of nature. I hope that those who use their items can feel love and joy.

Seven Days Natural Dyeing Studio
㧌堗䩭㠻�5HFLGHQFH�3HULRGᷛ���������� 䐢㆒ 3UHVHQW

��������Ӫாப҂ᆚቌᝩѼ�$VMUVSBM�*OOPWBUJPO���3FTFBSDI�1SPKFDU�	$*31
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_ 㵦ⰴ⧪䊒 _
ပγǔ࠻ᤕᨫԭǔပ௩Ѥ

_ ⹅Ⳝビㆊ _
4&/4& ࣤᅔ࠳ăఽͷࣹᛮĄᄒᅔḰвЮ̩னඩ֟۳ྺک

ᓬḰ̎ۻಱॿᝂཊă̩ఽϬझĄᤑᛩࡡᆙቋḰᤸᤇ݀᧢ರఽᆙ

ቋϬझϨᄒ̜᩺ཊḰᤸᤇᗁб߮ᄒᛀТḰॏͅᯕᯄனәᄒគᝨḰ

ҁᆙϬझᏇ֒ݦᅂᄒᯄྵḰᝰᯄྵ˦ᢾͼᄒ᧠ਛ˯Ǖ4&/4&

ፏՔөᰇ႙ᓰిࠚᄒरࣳࡡϪ̈ʿጏѽᄒ࠽ᯄគᝨḰүසڢ

4&/4&္ঘᄒۻᆱ˅ḰᤸᤇᯄྵᄒसԥᛳᤂḰᯄྵᄒௌ႕ᄹࠜḰ

ᝰᯄྵమਛ˯Ḱˈ̱̱ڢʿ˄ᯈḰඐ̩ᄒఽᑧൠశḰᯄྵՃ͇

˿សḰ࠳ ರ௯ʿሠྺർᄒᛳᤂसǕਏʿˆᯄྵࣤᄒ൜ਘḰ

௯ăᓬ֒Ąܻ᧠ਞᆄ̜᩺ࣤᄒሀፋГᡬᄒፏ౯Ḱ͋ཟ

̎൭Ǖភਏᤸᤇᆙԯᯄྵफ़׆ඐ˜᭒ᄒ̩Ḱ͋ࣾә˦ʿሠ

ᑧ᧢ḰʿሠˉЩߣᄒᑧ᧢ḰϤ͇Ḱ'00%�.",&4�4&/4&�

)"11&/�

| Team |
Junmei Wang, Lingshuang Weichi, Xingkai Wang

| Studio Profile |
SENSE, with its dedication to "standard balance", has both unique 

flavor and regional characteristics, conducts expanded research based on 

the core view of "human-oriented health", and uses a large number of 

samples to study the intersection of health deviations, and through the 

integration of nutrition, contemporary food culture designed to create 

healthy, delicious food, promoting the idea of   food as an essential element 

for the human body. SENSE made a series of snack designs in conjunction 

with the opening exhibition of Dimensions Art Center, striving to 

express through food based on the concept of SENSE. The unbounded 

compatibility of food makes food meaningful, not only in three days a day. 

Meals, each person's instinctive desires, food can be a dialogue, and it is 

also a particular way of expression. Imagine the joy of food, which results 

from neuronal activity brought about by the interlacing of multiple 

perceptions of "color, smell, taste," and we are passionate about this. Im 

agine affecting everyone in need through the research and development 

of food. We are transformed into energy, energy coexisting with time and 

space. Over time, FOOD MAKES SENSE HAPPEN!

4&/4& ϭञ်ࠒ΄ࣃ
SENSE Health Management Studio
㧌堗䩭㠻�5HFLGHQFH�3HULRGᷛ��������� 䐢㆒ 3UHVHQW
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_ 㵦ⰴ⧪䊒 _
ीᴥǔी᭪ǔѾ႒ǔᠩ๕ཱ

_ ⹅Ⳝビㆊ _
ᆄ̂߮۾ቩ̎̌ʿФࣺʿభḰඖࢾچᏇి߮ᬛḰ᥋

̎өᓰి˟ॿḰᆄ̂߮۾ᒹү̎ͤ୯ǔऽ˟ͤږፚனәḰႁ

ॏͅᝅᝐᝂԹ̵دḰ͇ࣻ឵னǔᐒՆǔ̀ߢ˦ऻḰᐙ̓ິچ๚᠓

Ǖ۾ʿ̎ܫ

| Team |
Long Zhang, Jing Zhang, Chang Liu, Haoran He

| Studio Profile |
Zhishu Art Education Studio was established in January 2018 in 

Dimensions Art Center, adjacent to Sichuan Fine Arts Institute. Zhishu 

Art Education Studio is committed to disseminating and promoting 

traditional Chinese culture, using contemporary perspectives to view the 

past and metaphor the present, and using culture, history, and calligraphy 

as a guide gathers all the best talents from all over the world.

ᆅ̃߯ۿᓱీᐻࠒ΄ࣃ
Zhishu Art Education Studio
㧌堗䩭㠻�5HFLGHQFH�3HULRGᷛ������� 䐢㆒ 3UHVHQW
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_ 㵦ⰴ⧪䊒 _
ೕனቐ

_ ⹅Ⳝビㆊ _
ᓰిࠚೕனቐ˧္Ḱ͇˟ͤږፚᬥၴཚҌઇช˦ۻऍḰᤑᛩ

Ǖࠑࣂᰖᓰిҁᄒᬥᓰࠌ

| Team |
Wenchuan Liang

| Studio Profile |
This studio is led by the artist Liang Wenchuan. It is a ceramic art 

studio that uses traditional Chinese ceramic firing techniques to create 

experimental artistic creation.

ాጒᬦᓱࠒ΄ࣃ
Bensu Pottery Studio
㧌堗䩭㠻�5HFLGHQFH�3HULRGᷛ��������������
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_ 㵦ⰴ⧪䊒 _
࠽Ьǔी࠽ǔฑ

_ ⹅Ⳝビㆊ _
ʿ˜̎ۻԓՆˉᅆࠌᏳࡡरᄒᓰిࣂࠑḰ͇ᝅᝈॖˉຏ

गઙᥓॐԯࡡ˟ᄒᇳ͠͝ၿˉԓՆԳᤃǕ࠳ڢဠڬᄒ̶Т˟Ḱ

͇ᮭਛដվဠࠚङǔ۪ǔࣂ˒ǔࠅஜᄒ̩னзǕܻࣺḰ

ၿḰࣻᤸᤇՆࠌᄒस˃᧢ฑ៱̐ឣᄒဠࠌፄ͇ೊಽጪޅڌ

ᤥᢖǔႇ᧡Ꮾࠫǔ̦ԓԸᤠᄒसូဠͅனˉᇳ͠˜ͼᄒࠌ

ᄹ̑ЪጏḰ˦ͤͅḰ˦ԓՆߣᥔḰॐ˟ږԯࡡ˟ᄒͅ᜶

ᄞˉӬᡙᗈǕ

| Team |
Xiaobing Dai, Xiaoba Zhang, Bo Wen

| Studio Profile |
Dai Xiaobing Photography Art Studio is based on history and reality, 

recording the developing social beings and historical changes with visual 

images and in-depth reports. In the creative practice, the humanistic 

connotations of family, city, industry, and religion are presented with 

questions. For many years, the team has always measured complex reality 

in archives and interpreted the relationship between modern civilization 

and social individuals through historical tracking, fieldwork, and oral 

narration. To document for the times, to be historical relics, to record the 

changes in the developing Chinese era.

࠾Эय़ᓱీࠒ΄ࣃ
Dai Xiaobing Photography Art Studio
㧌堗䩭㠻�5HFLGHQFH�3HULRGᷛ��������� 䐢㆒ 3UHVHQW
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_ 㵦ⰴ⧪䊒 _
ྃ಄༯ǔᑓӰ

_ ⹅Ⳝビㆊ _
ఽࣂࠑڢௌܮᑐమܮǕ

| Team |
Boling Xiong, Hua Hu

| Studio Profile |
Silence is better than sound.

྄ಅ౭ᮌ˶ࠒ΄ࣃ
Xiong Berlin Music Studio
㧌堗䩭㠻�5HFLGHQFH�3HULRGᷛ���������� 䐢㆒ 3UHVHQW
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| Team |
Zhonghe Zheng, Tingyu  Huang

| Studio Profile |
"Zhiyi Space" explores the multi-dimensional possibilities of art and 

space. Work/project research theme and direction: Description painting 

and installation/space and visual design.

_ 㵦ⰴ⧪䊒 _
ᦈএ֟ǔᳯန

_ ⹅Ⳝビㆊ _
ă˰ʿĄ௯ጒᓰిˉᄒܻ፭ՃᑧᄒࠌᢃڌǕ

־ �ឿᮭᆙቋ˧ᮭˉ՜Ḿઢፓႏ֟ᜑᎾ �ˉᝅᝈគᝨǕ

˱ˀቐ
Zhiyi Space
㧌堗䩭㠻�5HFLGHQFH�3HULRGᷛ���������� 䐢㆒ 3UHVHQW
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_ 㵦ⰴ⧪䊒 _
ᗠ᪬ǔᗠΐ

_ ⹅Ⳝビㆊ _
ᤐ௯ʿᬭӨڢᓰి˟ॿᄒ֦؇᯦Ḱࣤᅔᓰి֦֟؇ᛀՔᄒ

ྺሀሤඩǕ

| Team |
Gayi Jiang, Jiarun Jiang

| Studio Profile |
A cafe hide in the art center. The unique and mysterious atmosphere 

of the fusion of art and coffee

˅Ӫ֧̍؈ᯧ
32 Cafes
㧌堗䩭㠻�5HFLGHQFH�3HULRGᷛ��������� 䐢㆒ 3UHVHQW
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| Team |
Gayi Jiang, Zeyi Dang, Jin Zhang

| Studio Profile |
Mandi Space Design Studio was founded in 2017 and is a design 

agency with significant research and creativity. Our business scope 

includes home improvement and tooling design, construction, and 

soft decoration services. We specialize in architectural design, space 

planning, interior design, color design, lighting design, and Feng Shui 

culture, and learn the latest international artistic and cultural trends. Our 

designers' professional cultivation and the design concept that breaks the 

conventions provide customers with tailor-made and systematic services. 

The standard construction of artisans and the factory's high-end products 

all contribute to the perfect implementation of the design. Cost-effective 

procurement channels can quickly achieve high-quality works.

_ 㵦ⰴ⧪䊒 _
ᗠ᪬ǔПรʿǔीၚ

_ ⹅Ⳝビㆊ _
គᝨҁቩ̎ ���� ࣺḰ௯ЮᆙԯҁᄒУಽគ

ᝨృ౦Ǖፋᗁࠚᜑԫࣂᜑគᝨǔி֟ࣂᣌᜑఱҴǕༀॿˌᆙभኛ

គᝨǔᝃѻǔࠑзគᝨǔᓬख़គᝨǔ༭Иគᝨ͇ԫᮻලனәḰ

ᬍబᄒᓰిனәর༅Ǖគᝨࣖᄒˌ˒φб֟ੲᆩ࣪ᝃᄒږ̀߮

គᝨ္ঘ˦ࠏପΡ᧢ᢾࠈҌᄒጏፚәᄒఱҴࣂӞᄒᝃᔽிࣂǔ

ຓᆚҳख़Ǖ᰼͑ඓᄒکᏇᗈࠁᦘ˦គᝨᄒ־̟ࠈԐᄒ᰼ࣂ

ມᥓᣘౣࠌဠ᰼־᠗ᄒᜑ༂ᜑᯗ־Ǖ�

ቐឃᝩࠒ΄ࣃ
Mandi Space Design Studio
㧌堗䩭㠻�5HFLGHQFH�3HULRGᷛ��������� 䐢㆒ 3UHVHQW
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_ 㵦ⰴ⧪䊒 _
ᬐ̐ౣǔပЭအ

_ ⹅Ⳝビㆊ _
ឮઆᏇᐺࣂࠑႈᓰిࠚᬐ̐ౣ˧္Ḱቩ̎ ���� ࣺḰͷ

̎ᳯۆөᓰి˟ॿḰ௯ʿ˜˧ᆙԯ߮ڢᬛܹஜᐺ˟ݨͽˉ

߮ֈ̜฿෬ᤸḰᤂҊదݦஜˉ߮ᄒக౯ᄒᓰిஜᐺࣂࠑǕ˧

ǔᇳܫᓰిᄒᇳ̩͠ݦԨˉᓰిӬ߮Ꮾភஜᐺ҂᰼˟ၿǔྞ࠳᧳

ӥࡘටፓႏઇᑧᄒۺб֟ࠎᏇପ᰼Ǖ͋ପϗ࠵˟̀߮ڢઅঔ˵ǔ

ᕐ˟અҊᒵǕᤢڢઅఽ᠗ǔ࠵˟ဠڢઅᓰిǔ࠵˟ၿڢ

| Team |
The Cloud Wood Artong Chen, Qiling Wang

| Studio Profile |
Yucheng Aesthetic Education Studio was founded by artist Chen 

The Cloud Wood Artong and established in 2016, located in Dimensions 

Art Center in Huangjueping. The Studio studies how to communicate 

with students outside of the traditional education system to achieve 

better teaching. The studio aimed at art lovers and community residents 

who participate in art entrance examinations to educate middle and high 

school students, or who want to cultivate painting skills and improve 

aesthetics. We advocate finding happiness in learning, finding art in life, 

finding essence in phenomena, and finding our authentic selves.

ឯઇᏈᐻࠒ΄ࣃ
Yucheng Aesthetic Education Studio
㧌堗䩭㠻�5HFLGHQFH�3HULRGᷛ��������� 䐢㆒ 3UHVHQW
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| Team |
Changsong Ren

| Studio Profile|
Luoying Art Studio was founded by Ren Changsong, the inheritor 

of the intangible cultural heritage of iron paintings in Jiulongpo District, 

Chongqing, focusing on the research, creation, and promotion of iron 

paintings. Ren Changsong works on photography at the same time, trying 

to establish a connection between the two media of photography and 

soldering iron painting.

Ren Changsong studied in the Chinese Painting Department of 

Sichuan Fine Arts Insititute in 1998. He is good at maidservants in fine 

brushwork, likes to draw animals, and is good at using subtle brush 

techniques to present various animals and figures.

Since studying photography in 2011, he has combined photography 

techniques and pyrography techniques, and used the geomorphic features 

and character styles of old Chongqing as the research and creation 

objects, and recreated the photographic works of old Chongqing. In 

2018/2019, he created "Eighteen Ladder," "Yangtze River Cableway," and 

other pyrography works.

In 2015, he started shooting commercial products and events 

through photography to support the creation of pyrography.

_ 㵦ⰴ⧪䊒 _
͒ౣ

_ ⹅Ⳝビㆊ _
ˌӥཕᨩႏ᭬ᥔͤઆ̩͒ౣ˧္Ḱہႈ᧠ऄ˽ᴥࠑࣂ

ด̎ཕᨩႏᄒᆙቋҁˉଖँͤ୯Ǖ͒ౣᤑᛩफ़ᓰిҁ

Ḱភڗभቩफ़֟ཕᨩႏ˘ሠҁ̶˰ᄒᛳᤂᐗጏǕ

ḰݡኀΜࣂႏጏᤑφḰږᏇి߮ᬛࢾچڢࣺ����ౣ͒

ኀᛳဠઇชվဠՒሠҷྵ̩֟ྵሀটǕࣂႁ̎؛ႏҷྵḰݦئ

���� ࣺ߮̀फ़ᒸ̵Ḱႁफ़ઇి֟ཕႏઇชᄹፏՔḰ͇

Ꮽ᧠ऄᄒک᠊ྺ॥ǔ̩ྵᮻ᠊˦ᆙቋ֟ҁ࠳Ḱ࠺Ꮽ᧠ऄᄒ

फ़־ᤑᛩ̌൛ҁǕࣻ ҁࣺ���������ڢ ǚ̈өФೡǛḰǚ

ැጒᥓǛኖᄒཕႏ־Ǖ

���� ࣺरޅ൬सᤸᤇफ़આଔ֟־̟˒ҷભḰ

ཕႏᄒҁǕ

ፘय़ᓱీࠒ΄ࣃ
Luoying Art Studio
㧌堗䩭㠻�5HFLGHQFH�3HULRGᷛ��������� 䐢㆒ 3UHVHQW
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| Team |
Guangxu Zhang, Yangang Cao

| Studio Profile |
The studio focuses on the development and creation of urban 

landscape sculptures and interior sculpture decorations.

_ 㵦ⰴ⧪䊒 _
ीИ፤ǔనᓭҀ

_ ⹅Ⳝビㆊ _
ᜑᯗǕܐзᭇࠑԫܐด̎ᆙԯ֟ҁ۪ఈᝂᭇˌࠑࣂ

ᤓᤌᭈܑࠒ΄ࣃ
Far Mountains and Near Water Sculpture Studio
㧌堗䩭㠻�5HFLGHQFH�3HULRGᷛ��������� 䐢㆒ 3UHVHQW
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| Team |
Chao Wang, Siyu Wang

| Studio Profile |
Wang Chao's father founded the Yangtze River Museum of 

Antiquities Research Studio. During this period, he discussed with the 

ancient experts of the Palace Museum. It has been nearly forty years, and 

then the Studio was handed over to Wang Chao. Research the historical 

context and cultural background of antique objects passed down by 

the family. Relying on traditional culture, through the appreciation and 

explanation of antiques, let the public understand ancient Chinese "ritual 

and music" and cultural essence, and do comparative research with 

ancient western civilization. Let more people understand the historical 

value and heritage of antiques.

China has a long history and civilization, which is not only reflected 

in its words and books but also left in ancient wisdom. The father of 

Wang Chao upholds the feeling of embracing the ancients, and the 

collection is a period of the philosophy of a bygone era. The central 

theme of the Studio is also established by inheriting ancient art thoughts. 

Antiquities are just sustenance. The connotation is the thoughts they 

represent and the sweat they carry. In the era of the modern material 

rampage, they are the wise men who slow people down.

The Studio started with the name of the principal's father. The 

principal respected his father and his father's thoughts on each artifact. 

They are challenging to spread. They need to be carefully guarded, read, 

and researched. This is what Yangtze River Museum of Antiquities 

Research Studio stands for.

_ 㵦ⰴ⧪䊒 _
ပᡜǔပরၓ

_ ⹅Ⳝビㆊ _
Թᗑ᧥ᠾࣂࠑᡙ҂ႈ˧္̩ပᡜྠࠚҁቩḰసˉஔࠕӸ

ྵᬛ᧥ԹˌࠚЩᆙᝯḰᡸ̵మ࠺ᤋچөࣺḰՙࣂ࠺̜̎ࠑ

ပᡜǕᆙቋͤࠚԹᗑྵ͐ᄒԓՆᑪፗ֟னәᑈఈǕੴͤፚனәḰ

ᤸᤇԹᗑᄒ᧥ᠾ֟ᝰ݀̈͝˟ږԹͅăᇲǔ˵Ąኖனәዽ

᰻ḰࣻˉԹனϪඓᣟᆙቋǕᝰదܻᄒ̩̈ԹᗑᄒԓՆ͑

ϡ֟ͤઆਛ˯Ǖ

ږమᅔ৫ˬᄒᄒԓՆனḰᤐˈ̱ͼဠڢனߢ˅Ḱ̂ ዢ᧟Ḱ

˿႙̈ڢԹ̩ਮᄒԹྵ˟Ḱ˧္̩ပᡜᄒྠ̦Ḱሞᅔঞྵࠡ

Թᄒॿ৹Ḱஎᘱᄒ௯ʿ˜సʿ˜ͅԹ̩ᄒ߮מরਏǕࣂࠑ

˧˿ሞઆͤઆԹ̩ᓰిরਏ੦भቩǕԹྵԾ௯ʿ˜ࠡੴḰз

௯੦ͅᛳᄒরਏḰ੦આᣚᄒලḰڢဠͅྵ᠗ിᛩᄒͅ᧟Ḱߺ

͋੮௯ᅆ൬ᝰ̩͋ϫˆᄒᏰǕ

ැӸԹ͇˧္̩ྠ̦ᄒ۾ᏳᡙḰ˧္̩࠼த̽ྠ̦Ḱ˿

ᄒ฿ͤЭˈḰ᭒ፂ͋ߺத̽ྠ̦ᅂ२ඐʿٰ͐ྵᄒরਏǕ࠼

ॿ֓ઘḰԥូḰԥᆙቋḰᤐࡋ௯ැӸԹԹྵᆙቋࣂࠑǕ

ෑӹԺԺྶᆚቌࠒ΄ࣃ
Yangtze River Museum of Antiquities Research Studio
㧌堗䩭㠻�5HFLGHQFH�3HULRGᷛ�������������������
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| Team |
Yeyin Tian, Zuomei Yang

| Studio Profile |
Master Tian Traditional Wood Art Studio is run by the craftsman 

Tian Yeyin and his wife, who have been engaged in traditional wood 

crafts for decades. Combining traditional woodworking skills and modern 

mechanical technology, the studio customize daily wooden furniture and 

utensils for customers and help artists complete wooden works.

_ 㵦ⰴ⧪䊒 _
ႇ˒ᩘǔౘͺᏇ

_ ⹅Ⳝビㆊ _
ᤐ௯ʿ˜ࣺ߮࠾ᓰḰџөࣺʿᄸ̸̋ͤፚࣂᓰᄒӞ̩ႇ˒

ᩘࣖϴԫЭށፋᗁᄒڲࣂǕፏՔͤፚࣂઇᓰ֟ဠͅృೢઇిḰ

Ǖ־ᓰࠁࠚЮٰྵḰ˿ӱҸᓰిࠚҌႁᓰࠈࠏ˦

ႈࣗϵͥᓱࠒ΄ࣃ
Master Tian Traditional Wood Art Studio
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| Team |
Chang Chen 

| Studio Profile |
Founded in 2017, NOON Jewelry Silverware Studio is an original 

independent design studio. The studio is committed to creating a 

different new aesthetic experience using jewelry and silverware as the 

medium. NOON focuses on developing jewelry and silverware design 

products, providing private customization, corporate customization, 

and jewelry professional production experience courses. The studio is 

composed of a visitor exhibition area and a production workshop. It has 

various professional tools and international-standard equipment and a 

wealth of professional metalworking materials.

_ 㵦ⰴ⧪䊒 _
ᬐ႒

_ ⹅Ⳝビㆊ _
/00/ ҁቩ̎ ���� ࣺḰ௯ʿԜҁቩគᝨࣖࣂࠑǕᒹ

ү͇̎ေ̶˦ٰᩘˉࠋҁѫˈʿರᄒࠎᏇͼᰖǕ/00/�ˌ

ด̎ေࠋˉᩘٰᄒគᝨ̟־रԯḰପΡማ̩ࠈҌḰ͕˒ࠈҌ͇ԫ

ေࠋˌ˒Ҍͼᰖឿሶᄒ˒ҴǕࣂࠑႈ͠ࡡࠏᇰӥˉҌڲࣂ

ፀḰઽమܻሠږзܹˌ˒ᄒࣂЮគܴ͇ԫˠࠥᄒ᧣ࣂˌ˒ᠳரǕ

/00/ ࠒ΄ࣃٱᩙࠌဲ
NOON Jewelry Silverware Studio
㧌堗䩭㠻�5HFLGHQFH�3HULRGᷛ������ 䐢㆒ 3UHVHQW

��������Ӫாப҂ᆚቌᝩѼ�$VMUVSBM�*OOPWBUJPO���3FTFBSDI�1SPKFDU�	$*31
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ᮘᇴᏏ౧म
Counselor Community Cultivation3 - 4 - 1-

өᓰి˟ॿʿᄸᒹү̎࠵અ࠺ᓰిனәᮟ۳ǔͼǔ
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ᇳ͠ᄒᤸᥓǕᓰిᏎͼˉЭ̽ᮟ۳ˌࠚӱḰ்Ճѩ௵ᓰిፀ

ፃࣂชᄒˠࠥҁүḰԩՃϖҸЭ̽ˌ˒ᑈఈᆄដጏፚḰద

іᇀᄒᝫដ֟Ѵ౪ᇳ͠ᮭḰҁѫܵՔమகᄒᇳ͠ᮭэ

ಽǕ���� ࣺरޅḰᬬᅔөՒዥ۔ᓰిࠌᢃဠࡡڬरḰᤲບ֟

ܻͷˌࠚभቩᡙసᮗՔЪጏḰᄴҚөమږзܹˌࠚᮗ

��̩Ḱ̩ ˒ᮟ۳ᄮனәᓰిǔᏇి߮ǔனҁ̟˒ǔँ տኞѻǔ

ᇳ߮͠ǔԓՆ߮ǔ۪ᝃѻǔᇳӥᗁǔХᄦԯࡡǔሡઇኖ᭯Ǖ

���� ࣺḰөᥡី˘ͷˌࠚҳТөᮗڌḰѴ҇௯ࠌᰖफ़Ѐ

ᓰిࠚပ᭪ԫᇳ߮͠ᆙቋ߮ᏰйݠӸǕ

Dimensions Art Center has been committed to finding ways to 

develop art and culture across fields, media, and disciplines, and interact 

deeply with society. Therefore, it is necessary to cooperate with experts 

from all walks of life to open the professional boundaries of various 

fields and build a platform for arts and culture to engage with society 

in-depth. The cooperation between art groups and experts in other 

fields can not only highlight the rich creativity of the working methods 

of art organizations, but also help them understand and analyze social 

problems more accurately with the help of other professional background 

knowledge systems, and create compound and practical solutions to social 

problems. Since 2014, with the development of DAC's various types of 

art practice sites, we have gradually established long-term consulting 

and cooperation relations with many experts. At present, there are 26 

domestic and foreign expert consultants in DAC, covering the fields of 

culture and art, fine arts, cultural and creative industries, advertising 

planning, sociology, history, urban planning, community building, public 

welfare development, science, and technology, etc. In 2019, DAC invited 

two experts to join the DAC Consultant Group, namely, experimental 

image artist Wang Jing and sociological researcher Ran Aobo.

1995 : Graduated in fine arts institute Berlin (Hochschule der 

Kuenste Berlin), Germany.

1999 : Graduated and master by prof. Urs Lüthi in fine arts 

institute Kassel (Kunsthochschule Kassel), Germany.

current : Associate professor in Sichuan fine arts institute, 

Chongqing, China.

���� ࣺॼږ಄౬ᓰి݀߮ඔ˒ḰॼږӽܓᏇి݀߮ඔ˒

۔ᓰి߮ԫᆙቋၿඔ˒Ḱ�

���� ࣺኌʿ൛˟ږ᧠ऄϪघࢾچڢᏇᬛḰ

ဠࢾچڢᏇి߮ᬛܹᐘҦஜଇǕ

㆑㲊㋂ Kim, Tae-Jun ⼌ङ�.25 ⼪㎝�1/

.BSHJU�-VLkDT�	 ᬉ ރ  ྺ ˥Ḱ����
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Margit Lukács (Amsterdam, 1973) & Persijn Broersen (Delft, 

1974) are artists living and working in Amsterdam and Paris. They 

work in a wide variety of media —most notably video, animation and 

graphics—producing a myriad of works that reflect on the ornamental 

characteristics of today's society. With video pieces that incorporate 

(filmed) footage, digital animation and images appropriated from the 

media, they demonstrate how reality, (mass) media and fiction are 

strongly intertwined in contemporary society.

Margit Lukács & Persijn Broersen

ᮘՙӶ
Counselors of DAC3 - 4 - 1-

߯ీᮘ
Academic Consultant
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Artist, professor,

Born in Changchun, Jilin Province in 1969.

From 1989 to 1994, he studied in the Department of Sculpture at 

Lu Xun Academy of Fine Arts, and was awarded bachelor’s degree. 

From 1997 to 1999, he studied the graduate diploma course at the 

China Central Academy of Fine Arts. 

From 2012 to 2014, he was a graduate student at the Graduate 

School of Chinese Academy of Social Sciences, Beijing, and was awarded 

a degree in Master of the Imperial Palace. 

He is an associate professor of Sichuan Academy of Fine Arts.

ᓰిࠚǔஜࣖḰ
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߮ᬛᆙቋၿᬛனӸ˟ॿូᆙቋၿḰᖕஔ߮ࠕᆸ߮ܫͷǕဠ˦چ

Ꮗి߮ᬛҦஜଇǕࢾ

㏏䍝䂔 Zhanyang Li

Ren Qian was born on 1971. He graduated from Teaching 

Department of Sichuan Fine Arts Institute . He is an artist based 

in Chongqing & New York. Ever since 1999, he has been working 

with multiple media across multiple disciplines. His works include 

performance arts, installation, photography, audio and video arts. By 

far, He has participated in many national and international art shows. 

He was also the curator of the contemporary art shows of “Traverse” 

and “Dumb” at Chongqing.. Ren took part in the residency at Chinese 

Art Center, Manchester 2005. He was awarded the prize by the 

Antony Gormley Foundation in 2006. He was awarded the prize by the 

Kulturamt Landeshauptadt Dusseldorf Germany invited to become the 

resident artist in 2017.Access to outstanding artists in the United States 

and living in New York in 2017..He also received a special award by 

ProArt Germany and BananaPark Gallery for his video work “Water” in 

2009. He has collaborated with many artists from home and abroad. 
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㦯㣑 Qian Ren

䐱ङ�&1
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ᓰిࠚǔኞ̩ࡡǕᖕᏇږᔂҳזᓰి߮ᬛ֟ᗤӽࢿቩ݀

߮ԭᆸܫǕݥప͒ँ˔ͅᏇి᯦᯳ࣦኞ̩ࡡḬ���������ḭǕ

ဠڢ௯Ӛ̣ˏጪᓰిۻ᧣͠ᄒᆙቋֈ֟ኞ̩ࡡḰ˄ᘷ֟

ᳲӽᗜྺᓰిۻ᧣͠ᄒ˟ږᮗǕ
Ruijun Shen, artist and curator, received two MFAs from the 

School of the Art Institute of Chicago and Montclair State University 

respectively. Shen was the chief curator of Guangdong Times Museum 

(2010-2017)and currently work as a researcher and curator for the New 

Century Art Foundation in Beijing and the program advisor in China for 

the Kadist Art Foundation in San Fansisco and Paris. 

㪓㧑姿 Ruijun Shen

䐱ङ�&1

 Associate Professor, Japanese Department, Sichuan International 

Studies University. PHD, Politics, Chuo University, Japan. Foreigner 

Guest Researcher of Tokyo University. Studied and visiting scholar in 

Japan for 10 years. Majored in Chinese-Japanese Culture Negotiation 

History, Chinese-Japanese Relationship History, Chinese-Japanese 

Translation. Consultant to companies, governments and persons on 

culture and communication. Master degree tutor in Japan Social Culture 

(Academic Master) and Japanese Colloquial and Written Translation 

(Profession Master).

˒ˌឮ݀߮ឮጏҦஜଇǕఽ˟݅݀߮ஓ߮ږܹࢾچ
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ဠ˦ఽᇳ͠னә՜Ḭ߮ిᆸܫḭԫឮԸኀន՜Ḭˌ˒

ᆸܫḭᆸܫၿࣖ࠶Ḱ᧠ऄږᬍႝᆙቋᬛఽᆙቋ੦੦Ḱچ

ឮ݀߮ఽ߮ᆙቋ੦Ҧ੦ḰຕӰ݀߮ఽᆙቋ˟ॿвږܹࢾ

ᐔᆙቋֈḰ˟Ӱఽ߮͠͠ֈǕ

㶖䓻内 Zongyu Wang

ᓰిឈࠚǔኞ̩ࡡǔᓰిೊಽᎲ˧ᎌ � ߮̀̎ິӚࣂ˒

݀߮ǔ߿Ꮗి߮ᬛḿ���� ࣺᒸ̵ࡘࣻࣂ̎Ӛ̣ḿ����ÿ

���� ����ःᏇి᯦ᛩ᯦ḿ����ÿࠀࣺ͒ ࣺ͒ГЯᏇి᯦Ҧ

᯦ḿ���� ࣺ͒ᠭࣹѪனәᓰి᯦Ҧ᯦ḿӚ̣ቩफ़Ѐࡡ

ྦྷ̩ḿ᯳࡛ߝڜᓰి᭧ࣺݚឈފḿ���� �h�˨ලफ़ᓴ߮ږ˟

Ǖފֈǔឈފి
Art critic, curator, editor of the Art Archives Network based in 

Beijing; He studied in Hubei University of Technology, Xi'an Academy 

of Fine Arts. Since 1999, he has lived and worked in Beijing. Executive 

director of Songzhuang Art Museum, 2009 - 2012; Deputy director of 

Ren Yuan Dian Art Museum, 2013-2014; Deputy director of Jia Pingwa 

Culture and Art Museum , 2014; He was the film chooser for Beijing 

independent image exhibition; Judge for the first Quanzi (circle) Youth 

Art Award; Member of the 2015 China · Lishui photography festival 

academic committee, and judge.

ຩ⼄ᦞ Haitao Zhang 䐱ङ�&1
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As  Condensed  Matter  Materials  and Physics  experimentalist,  

Prof.  Tang  is highly  recognized  for  his  original experimental 

contributions  in  surface  physics,  low dimensional  spin  dynamics  

field  and  low energy  electron microscopy field, respectively in 

the world. He is focusing on solving key problems by inventing & 

developing novel  methods  &  Instruments  aiming for  original  

research  and  important high-tech  applications. He also served as 

Associated Editor  for Australian Institute  of  Physics  (AIP)  (2011-

2013), Editorial  Committee  for  Function  Material journal (2013-

2017),  NSFC  Young  Scholar  Funding, Key  Research  Funding  and  

National  Key Instrumental  Funding reviewer in China.

ᛳڢḰࠚᰖ߮ࠌன˦ʿ์ྵ᠗ர֟ྵ္߮ש
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㲧㸥㾣 Wenxin Tang ➥⫔㏜䁨�$86
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ᆙቋЫᡢḾ۪ᝃѻˉሡ߮ઇి္߮Ḱ̸ሡ߮ઇి္߮

ᝅᝐᆙቋ۪ᝃѻḰՃ፦ˉᮻᬟᄒᇳ߮͠ᆙቋ �̸ᇳ߮͠

ᝅᝐᆙቋՃ፦ԯࡡˉᮻᬟᮭǕ

Ыᡢӥ۳Ḿ˟ږḰᐸ̖ࡑḰఽḰั࣓ᮄǕ

School of Social Sciences, Tsinghua University, Ph.D. in Philosophy 

of Science and Technology (Science Technology and Society), Urban and 

Rural Planning, School of Architecture, Tsinghua University

Master's degree, concurrently majored in the Graduate School 

of Social Science and Engineering, Tokyo Institute of Technology, and 

Master's degree in Business Engineering.

Research interests: urban planning and science and technology 

theory, urban planning from the perspective of science and technology 

theory, sociological research on whether and risk, and sustainable 

development and risk from a sociological perspective.

Area of interest: China, Kenya, Japan, Zimbabwe.

㦞સ⤊ Aobo Ran
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Jing Wang graduated from Hunter College, City University of New 

York, USA, and received a master's degree in comprehensive media art 

creation (MFA/IMA). Jing Wang has been teaching multimedia art, 

documentary, and film and television in New York. Jing Wang defines 

herself as a new immigrant female independent filmmaker. She creates 

works from her unique perspective, staring at China and American 

society. Jing Wang has experience in bilingual production, screenwriting, 

director, and editing in Chinese and English. Her creative themes 

focus on various social issues arising from Sino-US cultural exchanges, 

feminism, and new immigrants' survival in the United States. Jing Wang 

created a documentary to speak out for the Chinese community and the 

bottom of society and arouse mainstream American society's attention 

on the issue of new immigrants.

㶖呐 Jing Wang 䐱ङ�&1
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Dr. of China Academy of Fine Arts in Public Art.

Member of the Chinese Sculpture Society.

Academic Adviser, CLDA International Advisory Group.

Incumbent Sichuan Academy of Fine Arts associate professor; 

master graduate supervisor.

Director of Public Arts teaching team.

Born in April 1977, and graduated from the Institute of Public Art, 

China Academy of Fine Arts, in 2013, and joined the faculty of Sichuan 

Academy of Fine Arts in the same year.

In 2014, she set up the Southwest Field Creative Society.

Professor of Sichuan Academy of Fine Arts, master tutor, visiting 

professor and doctoral tutor of Xi 'an Academy of Fine Arts. The 

leader of the art discipline in Chongqing, a librarian of the Chongqing 

literature and History Research Institute, and an expert at the National 

Center for Contemporary Art.

䋙㒏㼄

㶖㑷

Lingxiang Zeng

Lin Wang

䐱ङ�&1

Born in 1966

Graduated from The Central Academy of Drama China in 1991

Now living and working in Chongqing
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㏏䄜ⳓ� Yifan Li
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Assistant Researcher at the International Leibniz Research 

Center, Qingdao Research Institute of Humanities and Social Sciences, 

Shandong University, Ph.D. of Philosophy at the Free University of 

Berlin, Germany, under the tutelage of Professor Erica Fisher-Richter, 

Academician of the European Academy of Sciences and Honorary 

Academician of the American Academy of Sciences/Prof. Dr. Dr. hc 

Erika Fischer-Lichte.

While studying and researching aesthetic theories and cross-

cultural art theories in depth, Lin Chen has been paying attention to 

cross-disciplinary issues such as the application of art, public art and 

community co-governance, individual art empowerment, group art 

healing, and community art governance. Served as a member of the 

expert group of the Academic Committee of the First International 

(Laiwu) Factory Drama Festival in 2018. In 2013, funded by the German 

Scientific Research Fund DFG, shr studied at the Cultural Research 

Center of Gold Smith College, the University of London, UK for three 

months. Also, from 2009 to 2010, she worked with social workers in 

Berlin, Germany, to promote the integration of immigrants and refugees 

into German society through drama.

ᕏᆙቋ˟ॿࡑᬍᖐ࣓ږᆙቋᬛனᇳ͠ሡ߮᭧̩߮݀˔

Ҹ္ᆙቋֈḰॼږ಄౬ᒵႈ݀߮߮מӸܫḰࣖ આൟืሡ߮ᬛᬛܫǔ

Ꮗږሡ߮ᬛᝠᬛܫᓲ҆ӽhᠨᓄ � ౌࣗྺஜଇ �1SPG��%S��%S��

I��D��&SJLB�'JTDIFS�-JDIUFǕ

ᬐ၈ڢຏТ߮̀ᆙቋᏇ္߮֟னәᓰి္ᄒḰ

ʿᄸЪดᓰిᄒᗈکऌႁᆙቋǔХЩᓰిˉᇳӥЩǔ˜ͼᓰ

ిᠺేǔᏎͼᓰిႭਗ֟ᇳӥᄒᓰి္ኖ̜Ԫ߮ሡᮭǕప

̎ ���� ࣺદ᯳࡛͒ږᬍḬᖐᔁḭࣂԐңᓴ߮ి߮ిފֈ͠ˌ

����ፀֈḰࠚ ࣺԲॼږሡ߮ᆙቋۻ᧣ %'( ᠳҸḰڢᔶͨږ

݀߮᧣hՆࠣ߮ᬛᄒனәᆙቋ˟ॿᤑᛩ̈˦స˄˜భᄒ߮

̀֟ᏮࠫḰ���� ࣺᒸ ���� ࣺపˉॼږ಄౬ᇳࣂՔḰ͇ң

ᇳ͠ǕږΰᤑሰටǔᬺටᛀТॼ̶˦

⧣㑶 Lin Chen䐱ङ�&1

Xiaofeng Yu: Born in Chongqing in 1969, lives and works in 

Chongqing. 2003 Received a bachelor's degree in photography from the 

Department of Photography at the Rettfeld College of Art and Design 

in Amsterdam, the Netherlands. In 2004, he taught at the Sichuan Fine 

Arts Institute. Exhibitions include: “Confirmation” photo exhibition in 

2003, Von Sutenda Gallery in the Netherlands; Dandenton International 

Visual Art Exhibition in 2003; Danchotton, Holland; 2004 “Trace” 

Photography Exhibition for Chinese and Korean Artists, Chongqing, 

China 2008, "KUNSTVLAAI" Visual Art Exhibition, Amsterdam, 

The Netherlands; 2009 "Language Stone" PALATTI CHONGQING, 

Chongqing, China; 2009 "FORMAT" International Photography Festival, 

Chongqing, China; 2009 "Scattered" contemporary visual art works 

Exhibition, Chengdu, China; Lianzhou International Photography 

Festival, 2010, Lianzhou, China; 2013 Beyond Words Visual Arts 

Exhibition, Macau, China.

�����ᮻد ࣺၿ̎᧠ऄḰ�ဠၿࣂ̎᧠ऄǕ����� ᕻڢ

Шᬉރྺ˥ྺᠨॼᓰిគᝨ߮ᬛफ़ጏᖕᓰి߮߮ܫͷǕ�

���� ࣺ͒ஜࢾچᏇి߮ᬛफ़ˌ˒ᒸ̵ǕࡡᝇӒૂḾ���� ࣺḰ

ăᇀᝫĄफ़ࡡḰᕻШщ � ᔢᘶᤂႏढḿ���� ࣺă˥φᮘږᬍ

ᝅᝈᓰిࡡĄᕻШ˥φᮘḿ���� ࣺăᣳԇĄ˟ᮆᓰిࠚफ़ࡡḰ

����ऄḿ᧠ږ˟ ࣺḰă,6/457-""*ĄᝅᝈᓰిࡡḰᕻШᬉރ

ྺ˥ḿ����� ࣺăសᆋĄ1"-"55*�$)0/(2*/(Ḱ˟ږ᧠ऄḿ

���� ࣺă'03."5Ąږᬍफ़ᓴḰ˟ږ᧠ऄḿ���� ࣺă

Ąॏͅᝅᝈᓰిࡡ־Ḱ˟ږᦘḿ���� ࣺᤔږࢿᬍफ़ᓴḰ

����ḿࢿᤔږ˟ ࣺăܹ˰ĄᝅᝈᓰిࡡḰ˟ږ༔Ǖ

䈘፵噭 Xiaofeng Yu

˟ЩПֈḰ

���� ࣺ � భᒸ ���� ࣺ � ऄᥳႋ݀߮Ḱᖕᝨኳృ᧠̎ូࡋ

ሡ߮ˉઇిˌ˒߮߮ܫͷḰ

���� ࣺ � భᒸ ���� ࣺ � భ̎ូࡋӚ̣ᥳႋ݀߮Ḱᖕᣌ͐

ͷḰ߮ܫሶᆸࣂ˒ˌሶࣂ

ဠદ͒˟ږሰҷᤸοᬿڌ᧠ऄమᬕХՋ̟־ፋ္ǔХՋ *5

Ǖࠚˌ
CPC member, 

From September 2000 to 2004, he studied at the Chongqing 

University of Posts and Telecommunications and received a bachelor's 

degree in computer science and technology.

From September 2007 to May 2011, he studied at Beijing 

University of Posts and Telecommunications and received a master's 

degree in software engineering.

帊ݨ Peng Wu 䐱ङ�&1

ઈీᮘ
Technical Consultant

���� ࣺၿ̎᧠ऄḰప͒Ӛ̣ਛ̑ҷँտమᬕХՋӸরҦ

়ፋ္  Ӛ̣ᄐߥরँտమᬕХՋ᧠ऄѴХՋ়ፋ္Ḱ߿ሑ

ྺොᣄమᬕХՋͼ˧ḰᏇږᏵЙ *).�ᦒͅื̖ڢᛳǕ

Born in Chongqing 1982, worked as Deputy General Manager, 

Bosi Advertising, CIG Beijing, General Manager of Beijing Iforce 

Media Chongqing Branch, New Media Supervisor in Chang’an Ford 

Automobile, Asia Representative, IHM, Nike

㸥㎅ Kun Wen 䐱ङ�&1
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दᩐḰӚ္̣݀߮߮ᆸܫḰࠚږᐔ˒ᠳಳᮒᄴ္ࣖǔ

ᇳ͠ࣂࣖǕဟܚˉԯࡡ᰼ጧᝳۺᮒᄴ 	-&"%
 ኌ �� సᆙφֈ

	-&"%�'FMMPXT
Ǖప˦ᐗՔږঋਥ̩ֈḬ6/7ḭԨˉᛩ˟

ږ � ൟᄲăፋ่ǔᇳ֟͠னәే҆ᮟ۳ՔĄᮒᄴኖܹଵᮒᄴǕ�

���� ࣺԨˉࠚږሡઇᦒ ��� ᝨѻ᧠ཊᮒᄴăҌ˒Ҵᑧઇ

ిԫ̟־ᆙԯĄᄹЪោᆙቩᮒኖࣂǕ�����ࣺک᭖ՙᒸ����ࣺ �

Ԩˉࣻ᠒ /1* Хᄦፀፃԯࡡ˟ॿᦘߵәٰᮒᄴ֟ᑧүभគ

ᮒᄴکࢾچڢӥᄒᛩǔ္֟ࡡǕ����ᔇک᭖ՙḰԨ ă̄

ᦘХᄦፀፃ ��� ᐗՔஙଵᛩҷĄḰ̸ ���� ࣺᒸ ���� ࣺᤔ፦ڢ

ᬾک߿᭖༳ӥᔇԦǔ݁УԦर̈ࡡʿጏѽᇳ͠ࣂఱҴ֟ᮒ

ᄴǕӒૂ༳ՙ᧠भ႙߾Аተă˵ᛩᝨѻĄХᄦᮒᄴǔ˦႙

ᮒᄴࡡ༳ӥ͞ሚՃ፦ԯ߿ĄᮒᄴԫᬾۻݞАተăࣼሑ̩ၿ߾

ଵҸࣂሶኖǕ

Zheng Liao holds a master's degree in management from Peking 

University, a national vocational qualification project manager and a 

social worker. LEAD Fellows of 14th Environment and Development 

Advanced Training (LEAD). Participated as a UN Volunteer (UNV) in 

implementing foreign aid projects such as China-EU cooperation in the 

field of economic, social, and cultural rights. In 2007, he participated 

in the research and project establishment of the key project of the 

Ministry of Science and Technology of the People's Republic of China 

for the “Manufacturing Technology and Product R&D of Manufacturing 

Industry”. From 2008 after the earthquake to 2011, articipated in and 

was responsible for the implementation, management and development 

of the Chengdu Incubator Project and Capacity Building Project of the 

NPI Charity Organization Development Center in Sichuan. After 420 

Lushan earthquake, he participated in the " Chengdu Public Welfare 

Organization 420 Joint Relief Action ". From 2014 to 2017, He carried 

out a series of social work services and projects in the Ya'an earthquake-

stricken areas in Lushan County and Tianquan County. Including the 

reconstruction of left-behind children after the disaster, the “Learning 

& Growth Plan” charity project, the “Founding of a Happy Life” project 

for left-behind children, and the assistance for sustainable development 

projects in the Ya'an disaster area.

㑯仱 Zhang Liao 䐱ङ�&1

���� ࣺၿ̎˟ږ᧠ऄᬤḰඔ˒̎ࢾچᏇి߮ᬛ �� ጧ

ႏጏ  ဠၿࣂ̎᧠ऄǕ���������� ࣺຕӰጔИИᄰ˟ॿᓰ

ి়ᄫḿᮟڌ࠶Ԩˉᤇࠚږຬ়ࡕǚ˟͞ږሚຬ۪Ǜ

ͼᦒѴᛩǛܻږனәᏇږ˟ැ˧ࣦᮟᄒǚࠚږҁǔ۔݀

ኖҁḿ���������Ḱ͒Ӛ̣ᄱႇᛮੴሡઇԯࡡమᬕХՋ়̟־

ᄫḰХՋ˧ఱҴ̎ႁԬᬿڌǔ˟ږႋοǔ˟ږᐗᤸǔJOUFMǔ

ॺᣌኖХՋḿ��������� ዽԬږᬍᬿڌႁͼᰖ়ᄫ � ዽዣොᦩ

����౦भḰ־भគ̟֟ڌᄫḰԨˉዽዣොᦩ়۪־۪̟

ࣺ � భᮓ҆ᛀᠳ ���� ˂̩ටḿ���� ᐔࣺ̎͒᧠ऄ֘ѫࡋ

ᛩᎲፗሡઇԯࡡమᬕХՋ়̟־ᄫǕ

 Born in Fuling, Chongqing, China in 1973, he graduated from 

the Department of Oil Painting SCFAI and currently lives and works in 

Chongqing. 2000-2006 Art Director of Tsinghua Unisplendour CD-ROM 

Center; Leading member in the creation of the “China Best Tourism 

City” by the National Tourism Administration, and participated in the 

creative part of “Introducing Chinese Culture to America” multimedia 

project initiated by the Chairman Zemin Jiang; 2007-2014, Product 

Director of Beijing Shengtian Hengtuo Technology Development Co., 

Ltd., the company mainly serves UFIDA Group, China Telecom, China 

Unicom, intel, Microsoft etc; 2014-2017 Jingyou International Group 

User Experience Director / Jingmi Auto Parts Mall Product Director, 

participated in establishment of Jingmi Auto Mall team and product 

construction. In April 2016, he successfully raised 10 million yuan in 

funds. In 2017, Product Director of Chongqing Huwo Ehailing Network 

Technology Development Co., Ltd.

రㅂ Jian Sun 䐱ङ�&1

ᔢൟศḰॿ္៘ឤࣖḰࠚङஜᐺࣖ࠶Ḱڌࢾچᄽࠚފङ

ஜᐺྺᥡࣖǕԯᡙቩᦘ᰼ӥࠋͻАተХᄦ̋˒ఱҴ

˟ॿḰᒹү̎Аተ߿УˉຬఱҴḰ͇ă� ቩ � ஜĄ˦Ζ֙Ḱ

ᤸᤇᇳ͠ࣂǔХ͝Ԩˉǔᇳ͠ϗ࠶ኖसḰପ᰼Аተ࠳ᇳ͠

֟ᒵᢾᄒᝫដḰܡॊАተ᭯࠳ԈᬟڊᄒઐүḰ͞әॏˆА

ተ߮̀ၿᄒဟܚḰጒАተ߿Уˉᇳ͠μᬲృҌᄒभቩḰ̸

ஓኞˉᇳ͠Ԩˉኖ᭯ଖҷАተμઘ̋˒ᄒԯࡡǕ

Ouyang Su, Psychological Consultant, Family Education Instructor, 

Guest Lecturer, Family Education, Sichuan Provincial Communist 

Youth League Committee. Initiated the establishment of the Baoyou 

Children's Welfare Service Center in Chengdu High-tech Zone, 

committed to child safety and game services. With the mission of “3 Li 

3 Teaching”, improved children’s social and self-improvement through 

social work, public participation, and social advocacy. The recognition 

will increase children’s resilience in the face of risk factors, optimize 

the current environment for children’s learning and life, explore the 

establishment of child safety and social security mechanisms, and 

promote the development of child protection in terms of policies and 

social participation.

㰬ᚸ䂔 Ouyang Su 䐱ङ�&1

ԹᤒϬʿ˜ئ൜ॉ၉ᄒሶईֈǕ

Yuanjian Gu: A programmer loves playing musical 

instrument.

䪉ㅂ Yuanjian Gu 䐱ङ�&1
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䐱ङ�&1

䐱ङ�&1

䐱ङ�&1
䐱ङ�&1

䐱ङ�&1

���� ࣺඔ˒̎᧠ऄभኛ݀߮Ḱभኛˉ۪ᝃѻᆙቋᏰǕ

ॿҦ়ᝃ˟ࡡమᬕХՋ˟भ۪́भគԯڌभគᝨᬿ˟ږ˟

ѻࣖǔ᰼ጧࣂሶࣖḰˌด̎ᆙቋᓰిனә̟˒ˉӥ۳ᇳ͠ӱោ

ԯࡡᄒЪጏḰጒ۪దˉ́Ыᢁ१ˉชǕ

Graduated from Chongqing Jianzhu University in 1995, a 

researcher of architecture and urban planning.

The deputy chief planner and senior engineer of China 

Construction Urban and Rural Development Center of China State 

Construction Engineering Group Co., Ltd. focus on the study of the 

relationship between the art and cultural industry and the coordinated 

development of regional society and explore the path and method of 

urban renewal and rural revitalization.

㛀᧲ Lan Ni 

�� ࣺँտͤ୯ՔᗁᩡፋᰖǕᤸᤂጻ˅ጻˆǔͤፚँտ͇

ԫߢᗁᩡᮟ۳Ḱ̎ࠈྩ־ͷǔᗁᩡഽस࠶Тǔኞႝҁਛǔ

ͤ୯ి္ǔມᥓᠳແՔǕЮܴҁਛគᝨǔኞႝኞѻǔᗁ

ᩡᤊᗁǔ᰼ጧ္ܻГә̸˒ፋᰖǕప͒Ḭ811�+85ḭݠ፭র

ᗁᩡ᯳ࣦߢᗁᩡࠆḰਛ̑ҷ̋˒ᦒ়ፋ္Ǖ
Boasts 20 years of advertising and integrated marketing experience. 

Conversant with online and offline traditional advertising and digital 

marketing. Expert of brand positioning, marketing model introduction, 

strategic planning, communication strategy management, and resource 

channel integration. Experienced in creative design, strategic planning, 

marketing operation, and senior management. Former (WPP / JWT) 

Chief Digital Marketing Officer of Ovied Marketing, General Manager of 

Creative and Interactive Group.

勱ᬯ Can Chen

ᓰిࠚǔቩኞ̩ࡡḰ

ඔ˒̎̐ӷᓰి߮ᬛḰ

ဠၿࡘ̎Ӛ̣Ḱ

ҚጻᓰిࣹՄǔЗၿ̂ᬛҁ̩ޅḰ

���� ࣺ ��� ԭࣺࡡኞ̩ࡡḰ

���� బϡॲЪดᄒࣺᣘᓰిࠚ˰᯳Ǖ

Artist, independent curator based in Beijing, Founder of the Front-

line arts platform, and the Xiansheng（Master）Academy (a traditional 

Chinese school)

Curator for the Biennial 798 Exhibition

Graduated from Yunnan Art Institute

Ranked as the top artist in the 2009 most noteworthy young artist 

ranking 

㾦㶖䡫 Wangjun Xin

�� ፋᰖḰమˠࠥᄒොᣄǔ᧣ᛀμᬟǔঔࣂੲྩ־ࣺ

ԫ־ 5� ኖᮟ۳ߢᗁᩡፋᰖ̎ͤፚँտḰ̑ᐗᎲᛩᩡḰ

૾ऋᛩᩡԫࠏЪጏ္ڢзᄒܻሠͤ୯सᄒՔᛩᩡҁ

ਛԯਏˉᛩǕప͒ᐔҴ̎ 0�. Ꮗँտǔ+85ݠ ීޗǔ

*TPCBS )*$ጒࣜǔ߿ ਛ̑ҷǔJ'PSDF ᄐߥরͤࠌߢᗁᩡృ౦Ǖ

Boasts 23 years of experience in brand building, rich in 

automotive, finance and insurance,  FMCG and T5 and other areas of 

digital marketing

Rich expertise in traditional advertising, Internet marketing, 

database marketing and customer relationship management

ㅋ⫔ Dawei Jiang 

౬ෆں  ဠ˦ .VTFVN�PG�4JUF ဟܚᓰి᯦ኞ̩ࡡǔӸྵ᯦ᝃ

ѻ᯦ǔቩኞ̩ࡡǕపᜊ݀ࠚږ˦͒ފңᬛǔຩனәӸྵ

᯦ăХЩᓰిފֈ͠Ąފֈǔຩᓰిԯࡕࡡăᓰిஜᐺފֈ

͠Ą˧ ࣦǔăஜᐺᏀᓰԯࡕᐗՔ࠽ፀĄ˧ ࣦǔăᝅᝈᓰిފֈ͠Ą

ஜሡږֈӷᮆăᐗՔފፀ࠽ӥஜᐺ࠽ֈԫᏀ္˧ࣦǔஜፚ͠ފ

னனә̜฿ፀĄຩӥͅᛳኖǕ

Hanjian Lam is currently a Curator at the Museum of Site 

Environmental Art Museum, Director of Museum Planning, and 

an Independent Curator. Has been appointed as the member of the 

National Theatre, the "Public Art Committee" of the Hong Kong 

Heritage Museum, the "Arts Education Committee" of the Hong Kong 

Arts Development Council, the "Artistic Bureau Joint Sub-committee of 

the Education Department", the "Visual Arts Committee" and the Acting 

Chairman. Education Committee member of the Community Education 

Committee, Hong Kong Representative of South Korea "UNESCO 

Cultural Exchange Group".

㑷ᤉ Hanjian Lin

ப҂ᆚቌᮘ
Cultural and Creative Research Consultant
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ঌਦᏱڍ౧म
Volunteers Team

3 - 5 -

3 - 5 - 1-

Voluntary Work

̸͇͋ˆ˘˜ᝐगḰᏮᙅǜঋਥᏰڌǝୌभᄒঁ֟

ਛ˯͑ϡḿ

ᇳᏎܻರḾөࣂڢर֟ࡡзࠜ౦भᄒᝐगḰґᦘڢ

ភࣹᛮǜˌ˒ǝˉǜ᭬ˌ˒ǝ˰ᄒЪጏḰ͋ґᝥ৾Ḱᓰࡅ

ిᄒзࠜ֟͑ϡऌЮమǜఇˏǝᄒʿ᭯ḰΖᓰిᑧܽᅆ൬ᠣᤋ

ँญᄒХ͝ၿḰѵࠌஐԳඐ˜ఇᤸ̩ᄒ࣪Ǖ�ఇᤸХ͝ᄒᝅ

ᝐ˿࠺˦ᓰిࠌᢃࣤదၿҷᱭᄒү᧢Ǖ

ටү᧢ළᬿḾఇᤸХ͝ᄒԨˉ࠺˦ᢾ˦ටұ᭬͕˒ӵͷᄒ

өᓰి˟ॿḰପΡॊ݀ᄒүǔˌ˒ᑧү̩֟үḰᅆ൬ࠌ

ဠǜᇳ͠Ւ႕ЩΰǔЩभǝᄒ᭯ࡕḰ̸Իʿ˜᭯ࡗḰөˈ

௯Юͼᄒʿ˜کڬǔʿ˜ృ౦ช̩ᢾ͓Ḱө௯ႈ˦ЭϢดॿᛦ

֟Ъดᄒ੦మ̩ḰЩፀᄒǕ

DAC considers the necessity and significance of building a 

"volunteer team" from the following two perspectives.

Community diversity: From the perspective of work development 

and content integration, DAC is always trying to balance the relationship 

between "professional" and "non-professional." We are still vigilant that 

the content and value of art should have a "universal value." So that art 

can indeed be close to a wide range of public life and effectively change 

every ordinary person's daily activities. The perspective of the general 

public will also bring more vivid energy to artistic practice.

The convergence of private forces: The general public's participation 

will provide DAC as a non-profit organization with strong intellectual, 

professional and human resource to truly realize the situation of "all 

sectors of society promote and grow together." Another fact is that DAC 

is not a specific venue or an institution's legal person status. DAC is 

composed of all people who have devoted their efforts and attention.

����ాͽᇴᏏम౧�"SU�$PNNVOJUZ�$VMUJWBUJPO
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ঌਦᏱՙӶ֠లҵຖӶ
Volunteers and Services3 - 5 - 2-

���� ࣺḰөᓰి˟ॿঋਥᏰڌֈЩᝨ �� Ḱ̽͋Щ

˦өᓰి˟ॿᄒ౦भḰ᠐ခү᧢ḰՔᝨ᠐ခ˦ ��� ࠽˜

ḰԨˉࣂзࠜԫǜࡡᬐǔគᝨྨǔྦྷڗॐफ़ǔឮ

Ꮺនǔᓰిࠚࠌ־ிǝኖܻ˜՜ḿ

In 2019, there were 21 members of the volunteer team of 

Dimensions Art Center. They jointly contributed to the construction of 

the DAC Team. The total time contributed was 194 hours. The content 

of the work involved "exhibition, design and layout, photo recording, 

translation, artist's work implementation, etc.;

ঌਦᏱՙӶ
Volunteer list

ঌਦᏱԩˊ�အژڭ

7PMVOUFFS�1BSUJDJQBUJPO

����ాͽᇴᏏम౧�"SU�$PNNVOJUZ�$VMUJWBUJPO
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లҵຖӶ
Service List

��������ঌਦᏱ�7PMVOUBSZ�8PSL
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ృ౦ࣂ̩ֈ3 - 6 -
Team DAC

ᒵ ���� ࣺ͇Ḱ͋ԯဠḰፀፃᄒঔḰ४ঔࡋᡜᡝ

̈˜̩ᄒᑧүᔽڒǕཱᏳፀፃࣻˈ͠ᒵᛩၿǜڌǝḰᏳ௯᭒

ᤑᛩጏፚᄒҹүभគ֟ˈϫᄒ͞әᇤՔḰᏳᤐʿᤇሶḰ௯ڢඐ

˜ֈᄒԨˉ֟эኞˆḰЩࠁᄒǕ

भគ᭯Ḱమʿڌөᤐዥටұ᭬͕˒ǔ᭬ᗁ҆ፀፃᄒڢ

˜ಱॿ᧠ཊḰԉ˦Ḿ˜̩ᄒᒵԯࡡˉፀፃᄒԯࡡᤒఈ᭒ӱោʿ

ᒹḰᤐ੮ΖॲڌֈઽమసᢾᄒЫᡢ֟οঘḰࣻˈ͠ᜊᬅ

ඈᄒፀፃԯܚڐࡡ੦ԕϐǕፀፃᄒࠌͼǔช̩˧ͼḴ́௯

ဠўᐙүǔይՔү֟ၿүᄒḰ௯ፀፃᄒಱॿࠌᄒᐣᢾḰᅆ൬ߺ

͑ϡᝂǕ

ፏ౦Қପࣂᄒࡡృ౦ᬅඈԯڢḰ͋˅ࣂѴڌөᄒڢ

ˆḰॊәԯૡඐ˜˜̩ᄒ͞ӁḰᤑᏳӱुᛲઞՒᒵᄒै

ཊḰ࠺˜̩͞ӁፚʿͷЩᄒᛩҷǕ

ࣂ՜ᄒˈḰᏳௌࣂ̩ֈԾమѴࣂ̋ృҌ˅Ḱөڢ

᧠ˉթ˰ѴḿԾమࣂ࠳ଔ˅ᄒ᥇ᣬࡗጧḰᏳௌ̩̋ࡗጧǕ

ႁᥓ္឵សḰڢөᄒࣂଖᤑ˅Ḱ়ᛩᄒᤸḰᤐᇀܡࠌҳ̈४

ܻ෬ᤸఽḰͶᤐʿఽૹᄒԊ௯өڌڢর፭˅ᄒ፦

ү֟ЩḰᤐʿཊబ˦ါᠤḿ

өᄒڌᄹܳḰ̷ ཱሞᄒ௯ǜᒵԯhᒵ h˧ᒵႈ�Щ৹hЩ

ၿhЩǝǕ

���� ࣺḰөУᐔ̩ֈ � Ḱвᐔ̩ֈ � ḿ

Since 2013, we have found that the center's rapid growth soon 

surpassed the scope of individual capabilities. However, the center does 

not generate a "team" on its own. Still, it requires systematic effort 

construction and continuous optimization, and this process is jointly 

completed with each member's participation and decision-making.

In the team-building of private non-enterprise and non-profit 

organizations such as DAC, there is a core focus, that is: personal 

self-development and organizational development vision need to be 

coordinated, which enables team members to have long-term interest 

and beliefs so that all members will not be overwhelmed by the phased 

central development dilemma. The physical space in the center and 

the main body of the legal person are only its flesh. What truly realizes 

cohesion, adhesion, and growth is the core values   of the organization.

In the DAC teamwork, under the premise of the work structure 

developed at the institutional stage, we strengthen the use of each 

individual's strengths, and then cooperate to compensate and offset their 

respective weaknesses, and unite individual forces in everyday actions.

In the discussion mechanism, DAC staff only differ in the direction 

of job division, not whether the work is essential or not; there is only 

a logical level of work docking. Speaking with reason, in the work 

advancement of DAC, this has increased a lot of communication costs. 

Still, this cost is the continued vitality and expected growth of the DAC 

team, which is the most precious.

The DAC team still adheres to "Empathic and Voluntary, Empathic 

and Voluntary, Symbiotic and Autonomous, Harmonious and Diverse."

In 2019, DAC had 6 full-time staff and three part-time staff.

����ాͽᇴᏏम౧�"SU�$PNNVOJUZ�$VMUJWBUJPO
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ఫᤶ5V�;FOH�

်̌

(FOFSBM�%JSFDUPS

[FOHUV!DIPOHRJOHEBD�PSH

ᑔྒྷߞ�:BO[J�)V

ᰈᯧኟ̪ࡢ

*OTUJUVUJPOBM�$VSBUPS
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1BSU�UJNF�"SU�"TTJTUBOU
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���������������

˩�-JIVB�4IBP

ፁፄЦЫǕ҂ᆚᝩѼ᠐᠓̪
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ᢃࠌᮭˌ
Project-based Practice

4 -
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ᓰిˉӥ۳౦भ � ፴ᤠ4 - 1 -
Art and Regional Contribution - Overview

����ˍᮮࠍᢄ�1SPKFDU�CBTFE�1SBDUJDF

өᓰి˟ॿڷᗈڢ᧠ऄ˽ᴥہӥᳯۆḰᤐ௯ʿ˜ࠌᬍ

ᄒکཊǔʿ ˜ˠᄒکǕөᇳᏎ˟ᄒឹܻͯ͟Ḱ˿ ˉᤐ ẵک

ĄమᅔӪ˕˂ᎋǔ፮ᄒጻጒ֟৹ਞǕ˦ᤐ᧟ᄒࡘටḰ˿

˦ᤐ᧟ᄒکڢටృ౦Ḱ͋४ᒵཱǔ˿దЮ᠒͒ਞᄒਏҊݨͽ

ᢃǕᤸᤇᰇ႙ࠌरࡡᬍࠌӥ౦भᄹᣡᄹḰࣻکˉ᧢ృ౦ᄒү࠺

ᝨѻ֟ҁᆙᝨѻḰږзܹᓰిࠚǔኞ̩ࡡǔគᝨࣖǔҁ˒Ᏸǔᆄ

ដ͓ߝኖḰᴗᐙᳯۆḰڢృ౦ᄒ࠳ଔ֟ፀፃˆḰຏТ̈کӥ

ԯࡡᬅඈ֟ᄹऌᮭḰˉॏکஓऒᦒǔᇳӥХ̜̑͝Ḱ͇݀۔

ܵՔዥăᓰిˉᇳ͠ᮒᄴĄǔăᇳӥᏇᐺࣂڲĄǔă࣪টәࡡᝇĄ

ኖसḰڈऌӥ۳भ౦ᤇሶ˟ᄒனәͤઆǔᇳᏎదǔ̟˒Ӭጧ

ኖᮭḰЭ˟ḰᤏԷՔ̈ږзܹ᰼ಫˌᮭᮒᄴǔۻ᧣͠ᮒᄴኖǕ

ө̸ᒵᢾ੦ڢᄒӥ۳ḰरޅጒᓰిԨˉǔҸүӥ۳౦भḰ

ᖕॲЗᛩፋᰖ֟౯Ḱࣻភ࠺ڗᄹЪፋᰖ౯ᤑᛩഽसᣭѫḰү

සڢᓰిᏎͼᄒԨˉˆḰదݦᄒڈऌˈዥ۔ᄒӥ۳౦भᮭḰ

ᓰిᄒࠈ˯ǔഘঘǔՃڈऌᄒᮭǔՃᄒᝐᓬḰ݀ँږ˟ڢ

ᏳܻԳᄒǔˈࡏगᄒဠڬˆḰ̷௯ຑᏳႝ௵ௌүᄒ࿌টḰᤐ

ʿѵᄒࡅភᦘᤏڢᤇሶ˟Ǖ

Dimensions Art Center is located in Huangjueping, Jiulongpo 

District, Chongqing. This is a real place and a place with rich content. 

Many DAC community partners also have inextricable and long-lasting 

clues and emotions with this "place." As residents here and as local 

non-governmental organizations here, we naturally and have a sense 

of responsibility to think about how to complement the organization's 

power and the region's construction and carry out the practice. Through 

residency programs and innovative research programs, domestic 

and foreign artists, curators, designers, entrepreneurs, intellectuals, 

etc., gathered in Huangjueping to understand regional development 

related issues under the linkage and organization of institutions. Local 

government and the public in the community interact with a large-scale 

composite "art and social projects," "community aesthetic education 

workshops," "exhibitions," and other forms to respond to cultural 

heritage, community renewal, and industrial upgrading in the process 

of regional construction. There are also special projects of domestic and 

foreign universities and foundation projects.

DAC began to explore art participation and assisted regional 

construction from the region where it was located, and obtained first-

hand experience and results, and tried to export relevant experience results 

in a model, and strive to better respond to different types of regional 

construction with the participation of the art community problem. The 

definition, concepts, responsive questions, and roles that art can play are 

still chaotic and slightly weak in China's vast and changeable society at 

different scales. All these above attempts are still in the process.
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ᓰిˉӥ۳౦भ � - ᮒᄴ4 - 2۔݀ Art and Regional Contribution - Projects

The First Chongqing International Experiment Visual Art 
(photography & video) Biennale

4 - 2 - 1- ˱ܛ � ᧡अڗᬎࠍᰗय़ЁԮࣻࡢ

���� ࣺ � భ ��  �� భ � Ḱڢ˽ᴥہӥஓऒ֟ஓऒࣹՄ

ХՋຠᬨᬿڌᄒˆḰႈࢾچᏇి߮ᬛǔ᧠ऄफ़ࠚӱ͠ǔ

᧠ऄᏇిࠚӱ͠ᐗՔ˧ұḰөᓰి˟ॿˉࢾچᏇి߮ᬛ

ͼጏǔХЩᓰి߮ᬛǔᭇܐጏǔᓰి˟ॿǔ᧠ऄࣅனәͤ

୯మᬕХՋЩઆұᄒǚ˰᪳ � ᯳࡛᧠ऄږᬍࠌᰖफ़Ѐԭࣺ

ǕࡡḭǛᮓ҆रۆḬ���������hᳯࡡ

फ़Ѐ௯̩ዥ੦ႁ̶˟బЮమॏͅᄒ᧠ዥ۔Ǖ̸᭪টफ़

ЀҊҷটफ़Ѐǔ̸ڗனԇҍͤ୯ҊᝅᮨᎲፗͤ୯Ḱफ़Ѐᓰిˈ̱

˦ᓰిҁᄒҚกᬄࠌ֟کᰖᮟ۳ḰᏳˍ˦ॏͅᝅᝈனәο

ఽᢾḰ˿௯ᒵͼ˜̩សឮేᄒፀፃसḰᄦͤ࠳ፚॖ

টዽᔶសឮ֟ˌ˒សឮ̟ၿˈॲˈஐԳᄒᇳ͠फ़׆үḰࣻႈ൭ஐ

Գ �� ˏጪӪሓʿࣺͅᣘ̩ᄒၿߣ࿌ট֟রਏਛដǕ

᯳࡛᧠ऄږᬍࠌᰖफ़ЀԭࣺࡡḰ͇ǜکڢᄒУ့әǝ֟ǜڢ

˦ǝḰۆᄒ᧠ऄ۪ǝ֟ǜˏ႕ᄒᳯږ˟ᄒॏͅǝǔ͇ǜڬ

ᰖफ़Ѐࠌᬍږਏˉ߮ిਥఈḰरҁ᧠ऄ္ࡡᄒኞࡡᰖफ़Ѐԭࣺࠌ

ԭ̶ࣺࡡТԓՆனә࠽ӥǔ̶Тࡘට࣪ၿᄒࡡᝇഽसǕ͇ቒ

ѫफ़Ѐᓰిᄒࠌᰖǔુᄒ˜̩֟᧞ᄒܻರḰᤸᤇᓰి

ဠቩᒵ˧ᄒࡡᄒᝂེḰ͇ಽΛԴ̋सḰࠌᄸ᭯ԓՆˉဠࠚ

ҁዽሀǕ

͋࠺ ǜ̸ဠᝐगǝǔǜࠌᢃᝐगǝ࠳ఽ࡛ԭࣺࡡҳ͇឵Ǖ

From March 23 to April 7, 2019, with the support of the Jiulongpo 

District government and Yulong cooperation groups, jointly sponsored 

by Sichuan Fine Arts Insititute, Chongqing Photographers Association, 

and Chongqing Artists Association, and organized by Dimensions Art 

Center, New Media Department&Public Art Department& Sculpture 

Department of Sichuan Fine Arts Insititute,Tongmen Art Center and 

Chongqing Jushen Cultural Communication Co., Ltd "Time Mirror - The 

First Chongqing International Experiment Visual Art (photography & 

video) Biennale (2018-2019 · Huangjueping) was successfully launched.

Image is one of the essential types of contemporary media used 

by human beings. From still images to movies, from graphic printing 

to social media, the image has not only become the forefront and 

experimental field of artistic creation but also become the contemporary 

visual cultural information itself. The use of the general public image has 

increasingly had a social influence on the traditional elite discourse and 

professional discourse. It has changed the living state and ideology of the 

21st-century Millennials.

The First Chongqing International Experiment Visual Art 

(photography & video) Biennale takes "the globalization of the On-site" 

and "the modernity of the presence", the "Chongqing city of China" and 

"Huangjueping of the world" as the exhibition ideal and academic vision 

of the Biennale, promoting the mode of involving historical and cultural 

communities and residents' daily life in the process of exhibition. To 

highlight the experimental nature of image art, the individuality of choice 

and the diversity of interpretation, the narrative method is used to show 

the independent creative spirit through observing the artist's personal 

history and reality.

We will introduce this Biennale from “Phenomenon” & “Practice.”

����ˍᮮࠍᢄ�1SPKFDU�CBTFE�1SBDUJDF
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ࡡసḰѫဠᮨဓబ᰼ᄒʿԺស௯ǜԭࣺࡡरࡡఽ൛ԭࣺڢ

ᄒಞᮭǝÿÿ᯳࡛᧠ऄږᬍࠌᰖफ़ЀԭࣺࡡḬ���������hᳯۆḭǕ

ᬍǔږǔۆಞᮭ˟Ḱ৮Ճ͇௵ᄒᅂҊ˄ፀЪថḾ᧠ऄᳯڢ

ˆᮗʿڈᰖफ़ЀǕ္ຕᤐ˰ᄒЪጏḰ͋ˈॲˈЗഘюसࠌ

ԓሶǕࡡᄒԯࠚږ

भږҚဠͅәরਏ༅฿Т˟ږḰௐᄒ̄ұၿ̟Ъጏ֟

ᇳ͠ృҌᜊੲᆩǕ���� ࣺ˟ږቩ̈Ḱࣻ̎ �� ̈ˆࠈࣺͅ

ᡔஐ᭱रஒᄒᥓᢁḰᤐʿᡔࡋ௯چөܻࣺǕ͋ፋᤇ̈ڬәፋ

่˦˧ᄒဠͅәभគḰ͇ ဠͅә˦ಱॿᄴಞǕ˜چझ֟࠽ဠУ᭯ࠌ

ᡃ̩̎ࣂኖඓᣟ͞ӁḰरޅԨˉږᬍәѴࣂḰܹࣻڢ᭒ڬ۔

ᄒऻˆঔԯࡡḰ̍ ਭਭै̈Ḱڬᬍږ᥍��ࣺ᧣ᛀԈృḰࣄ

Ծᑧ݈ڈᡃܻ̩ँکᄒږзڬḰͶږзڬᄒ᭯࠳ᅔஐ

᭱रஒዬஒ۔ፋ่੦ࣤᄒឹܻᮭḾ̟ᑧᤇҤǔکӥԯࡡˈࣹ

ᛮǔ۪́̌ГᆀᄼǔΡ᭒Ъጏˈ࠳ኖኖᮭḰ̎௯ᤉ̈ʿᮒ᧠

ᄒஐ᭱ଘிḾΡፔΧஐ᭱ḰӒૂ̟˒ፏ౦ǔӥ۳ፏ౦ǔТፏ

౦ǔѴᦩፏ౦ǔஒፏ౦ኖǕ

ԓሶᄒዬጻౖˆḰ͋Ճ͇Ѵ̸҇џ˜ᝐगḰࡡԯࠚږᤐౖڢ

ڈҊ˅᭯͋ପѫᄒ˄ፀЪថ˅Ǖ

᯳З௯۪Ḭ᧠ऄḭᄒࠈͷᝐगǕ۪ᄒࠈͷḰ௯ͯᬬࠚږ

ԯࡡᬅඈᄒˈᏳˈᄒ  ͇͋᧠ऄ˦ΛḰ᧠ऄፋԓ̸̈

ᬠᦘḰс̋ࣂ˒˦᧠Ḱᒸ �� ࣺͅ˦˄ጻभគಱॿ۪ǔࣂ˒

ຏәԯࡡḰ�� ࣺͅኌ˄൛ᄸᣰᤑᏳఱҴ̎ᦒ݀रԯႝǕບ

ບᄒḰۻᆱគி౦ኛЕᡤḰᤑᏳᣉ˦̟˒зࠜ౦भḰ᧠ऄ۪ӥ˿

रޅѫဠᤦ̟̌ǔᤑ˄̟ᄒោḰࣂ˒ܹሰḰ˦ࣂ˒ᥔ̟Ḱ

൮ͯᬬΡፔΧஐ᭱ᠨӬጧḰ፴Ք˄̟ຬ˒ᄎ˅ԓՆᓊՄḰ

ᓰిனәዽሀዥᠨڬˈཟәḿ

Э൛௯ӥ۳Ḭ˽ᴥہӥᳯۆḭԯࡡᄒᝐगǕᬬᅔᎲፗఇԫ

֟ᒵͼऌႁḰ᧠ऄѣϖЭࠚږڢ˟ᄒႝ۪ࠈͷ֟͞ᡝᄒک

္̩னఈᝂ˦Ꮂጢ۪ḰᳯࢾˉڢۆᏇᓰిᇳᏎџөࣺᄒᄹ

̑ႁ˰ˆḰ˦Ꮂጢཊḿڢǚ᧠ऄ়۪́ͼᝃѻḬ���������

ࣺḭ���� ࣺຏәྨǛ়ͼᝃѻ˟Ḱʿ࠺ǜனҁ̟˒ǝᄒҲᑧ

ᠺ̉ፔ̈ǜ˽ᴥہӥǝḰ̸൭Ḱ˽ᴥہӥ˦ࠆࠈͷ˟ᄒǜன

ҁ̟˒ӥǝǕ˽ᴥہӥ˿̸ʿरޅᄒ᠗әҴ $#% ᝃѻ՜Ḱ

ᣉ՜˦͇னәຬ˦ಱॿᄒ˽ᴥැ̩னᓰిӯḿ

឵ҊဠڢḰЭࠌ͋ፋඓᣟຕഊ̈Ḱఽ൛ԭࣺ࠳᭯ࡡᄒḰ

Эࠌ௯ʿ˜ӒૂǜԓՆ፭गǝ֟ǜ္ک፭गǝᄒܵ݀ࣅ

Ք۔ဠڬḰԭࣺࡡᄒၿԯḰ˦̬ˮ௯ڢᤐ˜Ḱ˦̬ˮ௯ڢ᧠

ऄǔڢ˽ᴥہӥǔڢᳯۆḰ˦̬ˮ˽ᴥہӥஓऒՒᦒ̎࠳ᤐ

ᮒҷ͇̉ݨ൭݀ᄒḰʿѵᤉѳᏳǕ

During the biennale promotion, the most frequently appeared 

sentence was the title of the biennale-"Time Mirror - The First Chongqing 

International Experiment Visual Art (photography & video) Biennale 

(2018-2019 · Huangjueping). In the title, you can notice three keywords: 

Chongqing Huangjueping, International, Experiment Visual Art. To 

understand the relationship between these three, we have to review the 

bigger picture of China's development as a nation first.

Before the founding of the People's Republic of China, Western 

modernization ideology entered China, and the old comprador 

production relations and social mechanisms structures were challenged. 

The People's Republic of China was founded in 1949. At the end of the 

1970s, China was on the path of reform and opening up. Moreover, now, 

It has been more than 40 years since it started. China has undergone a 

market-oriented economy-oriented modernization promotion, with the 

realization of a comprehensive well-off and the four modernizations as 

its core goals; it has relied on labor and other advantages to participating 

in the international division of labor and has developed rapidly under 

the engine of an external demand market. By the global financial crisis of 

2008, the international market has gradually weakened since then, and 

China can only turn back to rely on the vast domestic market with a large 

population. However, the domestic market's growth is faced with many 

problems brought about by the extensive economy of reform and opening 

up: overcapacity, unbalanced regional development, contradictions 

between urban and rural areas, improper supply and demand relations, 

etc.. Therefore, an important reform measure is ushered in. : Supply-side 

reform, including industrial structure, regional structure, input structure, 

distribution structure, emission structure, etc.

Under the background of China's development as a nation, we can 

come back to the three sets of keywords we put forward from several 

angles.

The first is positioning its geography location, Chongqing. 

The positioning of cities varies with the different stages of national 

development. Let's take Chongqing as an example. Chongqing has 

been the capital city during the world war 2, focusing on the military 

industry. In the 1960s, it became a core city for third-tier construction 

and deepened industrial development. In the 1990s, it became directly 

administered by China's central government for the third time and served 

the western development strategy. Gradually, Chongqing urban area has 

also begun to adjust to withdraw from the secondary industry and enter 

the tertiary industry. The industrial relocation has become an industrial 

heritage, accompanied by supply-side reforms, consumption upgrades, 

and comprehensive tertiary industries. Tourism is on the stage of history, 

and the consumer market for art and culture continues to heat up.

The second is  the perspect ive of  regional  development 

(Huangjueping, Jiulongpo District). With the popularization of the 

Internet and self-media, Chongqing has become a popular Internet city 

with its strategic city positioning in the country and superior geographic 

and cultural landscape. Huangjueping has become a popular Internet 

area after decades of interaction with the Sichuan Fine Arts Insititute 

community. In the "Chongqing City Urban-Rural Master Plan (2007-

2020) 2014 Deepening Edition", the only "cultural and creative industry" 

function is assigned to "Jiulongpo District". Since then, Jiulongpo District 

has become the official "Cultural and Creative Industry Zone". Jiulongpo 

District has also shifted from the original homogeneous business CBD 

planning direction to the Jiulong Yangtze River Humanities and Art 

Peninsula with cultural tourism as its core.

Speaking of now, in fact, we are already quite clear that what this 

biennale is facing is actually a substantial composite site, including the 

"historical&time dimension" and the "geographical space dimension". 

Why is the biennale held? At this time, why it was in Chongqing, 

Jiulongpo District, Huangjueping, and why the various government 

departments of the Jiulongpo District gave such generous support to this 

event, the answer is quite clear.

အᝑघ
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Finally, the relationship between "art and society". The development 

of contemporary art evolves with changes in the international community. 

The practice methods of the art community have changed from the initial 

follow-up from the western style to the return of the cultural ontology 

brought about by the country's healthy, the people, and the country's 

cultural self-confidence; and the diversity of art media, materials, 

and methods brought about by science and technology Changes in 

the interaction between creators and participants; coupled with the 

industrialization and commercialization of art, culture, and creativity 

brought about by supply-side reforms, art has begun to participate in all 

aspects of social construction. The white box of the exhibition represents 

the self-discipline and popularization of art. The interactive relationship 

between them is seeking balance; the definition, practice path, force, 

and meaning of art have also ushered in new adjustments accordingly. 

Experience has become somewhat weak in this scene. The complex, 

dynamic, and changeable scene just slammed in front of us. The scene 

is a bit like the graffiti street in Huangjueping. From the participants' 

perspective, all kinds of people, all walks of life, all spray such a stroke. 

"Don't look down on me, and I don't look down on you. " As for the 

definition of the current situation, everyone has the right to participate, 

but no one can participate. The absolute right to speak, this biennale is 

also one of the "strokes."

It would be best if you had a deep sense that although this biennale's 

essence is "Huangjueping", we have examined the history, and we have an 

international outlook. This is the relationship between the two keywords, 

"Chongqing Huangjueping and International". All in all, we call it "the 

JING(Mirror&Image) of time." The emphasis of this biennale is to carry 

out the two JING together. One is the "environment" of the situation: 

it emphasizes the history and the current spatial scene, that is, what 

kind of "situation" we are in; the other is the "mirror" of the video lens: 

"Experimental Visual Art."

����ˍᮮࠍᢄ�1SPKFDU�CBTFE�1SBDUJDF
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What  i s  the  exp lana t ion  o f  "Exper imenta l  Vi sua l  Ar t 

(photograph&video)"?

Experiment: To objectively recognize and acknowledge the 

complexity, richness, and uniqueness of the complex scene composed of 

time dimension and space dimension, which determines that we cannot 

face it with inertial thinking logic and practical methods. "Experiment" 

actually It's emphasizing: Don't presuppose and let go of thinking. 

Everything is focused on-site. You don't know what to do and how to do 

it before entering the scene to start practice before you face and think on-

site.

Video: Video as an art medium has become a popular visual 

expression supported by media, communication, and technology. This 

is made by people and shapes people in reverse. It has built an online 

community in different media, which is different from the elite. The 

definition, the formation of an imaginary landscape on the order of 

fragmentation, is a distinctive feature of the society. In the current scene, 

the medium of the image really cannot be ignored.

And why did the biennale translate "Experimental Visual Art" into 

"Experimental Visual Art (photograph&video)"? The reason is: when we 

reviewed all the above and realized the complexity of the development of 

the society and the changes in the relationship between art and culture, 

we found that the concept of art, including the boundaries of art, is 

actually in a transition period. We think we should emphasize the essence 

of the experimental image as a medium, that is, "viewing itself", so we 

use Visual Art. At the current stage, when the new definition is not yet 

complete, we continue to use photograph&video. Knowing this, you can 

understand the logo of the biennale. It emphasizes the "eye" and uses the 

initial B of Biennale as the main element.
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The complexity of practice defines that our actions must have 

a holistic view. We have set up "Main exhibition, Special Project, and 

Parallel Project" under the holistic view. These three sections are dotted 

and lined, and the creation site covers almost the entire Jiulong Peninsula. 

However, considering the clear and compelling path of public viewing and 

participation, we still delineated the specific geographic boundaries of 

creation.

The first is the "Main Exhibition" section. The main exhibition has 

a vibrant exhibition space, including the most common art gallery space, 

small and medium-sized art space, and the Zhongshan square of Sichuan 

Fine Arts Insititute. The exhibition space is also boldly expanded to 

Huangjueping Street. The change of exhibition space is the best way to 

drive artists to get rid of old thinking. This is like if the canvas changes, 

you need to think about how to paint again. The waste materials piled up 

outdoors are used by the Department of Sculpture teachers and students 

to form a scene corresponding to the tank. Just playing on the ground is 

not enough for the artists; they also create on the wall. Creating inside 

the school is not enough, so the exhibition continued to expand on the 

outer streets, even in the local Douhua restaurant.

We summarize the development of the "Main Exhibition" from 

the following perspectives. In terms of content: the main exhibition 

takes into account the needs of documentary works, and at the same 

time, superimposes the "light" of video art to interpret the interactive 

scene of light and shadow. The Biennale respects Huangjueping's local 

institutions, which include: Sichuan Fine Arts Insititute, Tank Art 

Center, Internet popular sites and restaurants, etc.; in terms of media 

and techniques: in addition to regular photographic and video works, It 

combines performance, installation, sculpture, and many other forms, 

and applies new technologies such as 3D printing and 3Dmaping. In the 

exhibition space: from the enclosed indoor space to the semi-enclosed 

space on the campus, to the street public space, to the living space of the 

shops; in terms of the participants: a total of 63 artists participated.
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The second is the "Special Project." This project consists of six 

groups of artists.

Among them, ten young artists led by Mr. Tang Yong from the 

Sculpture Department of Sichuan Fine Arts Insititute, with the support of 

Traffic Tea House, reconstructed and realized a surreal light and shadow 

scene. The fantasy and surrealism of the work are integrated with the 

traffic teahouse with a rich history. "Reconstructing Reality" exhibited a 

total of 6 groups of works, including photographs, video, installations, 

animation, lighting, performances, and other art forms.

There is also the "Wearable Exhibition" brought by Mr. Yuanling 

Wang, which was realized by a costume designer participating in the 

project. The picture elements on the costumes come from old family 

photos of residents in Huangjueping. The actions of the people wearing 

the clothes became the exhibition and allowed the exhibition to keep 

moving and expanding. A total of 25 Huangjueping residents have 

participated in this project, and more than 300 photos were collected.

Furthermore, it is "It's Not Time for Everything," organized by Mr. 

Luo Zhenhong and Mr. Cui Fuli. This is the sincere idea of HE base as 

a non-governmental organization with a sense of belonging. The entire 

exhibition is spread throughout the HE base's indoor and outdoor spaces 

and the temporary art gallery. When you enter the space for the first 

time, you may feel that you are in the wrong place because the difference 

between this and the regular exhibition space is too ample. "It's Time for 

Everything" has assembled 24 independent artists and two art groups. 

Their idea is obvious; that is, they want to develop countermeasures 

through practice and active thinking when facing problems on-site.

ژڭ�အڭࡢ˨

.BJO�FYIJCJUJPO�TJUF
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ኌچፀ௯ႈᗑӅЗၿ֟̿҆Зၿࣤᄒǚ᧠ǛḰᤸᤇᛩᡔᄒο

ΖḰ࠺ˆӯ۪ැᤀᄒс̂זḰˉ˅ӯ۪ಱॿၿӥᄒئપᬾḰˡᐗǕ

̂ዢ੦ͅᛳᄒᆄដ௯ᇳᏎ֟ԯࡡ˟ˈՃছᝅᄒḰ͇̽͋̂ڢए

˦ᣚͼˆḰʿᤀڢс̂זˉ֏ᤀࡘට̜̑ᤑᛩ̈ᒵࡘටᄒ̎࠳ᳯ

ᨩᢁڢપᬾˉАተሡઇᓰిᄒᢃᛩᏰʿᡙḰئڢ௪Ḱʿᤀࡡংᄒۆ

ၿᄒԨˉˆḰͤᤴ̂ዢǔሡઇ֟ᓰిᄒ᱓үǕ൭ܹḰ̽͋ᤏᤸᤇࣖ߮࠽

ጻХ͝સӊᄒसḰᤑᛩ̈˄ᝐᥓԹᰋᥓᄒᛩᡔǕᤐ௯ʿ˜ԨˉᏰ᭬ڢ

࣪ˠࠥᄒᮒᄴḰඐʿ˜ˌ˒ᑈఈᄒ̩Ḱᦘڢʿ˜˧ᮭˆḰᤂՔǕ

ଔᅔࡋ௯͋ǜˈҴ൬˒ǝᄒᎲጢݡ˧୯ḰᑓྒܫݡߝḰݥڢᄒࣤ

ᮟˆǔݥ੦ፀፃኞѻᄒǚ᪳˟ටǛᮒᄴ࠽ፀ˟੦మԨˉᏰḰ˿ᦘጵጵ

Գॲǜˈ᭭៰ǝǕԨˉᓰిࠚᦘर̈ޅᄸ୯ḰԨˉࠌ־ிᄒ೪೪ࣖϴ

रޅϪᛩ˦ḰԨˉҁᄒᯈ᯦݀ఽࣂᄒݦݦᄒḰဠڢᓰిࠚՔ

ḰԊඐ݁Ϫʿ͐ௌਛ˯ᄒ̋ḰඓݨḰઊʿ˜ᄤҥॖڛǕཱՙЭ

Ḿᓰిແ̎ၿͶ̎ၿḿǚ᪳឵ޅḰर̈ڶࣤࠚටḰ˿ᦘᜊᓰిࡘ̽

˟ටǛ࠽ፀට࠳ᄒ௯Ꮂፗ֟ሰҷគܴˠᒓՙᄒටफ़ЀဠڬḰڢᤐʿ

Χ᧠ཊˆḰኞ̩ࡡኞ္ࡡঘᄒͤᤴǔᓰిࠚ־ᤠᄒͤᤴǔ־ᄒվ

ဠဠڬḰᦘऌӁោ˦ڢጻǔᝂ̜̑֟ࡡԳ̈Ꮂ˅ь๖ǕḰጻ

ˆѿႁሰҷँտᣄᄒसḰࠌဠ̈־ˉХ͝ᄒబᤋᡸሗᄒଔǕ

బՙʿፀḰ௯ஒѫ᠀ᄒʿፀḰ˲ʿծḰ͠ᜊ՞ҊǕ̽͋௯ݦ

ࡘᓰిᮒᄴ࠽ፀḰఽ൛ᐗՔѴኞࡡᄒኞ̩ࡡᐎᄸǔပᄚǔގ༨ೌ֟̽

͋ᄒᓰిࠚʿᡙḰर̈˜݀ឿᮭḾઊᳯۆӶ̈Ǖ

̽͋௯־ڢፋ่ˆᡙᄒ �� ՙʿͅḰ͋̽ڢᄒᝫᆄ᧟Ḱᳯ

ۆ෭మᓰి௯బՃফᄒ̋৹ḰᏳᓰిՃ͇࠺ᳯ־ڢۆፋ่˟ᄒ̜

ૹ͑ϡబ݀әḰ੦͇̽͋ᄒᮒᄴ˧ᮭ௯̜ૹǕ̽͋ᄒ̟־ᒵ࠳ᳯۆ

Ւሠᥔळ࠳ᄒஎᬿ֟ᓰిәᣉәḰʿѵᦘ͇іܴݦḰԾ௯ᅂ·̬

ˮ̜ૹǕ

The fourth group is "Reconstruction," brought by Mr. Dong 

Xun and Mr. Cui Fuli. Through walking messengers, the Junge 

Bookstore on the lower half of the city's riverside is connected with 

the Himalayas in the core living area of the upper half of the city. 

The knowledge represented by books is an element that cannot be 

ignored in the community's growth and development. Under the 

bookstore carrier, they interacted with the surrounding residents 

in the Junge Bookstore and carried out the residents' exhibition of 

the memories of Huangjueping from the residents. Practitioners 

of children's technology and art will share the charm of books, 

technology, and art with the participation of teachers and students 

of Railway Primary School. Besides, they organized and carried out 

a walk on Sanjiaodao train road through online public recruitment. 

This is a project with diverse participants. Everyone with a different 

professional has reached cooperation under the same theme.

Then there is our "unreliable" online host Ms. Hu Yanzi. Under 

her leadership, all the "Imaginary Folk Community" project team 

organized and planned by her have also become "unreliable." The 

participating artists all started live broadcasting, and the master 

"Bangbang" who participated in implementing the work, began to 

act. The uncle of the restaurant who participated in the creation had 

done an excellent job, but now working with the artist, he has to do 

a meaningless act every day. For example, cut a potted plant into a 

circle. Then the other residents were all poorly taken by the artist 

and began to say: Art comes from life but is inferior to life. Under 

the circumstance, the transmission of the curatorial concept of the 

curator, the transmission of the artist's work, and the workshop 

presentation are all adjusted online, and exhibition viewing and 

interaction have become an online experience. Simultaneously, 

offline mobile advertising vehicles are used to achieve the closest 

contact between the artworks and the public.

1 ྻ҈ᝩѼ �Մቑᄓࡢᝈ �အژڭ

4QFDJBM�1SPKFDU�8FBSBCMF�&YIJCJUJPO

2 ྻ҈ᝩѼ �ˀѶᦙᤐౘॳԬ �အژڭ

4QFDJBM�1SPKFDU�&WFSZUIJOH�JT�/PU�5PP�MBUF

3 ྻ҈ᝩѼ �᧡ �အژڭ

4QFDJBM�1SPKFDU�3FDPOTUSVDUJPO

4 ྻ҈ᝩѼ�᪴ˠඨ�ਐᄓЪͽ �အژڭ

4QFDJBM�1SPKFDU�*NBHJOBSZ�'PML�$PNNVOJUZ

5 ྻ҈ᝩѼ �*NBHJOH�ऐ �အژڭ

4QFDJBM�1MBO�*NBHJOH�4UPSF

6 ࣺᛪᝩѼ ቐٱ� �အژڭ

1BSBMMFM�1MBO�2J�4QBDF

1 2
3
5

4
6
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1 2
3

̸͇͋ˆџ˜ᝐग়ፏǜྺ҇ᝨѻǝᄒरࡡ৹юǕڢፀ

ፃस˅ḾѴኞࡡҌḰଔᓰిॖࠚҁ࠽ፀḿڢҁԜѿ˅Ḿ

ঁᮔˉᳯۆమЪǔکڢᄒǔઽమࠁ᥇ᣬᄒǔ፴Քसᮒᄴḿ

स᭯ፚፚˈᬕҌḿ̸Ԩˉ̩ֈ˅ḾЩᝨॖˉ̶ǔکڬڢ ��

ܻᓰిࠚԨˉԨˉЭ˟ǔௌ˜ᳯࡘۆටԨˉЭ˟ǔᳯۆ

ᄒᐗՔҁᏰḿʿԺសḾ־ʿౖзᦘሮ˦֟᳴࠽ᬉᳯǔݨឹ

ྺ҇ᝨѻလАᄒ४Ⴚǔ४لǔ४ྺ҇Ǖ

బՙ௯ǜࣹᛩᝨѻǝᦒѴḰႈᒵᳯۆᄒ˄੦ృ౦Ԩˉ౦Ǖ

ᑪፗ֟ᝨѻˆḰࣹᛩࡡృ౦ᒵᢾᄒԯکڢᄒፀፃस௯͇ǜߺ

ቩᤑᛩǝḰЭԜѿ௯ḾԨˉ˂ḥࣹᛩᝨѻॊោԭࣺࡡˉ˩ұ੦

ӥᄒکڢඐ˘ࣺʿ࡛ḰͶ੯ಲࡡᄒృ౦Քү͇ԫᐗҷǕԭࣺکڢ

ᤐ̗ᓰిృ౦ک̎࠳ӥभ౦Ԋᡙᅔˬᄒ᧠ႁǕکڢృ౦ᄒ

ԨˉఽᢾḰίፋࠁ̈ǜࣹᛩᝨѻǝڢኞ္ࡡঘ˟ᄒՔ္Ǖ

͇˅ί௯͋Уᦒᄒࠌᢃस֟зࠜվဠǕ൭ܹḰఽ࡛ᓰి

ᓴվဠѫᄒʿ˜४݀ྺཊ௯ǜᓴऄഽसǝḰ˧ᛳဠڢ˘˜

᭯Ḿ͋ᄒڗکಞด˅Ḱࡋమʿ˜࠽ፂᓴḰᬜ̈ࡡѫзࠜᄒཊͷ

ಞᇰܹḰ͋ᤏܡҳ̈ᯈᯕ֟ХЩԄၿᄒಞᇰḰЭࠌḰ͋ਏ

ߺదЀ௯ຬڗکḰ˦Х͝ᄒҊԉэᝂࡡᄒᮭǔԩэ

ᦩݛఱҴᄒᮭǕ൭ܹḰఽ൛ᓰిᓴᄒࣹՄகऌḰᤏͼဠ͇ڢˆ

џፀߢ˅Ḿ

The last group is very ambitious. If you heard their slogans for the 

first time, you might be shocked. They are the Good Neighbor Art Project 

team. This joint project's curators are sub-curator, Geng Zhi, Wang 

Wan, and Jiang Haoqiao, together with artists, who have developed an 

ambitious plan: to sell Huangjueping.

They are the post-95 generation who grew up under the commodity 

economy. In their perception, the absence of art in Huangjueping is 

the most terrible thing, and art can maximize the exchange value of 

Huangjueping in the commodity economy. So their idea of the project is 

about exchanging. Their "products" come from the collection and artistic 

transformation of various abandoned objects in Huangjueping street. 

Now, everything is ready for the public to participate in, wonder what 

they could trade with?

We summarize the development of the "special project" from the 

following perspectives. In terms of organization: we formed a curatorial 

system, each curator organizes artists to develop a creative team; in 

terms of creative principles: it must be related to Huangjueping areas and 

integrated with its complete logic, And there are no restrictions on the 

form or medium the artists chose to use; from the participants: a total of 

more than 70 artists participated, Huangjueping residents participated. 

In one sentence to summarize: The special project is crazy, hilarious, and 

unforgettable.

The last part is the "Parallel Project," with the participation of three 

institutions from Huangjueping. Its organization method is "under the 

development context and plan of the local organization itself, parallel and 

independent," and its principle is: Long live participation! The parallel 

project emphasizes the synergy and linkage between the biennale and 

the local organization. The biennale is held every two years, but these 

art institutions rooted in the region play a lasting and essential role 

in developing this area. Local organizations' participation has already 

realized the rationality of the "Parallel Project" in the curatorial concept.

The above is all our practice methods and content presentation. 

Also, a significant feature presented by this biennale is the "festival 

mode," which is mainly manifested in two aspects: our map is marked 

with small detail. In addition to the exhibition content's location, we also 

noted that catering and public restrooms had been added. We want it 

to be more like a tourist map to support the public's needs. Besides, the 

platform effect of this biennale is also reflected in the following sets of 

figures:

1 ࣺᛪᝩѼ �मឃႌय़ᬜ �အژڭ

1BSBMMFM�1SPKFDU

�+JBOTIF�.PWJF�5IFBUFS

2 ྻ҈ᝩѼ �᪴ˠඨhਐᄓЪͽ

�အژڭ

4QFDJBM�1SPKFDU

��*NBHJOBSZ�'PML�$PNNVOJUZ

��ࣺᛪᝩѼ ڭҤߞࠣ� �အژڭ

4QFDJBM�1SPKFDU�:JO[J�5IFBUFS

ፁፄՕҰḢ́ڍအॐ͆ᓱీˊඨᇴࠍ�ՓாԩˊḢᅇ൭ࡢᇱḰԮࣻژ ᰽ಬǕӲ͡ЪαḢ́ ᛭ᥔᇴᏏЪमǖ

#JFOOBMF�1BSUJDJQBOUT��.VMUJ�QBSUZ�QBSUJDJQBUJPO�DBO�USVMZ�SFBMJ[F�DPOUFNQPSBSZ�BSU�BOE�JOUFS�TPDJFUJFT��

KPJOU�FGGPSUT�QSPNPUF� UPHFUIFS�XJUI�BDBEFNJD� JOTUJUVUJPOT�BOE�BTTPDJBUJPOT�BOE�QSPNPUF�TPDJBM�

DIBOHFT�XJUI�MPDBM�DPNNVOJUJFT�
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4 - 2 - 2- ���� ܶॏϘᛪҸ
2019 REVIVAL Movement

4 - 2 - 2-

ܵॎϗЩͼ˰ο̑ᤸǔᠳແЩ̢ǔᝫᆄᇔ୫ǕЮͼ

ᛳဠ˦ḾܡҳՒˌ˒̜฿ᄒມᥓḰѫဠՒᮟ۳ǔ߮ሡǔ

ˌ˒ᄒӱృ͠Ḱੲᆩ࠸ᏎͼᄒڕమরᏮഽसǕܵॎϗЩ

ͼ̞ᤱᤇʿ̗௵ᄒᛩҷўᐙ̈ʿᏎᢁ̩Ḱ̽ ͋এវ ǜ̎ᒵԯǔ

ᒵ˧ǔᒵႈǝᄒںǔᒹү̎ǜЩ৹ǔЩၿǔЩǝᄒਥఈḰ͇

রᛩվဠ࠳ǜԓՆ˰֙ࠈǔᒵཱ˰සǔ̩˰Ԯ௪ǔᆄដ˰᥇

ᣬǝᄒ͑ϡরᏮ֟ࠌᢃǕ

ЩͼᤲບॖḰ̽͋ўᐙࣻᤔፏḰᡝᡝܻᄒ׆ऌᒵ

ԯઽઘܵॎϗಱॿ͑ϡǕଔˆܵॎϗݨͽᒵႈၿḰࡋᝰ

͋ૃᄴ͇२Ǖ

͇ˆ௯൫̎ � భ �� ᄒǔబᄒܵॎϗЩͼӵḰ

ˍឧӵᤏ࠺፦దḰ൜ᤉ৮׆ऌǜܵॎϗǝḰ˦Щͼ

ᄒʿֈǕ

৮Ճሰ൮ఽࣺ᧥ P���Ḱឨፂ̈ǜܵॎϗ္ঘǝ̶ፉǕ

Please turn to P 24 for more information about the “REVIVAL INITIATIVE.”

The daily action of the REVIVAL Community includes information 

exchange, resource sharing and cognitive collisions. It builds multiple 

communication channels for different professions, provides the cross-

disciplined and cross-professional cooperation, makes a breakthrough of 

the fixed thinking model.Some actions help REVIVAL Community getting 

more Condense and Connect, the REVIVAL Initiative responders believe 

in the vision of  “Empathic and voluntary” “Symbiotic and Autonomous” 

“Harmonious and Diverse” , and presenting its academic value and 

practical themes in terms of thinking and action.        

REVIVAL Community is growing up with a clear shape and getting 

more responders who advocate REVIVAL Initiative. Let us look forward 

to the future of REVIVAL Initiative.   

The following is the recent list of the responders of REVIVAL, as 

at September 15, The list will continue to be updated, Welcome to join 

REVIVAL Community.

ܶॏϘЪͽᭀፐ
REVIVAL Community
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ՙӶᔷபߣඐᮔउଏѾǖ

5IF�OBNFT�PO�UIF�MJTU�BSF�JO�BMQIBCFUJDBM�PSEFS�
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ᬜ̈ο̑ᤸǔᠳແЩ̢ǔᝫᆄᇔ୫ᄒܵॎϗЩͼڢʿ

ᡙᄒܹ࣪ḰඐࣺܵॎϗЩͼᦘࠌ͇࠺ᬍᄒ̋͐ǔसࡡर

ܵॎϗᛩҷǕ

ǜᒵԯhᒵ˧hᒵႈǝǜЩ৹hЩၿhЩǝᄒಱॿ္ঘڢ

ˆḰܵॎϗኌʿઃǜЩͼǝ੦ᄮᄒኌ˄ᇳ͠ፀፃǔ̋˒

ӵͷǔ߮ిృ౦ǔ˜ͼঋЩѴ҇̎ۻᒵᢾᄒဠྺڬཊ֟ᠳແ

৹юḰܵڢॎϗᄒǜԓՆ˰֙ࠈǝǜᒵཱ˰සǝǜ̩˰Ԯ

௪ǝǜᆄដ˰᥇ᣬǝچ˜͑ϡ፭ग՜ˆḰॖ̈ � ᢃᛩҷࠌ݀

ဠڬḰ౦̈ǜ���� ܵॎϗᛩҷ�়ಳࡕǝḾ

̸়ಳڗࡕᇰ˟Ḱ৮Ճ͇ᅂѫḰǜ���� ܵॎϗᛩҷǝ

ፋˈ௯ʿڬ੦మ̩ᝫᆄ֟ࠌᢃፋᰖзᄒᓴऄҷǕߺॊោ˜ͼˉ

Щͼ˰ᄒࣹᛮЪጏǔॊោԥ˟ॿәՙᄒమகፀፃሪईᄒၿ

֟ୌभǔॊោమটगమቩڬᄒܻ႕ᛀՔǕ�

In addition to the daily information exchange, resource sharing and 

cognitive collision, the REVIVAL Community will carry out different 

events and activities to launch the REVIVAL Movement.

Under the main concept and idea of “Empathic and Voluntary”, 

“Symbiotic and Autonomous”, “Harmonious and Diverse”, the third-

party social organizations, government-affiliated, academic institutions 

and individual comrades included in the first gathering of REVIVAL 

initiatives, based on their own site conditions and resources, have jointly 

taken the four academic value of "Fate of History", "Demands from 

Nature", "Response of Humanity" and "Logic of Knowledge". As a result, 

it contributed to the formation of the 7 practice sites, which constituted 

the REVIVAL Movement 2019:

From the above “REVIVAL Movement Network” image, you can 

see that REVIVAL is not a festival activity under the past cognitive and 

practical experience. It emphasizes the balance between individuals and 

communities, emphasizes the formation and construction of effective 

organizational order after decentralization, and emphasizes the cross-

border and integration of attitudes and perspectives.

���� ࣻܶॏϘᛪҸ
2019 REVIVAL Movement
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���� ܵॎϗᛩҷ௯ܵڢॎϗಱॿ္ঘˆḰႈՒЩ

ԯᡙࣻरࡡᄒ͇ࣺग˦ӵͷᄒᛩҷᝨѻǕ�

ͽ္ܵॎϗṃቋЭॖसḰࣻˈ̎ዥͳǜႈӵԯᡙݨ

ᄒమᤀ႕ᄒᓰిᓴǝ˰ዥᄒഘঘḰǜܵॎǝ௯ˍঁᮔ௯ʿڬᑧܽ

આᣚܻࠌᢃǔўᐙܻү᧢ḿˉͅဠڬᄹऌǔܻӱЩΰ

ЩभᄒϗᛩҷǕ�

ܵॎϗ௯͒ͽኌ˄ᇳ͠ፀፃǔ̋˒ӵͷǔ߮ిృ౦ǔ˜

ͼঋᦘᑧ׆ऌࣻᒵԯԨˉᄒǕݨ౯·మᅔǜᒵԯǔᒵ˧ǔᒵႈǝ

ᄒںḰమᅔǜЩ৹ǔЩၿǔЩǝᄒਥఈḰమᅔ͇রᛩվဠǜԓ

Ն˰֙ࠈǔᒵཱ˰සǔ̩˰Ԯ௪ǔᆄដ˰᥇ᣬǝᄒ͑ϡরᏮ

ᢃࠌЪ˳̎ᆄដᒵ७ǔனᓰڬᑧˉ͋Щԯᡙᤐࡋ·ᢃḰࠌ֟

ᄒᛩҷǕ�

ˈ̸ܵॎϗЩͼᄒ᭯᠊ᤏ௯ܵॎϗᛩҷᄒ࿌ю
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ᄒˌ˒ḰܵॎЩͼί௯Ւ႕ݨ൭ܻರᄒᛀՔǕ�

ဠڢḰ͋எҊ͇̈̽͋রᛩ׆ऌᤐڬϗᄒḰႁཟ৹

ऌܵॎϗաṃ׆ऌÿÿ·ਥਛ׆ѫᄒ؟ᮋܮᄒ̥׆

REVIVAL Movement 2019 is an annually event launched by the 

force of multi-party under the idea of REVIVAL Initiative.

How to understand REVIVAL Initiative? Its structure form is 

different from the “art festival with boundaries initiated by one party”. 

We believe that REVIVAL Movement must be capable of carrying multi-

practice, concentrating multi-party forces, corresponding to the scene of 

the times and being promoted and constructed by joint force of multi-

party.

REVIVAL Initiative can be responded or participated spontaneously 

by any non-profit, government-affiliated, academic institutions, as well as 

individuals. 

If you believe in the vision of  “Empathic and voluntary” “Symbiotic 

and Autonomous” “Harmonious and Diverse” and presenting its 

academic value and practical themes in terms of thoughts and action, you 

can make this action about knowledge self-discipline, cultural and artistic 

practice with us together.

Whether from features of REVIVAL community or from the current 

progress of the REVIVAL Movement 2019, we can see that REVIVAL 

Initiative has received support from many Responders. Some of them 

comes from Chongqing, Chengdu, Guang’an, or multiple cities along the 

Yangtze River, many more are in different parts of the country or even 

the world. They have different political or social identities, social circles 

and specialties. Therefore REVIVAL Community is the fusion of such 

diversity.

Now, we have received the response from them with thoughts 

and action, and with a loud and enthusiastic voice – Are You Willing to 

Respond to REVIVAL?
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“ E m p a t h i c  a n d  V o l u n t a r y ” ,  “ S y m b i o t i c  a n d 

Autonomous”,“Harmonious and Diverse” in REVIVAL Movement 

emphasizes decentralization: the seven major sites responding to 

REVIVAL Initiative have an equal relationship with each other. All the 

sites are suited to its own historical background and will also ensure the 

continuity of future development. REVIVAL Movement 2019 is a vivid 

demonstration of community ecology.

Next, let’s take a look at the introduction of the seven major sites of 

the REVIVAL Movement 2019.

According to the introduction of the seven major sites, we can know 

that REVIVAL Movement 2019 is an movement following the vision of 

“Empathic and Voluntary, Symbiotic and Autonomous, Harmonious and 

Diverse” of REVIVAL Initiative in different locations in different event 

duration , combining with their own local conditions, so as to return to 

practice an art and a literature that motivate, suited to our locales and 

perplexing our logic.

ܶॏϘḢኗ३Έᄓׇऍ�
REVIVAL Initiative, Waiting for Your Response.

�᧟ܶॏϘḵ;ݩ͌̾
How do They Understand REVIVAL Initiative?
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“Along the Yangtze River Public Art Project” is based on the 

unique geography of the Yangtze River. It is a combination of force of 

universities and third-party social organizations, academic institutions, 

and individuals. It is committed to the rejuvenation of the Chinese spirit, 

the revival of cultural values, the ecological renewal of communities, and 

the emerging life of all beings. We will strive for knowledge returning to 

the site, culture and art reviving social innovation, and conduct a long-

term project of public art which is cross-domain and interdisciplinary.

The second “Along the Yangtze River Public Art Project” is held 

during June 15,2019–October 22,2019, when we will reach consensus 

due to commonality, step towards symbiosis due to consensus, and live 

together due to symbiosis. This project is initiated by Sichuan Fine Arts 

Institute and Shanghai Academy of Fine Arts, and is co-organized by 

China Academy of Art, Hubei Institute of Fine Arts, Southwest Minzu 

University and Jiangnan University along the Yangtze River. In response 

to the core concept of “spontaneous, independent, free, empathetic, 

symbiotic, and common”, the project is conducted in the four core value 

dimensions of REVIVAL Initiative, which are “Fate of History, Demands 

from Nature, Reflection of Humanity, Logic of Knowledge”.

৯Մ͈ପˇ᭰̍፮ᆓḢᤒУᮓᄵ̷ፊ˨ᮏ᭰Ḣ᤹ЫตឨЦ͞Ջ̉ధܼᄺЫᮓᄵ̷ፊǖ�

:PV�DBO�TDBO�UIF�23�DPEF�CFMPX�UP�FOUFS�UIF�QSPKFDU�JOUSPEVDUJPO�QBHF

BOE�GPMMPX�UIF�PGGJDJBM�8FDIBU�BDDPVOU�UP�MFBSO�NPSF�BCPVU�UIF�QSPKFDU�

���� ܶॏϘ˱˂݁ᛪҸအڭ�
REVIVAL Movement 2019
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Community Aesthetic Education is an important form of cultural 

practice. It consists of community residents‘ participation in the 

production and transformation of community, and also focuses on the 

long-term planning of urban development. The rapid urbanization 

process makes the relationship between population mobility and 

aggregation more complex and diverse. The new type of community 

relationship is based on various practical needs, such as business, 

infrastructure, educational conditions and so on. It is far from the 

relationship of clans, acquaintances, relatives and friends of traditional 

communities. On the one hand, people have gained the advantages 

brought by the new community, on the other hand, they are also 

suffering from the alienation of relationships. As time goes by, the 

old community full of Chinese-style emotions can not keep up with 

the pace of the times in terms of facilities, environment, economy and 

convenience, and can not meet the needs of modern life. Dadukou 

Community in Chongqing, a typical representative of “Chinese 

Community” in transition, has both commonness and individuality of 

the old and new types of community.

China Community Aesthetic Education Action Plan shows the 

academic value of REVIVAL Initiative. “Fate of History” lies in that we 

can change the look of the old community, inherit its human feelings 

and alleviate the pain of the transition period; Reconstructing the 

humanistic and natural landscape of the community, which meets the 

“Demands from Nature” through the transformation of time and space; 

And aggregate human growth is the direct reflection of “Response of 

Humanity” in the current community relations. Relying on the “logic 

of knowledge” as the guiding basis for practice, art as the vitality. 

Accordingly, China’s Community Aesthetic Education Action Plan 

effectively launches the research and exploration of social and public 

issues in the international perspective. In the name of art, we should 

gather the strength of aesthetic education to serve the national urban 

development from the people’s needs for a better life. The action plan 

focuses on the sociality, publicity, locality and mutual participation of 

artistic interaction, and carries out a series of community cultural and 

artistic activities, which are interdisciplinary, cross-disciplinary and 

beyond the community.To improve the community space environment, 

build community relations, promote public education, and create a 

harmonious coexistence of the social landscape.
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“Liuyin Project”

Liuyin Project is an artistic practice project jointly initiated by Sichuan 

Fine Art Institute Arts and Rural Research Institute. Based on Liuyin, Beibei, 

the birthplace of rural construction in China, Liuyin Project is carried out 

in four directions: artistic intervention, rural aesthetic education, landscape 

construction and discourse reconstruction.

One is to activate countryside with the experimentation of "contemporary 

art" and to seek the possibility of contemporary art in China from the local 

society.

The second is to let "rural aesthetic education" to activate the vitality of the 

countryside, to activate the rural space, to highlight the value of the countryside, 

to highlight the cultural self-confidence of the countryside, to stimulate the 

creativity of the villagers.

Third, the protection, inheritance, restoration and reconstruction of the 

"cultural landscape" in the countryside will continue the local context and 

improve the quality of lifehood in the countryside.

Fourthly, it provides action guides from two aspects of theory and 

method, opens space and future with discourse, finds a meta-discourse for 

the integration of art and countryside with "village art", and reconstructs a 

conceptual system that is deeply rooted in Chinese tradition and links the world 

at the same time.

Integration of knowledge and action, conceiving to give birth to action! Do 

it now and dream big!

“Liuyin Project” and REVIVAL Initiative

“Liuyin Project” is based on the four paths of "artistic intervention, 

rural aesthetic education, landscape construction and discourse remodeling" 

developed on the three major relationships of "origin and participation, land and 

openness, experiment and symbiosis", and the three principles and advocacy 

of “Empathic and Voluntary, Symbiotic and Autonomous, Harmonious and 

Diverse” adhering to REVIVAL Initiative with four academic value of “Fate 

of History” “ Demands from Nature” “Response of Humanity” “Logic of 

Knowledge”.

Digital Site on "Liuyin Project”

Countryside Local space

As a local space, the countryside is open, full of unknowns and possibilities 

compare to the closed studio creation environment and "white box" exhibition. 

It is totally different from the urban spatial ecological structure. This new spatial 

ecology also means a new logic of artistic creation, of course, accompanied by a 

new artistic problem.

Locality Problems

"Locality" provides a vast creative space for art. Creation material becomes 

richer, more vivid and more energetic, but the distance in physical space 

undoubtedly makes "exhibition and dissemination" encounter new difficulties.

Resolving Spatial Distance

Internet, digitization and virtual scene undoubtedly solve the distance 

dilemma in the physical space of “geo-nature". "Liuyin Project" is presented in 

digital.
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Future Garden aims to present the academic value of “Demands 

from Nature” of the REVIVAL initiative in the context of ecological 

art. The project will restore environment, society and culture through 

comprehensive artistic practices such as permacultureworkshops, 

Fungus Farm, ChildrenEco-artEducation and Edible Future. The "future" 

in the title represents the temporaldimension, because ecological 

civilization needs toconsiderfuture generations. “Garden” is the 

combination of environment, history, culture, society,and economy 

that reflects “locality”. It is a micro-action that interacts deeply with 

the local community. The "world" refers to itsspatial dimension and an 

interconnected global consciousness. Also,“world” and “garden” respond 

to the rural reconstruction pioneer Lu Zuofu’s well-known phrase, 

“Wish everyone could be a gardener, so the world will be transformed 

into a garden.” Therefore it will gather countless individuals’ creativity 

to establish a great social garden, a cross-disciplinary exploration of the 

future that combines local action with a global perspective.
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The First Gathering Community Public Art Festival is sponsored by 

I YOU SEE & Art and Social Innovation Laboratory. The festival includes 

13 communities in Chengdu and last from September 24 to November 10.

The First Gathering Community Public Art Festival responded 

to the REVIVAL Initiative. It aims to build a systematic collaboration 

mechanism between social workers and artists, and calls on intellectuals 

to return to society and pay close attention to community relations under 

the background of modern cities. It is hoped that art will serve as a 

medium for interdisciplinary dialogue to connect communities and help 

to develop community governance and rebuild community relations from 

an aesthetic perspective.

The Festival is based on Chengdu’s historical and cultural 

background, geographical environment, residents‘ needs, and government 

policies. Whether in terms of planning concepts, organizational 

mechanisms and participants, the festival site will maintain an open 

attitude of interdisciplinary collaboration, which will be jointly promoted 

by artists and social workers. At the same time, we will work together 

with sociology, anthropology, historical geography, ecology and other 

scholars.

The festival includes seven sections: special research, lectures, 

workshops, artistic creation, creative fairs, literature exhibitions and 

forums. From the content, it can be divided into four aspects: space, 

relationship, story and aesthetics. It mainly responds to the three 

academic values of REVIVAL “Fate of History, Reflection of Humanity, 

Logic of Knowledge.”

The Festival hopes to stimulate the vitality of the city in a more 

creative way and to participate in nurturing new communities with a 

greater sense of happiness. We hope that this new community will have 

real sharing, in which people will spontaneously build, share, be open and 

inclusive, and become a harmonious community.

At present, nearly 100 social workers, artists and scholars have 

responded to REVIVAL Initiative and joined The First Gathering 

Community Public Art Festival. The Communist Party of China, 

Chengdu Jinjiang District Committee for Community Development and 

Governance, Dimensions Art Center, Luxelakes·A4 Art Museum, Cross 

Media Studio of Sichuan Fine Art Institute, Chengdu Volunteer Service 

Federation, Oil Painting Department of Sichuan Conservatory of Music, 

Oil Painting Department of Sichuan Fine Art Institute, Art Department of 

Southwest University for Nationalities, etc. The festival was co-sponsored 

and supported by government, social institutions and universities.
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Socialism with Chinese characteristics has entered a new era, 

and the main contradictions of society have been transformed into 

contradictions between the people’s growing needs for a better life and 

the development of inadequate and unbalanced development, including 

the issue of urban and rural development. The 19th National Congress 

of the Communist Party of China made a decision to implement the rural 

revitalization strategy.

In the hinterland of China, Guangan, Sichuan, a great Chinese 

man was born here. 40 years ago, his initial heart made China reform 

and opening up. The people kindly called : Hello! Xiao Ping! 40 years 

later, Guangan “Chuxin (initial heart) Gallery” was created. It was 

created under the bridge across the Gexin village. It will continue to 

inspire “innovation” – the cultural renewal of the new generation rural 

community, the integration of urban and rural areas, the revitalization 

of the cultural tourism, and the revival of the native land, supports 

the future of the Chinese nation like thousands of Chinese rural 

communities. “Innovation” is the mission of civilization and the 

centuries-old dream of the Chinese people.

In the context of “Guangan District Poverty Alleviation and 

Sustainable Development Subproject”, Gexin village is known for its 

“Red culture”. Followed by “Don‘t forget your initial heart, remember 

your mission”, the theme of educational activities, combined with 

“Longan pomelo” industry, to create an important attempt to combine 

demonstrations of agriculture and tourism. In line with the vision of 

“Empathic and Voluntary”, “Symbiotic and Autonomous”, “Harmonious 

and Freedom” With the “Fate of History”, “Demands from Nature”, 

“Response of Humanity”, “Logic of Knowledge” as the direction of 

academic values and practice, the REVIVAL initiative was responded 

to, with many parties together. On the one hand, it is to follow the 

people’s will and seek opportunities, to stimulate the participation of the 

villagers, to increase income according to local conditions, and on the 

other hand to “beautify the  rural areas” to stimulate the imagination 

and creativity of the villagers and enhance their happiness. Strive to 

seek common development at the economic and cultural levels. The 

landing of the project will attract more attention to the development 

of Gexin village, bring more resources, provide a better platform, and 

add new kinetic energy to the construction of new innovations that are 

rich, strong, democratic, civilized, harmonious and beautiful. In the long 

run, it is a historic opportunity to promote the construction of beautiful 

countryside and promote the sustainable development of the rural areas.
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The first “2019 REVIVAL • Yangtze International Huang Jueping 

Culture And Art Festival” is jointly launched by three Huang Jueping local 

third-party social organizations, referring to “Dimensions Art Center”, 

“Tongmen Art Center” and “Essence Art Center”.

Under the concept of “empathic and voluntary”, “symbiotic and 

autonomous”,  “harmonious and diverse” proposed by the “Revival 

Initiative”, the “Art Festival” will follow the “Fate of History”, “Demands 

from Nature” “Response of Humanity”, “Logic of Knowledge”as the 

direction of value and practice, linking communities in Huang Jueping 

Street, art schools along the Yangtze River, and independent artists at home 

and abroad, “Art Festival” jointly carry out “City Memory”, “Ecological 

Art” and “Community Folk Art”. The three major themes will explore the 

propositions such as “space renewal”, “ecological balance” and “community 

building” in the process of urban renewal and development.
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2019 The First Gathering - Community Public 
Art Festival

4 - 2 - 3-
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ᓰిᓴసḰᡜᤇ ���� ̩ҊဠڬԨˉҷǕ

|Project Overview|
The First Gathering - Community Public Art Festival was co-

sponsored by Dimensions Art Center and IYOUSEE Community 

Development Center, jointly curated by Hu Yanzi, curator of Dimensions 

Art Center, and Ms. Liu Fei, director of IYOUSEE Community 

Development Center. The art festival is sponsored by the IYOUSEE Opera 

Art and Social Innovation Laboratory and co-organized by the Community 

Development Management Committee of the Jinjiang District Committee 

of the Communist Party of China, Dimensions Art Center, Luhu·A4 Art 

Museum, and the Cross Media Studio of SichuanFine Arts Institute. 

The main part of the art festival will be launched from September 24 to 

November 10. Some special events will continue until the beginning of 

December; the activity lasts for more than two months and covers 13 

communities in Chengdu. It has received the attention and participation 

of experts and leaders from relevant departments such as the Chengdu 

Civil Affairs Bureau, the Municipal Social Governance Committee, and 

other relevant departments; it has received continuous attention and 

reports from the People's Daily, Sichuan News, Tianfu Culture, Today 

Toutiao, and Chengdu Daily.

This art festival invites more than 30 artists, architects, designers, 

and scholars to work with more than 70 social workers, volunteers, 

and 17 community curators. It exported four thematic studies, three 

groups of local creations, five workshops, nine lectures, one community 

public art document exhibition, one art and social innovation summit 

forum, one roundtable forum on "Public Art Intervention in Community 

Development. Governance." Among them, one document exhibition 

includes six content sections: "Community Literature", "Community 

Museum", "Art Action", "Daily Drama", "Space Imagination" and "Resident 

Works", curated by artists and "community" People" discussed and 

coordinated the exhibition together, exhibiting 16 groups of community 

public art projects and classic cases of community governance.

The "special research" section launched by this art festival is an 

artwork method that focuses on expanding the depth of the system and 

can be operated in the community as a routine operation. For example, 

"special research on community curators" and "special research on 

community spokespersons" are all work methods that residents can 

deeply participate in, and social workers can refer to and learn from in 

their daily work.

The First Gathering - Community Public Art Festival responded to 

the restoration initiative. It started planning based on Chengdu's local 

society, aiming to build a systematic collaboration method between social 

engineering disciplines and art disciplines and to jointly pay attention 

to the reality of daily life under modern cities' background. Art is used 

to connecting the community, interdisciplinary dialogue, and assisting 

community development and governance from an aesthetic perspective. 

Regardless of the concept of planning, the organizational methods, and 

the people involved, this art festival's scene is jointly generated by artists 

and social workers. Simultaneously, scholars in sociology, anthropology, 

historical geography, ecology, and other disciplines are linked to invite 

residents to participate and work together.

During the festival, more than 8,000 people came to participate.
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|Theory Chapter-Curatorial Preface|
·From the village to the city, together, one Community 

Community refers to people and their activities with a particular 

interactive relationship and everyday culture. The term also contains 

various meanings such as commune, group, society, public, Community, 

and commonality. In the word "Community," "com" refers to "common," 

"mun" refers to "public," and "ity" refers to "have a certain state." This 

state refers to a group of people in public. In other words, when we talk 

about the Community, we must start the discussion in the context of 

publicity.

The word "community" in Chinese was translated from English in 

the 1930s, adding a geographical meaning to the word "Community," 

which emphasizes that this social group life is established within a 

specific geographical area. Humans are social animals, and communities 

had formed since ancient times when the ancestors lived in groups and 

thrived on farming, fishing, and hunting. And the communities built 

based on agriculture are usually called "villages."

With the development of productivity, the population, community 

relations, and organizational structure of traditional agricultural 

communities have changed. Villages build "cities" because of defenses, 

become "cities" because of transactions, and eventually develop into cities 

through migration and gathering. Since the Industrial Revolution, human 

society has entered a process of rapid urbanization. The number of urban 

communities has increased, and clusters have become more extensive. 

Their economic foundation and structural functions are different from 

previous communities.

If the "acquaintance society" in rural China is an "organic 

community," then the contemporary urban community relations 

gathered together for work, trade, consumption, and resettlement in 

urban communities are actually "imaginary communities." A standard 

meaning system needs to be constructed consciously and organized, and 

a "community sense" needs to be created to allow the Community to 

generate links.

·The land of abundance, the destiny of history

As the only ancient country on the earth whose civilization has not 

been interrupted for thousands of years, China has developed a unique 

terrestrial civilization with "settlement" and "agriculture." Under the 

influence of the wave of globalization, since the 1980s, the entire country 

has entered a period of rapid development. Many cities with modern 

characteristics have grown, and urban ecology has become the leading 

site of crowd gathering and civilized development.

Unlike the century-old urban history of the Yangtze River Delta 

and the Pearl River Delta's policy reforms, as a modern hub in the 
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central and western regions, the urbanization process in Chengdu and 

Chongqing seems to have more Chinese characteristics. Agriculture 

here is dominated by agriculture, with lush soil and fertile soil, and 

surrounded by mountains. It is easy to defend and difficult to attack. The 

unique geographical pattern makes the "land of abundance" a corner of 

its own, just like the "hinterland" of Chinese civilization and the "dantian" 

of context; The regional sample closest to the characteristics of rural 

China shoulders a unique mission at the historical node of the country's 

transformation.

Chengdu, also known as "Jinguan City," as a city whose name has 

not been changed and its location has not been relocated for 3000 years, 

it not only has a rich cultural heritage but also advances in modernization; 

it is not only a capital of leisure but also a capital of entrepreneurship 

and technology. The city is both ancient and contemporary, conservative, 

and forward-looking. As an old immigrant city, the city's reputation for 

openness and tolerance is far-reaching. From the south to the north, 

from the plateau to the coast, from home to abroad, people of various 

nationalities, identities, and occupations have come here, stayed here, 

and thrive together. 

In this city, how to focus on new cultures, take new actions, and 

construct new traditions is a question that people think about; how to 

base themselves on daily life, link all parties, and share symbiosis is 

people's direction's actions.

· Social organization, response to the disaster

Here, the plains and climate are gifts from nature, and the 

earthquake is a test from nature.

The 2008 earthquake was a disaster and a turning point for 

Chengdu.

Survival from a desperate situation often gives birth to some 

precious things. When encountering a significant impact from the outside, 

it is easier for human beings to work together to form a community. 

During the earthquake rescue and post-disaster reconstruction process, 

many non-profit organizations have accumulated in Sichuan, most 

of which come from local people. Simultaneously, the government 

has also established a relatively complete administrative support and 

organizational cultivation system, and Sichuan residents' awareness of 

third-party social organizations has also laid a solid foundation in this 

disaster.

After 2008, the development of social organizations in Chengdu has 

been remarkable. By the end of 2018, 10 years later, according to official 

statistics, the number of registered social organizations in Chengdu 

has reached 11,129, and the number of social work organizations has 
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reached 522, which greatly complements the city's livelihood services and 

community development governance. 

Here, social organizations and communities genuinely stick 

together.

·The inevitability of crossover under the background of the 

"individualization society."

Human beings have been transforming into an "individualized 

society" in the process of modernization. After the Industrial Revolution, 

people who were initially in the villages and on the land became "free 

laborers," and the trend of individualization was beginning to emerge. 

After information technology and artificial intelligence have become 

general technologies in the 21st century, the trend of individualization 

has become more and more apparent. People can already exist separately, 

assembled from invisible information ties into invisible and efficient 

cooperation. The rise of the "home" culture and the "takeaway" industry is 

the most comfortable individual phenomenon to see.

The social interaction that people participate in daily is indeed 

decreasing sharply. The more people tend to be alone, the less change 

in life, the less the memory is attached to, the more difficult it is for 

individual uniqueness to be reflected, the lack of value and meaning of 

individual existence, and the lack of experience, to its importance. This 

situation is standard across the world, especially in developed regions 

and large cities. This is the state of social sub-health brought about by 

modernity.

In this social context, domestic and foreign social workers, artists, 

planners, government departments, social institutions, and community 

self-government organizations are continually exploring with practical 

actions (involved disciplines include social work, art, social science, 

anthropology, architecture, ecology, etc.). In this process, how to 

realize the dialogue and cooperation between people, establish close 

communication and trust, build a shared meaning system, increase the 

sense of community identity, and then arouse people's sense of self-

existence is incredibly essential.

In the exploration, interdisciplinary dialogue and collaboration 

between different communities have become a necessary research and 

practice direction, and the encounter of "community" and "art" has also 

become inevitable.

· What is art

The diversity, inclusiveness, sensibility, and growth of art in 

response to society make it an excellent way for humankind to express 

themselves and establish communication. Art is an international language 
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without cultural and geographical divisions.

The concept of public art originally came from the West. Whether 

it is public art or community art, "public" here includes spontaneous, 

collective, social, and local meanings. In other words, public art refers 

more to a self-organized, local, and collective public practice. Art 

with such properties or characteristics can be called public art. (These 

characteristics coincide with social organization.)

Through art projects, the entire city's life and order will become a 

field to be determined. With the joint work of artists and social workers, 

urban residents' participation will be linked to exploring more and more 

abundant public spaces, so that spaces can be created anytime, anywhere. 

Public art activates public space, and public space creates public 

relations. In this context, social relations in the city can be reshaped.

In the process of participating in community building, the artwork 

will play a role in the following points:

Aesthetics-The emotional judgment of aesthetics is whether it is 

the benefit or not, using aesthetic education to supplement moral and 

intellectual education, and aesthetic education to reshape the value 

judgment of the Community;

Artistic language-creative, perceptually transformable professional 

ability;

Interaction media-a key element to creating a "community sense" 

and build an organizational structure that connects residents;

Knowledge production-at the language development level of art, 

create a more transitive language method while expanding the knowledge 

boundary of community work;

The shaping of people-"art, let humankind own humanity"- becomes 

a self-aware person with a sense of dignity and existential value.

· Community + art for everyone's happiness

Based on the above considerations, The First Gathering - 

Community Public Art Festiva responded to the REVIVAL initiative and 

started planning based on Chengdu's specific social condition. Maintain 

an open attitude to interdisciplinary collaboration, whether from the 

concept of planning, the organizational mechanism, and the people 

involved. Artists and social workers will jointly generate the scene of 

this art festival. At the same time, we will work together with scholars 

in sociology, anthropology, historical geography, ecology, and other 

disciplines.

The art festival aims to build a systematic collaboration method 

between social engineering disciplines and art disciplines and to pay 

attention to the reality of daily life in modern cities. Art is used to 

connecting the Community, interdisciplinary dialogue, and assisting 

community development and governance from an aesthetic perspective.

To stimulate the vitality of the city more creatively and work 

together to build a happier community. It is hoped that this new 

Community will realize a real shared domain, where people will 

spontaneously and autonomously, share and build together, be open and 

inclusive.

It is hoped that art will be used as a language to connect the 

Community, calling on people to face the daily life creatively, to transform 

the 80% of the ordinary in life, so that it can show the "extraordinary" of 

life the "daily" Come. And because of this "very," we can gain a sense of 

human dignity, identify with the value of our existence, and construct the 

meaning of life. To stimulate the vitality of the city.

We hope to form better public relations and inspire people.

The improvement of each person is the improvement of a city.

Everyone's happiness

It is the happiness of a city…

——Hu Yanzi, Liu Fei

September 2019
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|Practice Chapter-Lectures|
This art festival presented a total of 9 lectures, discussing the 

proposition of art participation in the community from the four 

perspectives of "space", "relationship", "story," and "aesthetics".

"Space"

1) Xianghui Liu "Public Space as Living Things."

The speaker outlines: "Finding the deposited knowledge pedigree 

and a life interest in daily life, so that it can take root and live; it is to 

construct the curiosity of the self and the world so that it has a basic 

connection with a specific person; it is to reconstruct or highlight the 

hidden Include the social context, and then rebuild or examine our public 

life."

2) Lang Xu "Construction and Social Connection."

The speaker summarized:"  'Architecture' started with lifeless lime 

concrete, but under the long-term running-in with the soil and the 

people of one party, it gradually represents the daily life, aesthetic design, 

and even economic development a city. From a technical point of view, 

In other words, architects endow the building with the power to exist. 

However, from the perspective of the building's social relations, the 

building will be large and small houses and contain the unique spiritual 

and cultural characteristics of a city. "

3) Lei Liu's "Xiaomeisai" gains and losses: how does design engaged 

with the community? 

Speaker's summary: "Shenzhen Urban Design Promotion Center 

launched the "Little Beauty Competition" to try to integrate government, 

social and design resources, and encourage participatory methods to 

intervene in the community to achieve the purpose of improving the 

community's spatial environment."
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"Relationship"

1) Yingjie Cui "Them in Love."

Speaker's summary: "We didn't think about exploring the depth 

of artistic expression. This love museum originated from a random 

conversation, thanks to the team's brainstorming, and was formed 

by more than 100 people's joint efforts. This is a time, a purposeless 

exploration of love."

2) Lei Fen "Art Practice Towards Local Negotiation."

Speaker's summary: "The whole project' emphasizes local experience, 

but does not want to fall into the objective stereotype of the social survey; 

attaches importance to imagination structure, but does not want to be 

classified as a subjective circle of personal experimentation.' Collaborate 

to map the potential path of local memory."

"Story"

1) Fangde Tan "From the Second Immortal Bridge to View the 

Industrial Process of New China."

Speaker's summary: "Review the splendid Bashu civilization, from 

Sanxingdui and Jinsha culture to Dujiangyan and the land of abundance, 

and experience the long history and culture of Sichuan. Recalling Sichuan 

in the available rear of the Anti-Japanese War mentioned Lu Zuofu and 

the industry's westward migration. The story of Chengdu: Dongjiao 

Industrial Zone (Jianjian Road, Mashi Bridge, Diaodeng River, Erxian 

Bridge), Reform Front, and Sichuan."

2) Yue Hu "' Gathering—Exploring Local Cultural Work with 

'Stories'as the Core."

Speaker's summary: "The content is mainly based on the 

development context of the ISEEYOU community cultural project 

'Gathering,' reviewing the working methods and personal thinking in the 

project implementation process from 2013, as well as story case sharing."
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ᝂḰۺб߯͋ߝᄒਞᆄ͇ԫҳࣂ੦᭒ᄒઇిǕ͋෭

మፔ߯͋ߝЪ̎ᄒڗఈ֟ਏḰ͋ࣗశ௯ႈ߯ڢ͋ߝ

ԥҁᄒḰ͋Ծ௯ᝰ߯͋ߝ˦̈ᤐʿґϪ̈іܴǕĄ

"Aesthetic"

1) Lili Wang "Art Neighbors-Art Daily in the Community."

Speaker's summary: "Guangdong Times Art Museum is an 

interventional structure of living space. Its functions are scattered 

on several different community residential buildings, making the art 

museum a natural connection with daily life and the community. Through 

community art planning, A series of projects such as festivals, People's 

Park, Banyan Tree Head, etc. create a suitable community culture growth 

soil with more organizations and individuals.

2) Guochuan Feng "Future Master Builds the Future Time."

The speaker summarized: "We hope that future architects will 

not create the future city, but more people will participate. People 

participating in the creation of cities and buildings require architectural 

literacy. So we started to engage in children's architectural education. 

This kind of education The characteristic is that it is not knowledge-

centric; it helps children form ideas and values about space, cultivate 

children's spatial perception, and the skills needed to process space. We 

did not give children a picture and imagination about the future; we hope 

that the children create the future. We just let the children prepare for 

this moment."
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�ḭပߝభǚăڲĄຬңࣂڬڲǛ

ටЪጏႨሗǔᇳӥனәभࡘᄒᇳӥکॏ࠳᧳ഘᤠḾăڲࣂ

គᘡैኖဠ࿌˰ᮭḰࡅភ͇ă̶ຬңڬĄᄒॖसપᤋ

ᇳӥ˟᛬ڲ˰ᄒ᧟ЪጏḰࣤҷࠚङ˟ᄒͅᬍЪጏǕ൭൛

ңڬᝨѻᅔ᧠̎ڢଐᐰͼং֟ڬఈਞᆄፋᰖࣤᄒ˜̩ᛳဠ

үḰ࠺Эළᐙʿ˜ᬿͼᄒຬǕۺᐺॏکᇳࣂክӵᄒ

ңڬຬชḰΖЭॲ͇ڢᇳӥࣂՃ͇మ᧳࠳ᄒፗᇳᏎ

ҷǕ

ă̶ຬңڬĄ˦ᇳ͠ᓰిࠌᢃᄒชḰᤸᤇੲᤸࣺ

ᴜͅᬍ֟Ւ˜ᬅጧḰΖॲ͋ઽమʿ˜Ճ͇ᒵႈ̜฿ᄒăဠڬĄḰ

Ζ͋ॲ͇ڈऌᒵᄒၿǔ᧞ஒ৹ਞࣻପΡʿ˜ᅆࠌᄒЩͼ

ॖᄒۻᆱḰॲ͇भ౦ට͝ᄒᬿͼংḰߡᐺăԓՆᄒڬڢĄ

���សˉਏᄒᑧ᧢ĄǕ࠳ ပߝభ

�ḭቩ߿ǚిˉᓰᄹͯᏳၿ �� ଯ੬ ��� ᄒᓰిࠌᢃǛ

߿ቩࠚᓰిࢿҳږഘᤠḾăӵᢾᯔĄ௯ᒵᏇڲࣂ

ᏭࣖԯᡙᄒʿᮒڢຏڪЪ̎ࠚङЩᯄᄒরਏࠌᰖḰᤐ൛మࣼҊ

ͽΖ۪Юమਛ˯Ǖݨ௯ḾᛩҷکᦘǕଯ੬���ਞЫᡢᄒࢾچ

ఽࣂ៉ڲᄒзࠜ௯Ḱݨͽႁ̩ዥ߮ᄒႇ᧡ᝂࠫᄒชઅҊᓰి

ᄒ༯ਞǕଯ੬ ��� Ζႁ̈ʿ̗ክӵᄒፚᝨ૾˦ѫԯཊḰ͇ί

ਏڢᦘፏ֟б߯ߝᄒᬺगǕᤸᤇࣂڲᝯࣺᣘ̩ࡋ

˒֟ၿߣᄒᮭǕ

�ḭఇᏻǚڏÿÿःफ़ࣖࣂڲǛ

ఇᏻࣤᮟʿᏎफ़ࣖᤸᤇࠚ௯ႈᓰిڲࣂഘᤠḾఽڲࣂ

னәکڢᬛᤑᛩҚసᝂࠫǔᡔឃՙվဠᄒ݀ࠚԦຕැ᪢ᔽ۾᧣࠳

ҁǕੲኳᤸᤇफ़ᤐሠᣟ˦ుᄒᓰి੬ชḰऻᡙ͋࠳

࣪ၿᄒЪดḰପᇰࠎᏇᄒదܻՃᑧḿᤸᤇࣂڲḰᝰටਞ

Բफ़ᄒ˵ᡢˉਛ˯Ḱପ᰼ࠎྦྷڗᏇᑧүḿᓰిࠚˉටЩᤑ

ᛩफ़ҁࠌᢃḰվဠکڢᄒᒵᄒனәরᏮǕ

|Methods Chapter-Workshop|
1) Ziyue Wang "'Gathering' Game Theater Workshop."

Workshop overview: "In response to the current problems of the 

alienation of local community residents and the weak construction of 

community culture, I tried to use the form of a "cross-media game theater" 

to narrow the neighborhood relationship between the neighborhoods in 

the community, and at the same time promote generations in the family. 

The theater project focuses on digging out the personal expressiveness 

brought by physical memory and scene perception experience, and 

bringing them together into a collective game rehearsal. At the same 

time, it cultivates the simple theater game method of local social workers 

to work in the community. You can engage in targeted community 

activities.

"Cross-media game theater" as a method of social art practice, 

by opening up the age, generations, and classes, allows us to have a 

"platform" where we can communicate freely, allowing us to respond 

to our lives, release emotions, and provide a dedicated community. 

The foundation formed can also construct the collective memory of the 

people, and nurture the "presence of history" the energy of dialogue and 

imagination".---Wang Ziyue.

2) Li'an Ma, "Skill and Art Come Together-The Art Practice of 

Handshake 302".

Workshop Overview: "Single Food" is a thought experiment about 

family eating in Shenzhen initiated by the artist Ma Lian from Long 

Island, California. This time I was fortunate to come to Chengdu, Sichuan. 

Handshake 302 is interested in how actions make cities meaningful. The 

content of this workshop is how to find artistic inspiration using the field 

observation method of anthropology. Handshake 302 uses some simple 

statistics as a starting point to imagine the difficulty of getting married 

and raising children in Chengdu. Through workshops to discuss the 

employment and survival of young people.

3) Yun Pu "Garden-Village Photographer's Workshop."

Workshop Overview: This workshop is a local cultural creation 

led by the artist Pu Yun and a group of photographers through pre-

observation and visits to the Fanjia Courtyard in Qingjiang Town, 

Jintang County. It is planned to use photography, a relatively simple 

artistic technique, to draw our attention to daily life and to suggest more 

aesthetic possibilities; through workshops, villagers can feel the fun and 

meaning of photography and improve the aesthetic ability of pictures; the 

artist and the villagers work together Carrying out photography creation 

practice, presenting the cultural thinking of the local self.
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�ḭྃனᮌǚă࣪࠽ख़ᙎĄˈஐˈܕፓႏࣂڲǛ

ኀḰʿ˜рఽḰ·˿Ճ͇ᤸᤇፓႏḰߢഘᤠḾʿኬڲࣂ

ॐၿ࠽ԇḰڢ࣪ၿ˟ḰԯဠᏇݦǕᓰిྃࠚனᮌᏭࣖ

ᆱፓႏᝃѿḰ߮͠ፓႏྵǔۻᤸᤇ˄൛ҷឿሶḰᝰ·ͼ͠࠺

ල౯ˉᘊᖥḰஐԳͤፚፓႏ̩ྵᄒसḰঔ߮͠рၿ̩ྵǕ

�ḭᦔྴܮ��ᮋˉ̩ͼᄒЩᲦhᔒᕡ᭧ࣺ˰ࠚᮋ˵Ⴍਗࣂڲ

ᇳڢࠚḰႈᓰిڲࣂᮋ˵Ⴍਗࠚ˰ഘᤠḾᔒᕡ᭧ࣺڲࣂ

ӥ˟ୌभᡙ᭧ࣺˉᒵǔ̩̽ǔᇳ͠෬ᤸᄒೌೕǕ௯˜ᄒ

ᛳᤂḰᒵᄒࡡᇰḿ௯৹፤ᄒ᧞ஒḰԕүᄒᎉǕॏăᮛ

ႭਗĄѫဠڢ·᭯ҚḰʿሠήТ̩ॿᄒܮᮋႭਗḰߺᤸᤇᮋᮨ֟

ᮨḰ࠳͋ᢾͼ֟ॿ༯ᡙҊႭਗᄒႁǕᮛˈ̱௯ٰࠜǔชٰḰ

˿௯ႁ̎ᮋႭᄒ˵ٰǕܮࡋᮋႭਗᏳḰ̩ ǔᴊᮋǔूܮ ˵ǔኃąą

Ւሠ˵ٰᦘమЭྺᄒܮฑḰᑧ࠳ᢾॿ̟ၿՒሠោ֟ႁḰᏳᮛ

ྺዽॺᄒቐᤱḰΖ̩͋ᑧቩԉਞԲҊܮฑЩᄒݴݑү᧢Ǖ

4) Wenyun Xiong "Painting Workshop for "Everyday Little Rainbow."

Workshop overview: a signature pen, a sketchbook, you can also 

draw and record small life imprints and discover beauty in daily life. 

Artist Teacher Xiong Wenyun will pass three activity courses to let you 

experience the basic painting rules, learn to paint plants, fruits and 

vegetables, change the traditional way of painting characters, and quickly 

learn to sketch characters.

5) Mu Guo: Resonance between Sound and Human Body·Fragrant 

Grass Youth Home Music Healing Workshop

Workshop overview: Fangcao Youth Home Music Healing 

Workshop, where artists build bridges between youth and themselves, 

others, and society in the community. Perhaps it is the expression of 

individuality and self-expression; perhaps it is the release of emotions and 

stress relief. When "Song Bowl Healing" appears in front of you, a kind 

of intrusive sound healing, through audio and vibration, plays a healing 

role in our body and mind. Singing bowls are not only containers and 

instruments, but also musical instruments used for sound therapy. As 

far as sound healing is concerned, human voices, drums, strings, flutes... 

various musical instruments have their unique sound waves, which can 

produce various harmonizing effects on the body and mind, and the 

unique and subtle penetrating power of the singing bowl can make people 

immediately feel the incredible power of sound wave resonance.
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֦؇
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ిᄒस፦کᤑᛩᢖ֟វࠌᄒᛳᤂǕదࣗశ͇൭˦ᓰిࠚ

ˉ᛬ڲǔ݀͝ԫˌ˒̩ॣܫ൭̈ᄒʿ˜ቜԸǕ

�ḭᓰిࠚड़ཛکڢҁफ़Ѐˉܮᮋ־Ѵ̢͠ǚ൮ᥓǛ

ᮒᄴ̶ፉḾ͋ᅂᝁǔծᝁḰ௯ڊ˦͋ăڬڢĄǕᏳ࠳

͋ˈăڬڢĄᄒᤇԥḰ᤺ᄒܮˉफ़ឧݨͽ࠵ᝄǔԩ௯ͽഽರṃ

ॏᓰిࠚ᥍˅ʿ੦់᭯ᄒᏭߝḰਏᅔಅʿ˜˅̽ڢ᰼

आᄒˆᩜ᧐Ḱ̷ཱॸᅔపፋөࣺݨʿ੦ᡔᤇᄒᢁጻԥ।

ృᣄԐᄒᣄąą

�ḭᓰిࠚᬐͣ੮־Ḿǚል൫Ǜᝨѻ

ᮒᄴ̶ፉḾǚል൫ǛᝨѻḰ௯ቒཱᄒ༯ИʿဠḰ˿௯ኞѻ

ˬǕ̎ᓰిࠚᏳḰᤐ௯ʿڬਏѿҷᄒکڢҁḰڊ˦ਏḰࡋϪ

̈Ǖăʿѵௌਛ˯ᄒ̋৹Ḱڢ឵ˈࡋࠈ̈మਛ˯ᄒڢߣĄǕ

̎ॏࡘکටᏳḰᤐ௯ʿͤࠐڬᆄដఇԫҷḰл൛ᇀል൫Ζ

ႁࣂ˒ౣ֟᭧˦ྸႜᑺḬ᭧֟ࣂ˒ౣḰᤐ̗ྵ᠗͠ພ

Тࣻൽ႙ڢႜመᄝࡗḰԉΖፋຕල๛ฐ֟᰼ҳࣂḰ᧠᧣֟ࡣమ

එәՔྵ˿ˈ͠ᜊຕᬜḭḰପ᰼݀ࠚᄒᝥ৾ǕḰ˿మ҆̎ॏ

ᄒμઘǕܚဟک

|Practice Chapter- On-site Creation|
1) "Company" art group creation project: Si x Bonanasi & Si x 

Yunchuang Coffee

Project introduction: Si X Bonanasi is an art practice project carried 

out by the "Company" art team in cooperation with IYOUSEE Opera 

Social Workers. The 24 Bonanasi Drink Shop at No. 1 Weixin Street. 

Continuous tracking and honest expression in an artistic way. I hope this 

will serve as a window for artists and the neighborhood, the public, and 

professionals to understand each other.

2) Artist Zhiye Peng's local creation of video and sound works 

sharing session "The Trail."

Project introduction: We see and hear because we are "present." 

Moreover, for the past where we are not "present," how should we find 

and look for the disappearing sound and shadow? When the artist met 

an old house he had never met before, he imagined that he woke up in 

the lower bunk of the high and low bed one morning and still followed 

the route that he had traveled for decades to go to the workshop of the 

locomotive factory...

3) Works by artist Weicai Chen: "Prohibition" project

Project introduction: The "Prohibition" plan is a sudden flash of 

light, and it is also planned for a long time. For the artist, this is an on-

site creation that moves when he thinks, and because he thinks, he 

does it. "All meaningless things may become a meaningful existence in 

the future." For residents, this is a publicity and knowledge promotion 

activity. Once again, the use of industrial rosin and asphalt for depilation 

of livestock is prohibited (asphalt and industrial rosin, these substances 

will infiltrate and remain in the skin of livestock and poultry, even after 

soaking in clean water and high-temperature processing, Heavy metals, 

and toxic compounds will not be removed), raise everyone's vigilance. 

At the same time, it is also conducive to the protection of the local 

environment.
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|Research Chapter-Special Research|

1), "Community Curator" Special Research, researcher: Jie Li, Fei Liu

Overview: The First Gathering - Community Public Art Festival 

launched the "Community Curator Project." We hope to shift curatorial 

work from practice in the professional field to the activation of social 

relations and expand more people with social roles to explore possible 

community curation attempts. After receiving support from the ISEEYOU 

community organization and a wide range of social workers and residents, 

nearly a hundred people have volunteered to participate in the community 

curators' lectures and workshops. In the end, after a few weeks of 

discussion, nearly twenty community curators completed their first phase 

of curatorial work. In this short month, we have seen their tremendous 

growth. We firmly believe that community curators' work means a multi-

dimensional social connection, returning art to a more daily level of life. 

Through cooperation projects, they impact specific communities, specific 

groups of people, and specific issues. Their work is not limited to the 

museum's white box project construction method; they come from the 

community. They will continue to practice dialogue and participatory art 

with artists and interdisciplinary workers; they are observers, actors, and 

diverse art promoters of experimentation and creative life.

2). Special research on "Love Museum 2.0 Version", researcher: 

Jinfeng Shen, Yingjie Cui

Overview: As an element that runs through human history and 

life, "love" is often presented artistically, but it often ignores the public's 

understanding of love.

The Love Museum was founded on this basis to show the 

public's thoughts and feelings about love. Therefore, the Pitong Street 

Community Development and Governance Support Center cooperated 

with artists such as Jianjun Chen to organize a love museum with a 

group of local young residents curators in community curation, which 

has attracted the attention of the majority of social groups. , And was 

invited to participate in the Shanghai New Urban Governance Salon held 

by East China University of Science and Technology. The First Gathering 

- Community Public Art Festival invited artist Jinfeng Shen to join the 

research group. As a professional art museum staff and independent 

artist, he collaborates with social workers. Exploring the possibility of 

normalized research and upgrade of the Love Museum and create version 

2.0.
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3). "Golden Furious Chasing Bay-Creating a Community 

Spokesperson", researcher: Liping He

Overview: This project is the research and creation project of artist 

Liping He. The election for community spokespersons through "art 

performance + public service projects". Participants use dance, chorus, 

speech, Peking opera, and other art forms, combined with community 

public welfare projects to speak out for love and appeal to everyone to 

pay attention to disadvantaged groups and actively participate in public 

service, To create a relationship of mutual assistance among neighbors 

and build a harmonious and friendly society. A total of 20 teams and 

endorsement charity projects were collected in the early stage of the 

event, and six teams and projects were finally selected to enter the finals.

Through the "community + art" approach, let residents become 

the spokesperson of community public welfare, community service, and 

community development so that they can better-become participants, 

promoters, and advocates of community development governance. After 

all, these residents are all from In various communities, they know more 

about the community and are more enthusiastic about charity. Moreover, 

the grandparents have retired and have more time to participate in charity 

activities. Therefore, there are no identity restrictions, age requirements, 

etc. for this selection, and the'community spokesperson' must be selected 

from residents who are enthusiastic about public welfare.

On November 28, the first "community spokesperson" team was 

formed.

4) "Childhood Secret Archives" special research, researcher: Yanzi 

Hu, Xuetong Zhao

Overview: "Childhood Secret Archives (Childhood Secret Archives) 

is referred to as CSA Art Project. This project is a public art project 

jointly created and presented by Yanzi Hu and Xuetong Zhao. This 

project collects the participants' childhood secret archives, organizes, and 

presents them. "Childhood" is specific and vague. Childhood experiences 

shape individual differences. Based on this, people have completed "self-

recognition" and "self-recognition." "Secrets" often correspond to taboos 

and are included in daily life. The part that is hidden and cannot be 

tolerated by ethics, morals, and laws. This part is real in life but usually 

cannot be presented. Childhood secrets often affect a person's mental 

state and behavior and are also related to rights and social relations. 

Order. This project does not attempt to spy on individual childhood 

privacy but hopes to present an ever-expanding network of childhood 

memory dialogues through the secret exchange, misreading, deduction, 

or games.

This project focuses on residents' individual life experiences, real-

life situations, and public memory. While attracting public participation 

through methods such as "awakening," "interaction," "reappearance," 

and "archival research," it also contributes to history and psychology. 

Researchers in the fields of anthropology, pedagogy, etc. provide 

perceptual research materials. The grand narrative of "Secret Childhood 

Archives", for a region, is a supplement from the perspective of perceptual 

experience in addition to the conventional "local chronicles".
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| Re s e a r c h  C h a p t e r -A r t  a n d  S o c i a l 
Innovation Summit Forum|

At 9 am on October 19th, the opening ceremony of the first Art and 

Social Innovation Summit Forum and documentary exhibition of The 

First Gathering - Community Public Art Festival was officially opened in 

the Municipal Landscape Park of Jinjiang District, Chengdu. This forum 

was based on "multiple collaboration and community governance". The 

theme is based on the slogan "Art makes the community better".

Summary of keynote speeches:

Theme: "Diversified collaboration, community governance."

(Host: Yanzi Hu)

1) Tu Zeng—Common Sense Return: Art X Society

Description: The fusion of art and society seems to have become 

a social movement guided by the spirit of the new age, but in reality, it 

is just the return of common sense in the form of human society. Even 

in the most challenging moments of human life, art has always been 

like a shadow. It may be temporarily humbled because of the fragility 

of life. However, as long as it is resurrected after the hardship, art will 

immediately stretch like spring and reflect life. Every recovery has indeed 

experienced slumber or loss. Although returning is a common sense, it is 

also a new life.

With a long history and a vast scale, China and its people have 

struggled to change during the five hundred years of modernization, 

refined and renewed amidst a century of modernization. Their knowledge 

of self and family and the country has also continued throughout the 

times. It has been refined in the cleansing. Today's "return of common 

sense" does not only refer to the return of art to society; it is just the 

echo of another massive problem of basic common sense. What is 

China? What is Chinese? The time and space introspection, which is 

related to the reconstruction of China's national character, must also 

require every member of society to continuously reflect on the ultimate 

meaning and life value of their existence globally, and art and culture are 

the manifestations of this meaning and value. This seemingly ordinary 

question of common sense does not have an easy-to-obtain answer. 

However, the self-torture of self-knowing where it is, and then knowing 

what it believes, manifests itself as a common-sense revolution in the 

return of art to society. Only in this way art can be deepened. If the roots 

are against the false and the real, the society can also be vigorous and 

beneficial to all things, live up to the five thousand years of good fortune, 

and only then can the world be unified.

2) Fei Liu -community curation as a new exploration of professional 
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social work methods

Description: Social work is the work of dealing with people's 

problems. It requires professional methods to create connections, 

dialogue, and mutual support between people. As a new exploration 

of social work methods, community curation is a new language that 

connects communities/communities. It organically integrates curation 

and community and integrates the two disciplines of society and art 

to explore why art is a better solution. The community site's landing 

to activate the community space and the relationship between the 

community and produce aesthetic education effects for residents, 

while the uniqueness of the community culture reversely promotes the 

diversification of artistic expression.

3) Hai Wang -Co-construction of Urban Renewal Community

Description: Community building in urban renewal is like a process 

of finding a way home for a city. The original urban renewal is more of 

a real estate. The community nature of the community co-construction 

requires seeing the people living here; seeing their lives and daily work 

by taking care of the community's people, openness and vitality can be 

shown.

4) Li Sun -The role of art museum institutions in social, aesthetic 

education/community

Description: In today's increasingly diverse and changing urban life 

development, families, schools, communities, educational institutions, 

and city museums and art galleries constitute an ideal educational 

network, which has become a new direction for developing different 

urban communities around the world. Planning and developing more 

successful projects in these interconnected public spaces and connecting 

children, community families, and educators artistically will become 

important propositions for the strategic development of art museums in 

the new era.

5) Yuan Zhang -Creation of "a sense of place"-artistic practice in 

community life

Description: "A sense of place" refers to the experience and 

perception of the specific social time-space organization and the 

emotional consciousness it carries. As an essential part of life perception 

and identification mechanism, the sense of place is formed by relying 

on specific social relations and practical fields. It can reproduce people's 
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sense of identity, collective social memory, and spiritual value projection 

in specific spaces and action practices. Among. When contemporary 

Chinese society faded away from its original "locality", creating "a 

sense of place" has become an essential dimension of local art practice, 

which is to reshape the community under the mechanism of modernity 

delocalization. 

6) Tianxiang Wang -Art Innovation Social Laboratory and Art 

Ecological New System 

Description: The construction of a social laboratory of the art 

innovation and a new system of art ecology is a revolution in science 

and technology, society, education, and art that adapts to changes in 

the track, platform, method, and object in modern society. The new 

system's newness is reflected in the art innovation social laboratory's 

use of society as a testing ground for artistic innovation. Simultaneously, 

the generation system of art promoting social innovation is open, and 

a field is being built together. With the new system's construction, the 

traditional training method has changed from classroom demonstration 

to courtyard sharing. The creation of works has changed from a single 

author to multiple subjects, from a single work to composite work. The 

consumption mechanism has changed from flowing into the market 

to residents' self-consumption, village, and community Multiple paths 

for the coordinated development of cultural tourism. Simultaneously, 

the evaluation standard has realized the transformation from a single 

standard to multiple evaluation standards such as visual form, teaching 

organization, villagers' cognition, and social development demands.

7) Wei Jiang -Public art leverages community construction

Description: The meaning and value of public art are to return to the 

public and improve and change the quality of people's living environment. 

Public art renews public space, and the reshaping of space affects public 

behavior; public behavior can shape public culture, culture constructs 

identity, and then forms collective memory and community emotions, 

thereby increasing social capital and internal drive for collective action, 

thereby leveraging Active community building, awaken the public 

consciousness and public spirit of residents, and achieve a better public 

life. A city with good public art is a city that can think and feel, a city that 

can educate itself, a city with temperature, and a better city. Only when 

there is public life can we spontaneously create public interests and have 

a better society and a better world.
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Summary of guest speeches in the forum:

Theme 1: Art × Society: Knowledge Production and Relationship

(Host: Hong Guo)

1). Jianjun Chen — Research in Art and Social Innovation 

Laboratory

Description: The "research" here refers to the specific work of the 

laboratory. It currently focuses on three topics: the community, the 

use of artistic methods to continuously explore the core concept of the 

community in a specific context, the transformation of community space 

is, and the development of public space, Digitized nothingness, and 

emerging issues. Technology, exploring how AI technology can penetrate 

our society and its impact on urban communities and communities. 

Social practice, from the perspective of social innovation to study the 

new social, cultural organization form. It involves artistic practice, social 

work, cultural festivals, etc. Every research project conducted by the 

laboratory attempts to follow a multidisciplinary approach to mobilize 

various capabilities. For example, anthropology and sociology's basic 

field knowledge is used to perfect investigation and perceptual visual 

thinking dimensions. The laboratory will always be devoted to research 

knowledge generation and education. In the workshop, this connection 

with social workers is very close, and inspired by the innovative practice 

of the laboratory, some research projects related to innovative work have 

appeared.

2). Lingxiang Zeng -The Magician of the Earth: Concepts, Methods, 

and Paths of Community Aesthetic Education --- Take "2019 Chongqing 

Liuyin First International Workshop of Rural Aesthetic Education Art" as 

an example

Description: This lecture will discuss the motivation method, 

concept, and practice path of community aesthetic education from a case 

of aesthetic education and art research that occurred in Liuyin Town, a 

century-old township construction center in China. This case will use the 

exciting comparison of the earth magician to pay attention to the multiple 

relationships between the artist and the society, art and society, and 

aesthetic education in urban and rural areas, and then propose aesthetic 

education and art research as a relationship link and bridge, how to be 

from the bottom up humanized thoughts and dialogue paths, how to 

respect community values, and how to promote emotional links between 

different communities effectively.
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3). Jie Li — awaken the imagination of the community-from 

community art projects to community curatorial practice

Description: The community art project has opened up a new 

perspective on people and communities, challenging to achieve in art in 

studios and temples. It allows us to create dialogue mechanisms more 

dimensionally, engaged with the society, and awaken the long-sleeping 

community imagination. Moreover, community curators' work initiated 

at The First Gathering - Community Public Art Festival this year means a 

multi-dimensional social connection, returning art to a more daily level. 

Community curators work in specific communities, specific groups of 

people, and specific groups through project teams. 

4). Luona Zhang— an uncertain attempt, a possible way out

Description: Perhaps, a region surrounded by artists and the 

southwestern art capital of Chuanmei, accompanied by the country's 

industrial modernization process for decades, was unusual from the 

beginning. Even at present, there are only rusty tracks and two-hundred-

meter-high chimneys that no longer emit smoke. The fact is that the 

community here is still alive, the alive that cannot be defined: the crowd 

is not fixed, there is no standard way of interacting with each other, but 

the attempt to explore "meaning" has never stopped. What the meaning 

is, you need to know this event to judge. Please listen to the community 

art practice case "Time Mirror-The First Chongqing International 

Experimental Visual Art (Photographt&Video) Biennale" carried out in 

Huangjueping, Jiulongpo District, Chongqing.

5). Yi Huang — whose community? What kind of development? 

---Reflecting on community development issues from community art 

practice

Description: The concept of "development" has been repeatedly 

tortured in the context of "decolonization" since the 1980s, and the 

questioning and re-understanding of the boundaries of "communities" 

have also been highlighted in unprecedented globalization. However, 

here, the speaker does not intend to use various theoretical concepts 

to promote (or entangle) the discussion of these issues, but hopes to 

participate in a community/community art project ("Dinghaiqiao Mutual 

Aid Society (Co-government) Plan)") based on direct experience to see 

how we can reflect on this series of issues in action.
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Theme 2: Art Participation Practice in Community Development

(Host: Liu Fei)

1. Peng Jingping-Puzzle Game: the most watery community-

community art practice based on local culture

Description: From the rural areas to the urban city, after demolition, 

relocation of the whole village, industrial renewal... a rapidly changing 

community gradually blurred its original appearance, and the once lively 

Laochang Town no longer has the beautiful scenery like it used to be. 

How do new and old residents generate recognition? Chengdu Huizhi 

Social Work Center and Jinfeng Community in Wuhou District help new 

and old residents sort out the local culture. With the Sohuo cultural and 

creative team's help, use the artistic presentation to connect ancient and 

modern memories. The theme of "water rhyme and golden phoenix" is 

consistent, from "the golden hairpin of the empress" to the "aircraft alarm 

clock," "Bean Sprout Phoenix,"...From the old street to the community 

public space, it is a field of creation. Like playing a puzzle game, the 

Jinfeng community's eyebrows are becoming more transparent: the most 

watery community is the most watery home, linking residents' resonance 

and pride.

2. Cui Yingjie-Love Museum

Description: We did not think about exploring how deep artistic 

expressions. This love museum originated from a random conversation, 

thanks to the team's brainstorming, and was formed by more than 100 

people's joint efforts. This is a purposeless exploration of love.

3. Zhao Xuetong — Childhood Secret Archives

Summary: CSA Childhood Secret Archives. The relationship 

between urban memory and personal memory is presented in many 

different dimensions. In the eyes of artists, researchers, and residents, 

how to view and understand the concept of childhood secrets. The 

childhood archives will show us the differences in childhood experiences 

across generations in various interesting gestures, the relationship 
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between childhood and the city and community in which we live, and 

other unnoticeable truths.

 4. "Company" Art Group-Art practice from No. 21, No. 3, Qingyun 

North Street

       Abstract: The "Company" art group was founded in 2015 by 

Ma Kun, Xiang Zheng, and Huang Jiao. The "Company" is an open art 

group that hopes to create together through participation and interaction 

with people in various industries. "Company" simulates the structure of 

the economic unit of the real society-the company, provides a particular 

product or service to the public participating in its art project, and regards 

the entire service behavior as the result of the art project. Through 

the practice of different projects, explore more possibilities in artistic 

creation.

5. Food chain curatorial group-building relationships based on food

Summary: I met in the shop and formed a team for meals. Push art 

into the community and serve the public.
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|Contents Chapter-Document Exhibition|
 The contents of this documentary exhibition include six categories: 

"Community Document", "Community Museum", "Art Action", "Daily 

Drama", "Space Imagination", and "Resident Works". The works presented 

were created in this art festival and past cases related to the art festival 

and associated projects. Compared with a wide range of community 

practice cases, these sortings are not necessarily comprehensive enough. 

However, they should be able to systematically present the various 

possibilities of art at the community level.
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01 "City I.II.III" Suqing Gong

Inspired by the artists, the geographical narrative in the paintings 

created by the old Chengdu resident Suqing Gong's paintings spanned 

the period of the 50s to 90s in the Chengdu Shuijingfang community. In 

"City,", artists Minghao Cao and Jianjun Chen cooperated with Suqing 

Gong, a former resident of Shuijingfang community, to return to the 

urban area together, and from the experience of walking, listening, and 

discussing again, explore the possibility of drawing methods in perceptual 

walking.

02 "Residence: A Plan for Another Country (here, there, elsewhere)" 

in cooperation with Jihong Mao Foundation

"Chengdu Pompidou: International Art Biennale of Global Cities" 

co-worked by Aiyou Opera Social Workers and Jihong Mao Foundation. 

Resident artists Alfred and Isabel Aguilar praised the large-scale 

interactive installation "Residence: A Hometown Project" ( Here, there, 

and elsewhere) 1000 objects are made.

03 "Community Curator-Community Imagination Experimental 

Ground", special research on the community public art festival

This part displays the results of the "Community Curator" special 

research inThe First Gathering - Community Public Art Festival. 

Seventeen community curators were screened at various levels to create 

artistic creations. Finally, they obtained the honorary certificate of 

"community curator" jointly practical by Chengdu IYOUSEE Community 

Development Center, Dimensions Art Center, and Luhu·A4 Art Museum.
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04 "Art and Social Innovation Lab."

Founded in December 2016 by the IYOUSEE Community 

Development Center, the project leader is Jianjun Chen. The laboratory 

is dedicated to new methods for art to promote the urban practice and 

community cultural development. The specific work is based on urban 

community research, combined with various artistic creation media 

and technical methods, to build in-depth social innovation projects and 

explore the new relationship between communities.

05 "Meet on Cloth" Minghao Cao & Jianjun Chen

The actions of physical labor not for capital, and the development of 

mutual social relations. The children first design the process, the mother 

or other family members (working in clothing processing, etc.) assist in 

the production and continue to imagine. According to the early "field" 

learning experience, their distribution of work types in the clothing chain 

is very different, which also urges them to participate in the production of 

"clothing" through cooperation, active connection, or family interaction.

06 "Moving Drama" IYOUSEE Community Development Center

The urban space drama project of the IYOUSEE Community 

Development Center in Xiaojiahe Community is a construction practice 

closely related to the current social changes. The drama work started 

from the community context after conducting field research, and based on 

the nature of demolition and resettlement; Jiahe Xiao proposed the topic 

of "relocation". The juxtaposition of three-direction drama fragments 

of "memory, residence, growth" and relatively Description non-linear 

narratives express the memories of Jiahe Xiao by residents from different 

places and shows the living and living conditions, even in restricted living 

conditions The effort and the re-creation of a new life in front of you.
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07 "Cross-Media Game Theater Workshop" of the Special Research 

on the First Gathering - Community Public Art Festival 

"Cross-media game theater" as a method of social art practice, 

by opening up the age, generations, and classes, allows us to have 

a "platform" where people can communicate freely, allowing people 

to respond to our lives, release emotions, and provide a dedicated 

community. The foundation formed can also construct the collective 

memory of the people and nurture the energy of dialogue and imagination 

of the "historical presence".

08 "A Spoonful of Rice" Community Cultural Project IYOUSEE 

Community Development Center

Inspired by the historical context of the place, the work of "Yi Cang" 

has developed a cultural project of "a spoonful of rice" through continuous 

community work. How can a group of people living in contemporary 

cities construct the spirit of mutual assistance that they meet, gather, and 

deliver with material "rice"? This social work is not a community practice 

of poverty alleviation and relief, charity, and receiving, but the education 

of values. Thinking through the care between people and the growth of 

useful knowledge, innovative experiments to promote social equality and 

harmony.
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09 "Single Dinner" shaking hands with 302 Art Space & "Grandma's 

Kitchen" "Company" Art Group & Community Curator

Four community curators, combined with the artistic conception 

produced by the art projects "Single Rice" and "Grandma's Kitchen" 

in Shenzhen Shake 302, use food as a link to build neighborhood 

relationships and create more interaction with food. The current situation 

and problems of society are exchanged at the table, and the obstacles of 

communication and exchange are broken with the theme of "meal".

10 "Elevation—1947" & "Story of the House" Pu Yun

"Elevation-1947": Xiaomatang Village, 1947 meters above sea level. 

The visible thing in form is just a "line" that forcibly penetrates what it 

passes through. It is essentially Description and alienated. It is the artist 

Pu Yun's imagination of Xiaomatang, the birthplace, and this place. 

"Story of the House": Everyone has a story related to the house. The 

artist collects stories related to the house and conveys the warmth and 

concept of "home".

11 "Si Bonana" "Si x Yunchuang Coffee" "Listen to Mother," 

"Company" Art Group

Si X Bonana hopes to build a symbiosis platform for communication 

and understanding between the public and art and explore more 

possibilities of "integrating art into the community".

SI x Yunchuang Coffee uses artistic methods to improve cultural and 

creative, continuous tracking, and honest expression. I hope to use this 

as a window for artists and creative talents, residents, and professionals 

to understand each other.

"Listening to Mother's Words" brings together women with different 

roles. How does female identity think about and face these contradictions 

between internal and external relations? What kind of worries will these 

superimposed contradictions bring us? The artist hopes to listen to 

women's voices to discuss and respond to this.
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12 The First Gathering - Community Public Art Festival l: "Love 

Museum 2.0".

Researcher: Jinfeng Shen & Member of the Project Team of the Love 

Museum & Community Curator

"Love Museum" is a community space development project jointly 

initiated by Chengdu IYOUSEE Community Development Center and 

Pitong Street, Pidu District. The social workers and residents used the 

"story hall" working method to develop a new spatial imagination about 

the 120-square-meter idle space in Fulong Community and the inside of 

the computer room of an abandoned small hydropower station (Puoluotan 

Power Station). The government jointly initiates the working method, 

social organizations, enterprises, and universities. Volunteers, residents, 

and artists are invited to participate, exploring new forms of participation 

that lead to specific community issues and create new community spaces.

13 "Childhood Secret Archives", special research on the public art 

festival in the community

Researcher: Yanzi Hu & Xuetong Zhao & Community Curator

CSA is the abbreviation of Childhood Secret Archives and is a 

public art project initiated by Yanzi Hu and Xuetong Zhao. CSA's first 

display was at the 2019 iSTART Art Festival, inviting 12 groups of artists 

to create childhood magic boxes. At the same time, it worked with 

dozens of Aiyou Opera social workers to collect hundreds of secret files 

of urban residents. In the workshop and community public art festival, 

CSA collected the second batch of residents' files and presented them in 

the exhibition hall. Residents can check and leave new secret files on-

site at any time. After the festival ended, CSA began to cooperate with 

local community agencies to make the archives a normalized community 

facility in the city.

The presentation of CSA's exhibition has received creative support 

from community curators, adding the interactive link of "hopscotch" and 

the display method of "disc secret".
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14. "Homesick Story Hall" of the Gathering workshop and 

community space project, IYOUSEE Community Development Center

The story hall is a community space generated by a new form of 

participation, a comprehensive social work technology set, and a spatial 

practice method in local communities. In the spatial form that is slowly 

designed and constructed, social work is carried out with its unique 

mechanism. It is a community work model that continuously upgrades 

urban community construction and cultural innovation in multiple 

versions.

15 "Nature's Requirements, Daily Actions" Yuelai Liu

Community gardens help residents create public gardens in the 

community and promote people-to-people communication and promote 

community building. The community garden advocates an open interface 

and a moderately "white space" design, allowing people to participate in 

the design process freely, and adopts a distributed production method to 

allocate different links and blocks of landscape production to different 

people, family members, neighbors, and friends form autonomous groups 

in the form of mutual assistance. As an excellent social governance 

medium, the community garden achieves the local community's self-

management state in space production. Simultaneously, the community 

garden system advocates the use of local resources; the design focuses 

on the consideration of the whole life cycle and leads residents into and 

understand nature. Everyone participates and builds an urban paradise at 

home.

16 The First Gathering - Community Public Art Festival, 

Community Curator's Creative Project, "Hui·Take Teahouse to Explore the 

Flattering World."

This part is a project completed by the community curator 

independently, aiming to discuss social issues with more people in a 

"small tea shop" in the community. The community curator performed his 

actions on the exhibition site.
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|At the end|

Overall, this art festival has the following highlights:

·Long duration (more than two months)

·Participated communities (a total of 13 communities participated)

·Completed the assembly of a large number of professionals (nearly 

100 people participated in creation and research)

·The activity emphasizes research and professionalism (professional 

curation, multi-disciplinary and cross-border cooperation)

·Completed the initial collaboration platform construction 

(established normalized cooperation and exchange relations with multiple 

institutions, universities, and social organizations)

·Conducted a systematic construction of the professional working 

method of art festival projects (a professional division of labor, 

departmental collaboration mechanism, and normalized research upgrade 

of the art and social innovation laboratory)

We are doing today to stimulate the city's vitality more creatively 

and work together to build a happier community, realizing multiple co-

governance and multiple co-creation.

The eventual and convening art festival has ended. Just as the "first 

day after the revolution" is critical, the "first day after the festival" is 

also critical. How to preserve the art festival's joint results, continue the 

research and practice carried out by the art festival, and finally form a 

growth ecology will become the most critical work next.
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Curator

Fei Liu, Yanzi Hu

Resource Coordinator

Cancan Du, Ling Yang

Organization Coordinator

Ling Yang, Hua Lu

Curatorial Assistant

Yuxin Tang

Academic Observers

Jianjun Chen, Fenqi Ding, Hong Guo, Yi Huang

 Jie Li, Meng Tian, Yu Xiong, Yue Yu, Yitao Zhai

 Yingchuan Zhang, Yuan Zhang, Qiao Zou.

&DUVSF�8PSLTIPQ�(VFTU

Yingjie Cui, Lei Fen, Guochuan Feng, Yue Hu, 

Jie Li, Lei Liu, Xianghui Liu, Mary Ann Odonnell

 Lili Wang, Ziyue Wang, Wenyun Xiong

5IFNBJD�4UVEJFE��4JUF�TQFDJGJD�"SU�"SUJTUT��4PDJBM�8PSLFST��

&DUVSF��8PSLTIPQ�(VFTU

Yingjie Cui, Weicai Chen, "The company" Art Group, 

Mu Guo + Fangde Tan, Liping He, Yanzi Hu, Yan Huang, 

Jie Li, Fei Liu, Zhiye Peng, Yun Pu, Jingfeng Shen, 

Ziyue Wang, Lang Xu, Xinjia Yang, Xuetong Zhao

$SFBUJWF�.BSLFUT

Yi Market
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Mei Deng, Quan Shen, Dequan Tian, Weiyi Wang, Guangqin Wu, Dalong 

Zhang, Llijun Zhang, Yuhang Zheng, Jie Zeng

Assistances

Qingrong Chen, Yang Cheng, Zhimin Gao, Dafang Gu, Yixuan Hu, Yan 

Peng, Chunxia Ren, Guangqin Wu, Chao Xu, Jing Xu, Yan Yang, Xue Yu, 

Lijun Zhang

4QPOTPS

I-YOU-SHE Art and Social Innovation Lab

$P�4QPOTPS

Community Development and Governance Committee ofChengdu 

Jinjiang District

Dimensions Art Center

Luxelakes·A4 Art Museum

Cross Media Studio Of Sichuan Fine Arts Institute 

4VQQPSU���

Volunteer Service Federation of Chengdu

Rural Revitalization and FolkArt Activation Studio Of Sichuan Fine Art 

Institute     

Arts College Of Sichuan Conservatory of Music

Arts College Of Sichuan University                

Art College Of Southwest Minzu University

Chengdu Di Ran Yin Xiang Advertising Company 

Fondo Studio
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˰ᡙཊḰᤇܚᤃḰ࠳ӵʿဠͅәᄒлԮর˟Ḱ̞ޅమᗈՉॎಲǔ

ᛰ᪅ᤏ́ᄒ́भর༅रँޅญԯၿḰ˿ᇰѫԜཱ́௯̩ၿ

ਛ˯దᄒፄཊǕ

ஔᏳ́ਕ̞௯ᯘխ˘ࡗਛ˯Ḱʿ௯ԓՆఽͼˉψᤑᄒਛ˯

దḰЭ൛௯ྵ္ˉψᤑᄒॖটәǕᏳ̵݁ǜ́ਕǝˈ

ऌ̱̱ਞͦ˦ʿሠԜ́ᄒᥙᤒḰߺऌॏᣉә˦ʿሠܵॎлၿᄒর

ˉᛩҷḰԜཱ́௯ʿලڠḰͶߺԹᏭᄒ༯᱐᭒༗Ḱˉ

ˏͅᄒАݡԥၿԯУᄒ͑ϡˉਛ˯Ḱ͇ԫႈ൭፦ә˦

ͅǔ́ᄒǕ

۪Зࠥᡙ̈ḰЩᒹࠥᄒઆុḰ࠺ͅဠڬၿԯҊँ݀

ᄒ́Ǖఽᮒᄴᄒरکࡡǜ᭱ǝ�௯Ҵᦒࠈཊࣧંᄒࠚږ

ጧڐḰᒸ̵Ҵᦒࣧંँ߿˄өࣺǕँ᭱߿ᡸᥧࣹ࠽

ঋஔ᧟ᣄሶ �� ѴᨇࣃՇḰᣰзሠᴥ߿ಌḰڢҴᦒࠈཊં

ࣂᄒरࡡˆḰँ᭱߿ԯࡡѫ̈ጏፚܴࠁᄒएࣹՄḰϖ

ҸҴᦒᄒڬᠳແՔ͞ӁԫҴᦒˆᄒኌʿ̂ኖᰇࣸ

ᦒᄒ፦ҹүḰ᭱ᄒᴥ߿ಌǔᲤᙴǔᕻՉኖтҦྵ־҂൮

ᣉૹ˦Юమکӥྺཊᄒт̟݃־Ḱᅆ൬˦тܡஎϪѫ̈᠐ခǕ

ᤐʿ᠐ခᄒᤂሗˈरҴᦒˆࡣፋ่ԯ̜ࡡ฿˟ॿˉᐗՔږर

ԯᝨѻᏀંˉՃ፦ԯࡡᮒᄴᄒՔḰ᭱ႈ൭˦ឧᮒᄴ

ᄒភཊǔᇰᔽǕ

൭ܹḰँ᭱߿ᤐ˘ࣺᄒ፦भគ֟ԯࡡḰሗˈर̎

���� ࣺ൬सձҷᄒҴᦒˆࡣፋ่ԯ̜ࡡ฿˟ॿˉᐗՔږरԯ

ᝨѻᏀḬ6/%1ḭࠈཊՔᄒંˉՃ፦ԯࡡᮒᄴḰँ᭱߿

ႈ൭˦ឧᮒᄴᄒᇰᔽǕ

|Project Overview|
"Homesickness" - the meaning and emotion of the hometown, is the 

starting point of the human beings who settled. China has the longest-

standing and largest-scale settled aboriginal community in human history, 

and its civilization is closely related to the land. Chinese people's concept 

about the land are unique. In modern times, the centuries of turbulent 

Chinese history, both reformists and reformers, have deep feelings for 

the hometown. The modernization of urban civilization has caused the 

original hometown to bear a huge impact, and once caused people to 

leave their homes without hesitation. They used the hometown as a 

starting point for outward exploration. However, the time has passed, and 

in the reflection of a single modernization, the beginning of the fall of 

the new hometown, where the fall of the leaves has returned to the roots 

and the return of the hometown, has begun to rise. This shows that the 

hometown is still the end of the renewal of meaning in life. Therefore, 

the homesickness has two meanings. One is the renewal of the meaning 

of the historical ontology with the times, and the other is the change of 

the physical space with the times. Today's "homesickness" should not 

be merely a sentiment brought about by the distantness of the original 

hometown. It should be transformed into a speculation and action of 

returning to regeneration. The original hometown is still the same as it 

is, but its ancient soul needs to be activated, and with the new generation 

to open up new values and meanings, thus continue to evolve into a new 

era, a new space for villages.

The urban city got rich first, and the promise of getting rich 

together spread the scene of the times to the vast countryside. The 

project is carried out in the "Gexin Village", a national-level poverty-

stricken village designated by the Ministry of Commerce of China. So far, 

the Ministry of Commerce of China has specifically assisted Guangan for 

30 years. Guangan Gexin Village is about 20 minutes' drive from previous 

leaser Deng Xiaoping's hometown. Longan pomelo is planted within 

its jurisdiction. With the development of designated poverty alleviation 

work by the Ministry of Commerce of China, Guangan Gexin Village has 

developed a comprehensive online-store-shopping platform and leveraged 

the Ministry of Commerce's market resource integration advantages. 

With the continuous efforts of the cadres in the village, such as the 

first secretary sent by the Ministry of Commerce, the agricultural and 

sideline items such as Longan pomelo, eggs, and lotus leaves in Gexin 

҃ঀणభፅᗉ
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6/%1 ંˉՃ፦ԯ߿ँࡡᮒᄴ௯͇́Ыႝ֟ᐗՔ
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́ЫႝǕ͇ටࠥ˟ॿ˦ࣹՄḰ͇тටՔᇳ˦˧ͼḰ͇

ටྺ҇௯ڐ˦ఱҴ࠳Ḱۺᐺ֟ପӬՔᇳᄒఱҴᑧү֟ፀ

ፃᤊᛩ္ᑧүḰࣻ˦УӥՔᇳପΡઇి࠶ǔ࠳ڬଔǔᠳ

᧣̑Ҹኖڬә፴Ք္ԫႋᦩݛఱҴǕ

���� ࣺḰҴᦒૐᐔࣸᦒǔ᭱ኌʿ̂᧣ᤂᔘˉ 6/%1
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ဠ࿌ԯࡡᄒۻᆱ˅ḰϖҸँ߿ጢᓬຬனәǔᴥ߿ಌ̟˒ۻᆱḰ

ԫᤋᥧࣹ࠽ஔ᧟ᄒ္͞کӁḰ౦भʿ˜ጢᓬனә֟т˒ᝂИຬ

ᄹፏՔᄒǜᎲጢੲӽཊǝḰлፔ᭱ᄒԯࡡຓʿઊಙ༪Ǖ

दᩐܫݡႈ൭ᐗጏҊࢾچᏇి߮ᬛపᤵͼྺᓬࣂ࠶ࠑ

ࣖǔөᓰి˟ॿҁ̩ޅపᤵЗၿḰᬬԉጦ̈ࠈʿکࠌڬោᆙḰ

ᝯᎲጢੲӽཊᄒᗁরᢁᄒՃᛩḰᤑʿ൮ࠈཊǕ

Village have been initially converted into farmers' products with regional 

characteristics, which has genuinely contributed to the increase in the 

income of the farmer's contribution. This contribution's achievement is 

inseparable from the cooperation between the Economic Development 

Exchange Center under the Ministry of Commerce and the UNDP Poverty 

Alleviation and Sustainable Development Project, and Gexin Village has 

thus become a pilot village and demonstration village for the project.

The UNDP Poverty Alleviation and Sustainable Development 

Guangan Project is guided by the rural revitalization strategy and 

the 2030 Sustainable Development Goals. It innovates institutional 

mechanisms and establishes a social service organization such as the 

Minfu Center in Guangan District to assist the government in poverty 

alleviation and rural revitalization strategy. Take the Minfu Center as the 

platform, farmer cooperatives as the primary serving subjects, especially 

poor households, to cultivate and improve the cooperatives' service 

capabilities and organization and management capabilities. They are 

providing technical guidance, market docking, and mutual fund assistance 

for the cooperatives in the district, such as market-oriented integrated 

management and e-commerce support services.

In 2019, Jin Dafu, a temporary cadre of the Ministry of Commerce 

of China and the first secretary of Gexin Village, discussed with UNDP 

Poverty Alleviation and Sustainable Development Guangan Project 

Supervisor Liao Zheng whether it is possible to use Guangan Red Tourism 

Culture and Long' an based on the current development of Gexin Village. 

The industrial foundation of pomelo and the geographical advantage of 

being close to Deng Xiaoping's hometown will build an "online popular 

checkpoint" that combines red culture with agricultural tourism and 

tourism, which will help develop Gexin Village.

Ms. Liao Zheng contacted Mr. Zeng Tu, the instructor of  Cross 

Media Studio of Sichuan Fine Arts Insititute and the founder of 

Dimensions Art Center. They immediately agreed on a field survey to 

discuss the feasibility of  creating the so-called online popular checkpoint 

and then choosing a practice site together.
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_ 㼏㚠䁂⮄⼮㋋䍚 _
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̞ᑧҸү۪́ன̑ҷḰࡡܹ࠳ᇰ̜฿ǔௐᇳᏎᛀՔḰ̟˒ၿ

টҁᄒ́ᄒХЩḰᬺᥓˈ௯ʿ˜Юఇ᥎ҁਛ˯ᄒ

ԯ͋ࠚऌႈ᧠ऄᓰి׆൭Ḱ᭱Пᦒǔஓऒ̎ۻᢃաṃࠌ
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ຠ˘کǜᓰి � ́ǝᄒࠌᢃ߿ँڢᗈሠၿಲǕ

ႈ൭Ḱ͋ک࠺ཊࠈͷി᭱᰼ᢁೌᄒೌˆḰᤑᏳ

ឧᄒᗁ౦ਏǕ̎࠳रࡡ

ϡ˟Ӱ̩ටЩ֟ږቩ �� ֏ࣺခᇲḰ�ǜˈঌ҂ॿḰྲ

Ζ֙ǝᄒጢᓬПभ˧ᮭ௯᭱ᏮᙅᄒኌʿසḰڢ൭ۻᆱ˅Ḱ

˦̈Ζᗁᄒదᜊ́ටྞئǔଔԲḰᗁᄒУ

ᦒແ̎᭱Ḱᤐ˰˟Ӓૂ᭱ᄒႋᒹࠥᑧ੬ǔ᭱ᄒ

ᔑᔑᕡᕡ֟࠽ҷྵǔ᭱ᄒಌڠߝᲤ֟ᕻՉǕ൭ܹḰᤏऌ

Юܴપᤋ֟ўᐙ̩ߝᬍЪጏᄒҲᑧḰఽᢾऌឧ˦̽͋ᐙ

͜͠ਹᄒڬ੦Ǖ

፴Ք͇˅রᏮḰ͋࠶ѫ̈˘݀ڹᄒچ˜зࠜǕ

ኌʿڹ௯Ḿڹ � ೌˆᗁǕ൭ڹॊោܻԨ

ˉǔܻЩΰḰڢᤸᤇᓰిࣄরḰᜑཊ᭱ḰभគᏇ˨́ḿ

ᤸᤇḾ

The huge bridge structures that have been built for transportation 

construction have connected the villages and brought new spaces 

that have never existed before. Take the viaduct of Gexin Village as an 

example. The space under the bridge is 5,000 square meters and the 

space is not yet used. If this new space generated by traffic development 

can generate new meanings and transform into a place with links to the 

functions of local communities, it can help the interaction between urban 

and rural culture and tourism, community integration, and industrial 

ecological innovation. Isn't this a practice of universally innovation? 

Based on this, Gexin Village Party Branch and the Government responded 

to the “REVIVAL” initiative initiated by Chongqing artists, and together 

with Chinese and international artists, began to practice the “art + 

countryside”mode in Guangan. 

As a result, we choose the location across the under-bridge space 

of the reformed highway and bridge and then developed the concept of 

creating the space.

At the time of the 70th anniversary of the founding of the People’s 

Republic of China, the theme of “Don’t forget the original heart and 

remember the mission”  is the first requirement considered by Gexin 

village. On this basis, to make the newly created space more loved and 

accepted by the villagers, the elements of space creation must all come 

from the Gexin village, including the e-commerce experts in Gexin 

village, the flowers, plants, and small animalsm, chicken and lotu. The 

space should also have the function of bringing together the village's 

interpersonal relationship, and itself should be a place for them to gather 

and relax.

Based on the above considerations, we have derived four contents of 

two major sections.

 The first is the Space Section | Public Space Construction under 

the Bridge. The Space Section emphasizes multi-participation and multi-

promotion, aiming at promoting villages through artistic ingenuity, and 

forming a space with characteristics of recreation, social interaction with 

villagers through public space construction: 

1-2 ್᭲ˇቐԝ᠋
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ň᭱ಌጢᓬ˧ᮭᲨ

ŉǜᎾලณǝХЩᗁ�
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ሀனәၿܐดТᱭүǕ
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ഽᔽឈඓԫْࣺӰኖܻሠॖसᛳဠǜˠஎᄒئ৭ǝǕఽ൛̋͐

ҷݨ࠺ڢʿीࠐጶ˅ᬹႏᏇ˨ᄒḰԾ२ᤐ̗આᣚᅔܻರ

ГᄒਞҷЩᲦၿḰࣻࣤదܻܻޖख़ᄒፕ˨ӰቮǕ

˘˜ڹᄒзࠜᦘ̎�భ��ǜ˟ږтටˠஎᓴǜస̥ᄹǔ

रࡡǕ

①“Do not forget the Initial Heart” People Stories Graffiti 

②Reconstruction of "Wasted Cement Pipe" in Public Space

③“Space Waste Utilization" - Old Bench Project. Through these 

three forms of public space creation, a space integrating resting, social 

interaction is built for the villagers to meet the villagers' increasing 

demand for a better life; through cooperation and interaction with the 

villagers, the villagers are inspired and enhances their sense of happiness 

and gain. This will put fresh vitality into the construction of spiritual 

civilization and shape spiritual and cultural life in the "new era" of 

Guangan Gexin Village.

The second section is the event section-Farmers Harvest Festival of 

Gexin Village. This section aims to promote harmony in the community 

and cultural exchanges among villagers. It expresses "the joy of harvest" 

through various forms such as drums, dance performances, agricultural 

product exhibitions, model appraisals, and carnivals. This event will be 

like painting beautiful rivers and mountains on a rice paper piece, just 

waiting for the moving resonance of these various elements to grow and 

bring more colorful and gorgeous chapters.

The contents of both sections were unveiled and launched during 

the "Chinese Farmers Harvest Festival" on September 23.
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_ 㼏㚠䔊䐐 _
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|Project Organization|
This project has several highlights in the organization.

The first is that the artist enters the unfamiliar rural scene, from 

unknown to familiar, from "outsiders" to being welcomed by residents, 

here embodies the interactive exploration of two different cultural 

groups;

The second is the project requirements. Under the nature of non-

commercial cooperation projects, how to balance the requirements of the 

project initiator and the requirements of the project implementer, how to 

make the project itself genuinely serve as a platform to meet the needs of 

all parties in the actual operation plan, and at the same time responding 

to the needs of participants with more local possibilities, here is the 

symbiosis and difficulty of the game between the artist's self-expression 

and the actual needs of the society.

Therefore, it is particularly important to shape a reasonable, multi-

party organizational structure, discussion methods, division of labor and 

decision-making procedure, and development steps at the beginning 

of the project. This is the key to the successful implementation of this 

project.

|Project Inspiration|
From the rescue of the future, self-reliance, advancing with the 

times, and in the process of development, every steps has shown the 

wish of the ancestors of the country to thrive. Often we see a barren land, 

a few like-minded people to do some things that do not seek fame ot 

fortune. What they do is often difficult, and not valued by the world, but 

the “initial heart" is often born in the barren land, although it does not 

seek fame or fortune, but it has great aspirations. Therefore, the "initial 

heart" is quite small, it is sincere and honest, and hoping that all living 

beings can benefit from it. Although the Chuxin Gallery was desolate, 

but we hopes that all people will unite in revitalizing this area. So 

"Homesickness" should be a verb in this “Chuxin gallery” peoject, which 

encourages us to keep our common aspirations and our “initial heart”.

——Curator Tu Zeng

As the first secretary of the impoverished village, I will strive to 

obtain, integrate, and connect various resources, ideologically arm the 

village with Xi Jinping's theory of socialism with Chinese characteristics 

in the new era, and use various projects and resources to make the village 

economically prosperous, use the various forces and platforms of social 

poverty alleviation to enrich the village culturally, comprehensively 

enhance the villagers' sense of gain and happiness, and support the 

restoration of rural culture and the overall revitalization of the village. 

As a village cadre of the Ministry of Commerce, I am full of affection for 

Guang' an and Gexin Village. Business poverty alleviation, focusing on 

hematopoietic poverty alleviation, and sustainable development. The 

Chuxin Gallery project of Gexin Village is an educational activity on the 
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ӵͷḾᦘ˵ᑧᇳ͠ࣂԯࡡ˟ॿǔँຠ᰼ХᢁХ

Ջǔᦘॿڏࠚᇳ͠ఱҴ˟ॿ

theme of "Don't forget the original heart and remember the mission" in 

Gexin village. It is an important attempt to combine the Longan pomelo 

industry to create a demonstration site for combining agriculture and 

tourism.

——Co-curator Dafu Jin

In the long run, this is a historic opportunity to promote the 

construction of beautiful villages and promote villages' sustainable 

development. The project's implementation will attract more attention to 

the development of Gexin village, bring more resources, provide a better 

platform, and add new momentum to the construction of innovations 

that are prosperous, democratic, civilized, harmonious, and beautiful. 

We cooperated with all parties to respond to the REVIVAL initiative. On 

the one hand, it is to comply with public opinion, seek opportunities, 

stimulate villagers' sense of participation, and increase income according 

to local conditions. Improve the happiness of life, and strive to seek 

joint development on the material and spiritual levels. As an incubator, 

facilitator, I will further integrate resources so that professional 

knowledge and sustainable development domestic and foreign experience 

can better support rural revitalization and cultural restoration, and create 

a more inclusive, happy, and prosperous society.

——Co-curator Zheng Liao

|Other Organization Information|
Organizer: 

China Communist Party, Guangan District, Longan Township Gexin 

Party Branch, Guangan MinFu Sustainable Rural Development Center, 

Dimensions Art Center(DAC), Cross Media Studio of Sichuan Fine Art 

Institute, Yisanxun Mural Art Center, Publicity Department of Guangan 

District Committee, Finance Bureau of Guangan District, Agriculture 

and Rural Bureau of Guangan District, Guangan on district Supply and 

Marketing Co-operative Association, Commerce Bureau of Guangan 

District, Poverty Alleviation and Development Bureau of Guangan 

District, Culture and Tourism Bureau of Guangan District, Peoples 

Government of Guangan District, Guangan Zhongchuang E-commerce 

Co. , Ltd 

Support:

Chengdu Joyous Capacity Building Social Work Development 

Center, Cross Media Studio of Sichuan Fine Art Institute, Chengdu Spirit 

Home Social Service Center
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ᥓᄒ༪ᩦḰኝಽ͠४ญḾکՃ͇ՑҊ᧟כ౯·Ḿ᧠ऄݨ

᧠ऄ༪ᩦ᥎࣓᧠ऄ�LBLBHVPHVPǕ

ăబᓰిĄḰኝಽ᭬࣪͠ЮͼḾᳯ᧟כ౯·Ḿ᧠ऄݨ

ḬHVPḭۆАǕ
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ᄒሀሤИᓽǕ
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ҊăܵЫĄᄒکӥదसԯࡡǕ

˦ᳯۆᇳᏎᄒʿֈḰ͋మ᭒ǔమ৹ਞḰమ᠒͒Ḱద
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ăၿটࣹᛮĄǔăᇳӥᗁĄኖ֙ᮭǕ

If you ask where to have the most authentic hotpot in Chongqing, 

you will get many different answers because Chongqing hotpot is 

everywhere.But if you ask where is the most artistic place in Chongqing, 

then the answer will be very specific: Huangjueping.

Huangjueping has lots of "very artistic" sites, such as the "Old 

Sichuan Fine Arts Institute" rooted in the past few decades, the "graffiti 

street" that has spread for several kilometers, the "old tea house" with 

more than 30 years history, power plant with large chimneys that has 

stopped smoking long time ago and the old rusted railways waiting 

to be activated.... They possess a strong sense of pictures. And most 

importantly, they bring out the temperature and texture of Huangjueping. 

It is in these conditions that home and abroad artists and art institutions 

gradually gathered and grew up. They communicated with the locals who 

are called the "old Huangjuepinger" so often that the cooperation in art 

creation became the norm between the two. This place was covered with 

mysterious light of art since then.

The Jiulong Peninsula, with Huangjueping as its location center 

and content core, is the second peninsula bay area where the Yangtze 

River flows into Chongqing. The advantages of geographical location 

on both sides are obvious. Now it has a new functional orientation: 

the international version of the Jiulong Art Culture Peninsula. Based 

on the resource advantages of the Sichuan Fine Arts Institute and 

the geographical advantages of the peninsula, the regional renewal of 

Huangjueping in the Jiulong Peninsula has become a key task at the 

municipal level. To revive the region, we need to follow the initial path 

and at the same time carving our own way, which means not to disturb 

the original soil, not to erase the memory of the city, and not to disrupt 

the existing community structure. Therefore, the return of the artists 

based in Sichuan Fine Arts Institute, the return of the artistic works, 

the return of the artistic atmosphere, and the return of Huangjueping’s 

memory are the “code” for the international version of the Jiulong Art 

Culture Peninsula. Base on this, the regional renewal development will 

change from “return” to “revival”.

As a member of the Huangjueping community, we have the 

needs, emotions, responsibilities, and advantages to make suggestions 

and take practical actions for the development of this region. Under 

such circumstance, the first “2019 REVIVAL • Yangtze International 

Huangjueping Culture And Art Festival” is jointly launched by three local 

third-party social organizations, referring to “Dimensions Art Center”, 

“Tongmen Art Center” and “Essence Art Center”.

Under the concept of “empathic and voluntary”, “symbiotic and 

autonomous”,  “harmonious and diverse” proposed by the “Revival 

Initiative”, the “Art Festival” will follow the “Fate of History”, “Demands 

from Nature” “Response of Humanity”, “Logic of Knowledge”as the 

direction of value and practice, linking communities in Huangjueping, art 

institutes along the Yangtze River, and independent artists at home and 

abroad. Together, Art Festival carry out“City Memory”, “Ecological Art” 

and “Community Folk Art”, in which we will explore the propositions 

such as “space renewal”, “ecological balance” and “community creation” 

in the process of urban renewal and development.
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ప௯Қဠͅәᝅ᧡˟ᄒᤀ۪ǕͶԓՆ݀ӁϢԳᄒ̵݁Ḱௌߺ឵

௯ڢஓፋکᎎᄒಳࡕઋ௯ڢனәᛀՔҁᄒਛ˯᭯ࡗᏳḰߺ

ԊςཱᣉԳ˦˟ږဠͅә˰ᢁᄒᣉ՜ጹǕ᧠ऄर۴ᙒḰ

ͶЭ༗ᤑᄒဠͅәѿՃఁᒸઐᬠᦘసḰဠͅனᄒඁТḰጛ

ၿѫҚ੦మᄒ۪әḰߺບ൛ीḰઊ́ට̸֏ᥛᄒᚋ

Ԝ́նᐙᤇḰᡸ̵ኳ˿మ˘˄̩ͅᄒ̈Ǖ҂Ҋ᧠ऄḰ·

ᑧܽ४ࠜᅂѫ۪ߺᄒၿվဠဠͅәԓՆᄒᬅඈྺ॥Ḱ

ፚැ۪ǔᬠᦘḰ˄ጻभគḰஐ᭱रஒḰ̸ͤک៶ΰᄒࡕ

ᄸᣰˉᦒ݀रԯҊʿࣤʿᢁˉᬎ๚ᤸᥓḰဠͅᇳ͠૾ஓፋ

᥇ᣬ˦ۻᆱࠈ˯ᅔЩͼॖটḰՒసᄒͅዽሀ˿ᦘڢ᧠ऄᄒ

ᗁभՆ˟႙ˆბᤤḰႈЭඏ۪ᒸЭ۪ᄒఈᝂፊḰՃ௵

ᝁច᧠ऄဠͅәᢾ͓ᤃᄒԯࡡՆǕ

᧠ऄፋઽమᡝᄐࣺࡏगǔ҇ᤘलᄒ۪әఈᝂḰͶ

̗ԨˉЭҲᑧࣻᠺ̉Эکڢਛ˯ᄒ᧠ऄ̩ḰԊࣻ෭మᜊ

ᯘխᄒனәਛ˯ࠁУฬᇲḰˈࠏඩᄒសḰӐ߹឵̽͋џ˳ஔਛ

ᝅဠ۪ͅఈᝂ˟కᘱᅔᄒਛ˯ᝃᝳḰݨ౯·మࣼᄒᝂࠫ

᧠ऄ̩Ḱ·͠ԯဠཱ̽͋༪࣪ݨḰၽᒸ࠺ಞіәᄒ۪

ฬᇲѫăኈՔ᧠ऄಞіĄᄒ༯᱐Ǖˈҷݨ฿ݨලḰᇳᏎᄒߣ

༪ᩦᏭ༰ௌ္ݨርᄒำᕥ˰үḰ࿏ۿᛳဠ˦ʿሠແ̎ᒵཱᳶڢ

ႈ̩͋࠺کնऻḰЭ์དྷᄸଔ࠶ᒹᛩҷঔᤇ္ˉরᏮǕ͋ॏ

ཱՃ͇ဠ̩ͅ࠳ᄒༀሰᳶәḰڢ˘˄ͅᄒࡃௌชટԥă᧠

ऄ̩Ąکڢඩ᠗ᄒՒሠ္ႈḰͶᤅ̵˦൫ḰکڢԓՆǔனә࠳ᇳ

Ꮞඩ᠗ᄒफ़׆ཱ௯௵ᏳᝁᄒḰᤐሠʿලڠˉʿཱ̩फ

፦ᅔʿăᮻఈĄḰߺ ӥ҇̎ဠͅ౦ኛᄒ̩ ă˰ఈᝂĄǕăᮻఈĄ

ႈ̩݁ࣻک˦У᠊Ḱ̩ЩၿЭ˟Ḱॊោ္ǔᝂࠫˉᄹ֟Ḱর

ᛩᡢ̎݁کᏳ᭬ԱḿᏳဠͅᇳ͠ᄒăఈᝂĄၿ̟ḰॊោᄒԊ

௯ႈ̩˰ਛঋ।ܹ˰̽ᏰԱḰၿ̟ਛ˯Ḱၿ̟ǔҌᠨ

͇лၿ̟Ḱᛳဠ˦ˈࡒၿ̟ˉˈࡒᠨḰ͇ԫ࠳ᒵཱᄒˈࡒᆩቩ

ˉऔळۿርǕăఈᝂĄᄒᇳ͠ॊោᄒ௯ҁǔҚᤑǔφ൬ˉ౦भḰ

ᏳăᮻఈĄᄒᇳᏎॊោᄒѿ௯္ǔᝂܵǔᝈ৪ˉ֟ՔǕ�ऌឧ឵Ḱ

᧠ऄԾ௯ၿҷکվဠᅔʿሠЯ۔ᄒ˟ږॏ۪ͅဠ࿌ḰЭᇳᏎ

Chongqing may be the representative of all cities where the urban 

and rural overlap are distinct. It is also a place where modernization is 

mixed with the hometown. Located in the hinterland of China and used 

to be called the third-tier city, Chongqing used to be a marginalized town 

in the view of post-modernism. However, as historical trend is changing, 

whether it is in the political and economic geography or in the sense of 

cultural integration and innovation, it has turned into a turning point for 

the future of modernization in China. Although Chongqing opened as a 

commercial port at an early time, its radical modernization wasn’t  taken 

place until the World War II. The introduction of modern civilization has 

created unprecedented urbanized space which gradually expanded and 

brought the villagers from the surrounding native town and it’s been two 

or three generations since then. Upon your first arrival, you can easily 

see the stage of the characteristics of the modern history shown by the 

geographic expanding of Chongqing. From cramped mountain valleys, 

a traditional city along the Yangtze river, the capital of China during the 

World War II, the construction of third-tier cities, the reform and opening 

up and the municipality and the Western Development to One Belt 

and One Road and the new International Land-Sea Trade Corridor, the 

modern society defines the forms of the community based on the logic 

of politics and economy. The spirit of the times in all periods also left 

traces in the spatial development history of Chongqing. The landscape 

interpretation from its mother city to its new city can clearly witness the 

spatial development history of Chongqing's modern identity evolution.

Chongqing has an urban spectacle that spans a hundred years and it 

appears a strong diversity. However, those in Chongqing who participate 

in and give meaning to the spatial functions are not completely influenced 

by the cultural significance of urban space. They almost deliberately 

ignore the disciplines hidden in the modern urban spectacle. If you 

observe Chongqing people long enough, you will find that they are still 

living by their rules and even nurtured the standardized urban space 

with the soul of "Chongqing standards". The existence of the community 

attracts people with a mystical power from the silenced nature. As time 

goes by, the power is so fierce that people cannot help but to deal with 

their instinct ahead of rationality and thinking. Some may consider that 

the influence of modernity on people is subtle and continuous and it will 

take more time to change the locality temperament. But the influence 

of local history and culture on the temperament of the community is 

still obvious so far. The scenery that human beings are shaped by the 

࣓۫ঃ � ᇴ͡ఉᝃˊᇴᏏᮼఉ
CITY MEMORY - Society Spectacle and Community Scenery
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੦ࠡࡘᄒྵ္੦ࣤమᄒᓚனәڊۻḰˉᇳᏎॿ༯ᒵమ

ᄒکڢனәڊۻḰᙒԓᄐཱࣺվဠѫܵెጠፏᄒͯၿॖটǕክ

Ᏻ˰Ḱ̵˟ږᄒ۪ၿස̩͋᭯͑ࡗ˘࠳ϡḰॖڢ

Ᏻˆᄒྵ᠗ឌස˟ᇳ͠ఈᝂәၿ̟ᇰᄒಞіԥᤂಞḰॖᏳ˅

ᄒॿ༯ឌසѿ͇కՔԓՆᮻఈᄒᇳᏎ̀ԥᑺḰᤐ˘ࡗే

҆ˉਛ˯ᄒ͑ϡጠ᎕Ḱਗԯ௵ᗋکઑᇤᅔద˦ࣺᣘᄒˏͅḰ

௯፡፦μࣹᛩѴᜐḰᤏ௯ࡅភၿটᛀՔḰᤐЭࠌˈ௯ˈ̱̱௯

˜ͼᄒ̩ၿ֙ᮭḰᏳ௯ဠ۪ͅݨͽ˟ږәᄒʿ˜ԓՆ֙ᮭǕ

ఽ൛ኞࡡ੦᭯࠳ᄒکڢဠڬÿÿ˽ᴥہӥḰప௯᧠ऄᄒဠͅ

ఈᝂፋ˦బᄒ۪˒ࣂᤐ̗Қڢәᄒᢾ͓μᬲḰᏳဠ˒ࣂ

ᥔ̟Ḱࣂ˒ఈᝂᄒனәᥔ̟әՃ͇Ζ˰ᣉԳѫᄒᇳ͠ᢾ͓ÿÿ

ன̟˒ḰͶ႙ˆᄒᤏమͯၿࣂ˒ԓՆᄒᏭʿͅࣂ˒ᇳӥᥔ

ටḰڢఈᝂᄒᇳ͠ᢾ͓лၿ̟ՙḰ̽͋ͳ˳ᤒ݇کԥ̈ԓՆప

ፔ̉ᄒᢾ͓Ḱ̽͋ᜊᤏፔ̈ʿᄸڢ᧟ᄒᮻఈǕཱ̽͋ॺቿḰ

ᮘḰ߿ᄒᑽ˅Ḱ͋ᑧᝈᆄҊ৫˟Ӱனᠺ̉ᄒ༯᱐͋̽ڢ

௯݁کˈ̭ˈळḰ͝ၿమ৹మ˯ᄒӪࣺᥓڬǕ

ఈᝂమᄱᛸ  ᮻఈᒵ౺ᕮǕඐ݁ᦘ௯ԓՆḰͶဠڢፘ࠳ʿḰ

̩ऌ᭯࠳ԓՆḰͶదˈᑧঌḰဠڢḰᳯದཱڢḰຽ

ཱ४Ǖ

land around them is different from the "spectacle" of people built by 

modernity. "Scenery" is made up of the world and people as a whole 

picture. People live with understanding, observation and harmony in 

a way of thinking about the world rather than attacking it; while the 

"Spectacle" production of modern society emphasizes the will of human 

beings. To attack and take from the world, to produce significance, space, 

and manufacture consumption for reproduction. It is manifested as 

endless production and consumption, as well as the restless destruction 

and rebuilding and the accumulation of abandoned nature. The “Spectacle” 

society emphasizes innovation, progress, revision, and construction, 

while the “Scenery” community emphasizes understanding, observation, 

enlightenment, and harmony. Chongqing is vividly presenting a typical 

Chinese contemporary city in which the imported cultural genes carried 

by the community's physical space and the community's original spiritual 

space is intricately symbiosing together in a way of entanglement. In 

short, today's urban life in China requires people to face two layers of 

value. One is to meet the production standards of society spectacle for 

the material demands of physics, and another is to seek spiritual relief in 

metaphysics coinciding with history. The entanglement of the two layers 

of value and the significant of time is afflicting the younger generation 

more and more significantly. To continue to maintain parallel division, or 

to try ecological fusion, it is not just a life problem of the individual, but 

a historical proposition of how to sinicize the modern cities.

Jiulongpo District, the venue of the Art Festival, was once the 

identity of modern industrialization in Chongqing. Now these former 

industrial landscapes have become the latest urban heritage. The cultural 

heritization of industrial spectacle is transformed into a new social 

identity - the cultural tourism industry. But at the same time, the legacy 

of the old industrial community, who accompanied the industrial history, 

seem to have forever lost the identity that history has given to them after 

the re-production of the social identity of the spectacle. They were given 

back to the scenery that has always been there. But they still got smile 

on their faces where we can feel the strength left by the ancient Chinese 

civilization which has been the natural and essential stand for thousands 

of years.

The spectacle and scenery has their own prosperity and decline. 

Everyday is history but the present is absolutely one and only. People 

should face history but they must not forget. Look outside, the yellow 

eucalyptus is growing and the pepper splash is still vivacious.
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᰽ � ˘݈ᄓˀ݂
Acrophobia & A Lost Taste 
ÿÿဖঘय़Ё΄ֿ

Photography & Video Works by artist Chen Wang
҂΄$SFBUJPO�UJNF�]��������������������

ᰇ႙᧠ऄᄒҚ˘֏ḰڢУཱᬓၿᄒဟܚ˟ਞԲᅔፋˈၽ̀

ᄒ˟सၿसˉ̩ᬍЪጏḰ࠳ඩϓ֟ᯕᯄᄒगˈᤨ֟ᐇᤀ

ᅔᄒᬓၿឮᮋḰԮԮܵܵପᇰᒵ௯ʿ˜ल̩́Ǖᤐ̗Уᦒᝰ׆

ਞԲҊ̈Қॊདྷᄒ߬ਞǕ

Ꮎᢾܹ௩Ḱݨᄒᬓၿఈᓬ͠ᝰ̩ږᄒ߬ˈḰलږलڢˉ

Ᏻ˟ڢ۪ږԯࡡ˟႙ˆᄒЩͅԇḰڢᅓ˟Գ̈́ࠚ

ᄒ௪࠹Ḿ˽ ᴥہӥᄒ᛬ఈԩЀ̈ተࣺస่ӷపધᤃᄒ᛬ᥓḰ

୕୕௷௷ᄒ࠽ᝰڈংᡙԥࠚޑޑᄒ֏Ḱැጒᥓ่֟ӷӪ

ጒᥓᦘ௯ʿ᰼ʿᆊǕᒵᝄᯄᄒϓᅂҊʿࠚ˄ԸḰ͠ௌᬕ

ঞঘపፋᒵ˿మᤇ֟ྠඏЩᤑఁᯈᄒ൜˵ИḰࡒ࡙Ճḿ

ᯔೀ˅ᅓጢᓭᓭᄒտឌḰᒵ̸෭మՑᄒ̀Ḱᤑ

ʿ൮ᝰਛដҊˈ̎ࡣᤐ᧟Ḱ˿ፄቋ͠ሗरᤐ᧟ǕՃ௯ḰҊ

ऍכ̎ࡣ᧟Ḱᤏԥכ᧟฿๖Ḱԩ࠵ڢઅ̬ˮṃ

In the first two weeks of staying in Chongqing, I felt the Chinese 

lifestyle and interpersonal relationship I was not accustomed to in an 

unfamiliar environment. I was extremely uncomfortable with the climate 

and diet, and the strange voices in my ears repeatedly reminded me that 

I was A stranger. All of these made me feel an unprecedentedly strong 

sense of loneliness.

Unlike the loneliness in a foreign country, the unfamiliar scenery 

in a foreign country will make people feel like being in an alien, and the 

common era imprint left by the development of Chinese cities has become 

a reflection of hometown in my eyes: the streetscape of Jiulongpo District 

is very similar. In the streets of Jinan that had not been demolished in my 

childhood, the shaky minibus reminded me of the weekend when I went 

to my grandma's house. The Yangtze River Cableway and Jinan Qianfo 

Mountain Cableway were both high and low. When I saw a family of 

three and looking for food alone, I would miss the happy hour of having 

dinner with my parents, although one of the few; the red and bright 

peppers on the dinner table, told me that I have never had a habit of 

eating spicy food. I realize that I don't belong here, and I will leave here 

eventually. But where do I belong, where am I going to wander, and what 

am I looking for?

1 2 � Ԧᅃ࠾ҤڭḢᜋݢ˨ᝑਟҸҋםॳЁ࿚ǖڭᤧݦᄓϔḢᝉॳ̑ग़ᦙᎮ̉ˀ˝ᝑǖ

�*�XFOU�UP�TFF�B�TNBMM�UIFBUFS�BOE�XBT�NPWFE�CZ�UIF�IFSPJOF�UP�DSZ�MJLF�B�EPH��8IFO�TIF�MFGU�*�GFMU�UIBU�UIF�DMPVET�XFSF�NJTTJOH�B�DPSOFS�

� အ̉ڪˇː႖ᄓУԹḢͷ௰ੑ෮యӄඪᤒԦǖ

�*�GPVOE�UIF�FOUSBODF�UP�UIF�VOEFSHSPVOE�XPSME�CVU�*�EJEO�U�EBSF�UP�HP�JO�
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_ ㋷ⷀ䐃 _
ӥᏭ᛬ہැጒᥓᄒफ़Ѐˉ˽ᴥڷ˺࠺ǚৄ᰼Ǜ˟Ḱڢ

ᄒफ़ЀፏՔḰڈংԥ͇ࠚޑޑԫྠ̦ࣤࣿᄒ˺่ڷӷӪ

ጒᥓᄒ।̋Ḱᝯ͇߯ተᄒᢾ͓ਛដҊၿ֙ఽ᠗ᄒ͇߬ԫ߿У

ਞᄒ݇Ǖ

|Acrophobia|
In "Acrophobia", I combined the image of riding the Yangtze River 

ropeway with the old street in Jiulongpo District, recalling my grandma's 

home and my father's childhood when I took the Jinan Qianfo Mountain 

ropeway and discussing the identity of a child To the disappearance of the 

loneliness of the essence of life and the sense of security.

_ Ⰻ㬈⭥䄜㸗 _
�ǚ˗݇ᄒʿ֒Ǜ˟Ḱ͇᧠ऄᄒಞঋăĄ˦ѵТཊḰڢ

͇៑ᄒᝅᝐᤠ֒ݨͽ˦ᒵ˟Ꭽ݇ᄒʿ֒ÿÿ

ˈՑᄒԜڊḰᤑᏳᤠᒵ˟బᬺঌᄒʿᯈఁᯔḰకᇰ̈

˟੦᭯ˢᄒሗǕڢ̩

ᙒཱᦘ௯ႁڢ᧠ऄᅂҊᄒဠࠌफ़ЀḰˉԴᤠᤇԥᄒீᄏፏ

ՔḰǚৄ᰼Ǜదܻᛳဠ̈ၿ֙ᄒ߬ఽ᠗Ḱǚ˗݇ᄒʿ֒Ǜѿ

ઊ߬ፂәదፂॺᏳЮͼᄒ̋͐Ǖࡒ˘˜फ़ЀᦘԫЭዬገḰ

Ͷ �� ݁ᄒܮࡓḰԯဠᒵԩԳॊ݀̈ʿཊཊÿÿՃ͇ڢڷ

ᤐ᧟Ḱˉࣹ߬᭪کᄹܳ̈ḰՃᑧ˿ˈ௯४ḰͶ௯ˈᆉǕՃ

͇આᝫᒵ४߬̈ǕᏳ߬˿̸ˈ௯ڶᄒ˔ḰԾ௯ڊ˦̩

ઍᅔᤇԥˈஒᎺ̈Ǖ

ᙴ࠽̈˜॥ᒵᄒڒǚ˗݇ᄒʿ֒Ǜ᧟Ḱႁڢ

ጅḰͳ˳ਏઊᄒ֒ᝈ˿ܓᤑᒵᄒ˟Ǖᆄᥓፄమʿ݁ᒵ

͠ஒᤇᒵḰݨࡋపᤵᏭࣖ੦ḰЀʿ˜ල੬Ḱࣤᅔ˅ʿ˜ຩ

ԸᄒڈংḰ፡፦ڢ᧟ห˅ᢁǕ

ᏳဠڢᆄᥓḰሗर᧠ऄ͇ՙḰʿ݁Ḱऌឧඓᮝᝨᄒ

దঔ̈ཊǕ

Ḭਞ១భḰीᴥḰ๕ཱḰౣḰᬉᄻḰ,ḰపᤵᏭࣖḰͽ

̣ᏭࣖḰࢾᏇᄒ߮͋Ḱ͇ԫʿѵፔᤇࣧҸᄒᬓၿ̩Ǖˉ·͋

ᄹܳᙒཱᆉఏḰԊᝰڢ᧠ऄᄒబՙџ݁ঔ˵ԩᬺঌǕసᄻ͋

ᤏమృ͠᧠Ǖḭ

|A Lost Taste|
In "A Lost Taste," I took Chongqing's symbol of "spicy" as the 

starting point, and from a joking perspective, I described how spiciness 

became the missing flavor in my growth-the reason why I didn't eat spicy 

food, and then I told the most about my growth. An unforgettable meal 

and dinner hint at the separation faced by people as they grow up.

Although I used the real images, I saw in Chongqing and combined 

with the narration of the past, "Acrophobia" expresses the lonely nature 

of life more. At the same time "A Lost Taste|" refines loneliness into 

detailed and specific events. Although both images are incredibly rough, 

at the end of the 30 days, I found myself a little stronger-I can sit here 

and get along with loneliness peacefully. It may not be very long, but it is 

also not short. I can admit that I am lonely. But loneliness is never a bad 

thing, just because people are holding onto the past.

In "A Lost Taste," I surrounded the little cake that symbolized myself 

with chili as if I wanted to put the spicy taste into my growth. I know 

that one day I will let myself go, just as Teacher Zeng Tu said, like a sailor, 

with the memories of the last port, continue on the road in the afterglow.

And I now know that the day of leaving Chongqing should be a bit 

faster than expected.

(Special thanks to Xiaoyue, Zhang Long, Haoran, Changsong, A 

Pan, K, Teacher Zeng Tu, Teacher He Jing, Sichuan Fine Arts Insititute's 

classmates, and all the strangers who have helped me. The last few days 

in Chongqing were happy and unforgettable. I hope we will have a chance 

to meet again in the future.)

1 2
3 4

� ᤑ᧠֍ḵڣڸᭊ݂˝לڣӪாᄓ݂Յအ̉қ̪ႚˇᄓᥕᤥǖᥰ˝̪௰ڣ
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� Ḣ੯ਐᡚౘҋˠሠᓵǖߞᄓН݁ࣆஓᇉအˀԿڣ

8IFO�*�GPVOE�B�NBTTJWF�SBCCJU�JO�+JFGBOHCFJ�*�SFNFNCFSFE�UIBU�JU�XBT�UIF�.JE�"VUVNO�'FTUJWBM�

� ᤑሡఉऍឨԿڣᳰೕۇᅃॳҋǖ

5IJT�LJOE�PG�TDFOF�TIPVME�POMZ�CF�TFFO�JO�)VBOHKVFQJOH�

� ˠ˱۫ǖՄਂᜋᥕऴ̉ǖࠒ

"�DJUZ�JO�B�SPPN��6OGPSUVOBUFMZ�JU�XBT�BCBOEPOFE�
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˙ෑອ Two Rivers Tour
ÿÿुమᓱీ˝ࡢ

Solo Exhibition by artist Yiy Zhang
�5JNF�]����������������������
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_ ⥀䍚㦬㣑䁵 _
ीభḰʿᄸᒹү̎ᆙቋՃ͇௪࠹ၿᄒᛩ˦֟ᭇܐ־Ḱ

͇ලḰ༪ḰྵኖГᤑᛩᣉૹǕڒ֏࠺ݥᠺ̉ಅሠਛ˯Ǖ

ᰇ႙᧠ऄసḰݥᅓҚ੦ᝁᄒᇓ፷ْᬤැ֟ᜪᳯැ༗฿ළᐙḰ

ЭӁݨ᧡Ѵ᱅ḰໜໜḰຕๅѴḰᅷᝂǕǚ˘ැຬǛ

ႈ൭ॲǕ

ǚ˘ැຬǛԱැḰْᬤැԫ˘ැ̜ළᄒ˄˜ཊḰ͇ල˦

ઐ˰ᮐґǕीభ࠳ැຬᎎԥቋḰᛩ˰ᙇௌḰ˘࠵˦Ḱ̶

ᤐˆຕๅૣဠ̎ᮏ˰˅ḰԱැලḰْᬤැලԫ˘ැ̜ළ࠺

ᄒ˄ཊැලḰᒽʿၬๅәຕḰлᤏʿၬຕТๅḰ๗๗Ḱ๛

฿ᏳˆලႏბḰ௯ๅͳܣ᥍ලḰࠨၿ֙ᕫၿຼṃᝅˏྵڊᎎ

ॎᤵṃ൬௯ݥൠऻᝂᏰሰ൮ૹఈ˰ਛḰᒑ͌᭯Ḱᣁˈᤇณ

ලᰟ̎ʿᢾḰ๊̦ˢ̜ළ˰ᇜᇯḰᬬᤝᛩࡧӓӓḰৄˈԫଖ

Ḱ൭˦ᤇ।ბڊṃ࠺ᆄṃ२ᝂᏰর፤Ǖ

ÿÿပ

| Preface By The Emerging Curator |
Yiy Zhang is dedicated to express life through performance and sculpture 

works, using water, fire, plants and so on as transform elements to give 

meaning to surrounding space. She transforms water, fire, plants and so 

on to express life. 

During her stay in Chongqing, she saw the dark green Jialing River and 

the yellow Yangtze River flowing together like wild horses with parting 

manes. The works "Two Rivers Tour" was created where the water fuses 

and the pure and turbid distinct.

"Two Rivers Tour" takes three points at the junction of the Yangtze River 

and the Jialing River. Using water as the medium to find the origin of the 

rivers, to walk into the void and to find the instant eternity. Yiy Zhang 

took the water from both the Yangtze River and the Jialing River and the 

confluence of the two rivers, scooped up a ladle of turbid water and pour 

into clear water, and then clear into turbid. It leaves trace floating and 

sinking like ink dissolving in water, implying the collapses in life. How 

to understand life in world? Yiy Zhang leads the viewers to experience 

different perspectives. No matter what position, one can never avoid mud 

splash. It is like being there watching the great view of junction of the 

two rivers but is compelled to hurry and leave everything unquestioned. 

Why? We do not have an answer, or to say, the answer is in viewer’s 

mind.

—— Manman Wang

အڭҸཻྨ

1JDUVSFT�PG�UIF�&WFOU

_ 㮨㽈コ䓵㭗 _
҂͍ܶሟḰᇓ፷ᄒْᬤැˉᜪᳯᄒැ༗฿୫ѬḰЭӁݨ᧡

Ѵ᱅ḰໜໜḰຕๅѴḰලǕݨ൭ᄹළḰดТ˔๚Ǖ

ă˘ැຬĄԱැḰْᬤැԫ˘ැ̜ළᄒ˄˜ཊḰࣤᅔᝂ

Ᏸሰ൮ૹఈǕ͇ල˦̶Ḱ࠺ຬ˦ᝂጻǕԱʿၬๅәຕḰлᤏʿ

ၬຕТๅǕ௯ዽԄܕ๚ᄒܕḰ˿௯ਝХሰᄒਝǕႁʿ˜ᙇௌᄒ

ᛩ˦ԥ࠳ઐᤐᎀᄒǕ

˘Ąˈ˦˘ḰͅጛܻḿăැĄˈ˦ැḰͅၿ֙ḿăຬĄ

ˈ˦ຬḰͅᅔǕ

ÿÿीభ

| Text By The Artist |
During early summer and mid autumn, the green Jialing River and the 

yellow Yangtze River strike fiercely, where is like the mane of a wild 

horse. Whirlpool rolls and forms an imposing view where clear and turbid 

distinct and flows into the East Sea.

Yiy Zhang took the water from both the Yangtze River and the Jialing 

River and the confluence of the two rivers, scooped up a ladle of turbid 

water and pour into clear water, and then clear into turbid. Using an act 

of nothingness to against the ethereal eternity, it is an determined as well 

as fool act. 

 "Two" does not mean two but many; "river" does not mean river but life; 

"tour" does not mean tour but live.

—— Yiy Zhang
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ᄵᄓڪ Destination
ÿÿᠪ๖ིᓱీ˝ࡢ

Solo Exhibition by artist Haoran He
�5JNF�]����������������������
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_ ⥀䍚㦬㣑䁵 _
ǚՒమ˜ϪǛ

ఽ൛ࡡᝇ௯ܵॎϗhැږᬍᳯۆᓰిனә���۪

ংhᇳ͠ఈᝂˉᇳᏎᮻఈᄒҷ˰ʿǕᏳ͇ăՒమ˜ϪĄࡣᮭ

௯ࣗశᤑʿ൮ѫҚᅻڢᓰిࠌᢃᄒ᧠Ǖᤐ௯ሗरᓆᤨӥࣻ

ᤑТᆄӥ۳ᄒᤢ৽ˉస२Ǖఽ൛੦ુᄒᓰిࠚˉ᭧ࣺኞ̩ࡡ

ᦘᒵՒᮟ۳ࠌᢃጒḰ۪ڢংᄒᇇྦྷ˟ପѫᄒ᠗Ⴉ֟ԮরǕ

ᠩ๕ཱᤸᤇǚᬎکᄒᝈǛԮ௪ᒵᄒরਏ֟ܳܚǕ͇ ຕఉǔ

ЮͼǔՃਞᄒᒵཱྵˉௌॖǔઢᄒனߢᤠ˦ரḰڢᴁຉ

ᄒИጻౖ͐ˆ౦भᄒǕ̽ႁ᳴క֟னߢᤠ᧠ܐဟܚᤀ

႕Ḱႁᝈˉดਛүਞᆄ˜ͼఽᢾḰվဠ̽ᝅᝐ˟ᄒ̩ˉˏ႕Ǖ

̽ఽՃ͇ڢᓐᤊ˒ᄒᥓᢁ˅ᡔॲదˬḰͶ࠳ᓰిᄒরᏮʿࠈ

ሶग˅ԯ̩̈̽࠳ၿॲ᧠Ꮾ᧢ḰஐԳ̈̽ᄒ̩ၿᄴಞǕઊយ

ថ֟ဠͅᜑᎾᐗጏᡙḰะࠫҊదຏ֟దँᄒکḰᤐ௯̽࠳

᳴ᄒ݀๚�ᒵཱဠᄒఽᅆԮऌḰᤱᝅ੦మᮟ۳Ḱ੮͠ԯဠ˜

ˏ႕Ǖ

ᅂᅂᤐ൛ᠩ๕ཱᄒվဠसḰమϓḰ̽ࡇЭਏઊӵ͐־

ஒᎾڢѴሗᄒڬఈ˟Ḱ̍ Э̽ۿ־ஒʿᡙḰ˿ ˈᄒ४ܵెǕ

Իʿ̗ϓḰ̽ԩঅˈઊ݀᧢־ᬿՔᡙǕ

๕ཱᄒᮻಳḰແ̎·͋ᑶऍᄒͼᰖḰແܻ̎݀ࠚˉ̜̽฿Ǖ

ÿÿीᭋ၉

| Preface By The Emerging Curator |
<One Owns One Way>

This exhibition is one of the activities taking place during the 

RIVIVAL · Yangtze International Huangjueping Culture and Art Festival 

—— City Memory · Society Spectacle and Community Scenery. The 

title of "One Owns One Way" is to further point out the importance of 

foresight in artistic practice. It's the confusion and anticipation of getting 

out of comfort zone and into the unknown. The artists and emerging 

curators come from all fields of practical exploration, raising questions 

and introspection in the fragments of urban memory.

Haoran He reflects his thoughts and situations through “the 

Touch of the Land”. With clear, concrete, sensible natural objects and 

intangible, Description text description as the material, to build a new 

space in the dim light conditions. He used darkness and words to reshape 

the boundaries of environment, touch and attention to perceive the 

individual, therefore to present his vision of human and the world.

He could have been in the shipping Industry much longer, but his 

think about art partly triggered a rethinking of his life and changed his 

purpose. Connecting poetry to modern devices and seeing deeper and 

wider is his natural response to the natural phenomena and the dark sea. 

The whole world is revealed by looking into all fields.

Look at the way Haoran presents this time. Sometimes, he especially 

wants to put individual pieces in separate scenes, not mixing them up 

with other pieces, and not making them complicated. At other times, he 

puts together a large works collection.

Haoran's inspiration stems from the experience of himself as well as 

communicating with others.

—— Xueqin Zhang

1 2
3 4

����အڭҸཻྨ

1JDUVSFT�PG�UIF�&WFOU
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"�$IBJS�XJUI�)JOE�-FHT

��Ǜਜǜ
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Έ͌ˊੑ Anyway, anyone
ÿÿ-FF�,ZFPOHIFF ڭᓋအڭं

Square Dancing Scene by artist Lee Kyeonghee
�5JNF�]�����������
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ᓱీࠛ"SUJTU

-FF�,ZFPOHIFFḞᮇڗ ]�,3ḟ

ኟ̪ࡢ$VSBUPS

ఫᤶ5V�;FOH

᭨ࣻኟ̪ࡢ&NFSHJOH�$VSBUPS

ᦉ�(FHF�;IFOH

Օ΄ᓱీࠛ$P�"SUJTU

ुᘽႀ

ᓋᢥڍ%BODF�5SPVQF

௬˱ᮍᓋᢥ4ڍQSJOH�%BODF�5FBN

Ꮾ̂ھھᓋڍ -BPYJBOH�%BN�%BODF�5FBN

ᳰೕᔒڐඨᓋᢥڍ�)VBOHKVF�(BSEFO�'PML�%BODF�5FBN

๛ચឃᝩ1PTUFS�%FTJHO

;̤�+JOH�)F

ᏫបӲҹ5SBOTMBUJPO�"TTJTUBODF

镕ӆ�3POHYVO�%V�

મӲҹ4IPPUJOH�"TTJTUBODF
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_ ⥀䍚㦬㣑䁵 _
Ḱ˟ڹఽ൛ᓰి߫ăᇳ͠ఈᝂˉᇳᏎᮻఈĄ۪ংڢ

ᒵᮆږᄒᓰిࠚ -FF�,ZFPOHIFF ુ̈ँڬᓊ˦ݥᄒҁ࠳

Ǖ˦ʿܻ߮ሡᓰిࠚḰ҆ႁፓႏǔᜑᎾǔॐफ़ኖसˌ

ด־˟ፂᓴᄒᛳᤂǕڢ൭൛ᄒҁ˟Ḱᓰి࠺ࠚႁݥ̎ࡣᄒᝅ

ᝐࡡᇰڢ͇͋̀˦࣪ᄒ̋ྵ˟పᜊ᧠ᝅᄒᝅᝈឮǕແ̎

ᓰిࠚఽ̩ᢾܳलږḰឮˈᤸᄒᑈఈḰਞᄒᝂ͇ࠫԫႁॿᄒ

ਞԲί̈ҁᄒಱॿǕ

ᓊ͇ʿሠుᄒॖसڬऄᤐघЁүᄒ۪᧟Ḱँ᧠ڢ

ᗁѫᱭᄒ۪ԇǕၿҷᄒ᭯ߠǔሰҷᄒᢾͼǔ۪ᄒ७ҷḰ

Щᓊᄒᤇሶ˟ḰᤸᤇᢾͼᄒឮॖसڢḰ᧟ܚИጻॺैᄒဟڢ

̑ᄹѴ̢ǔ̑ᄹਞԲǕᓰిࠚᤸᤇፂᒹکᝂࠫḰፓѫ̎ࡣᤐ

घ۪᧟ᄒ̩ᄒᐧЀǕ

ÿÿᦈಳಳ

| Preface By The Emerging Curator |
In the city memory section of "Social Landscape and Community 

Landscape" of this art season, Lee Kyeonghee, an artist from South Korea, 

chose square dance as her creative object. As a multidisciplinary artist, 

he uses paintings, installations, and videos to focus on the expression 

of details in his works. In this creation, the artist will use her visions to 

show the visual language that has not been valued in the things we are 

used to. Because the artist himself is in a foreign country, the background 

of language barriers, perceptual observation, and intentional feelings have 

become the core of creation.

In Chongqing's vibrant city, the square dance creates a vivid urban 

impression in a simple form. Striking faces, moving bodies, and the city's 

rhythm share and feel each other through the body's movement. Through 

careful observation, the artist paints portraits of people in this city.

—— Gege Zheng

_ 㮨㽈コ㣑䁵 _
ږ˟ڢϫ႙ᄒϓ  ඐҊ϶ఁᦘ͠Ԩˉ۪Ւܳरޅᄒ

ӥ᧟Еүᄒ̩۪͋֟ᄒܼఁᄹ̜̑ᛀکᓊǕڬँ  ፔ႙

ˆ̈ЕүᄒԇǕڢʿ˜֟˟Ҍѫಅሠ฿ҷ

ฑҷǕࡒॣ൭ˈ݂̈  ឮ˿ˈᤸḰͶԊᑧᤸᤇᢾͼᡜᡝᤐ

̗ᬆᇆ  ᤐ࠳឵४మ᱓үǕᤸᤇҁ  ʿᄸ࠳ᇳ֟͠˜̩ 

Щͼ֟˜̩ᄒՃᑧପѫᮭǕ࠳᭯ږ˟ڢᄒँڬᓊ˿ᝰਞ

ԲҊ̈Щͼ֟˜̩ᄒՃᑧǕఽ൛Ԩˉᮒᄴᄒँڬᓊᇳӥ 

͇ԫڢᝃѻ֟ࠌிᮒᄴ᭯ପΡࣧҸᄒኞѻᏰಳಳ֟өᓰి˟

ॿᦘԯૡ̈᧠݀ႁǕԻܹ  ՔᏰ %BNPO ˦ҁᏇ˨ᄒ༭Иପ

Ρ̈ઇిǕ᯳З  ࣗశᤐ൛ᮒᄴᑧፔᇳӥࡘට႙ˆ࣪ၿ

˟ᄒᏇڈݦংǕᤏమіܴफ़͉ᄒ̩͋  ͇ԫԨˉᄒ੦మ̩ᑧܽ

டरॿ੫  ʿᡙ̢ԲǕ

ÿÿ-FF��,ZFPOHIFF

| Artist's Preface |
When I stayed in China, every evening, I would participate in square 

dances. The vibrant people in the area and the city's night blend together, 

leaving me emotional. Although we don't know each other well and don't 

even understand the language, I can overcome these obstacles through 

my body, which is very attractive. Through creation, I have been asking 

questions about society's possibilities, communities, and individuals. The 

square dance in China also made me feel the potential of a new way of 

organization and individuality. The dance community that participated 

in the project and the planners Gege and Dimensions Art Center, who 

assisted in planning and implementing the project, all played a significant 

role. Besides, collaborator Damon provided technical support for creating 

beautiful lighting. First of all, I hope that this project can leave great 

memories in daily life for the community residents. And the people who 

prepare the projectors, and everyone involved can open up and enjoy 

together.

——Lee Kyeonghee

အڭҸཻྨ
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ᛱΣ Close Clothes
ÿÿဖߪഎᛪ˧အڭ

Behavior Scene by artist Mengnan Wang
�5JNF�]�����������
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_ 㮨㽈コ䓵㭗 _
ᛰ

ᛰఱ



̩ˉ̩Ḱ̩ˉဟܚḰ̩ˉᒵᄒЪጏ

ᛰ

ᛰఱ̩֟ᛰఱ֟ᛰఱ�̩ˉ̩�̩ˉဟܚ ������ ᄹ̑Ъጏ

˦ʿఱᜑគᝨࣖḰ়௯ڢ᠗ႩᒵḰ᠗ႩᒵϪᄒᛰ

ఱ௯ڢϪ̬ˮṃ௯ᅆᄒࣧҸ̩͋Գॲదᒵοṃᤏ௯ࣧҸ̩͋ᆉఏ

ṃᏰ௯અҊ̈̽͋ࣗశᄒ੦ߝઅҊʿ˜Ճ͇ᤩᥠܹ႕ᄒᄬک

˦ᝐᓬᄒᜑܴṃ

ᛰఱ˦̩ᄒᢾͼˉܹ႕ᄒѴҧḰᒵཱکҁѫ̩̈ˉܹ႕

ᄒʿሠЪጏǕᤐሠЪጏڢμઘᅔᒵḰͼំᅔ̩̽Ǖᝰ

̩ˉ̩˰ઽమ̈ʿሠՃુᄒ߿УᡸሗǕඐ˜̩ᦘమʿ˜ᄹ࠳

ᒵႈᄒᢾͼǕ

ՃॏᛰఱԮЭᥓᏳᛩṃॏᛰఱॊᛩપᤋ̩ˉ̩˰ᄒЪ

ጏḰᝰ̩ˉ̩̽˰ڢߣʿሠଔᤋᏰፋˈᤨᄒЪጏ͠௯̬

ˮԮऌᏰਞᝈṃ̩͋͠ஐԳᒵᢾͼḰ᭯͠࠳ቒݨЭ

ᄒ̦ᤋḰ͠ҹүکપμઘᒵ˰Қڢߣᄒ߿УਞṃᏰଔԲ֟

ઽઝ൭ᄒ̦ᤋṃ͋ឧݨͽ֟ᤐሠăᜊᤝĄᄒ̦ᤋᄹܳṃឧݨ

ͽ᭯࠳ʿರ֟͋ᤔڢʿᡙᄒ̩̽ṃ

ॏᄹ᥍֟ᐗጏԯၿҊʿࠈሶगḰࡋ௯ѴሗǕ

ರḰ᭯࠳ѴሗḰ͋ԩՃ͇ধˮુṃ

̩͋ቐᅔᅔᤔᡙᄒᛰఱᛰఱ͠ಲ૾̩̩֟˰ᄒᄹ̑પ

֟᭭ᤋḰஐԳ࣪࿌টˆᛰఱ̩ڢᢾ˅ᄒ࿌টǕڢᤐሠ

ᄒ࿌ট᧟Ḱ̩ˉ̩ǔ̩ˉᒵᄒЪጏ˿ԯၿ̈ॺݴᄒஐԳǕ

ඐ˜ԨˉᏰ᭒᧠ᤨऌᒵ֟ᒵḰᒵ̩֟̽ᄒЪጏǕՃˈ

ᤨऌᄒፏ౯ݨͽḰᦘ͠మѴ҇Ḱ͋ՃᑧˈᑧᤩᥠѴ҇Ḱˈᑧ

ᤩᥠѴ҇ᄒḰͶ௯͋Ճ͇ᒵુʿሠसԥ᭯࠳Ѵ҇Ḱ

ˈ௯႙ˆ࠳ᄒʿᦒѴᤏ௯ҧᓄᒵᄒʿᦒѴḰ௯ુᤆ౯

эḰᤏ௯ፂᒖಉḰ௯Ѵरፔॣ൭ʿ˜ઽઝᤏ௯ࡋ൭݈ڈᦘ௯

Ճ͇ᄒǕڊ˦͋ᄒᛰఱ˅మ˰Қ͋ᄹܳᄒԇḰߺፋ˦

̈ᤐ͐ᛰఱᄒʿᦒѴǕՃᑧ͋ᤏ͠፡፦࠵ڢઅᄒभቩ

ᄒЪጏǕ

ÿÿပߩ

| Text By The Artist |
Cloth

Clothes

Close

The relationship between people, people and environment, people 

andthemselves.

Close Clothes

The interact relationship between clothes and people, clothes, 

people, people and environment.

As a fashion designer, I am always questioning myself and 

questioning what I am doing with my clothes? Is it really helping people 

become more confident? Or help people find a box that can escape the 

outside world for a short time? Or find the equipment they want to be a 

character?

Clothes, as the separation of the human body and the outside world, 

naturally create a spatial relationship between man and the outside world. 

This spatial relationship protects oneself and understands others. There 

is an alternative safe distance between people. Everyone has a relatively 

free body space.

But what if the clothes go against the road? What is the reaction 

or feeling when clothes are forcibly brought closer to the relationship 

between people and when there is a close or uncomfortable relationship 

with others? People will change their physical space, face sudden 

intimacy, and will try to pull the security that existed before they were 

protected. Or accept and embrace the closeness at this time? How can we 

get along with this "forced"? How to face those who are also connected 

like us?

When encounters and connections occur to a certain extent, they 

are separated.

Similarly, in the face of separation, how can we choose?

When people wear clothes that are connected together, the clothes 

will change the space state of the clothes on the person in the daily state 

according to the mutual pulling and approaching between people. In this 

new state of space, subtle changes have taken place in the relationship 

between people and themselves. Each participant needs to re-adapt 

themselves and their relationship with others. Regardless ofthe outcome 

of the adaptation, there will be separations. We may not be able to escape 

from separation and avoid the separate time, but we can choose a way to 

face it, whether it is to leave part of the other party or to separate part 

of it. Is it a quick decision, or a delicate and gentle, it is ok to give each 

other a hug when they are apart. Because our clothes have the mark we 

used to get along with, it has become part of this dress. Maybe we will 

continue to find new spaces to build new relationships.

—— Mengnan Wang
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ያԑ The Granulation Plant
ÿÿढ़ఎཛྷᮌ˶အڭ

Music Scene by artist Zhiye Peng
�5JNF�]�����������
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_ ⥀䍚㦬㣑䁵 _
ᤊҷ˟ᄒܮᮋ

ပᏒ˰ణḾՙ˰ᝅ̵̵̞ݨ˰ᝅǕ̵˰।Ḱڢன̩

ͤፚᮠᄱᄒ˟ږॊោॏͅḰঁཱڈ᯳।ǕᏳड़ཛᄒᮋ˵

˿௯ݨ൭Ǖᤐ൛ᄒ־ǚዪԐǛ௯ႈᮋପ၉ � ᮋರ�Щܮ

ᝯဠͅࣂ˒ᄒҧᜐংˉԓՆᄒᑪፗǕॏˆ˟ږᇳᏎᄒᙅ�

ᆀᄼ�ᤢᕐ֟ਏүḰ͇ᓰి˦ᢁ१ڢᤐ˜ࠑзᮋ˵ᄒဠڬվဠǕ

־ପԫᄒăዪԐĄ௯ڷᗈ̎᧠ऄ˽ᴥہӥᳯۆᄒʿܳ

औळࣂԐḰᬶ̎ࡣపፋᄒ᧠ऄԯႋԐǕᤐರᄒԮܮ̎ڢ̱ˈᮋ

ᄒᡸሗḰᤏమभኛܟͼᄒଗᘑႁḰ˿௯࠳ዪԐ᤺ᄒ

࣪ᄒᝦدǕ

ᤐ˜ЕஶᅔՒڢʿᡙṃڢͽˉᓰిݨᮋ௯మၿ֙ᄒǕ̩͋ܮ

ሠឮ֟ܚፏ౦ᄒᇳ͠˟ḰԲЭफ़׆ᄒ̩͋ݨͽͼᰖᓰిṃ

ඓᡙኞࡡḰమϓదਥਛᎷ˄Ǖ̵ݨਏḰ̵ܻ̋

ˉ।Ḱᦘˈపమʿ᠀ᄒஐԳǕ

ÿÿीᭋ၉

| Preface By The Emerging Curator |
Moving Sound

Xizhi Wang once said: "People in the future look at us today, just as we 

look at the people before us". In today's past, to lay emphasis on contemporary 

China where the literati tradition is flourishing, we ought to look back into 

the past. The same is true for Zhiye Peng's music. His piece"The Granulation 

Plant" (pellet factory) is a combination of double bass and sound sampling 

to explore the fragmented memory within the context of modern industries 

and history. The anxiety, contradictions, confusions and imaginations of the 

current Chinese community are artistically presented within this chamber.

"The Granulation Plant" (pellet factory) portrayed is now an abandoned 

factory, formerly a part of Chongqing Power Plant, located in Huangjueping of 

Jiulongpo District. The stark contrast is not only in the spatial distance of the 

sound, but also the masking effect of the building walls. It is also a metaphor 

for the disappearance of daily spaces such as the pellet factory.

There is life within sound. How do people connect with art? How do 

people experience art in a society full of contexts and structures?

Sometimes I rather drink to bottoms up than curating. For now, I believe 

that many things have not changed at the present when compared to the past.

—— Xueqin Zhang

_ 㮨㽈コ䓵㭗 _
൭൛ᮋ˵͠Ḱᓰిࠚड़ཛ࠺ဠڬվဠ̽ᰇ႙సᄒǚ

ዪԐ�*�ǛḰ˦ᮋପ၉֟چ˜ .*%* ᥓᏳǕܮ

ዪԐ௯ڷᗈ̎˽ᴥہӥᳯۆᄒʿܳऔळࣂԐḰᬶ̎ࡣప

ፋᄒ᧠ऄԯႋԐǕڢᤐ᧟ᓰిࠚᬿ̈ᥔ႙̎Ԑᄒ᧣ࡣኜکڢ

᭯˅ળૌ੦ԯѫᄒ׆ܮḰᤐ˿௯ᤐघፋ൫ᄒࣂԐ੦ᑧԯѫᄒ

᧠ဠ।ܵʿҿҷ৹ఈᄒܮᮋǕߺᤋͳ̎˵ᮋḰͶࣻௌᤸ࣪

ਛ˯˅ᄒă৭ᐇĄḰమ᭬࣪ܵెᄒᮨ៰֟ٲᮋѴḰ˿మಅሠ

ᄒᇚԕਛ֒Ǖᤐˉڢᤐ̩֟ృٰపፋЩၿᄒ᧟Ḱ̩੦ᑧ

ਞԲҊᄒ࠳ృٰᤨࠊͶ̩࠳ͼࣻˈԬݦᄒဟܚḰ௯ʿᒹᄒǕ

ᓰిࠚភ͇ڗ੬˟ᄒᮋପ၉ԥଔᤋᤐʿᮨဓḰᤐॖ̈

ᮋರஒТܮǕ̽ઊޅᄒᡙ־ .*%* ᮋईٰḰࣻᤸᤇچ˜ቩᄒ

Ǖܚᮋဟܮᥓ᧠भዪԐᄒܮ

ᮋ˵͠ՙरࣳᄒனခࡡ࠺ࡡѫᓰిࠚᤇԥ˄ࣺᒵ־ᄒॐ

ᮋǔफ़Ѐǔ˵៰ኖᠳரǕ

ÿÿड़ཛ

| Text By The Artist |
For this concert, Zhiye Peng will present his new composition The 

Granulation Plant I, scored for contrabass and four MIDI channels.

The granulation plant is an abandoned factory, formerly a part of 

Chongqing Power Plant, located in Huangjueping of Jiulongpo District. The 

composer recorded the sound when dragging some metallic tubes abandoned 

in the workshop on the floor, which is also the only sound in this ceased 

plant that could recapitulate a laboring scene taking place day after day in the 

past. It approximates a musical tone, but does not please an ear in the typical 

sense, with its complicated spectrum and noise components, and a sense 

of choke and grind, which shares similarity with one's perception under the 

circumstances that were appropriate for machines but not for human, in the 

space machines and human beings used to share. 

The composer tried to approach this frequency with his contrabass, 

whereby the work began to take shape. He manipulates the sound sample in 

a MIDI sequencer, and rebuilds sonic circumstances of the plant with four 

individual channels.

Opening following the concert will be a document exhibition of Zhiye 

Peng's selected compositions of past three years, including recordings, videos 

and full scores.

——Zhiye Peng
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გᤥ Vestige
ÿÿᓱీࠛुᴦ˝̪΄ֿࡢ

Solo Exhibition by artist Long Zhang
�5JNF�]�����������������
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_ ⥀䍚㦬㣑䁵 _
औܢᓒᄒᬃకఈ᭬ࣻ൭ਛḰ˵ᝂˉၿృ̸˟௵᭣Ǖᒵ

ংᅂͳܚ˟ᄒᇇྦྷḰڢᤐຑెˈՃࠈ˯ᄒ˟௵ॲल࣪֟

័Ḱʿѵႏ᭯ڢᓰిࠚᄒ߿˟ᦘ௵ॲ᮱ܹᄒͼՔ္Ḱᙇ౦ݨ

൭࣪Ǖ

௯Ъ̩̎ˉᒵཱḰᤏ௯Ъ̎ॏ̵ͅᄒᇇྦྷຑṃॏ͋൬

ਏҹү̸˟ᖕॲᇀഘঘࠈ˯ᄒϓḰʿѵ࠺ਞҊᤒሗԜ҂Ḱ࠵

ˈҊ͒ͽኝಽǕᓰిࠚྺˍយʿᓒᄒᓰిឮڢЭ˟ద˦˧Ḱ

ஔ̋֟ᝂঘڢЭ˟௵ॲࡇ˦ᬭఅˍ෭మॖটǕࡡڢᝇվဠḰ

͋ঁཱ͠ᜊᓰిࣤࠚᤑ᭬ഘঘᄒ̜฿ឮܚḰ͋ភڗႁ͒

ͽॖसឮ᧞ᄒਛڗǕʿѵᦘˈՃḰ࿏ݨᤐඈனߢᓒญᏳ

ௌүǕ

˅ᤠ௯᭯࠳ᓰిࠚᄒ͇।־ᄒ˜̩ਞǕڢᤐ൛ᰇ႙స

ᓰిࠚҊ̈ˉ।࣪ˈᄒᇳ͠ឮܚḰႈྈৡҊᬓၿᄒၿ۳ڬ

ԫ̩ᬍᎲፗḰႈማࠣҊХЩᄒҁဟܚԫ̜฿ឮܚḰᤐᦘ͠फ़׆

ᅔᓰిࠚᝂࠫᝅᝐ֟ᛳဠॖसᄒԳәǕᤐ൛ࡡᝇᓰి࠺ࠚద๛

Тзॿ৹፤ฑҷᄒઢᛳᤂḰᤐ̗ᇇྦྷ̸࠺ႏ᭯ࡡҊХЩ

˟Ḱቐᤇǔ̜ૹǔ͌శǔቢᝅḰԳәᄒ௯ᝂᏰˉ࠳־សसᄒ

ஐԳḰˈԳᄒ௯ᤐ̗ਛௐᙇ౦ˍ࣪ḰʿሠԜၿ̩̎зॿ˟

ᡜ᥇ᣬឮᄒዽሀ̜̑Ǖ

ÿÿͽ̣

| Preface By The Emerging Curator |
This is not the intention of the dark scene of ruins, from which 

optimism and vitality are revealed. Fragments from memories or 

seemingly dreams are extremely harmonious in this mixed and 

undefinable time and space, and all the pictures seem extra overall 

reasonable in the arrangement of the artist, and the fiction is so daily.

Is it about man and nature, or about the fragment chaos of our time? 

When we are trying to get a clear definition of the concept, everything 

will feel far away from the original, can not find any answer. The artist's 

unique and poetic artistic language is more important, in which stories 

and ideas are particularly obscure and have no form. When the exhibition 

is presented, we are bound to be brought into the non-conceptual 

context of communication by the artist, dispelling our intention to try to 

explain in any form of language. Everything is unspeakable, as vague and 

powerless as this paragraph.

The above is a personal speech in the face of the artist's previous 

works. During this stay, the artist came to a different social context, from 

familiar to unfamiliar life fields and interpersonal networks, from private 

to public creative environment and communication context. This will 

affect the new changes in the artist's perspective and form of expression. 

In this exhibition, the artist will be more immersed in the Description 

expression of inner mood fluctuations, and these fragments will expand 

from the picture to the public space, passing through, exchanging, 

looking up and peeping, and what will change is the change in the way 

the viewer talks with the work. What remains unchanged is that these 

images are still fictional and everyday. This will be a spiritual interaction 

of illogical language.

—— Jing He
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˙ෑອ Two Rivers Tour
ÿÿुమᓱీѵ̣͡

Art Presentation by artist Yiy Zhang
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����ࣺ��భ�ఁ�ཊ��ѴḰᓰిࠚीభѴ̢ ǚ͠˘ැຬǛ

̎ͼࣂࠑ˩ұǕఽ൛Ѵ̢͠˟Ḱөᓰి˟ॿᰇ႙ᓰిࠚ

ीభ࠳Э͇।ᄒʿ̗˧͇־ԫఽ൛̎ăᳯۆᓰి߫Ąᄒ

रᤠᝯ̈ᒵҁᑪፗ˟ᄒࡡҁᤑᛩ̈Ѵ̢Ǖीభکڢ

˧রਏǔҁช͇ԫվဠसኖзࠜǕڢѴ̢͠బՙḰᓰి

ˉᏇి߮ᬛᄒ߮ᄒʿ̗ᮭḰࣻࢾچᒵڬڢऌ̈ڈीభࠚ

रᝯǕࡡᄹЪᮭࡋࠚ݀

ఽ൛Ѵ̢͠ᎎᡙ̎ăөᓰి˟ॿږᬍᓰిᰇ႙ᝨѻĄˉ

ă���� ܵॎhැږᬍᳯۆனәᓰి߫ĄḰࢾچᏇి߮ᬛ

આұǕکఽ൛Ѵ̢͠ᄒᗈ˦ࠑࣂͼᓰి

ीభڢѴ̢͠˟Ѵ̢̈ᒵ।సᄒՒሠᓰిࠌᢃԫҁᮒ

ᄴǕ៉ݥҊḰᒵ੦ҁᄒ־௯ˈᤨ̎˿ˈᑧᜊዥͳăᭇܐĄ

ăᛩ˦Ąኖ࣪ᄒᓰిዥᓰిॖ̶सᤑᛩѴዥᄒḰ

ᒵ˿ࣻˈ௯ེಅʿăዥĄă̶ĄڢᤑᛩᓰిҁǕăᓰ

ǕĄܚమᄒϓЀʿ˜ᏪនʿರḰ̽੦ΖႁᄒឮԱэ̎ឮࠚి

੦ݥḰ˿ᄹॏ̶̎˦ႁ̈ăලĄݥǚၿ֙ጻǛ˟Ḱ־ڢ

ႁ̈ăලĄ੦ࣤᄒឮḰڢᤑᛩăᏪនĄǕăලĄࡡڢᝇ˰ՙ

ොә̎ௌॖḰࡋЀ̩ၿᄒᤵᡔᤇʿᓒǕ

ीభǔөᓰి˟ॿᰇ႙ࣹՄ᠒ࠚѴ̢͠బՙḰᓰిڢ

̩ͽ̣ǔөᓰి˟ॿፀፃХЪ˨್Ѵ҇Ϫ̈ఽ൛Ѵ̢͠ᄒ়

ፏˉᝯڈऌǕဠڬᝯڒፑᓰిҁชࡡरḰᓰిࠚी

భѴ̢̈ᒵᄒҁͼ͠ˉ࠳ᒵఽሡăᭇܐˌ˒ĄᄒᅂชḰ

ᒵࡡဠᬅඈᅂ२ˉԯڢͽݨᝯ̈˦Ꮗి߮ᬛᄒ߮ၿࠚ݀ˉ

ᄒҁǕ

At 6:30 pm on October 9, 2019, the artist Zhang Xiaoyue's sharing 

session "Two Rivers Tour" was held at the Cross Media Studio of Sichuan 

Fine Arts Insititute. In this sharing session, Dimensions Art Center 

Resident Artist Zhang Xiaoyue shared some of her past works and her 

on-site creations in the "Huangjueping Art Festival." Zhang Xiaoyue 

discussed the main inspiration, creative methods, and presentation 

methods in her creative process. At the end of the sharing session, Zhang 

Xiaoyue responded to some students' questions from the Sichuan Fine 

Arts Institute and discussed relevant topics with everyone.

This sharing session originated from the Dimensions Art Center 

International Residency Program" and the "2019 REVIVAL Yangtze River 

International Huangjueping Culture and Art Festival". 

Zhang Xiaoyue shared her various art practices and creative projects 

in the sharing session. She mentioned that the works she created are not 

suitable for and cannot be classified by customary art categories or art 

media such as "sculpture" or "performance," and they are not classified 

according to a specific "category" or " Medium" either. "The artist is 

sometimes like a translator. The language he or she uses depends on 

the context." In work "Lifeline," she chose "water" as the medium, which 

is equivalent to the language brought by the "water" she used. "Water" 

vaporizes invisible after the exhibition, just like the journey of life.

At the end of the sharing session, Zhang Xiaoyue, Residency 

Platform Director He Jing, and center's publicist Shao Lihua made a 

summary and discussion response to this sharing session. The on-

site discussion centered on the methodology of artistic creation. Artist 

Zhang Xiaoyue shared her creative experience and her views on her 

undergraduate sculpture major and discussed how to view and develop 

her creation in the future.

1 3
2 4
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᧡с Rewriting Diary
ÿÿဖঘᓱీѵ̣͡

Art Presentation by artist Chen Wang
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���� ࣺ � భ �� ˅ӭḰႈăࢾچᏇి߮ᬛ́Ыˉටᓰ

әࣂࠑĄˉăөᓰి˟ॿăՔḰࣻڢĄܵॎϗhැ

˧ᓰిனә߫Ąˉăැ˅ˆḾХЩᓰిᛩҷᝨѻĄۆᬍᳯږ

ᮭԫᛩҷᐗҷˆḰᥡីөᰇ႙ᓰిࠚ � ပগᏭࣖ˩ұ̈ఽ൛Ѵ

̢͠Ǖ

ပগᏭࣖඔ˒̎ᄔܣࠚఽ္߮݀ࣂḰڢᆙቋၿసݥᤸᤇ

ᄒ৹ਞऻࠌংᤑᛩ̈ʿጏѽᓰిҁḰፂᒖᏳᅆڈᒵᢾፋԓᄒ࠳

ԯܻ̈ᝂᏰᄒЩᲦǕЭܻ־൛ܣڢఽǔҳہኖکᤑᛩࡡ

ᝇḰँԲݦឈǕఽ൛Ѵ̢͠ḰပগᏭࣖˉ͋Ѵ̢̈ᒵ๚ܹ႙

߮ᄒፋԓḰᝯ̈ᒵᢾ࠳ᓰిҁᄒ္Ḱ˿Ѵ̢̈ᓰిᰇ

႙ᄒፋᰖ֟ชǕ

ਞ១ပগᏭ͇᭬ࣖ࣪ᣘౣᄒѴ̢ᝰ͋࠳᭯ڢᇳᏎḰ᭯࠳ᤐ

ˮ݀ᄒХЩសឮᄒϓԩܻ̈ʿሠরᏮसǕඐ˜̩ᦘమᒵ

ᄒᇳ͠ԓՆ֙ࠈḰඐ˜̩˿ᦘమ̎ࡣᒵᄒˏ႕ḰڊᏳ̸ʿࠈਛ

˯˅឵˜ͼ˿௯᥇ᣬᤊᛩᄒ᧠ፀᦒѴǕ੦͇ပগᏭࣖ

ᄒѫԯཊࡋ௯ᝰᝂᏰᤸᤇݥ˜̩ਞԲᄒᓰిઌԯ̟ၿЩᲦˉԮ

রǕబՙḰл൛ਞ១ပগᏭࣖፔ͋ࣤᄒዽख़ᄒѴ̢͠Ǖ

On the morning of September 18, 2019, " Rural Revitalization and 

Folk Art Activation Studio" cooperated with Dimensions Art Center and 

in the "REVIVAL Initiative·Yangtze River International Huangjueping Art 

and Culture Festival" and "Up and Down the Yangtze River: Public Art 

Action Plan," the artist-in-residence Wang Chen was invited to hold this 

sharing session.

Wang Chen graduated from the Royal Melbourne Institute of 

Technology. During her postgraduate study, she made a series of artistic 

creations through the memories of her own experience. The delicate 

and genuine emotions in her works resonated with many viewers. Her 

works have been exhibited in Melbourne, Singapore, and other places 

many times. In this sharing session, Wang Chen shared her study abroad 

experience, discussed her understanding of art creation, and shared the 

knowledge and art residency methods.

Thank you, Mr. Wang Chen, for sharing and giving us another way 

of thinking when facing such a meaningful public discourse. Everyone 

has his or her own social and historical destiny. Everyone has their 

understanding of the world, so in a sense, the individual is also an 

essential part of supporting logic. Therefore, the starting point of Wang 

Chen is to let viewers resonate and reflect through the artistic expression 

of her personal feelings. Finally, a huge thanks to Mr. Wang Chen again 

for the sharing session.
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ॏᕻॼ౬ڢ̜ҳ˰ґຫశ̩ᄒយਛನࡘ˰Ḱࣂ˒ә
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Ζ̩ዥᄒڢߣ࿏ࣾݨḰ˜့ک൬ፋԓᅔʿڬ ���� ˂ࣺҚৄ

ᴥ༬ፘ͇̕ԹమᄒԈృǕࠚ߮מપ̩࠺ڗዥᄴҚᄒၿটԈ

ృሮ˰˦ăၿটԳलĄḰڊЭˈՃᣉǔᬺ͇ᑺḰᏳយਛನࡘ

˿ਗҳᯀອᬺසǕ̽ऻႁ̈឵࠽ǚᖎՃǛᄒʿ˜ᑺ

ᬟஔ̋Ḿʿͷృѐ᭪ᄒ՜ڢ࠶๚᭯ᥛ᥍ᖎՃՙԯဠڛಗ

ͼᄒˆᬔगబਭḰཱ ՙ౯࠺کᒵ૭ፍ̎ڛ˅ᏳࣼК᥍ᬺǕ

˟ᄒԓՆ݀ࣅ˜ᤐರʿڢᴥᄻᅂḰᅆᖠԉ௯ࠚᓰిڢ

ᄒăڛĄḰͅᛳ̈ʿሠយਛᄒᛩҷˉφܵү᧢ḰͶᤐᡃ̎

ˏᝫដᄒ᧠ಫіˉ༗Ḱ͇ԯဠ˜ँᜉᏳᬓၿᄒˉࠆਞ࠳͋

႕ǕЭᤇ।־ప͇ᅆᖠӒᜥᄒ࠽ᓋφܵිಈᄒ݀๚ḿᅂͳשՕ

ಕॼᓒᄒᕥហᛩ˦˿ᬭխᅔ˦ᒵཱஓᄒ֟ઐ̊ǕڢЭᰇ

ຠҁసḰ͇ݥᏮԹ߮ᄒसឃऀ̎ࡘՙࣂ˒۪औܢఈᝂ

ᄒՒዥᖠᖞḰភ̸ڗᖠᖞ˦᭬̩ዥၿ֙ᄒᝅᝐ᧠ូ̩ዥࣂ

˒әᄒԓՆংǕ

Ᏻڢఽ൛ᮭ˦ǚನࡘǛᰇ႙ҁࡡᝇ˟Ḱ͇ݥԨˉस

৬ڢॖसˉХ͝ʿᝫដᅆᖠḰࣻጒ̈ˉЭ˧˦ڲࣂ

ͅЩನЩຢᄒՃᑧǕ˦̩ዥ᧠ᄒăͯΤྵሠĄḬ$PNQBOJPO�

4QFDJFTḭḰᅆᖠڢၿটጏፚ˟ݨᥓ˰ఽͼḰͼဠ̈ၿ֙ᄒᡙ

ཊˉፄཊḰ̞ௌޅௌፄǔҏၿ༬Ǖௌ ���� ˂ࣺҚ݀༬ፘ

ՙᄒă᳴కͅĄḰᤏ௯ሑಱขḰ့کᄒԓՆᦘʿ൛൛ចḰ

ᅆᖠ͇Эᮖॊᄒᤨऌᑧү˦੦మၿ֙ᄒ᧠ᖕၿᩜࣹ̈ᥓᢁǕ

்͋Ճ͇کڢˆ፮फӪ᧟ᄒᖠ˕ͼ˟ͼ͠˜ͼˉၿ֙̽Ᏸ֟˜

ˏ႕̜ፃЩၿᄒЪጏᎲፗḿ˿Ճ͇ڢ˂᧟ᔠጵᯃᄒᅆᖠߝߪ˟

ʿᄸ້ڈᒸၿ֙ᄒԜཊǕ�

ǚನࡘǛ͇ᓰిसΖᤐ̗మ᰼गᑧҷԊܻ݀ᬭӨ̎

ᝅጻ˰ܹᄒăᛩҷᏰĄᤑᛩ̈ՃᝅәḰڢ༗ԯ͋ᛩҷᡙЩ

ጒЪ̎፦ᄒਏǕௌ௯औௐ̂ఽ˟ၿᄒᘻᖞ̂࠺

ఽᄒᆄដᤔ੦మᏰᄒংᣉә˦ᄒᆄដˉЪጏḿ௯͇Ԩˉ

Ᏸᄒ੬˦ഽЮᏳၿᄒᅆᖠᭇܐḰ௯ᖠᖞԳᢾ˦Ԩˉཊ̥˴֒

࣪ᄒ༭ᎼḰ˦෬ᤸᢾͼˉဟܚᄒᯄྵḰ͇ͤᤂ̩ˉᅆᖠᄒᄹ

ࣻߣḿᤐ˿֘ऌ̈Ꮗ߮ږᏰ "OOB�5TJOH ᅆᖠᄒਞ৪Ḱԉ࠳

ăᘻᖞᒵႈ࿑൜ᄒၿ֙Ąݨͽ௯ፔ̩̉ዥᄒʿ͓ᇲྵ֟̎࠳

ᄒऻǕ

While Friedrich Hölderlin yearned for poetic dwelling in the midst 

of sickness and poverty, the flood of industrialization was disorienting 

and alienating human beings. The shadow of climate change and species 

extinction makes human existence an illusion, and the entire planet 

is experiencing a crisis that has never existed since the extinction of 

dinosaurs 65 million years ago.  Philosopher Bruno Latour called the 

current ecological crisis an "ecological mutation" for its irreversible and 

inescapable, and at the same time the poetic dwelling is increasingly 

elusive. He cited an escape story from the novel “A Descent into the 

Maelström”, in which a witty and calm guide encounters the Maelström 

Vortex at the surface of the sea. He discovers that the cylinder descends 

in the slowest speed of all shapes and then decisively tied himself to the 

barrel and survived.

According to artist Pan Long, the fungus is the "barrel" in such a 

huge historical vortex in which representing a poetic action and power 

of repair, but it requires us to recalibrate and reactivate our senses and 

perceptions to discover that vast and alien world of fungi. Her past works 

has restored polluted seas with fungus-encrusted canoes; like a quixote-

like antics, it also implies a moderate fight for nature politics. During 

her residency in Chongqing, she explores various types of fungi in the 

ruins of the post-industrial city like an amateur archeologist, trying to 

reinterpret the historical memory of human industrialization from the 

perspective of non-human life.

In the exhibition "Dwelling in the Catastrophe", she will use 

participatory workshops as a main form to get to know the fungus 

together with the public and explore the possibility of coexisting with it 

in the age of hardship. As an important "companion Species" of human 

beings, fungi are the essence of the ecosystem, for they embody both 

the beginning and end of life. Or to say they symbolize the eternity and 

ever changing. Whether in the "Dark Ages" after the mass extinction 

65 million years ago or the Fukushima nuclear leakage, the history has 

proven that fungi, with their resilience, have paved a way for the rebirth 

of all life. We can experience the interweaving and symbiotic network 

of individuals with the others and the world in mycelium that stretches 

thousands of miles underground, or we can trace it all the way back to 

the beginning of life in the voluminous fungal spores.

“Dwelling in the Catastrophe” artistically visualizes these highly 

dynamic but largely invisible “movers”, with the aim of inspiring people 

to act together and explore the possibilities of a sustainable future. 

Whether it's a mushroom growing out of a used book that transforms 

the  knowledge in the book along with the owner's memory into new 

knowledge and relationships, or a fungi sculpture of a participant's hand, 

or the mushroom becomes a lampshade to help bright a dull day, or a 

food to bridge body and nature, Pan Long’s works convey the coexistence 

of man and fungus, and also echo what American scholar Anna Tsing has 

learned about fungi on how the " The Mushroom at the End of the World" 

is a gift to mankind and a guide to the future.

ႀঠᓱీ � ᖡ˖ͽរ߯
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ఽ࡙ Dwelling in Catastrophe
ÿÿᴦᄼᖡᖟᆚ߯ڳ

Funge Research Workshop by artist Pan Long
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_ 唸㚠ㆊャ _
൭൛ǚನࡘÿᖠᖞᆙ߮ڲǛԉ௯ă���� ܵॎϗᛩҷ �

ܵॎhැږᬍᳯۆனәᓰి߫ĄᄒᮒᄴڹḰ˿௯өᰇ႙

ᓰిࠚᴥᄻᄒᓰిࡡǚನࡘǛᄒ˧کڢӱ־Ǖܵ

ॎ௯ᮟ۳ǔ߮ሡǔˌ˒ᄒᓰిࠌᢃϗḰЭ͇ܵॎௌᤒ़

࡛Ḱ͇Քဠڬǔཌ᥇ᣬǔΰরᛩ˦္ঘǕᴥᄻ͇ᅆᖠ˦ᓰిҁ

ᄒ̶Ḱᤸᤇᆙቋᅆᖠᄒྺԥ̩࠵ˉˏ႕ЪጏǕ൭൛ݥҊ

᧠ऄḰ࠳̎ۻ࠺ᳯۆᄒᝂࠫḰ͇ᳯۆᄒ̩ǔ̋ǔྵ˦࠳ᤑ

ᛩᓰిҁḰ˿ᥡីᏎ͝ᡔᤑݥᄒҁဠڬḰЩࠁᓰిᄒҁ

ˉরᏮǕ

ڢ ���� ࣺᄒ־ǚ̀ܚᢁԸǛ˟Ḱݥᐙ̎ᇳ͠˟ᄒဟܚ
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͋ᄒࡘ੦ˈ̱௯ँௌۙᄒ݀کḰ˿௯Ц᭯ቩᄒᬧǕ
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ሢǕॏ͋ᐙඐ˜ᅆࠌᄒ˜ͼǔ࠵ඐൽమᄒᬧḰ

ஔ̋ࣻ෭మϫ൫Ḱஔ̋ᄒጻጒᬭӨڢˈᡙᅓᄒᝐᗈǕᏳЭ˟Ḱᖠ

ᖞ᳴ڢࡋకᄒಅܳ᭪᭪ၿḰௌ੦ˈڢᄒЕஶ̎͋ᄒၿḰ

Ԋԩˈᜊ̩੦̈Ǖᝰ͋ᮓᅔᖠᖞᤐౖጻጒԥरձ࠳ನࡘ

ՃᑧᄒরᏮǕ

ÿÿᓰిࠚᴥᄻ

|Project Introduction|
Dwelling in Catastrophe: Funge Research Workshop by artist 

Pan Long is the sub-project held under the "2019 REVIVAL Initiative-

REVIVAL·Yangtze River International Huangjueping Culture and Art 

Festival", and it is also the exhibition of the same name by Dimensions 

Art Center artist-in-residence Long Pan. Long Pan uses fungus as the 

medium of artistic creation and explores the relationship between 

man and the world by studying fungus's characteristics. When she 

came to Chongqing, based on her observation of Huangjueping, she 

chooses to make artistic creations based on the people, items, objects of 

Huangjueping. The masses will be invited into her creative process.

In her 2019 work "Wonderland Crossing", she focused on 

environmental pollution incidents in society, using fungi to degrade oil 

pollution, and intervening in society in artistic action. Her works are not 

only about environmental protection, but reflecting on ecological issues, 

and an exploration of how art integrated with life and how to retell a 

story. In her work, the fungus becomes an actor and a vocalist. "Dwelling 

in Catastrophe" is a continuation of her reflection on survival issues, a 

sense of crisis about the future destiny of mankind, and an idea about 

how people deal with themselves and how to survive when dealing with 

problems.

Our dwelling is not only a vast expanse of land but also a six-

sided cubic house. In the ruins landscape under the demolition wave 

in Huangjueping, our vision has returned from the long seashore to 

the ordinary places in the mountain city. As a massive industrial city 

in Chongqing, the most important landmark in Huangjueping is the 

Chongqing Power Plant. The gray sky, unclean furniture, and free hot 

water in winter are residents' memories of the power plant, and the 

changes in residents' lives are also closely linked to the rise and fall of 

the power plant. In the turbulent change, whether we are trapped in the 

undercurrents can consciously change the environment, whether we 

can discern whether we are advancing in the direction of sinking and 

whether we can stop the progress before the adversity, even if it is only a 

second. When we focus on every individual and explore every corner of 

the house with residual warmth, the story does not stop; the story's clues 

are hidden in inconspicuous corners. Among them, funges grow quietly 

somewhere in the dark, omnipresent in our living space, but others do 

not understand them. Let us follow the clue of fungus to start thinking 

about the possibility of the future.

—— Long Pan
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_ ⹅䔘Ⳝ㚻㦾ㆊャ _
ᤸᤇڗΛǔྵࠌኖसḰ᧠ᝫដᘻᖞǕ̈ᘻᖞӪݑ

ᄐসᄒॖটḰΛݨḰᄴҚˏ႕బ݀ᄒၿྵ௯ᏇږαӇиࢿᄒᚙဟ

ᖠḰᝀᄮᄹॏ����˜ᡤ့ڬǕ൭ܹЭЮమᯄႁҲᑧܹᤏЮమᕺǔ

එǔᒹࣾኖˈႁḰၽᒸྺർᄒᘻᖞˉࠅஜǔனᄒᡙແ˰

మᅔగ௬ЪጏǕࣻˍᘻᖞڢॏͅᜊᆙԯ˦ʿሠᄒၿটՃ

፦ரǕబፄḰԨˉᏰ҆͠࠺ႁᤐሠ்ᤸԹᤂ̵ǔԩ᭯՜

ᄒ࠳ᤑᛩᓰిҁǕࣂڢڲసḰԨˉᏰ࠺ፋԓ � సឿሶḰ

˟өᓰిڢ࠺ᘻᖞᄒ҂ͼᰖҊЩᄒᓰిҁḰబፄ౯࠳̸

ॿվဠǕ�����

_ ⹅䔘Ⳝ㚻㦾ㆊャ _
ኌʿసḾᘻᖞᄒ᧠ᝫដ�

Ḿ��������Ḭ֏ḭ�����������

൭సឿ̶࠺ፉᘻᖞᄒᅆ᭯ࠌ᠊ˉЭߺलॖটᄒሠዥḰࣻѴ̢

ᘻᖞˉ̩ዥன˰ᄒమᡢᐗጏǕ

ኌ̌సḾᘻᖞˉ˜̩ᄒҁ

Ḿ��������Ḭ֏ḭ�����������

൭సឿ͠˦ԨˉᏰ࠺˜̩ᄒၿྵ͐ᐰͼ˦ҁᄒ

̶ḰࣧҸԨˉᏰ҆ႁᘻᖞᤑᛩᓰిҁǕ

ኌ˄సḾЩҁࠌᢃ

Ḿ���������Ḭ֏ḭ�����������

൭సឿ̶͠ፉᅆᖠሠᄒᆄដḰ੦మԨˉֈ࠺Щ҆ႁᘻ

ᖞᖠӒୌभ݀۔ᜑᎾḰڢᓰిࡡ˟ࡡᇰǕ

ኌچసḾᯕᯄѴ̢

Ḿ���������Ḭ֏ḭ�����������

൭సឿ࠺ᥡីԨˉᏰརᯑՒሠሠዥᄒᘻᖞḰڢᐙᯈᤇሶ˟ᤑ

ʿ൮ᝯǔ̈ᘻᖞˉ͋ၿᄒᐗጏǕ

ኌ̓సḾࡡᝇվဠ

Ḿ����������Ḭ֏ḭ�����

൭స࠺ᥡី੦మԨˉᏰҊࡡᝇᄒरࣳဠڬḰᰖஎࣂڲᄒ

౯ǕḰԨˉᏰ࠺˦ፋᰖᄒͤ୯ᏰḰˉඐʿͷဠڬᄒᝂ͝

Ѵ̢ࣂڲᄒፋԓǔࣻࣤᮟᝂ͝ͼᰖǕᒸ൭బፄࠁǚನ

ǛᮒᄴǕࡘ

|Workshop Introduction|
Re-understanding mushrooms through graphs and practices, 

learning the strange forms of mushrooms. For example, the largest 

organism in the world is Armillaria from Oregon, USA, covering 1655 

football fields. In addition to its edible function, it also has different 

effects such as medicinal properties, toxicity, hallucinations, etc., and 

even special mushrooms have an ambiguous relationship with religion 

and the origin of civilization. And mushrooms have been developed 

as a new ecologically sustainable material in contemporary times. In 

the end, the participant will use this kind of object that is both ancient 

and modern, but also future-oriented for artistic creation. During 

the workshop, participants will experience 4 stages, from the initial 

experience of mushrooms to joint artistic creation, and the final results 

will be exhibited at Dimensions Art Center.

|Workshop Introduction|
Stage 1: Re-understanding Mushrooms

Time: 2019.9.1 (Sunday) 14:00-17:00

This stage will introduce the true appearance of mushrooms and 

other forms of its kind and share the interesting connection between 

mushrooms and human civilization.

Stage 2: Mushrooms and Art Creation

Time: 2019.9.8 (Sunday) 14:00-17:00

In this stage, participants will use their daily items or limbs as a 

creative medium to help them use mushrooms for creation.

Stage 3: Co-creation Practice

Time: 2019.9.15 (Sunday) 14:00-17:00

This stage will introduce the knowledge of flour planting, and all 

participating members will use the mushroom bag to build a large-scale 

installation and display it in the exhibition.

Stage 4: Food Sharing

Time: 2019.9.22 (Sunday) 14:00-17:00

Participants will be invited to cook various types of mushrooms. 

They will further explore during the dinner and understand the 

connection between mushrooms and our lives.

Stage 5: Exhibition

Time: 2019.10.12 (Sunday) 19:30

During this period, all participants will be invited to the opening 

ceremony of the exhibition to celebrate the success of the workshop. At 

the same time, participation will serve as a disseminator of experience, 

sharing the experience of the workshop with the audience.

အڭҸཻྨ
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ఽ࡙ Dwelling in Catastrophe
ÿÿᓱీࠛᴦᄼ˝̪΄ֿࡢ

Solo Exhibition by artist Pan Long
�5JNF�]�����������
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_ ⡟⪯堗⭹䆬پㆊャ _
˰Қᄒࣂ௯͇ᅆᖠ˦̶ᤑᛩᓰిҁḰࣻরᏮݨͽႁ

ᓰి̶Тᇳ͠Ǖ൭൛Ҋ᧠ऄḰ፡፦ຏТরᏮݨͽ҆ႁᖠᖞ͇

దݦᄒस̶Тᇳ͠Ḱ੦͇࠳̎ۻ࠺ᳯۆᄒᝂࠫḰ͇ᳯۆ

ᄒ̩ǔ̋ǔྵ˦࠳ᤑᛩᓰిҁḰ˿ᥡីᏎ͝ᡔᤑᄒҁဠ

ᓰిᄒҁˉরᏮǕࠁḰЩڬ

ڢ ���� ࣺᄒ־ǚ̀ܚᢁԸǛ˰ՙḰरޅরᏮᄒ־

ऌឧˈ൫̎ဟμᛩҷǔˈ൫̎ԮরၿটᮭḰᏳద௯࠳ᓰిݨͽ

ଽҷၿǔݨͽ᧠ឌ឵ᄒ࠵Ǖᅆᖠڢᄒ־˟௯ʿሠឮǔ

ʿ˜൯ٰǔ௯ʿ˜ϖԸǕߺ ࣧҸຏТҊᇳ͠ဠڬḰᥠरᬆᇆḿ

˿ࣧҸնऻǔᐙᬿට͝ḰᏳᅆ൬ᄒࣂѿ௯ڢᅆᖠ˰ˆᤑᛩǕ

Ъด̩ዥᄒၿߣဟܚḰˈ̱௯ᒵཱဟܚḰ˿௯̩ᄒዽሀဟܚḰ

Ъดڢ൭ဟܚˆ˜̩˰ᄒᐗፏḰ͇ԫݨͽԯૡᓰిᄒႁᝰ

దܻᄒ̩ਛដҊ͋ᄒၿڢߣᅔᮭḰࣻ᭒˦൭̿ѫᛩҷǕ

ՙḰਞԲҊă۪ĄᄒఈᝂḰܢᄒધᤃऔۆᄴᅤᳯڢ

ǛᤐࡘЭˉ๚ᤀᄒăఈᝂĄᄹᐗᤸՙḰପѫ̈ǚನ࠺

˜˧ᮭḰᤐ௯࠳ၿߣᮭԮরᄒफ፦ǕăĄ௯࠳֙ᤊ

ᄒԈృਞḰăನࡘĄ௯ڢऌ࠳ԈృḰݨ̩࠳ͽᒵܳǔݨͽၿߣ

ᄒরᏮǕڢ൭˰˅ଖѫ̈ǚನࡘḱᖠᖞᆙ߮ڲǛᝨѻḰᤐ

௯҆ႁࣂڲᄒॖसᤑᛩᓰిҁḰ˿ᤐʿ˜ݦᄒᓰి̶Тᇳ

͠ᄒॖसǕ࠺੦রᏮᄒᮭᘱڢඐʿ൛ᄒࣂڲឿሶ˟Ḱႁ

మᡢᄒសᮭ֟ҷնऻᇳӥࡘටԨҳḰࣻᤲڢ൮ᄒऻ࠶˟ᝰ̽͋

रޅরᏮḰబፄପΡဟܚᝰ̽͋ЩՔࠁᓰి־ᄒҁǕ

൭Ḱᓰిˈл௯ʿ˜ᥙᤒᄒ࠳ḰᏳ௯Ճ͇ᜊ္ǔᜊᒵҁ

ѫᄒḰࣻຏᘱᅔ̽͋ᄒஔ̋ˉ࠳ᇳ͠ᄒরᏮǕڢᤐ˜ᤇሶ˟

੦మԨˉᏰḰӒૂᒵᄒᣉԳ௯ࣂڲᝨѻᄒಱॿǕ

ǚ̀ܚᢁԸǛˉǚನࡘǛ௯ҁᑪፗ˅᭬࣪᧠ᄒ

ܚၿဟ࠳Ą௯͋ܚఽᢾ˿௯ʿጏѽᄒପǕằߢḰЭ־

ᄒᏇݦᤥ࠵Ḱ͋ቫڢᤸ।ằܚĄᄒᢁԸ˰˅ḰᏳᥓᢁᄒ˘Χ

௯ᝰ̩˩൮፭ᓫᄒܚڐḰ͋ឧ।ͽԥṃ

˿͒ͽʿౖᥓᢁᦘ࠺ᤸ।Ǖ

ͽᒵܳṃݨᄒ̩͋ឧߣăĄҊ˰Ḱࣼڢ

੦ṃ˰ࡘĄ᧠౦ನڮېᄒă˟ܢͽ҆ႁऔݨ

ʿґᝰၿ֙፡፦ṃڢͽݨ

ÿÿᴥᄻ

|Introduction to Resident Plan|
After the work of Wonderland Intersection in 2019, I began to 

think that my work should not only be environmentally friendly, but 

also reflect on ecological issues. It is also a search for how art stirs life 

and how to retell it. Fungus is a language, a weapon, or an excuse in my 

work. It helped me to go deep into the social scene, avoiding obstacles; 

it also helped me to attract and gather people, and my real job is to do it 

under fungus. I pay attention to the living environment of human beings, 

not only the natural environment, but also the spiritual environment of 

people. I pay attention to the personal connection in this environment, 

and how to play the role of art so that more people realize that there are 

problems in our life and need take action for this.

Previously my work was based on fungal media, and I thought 

about how to use art to get involved in society. I came to Chongqing this 

time and continued to think deeply about how to use the mushroom 

to intervene in the society in a better way. Therefore, based on the 

observation of Huangjueping, I will make artistic creations for people, 

things and things in Huangjueping, and invite the masses walk into my 

creative scene and work together to create and think about art.

After witnessing the demolition ruins of Huangjueping, I felt the 

"city of doomsday" landscape, and connected it with the "doomsday 

landscape" on the beach. I proposed the theme of "Doomsday 

Inhabitation", which is a continuation of my survival problem reflection. 

"Doomsday" is a sense of crisis for the future destiny, "inhabitation" is a 

reflection on how people live and how to survive in response to a crisis. 

Above this, I launched the "Doomsday inhabitation - Mushroom Research 

Workshop" project, which is the use of workshops for artistic creation, 

perhaps this good art is involved in the form of society. I hid the issues 

I was thinking in every workshop, attracted community residents with 

interesting topics and activities, and let them start thinking in a step-by-

step guide, ultimately provide an environment for them to work together 

to create a work of art. At this time, art is no longer a distant object, but 

can be understood, created by oneself, and deeply buried in their stories 

and thinking about society. All participants in this process, including my 

own transformation, are at the heart of my workshop program.

Wonderland Intersection and Doomsday Inhabitation are very 

important works in my creative context, and the name itself is also a 

series of questions.

“Wonderland” is our beautiful pursuit of the living environment, we 

stand on the road leading to "wonderland",

And on both sides of the road is a difficult situation that makes 

people struggling. Where should we go?

Maybe any road will lead to the doomsday.

At the time of its arrival, How do survivors live?

How to use the "garbage" in the ruins to reconstruct the dwelling 

place?

How to let life continue at that moment?

——Pan Long
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_ 㤁㛋⥀䍚㦬㣑䁵 _
�� ˏጪ �� ࣺͅḰڢăᆄᝈဠ߮ĄᄒᆙቋᑈఈˆḰᓰిڢ

ॖট֟ᝂঘ˅ѫဠ̈ăᔽसĄᓒᄒᣉԳǕክ˧˯˦ဠͅ˧˯

՜ՙဠͅ˧˯ᣉԳᄒЪᓴཊḰरձ̈ॏͅăңڬәĄᓰిḬᜑ

Ꮎᓰిǔᤇሶᓰిǔᛩ˦ᓰిኖḭᄒᥓᢁǕ

̸ᤐरޅḰᓰి̸ࠚЪดᓰిॖसᣉҊЪดᓰి֏ᤀḰҹү

ࡡᓰిᄒॏˆՃᑧḰीᓰిᄒᇳ͠፭गǕ़ڢॼᄒăң

ᓰి᧠ፏՔᤑ࠺Ą˟ḰᓰిˉᝂᏰ˰ᄒᡸሗᜊੲᆩḰ္ڬ

ၿࠌᢃ˰˟ḰᝂᏰ֟੦ڢᄒឮܚ˦־౦ᄒʿᦒѴḰᝂᏰ

͠ԲҊ༗ԯԥጒڢʿ˜ྺکࠈཊᄒಅ˜ྺ҇ᄒ̶Т੦ᄒᆄ

ᝈக౯Ǖᴥᄻᄒ־ḰࡋЮమॊདྷᄒăңڬәĄྺཊǕࣗݥశᝰ

ᓰిڢၿ˟ၿகḰࣻᥡី੦మᑧܽڢృᎎࣄՔ˰ˆᤑТᤐ˜ڬ

۳ᄒ̩ḰੲरᒵḰăЩরᏮǔЩᛩҷĄǕ

ᅆᖠḰᤐሠᅂͳອ࠽ᄒၿྵḰࠌѿԊమᅔᬺ͇ਏᄒၿ֙үḰ

ௌܻˮৗҶᄒဟܚḰᅆᖠ়௯ᕥᔁ݀ک˅బЗᔢ᧐ᄒʿ˜Ǖ

൬௯ᤐರྺᄒү᧢Ḱնऻ̈ᴥᄻᄒดਛḰݥភڗᤑТᤐ˜ྺ҇

ᄒॺᝂˏ႕Ḱ̈ᅆᖠḰ͇ࣻᅆᖠ˦ᒵᄒҁ̶Ḱᤸᤇˉ

ᅆᖠᄒăՔĄࠁݥᄒʿጏѽసҁǕ

ӥᄒᇳ͠ဠکʿ൛Ϯཱᄒృ͠ˆḰᴥᄻమృ͠ຏТҊก๚ڢ

ܚ൭Қ̸ଔᤇᄒᇳ͠ဠ࿌ḰၿটဟݥḰᝂࠫࣻ̈Ҋʿ̗ڬ

ˉ̩ዥᄒࡘဟܚᦘڢᤐ˜ͅԲҊ݀ᄒḰᏳᤐʿѵᦘڢ

ʿ˜࠽ຜ᧟చ᭣ௌᥔḰᄴ৻ॿǕ

ႈ൭Ḱᴥᄻԯဠ̱̱௯ҁᛳᤂᒵ˜̩ᓰిਛঋᄒ־௯

ᤒᤒˈܽᄒḰᤑᏳ࠺ݥᤐ̗রᏮ֟ጒᣉә˦ᛩҷǕᏳڢ൭ۻᆱ

˅ҁᄒǚ̀ܚᢁԸÿÿᤧᓝǛ˿˦ᴥᄻҁ˟ᓰిॖसᣉԳ

ᄒ᧠ᓴཊǕ̸ᤐरޅḰᴥᄻᄒ־ˈлԾด᧠̎ဠͅ˧˯ॖ࠳

|Preface By The Emerging Curator |
In the 1960s, under the background of "perceptual phenomenology", 

art showed a "paradigm" change in form and concept. As the key node 

of the transition from modernism to postmodernism, minimalism has 

opened the way of contemporary “theatre” art (installation art, process 

art, performance art, etc.).

From this point on, the artist shifted from art form to the periphery 

of art, striving to explore the possibilities of art and expand the social 

dimension of art. In Fred's "theatrical theory", the boundary between 

art and the viewer is broken, and art is reintegrated into life practice. 

The viewer and the context in which is part of the composition of the 

work, the viewer will be stimulated to explore the perceived effects of a 

particular intervention at a particular location. Pan Long's works have a 

strong "theatre" characteristics. She wants to make art work in life and 

invites those who can enter this field by chance, open themselves, to 

"think together and act together."

Fungi, which seem to be tiny creatures, actually have incredible 

vitality. No matter how bad the environment is, the fungus is always 

the first to wake up on the barren land. It was this unique character 

that attracted Pan Long. She tried to enter this special micro-world, to 

understand the fungus, and used fungus as medium to complete her 

series of early creations through “cooperation” with fungi.

On an accidental occasion, Pan Long had the opportunity to enter 

the social scene in the coastal areas to observe and understand some of 

the current social situation that she has never been exposed to before. 

The ecological environment and living environment are greatly challenged 

in this era and all of these are shockingly exposed in a small fishing 

village.

Therefore, Pan Long was not satisfied to create works that only 

expresses her own artistic feeling so she turned these thoughts and 

exploration into action. Based on this, the Wonderland Intersection 

-Mushroom Boat Sailing Plane has become an important node in the 
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सᄒѴ౪ጒḰᏳ௯ᡔѫ˜̩ᄒ࠽Ḱᡔᤑᇳ֟͠ဟܚᄒဠڬḰ

ᝰ־ˉဠࠌᮭ̟ၿЪᐗǕ

൭൛ᰇ႙సḰڢ᧠ऄᤐ˜ཱˈᄒឮܚ᧟Ḱᴥᄻರ

ુ͇ᅆᖠᤐʿྺᝅᝐԥጒ˽ᴥہဠڬǕ

ѫဠ̈Еͅඩᄒہәᄒ๖༅ˆḰ˽ᴥ˒ࣂә۪֟ڢ

ăધᤃऔܢĄǕᴥᄻຏТଐăऔܢĄ᧟੦ᘜխᄒԓՆˉ৹ਞḰ

͇ࣻ൭˦ۻऍḰˉನ̎ࡘ൭ᄒ̩͋Щࡡर̈ʿ൛ᬿͼᄒҁḰ

̗పፋᱭᄒྵ־ḰࣤᅔЭమᄒংḰऻᡙ̈ඐʿ˜ԨˉᏰ

ǔˏθḬ፮־ᒵᢾ֟ͅᄒਞঞǕ˿൬௯ႈ̎ᤐ̗ˏθྵ࠳

फᄒḭˉˏθፋᰖᄒຑెḰ̸ᏳΖᴥᄻᄒ־Юమ̈ăңڬĄǕ

Ḱᴥᄻ˿ҹүᤱᤇࣻ־՜ܹᛳᤂ֟ͤ୯ʿሠၿট္ঘḰ

ऻ̸̩̈͋࠶ᅆᖠǔۺбᅆᖠ֟ЩӱḬௌ௯̩ˉ̩ǔ̩

ˉᅆᖠ˰ḭᄒᤇሶ˟ḰЪดᒵཱ႕˟᭬̩ዥᄒྵ᠗ḰᤑᏳ࠳ᒵ

ॏˆ੦ڢߣᄒឮܚḰௌ௯࠳ᒵᢾ̞௯͋੦ನࡘᄒဟܚǔ

͋ၿᄒᇳ͠Ḱ̟ၿʿ̗Ԯর֟রᏮǕ

·మ෭మЪดᤇᒵᢾᤀᄒဟܚṃ

·௯թຕഊ͋൬ᢾ̜ܳԪᢁԸṃᏳᤐ˜̜ԪᢁԸᄒဠ࿌ԩ

ͽṃݨ

ᴥᄻᄒ־෭మࡋᤐ̗ᮭፔѫݥᄒኝಽḰᏳ௯࠺ᮭઓፔ

൭ḰݨڊЩҁᄒᤇሶ˟ԥͼ֟͠ਞ৪Ǖ൬ڢࠚḰࣗశ݀ࠚ݀

ᴥᄻᄒ־ᤸ࣪ЮԨˉˉՔǕ

బՙḰڈҊನࡘᤐʿសᮭḰਏḰ

ăЩরᏮǔЩᛩҷĄ

݀ഘࡋ௯ᴥᄻబਏᤸᤇࣤ־ፔ݀ࠚᄒǕ

ÿÿᥧᭉϛ

transformation of art form in Pan Long's creation. From this point on, 

Pan Long's works no longer only focuses on the analysis and exploration 

of modernism's form, but goes out of personal world and enter the scene 

of society and the environment, and is related to reality problems.

During this residency, in the very different context of Chongqing, 

Pan Long tries to explore the Jiulongpo scene using an unique perspective 

of fungi.

In the wave of urbanization and industrialization, “demolition ruins” 

that contains the spirit of the times has appeared in the Jiulongpo area. 

Pan Long hoped to dig deeper into history and emotions contained in the 

"ruins" and to jointly create a collective works with people living there. 

The items that once were vivid,, have aroused participants’ emotional 

recall for themselves and their Time. It is also because of the mixture of 

these secular objects, secular time (continuous) and secular experience, 

Pan Long’s works has been given a theatricality character.

At the same time, Pan Long also strives to express and spread an 

ecological concept through the works, guiding people to pay attention to 

the non-human material in the collaborative process of cultivating and 

understanding fungi, helping them to think and reflect about individuals, 

the environment and the society.

Have you ever paid attention to the environment around you?

Do you know that we are at a critical moment? What is the current 

status of us?

Pan Long’s works does not give answers to these questions. 

She throws the questions to everyone, and hopes that everyone will 

experience and feel in the process of co-creation. For this reason, Pan 

Long's works are usually very participatory and cooperative.

Finally, returning to the topic of dwelling in catastrophe, I think,

"Think together, act together" Is probably what Pan Long wants 

everyone to know through the works.

——Yuqian Deng
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ఽ൛ڲࣂᤑᇳӥҷ˧ᮭ˦ăᇳᏎටᓰĄḰѴ˦ࠌᢃᄒ۪ڢ

ᇳӥڲࣂឿሶԫҁ̜฿ᄒටᓰ෪ᴥ˘ᦒѴǕ

کڢ͇˦Ḱࣖ࠶ࠚឿሶ௯ᥡីస̸̋ᇳ͠Ꮗᐺᄒᓰిڲࣂ

ᇳ৹˦зࠜḰគᝨˌ˒ᓰిឿሶḰ˦࠾మృ̦͠ᤋᓰిᄒᇳӥᏭ

̩᧢ᢾࠈҌᄒᇳᏎХЩஜᐺҷǕఽ൛ྨ͇ڲࣂႏǔˑའႏ˦ஜ

߮зࠜḰᝰᇳӥᏭ̩͋ᒵҷ੬Ḱԥᛳᤂ̽͋ࡘ࠳ᇳӥᄒຏԚ

৹ਞǕఽ൛ҷ˦रޅḰ̞ࣗశԯࡡѫʿሠࠌᢃၿᏇ߮ᄒഽ

सḰ̸ڲࣂឿሶҊࠚङᏇᐺḰлҊටᓰڬՃᑧḰᤲ൮Ζឿሶ

ˌ˒әǔഽसәǔክәǔၽᒸன̟˒әǕࣗశҸүᇳӥࡘ

ටՃ͇సԨˉᏇᐺҁḰᤑᏳՃࡅភԨˉҌЮమఽྺکᓬᄒ

ටᓰ੬־ࣂḰᤸᤇனڬҁഽसḰΖᓰి˰ᏇҸү˦ၿၿ

̟Ḱ੦ॲፋ่எᄦ̞Ճ͇ԮנᇳӥḰ҆ᄦᇳӥ˜ͼԫࠚङǕ

ටᓰ෪ᴥ࠺፦ᥡីᡬᄒටᓰͤઆࠌᢃᏰḰᐙՔ̽͋ᄒᡏ

͇˿ᄒፋᰖḰࡡᇳᏎᄒͅၿটḰЩ̢ˌ˒ԯکڢॿḰಲ˰ߝ

൭ࡡˉదँᮟ۳ᄒˌࠚǔ߮Ᏸǔ͇ԫஓऒனࣂᏰ̑ᤸమ

ௌḰ̜฿ՔǕ͋᭒ੲᆩௐమ߮ሡᤀ႕ᝂঘುḰᤸᤇࠌᢃ

ҁชǕՒᒵˈឌස̜ፃ੦̟ၿᄒᮭḰڢኝᄒᤇሶ˟

ԥڈऌḰ൬௯͋੦ॲᄒஎᖕǕ

ᡙǔଔǔ፦ąװ

ටᓰప௯т˒੬ࣂ˒̩ͅටᄒ࣪ၿḰಲ̎ఇᤸᄐމ

ᄒ੬ǔᢾॿ࠳ᒵཱᄒຏѵਞ৪Ḱ௯̩ዥྵˉᒵཱ֟័ᄒͼဠǕ

͋ᄴҚ੦ܳࣂ˒ሡઇәͅḰృೢә݀ᝃഽၿ̟ఫͅ੬ࣂḰପ

᰼கဓḰܡᤑ̩̈ዥྵ᠗ሑᇸǕፂәᄒࣂ˒ѴࣂḰӵʿᆄដፏ

“Community Folk Art”is divided into two parts which are the 

practical workshop in urban area and the folk art salon that focuses on 

innovative communication.

The workshop invites experienced artist instructors in deploying 

social aesthetic education to provide public courses customized for the 

elderly who have little chance to directly contact with art. The courses 

will be designed considering the background of the local community 

and will use prints and propylene as main tools. Thus, the elderly can 

express emotions about their living community with their own hands. As 

a starting point, the event also hopes to develop a model of practical life 

aesthetics. From workshops to families to markets, to make such courses 

operate in a modeled, simplified, and cultural-tourism industrialized 

manner, we hope that the community residents who participate in the 

creation of aesthetic education for long enough can also participate in the 

production of handicrafts with local characteristics. By transforming the 

beauty of art into productivity, the economic profits can be returned to 

the community which will benefit the community individuals as well as 

the family.

The Folk Art Salon will continue to invite active folk art inheritors. 

To converge resources, to root in the era of the local community, to 

share the experience in profession development, and to expand horizon 

in a way of exchanging and cooperating with the experts, scholars in a 

wider field as well as the government's cultural-tourism workers. We 

need to break the shackles of old disciplinary boundaries and create 

new approaches through practice. To answer and solve the problems 

interweaving together from different demands in the process is precisely 

what we harvest.

ᇴᏏඨᓱ � ᏈᐻڳࣃᤒᇴӦ
COMMUNITY FOLK ART - Art Education Workshop into Community
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౦Ḱ̩͋ҷ੬ᑧүңˆᬔḰ̩ࣤዥᢾॿԯ݇ࡡᛮḰ̩ˉ̩ǔ

̩ˉᒵཱᄒఔḰЪঞḰᤲບ݇Ǖටᓰ֟ᇳᏎ˰ፋᡸሗ

ᥙᤒǕࣂ˒᰼கࣤྵ᠗݀ˠࠥᄒḰ˿ྵ᠗݀๖ᠨ

৹юḰࠌḰᤐ̗ᮭ̘२эǕ͋ቩᡤဠڶᆩ᧠˙ܚဟ့ک֟

Ԯᝂ੬ࣂ˒ͅḰ̩ˉᇳ͠ˉᒵཱᄒࣹᛮЪጏḰՃ͇ፔ͋࠶

ဠ֟ڢԯࡡᄒፋᰖԫਮǕ

ᄴҚ͋ܳ̎ᡙ൮ᬅඈḰ᧠װᡙХ͝ᏇᐺਛដḰᝰට͝మ

ృ͠ଔҊᏇᐺǕ˿ڈऌͅᄒဠࠌ᭒සḰஓऒᄒ᭬ᥔәǔ

னҁ̟˒ஓኞᦘ௯४ݦᄒҸүǕۻڢᆱᇳᏎ˟रࡡՒሠॖसᄒᏇ

ᐺҷḰᡔѫʿౖՃ፦ԯࡡᄒᥓᢁǕᝰᓰి˰ᔑၿ̎ට͝Ḱ

੮͠र࣪Ǖ

To arouse, to contact, to sustain....

Folk art was once a daily life of people in the age of Agriculture and 

Handicraft Industry. It was rooted in the common people's handwork and 

their deep understanding of nature. We are now in the era of industrial 

science and technology, mechanization of large-scale production replaces 

the manual to improve efficiency and the material well-being of mankind. 

But it is because of the refined Industrial Division of Labor and single 

knowledge structure that people's ability to operate is sharply weakened, 

which leads to the imbalance of human physical and mental development. 

On the other hand, care and warmth between human beings and between 

human and nature are gradually disappearing. Folk Art and community 

are far apart. The high efficiency of industry brings not only material 

abundance, but also material waste and environment destruction which 

are the problems that need to be solved urgently. Base on the reality, 

looking back on the handicraft era and the balance between human and 

society and nature can give us the experience and wisdom to guide the 

present and future development.

At present, we are at the initial stage where we focus on arousing 

public awareness of aesthetic education and offering an opportunity to 

receive aesthetic education. Also we must respond to the needs of the 

times when the government's intangible heritage reactivation and the 

cultural and creative industry policy is being boosted. To carry out various 

forms of aesthetic education activities in the community and carve out of 

a sustainable development path, we need the flower of art to grow among 

the people, and so it will be always changing and everlasting.
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_ ⥀䍚㦬㣑䁵 _
ᝰᓰిႈටၿնԱбѴḰ

ᝰᓰిፔට࣪ԮנᏇݦǕ

ఽ൛ăڲࣂᤑᇳӥĄҷ࠺ᤸᤇࠌᢃឿሶǔටᓰ෪ᴥᝯ

ऌ͇˅֙ᮭǕڈ

˦˔̖னәڜᄒږఽᔑᠨᤋᄐࣺርጕḰ˦ටᓰμ

ઘԯࡡǔХ͝ᏇᐺഽᔽǕఽᤋͅටᓰࣖࠅಘࠅ৭ప឵ăݨ౯

ᤥස̸ᒵཱ˟̟ၿᄒϬझḰుḰЕҷүᄒᏇᄒសḰঁࡋ

ᮔҊටᓰᄒˏ႕ǕĄටᓰனәՃ៓Ա˰̎ටḰႁ˰̎ටḰሑ

̎ටǕ

ටᓰǔ᭬ᥔͤઆǔᓰిᄒၿ˰ႁǔ˟ͤږፚனәܵЫÿÿ

ᤋࣺڢஓऒॊమүᄒՊՀˉଖᛩˆḰУږՒ݀͝کᏇᐺǔටᓰ

ҷࠌᢃဠڬԯܻ͝ܮḰບ˦Ւ႕ЪดᄒனәཟཊǕԨེఽට

ᓰᤊҷԓሶᄒፋᰖḰ͋ቩᡤ᧠ऄᄒྺکڢཊḰ൬रࡡටᓰͤ̀ǔ

᭬ᥔោᆙǔᓰిᆙᝯǔ္ᆙቋᄒጏፚࣂḰၿԯఽکဠࠌڬᢃḰ

়ፏఽکፋᰖഽसḰҳॊˉЭ̽کӥ˒ᄒ̜฿ՔḰጒʿౖ

ഽࡡǔ᭬ᥔәǔХ͝Ꮗᐺᄒᒵၿটԯࡡᄒටᓰԯڠऄఽ᧠̎ࡣ

सˉरஒ፦ᄒˌ˒ᥓᢁǕ

ఽ൛ڲࣂᤑᇳӥҷ˧ᮭ˦ăᇳᏎටᓰĄḰѴ˦ࠌᢃᄒ۪ڢ

ᇳӥڲࣂឿሶԫҁ̜฿ᄒටᓰ෪ᴥ˘ᦒѴǕ

کڢ͇˦Ḱࣖ࠶ࠚឿሶ௯ᥡីస̸̋ᇳ͠Ꮗᐺᄒᓰిڲࣂ

ᇳ৹˦зࠜḰគᝨˌ˒ᓰిឿሶḰ˦࠾మృ̦͠ᤋᓰిᄒᇳӥᏭ

̩᧢ᢾࠈҌᄒᇳᏎХЩஜᐺҷǕఽ൛ྨ͇ڲࣂႏǔˑའႏ˦ஜ

߮зࠜḰᝰᇳӥᏭ̩͋ᒵҷ੬Ḱԥᛳᤂ̽͋ࡘ࠳ᇳӥᄒຏԚ

৹ਞǕఽ൛ҷ˦रޅḰ̞ࣗశԯࡡѫʿሠࠌᢃၿᏇ߮ᄒഽ

सḰ̸ڲࣂឿሶҊࠚङᏇᐺḰлҊටᓰڬՃᑧḰᤲ൮Ζឿሶ

ˌ˒әǔഽसәǔክәǔၽᒸன̟˒әǕࣗశҸүᇳӥࡘ

ටՃ͇సԨˉᏇᐺҁḰᤑᏳՃࡅភԨˉҌЮమఽྺکᓬᄒ

ටᓰ੬־ࣂḰᤸᤇனڬҁഽसḰΖᓰి˰ᏇҸү˦ၿၿ

̟Ḱ੦ॲፋ่எᄦ̞Ճ͇ԮנᇳӥḰ҆ᄦᇳӥ˜ͼԫࠚङǕ

ටᓰ෪ᴥ࠺፦ᥡីᡬᄒටᓰͤઆࠌᢃᏰḰᐙՔ̽͋ᄒᡏ

͇˿ᄒፋᰖḰࡡᇳᏎᄒͅၿটḰЩ̢ˌ˒ԯکڢॿḰಲ˰ߝ

൭ࡡˉదँᮟ۳ᄒˌࠚǔ߮Ᏸǔ͇ԫஓऒனࣂᏰ̑ᤸమ

| Curator's Preface |

Art absorbs nutrition from folk life,

and art will feed back to folk with beauty.

The "Workshop Into Community" event will respond to the above 

proposition through the practice curriculum and folk art salon.

Japan, also a neighbour of the SINOSPHERE, has spent more than 

100 years building up a model for the preservation and development 

RI�IRON�DUW�DQG�SXEOLF�DHVWKHWLF�HGXFDWLRQ��<DQDJL�6ŕHWVX��WKH�PDVWHU�RI�

modern Japanese folk art, once said, "If we want to pursue the beauty of 

health, simplicity and vitality produced from nature, then we must come 

to the world of folk art. " Folk art and culture is taken from the people 

and used by the people for the good of the people.

In recent years, under the strong call and promotion of the 

government, the public aesthetic education across the country and 

folk art activities, such as the folk art, intangible heritage inheritance, 

the use of art in daily life, the revival of traditional Chinese culture, 

are gradually becoming the cultural focus of attention of society. With 

reference to the experience of the Japanese Folk Art Movement, we are 

devoted to explore a self-ecological development model and an open 

and sustainable professional road of folk art development based on the 

local characteristics of Chongqing, carrying out the systematic work of 

folk art teaching, investigation and research on intangible heritage, art 

discussion and theoretical research, generating on-the-spot practice and 

summarizing the local experience modelstrengthening exchanges and 

cooperation with other regions to, intangible heritage activation and 

public aesthetic education.

“Community Folk Art”is divided into two parts which are the 

practical workshop in urban area and the folk art salon that focuses on 

innovative communication.

The workshop invites experienced artist instructors in deploying 

social aesthetic education to provide public courses customized for the 

elderly who have little chance to directly contact with art. The courses 

will be designed considering the background of the local community 

and will use prints and propylene as main tools. Thus, the elderly can 

express emotions about their living community with their own hands. As 

a starting point, the event also hopes to develop a model of practical life 

aesthetics. From workshops to families to markets, to make such courses 

operate in a modeled, simplified, and cultural-tourism industrialized 
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ௌḰ̜฿ՔǕ͋᭒ੲᆩௐమ߮ሡᤀ႕ᝂঘುḰᤸᤇࠌᢃ

ҁชǕՒᒵˈឌස̜ፃ੦̟ၿᄒᮭḰڢኝᄒᤇሶ˟

ԥڈऌḰ൬௯͋੦ॲᄒஎᖕǕ

ᡙǔଔǔ፦ąװ

ටᓰప௯т˒੬ࣂ˒̩ͅටᄒ࣪ၿḰಲ̎ఇᤸᄐމ

ᄒ੬ǔᢾॿ࠳ᒵཱᄒຏѵਞ৪Ḱ௯̩ዥྵˉᒵཱ֟័ᄒͼဠǕ

͋ᄴҚ੦ܳࣂ˒ሡઇәͅḰృೢә݀ᝃഽၿ̟ఫͅ੬ࣂḰପ

᰼கဓḰܡᤑ̩̈ዥྵ᠗ሑᇸǕፂәᄒࣂ˒ѴࣂḰӵʿᆄដፏ

౦Ḱ̩͋ҷ੬ᑧүңˆᬔḰ̩ࣤዥᢾॿԯ݇ࡡᛮḰ̩ˉ̩ǔ

̩ˉᒵཱᄒఔḰЪঞḰᤲບ݇Ǖටᓰ֟ᇳᏎ˰ፋᡸሗ

ᥙᤒǕࣂ˒᰼கࣤྵ᠗݀ˠࠥᄒḰ˿ྵ᠗݀๖ᠨ

৹юḰࠌḰᤐ̗ᮭ̘२эǕ͋ቩᡤဠڶᆩ᧠˙ܚဟ့ک֟

Ԯᝂ੬ࣂ˒ͅḰ̩ˉᇳ͠ˉᒵཱᄒࣹᛮЪጏḰՃ͇ፔ͋࠶

ဠ֟ڢԯࡡᄒፋᰖԫਮǕ

ᄴҚ͋ܳ̎ᡙ൮ᬅඈḰ᧠װᡙХ͝ᏇᐺਛដḰᝰට͝మ

ృ͠ଔҊᏇᐺǕ˿ڈऌͅᄒဠࠌ᭒සḰஓऒᄒ᭬ᥔәǔ

னҁ̟˒ஓኞᦘ௯४ݦᄒҸүǕۻڢᆱᇳᏎ˟रࡡՒሠॖसᄒᏇ

ᐺҷḰᡔѫʿౖՃ፦ԯࡡᄒᥓᢁǕᝰᓰి˰ᔑၿ̎ට͝Ḱ

੮͠र࣪Ǖ

manner, we hope that the community residents who participate in the 

creation of aesthetic education for long enough can also participate in the 

production of handicrafts with local characteristics. By transforming the 

beauty of art into productivity, the economic profits can be returned to 

the community which will benefit the community individuals as well as 

the family.

The Folk Art Salon will continue to invite active folk art inheritors. 

To converge resources, to root in the era of the local community, to 

share the experience in profession development, and to expand horizon 

in a way of exchanging and cooperating with the experts, scholars in a 

wider field as well as the government's cultural-tourism workers. We 

need to break the shackles of old disciplinary boundaries and create 

new approaches through practice. To answer and solve the problems 

interweaving together from different demands in the process is precisely 

what we harvest.

To arouse, to contact, to sustain....

Folk art was once a daily life of people in the age of Agriculture and 

Handicraft Industry. It was rooted in the common people's handwork and 

their deep understanding of nature. We are now in the era of industrial 

science and technology, mechanization of large-scale production replaces 

the manual to improve efficiency and the material well-being of mankind. 

But it is because of the refined Industrial Division of Labor and single 

knowledge structure that people's ability to operate is sharply weakened, 

which leads to the imbalance of human physical and mental development. 

On the other hand, care and warmth between human beings and between 

human and nature are gradually disappearing. Folk Art and community 

are far apart. The high efficiency of industry brings not only material 

abundance, but also material waste and environment destruction which 

are the problems that need to be solved urgently. Base on the reality, 

looking back on the handicraft era and the balance between human and 

society and nature can give us the experience and wisdom to guide the 

present and future development.

At present, we are at the initial stage where we focus on arousing 

public awareness of aesthetic education and offering an opportunity to 

receive aesthetic education. Also we must respond to the needs of the 

times when the government's intangible heritage reactivation and the 

cultural and creative industry policy is being boosted. To carry out various 

forms of aesthetic education activities in the community and carve out of 

a sustainable development path, we need the flower of art to grow among 

the people, and so it will be always changing and everlasting.
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_ ㆊ⻧ڴ『 _
ăටᓰ˰Иh᧠ऄටᓰࠌᢃᏰ̜฿෪ᴥĄḰႈөᓰి˟ॿǔ

ॎᅆᓰిҁ˟ॿǔࢾچᏇి߮ᬛ́Ыˉටᓰәྺᓬࣂ

Щ˩ұḰ̎ࠑࣂͼྺᓬᏇి߮ᬛࢾچǔࠑ ���� ࣺ �� భ

�� ࢾچڢᏇి߮ᬛᳯۆಫӥᭇܐഖ ��� ᛩǕఽ൛˩ࠑࣂ

෪ᴥ˦रታḰࡅភ፦ᝯටᓰᄒဠͅәԯࡡᥓᢁǕ෪ᴥᥡី

̈᧠ऄՒˌ˒ᡬᄒ᭧ࣺටᓰͤઆᏰԨˉḰమគᝨࣖǔᓰిࠚǔ

᭬ᥔͤઆ̩ኖǕࣗశᐙՔටᓰͤઆᏰᄒᡏߝ˰ॿḰಲکڢᇳᏎ

ᄒͅၿটḰЩ̢ˌ˒ԯࡡᄒፋᰖḰ˿͇൭ࡡˉదँᮟ۳ᄒ

Ւ࠳Ᏸ̑ᤸమௌḰ̜฿ՔǕ᭯ࣂǔ߮Ᏸǔ͇ԫஓऒனࠚˌ

ᒵˈឌස̜ፃ੦̟ၿᄒᮭḰࠌڢᢃᤇሶ˟ԥ࠵සኝḰ˿

௯ටᓰဠͅәమகᄒชǕ

|Project Introduction|
"Light of Folk Art· Chongqing Folk Art Practitioners Exchange 

Salon" is co-organized by Dimensions Art Center, Guizhen Art Innovation 

Center, Rural Revitalization and Folk Art Activation Studio, and Cross 

Media Studio of Sichuan Fine Arts Institute. The salon was held in 

Studio 309, Sculpture Building, Huangjueping Campus, Sichuan Fine 

Arts Institute, on November 10, 2019. As a beginning, this salon tries to 

continue to explore the current development path of folk art. This salon 

invited active young folk art inheritors from various disciplines, including 

designers, artists, and non-genetic inheritors. It is hoped to gather 

the inheritors of folk art, root in the local community's ecology, share 

professional experience, and exchanges and cooperation with experts, 

scholars, and government cultural and tourism workers in the broader 

field. Faced with the problems arising from the interweaving of different 

demands, seeking answers in the process of practice may be an effective 

way to modernize folk art.
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គᝨࣖ֟ߝѴ̢˧ᮭǚྵஜᄒʿ̗̋Ǜ

˒సˉᗸಈઇᓰᄒፏᎎḰҊᒵᢾ̸̸້߮݀̈ڈክ֟ߝ
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ᤇሶ˟ḰॲҊ̈ʿ̗ༀሰᳶәᄒପ᧐ǕĄኖǕ

ᓰిࠚШᓐѴ̢˧ᮭǚԹ၉ᓰిክᤠǛ

Шᓐ͇˟ږᗋԹ၉ࣖ݀ݖࣹິЗၿᄒԹ၉ݖత

ǚ฿ලǛ˦ईḰ՜͋ࡡरᄒ௯˟ږ฿ͤӪࣺݨ฿ලʿᓒၿၿˈ

ᄒԹ၉ᄒԓՆႏԌǕԹ၉આᣚᅔᄒ̵̎Ᏻ௯ˏ႕᭬ྵ᠗னә

ᥔ̟Ḱ̎ԹᏳѿ௯˟ږ฿ͤӪࣺᄒăբߝĄዽሀᄒͅᛳḰ௯Ў

ᥓ̌ࠚ˫ᒸ˟ږனәᄒफ़ǕШᓐ՜͋ឨፂᄒ̶ፉ̈Թ၉ᄒԓ

Նǔత៰ᄒԳǔԹ၉ᄒѴዥǔҌࣂᓰǔ၉ᄒ᧥҇ชḰࣻѴ
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ಽǕ
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బ҂˦ʿሠ͉सӼӹǔॐᄒࣂЮḰ՜ʿࣹ᭯ᄒڗЀᄒ

ᓰిॖस˫ᒸॏ̵˦ʿ፴ՔᄒܵెᄒᓰిᛳဠॖसᄒᣉԳᤇ

ሶǕටᓰᄒԯࡡˉͤઆ˿ࠡ̎Э˟ǕཱՙḰी᭪՜͋ࡡᇰ̈̂

ชˉᓊᢤᓰిፏՔǔᓰిࠚ९ъ̂ڢช౦ˉ᧠౦˦ᔶனߢኈǔ

Э̽ᓰిˉ̂ชᛀՔᄒಽΛḰԫॏ̂ͅชসү̅ሀᄒဠḰᛳᤂ

Ą۾ăᆄ̂߮ڢݥᄒরᏮǕी᭪˿̶ፉ̈ࡡชͤઆԯ̂̎࠳ݥ̈

̂ชᏇᐺࠌᢃ˟ᄒᅂชˉॿॲḰᤏପѫ̈ॏ̵̂ชᓰిஜ߮

ʿ̗̘२эᄒᮭḰݨஜ߮зࠜᣟӵʿḿஜ߮౯ࡡဠसӵ

ʿḿᎭ࠾ˌ˒࠶Ꮽࣖḿᆾ͐គிઇిලіᣟኖǕ

Designer Zihe's Sharing Theme "Some Things that Plants Taught 

Me."

Zihe briefly presented the journey from her connection with blue 

dyeing in college to the folk art of natural dyeing and weaving. Using 

poetic presentation, she introduced the plants dyed in colors. She then 

shared which objects were dyed with plants and what more simple and 

inward artistic expressions were made.

At the same time, She shared some personal ideas and thoughts 

on making things. For example, she believes that "making things is like 

looking in the mirror, and you can see a person's attitude towards life and 

how you view yourself." In dealing with this craft and plants, I got some 

subtle reminders." 

Artist Lan Hang's sharing theme, "A Brief Introduction to Guqin 

Art."

Lanhang takes the guqin performance "Flowing Water" by the 

famous Chinese guqin master Mr. Guan Pinghu as the preface and 

unfolds to us the historical picture scroll of the guqin that has been 

circulating in China for thousands of years. The guqin is the world's 

intangible cultural heritage. In ancient times, it represents the "Junzi" 

spirit that has been passed down in China for thousands of years, and 

it is the epitome of Confucianism and Taoism and could even represent 

Chinese culture. Lan Hang gave us a detailed introduction to the history 

of the guqin, the evolution of its making, classification of the guqin, 

the manufacturing process, and the guqin's identification method. He 

also shared his vignettes and experiences on the choice of wood while 

making the guqin by himself. And explaining the expression and cultural 

phenomenon of the ancient people's yin and yang relative view of the 

small guqin universe. Finally, Lan Hang sought "newness" from the 

"ancient" and pointed out the guqin art's modernity. He then provides a 

solution based on its ontology for the modernization of Guqin folk art.

Artist Zhu Peigang's sharing theme, "Wooden Footprints."

Zhu Peigang started with the brand ideology of The Cloud Wood 

Arti. In displaying the combination of commercial and wooden hand-

made, he expressed his different understanding of the modernization 

of folk art. Zhu Peigang proposed that "conforming to buyers' feelings" 

may be a way for folk art to enter the market. He showed his current 

works based on his attempts. There are wooden clogs and tea trays 

that reproduce old wooden objects. The wooden trophies praised by 

the heroes of the times also include the wooden cabinets and derivative 

canvas bags that are common in households. From this series, Zhu 

Peigang emphasized the three characteristics of wood: the character of 

wood-wood and the doctrine of the mean, wood and restraint; the color 

of wood-meet the needs of artistic ideas and artistic creation; wood 

products-the demand for market and humanity. As Zhu Peigang said: "I 

don't need to create. Everyone has their own ideas about objects. What I 

have to do is to adapt to this idea." This is how Zhu Peigang thinks about 

the service of art and the modernization of folk art.

Calligraphy Educator Zhang Jing's sharing theme, "The Wisdom of 

Ancients' Calligraphy."

Zhang Jing started from the oracle bone inscriptions of "calligraphy" 

and explained to us systematically that Chinese calligraphy was 

initially used as a ritual or a tool for divination and recording. Now it 

is a graphic art form and even now as a comprehensive and intricate 

art form—the transformation process of artistic expression. The 

development and inheritance of folk art are also placed in it. Then, Zhang 

showed us the combination of calligraphy and dance art, the artist Xu 

Bing's deconstruction and reconstruction of calligraphy into English 

characters, the fusion of other arts calligraphy, and the phenomenon 

of contemporary calligraphy, expressing her heritage of calligraphy. 

Zhang Jing also introduced her views and experiences in the practice 

of calligraphy aesthetic education in the "Zhishu", and also put forward 

some urgent problems in calligraphy education today, such as the limited 

education content; the boring way of presenting education results; lack of 

professional guidance; the lack of hardware facilities, etc.
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គᝨࣖᬐ႒Ѵ̢˧ᮭǚ˦̬ˮુϪ੬ᓰ̩Ǜ
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ᇰ̈ᒵᄒေࠋ᯳ᯗ־ˉ္־ঘḰబՙ៉Ҋҁұࣂࠑᄒ҂

Ḿڢҳہ႙߮స̎࠳˜ေࠋ᯳ᯗᛩ˒฿ሶᄒ߮̀Ḱ͆̽

̟ၿ̈࠳ʿ˜̸̩ௌҊమҌေࠋ־ᄒ՜।Ǖᤐˈ̱̱௯ѫ̎

ҁࣂටᓰᄒཟྞǕ൭ܹḰᬐ႒ઊ੬̎࠳ටᓰᄒμઘḰద௯̎࠳

ᤇሶ˟ᄒᒵඓྵ˧Ḱ͇ࠂᝂᝅᝐᅂ२ҁḰॊោᝅᝈக౯

ˉ੬ࣂ˟ႈ̶̎ᄒԳә̟ၿᄒ৹ਞḰࣻࣗశՃ͇ᤸᤇ

ᤐ˜మᬕᄒ˦̩ዥܡҳʿ̗ՃᑧǕ

੬ᓰ̩͒ౣѴ̢˧ᮭǚ˦᭬ᥔ፡આ̩ᄒၿ࿌টǛ

͒ౣ˦᭬ᥔ፡આᥓᢁ˅ୟጒᄒͤઆ̩Ḱᛳဠѫ̈ˈ̎

Қ᭯џͷሡဵѫᢾᄒْࠞᄒԜၿটʿ᭯Ǖ̽᧞̈˟ږཕᨩႏᄒ

ԓՆ͇ԫཕᨩႏᄒҌชǔࣂЮǕᬬՙḰ̽ፏՔᒵڢཕᨩႏ

ᮟ۳ᄒጒˉࠌᢃፋԓḰࡋཕᨩႏᄒԯࡡପѫᒵᄒਏชḾ࠺
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Э̽ॏͅᓰిҁसፏՔḰ̸Ᏻదکݦଖҷ̈ཕᨩႏᄒԯࡡǕ

Designer Chen Chang's sharing theme, "Why to choose to be a 

craftsman."

Chen Chang, who has a background in studying in Singapore, 

started with the business model and philosophy of the NOON jewelry 

studio he founded, introduced the main business conditions of the 

studio, presented his jewelry works and concepts, and finally shared 

about establishing a studio's intention: The study of the entire jewelry 

industry process during his research in Singapore gave him yearning for 

making jewelry from scratch. This is not only for the protection of folk art 

but also for the love of folk art. Besides, Chen Chang compares himself in 

the process of manual creation to the creator, looking at innovation from 

a macro perspective, emphasizing the visual effects and emotional space 

generated by the change of the medium in manual operation, and hopes 

that this limited space can increase the possibilities for human beings. 

Craftsman Ren Changsong's sharing theme, "Life as an Intangible 

Heritage Heir."

Ren Changsong showed a different original ecology from the 

previous guests with an academic background as a groping inheritor 

on intangible cultural heritage inheritance. He explained the history of 

Chinese soldering iron paintings and production methods and tools. 

Later, he combined his exploration and practices in the field of soldering 

iron paintings and put forward his new ideas on the development 

of fusing iron paintings: combining welding iron paintings with 

traditional Chinese ink and wash techniques and depicting the agility 

of ink paintings with charcoal stains, and created a series of animal 

iron painting. Ren Changsong also plans to combine the soldering iron 

painting with other contemporary art forms to promote soldering iron 

painting.
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ࠞѴ౪Э̎᧠ऄ˫ᒸࠚږᄒ᧠ႁḰࣻ ֘Ր݀ࠚ˦ටᓰǔ

ͤፚனәǔ˫ᒸͅᄒᮟ݈̩Ḱ˦ටᓰԯѫனә˰ܮǕࣗݥశට

ᓰ෪ᴥՃ͇ॖʿ˜ࣹՄḰ̸ᏳࠌဠᇳڌፀፃәǔፀፃࣹՄәǔ

ࣹՄጏፚәᄒഽसፀभḰ̸ ᏳదکݦΖටᓰ˰Иེᤑ̩ටᄒၿǕ

Chinese Medicine Practitioner Ran Hongtu's sharing theme, 

"Chinese Medicine is the Key to Open Traditional Culture."

As a Chinese medicine doctor, combined with his profession, 

Ran Hongtu made a theoretical presentation and summary of whether 

Chinese medicine can represent the traditional culture and explored 

the roots of traditional Chinese culture from the material level of Yin 

Yang and the five elements and the spirit of truth, goodness, and beauty. 

The inner connection between the laws of the universe. Subsequently, 

he cited examples of Tu Youyou's use of traditional Chinese medicine 

in the manufacture of artemisinin and the miraculous curative effects 

of traditional Chinese medicine he has encountered during his years 

of practicing medicine. He cited his knowledge of traditional Chinese 

medicine—three perspectives on China's inheritance and development: 

1. Set root locally and expand to the world; 2. Base on Chinese culture 

and raise towards science; 3. Inspired by the minority folk and extend 

towards the mainstream. At the same time, he shared the twists and 

turns in the development of traditional Chinese medicine-the abolition 

of Chinese medicine during the Republic of China, the achievements 

of the development of Kampo Chinese medicine in Japan, and the 

economic benefits of it. Dr. Ran once again emphasized the importance of 

promoting Chinese medicine to the general public and the whole world.

Yang Qi, Staff Member from Huangjueping Street's sharing theme, 

"Promoting Chinese Excellent Traditional Culture and Letting Folk Art 

Enter the Homes of People."

Yang Qi explained to us that the country attaches importance to 

traditional culture and folk arts and crafts from the government aspect. 

Also, Yang Qi analyzed Huangjueping's geographical advantages to the 

guests present on its essential role in Chongqing and even the country 

and called on everyone to be the promotor of folk art, traditional culture, 

and a contribution to folk art. She hopes that the folk art salon can 

build a platform to realize the organization of associations and platform 

systems so that the light of folk art can enter people's lives.

1 2 ��੭ᓱ̪͓ѵ̣˨ᮮ
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_ ク䘆ಇ䌥⸾䪙�_
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˜ᒵ௯ʿ˟۔ටᓰᄒဠͅәᣉڢᬐ༴ЗၿᛳᇰḰْࠞ៉࠳

˟̩ᄒॖǕ̽឵ᒵమ҇̎ටᓰᄒͤઆᏰ͋֟ᓰి͋ࠚḰ̽

௯˦ᓰిఱҴᄒᏳˈ௯ϪᓰిᄒǕڢᤐْ̗ࠞ͋ᄒ឵˟̽

ᝫដҊටᓰ፡આᄒঁཱḰᏳڢᤐሠঁཱ˰˟Ḱݨͽᤸᤇ˒

ᄒसԥҳටᓰᄒԯࡡḰᤐ௯̽ᄒΖ֙Ǖ�

ᓰిˉၿটᄒᆙቋ߮Ᏸ᭲ቩᛳᇰḰ݀ࠚઊˈᮟ۳ᤸᤇට

ᓰᤐರᄒ˧ᮭᐙᬿᡙ˦ўᐙᇳᏎᄒࣂЮ̸Ᏻఔәᇳ͠Ḱᤐ௯

̽өѴᡊˉᨎΌᄒḰᤸᤇᓰిᤔଔᇳᏎॖ̈ʿሠᓰిᄒၿটḰ

ᤐ੮௯ᅆ൬ᄒແ݈ලˉᇳ͠ᄹᤔଔᄒᓰిၿটǕ൭ܹḰ᭲ቩ

ᝫ˦Ḱ͋ڢ፡આටᓰᄒᤇሶ˟ऌᤊႁăळĄᄒটग᭯࠳͋

ᄒටᓰḰᤐರ੮Ճ͇ࠌဠටᓰᄒᅆ൬ᄒ፡આˉԯǕ�

ᓰిனә߮ᏰపᤵЗၿ̸ᓰిˉᇳ͠ᄒᝐगḰ࠺ටᓰધ˦

˘݀˧ Ḿᮭ݁ ̩ՔʿᄒࣤమăၿĄਛ֒ᄒఽͼ͇ԫ˧ͼஐԳᄒăĄ

ᄒ˜ͼǕăၿĄਛ֒ᅔఽແḰԉͤઆ˟ˈԳᄒḰఽ҂ᄒ˔ḿᏳ

ăĄѿ௯ͤڢઆᤇሶ˟ႈ̎˜ͼᄒ˧ᝂलᏳڢˈஐԳᄒ

˔ǕԾమвᮗăၿĄˉăĄ੮ᑧྲྲᄒઍටᓰబఽᅆᄒᦒ

ѴᏳˈ͠࠺Э˗݇Ǖ൭ܹḰపᤵЗၿ᧞ࢾᏇಫᝳăঋ̎ᥓḰຬ
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పᤵЗၿ˩ΛຕᄒனᓰࣂᏰ͋ḬౌݨຜăᔆڏߝĄˉன̩ᐙ

ᬿဠࠌ᠗˅௯ѫ̎̎࠳ෆைටைனәᄒͤઆˉԯḭˉටᓰ̩

࠽̎ڢߣ̱̱ˈටᓰᄒॿ္௯ʿᒹᄒǕԾమॏᤐರᄒॿ္̎࠳͋

ᦒѴ̩ᢾ˅Ḱටᓰ˿੮ᑧᅆ൬ᄒኳә֟ЫǕ

|Excerpts from the guest talks |
The scholar Mr. Chen Cong explained this salon's particularity based 

on his own experience of regional culture and believed that the sharing 

of young folk artists and guests' practice is of great significance to the 

revitalization of folk art. And tracing back to the source, it raised the 

question of the original intention of folk artists.

Mr. Chen Can say that he is a figure of a translator in folk art's 

modern transformation. He said that he is different from the inheritors 

and artists of folk art. He serves art instead of making art. In these 

speakers' sharings, he realized the inevitability of the inheritance of folk 

art. In this inevitability, how to accelerate the development of folk art 

through commercial methods is his mission.

Jin Lipeng, a research scholar on art and ecology, said that the 

sharers gather knowledge in different fields through themes such as 

folk art to become a tool for a cohesive community and promote social 

development. Connecting the community through art forms an art 

ecology, which is the real solution to integrating art and society. Also, 

Jin Lipeng believes that we should adopt the attitude of "promoting and 

abandoning" at the same time in the process of inheriting folk art so that 

the real inheritance and development of folk art can be done.

Art and culture scholar Mr. Zeng Tu disassembled folk art into 

two major themes from the perspective of art and society: the unity 

of nature and humankind with the meaning of "birth" and the "living" 

individual whose subject changes. "Born" means the origin, that is, the 

unchanging and original things in the inheritance. At the same time, 

"living" is the thing that are continually changing due to the individual's 

subjective differences in the inheritance process. Only by considering 

both "birth" and "living" can we firmly grasp the most authentic part of 

folk art without losing it. Besides, Mr. Zeng Tu explained that Tao and 

art's spiritual core in the school motto of Sichuan Fine Arts Institute, 

"Aspiration to Tao and Art," is essentially in line with the spirit of folk 

artists. Mr. Zeng Tu cites the literary and art workers in the Ming and 

Qing Dynasties (such as Li Yu's "Mustard Seed Garden" and the gathering 

of literati, which are essentially due to the inheritance and development 

of the Han national culture) and the folk artists' psychology of folk art. 

Only when such a mentality does not only exist in a small number of 

people, folk art may be genuinely counted as activation and revitalization.

1 2 ��ѵ̣᭳ࠟٓ៊࠴ቪ
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Chongqing’s First Community Art Festival in Huangjueping4 - 2 - 6-

_ ⶦ㭗 _
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னዽሀḿᝰᓰిᄸ᭯ᇳ͠ဠڬḰᓰి־ᛀТХЩࣻˍ

፦ၿǕ

|Overview|
Huangjueping Community Art Festival was held in October 2019 

in Railway 3 Village, Xinshichang Community, Huangjueping Street, 

Jiulongpo District, Chongqing. It is one of the components of the 2019 

REVIVAL-Yangtze River International Huangjueping Culture and Art 

Festival. It is organized by the Sculpture Department of the Sichuan Fine 

Arts Institute, the New Market Community of Huangjueping Street, 

and Dimensions Art Center. The festival is planned with the theme of 

"Community of Art·Container of Memory" and explores how art and 

society, art, and community are related through the art festival. Dialogue 

can happen in a harmonious relationship with the public, instead of 

forcibly implanting the so-called artworks into public space and make 

people feel a sense of isolation and incomprehension.

Chongqing is a region where multiple identities coexist, with rich 

and unique natural landscapes and community types, and the underlying 

foundation for art and public life to be closely connected. The Three 

Railway Villages of Xinmarket Community, Huangjueping Street, 

combines the city's characteristics and the countryside. The Chengdu-

Chongqing Railway passes through here. It has a profound railway 

culture, a long historical memory, and a lively atmosphere. Simultaneously, 

thanks to Sichuan Fine Arts Institute's contribution to Huangjueping, 

the surrounding communities have grown under an intense artistic 

atmosphere. Based on the particular geographical environment and social 

conditions, this community art festival was promoted. This is a good 

exploration of the old city renewal and community revival of Chongqing 

on the Yangtze River's upper reaches.

In the form of planning and organization of this event, we tried 

a multi-party collaboration and joint curator system, which brought 

different perspectives and working methods of academic institutions, 

governments, and public welfare organizations into the event planning, 

and promoted the efficiency of many problems. The three co-curators 

are Zeng Lingxiang, Associate Professor of Sichuan Fine Arts Institute, 

representing the academic institution; He Mingfeng, the street 

community secretary representing the government; Shao Lihua, the artist 

representing non-profit organizations. This joint collaborative model can 

make up for the limitations of unilateral knowledge structure, resource 

scheduling, and work methods. It is a reasonable attempt and can be 

summarized as an effective method model for future social curatorial 

work.

|Festival Section Introduction|
The community art festival includes four sections: "Community 

Art On-site Creation Exhibition", "Community Folk ArtÂ· Aesthetic 

Education Workshop", "Railway Community Tea Party", and "Railway 

Community Video Screening"; In the process of art intervention in the 

community, trace the historical and cultural context of the city, realize 

the emotional integration of the community, activate the original space 

of the community, and demonstrate the humanity of the community; at 

the same time, let the art dialogue with the society directly, and let the 

artworks integrated into the public space and continue to grow.
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I. Community Art
On-site Creation Exhibition

The on-site creation of community art, with the theme of "container 

of memory", hopes to use public art to serve the public and share 

symbiosis concepts and methods, conduct field research and public 

surveys, sort out the form of community life, and then use the bottom-

up community art creation method to build a memory and reshape the 

spiritual value of the railway. At the beginning and end of the creation, 

our goal is to pay attention to the community's historical and cultural 

development, the emotional integration between communities, and the 

manifestation of the community's humanity. Art can be fully integrated 

into the lives of the people. Walking into the Xinshichang community, we 

can see the 2,000-meter-long LED light strip outlines the community's 

streets. The barbershop that has been in business for 16 years has a 

romantic atmosphere. The big tree "wears" in the oil painting-like clothing 

â€¦â€¦16 public artworks created on-site by more than 50 teachers and 

students from Sichuan Fine Arts Insititute, and more than 40 residents, 

which took nearly two months to develop.
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I I .  Community Folk ArtÂ· Aesthetic 
Education Workshop

Â "Community Folk ArtÂ· Aesthetic Education Workshop" hopes to 

respond to the proposition that "art draws nourishment in public life, and 

the use of art feeds back the beauty of people's life" through workshop 

practice.

In this workshop, sculpture artists were invited to create 

printmaking materials with characteristic small scenes and real human 

relationships in the Xishichang community to customize design courses. 

One of the prints was set in the "commercial shop," where old people in 

the Xishichang community often chat. The other print material comes 

from the real and warm story of the "Chicken Po and Sister He Chat 

Room" in the community. The artist entered the community to investigate 

and collect materials and saw the vivid daily scenes of residents' lives and 

the true stories circulating in the community. He created two prints of 

"Homework in the Canteen" and "The Story of Chicken Po" and facilitate 

residents' participation. The production process of woodcut prints allows 

residents to engrave and publish their paintings under artists' guidance. 

After simple mounting, they become a complete painting that can be 

hung in residents' homes to decorate the rooms. An immense significance 

of this workshop is that it is hoped that the elderly in the community, 

who are usually far away from art, can also experience the fun and charm 

of art.

̍ں �Ꮘᐻڳࣃ
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ᨩᢁᇳᏎᕘស͠ڢᤸᤇኞ̩ࡡǔᓰిࠚˉᇳӥࡘටᄒᣘౣ

៉សḰપᤋᓰిˉࡘටᄒᡸሗḰ෬ᤸਞ৹Ḱ̈ᇳӥ᭒සḰծԱ

ᄒ༗Ḱᝰᓰݦᇳӥᤸᤇᓰి̶Тᄒसద࠺ᄒਛᝁḰࠚ݀

ి־దڢکݦᇳӥၿḰࣤ үǕᕘស͠ဠڬදڒᡬئ˵Ḱ

ኞ̩ࡡǔᓰిࠚˉᇳӥࡘට̎࠳ᓰిҁˉᇳӥஐପѫਛ

ᝁभḰࡘටྺ҇ᛳᤂ̈̎࠳ХЩᓰిᤑТᒵ੦ڢᇳӥᄒ൜ᤉḰ

ࣗశᤐರᄒҷ͇ՙᤏᑧ፦ፀፃḰࣻˍ͠ྞݦݦઘᤐ̗ڢᒵࠚ

Ըᄒᓰి־Ǖ

III. Railway Community Tea Party

Railway Community Tea Party aims to narrow the distance between 

art and residents through relaxed conversations between curators, artists, 

and community residents, communicate feelings, understand community 

needs, listen to everyone's opinions, and make community space better 

through art intervention. So that works of art can better grow in the 

community and bring vitality. The tea party has a lively and joyous 

atmosphere. The curators, artists, and community residents put forward 

suggestions on artistic creation and community space transformation. 

The residents especially expressed their welcome for public art to enter 

their communities, and hope that such activities will continue to be 

organized in the future, and will take good care of these works of art at 

their doorstep.

ں˅ �ᨪᢂᇴᏏᕙហ͡
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ᇳᏎᓰి߫ҁҥᣬᝅᮨḰΖᇳӥࡘටద̈کݦҊᨩᢁԓՆ

ˉனәḰ̈ఽ൛ᇳᏎᓰి߫ҁᤇሶḰᄏ־խ˯Ḱ̸Ᏻܡ

ॊᇳӥࡘටᄒॎࠟਞ֟ᄒᨩᢁனәभគǕ

IV. Railway Community Video Screening

Railway Community Video Screening will show the railway-related 

film and television materials and the clip videos created by the Railway 

Three Village Community Art festival to enable community residents to 

understand the railway history and culture better, understand the creative 

process of this community art festival and understand the meaning of the 

works, to enhance the sense of belonging of community residents and the 

promotion of railway culture.

ڇں �ᨪᢂᇴᏏय़Ёঌஓ௫͡
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ǛΑܛӲឃᝩڳ΄ࣃǜӪாЦЪᓱీˠঀ
<Meta-Place Co-design Workshop> DAC-Public Art Center4 - 2 - 7 -

_ ⹅䔘Ⳝⶦ㌗ _
�NFUB1-"$&� ௯ʿ˜፦ᄒăߢͼ̶Т۪దĄᄒ

ឿᮭᆙቋᮒᄴḰ҆ڢႁ˟༔ӱᛪၿᄒăԨˉस۪ͼĄḰ

ๆភЩគᝨᄒࣳ࡞̎ۻ႕᭯ᄒమகḰࣧҸ۪ᝃѻᏰ֟ک

ஓऒద̈کݦ֟គᝨঔ۪әᄒ۪Ǖ͇᧠ऄ˦ΛḰߺੲኳ

Գ᭱֟ପӬăԨˉस۪ͼគிĄ˦ͤፚ۪គᝨ۪֟ద

ᤇሶ˟ᄒऌႁस֟রᢁǕ

ឧᮒᄴ࠺ឈͭࣳ࡞̎ۻᄒ̑ҷͼᜑᎾݨͽڢХට֟Э۪̽

҆ᄦᄹЪᏰ˰ḰभቩЪ̎ࡘǔࣂ֟လᏴڬ੦ኖᮭᄒ̑

ҷ֟࠳សḰᤑᏳࣧҸஓऒ္Ᏸ۪֟ᝃѻᏰḰପ᰼គᝨࡘࠊᄒ

۪ဟܚᄒమகǕᤸᤇЪด۪˟ᄒ̩ዥࠌᬍͼᰖḰఫͅྦྷ

᭯ᄒ͇ઇి˦˟ॿᄒ � ਮ۪ � ԯࡡǕ

ឧᮒᄴᤸᤇˌด̎˟༔Щគᝨ֟Ԩˉ۪ͼḰڢ༔݀

ӥ۳۪᭯ˢᄒጓᤝ֟کॖគᝨᐗጏḰэॏ˰ږ˟̖֟҆

Ḱᤑʿ൮Ꮾᙅ˟֟ږ༔̖݀҆Щᄒ۪Ḱ̸Ᏻᤆஐ

Գᇳ͠Ǖ

ᮒᄴሮ NFUB1-"$&�ແᒵ .FUBEFTJHO�ᄒഘঘḰᤐ௯ʿሠគ

ᝨชḰᝰ۪౦भ֟ద˟͠ԫҊᄒ੦మ҆ᄦᄹЪᏰᦘԨˉ

ᤑḰˈᢾ͓ᄒ̩ॣ൭̜̑ǔӱគᝨḰᤸᤇЩគᝨᏳˈ௯

ͤፚᄒăҴఱҴĄ࠵અᄹЪᮭᄒэಽǕ

ឧᮒᄴᄒᄴᄒ௯Ḿ

��ๆភăЩគᝨĄ˦ӥ҇̎ͤፚᒵ˅Ᏻˆ۪គᝨᄒՃ

ᑧ֟͑ϡǕ

|Workshop Overview|
"metaPLACE" is an ongoing research project of "Digital Media 

Intervention in Urban Renewal" which aims to use the "participatory 

urban media" derived from the Sino-Australian collaboration to test the 

effectiveness of the co-designed screen-based interface and help urban 

planners and local governments to better understand and design the 

rapidly urbanizing cities. Taking Chongqing as an example, it intends to 

reform and upgrade "participatory urban media facilities" as an application 

method and idea in traditional urban design and urban renewal.

The project will evaluate how screen-based interactive media 

installations can establish interaction and dialogue between citizens 

and other urban stakeholders on issues such as places to live, work, and 

play, thereby helping government managers and urban planners improve 

design practices of the urban environment. By paying attention to the 

actual human experience in the city, it replaces the one-sided technology-

centric "smart city" development.

By focusing on China-Australia joint design and participatory urban 

media, the project forms a design connection between Australia and 

China, solves the urgent challenges faced by local and regional cities, and 

further considers China and Australia's common urban future, thereby 

rapidly changing society.

The project name metaPLACE is derived from the concept of 

Metadesign, which is a design method that allows all stakeholders 

involved in the promotion2 and renewal of the city to participate. People 

of different identities interact with each other and design collaboratively, 

through collaborative design instead of traditional "Business Services" to 

find solutions to related problems.

The purpose of the project is:

Ҹအڭ
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��ᆙቋăЩគᝨĄᄒ۪ͼḰݨͽᤸᤇГͼᜑᎾΰᤑă

ᑧԨˉसڬ੦ĄᄒࠌဠǕ

��ឈͭԨˉसЩគᝨڢΰᤑ˟༔۔ՔЪጏ᭯ᄒफ़

Ǖ׆

ăЩគᝨࣂڲĄ௯ NFUB1-"$& ᆙቋᮒᄴᄒኌʿᬅඈǕ

Э˟ᄒՒዥ҆ᄦᄹЪᏰḬ္۪Ᏸǔڲࣂˉस௯ႈԨࠌ

ᝃѻࣖǔभኛࣖǔគᝨࣖǔᓰిࠚኖḭḰڢᏮᙅ۳ྺکཊǔனә

ྺཊǔХට᭒සǔ҆ᄦᄹЪᏰ᭒සᄒۻᆱ˅Ḱପѫ۪គᝨ۪֟

దᤇሶ˟᭯ˢᄒᮭḰ͇ࣻҁਛӱគᝨᄒࣂชḰፔ

ѫă׆ऌᮭᄒಽĄǕᤐࣂ˦࠺ڲԨˉᏰḰڢḰᒵᢾ᭯

ˢᄒՃᑧᄒ۪គᝨᄹЪᮭḰፔ̉ԨᏮᄒэಽḰࣻݞ

ᆱǕۻࠈ

ᮝᝨᤐሠช࠺Ḿ

Ḭ�ḭ�ࣧҸ۪ͼ҆ᄦᄹЪ᧠রᏮԨˉ௯ЩҌ֟

� ൬ڢҌ � ᄒ �

Ḭ�ḭ�ଳᇰӒૂටڢзᄒ۪҆ᄦᄹЪᏰḰ۪ڢគᝨ˅

ᄒăᬿͼӱਥఈĄڢ᧠ऄ۪ឮܚ˟௯թՃᛩ �

Ḭ�ḭăЩគᝨĄ˦ʿ˜ҁᄒ۪ᝃѻࣂЮ௯թՃᛩǕ

NFUB1-"$&�ᄒᮝస౯࠺௯ʿሠՃॐᄒՃ᧠ဠᄒช֟ច

૾Ḱႁ̎֟ږ˟ڢ༔̖݀҆ࠌிЩគᝨᄒԨˉस۪ͼ

ᜑᎾǕ

-Test the possibility and value of "co-design" as a distinction from 

traditional top-down urban design.

-Research on how "co-designed" urban media can promote 

the realization of "smart participatory places" through meta-media 

installations.

-Assess the impact of participatory co-design in promoting a new 

type of cooperative relationship between China and Australia.

"Co-design workshop" is the first phase of the metaPLACE 

research project. The practical operation method is based on the 

various stakeholders participating in the workshop (city managers, 

planners, architects, designers, artists, etc.), taking into account regional 

characteristics, cultural characteristics, citizen needs, and stakeholder 

needs. The above put forward the problems faced in the process of urban 

design and urban renewal and uses creative, collaborative design working 

methods to give "solutions to problems." This will provide workshop 

participants with reference solutions and lay the foundation for possible 

urban design-related problems they face in the future.

It is expected that this method will:

(1) Help urban media stakeholders to rethink that participation is 

co-production and "in-production";

(2) Reveal whether the "collective collaborative vision" of urban 

design by urban stakeholders, including citizens, is feasible in the 

Chongqing urban context;

(3) Whether "co-design" is possible as an innovative urban planning 

tool.

The expected result of metaPLACE will be a recordable and 

reproducible method and proof data for implementing jointly designed 

participatory urban media installations in China and Australia.

Ҹအڭ
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͗hᳩЙᬉၕஜଇ௯ʿຑՔ̸۔˒ᏰḰ̸̋ࠌᰖ߮ሡ

ᰖँ୯ḰГគᝨ֟ஜᐺԳ᭱ኖࠌᮋᓰిḰܮᢃḰனәՔḰࠌ

ᮟ۳ᄒᆙቋǕᒵ����ࣺ͇Ḱ̽ ʿᄸᡬ̎༔̖݀҆ᄒҁਛ̟˒Ǖ

ᒵ ���� ࣺ͇ḰᳩЙᬉၕˉఇၔྺभኛ̋Ҵ੦Ḱॣݕॲ֟

̈࠶Ꮗి߮ᬛՔḰᮟࢾچ NBE�MBC ᄒरԯḰNBE�MBCࠑᰖࠌ ௯˟

ᮭḰNBE�MBC̎ۻཊḰکࠈྺ࠳᧳ӷ᧠ऄᄒ۪ᆙቋࣹՄǕږ

ᝨѻᅔ᧠̎रԯஜᐺḰᆙቋ̟֟˒ᮒᄴḰ͇ߵәḰरԯ֟ࡡᇰ᧳

ͼḰ۪ᄒഘঘǕ̽ᄒᆙቋ᧠ཊ௯Ԩˉसគᝨ۪֟࠳

௯ږ࠳ᬍ˅ఇ᥎ႁᄒăਮ۪Ąઇి੬ඈ˦˧ک࠶ͷᄒԮ

ऌǕ����ࣺḰ̽ ࣤᮟ۪ഘঘᆙቋ࠽ፀ̸)BMMPSBO�5SVTUᖕॲᠳ᧣Ḱ

͇ԨˉसគᝨชᆙቋХЩ˟ᄒ݀ࣳ࡞˦۪ᝃѻᄒឍ

ฯඓ͠ՔḰᤑᛩ̈ʿጏѽᆙቋḰๆភ̈ޗᄒࡑЮǕˉৡࣂ

Ζႁ݀֟ࣳ࡞ሰҷគܴ˦ටਛๆᰖጏፚˉХ̑͝ҷᄒชḰ

͇ପ᰼࠽ӥ˟ᄒХ͝ڢХЩ˟ᄒԨˉगǕᤐᮒᆙቋҲکभ

ቩ̈ʿ˜Гጧគᝨኞႝ಼౾Ḱឧ಼౾ᇰ̈គᝨࣖݨͽˉ۪҆

ᄦᄹЪᏰՔḰ͇ҁᇳ̑֟͠Ԩˉ۪ᝃѻԫڬ੦ᗁ

ᄒसΖႁ۪ͼḰ̸ᏳՃ͇௵ᇰѫՃᛮ᧢ᄒసफ़׆Ǖ

ᤐᮒᆙቋဠॲҊ༔̖݀҆ᆙቋފֈ͠ᄒᠳҸǕ

९ஒ௯ʿͷࠌڢᢃ֟߮ి˰ᣉૹḰڢ༔̖݀҆֟˟ږઽమ

�� ࣺᄒࣂፋᰖᄒஜଇ֟ˌ˒គᝨࣖǕ̽మˠࠥᄒԨˉ֟ࠁ

зǔࠑзܹ݀᧢᧠݀ᮒᄴᄒፋᰖḰԫ۪ᝃѻǔᦘǔभኛǔږ
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సદ͒ࢿஓऒ۪ᝃѻǔគᝨǔभគ᰼ጧᮗǕܻࣺ̽

ʿᄸˌด̎ᦘХЩᮟ۳ḰڢదँᄒԓՆனәᑈఈˆᆙቋ

ᦘХЩᄒܻರྺ॥ܻ֟ࡗխ˯Ǖ̽ᄒᮒᄴጒ̈ܐ᧠࠺

ᦘरஒ˦ᦘܵЫᄒ੬ඈ֟ኞႝᄒՃᑧǕᤸᤇᏮ۪ࠫ

әᤑሶ˟ᇳ͠ǔனәǔፋ่ԯ࠳ࡡभኛဟܚᄒफ़׆Ḱ̽ᄒᆙቋ

ᢃЮమ္ࠌᄒܚঔ۪әဟږ˟ॏҚ˔ӷ̖ྺ҇௯࠳ᢃࠌ֟

ᦘԓՆனәӥ۳ᄒڢ˟ᬿࣂᢃਛ˯ǕᤋࣺḰ̽ᄒគᝨࠌ֟

μઘˉஐǔХЩᄒదǔᗈᄒЫኖ᭯Ǖ̽˦ஓऒ֟

ˌ˒ృ౦ପΡࠂᝂ֟ॺᝂ᭯ࡗᄒ֯ឤఱҴǕ९ஜଇ௯គᝨҁᆙ

ቋᮟ۳ᄒˌࠚǕ̽࠳ॏͅனәҁਛ֟គᝨԯࡡᄒဠ࿌֟ᡞӁ

ЮమҊᄒ္ḰࡇЭ௯ˈᄒᇳ͠ᑈఈ֟னә͑ϡܐ࠳ˈ

ᄒனәҁਛ֟គᝨᄒफ़׆Ǖ̽ ᄒᆙቋด᧠គᝨࠌᢃ˟Գәᄒ͑ϡḰ

ᄴಞ֟ชḰࣻ࠺ܻЭ߮ߺሡᄒబᆙቋ౯ϖ᧥Ҋគᝨᄒࠌ

ᢃ֟ऌႁ˟Ǖ̽ᄒ߮ి౯Ԯ௪̽ڢʿጏѽᄒږᬍ͠னḰˌ

˒߮ిసѷ֟ˌᗋ˟Ǖ

|Host Introduction|
Professor Ian MacArthur is a diverse practitioner, engaged in 

research in experimental interdisciplinary practice, cross-cultural 

cooperation, sound art, experimental broadcasting, meta-design, and 

educational change. Since 1979, he has been active in Australia's creative 

industries. Since 2015, MacArthur has collaborated with Prested Man 

Architects, Kui Peter, and Sichuan Academy of Fine Arts to lead mad.lab, 

an urban research platform in Chongqing, southwest China. For specific 

locations, based on problems, mad.lab plans to focus on developing 

education, research, and industrial projects to incubate, develop, and 

showcase new concepts for future cities. His research focuses on 

participatory design and urban media, which respond to the dominance 

of the "smart city" technology widely adopted internationally. In 2014, 

he led the urban concept research team to obtain funding from Halloran 

Trust to study large screens in public spaces as a diagnostic tool for 

urban planning using participatory design methods. In cooperation with 

the Willoughby City Council in Sydney, a series of studies have been 

conducted to test new ways of using large screens and mobile devices 

as a polling system to interact with the public and increase the people's 

participation in the community in public spaces. This research has 

successfully established a meta-level design strategy framework that 

demonstrates how designers can work with urban stakeholders to create 

social reciprocity and participate in urban planning and space creation 

to use urban media so that Show measurable long-term impact. The 

Australian Research Council has now funded this research.

Xu Fang is a professor and professional designer with 35 years of 

work experience in Australia and China, who switched between practice 

and academics. He has rich experience in participating in and completing 

many major projects at home and abroad, involving urban planning, 

urban, architecture, interior, art design, and other projects. He has been 

employed as a foreign expert by the State Administration of Foreign 

Experts Affairs for many years and has long served as a senior consultant 

for urban planning, design, and construction of the Wenzhou Municipal 

Government. He has been focusing on urban public space for many 

years, studying the diversity and multi-layered meaning of urban public 

space in a broader historical and cultural context. His project explores 

the possibility of reshaping urban open space as a means and strategy 

for urban regeneration. By examining the impact of social, cultural, and 

economic development on the built environment in urbanization, his 

research and practice have theoretical and practical significance for the 

current practice of Southeast Asia, especially China's rapid urbanization 

environment. In recent years, his design work has focused on protecting 

and transforming urban historical and cultural areas, the renewal of 

public spaces, and the revitalization of villages. He provides macro- 

and micro-level consulting services to government and professional 

institutions. Professor Xu is an expert in the field of design innovation 

research. He has a unique understanding of the current status and future 

trends of contemporary cultural creativity and design development, 

especially the influence of different social backgrounds and cultural 

values on shaping diverse cultural imagination and designs. His research 

focuses on the cost, goals, and methods of change in design practice and 

draws on the latest research results from many other design practices and 

application disciplines. His academic achievements are reflected in his 

series of international conference papers, professional academic journals, 

and monographs.
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_ ⧪⺜㼎 _
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ԯܮᄒᏎͼԯܮḰඓݨধರ˦ದԯܮḰ੦͇͋គᝨ̈ʿ˦

888Ḭ8PPE�8PSME�8FCḭᄒͤਞٰˉ "11Ǖᤐ˜ă888Ąࠌ

ᬍࡋ௯کˆओ݀ᄒᖠಲЩၿጏፚḰԉᅆᖠЀ̑ᐗᎲʿರᡙᅔο

᰼ХᢁᄒႁḰᤔଔᅔܵెᄒၿ֙ᎲፗǕ͋ᄒͤਞٰ࠺ᄸଔ

ˉྵಲጏᄹᤔḰॐಲጏԯѫᄒܮᮋḰᤸᤇ CJP�TPOJGJDBUJPO ࠺

Эᣉә˦ᮋᝅᮨοḰబՙڢ੬ృ᳴ᓬకᓬᄒଔԸվဠѫḬ͇

ᛳᤂᤐ˜ሤ̜ࠣ฿ᄒˏ႕௯کڢˆḭǕ͇͋ᳯದ˦ΛѴ҇ڢ

੬ృଔԸ௵ᇰ̈ᳯದྵሠ˰Ḱඓྠݨඏᳯದڢݡߝ࠳ᑧ

᧢ˉᗁб˅ᄒḰᳯದˉЭߺದሠ˰ᄒο̜฿Ḱ͇ԫᳯ

ದˉᙊǔᙧᙜ֟ᲢዥᄒЪጏḰඓߺݨԲࠗᙊѬḰ͠᧞ஒ

οնऻឧࠗᙊ݁ҚḬ൭ͤਞٰՃᑧˈᤔଔಲጏḭǕᤐ

ʿគᝨ˿͠ᛪၿѫႁ̎т˒ˉᯄྵ˧ᮭᄒ̟־Ḱඓࣂˉݨ˒ၿ

টт˒ᄒтྵಲጏᄹᤔࣻᤑᛩඓᣟǕࣂڢ˒т˒ઊܪڠᖠ˕Щ

ၿጏፚᆩڶ˰ՙḰтྵԳॲ MFTT�UBMLBUJWFḰௌชᤸᤇᅆᖠˉ֏

ᤀဟܚᤑᛩమக෬ᤸḰॲҊУ᭯ᄒᗁбḰᤇѴᡃәᐲтᕺᄒ

Ḱ੦͇т̟־ˈ̱మтൽᏳˍᗁб͓४Ǖ

బፄ࠺ߺᜊ˦Ꮂ˅ᄒरஒແοँญऌႁ̎߯ߝᄒஜᐺǔ

ᒵཱᄒਞᆄḰ߮͠Ϣծ࠳Х͝ܐ᧠Ꮗၽᒸީ˵᭒සḰࣗశᑧܽࠎ

ᒵᒵཱᄒܮᮋǕӸ͗឵Ḿă͋ሠದḿದሠ͋ĄḰ௯ڢᛳ

ᤂ̩ˉᒵཱᄒԭ՜෬ᤸǕ˂ྵԜఽమ৹మܮḰͶဠ̩ͅԊ݇ԥ̈

ϢծᒵཱܮᮋᝥտᄒᑧүǕ੦͇͇ͼ˦̶˦ದԯܮ௯ձ

ԯХ͝ᖕॲʿሠᐗጏᄒর፭सḰԥরᏮᒵˉ֏ᤀЭߺၿ֙ᄒ

ЩၿЪጏḰ͇ԫᄒ፦ᮭǕ

ኌ̌ፀḾǚă۪ႏ࣓ĄᝨѻǛ

ֈḾೕጔ၄ǔᘥ煚̉ǔౘࡉล

ਏช឵Ḿၿڢᦘ᧟Ḱඐʿͷᦘᄒࡘටᦘ௯ᦘ˟ᄒ

ʿ͓ߝǕ͋࠽ፀᄒֈᝫ˦ࡘට˦ᦘ˟ᄒʿֈḰݘڢฑ̎

ፋ่ᠳரᥓᢁ˅ᄒ˿ऌឧԯဠ֟Ъดᦘ˟ॺैᄒᏰџ˳

ծˈᝁᄒܮᮋ � ैӁᏎͼǕ

͋࠽ፀᄒֈគਏ̈ʿ˜Ճ͇ࣧҸᦘࡘටઅҊᒵਏЪ

ดᏰࣧҸᄒᏎͼᄒಽǕ

ಞܑഖ˰ዥᄒکᏰڬḰँڜݨᦘ̩Ꮞࠣᬿᄒӥ۳Λڢ

Ḱᕲࣳ˅վဠᄒ௯᳴ᄏጻ಼ᄒʿࣰႏḰႏࣳ࡞݀ڹḰஒᎾʿک

᧟మͅᛳᦘ˟ʿ̗ैӁᏎͼᄒभኛǕڢஒᎾᕲࣳᄒӥ۳ᬌᤋΛ

ኝ̈ڈˉᨩቫՃ͇Хᇰಽᄒ̌፭ᆒǕॏ̩͋̌፭ᆒࣻԨکݨ

ಽ˟ᄒᮭḰ੦எᬿҊᄒ૾ܡ͇͠ࡋຓˈ᮰ᓬᄒᓬڹᄒ

ᥓվဠܹڢᦒஒᎾᄒ݀ࣳ࡞˅Ǖ

ಽ˟ᄒᮭԾమʿ˜Ḱ௯ឤԨˉᏰਏࣧҸᄒᏎͼǕ

|Sharing Session|
Group 1: "WWW Wood Networking"

Members: Jin Lipeng, Hezi

Description: This design is mainly in response to yesterday's 

proposal by Matthew to speak for groups that cannot speak, such as how 

to speak for trees; we designed a sensor and APP called WWW (Wood 

World Web). This "WWW" is a powerful underground mycorrhizal 

symbiosis system; that is, the fungus acts as an information highway 

like the Internet, connecting a complex life network. Our sensor will be 

directly related to the root system of the plant, record the sound of the 

root system, convert it into audio and video information through bio-

sonification, and finally present it on the black or dark interface of the 

mobile phone (to express that the world of secret communication is 

underground). Let's take the yellow pine tree as an example to show the 

same species of a pine tree in the mobile phone interface, such as the 

energy and nutrition support of the parent pine tree to their children, 

the information exchange between the pineapple tree and other tree 

species, and the yellow pine tree and insects, The relationship between 

earthworms and birds, for example, when a pest attacks it, it will release 

pheromones to attract the pest's natural enemies (the sensor may not be 

connected to the root system at this time). This design will also derive 

products for agriculture and food, such as securing and comparing with 

the roots of industrial or ecological agriculture crops. After industrial 

agriculture destroys the soil mycelial symbiosis system, crops become 

less talkative, unable to communicate effectively with the surrounding 

environment through fungi and get comprehensive nutrition. They rely 

too much on the support of chemical fertilizers and pesticides. Therefore, 

agricultural products not only have pesticide residues but also have very 

high nutritional content. 

In the end, it will be widely used as online open-source information 

for children's education, aesthetics, and even entertainment needs, hoping 

to reshape the public's perception of nature and learn to listen to the 

sounds of nature. Boyce said: "We plant trees; trees plant us", expressing 

the two-way communication between humankind and nature. Everything 

was initially sentimental, but modern people have lost the ability to listen 

to natural sounds or warnings. Therefore, using new media as a medium 

to make a voice is to inspire the public to obtain a connected way of 

thinking, think about the symbiotic relationship between themselves and 

other lives around them, and future sustainability issues.

Group 2: "The "Urban Canvas" Project"

Members: Liang Ziqi, Xue Junyu, Yang Yaojie

Description: Living in a city, every city resident is a member of the 

city. Our group members believe that residents, as a member of the city, 

should also discover and pay attention to the weak or almost inaudible 

voices in the city-the disadvantaged groups.

Our group members envisioned a plan to help urban residents find 

groups they want to join or support.

Place a large screen in densely populated areas such as business 

districts, squares, or landmark towers. The screen shows a black-

and-white wire framed picture with buildings representing some 

disadvantaged groups in the city. The solution's QR code can be 

publicized near the area where the screen is placed, such as a subway 

station. When people scan the QR code and participate in answering the 

plan's questions, the collected data will be displayed on a large screen 

placed outside in a pipeline that adds color blocks of different colors.
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គᝨᏰḾͽ൝ᅁ

ਏช឵Ḿ͋ڢϪ۪ᝃѻᄒᤇሶ˟Ḱ४ࠜছᝅᇳ͠ै

ӁᏎͼᄒܮᮋḰΛݨൽჅ̩ǔ߯࠽ǔᏭࣺ̩ǔ߮ၿḰͶཱ̽͋

௯ᤐ˜۪ᄒ᧠ፀᦒѴǕ੦͇ਏႁʿሠ᭬᰼ሡઇᄒο

எᬿसḰᝰ੦మᏎ͝ᦘᑧԯѫᒵᄒܮᮋḰᛳᤂᒵ࠳ᤐ˜۪

ǔ࠳ᒵၿᄒ৹፤Ǖ

ᄒഘঘ௯کڢᨩቫᏰڢрߢഖᬿ˟ӥ۳ḰԩᏰڢХЩ

ӥḰҁभʿ˜᭬࣪ᄒکኖ̩฿᧢݀ᄒڬँ QJOCPBSEǕᤸᤇᓬख़
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க౯Ḱै̎࠳ӁᏎͼḰ̽͋ˈႁϖҸ͒ͽႋߝគܴḰڱՃ͇Ԩ

ˉᤐರᄒ̑ҷᥓǕḰ˿ࣗశᤐ˜ QJOCPBSE Ճ͇˦ʿ˜

HSBQIJD�JOTUBMMBUJPOḰ˦ԜఽࣹຉௌݑᄒХЩܡຓʿટᓬख़Ḱ

ࣗశᤸᤇᤐರᄒसḰᝰᆉ̩ˉ̩˰ᄒᡸሗਞḰ̟ၿదܻᄒ

෬ᤸǕ���

There is only one question in the project: to ask the group that 

participants want to help. The blue, yellow, pink, purple, and green 

in the options represent the elderly, the disabled, children, and trees 

(environment). The options can be single or multiple choices. When 

the participant makes a choice, the vote's representative color block 

will display the new color block on the big screen. As the number of 

participants increases, more and more color blocks "painted" on the 

screen, and the city in the painting will become more colorful. After 

the program's questions are answered, some help channels and ways 

to understand the groups that have previously chosen to help will be 

provided.

In our group members' vision, this project does not force 

participants to pay attention to and help those groups but hopes to 

enhance people's sense of justice through this interaction. The color block 

distribution map displayed on the large screen wants to show that if more 

people pay attention to the minority groups around the city and can help 

them, then the city can become more colorful and beautiful.

Group 3: "Let's Pin Up"

Designer: He Xinmei

Description: In urban planning, it is easy to ignore the voices of 

socially disadvantaged groups, such as the disabled, children, the elderly, 

and students, but they are still an essential part of the city. So I want to 

adopt a non-high-tech information collection method to express their 

voice and express their emotions about this city and their lives.

My concept is to create a very long pinboard in subway stations 

or areas where office buildings are concentrated, or in areas with heavy 

traffic such as public squares. The color gradation (cold color to warm 

color) design a series of logical problems from light to dark, from 

extensive to detailed. We will provide 4-5 options under each question, 

corresponding to different colors, such as sad mood-blue, angry mood-

red, happy-orange. In this way, information collectors can immediately see 

the effect they want, and for disadvantaged groups, they can participate in 

such an interaction without using any electronic equipment. At the same 

time, I also hope that this pinboard can become a graphic installation, 

adding a touch of color to the otherwise ordinary public space. I hope 

that the sense of distance between people can be shortened in this way, 

and more communication can happen.
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|Participants|
·Zeng Tu | Artist, Cultural Researcher

·Ni Lan | Deputy Chief Planner, Senior Engineer

·Liu Xianghui | Advanced Studio/UDG Chongqing, Chief Architect, 

used to be a partner of extraordinary architectural design

·Jiang Tao | National Registered Urban and Rural Planner

·Liu Wenjing | Focus on starting the old city through art, hoping to 

revitalize the countryside through art

Shao Lihua | Artist, Social Worker, Head of Public Relations at 

Dimensions Art Center

·Zhang Luona | Art & Social Worker, Researcher, Project Director of 

Dimensions Art Center

·Yu Bing | Senior planner, senior engineer, mainly research area 

planning and design direction

·Wang Junmei | Senior planner and engineer, mostly researching 

urban and rural development history and heritage protection

·Sam Priestman | Sam focuses on docking domestic market 

access, on seeking advanced technology to fill the current technology 

shortcomings and gaps in China

·Matthew Priestman | Matthew Priestman is the founding partner of 

Princeman Architects and a registered British architect

·Jin Lipeng | Ph.D., Lecturer in Art and Society at the Experimental 

Art Institute of Sichuan Fine Arts Institute, published monographs 

"Ecological Art."

·He Xinmei | Deputy Manager of MetLife

·Chen Xingyu | Artist, Teacher of Sichuan Academy of Fine Arts

·Huang Lingcui | Chongqing Affairs Officer, Australian Consulate-

General in Chengdu

·John Liu | General Manager of Illumination Ltd.

·Gareth Jones | British artist, foreign teacher of Sichuan Academy of 

Fine Arts

·Xie Haosu | Engineer, Urban Designer, Creative Person

·Luke Hespanhol | Lecturer and Deputy Director of Master of 

Interactive Design and Electronic Arts, University of Sydney

·Zeng Yue | Director and Professor, International Exchange and 

Cooperation Division, Sichuan Academy of Fine Arts

·Adam Hinshaw | Creative industry software developer and system 

designer graduated from the University of New South Wales School of 

Fine Arts

·Long Guoyue | Professor of Environmental Design Department, 

Sichuan Academy of Fine Arts, Master's Tutor

·Wu Yuehan | Ph.D. Candidate in Anthropology and Gender Studies, 

The Chinese University of Hong Kong

·Jeff | Pioneer in the field of spatial digitalization

·Xu Huawei | Ph.D. in Urban Planning, Chongqing University

·Feng Chen | Ph.D. in architectural design from Chongqing 

University, his research interests are mainly on healthy landscape design

·New South Wales students | Eloise Steele, Kate McGregor

·Chongqing Technology and Business University students | Liang 

Ziqi, Xue Junyu, Yang Yaojie
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Ǜ݂ڪǜ���� ˲ફڧ���ᬊಳभ���ˠڗபӚ̝เ
Lo invitamos al acto de inauguración de <Cosmovisiones> Semana de 
intercambio cultural entre Uruguay, Argentina y China de 2020

4 - 2 - 8 -
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_ 唸㚠㣑䁵 _
� ලḰڠḰᮻḰ༪ �

४ڢߣᒵཱᄒЪጏḰ͋Ϫѫ̈ˈᄒ᠐ခḰͶԊˉ̩̎࠳

ܻЩ˰ܳǕ᧠ऄ֟ఇપܑکӥᄒ۳کल४݀ḰͶ͋ߺᦘమ

ᅔՃͅᛳᤐघ۪ᄒ฿Ḱࢾ฿ˈḰѴѴՔՔǕ͋ᄒ۪ࡋ

̩ᄒᣀͼḰᏳ฿ѿ௯᥎࣓УᢾᄒᑪፗḰᤸᤇᤐ̗ᑪፗḰཟݨ

৹ศḰӪޖᄐটᄒᓰిॲ͇໕б͋ᄒ۪Ǖ

ᓰి͋ࠚᑧܽຏТ݀͝ḰᆄЭྺǕڢྺˉఇ᥎˰Ḱ˜

̩ˉᏎͼ˰ڈǕᏳ̽͋੦Ԩᤱᄒ̩ၿਛ˯ḰࡋЀᭉʿᓒ໕

бེ̥ࣻ̈ᤐ˜ᜊሮ˰˦ᇳ͠ᄒ݀ࣅᏎͼǕ

˦̈దݦᄒᤠ͇˅੦ପḰ͋ˈݹऻႁ˱પڦྞࠚॼӰ

ܻhҳᖐ̖ុڢǚઽઝ˰̂Ǜ੦рḰăͨזඓ̖๚ᤀзၩᄒʿ

˜̩˅Ӭԥ̈݁႕ǕڈՙḰ̽ᤠ̈˅݁ᄒፋԓǕ̽឵Ḱ̸

బ᰼ܳḰ̽ᅂᝁ̩̈ᄒၿ֙Ǖ̽឵Ḱ͋௯ʿዕዕᄒ༪ᔨǕÿÿ

ăˏ႕௯ᤐರǕĄ̽ᤱ᭣ᥓḰăܻܻᄒ̩Ḱܻܻᄒ༪ᔨǕĄ

Ꮞ˟ඐ˜̩ᦘ͇ᒵᄒИᓽᏬǕ෭మʿഽʿರᄒ˘ዕ༪Ḱ̩ڢ

మᄒ݀Ḱమᄒ࠽Ḱ᮰ᓬՒलǕమᄒ༪ࣹ᭪  ᮻշˈҷḰమᄒ༪

Ⴚ࿑کᢂҷḰ༪௩چຽǕమʿ̗༪ḰϿ˳˳ᄒḰˈᏬ˿ˈ

ྏཚḰᤏమʿ̗༪དྷྏکཚၿ֙Ḱཁ̩ᅓᄴḰ͔̩ʿ᭭ᤋ

ᜊཊྏǕĄ͠ࡋ

൭൛ҷǚ݁کÿÿ̩ዥংḰቐᡝ۳֟ږǛ൬௯ ă͇����

˱પڦǔᬉಲबǔ˟ږனә̜฿֏ĄપरईࣳǕᝰ͋ўᐙᤐ͓

ཟ৹Ḱེ̥͋Щኛ˰ᢁǕ

ÿÿ�$FDJMJB�*WBODIFWJDIḬᬉಲबḭ

| Prefacio del proyecto |
- agua - tierra - aire - fuego -

Nuestras regiones producen distintos aportes acerca de la relación 

del hombre con la naturaleza. Para empezar esta relación partimos de 

nuestros puntos en común. Los territorios de Chongqing y el Río de 

la Plata tienen geografías muy diferentes, pero se caracterizan por los 

fuertes ríos que marcan sus ciudades. Estos ríos que separan y también 

unen, nos permiten pensar a nuestras ciudades como cuerpos y sus ríos 

como venas. Por esas venas circulan el arte que los nutre con su riqueza 

de pasiones y diferencias.

Los artistas son permeables a las características de su comunidad, 

en un ida y vuelta, entre lo particular y lo general, el individuo y 

la comunidad. La suma de estas subjetividades que como gotas de 

agua nutren y dan luz a esa visión del todo, ese gran cuerpo llamado 

comunidad.

Para ilustrar lo antedicho tomamos una cita del “Libro de los 

abrazos” del escritor uruguayo Eduardo Galeano (1940-2016): “Un 

hombre del pueblo de Negua, en la costa de Colombia, pudo subir al alto 

cielo. A la vuelta, contó. Dijo que había contemplado, desde allá arriba, la 

vida humana. Y dijo que somos un mar de fueguitos. -El mundo es eso- 

reveló. Un montón de gente, un mar de fueguitos. Cada persona brilla 

con su luz propia entre todas las demás. No hay dos fuegos iguales. Hay 

gente de fuego sereno… pero otros arden la vida con tantas ganas que no 

se puede mirarlos sin parpadear, y quien se acerca se enciende.”

El proyecto “Cosmovisiones. La memoria de los pueblos atraviesa 

las fronteras y los tiempos” abre con esta "Semana de intercambio 

cultural entre Uruguay, Argentina y China 2020" con un diálogo en el 

cual nos proponemos unir estas pasiones para iluminar este camino que 

construimos juntos.

—— Cecilia Ivanchevich(ARG)

အڭҸཻྨ

1JDUVSFT�PG�UIF�&WFOU
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ᄒ᧠ௌ᭒ܻḰదͽю݀͝ږ˟ፔࣤࠚၿܹͅږ࠺

͋ဠڢమృ͋̽͠࠺ᦘᐙᬿڢʿ˜ႏढз࠳ស̜៉Ǖ͋ࣗ

శभቩʿሠ̑ᄹ̜฿ᄒޖটᤑᛩ࠳សǕͶԩˈӵԾ௯ʿሠ̜฿

ᄒ࠳សḾЭ˟Ճᑧѫဠᄒឰ֟ᆀᄼ̞Ճᆸ౯ጕጕḰඔቭᓰి

ఽᢾࡋ௯ᤐ̗ᬲᇆᄒ౯Ǖ

ÿÿ�(VJMMFSNP�#SBWPḬᬉಲबḭ

ဠͅᇳ͠ඐʿ˜̩ᄒᛩᦘ࠺ʿࠈሶगک௵᭣̽ � ˜ᄒݥ

ߺगᄒனәბᤤǕᤐ̗ბᤤḰకḰᔲᬭᔲဠḰ४ܻϓږ

Ѐ௯݁ၿྞئᣁᘱᄒዽ༯Ḱ়௯ᬭᘱᡙᝰ̩ᬺ͇ࠫᝈǕᏳబమ

ᡢᄒᖎᤇ̸̎ᤐʿಲಲጻౖḰʿྦྷྦྷॖ࿌Ḱʿટટᓬख़Ḱ̸ᤐ̗

ᙼ˕ᤤ˟ԥᤥ້࠵અ̽͋੦ࡣᄒྦྷனәႦڠǕ

ÿÿ�ᯜӮḬ˟ږḭ

No hace falta justificar ni encarecer la importancia de mostrar 

artistas nuevos y extranjeros. Mucho menos la posibilidad de ponerlos 

juntos a dialogar en las paredes de una galería. Nuestra idea era fundar un 

gesto de intercambio como una semilla para comenzar un diálogo. Pero 

no solamente un diálogo: la incomunicación y los malentendidos también 

pueden ser fructíferos, porque para el arte todo lo es.

—— Guillermo Bravo(ARG)

Hoy en día, las palabras de cada uno, en cierta medida, revelan las 

huellas que deja a él/ella la cultura de su propio país. Y estas, muchas 

veces claras o confusas, como un genio al que le gusta esconderse, 

emergiendo y sumergiendo entre las nubes, dejando perplejo al que les 

busque. Sin embargo, lo más interesante es que a través de los trazos, las 

figuras y los colores, podemos buscar el origen de las personas.

——Hui Rao(CN)

အڭҸཻྨ

1JDUVSFT�PG�UIF�&WFOU
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ˉॎࣹ᭪Ḱăᤑ൮ĄڈУ့ဠͅә݀๖༗ᕭ˰ՙḰʿѵᄓڢ

ăᤦĄࣻဠǕྵ᠗ဟܚᄦࠥᡤḰॿ༯᭒සᡞ௵Ḱʿ˜Ъ

̎Ԝටᄒಲఽᮭ൬᧠ਛដḰ͋௯ែḰ͋ಲ̎כ᧟ṃዽ

ሀॎࠟ᭒ڢԓՆͤፚ˟࠵සḰᤐʿᮭ൬˦͋ͅᄒ᧠

֙ᮭ੦᧠রǕ

᧠ऄڊᤇԥ˦̜ᤸጹǔ֟ک᧠˒ࣂႝکḰፋԓ̈ʿ

൛᧠݀ᄒ۪ဠͅәԯࡡǕͶڊЭ̜᩺ࢾǔࡗ᠊کԷḰࣻˈ

ᜊဠͅә݀༅੦ьҍǕᤐ᧟ᤏ႙ߣᅔᚋکӥᄒԜ́ᮻ᠊Ḱ

൬͇ྺޖটˉဠ̜ͅፃࣻߣǕ̸کᎎҊᇳ͠Ҋ̩னᄒܻ፭ˠࠥ

࿌টḰ̈ࡋ᧠ऄکӥனәᄒܻГˉरஒǕ

˱પ֟ڦᬉಲब൬ˉ˟࠳᭯ږᅔᄹᄒឮܚǕᤐ൛ڢ᧠ऄḰ

͋ࣤᅔˈᄒனәᑈఈḰᝯᅔЩᄒ֙ͅᮭǕЪ̎ͤፚˉ

ဠͅǔఽږˉڠᬍᄒᛀՔˉԯࡡḰࠌᬍదᅔ᧠ҚᏰڢᇳ͠ဠͅәǔ

У့әឮܚ˟ᄒͤઆˉܵЫǕ˘Ᏸڢ̬͇࠺ˮರᄒޖটЩᛀ

ॲ՜֟ኝಽǕ࠵˟฿ఽ൛̜ڢဠṃਥࡡ֟

ÿÿ�ͽ̣Ḭ˟ږḭ

El destino espiritual debe buscarse en la tradición histórica, y 

este tema se está reconsiderando como una propuesta importante en 

nuestra nueva era. Después de la turbulencia de la modernización global, 

todo volvió a la paz y coexistieron el "progreso" y la "desaparición". El 

ambiente material se está volviendo cada vez más rico, y las necesidades 

espirituales son cada vez más importantes. Una pregunta fundamental 

sobre los aborígenes es consciente, ¿quiénes somos y dónde está nuestro 

origen? El destino espiritual debe ser buscado en la tradición histórica, 

y este tema se está reconsiderando como una propuesta importante en 

nuestra nueva era.

Chongqing ha experimentado un importante desarrollo de 

modernización urbana debido a su pasado como centro de transporte, 

una importante ubicación industrial y estratégica. Sin embargo, debido a 

las montañas y ríos entrelazados y los accidentes geográficos en cascada, 

no es fácil dejarse llevar por la corriente de la modernización. El estilo 

original del área de Bashu todavía está aquí, y se entrelaza y coexiste con 

la modernidad con una actitud única. El estado multidimensional y rico 

desde la geografía hasta la sociedad y las humanidades ha creado una 

cultura pluralista y abierta en Chongqing.

Uruguay y Argentina se enfrentan al mismo situación que China. 

Esta vez, en Chongqing, reunimos con diferentes raíces culturales y 

discutimos proposiciones comunes de la era. Con respecto a la integración 

y el desarrollo de la tradición y la modernidad, local e internacional, de 

hecho, se pone más énfasis en la herencia y el renacimiento de la tradición 

en el contexto de la modernización social y la globalización.¿Qué tipo 

de actitud integrarán y mostrarán los dos en el futuro? Espero encontrar 

direcciones y respuestas en este intercambio.

—— Jing He(CN)

အڭҸཻྨ

1JDUVSFT�PG�UIF�&WFOU
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%BOJ�6NQJḞ˲ફ�63[�ڧ:ḟ

ǛӪˀమᄓ࠾ዾ༰͌ǜጐѾ�����4FSJF��1FRVFOBT�EVFOEJBEBT�EF�OPWJFNCSF�

+VBO�1FSB[[PḞ˲ફڧ�]�63:ḟ

Ǜᮼhᴦǜ���8JOET�ESBHPOT�

.BVSJDJP�1B[�7JPMBḞ˲ફڧ�]�63:ḟ

ǛዾӱǜጐѾ�����4FSJF��&TTFODJB�
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4PGpB�3PODBZPMJ�-PNCBSEJḞᬊಳभ�]�"3(ḟ

ǛફˁᏈุͥݒǜጐѾ�����4FSJF��-FZFOEBT�MBUJOPBNFSJDBOBT�

Щᓑ�)BOH�-BOḞˠڗ�]�$/ḟ

Ǜ࠶ᳰ፞ǜ����#uTRVFEB�EF�MB�BOUJHVB�TFEB�BNBSJMMB�

ဖ᭫�+JOH�8BOHḞˠڗ�]�$/ḟ

Ǜᩧ۫ˀǜ����6OB�PMMB�EF�MB�DJVEBE�EF�NPOUBOB�

ुᴦ�-POH�;IBOHḞˠڗ�]�$/ḟ

Ǜኗ३ǜ���&TQFSB�

Ǜ்ᮮǜ�1JOUVSB�TJO�UpUVMP�

Ǜᤣąग़ǜ��1FSEJEP�Z�DPMPSJEP�
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ᓰిˉӥ۳౦भ�
ᬍᓰిᰇ႙ᝨѻږ

4 - 3 -
Art and Regional Contribution - 
DAC Artists In Residency

����ˍᮮࠍᢄ�1SPKFDU�CBTFE�1SBDUJDF

ᓱీˊӦ۴౧म���ᰈႚ
Art and Regional Contribution - Residency4 - 3 - 1-

ᓰిˉᇳ͠ᄒ̑ᛀЩၿᄒᛩҷਥఈˆḰ˦ࣤҷӥ۳ᓰిனڢ

әၿটᄒ౦भḰΰᤑکӥ۳کனәǔҁүǔږᬍरஒᄒ፴Ք

ԯࡡǕ᭯ږ࠳ᬍᎲፗУ᭯ຏәǔᇳ͠ፏ౦ঔదఫǔᇳ͠ဠܻ

ГԳәᄒͅḰ͋᭒ᤲບ္ຕனәᓰిˉږᬍᐗҷǔکӥԯࡡǔ

̟˒ଔǔ࠽ӥටၿ̜̑ЩᛀᄒЪጏ᥇ᣬḰΖᓰిᛩҷˉᇳ͠᭒

ᄹݗՔǕ

˦൭Ḱөږᬍᰇ႙ᝨѻ͇ᓰిࠚᰇ႙ᝨѻ˦зࠜಱॿḰ͇

ᓰిࠚᰇ႙ࡡᝇǔ˧ ᮭᇳ͠ᮒᄴ˦ᣚͼḰᬿፏ᭧ࣺኞ̩ࡡǔ

ᆙቋ߮Ᏸǔனҁࣂࠑኖˌ˒ᆄដைᏎЩᛩҷḰᤸᤇᰇکោᆙ

ᄒܻ፭ڬᇳ͠ဠ࠳Ḱᤑᛩᓰిзࠜ᭯ܮǔҷԯ̜̑ڬᢃǔဠࠌ

̜̑Ǖᮒᄴࠌᢃ˟ᐗҷږᬍృ౦ǔॏکஓऒǔ̋˒ӵͷǔᇳ

͕͠˒ԫͼኖᇳ͠ՒḰଔՃ̑ΰԯࡡᄒՒᮟ۳ᠳແḰᤑᛩ

Ք္ᄒᇳ͠ӱˉᠳແӤᦩḰүසЕѴͼဠᓰిᄒᇳ͠ਛ˯Ǖ

൭ܹڢᛩҷ˟Ԯরᒵᢾᆄដ᥇ᣬˉӥ۳౦भᄒГၿЪጏḰ˦ΰᤑ

ˌ˒ᆄដைᏎᄒүҁ֟ᓰిனәᄒܻГၿḰࠌဠӥ۳౦भ

ԯࡡˉனᓰЩၿǕ

Under the vision of the symbiosis of art and society, promoting 

regional art and culture ecology contributes to the comprehensive 

development of local culture and innovation vitality. Facing the era of 

comprehensive deepening of international networks, rapid changes in 

social structure, and diversified changes in social phenomena, we need 

to gradually clarify the logic of the relationship between culture and art 

and international linkage, regional development, industrial links, and 

community and people’s livelihoods.

Dimensions Art Center International Residency Program takes 

the artist residency program as the core content, uses artist residency 

exhibitions and thematic social projects as the carrier, and gathers young 

curators, researchers and independent studios, and other professional 

groups. We took action through resident research and practice, on-

site interaction, activity voice, and multi-dimensional interaction 

between artistic content and social scene. At the same time, in project 

practice, we will link international organizations, local governments, 

public institutions, social enterprises, and media to gather resources 

in various fields that can promote mutual development, carry out 

good social collaboration and resource matching, and strive to reflect 

the social significance of art fully. Besides, we reflect on the primary 

relationship between our knowledge logic and regional construction in 

action, promote the vitality and innovation of intellectual groups and the 

diversified growth of art and culture, and realize the development of local 

construction and the symbiosis of art and culture.
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Ԯ᧡۴ڭ Double Fields
ÿÿซڗᓱీࠛ #MBJTF�4DIXBSU[ ᰈႚ΄ֿࡢ

Residency Exhibition by French artist Blaise Schwartz
�5JNF�]�������������������


$"%	��Ӫாᓱీˠঀ%JNFOTJPOT�"SU�$FOUFSۇཋ7FOVF�]�᧡अ�ᳰೕڪᝈࡢ�)VBOHKVFQJOH�$IPOHRJOH

࠷Ӷ(VJEBODF�0SHBOJ[BUJPO

᧡अ࣓˾ᴦۂӦபӚ֠ອދࡢ։͡

$VMUVSF�"OE�5PVSJTN�%FWFMPQNFOU�$PNNJUUFF�PG�

$IPOHRJOH�+JVMPOHQP�%JTUSJDU��

˨Ҳா4QPOTPSFE�CZ

ӪாᓱీˠঀḞ%"$ḟ

%JNFOTJPOT�"SU�$FOUFS�	%"$
�

ૐா4VQQPSUFS

4FOTF ϭञ်ࠒ΄ࣃ

4FOTF�IFBMUI�.BOBHFNFOU�4UVEJP

ᰗံࠍ੯̪ࡂᬎӚᓱీળڗ

*OUFSOBUJPOBM�"SU�5PQ�5BMFOUT�&YQFSJNFOUBM�$MBTT

ͽૐ4VQQPSUJOH.FEJB

ᓱీࠛ"SUJTU

#MBJTF�4DIXBSU[Ḟซڗ ]�'3ḟ

Օ΄ᓱీࠛ$P�"SUJTUT

ᠪ๖ི)BPSBO�)FḞˠڗ ]�$/ḟ

ڗᴦ,VOMPOH�-JḞˠۃ్ ]�$/ḟ

/JDPMFUUB�'BWBSJḞਜ݁҇ ]�*5"ḟ

$ISJTUPQIFS�4BMWJUPḞᏈڗ ]�64"ḟ

ᓱీঽᄬ"SU�%JSFDUPS

ఫᤶ5V�;FOH

ኟ̪ࡢ$VSBUPS

ᑔྒྷߞ:BO[J�)V

ᛪኟ̪ࡢ&YFDVUJWF�DVSBUPS

镕ӆ3POHYVO�%V

ḞӪா᭨ࣻኟࠍ̪ࡢᢄᝩѼḟ

Ḟ%"$�&NFSHJOH�$VSBUPS�1SBDUJDF�1SPKFDUḟ

ᛪካ$PPSEJOBUJPO

Ꮆ˰:J�-VP

๛ચឃᝩ1PTUFS�%FTJHO

ӿᭊ:VIBOH�-V

ᏫបӲҹ5SBOTMBUJPO�"TTJTUBODF

镕ӆ�3POHYVO�%V�

મӲҹ4IPPUJOH�"TTJTUBODF

྄ಅ༰#PMJOH�9JPOH

ᰈႚᓱీࠛࡢᝈ
Resident Artist Achievements4 - 3 - 2-
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_ ⥀䍚㦬㣑䁵 _
ӵࡋഘঘΖႁᄒᝐगḰЭࠌ૨ˈئ൜ԭ᧠Ḱ˿ ۳Ǖڬ൜ئˈ

ԭ᧠Ḱ়ᝈॲమʿሠ̌Г࠳ቩᄒᬭدਛ֒ḿᏳ۳ڬḰᙒ឵

௯ʿ˜᭬࣪ቩͼᄒഘঘḰͶమ̗̩͆ᠨ̈ǕͶᤐ˘˜ថʿፏ

ՔᡙḰă̌Г࠳ቩĄᄒਞᝈᜊપТ̈ʿ˜˄፭᧟ḰᏳጛె

ᄒឮ˯ፏ౦᭯Қᜊ˅̈ʿ᭯᪳ߝḾʿሠЮమ௵ེ࠳Ḱԩ

ࠥమࡗ൛ᄒቩͼЪጏǕᏳᤐሠЪጏḰί౦ʿሠăԭ᧠۳ڬĄǕ�

Ḱ۔۳Ąഽڬ᧠અҊʿ˜ॖটᇀᄒăԭ࠵˟ࠌဠڢ౯឵ݨ

᧠ऄᤐघ۪Ḱ˿ᑧ˦ʿ˜బ̈͞Ǖᄹοඐʿ˜҂Ҋ᧠

ऄᄒܹ̩کᦘ͠࠳ᤐರʿሠᱚࣾᄒ۪ॖটՌ˦ᝂ൫Ḱڢ᧠ऄḰ

Ԝၿᒵཱ۪ڢॖکဠͅәᄒᤑሶˆͼဠѫॊᄒˬḰௐ

Ճᝅᄒ္کᡙ͚ˉओ݀ᄒࠆٰ˒ࣂЩߣǕ̩ዥனბᤤᬌڢᒵ

ཱᄒᑫಗ˅ḰᏳᒵཱڢᝅᝈ˅ၿǕ

ఽ൛ᰇ႙ࡡз੦ࡡѫᄒ #MBJTF�4DIXBSU[ ᄒҁԲҊ̈᧠ऄ۪

ॖটᄒձԯḰᏳՙҚ।̈దˠࠥᄒ՜ԯࡡǕ͋Ճ̸͇̽ᄒ

ႏ˟ូԱҊʿሠᬶྵ࠳̎ࡣ᠗ˏ႕ᤑᛩᝫᆄᔽႡᄒ۪ઇి

ᝂḰช᠍ࠚ߮מږጲhᗜಳӇڢЭᗋǚઇిˉǛ˟ପ

ҊḰઇి௯ʿሠংॖसḰ௯ʿሠమፀፃᄒௌईྵǕᤐЭࠌˉ๚

ॼಳˉᑓܓᄒઇిᝂᦘЩॊោ̈ʿ˜ཊḾઇి̩ڢዥᄒᆉ

ఏڢߣ˟Юమ౦ਛ˯ḰߺፋႈனᄒርጕᏳဠәḰܐ

னᄒఈᝂǕ

]ᝂᝫᆄˆḰ#MBJTF�4DIXBSUࠂᤐರᄒڢ ਞЫᡢ̎ਏˉྵ᠗

ဠࠌᄒᄒЪጏḰਞЫᡢ̎ᄹ̑ᆀᄼᄒরਏ֟ᛳЀḰᤐ̽ڢ־

˟͇ᇀᄒЪጏࡡᇰ̈ѫḰॏཱḰᤐ᭒৮ᄒ̦ᢾਞԲǕڢఽ

൛ࡡᝇ˟Ḱమᅔᓰిࠚఽ̩ˉЭ־ᄒԭ᧠۳ڬЪጏḰЭՒ˜

־˰˿౦ᤐರᄒЪጏḰˉḰˉ˜ࡡᝇḰЭࠌᦘ̎ڢߣ

ʿሠྵ᠗ဠࠌˉਏ˰Ǖ͇ᒸ̎൬ڢូᤐ͓னߢᄒ·Ḱ

˦ᝂ͝ḰᙒཱՃ͇ЀʿರḰˈئ൜ԭ᧠Ḱ˿ˈئ൜۳ڬḰͶԩ

ඎञᎾႩکᎾᢾЭ˟Ǖ

൜ᤉҊԭ᧠۳ڬǕ

ÿÿ镕Ӆ

| Preface By The Executive Curator |
From the perspective of the concept, I actually don't like ‘double’, 

nor ‘field’.

‘Double’ always make me think there is a metaphor of binary 

opposition and ‘field’, although a very three-dimensional concept, is a 

little bit confusing. But once the two words are combined, the sense 

of "binary opposition" is pulled into a three-dimensional space, and 

the complex semantic structure is put in front of a mirror: a three-

dimensional spatial relationship with obvious contrast. This relationship 

constitutes a "Double Field".

If we want to find a definite "double field" model in reality, 

Chongqing may be an ideal solution. I believe that every newcomer when 

they arrive in Chongqing will be amazed by such a magical urban form. 

In Chongqing, the original natural terrain shows a strong persistence 

despite the process of urban modernization, and the visible geographical 

fluctuations coexist with large industrial organs. Human civilization cling 

to the spine of nature, and nature is visually immortal.

The works of Blaise Schwartz exhibited in this exhibition were 

inspired by the urban form of Chongqing, and then went to a richer 

direction. From his paintings, one can see a conception of urban 

technology where the material world get integrated into cognitive 

categories. The French philosopher Bernard Stiegler mentioned in his 

book "Technology and time" that technology is a form of memory and 

an organized disorder. In fact, together with the views on technology of 

Heidegger and Husserl, they all emphasize one point: technology has 

constructive significance in the transient existence of human beings, and 

its appearance reflects the accumulation of civilization in itself, and at the 

same time shapes the landscape of a civilization.

In such a macro cognition, Blaise Schwartz is interested in 

the relationship between imagination and physical reality, and in 

contradictory thoughts and representations, which are shown in his works 

in explicit relationships. Of course, it needs your personal experience. 

In this exhibition, there is a double field relationship between the artist 

himself and his works, which also constitutes such a relationship between 

each of his works. In fact, with me and with the whole exhibition, all 

things exist between material reality and imagination. So while you are 

reading this text, as an audience, you can just like me don't like ‘double’ 

nor ‘field’, but you are undoubtedly in it.

Welcome to‘Double Fields’.

—— Rongxun Du

အڭҸཻྨ
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_ 㮨㽈コ䓵㭗 _
̩ዥᄒभኛ֟ۻᆱគி௯ྵڢ᠗ˏ႕˟ਏชᄒʿሠࠌᬍࠁ

ḰͶᄹ̎࠳ፓႏᏰЭߺదܻఇ᥎ᄒᓰిҁᏳḰ͋ߺЭ

ᤐ˰˟Ḱ̌፭ڢˉᙇӯ˘ሠ࿌টᄒ˟Ǖࠁᬍࠌڢ̷ܳࠌ

ࡡᤐ᧟੦ڢЀࡋᄒ̋ྵᄒᑧүḰᏰڢߣࡃЀమᅔᑧܽվဠڗ

ᇰᄒႏʿರḰᑧܽڢፋڢߣᄒڬ੦ҁѫʿ˜Ǖभኛ֟Ւ

ሠۻᆱគி௯̩ዥబ݀ᝃഽᄒٰ̩ࠆḰᄹᣟ̎൭Ḱᤐ̗ႏ˟

੦վဠᄒᄹԮḰЭ˟ᄒăᤔଔ˘˜Ąᄒॖसᦘᒵ̎ʿ

ᜊஒ݀әՙḰ͇ʿሠద͋ߺڢᄒԉЫҁˉ༯ਞрḰࣻ࠽࠽̗

ఽǔదᄸଔᄒܹәᄒბᤤ੦ͼဠǕۻ

ᤐ˜మЪЮәᄒᮭᤑʿ൮ᤠ̈ᤐ˜ˏ႕˟ਏˉྵ᠗

ဠࠌᄹ̑फ़׆ᄒЪጏḰᤐʿཊಳѽ᰼᧟h᠍ྺᄒরਏଔᤋḰ

ԉরਏᄒၿটጏፚˉၿ֙ᄒၿটጏፚ˰ڢߣЪᐗǕ੦͇Ḱڢဠ

ͅᄒਛដॖট˟ḰʿѵᮭᦘՃ͇ᤸᤇઇిэᄒᝂঘ࠶ᒹဠ

ͅˏ႕ᬦТ̈ʿሠᝅᝈᛳЀḰᤐΰΖ˜ᒵཱڢᤐ˜ᤇሶ˟ᄒˈ

کᜊᣉԳǔᜊलәḰ̩̞ݨ௯Ǖ

ÿÿ#MBJTF�4DIXBSU[

| Text By The Artist |
Architectures and infrastructures are a completion of an idea into 

the physical world, while painting, and more generally artworks remain 

between fullfilment and virtuality. The two-dimensional image is the 

ability to see what does not yet exist, or as in the paintings presented 

here to make exist a space where one already exists. Architectures and 

infrastructures are the artificial organs of man at their largest scale. On 

the contrary, the forms that link the two spaces in each of these paintings 

come from little drawing improvisations or idea sketches that have been 

enlarged, traces of a more basic and direct scale of exteriorisation.

This question of concretization brings the one of the relation 

between imagination and material reality of the world, their mutual 

influences, which is close to the ideas of Gregory Bateson that there are 

relations between ecosytems of ideas and ecosystems of life. Thus in 

Modernity ideology, the idea that everything is resolvable by technologies 

leads to a certain visual appearance of the modern world, leading to a 

constant transformation and domestication of nature, which includes 

human nature.

——Blaise Schwartz

۴ǜڭ᧡ᝈՙऱࣴᛴǛԮࡢ
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1�ǛԮ᧡ᮐǜ

%PVCMF�3PPG

2�Ǜᳰྶࠎᮐ �ǜ

%PVCMF�3PPG�**

3�ǛٓᬥෑᤁḞٓӱ್݁ḟǜ��

+JBMJOH�3JWFSTJEF�	+JBIVB�#SJEHF
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ᔷ֠ݦᄓ᧡अఱԭ͌

Yingmei
and Her Friends in Chongqing

ÿÿᓱీࠛඉᔷᰈႚ΄ֿࡢ

Residency Exhibition by Germany artist Yingmei Duan
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_ ⥀䍚㦬㣑䁵 _
̩ዥڢᤋဠͅәᤑሶ˟ʿᄸᤲڢບ।ă˜ͼәᇳ͠ĄᣉԳǕࣂ

˒͇᭱֙ՙḰԜఽڢᗈ᧟ᄒ̩ǔ۪ᥰ᧟ᄒ̩ǔکڠ˅ᄒ̩रޅԳ

ᄒʿௌ੦మḰԳăᒵႈҿҷᏰĄḰ̩ᄒ˜ͼәᡞӁ҂᭣ታϜǕᏳ

�� ˏጪοઇిǔ̩ࣂᑧ˦ᤸႁઇి͇ՙḰ̩͋ဠڢፋՃ͇

Ѵ҇߬ቩڢߣکḰႈᅂˈᝁᄒοጹࣤፀᜑʿሠᬭॖᏳ᰼கᄒՔ

ǕăĄனә֟ăܹӶĄᛩ˒ᄒЫᡙ௯బࠜᅂҊᄒ˜ͼәဠǕ

ăڢ˜ͼәᄒᇳ͠᧟Ḱ̩ ˉ̩˰మᅆࠌ৹ܚᄒଔࣰ݀ћ࠾Ḱ

У༬ࠁङֈ˰ᄒଔḰ̵݁џ˳Ճ͇ϪҊࠚ౯ঁḰᬜ̈ݨ

੦మଔḰᏳၿ̟֟ᠨᦘˈ͠Բफ़׆Ǖ͋࣪Ԩˉᄒᇳ̑͠ҷ

ᄒᇀڢңћ࠾Ḱ̩ᡝ௯ᡞ՜̎ܳḰၿࡋᡝᎭ࠾ԳәḰংࡋ

ᡝᎭ˴ᬌᅔ˰ྵḰ˜ͼྺࡋᡝᬺ͇ͼဠḰᛳဠڢ࣪ၿ˟Ḱ

ਛ˯Ḱͼᰖ࠾ϡ˿Ꭽ͑࠾Ꭽڢߣ̩˜෭మ͒ͽԳәḰߝ௯ਞᝈࡋ

ˈҊᒵᢾᄒ᧠ǕĄḬᒵ ���� ࣺǚӷᮻቜǛెঋኌ � సḭ

ᤐሠ৹юڢУ့ᔽڒзఇ᥎ԯၿḰڢԯᤂکӥḰ۪݀᧟ࡇ˦

ቒѫǕᤐ௯ဠࣤͅᄒᇳ̖͠Ϭझ࿌টǕڢᤐರᄒᇳ͠ឮܚˆḰ

ᓰిࠚᤐሠॊោ̩ˉ̩ᄒᄸଔ࠳សǔՔḰभቩᡙࠣѵ̜ک฿֟ο

͒ḰᤑᏳװ᧐̩͋Ъ̎ᒵڢߣᄒਞᆄүᄒࣂชࡋ௵ॲࡇ˦᧠

Ǖ

ఽ൛ݥၿ̈ࠚăࣹኖՔḬ&$1ḭĄᄒҁᑪፗḰᓰి̎ۻ

ᄒ᧠ऄ˜ࡡǚᔶ֟ݥᄒ᧠ऄరԬ͋ǛǕ� ˜భᄒᰇکҁ˟Ḱݥ

ᝫដ̈४ܻరԬḰᤐЭ˟మᓰిࠚǔХҴֈǔຕลࣂǔ᰼ಫᏭࣖǔ

੬ᓰ̩ǔᤦ̩͜ࣂǔᳯۆᄒ೪೪ǔॿᬲᇆ̩ܫǔᯈ᯦ኖǕၽᒸ

ᤏమʿԾԿϪРРᄒ࠽࿙Ǖݥˉ̽͋ᐒ݁ḰܹѫḰԨˉҊ̽͋ᄒၿ

˟ͼᰖḰࣻ֟̽͋ʿᡙҁ̈ఽ൛ࡡѫᄒ �� ፀ־Ǖ

ઊᤐ൛ࠣᬿᄒҁᤇሶ္˦ᓰిࠚᄒăʿ˜̩ᄒᇳ߮͠ĄḰ

ᒵၿ֙ፋԓ˦ጻጒḰ͇ˉ̽ᏰभቩᄒЪጏ˦᪳Ḱஎᬿᤐघ۪͇ݥ

ᄒ �� џ˜ᆙቋರఽḰ͇फ़Ѐ֟ྵ־ᄒॖसվဠѫǕᤸᤇఽ൛

ԫफ़ЀḰᔶࣗశभቩ̩ˉ̩Ḱ̩ˉྵḰྵˉྵḰ̩࠳ᝇ˟ᄒࡡ

| Preface By The Executive Curator |
Human beings have been gradually shifting to "the individualized 

society" in the process of modernization. After the industrial revolution, the 

people who were originally in the village, city, and the people on the land 

began to become nothing and became "free laborers". The individualized 

trend of human beings began to emerge. After the 21st century information 

technology and artificial intelligence became universal technology, people 

can now exist in isolation, assembled from an invisible information link into 

an invisible and efficient cooperation. The rise of the “otaku” culture and the 

“take-out” industry is the most visible phenomenon of individualization.

“In an individualized society, there is a drastic reduction in real-world 

contact between people. If necessary, in addition to contact between family 

members, almost all contacts can be eliminated today, while production and 

consumption are not affected. The social interaction that we participate in 

is really rapidly reduced. The more people tend to be alone, the less variety 

there is in life, and also the memory has no attachment, so the harder it is 

to be unique. In daily life, it feels like the days haven't changed at all, and 

personal existence lacks value and meaning, which does not experience 

its own importance. “(Excerpted from the 9th issue of Nanfengchuang 

Magazine, 2019)

This is a common occurrence in the world, especially in developed 

countries and large cities. This is the social sub-health state brought about 

by modernity. In such a social context, it is particularly important for artist 

to emphasize the direct dialogue and cooperation between people and to 

establish close communication and trust, and then awaken people's work 

methods about the perception of self-existence.

Based on the creative context of “Equal Collaborative Performance 

(ECP)”, Yingmei and her Chongqing Friends has been generated. During 

her three-month resident creation, she met many friends, including artists, 

civil servants, cleaners, college teachers, craftsmen, retired workers, porters 

in Huangjueping, mentally handicapped people, restaurants etc. And there 

was even a puppy called Dou Dou. She chatted with them, went out, took 

part in their life experience, and worked with them to create 35 works of this 

exhibition.

I interpret this intensive creative process as "one's sociology" of the 

အڭҸཻྨ
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ˉḰˉḰзᦒܹ֟ᦒᄒʿ˜ቩͼ̑ᐗᎲЪጏǕ

ᬜ̈ᤐ̗फ़Ѐ֟ྵܹ͇־Ḱࡡڢᝇᄒబ᧟ᤀḰ·͠࠺ᅂҊ֟ծ

Ҋʿीᮋ˵൩ˌᣬǚچөФࣺҚḰᢁᤵ௯๚ศǛḰ᧟ᤀʿЩө᯳൩Ḱ

ᦘ௯ᔶ˰Қᄒᛩ˦־ǕԉЫᄒǔܮᮋ֟ឮᄒᤊႁԫˉˈ

ᮋ˵̩ᄒՔፋ࣪ѫဠݥڢᄒဠڬᛩ˦ԫᛩ˦ᜑᎾ־˟Ǖᔶ

ʿᄸࣗశᑧઊᛩ˦ᓰిˉదጮዺᄒ൩ॖसᤑᛩፏՔḰ͇նऻదܻ

ᄒᝂ͝ᏎǕݥᤸᤇᤐሠࡅភᝰᡝᡝܻᄒ̩̈ᛩ˦ᓰిǕ̈ᓰ

ిˉ̽͋ࣻˈᥙᤒǕ

ᤐ൛ᄒࡡᝇˈ̎ͤፚᄒࡡᝇḰᝂ͝ˈ̱Ճ͇ᝂᅂ־Ḱᤏ͠

ᜊᴊҽԥୟǔǔࡡԒ᧟ᄒྵ͐ǕၽᒸՑଈ־ᄒʿᦒѴǕࡡᝇ

ᄒरࣳ͠࠺Գʿ˜๛सᄒᛩ˦ңڬḰ࡛ᓰిࣤ͠࠺ࠚᮟ̩͋

ቐᛩڢ˜ࡡᝇḰʿ൛ຬˏ႕ݑ᥍Ǖ

ǕݖᅂҊᱚిǔᓊᢤ֟ᮋ˵͠࠺·

᥍ᝁ४ܻˈᄒஔ̋Ǖ͠࠺·

൜ᤉᡔᤑᤐˏ႕ḰᄸҊ·฿ˆᅓตᏰԯѫՌǕ

ÿÿ�ᑓྒߝ����� ࣺ � భ̎ᳯۆ

artist. She used her life experience as a clue and used the relationship with 

other people as a mirror to collect more than 30 research samples from 

the city, in the form of images and objects. Through the Objects & Video 

interactive Performance (OVIP) in this exhibition, Yingmei hopes to establish 

a three-dimensional Internet relationship between people, which is people 

and people, people and things, things and things, people and space, space 

and space, internal and external space.

In addition to these images and objects, in the innermost part of the 

exhibition, you will see and hear a music album Forty-Eight Years Ago, the 

Road an Ocean, a total of ten songs inside, which are the works of Yingmei 

before. Impromptu singing, the use of sound and language, and collaboration 

with different musicians often appear in her live performance and 

performance installation. Yingmei has always hoped to combine performance 

art with a more pure form of singing to attract more audiences. Through this 

kind of experiment, she has let more and more people understand the art of 

performance and art is not far from them.

This exhibition is different from traditional exhibitions. The audience 

can not only watch the works, but also be encouraged to touch, take, and 

smell the objects in the exhibition hall. Even eat a part of the work. The 

opening of the exhibition will turn into an immersive performance theater 

where artist will lead people through the exhibition space to roam the world.

You will see magic, dance and music.

You will meet many different stories.

Welcome into the world until you shed tears or sigh.

——Yanzi Hu, May 2019, Huangjueping
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Ъ૦ቐ Resonant Spaces
ÿÿซڗᓱీࠛ 1BTTFQBSUPVU�%VP ᰈႚ΄ֿࡢ

Residency Exhibition by French artist Passepartout Duo
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_ 㮨㽈コ䓵㭗 _
ǜЩǝ௯࠺ᮋ˵ࡘ̩͋ڢᄒکࣤፔ̽͋Ǖᤐ˜༯ਞ

ແ̎ᮋ˵ࠚᤑᛩᄒܻ൛̦ࠣ࠳សḰ்࠺᧠ऄّెᄒဠ۪ͅఈ

ᝂࣻᎾ̎ਏ˟Թͅˏ႕ᄒ߹᭪ᒵཱදڒǕ

ǜЩǝ௯ʿ˜Ъ̎ᠣᤋᐑծ̩͋ၿ˟ᬭᘱဟܚзܹܮᮋ

ᄒᮋ˵ᮒᄴǕᮋ˵͠ࠚࣤᮋ˵គܴḰЭ˟Ӓխ۔࠽ႋߝ˵ٰ֟

ऄస៰р᧠ڢ୯ஒ̽͋֟ݖ˟ܚဟࡘ̩کॏڢᮋዀḰ۔࠽

ᄒᮋ˵Ǖᤸᤇܮᮋࡡᄒᤀ႕Ǖڢᤐ˜ᤇሶ˟Ḱܮᮋǔծ͝

ˉᮋ˵ࠚ˰ᄒᄹ̑Ъጏҁѫༀڢᄒᮋ˵࠳សǕ൭ܹ˦̈ፔඐ

ͷԨˉᏰᗁማࠣ˜̩ᄒදڒḰᮋ˵͇͠ࠚᐇృ୯ஒᄒॖसͤᤴ

ፔᝂ͝Ǖᮋ˵־˟ӒૂԹ၉֟Э̽˟ږԹЯ˵ٰᄒॉݖḰᤐጏ

ѽ־ᄒ༯ਞᒵ̎ᮋ˵ڢࠚᤐ˘˜భᄒ˟ږᛩ˟ෘԱҊᄒ˟

னәǕږ

ÿÿ1BTTFQBSUPVU�%VP

| Text By The Artist |
Inspired by the intimate dialogues and the quiet natural ambience of 

an imagined ancient world juxtaposed against Chongqing's modern and 

chaotic city scape, " Resonant Spaces " is a project about listening closely 

to the sounds in one's home and the music hidden in and outside their 

walls. A portable musical setup containing small electronic instruments 

and microphones, amplifies the room as the two musicians play music 

written during their time in Chongqing. The interplay between incidental 

sounds, the audience, and the musicians themselves creates a secondary 

musical dialogue. The music can only be heard through the headphones 

provided to the audience members, creating a personalized atmosphere 

around each attendee. Including sounds from the Guqin and other 

ancient Chinese instruments, the piece is inspired by the slice of Chinese 

culture that has been introduced to the duo over this first 2 month trip to 

the country.

—— Passepartout Duo
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1-2��ᮌ˶͡အڭ���ဖ౭Ꮾࣗࣃ΄

$PODFSU�TDFOF��5FBDIFS�-JO�8BOH
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_ 㮨㽈コ䓵㭗 _
ᄒʿ˜భᄒ᧟Ḱ1BTTFQBSUPVU�%VPࡘөᓰి˟ॿڢ र

ձ̈ăЩĄᮒᄴǕ̌᧠ݖፀࣗశ࠳Թ၉మదຏТᄒ̈Ḱ

Э௯ឧ˵ٰᄒԓՆ֟ᮋ˵ॖसǕԹ၉ᤸᤇ˘ሠसձԯ̈ᤐʿࡇ

ҁḾ͇ማ̩ᐑծͼᰖᄒॖसḰପ᧐̽͋Ъ̎Թ၉ᮋ˵ᄒ࠳សঁ

ᮔ௯߿᭪Ᏻ̦ࠣᄒǕႈႋߝၿᄒರఽແᒵԹ၉ᄒᗋ७ḰͶ

ᤐ᧟͇͠దҳ˜̩ә֟Ϯԯᄒस᧠ፊǕڢ

൭ܹḰ̌᧠ݖፀࣗశࡅភăᮋ˵͠Ąᄒᮋ˵վဠॖसḰࣻҁ

ዥͳ̎ܮᮋᜑᎾ־Ǖᤐ˿ˉ̌᧠ݖፀăࠚङᮋ˵͠Ąᄒॖस

ᄹոՔḰᤐݖ᧠̌࠳ፀ឵௯ʿ൛ᄒࠌᰖḰဠڢፋ௯ኌ˄൛

̈Ḭ˅ʿ൛௯ڢ ���� ᔌШԯၿᄒḭǕ֟ъڢࣺ

়ͼᏳḰ̌᧠ݖፀਏԮ௪̽͋ڢ᧠ऄᄒᰇ႙ͼᰖḰᤐ˿Բ

Ҋᓰి࣓ࠚᖐhிၯᕏḬ#MBJTF�4DIXBSU[ḭڢԻʿ˜ᮒᄴăԭ᧠

۪ˉḰឧᮒᄴᄒ᧠ཊ௯̩ˉ̩˰ᄒ̑ҷ׆ᄒफ़־۳Ą˟ڬ

ᄒभኛГǕ

ᮒᄴክ̶Ḿ̌᧠ݖፀᤑТʿ˜Ḱ˦ � ˜ � ˜ծ͝߿ᜑ

˵ٰḰ˘˜ᳩЙᮻ֟ᐇృǕ

ᮋ˵ႈ˘ͷᮋ˵ࠚᄒЩҁḰᤐ̗ᮋኈͯᬬᅔᒵܹᦒḬڢ

ᮋǕᛳ፦ܮभኛྵܹᦒḭᄒڢзḰᏳˍᤸ࣪ࠑ � ѴᨇǕ

੦మܮᮋᦘڢᐇృ˟ᜊஒ݀Ḱᤐҁ̈ʿሠᄒ္کဟܚਞ

| Text By The Artist |
Over the course of a month long residency at DAC, Passepartout 

Duo developed the project-performance of “Resonant Spaces”. The 

Duo was interested in learning more extensively about the guqin, with 

particular focus on the history of the instrument, and the notation of 

the music. The guqin inspired this piece in two ways: in the form of the 

private listening experience, that remind them of how quiet and intimate 

the conversation over guqin music must have been in the ancient world; 

and in the special reinterpretation on the rhythm of the music. The 

samples activated by the electronic instruments originated by a found 

guqin recording of a famous melody, but are here reinterpreted in a more 

personal and arbitrary manner.

Moreover, the Duo wanted to experiment with the “concert” music 

form, and create something more alike to a sound installation; this 

coincides also with the repetition of the form of the “house concerts”, 

an experiment of the Duo that is now at its third edition (the previous 

happened in Iceland and in Finland in 2018).

Overall, the Duo wanted to reflect on their stay in the city of 

Chongqing, and this was influenced also by the work done within another 

project, “Double Fields”, with artist Blaise Schwartz, where the focus was 

on the interaction between humans and the architectonical elements of 

the urban space.

Description of the event: the Duo comes into a space and set up 

the electronic instruments, two microphones and headphones for 1 or 2 

listeners. 
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ԲḰࣻᬜ̈ХЩ֟ማ̩˰ᄒమ੦Ѵ҇ᄒ̋ࠌḾʿѵ

ծᡙͳ˳ᦘ᭬࣪ଔᤋծ͝Ḱ᭬࣪ᅆࠌḰͶమᤐ˿ҁ̈ʿሠ

ᤢ݇ᄒਞԲǕమḰڢөᓰి˟ॿၿḰ͋˿͠ਞҊᤢ݇

ᒵḰڊ˦ˈՃᑧమăማ̩ܮᮋĄḰ۪ᄒܮᮋᬬᦘͤ͠

ТḰࣻˍௌชছႝ͋ߺǕ

ႈ̎మܻծ͝Ḱ͋ᄒᛳ͠᧠ܵ४ܻ൛ǕͶ௯ḰˉԹ̩

ʿ᥎ԩʿ᥎کႏʿघʿರḰඐ൛ᦘˈḾஒ݀ᄒܮᮋˈḰ

͋ˉծ͝ᄒᐗጏ˿ˈǕ

൭ܹḰ̸̗ܹᦒᝂࠫᄒ̩Ḱ̽͋˿ڢርԨˉԊ෭మਛដ

ҊḾ̽͋ڢˈፋਛԯѫܮᮋḰᏰḬݨ౯ਛដҊᄒសḭՃ͇˦

ᮋ˵ҁϪѫ᠐ခǕ

ݑጦᏧhѤݨΛࠚፀᝫ˦ᤐሠᛳվဠ̈রਏݖ᧠̌

Ḭ+PIO�$BHFḭᤇԥፋ̽ڢᄒ־ ������ ˟ପѫᄒᝂঘǕ

The music comprises composed parts for the two musicians, and 

these notes are accompanied by the amplified sounds coming from 

the outside (in the room, and often outside of the building too). The 

performance lasts 5 minutes. 

The fact that all the sounds are amplified in the headphones, creates 

a sort of new geography, and cancels the division between public and 

private space: everything sounds as if it was very close to the listener, very 

present, and sometimes this also creates some disorientation. Sometimes 

we also felt disoriented ourselves, while living in DAC, because it is not 

possible to have a “private sound space”, the sounds from the city come 

in at any time, and it is not possible to ignore them. 

As there are many listeners, we repeat the piece many times. But, 

not unlike the ancients that painted a single mountain over and over 

again, each time it is different: the amplified sounds are different, and our 

connection to the listeners is different. 

Moreover, those people that are observing from the outside, they 

are participating actively without realizing it: they are making sounds 

inadvertently, or – if they realize it – they can contribute to the making of 

the music. 

The Duo think that this performance declines in a personal way 

concepts already presented in the past by thinkers in the West such as 

John Cage, for example, with his piece 4’33’’.

ᮌ˶͡အڭ �ڐᏈీ߯ᬜಬࢿڇ�

$PODFSU�TDFOF���4JDIVBO�'JOF�"SUT�*OTUJUVUF�DBNQVT
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ÿÿᓱీࠛᣐǕᰒޏෑԮ˝ࡢ

Residency Exhibition by artist Ke Yuan & Jiangjiang Luo
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_ ⥀䍚㦬㣑䁵 _
ఽ൛ࡡᝇ௯ᣏˉᰑގැ˘ͷᓰిࠚᄒᐗՔԭ˜ࡡḰ̽͋˘ͷ

ᦘ௯̸࣪ၿ˰ྵѫԯԥᤑᛩᓰిরᏮḰڢ՜ᝂ͝ପΡʿሠ

ᄒᝂᅂसḰପΡྵ࠳ఽᢾʿሠᄒ္Ǖྵ ௯ᓰిᄒᣚͼḰ෭మྵḰ

ᓰి˿࠺ௌช௵ဠᒵᢾǕᓰి־˰੦͇ᑧ˦ᓰి־Ḱˈ̱̱

௯˦ʿ˜ăྵĄḰߺ˦ڊᤏઆᣚ̈҇ᄒࡣǕ

ᣏڢ־ǚᬠᗔ־ᬐѽ���ՊǛ˟࠺ඐᯕႁࠁᄒᆐคලၳ

˦ர̶ḰႁЭࠁˈࠁᄒॖটԥઆᣚ̽ᄒরਏǕڢʿ᥎᥎

ҥरǔોՔǔ˅ᓬᄒᤇሶ˟ᠺ̉ரˈᄒਛ˯Ḱ̽ႁᒵᄒ္

ᝰܐரලၳ᧠ăܵၿĄǕڢ־ǚኌʿሠஜ۾���ՊǛ˟Ḱᓰిࠚ

͇ጸፃᣄ˦ᮭḰᒵ̦ᒵԥਞԲ̈̽ڢၿ˰ܹᄒԻʿሠă

ĄḰᬬᅔጸፃృ୫᧳˅ˆˈϫᄒҷḰ˿ᝰᓰి࠳ࠚᤐ˜ˏ႕Ḱ

ᅓ˟ᅂҊᄒˏ႕˿վဠፔ̽࠺ᒵᄒၿమ̈ˈᄒরᏮḰᤑᏳ࠳

͋Ǖ

࠺ڗḰភ̶˦־Ḱ͇̽࣪ၿ˟ᄒྵ˟־ැᄒގᰑڢ

ԥҲᑧәḰ͇ʿሠᄒরᏮ᥇ᣬǔ͇Эᒵᢾᄒਞᆄүᝰ̋ྵᒵ̶

ᢾదҳ؛ࠁḰΖྵ˰ྵॲ͇ڈॎḰፔᝂᏰҁʿ˜࠳࣪ၿ˰

ྵᠺ̉রᏮᄒ۳ڬǕ

̽͋˘˜ᄒ־ʿͷ௯ᤸᤇஐ֟ͼᰖԯဠᒵḰʿͷ௯࠺

࣪᧠౦ḰፔᝂᏰ͇ᄒᝅᝐԥ္ၿǕʿ͐ྵڢ־ᜊҁᄒᤇ

ሶ˟ḰࡋፋᜊҁᏰดТ̈ᄒзḰರḰᓰిڢࠚᤑᛩҁ

ᄒ˿ࡋ௯͇Э̶˦־Ḱႁ˜ͼॿ༯ԥͼᰖǔஐᤐ˜ˏ႕Ǖ�

ᓰిແ̎ၿḰͶ௯͇ʿሠăᬓၿәĄᄒसḰႁॖसਞװ᧐

൝ᠾڢҌʿሠḰᝂ͝־ᤸᤇࠚၿᄒਞǕᓰి࠳͋

ரᏳḰ͋̎࠳�ᄒਞᝈԥᅂˏ႕Ǖࠚᤸᤇᓰిڢᄒ˿௯־

Ծమઊߺॏ̶੮ᑧదکݦԥ္־ḰԾమᤸᤇᤐ̶̗Ḱ

ᓰిࠚᄒႁਛ੮ᑧᜊ္Ḱᤐ˜ϓḰྵ͇ԫᤞҳྵڢ˅ᄒద

ˠࠥᄒனәࡣ੮ᑧᜊ௵ဠѫǕ

ÿÿပದᔒ

| Preface By The Executive Curator |
This exhibition is a joint exhibition of two artists, Ke Yuan and 

Jiangjiang Luo. To provide viewers with a new way of viewing and to provide 

a new understanding of the object itself, both of them are starting from the 

things of daily life to carry out artistic thinking. Objects are the carrier of art. 

Without them, art will not be able to manifest itself. The reason why a work 

of art can become a work of art is not only as an “object” , but also carries 

other attributes.

In his work The Funerary Objects Display No. 1, Ke Yuan used the 

mineral water bottle that was consumed daily as a material medium to carry 

his thoughts in its complete or incomplete form. In the process of cutting, 

recombining and coloring over and over again, the material was given 

different meanings. He used his own understanding to rejuvenate the plastic 

water bottle. In the work The First Type of Church No. 3, the artist took the 

textile workshop as the theme, and personally felt another "space" outside 

his life. As the textile machine hit the needle up and down, it also allowed 

the artist to think differently about the world and his own life, and then 

presented the world he saw in us. 

In Jiangjiang Luo 's works, he used the objects in daily life as a medium 

to try to de-mediated the media, to make objects more perfect with a 

new thinking logic and with its own perception. He returned the physical 

properties of objects, and created a field for the viewer to give new thoughts 

to the objects of everyday life.

One of their two works is to discover the self through transformation 

and experience. The other one is to reconstruct the daily life and give the 

viewers a new perspective to understand life. In the process of being created, 

an item has been injected with new connotations by the creator. Similarly, 

the artist uses his work as a medium to experience and transform the world 

with his own soul. Art comes from life, but in a "defamiliarized" way, the 

sense of form is used to awaken our sensitivity to life. The artist creates 

a space through the works, and the audience appreciates the works while 

also seeing the world through the artist's feelings. As far as materials are 

concerned, we can only better understand the works when we use them as 

media. Only through these media can the artist's intentions be understood. 

At this time, the physical properties and the richer cultural attributes 

superimposed on the physical properties can be revealed. 

—— Wang Shufang

အڭҸཻྨ

1JDUVSFT�PG�UIF�&WFOU
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_ 㮨㽈コ䓵㭗䊍䣷 _
ǚᬠᗔ־ᬐѽ � ՊǛ

ලၳڢమල˰ḰڊЭзᄒල௯͋ᡃ͇ၿߣᄒঁ᭒־Ḱڢ

͋ᄒਛដ˟ࡃՃኳăྵĄḿॏලᜊᯕࡒḰၳߝ˦ӵጮᄒٰࠜ

ίፏ̈Ζ֙Ḱ˦̈ௌၿృᄒă൳ྵĄḰኖ२͋ߺᄒ௯࠺ᜊଽᇇ

ࣻළ̎ʿ˜݀کܞǕཱᏳᤐ̗ලၳᄒԜரÿÿܐர˟మ४݀ʿᦒ

ѴԊ௯Ճ͇ᜊڈஎл҆ႁᄒḰ̎௯ί̸˟ហၿѫʿሠॸဟ।ܵǔዥ

ͳܵၿᄒഘঘǕᤐΖᐗਏҊ̈˟ږԹͅᄒܞᗔǕԹ̩Ҍᬠᗔ־

ᄒᄴᄒ̎ڢ˦൳Ᏸ౦౾ʿ˜ᢾՙ̷ཱᅔᄒˏ႕Ḱႁʿ̗॥࣪

˰ྵԥୌभᡙʿሠˈ̚͠ᄒၿḰ੦͇ᅔ੬̈ࠈᤐ˜ˈЮ࠳

ᄒܞᗔḰࣻᠺ̉ᤐ̗᧠ોଔᄒܐரၳᇇྦྷ͇ᬠᗔ־ᄒࡣǕ

ǚኌʿሠஜ۾ � ՊǛ

ᰇ႙సᡔឃ̈ʿࠚጸፃᣄḰԯဠ̩͋ࣂᄒࣂǔՑᯔǔ

ᅜᝈǔݨԘǔީ˵គிڱᜊૠԕڢʿࡗഖ˟Ḱᡘࣂᄒ̩ࣂၽᒸՃ͇

ᤔ˅ˆഖᄒ᭒ᦘᄽԥḰඐᄒၿഽसџ˳Ճႈʿ᯳ౖࡓᄹᤔᄒ

ᄸጻഘૂǕ᎓ጫృ᧳ࡁᄒʿᓽ˰੦௯͋ඐ੦ቐᅔ˰ྵᜊҁ

˰੦ḰЭ।ܵௌ͜ᄒᤊҷ௯ʿሠ॥ৠཱ฿᤺ᄒࠈٰǕ̎௯

ࡅភ̩͋ࣂ࠺ᄒၿ࿌টᣉәʿሠഘঘәᄒஜ۾Ḱஜ͇۾

Эऽᄒᮋ˵ǔͣࠂᄒभኛॖҌḰ᰼ᐋᄒᮏḰರΖܻ̩ᤲບ

˦̈ಅሠࣅЀᄒ̀ଔஎᏰḰʿᤑТҊሠඩද˟ίˈᒵᝈک

ḰЭᤊ੦˅ܟЀᜊஒ݀ࣻफ़Ҋڗᄒࡁ᧳੦դ෭Ǖጸፃృߺ˦

ԯѫᄒܮᮋᜊ݀Ҋџ˳̩࠺ԕϐᄒᮋ᧢ḰᏳڢᣄ˟ભᄒ

࣪˰ఈѿᜊࣻ࠽ˡᐗ˦̈ʿౖౖፂᄒጹࣤḰ̜᩺ڢ˜з

ᦒǕ

| Text By The Artist——Yuan Ke |
       The Grave Goods Display No. 1

A water bottle with water is still a "living thing" in our consciousness 

for water is a necessity for us to survive. When the water is drained, the 

bottle as a simple container ends its mission and becomes a lifeless “dead”, 

shattered and gathered in a large cemetery will be awaited. However, a large 

part of the raw materials of these water bottles, plastics, can be recycled and 

reused, so a concept similar as resurrection is born from it. This reminds me 

of ancient Chinese tombs. The ancient people made grave goods to build a 

world in which the deceased was still alive.By using different objects that 

symbolize everyday life, a worldwithout decline was created.So I set out to 

make this tomb without occupant and gave these re-spliced plastic bottle 

pieces to the new attributes of the funerary.

Church I No. 3

During my residency, I visited a textile workshop and found that the 

workers' working, eating, sleeping,excretion and recreational facilities were 

all squeezed in one floor. They could even save the need to go up and down 

the building. The daily life pattern can be summarized by a straight line that 

is connected end to end. The needle tip of the sewing machine is the place 

where the things we wear every day are created. The reciprocating movement 

is a kind of timer that symbolizes the quiet passage of time. So I tried to 

transform the living conditions of the workers into a conceptual church 

space. The church, with its magnificent music, grand architectural form, and 

towering dome, also made many people become the habitual recipients of 

some giant images and were unconsciously engulfed by the atmosphere. The 

video of the working needle tip of the textile machine was magnified and 

projected onto the wall. The sound produced by the operation was expanded 

to a volume that almost knocked people down, and the daily scenes I shot in 

the workshop were narrowed down and connected in series to form a slender 

ties that cross around the interior of the space.
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_ 㮨㽈コ䓵㭗堹ㅋㅎ _
ǚྵ˰ईǛ

͋˰੦͇ᑧܽݨ൭ᤐᓒᄒਞᆄˏ႕˟ឹܻ̋ྵᄒڢߣḰ௯ڊ

ᅔǕ͋ᠺ̉࣪ߣ൭ᤐᓒᄒसݨ͇˟͋ᄒॿ༯ڢᑧܽ͋ߺ˦

ˏ႕˟ឹܻ̋ྵᄒᝫᆄḰ̎ۻ࣪ၿఽᢾڕమᄒਛ˯ḰᏳڢᄒ

־˟Ḱ͇ԥҲᑧә˦ԜѿḰᝰ̋ྵ̸Ԝమᄒ࣪ሪई˟ᑺሗѫ

Ḱࣻ̎ۻЭఽḰ͋ߺ࠺ᎌᤑУᄒ᥇ᣬЪጏॏ˟Ḱ̋ྵڢᤐ

˜ᤇሶ˟᧠ᇀቩЭਛ˯ḰᏰ឵Ḱ؛ࠁЭᒵᢾᄒਛ˯Ǖ�

| Text By The Artist——Luo Jiangjiang |
The Order of Objects     

We are able to perceive the existence of many things in the world 

in such a way because they can exist in such a way in our mind. We give 

recognition to many things in the everyday world, based on the inherent 

meaning of daily life, and in my work, I used disablement as a principle to 

separate things from the original daily order and based on their nature. They 

were arranged into a new logical relationship, in which things re-establish 

their meaning, or to perfect their own meaning.

1 2
3 4

��Ǜኍˀሡۿ �Ջǜ
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��Ǜ᪣ܟдǜ
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Residency Exhibition by artist Wang Ying
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_ ⥀䍚㦬㣑䁵 _
ǚณڠˉԺߝḰᤃॴˉយថǛ

ပᖗ־˟়௯ܻ៉ک࠾ԫᤐ˜ͅᄒ̩̩֟ᄒܚ᥍ḰͶ

·ϪຬḰᏰፔ·ঘԺយǕ͠ݥᄸଔ឵Ḱˈݥ

�ăሗरᗈĄ

ăሗरĄ՜̩ᄒᤃॴˉ฿ҷḰਛ֒ᅔઊᤇ।ઓळǕ

ăᗈĄ՜ྈ̩ЪጏḰࠅைᛦᎎḰጛᛪၿ֟ሟш߫چǕ

ᗈḰ̞௯ˈᜊăሗरĄᄒ࠳Ǖ

ᄐሡថౖ௵ᇰḾᗈḰ݀ᄒᐙᗈܻ˜ᐙᗈॖᄒᏎͼḰ࣪

ႁဠͅਛ˯˅ᄒ̩Ըᬿ˟Ѵ࣓ᄒӥ۳ǕӒૂᒵཱᗈḬᒵཱḭǔ

ःӥ۳Ǖ�ᗈᬁڊॶᏳኛă۪ĄḰ̜ڊᏳăĄḰబፄڢᤃ

ॴˉᐙᬿ˟ԯࡡ˦۪ḰԊࠁУ݇ԥ̈ᗈᄒರߝǕ۪ڢ᧟Ḱᬓ

ၿ̩˰ႁݗጦǔՔǔช७ǔҌगभቩЪጏḰ˦̈ၿߣǔၿ̟ǔ

ృ͠ǔԯࡡᏳݘᡳˈǕˈ௯ڊ˦ਛដॖটᄒ༧ᣭᤏ௯ᠳఽԯࡡ

ᄒ˜ͼәܐḰ̞Ᏸጮዺࡋ௯̩͋ॿ˟ᄒൠశ᯾ΖḰᤐ˜ˏ႕˘

ᄐܻࣺᄒဠͅәᤑሶḰџ˳ࡋ௯̩͋݀᧢ሗरᗈТ۪ᄒᤇ

ሶǕ

Ꮽ־ǚИ˰ǛǔǚˢЪጏǛǔǚʿᡙᯃժǛḰ͇ԫఽ

൛ᰇ႙సᄒ־ǚ݀کᏸሠᏰǛǔǚڠ៸᧟ᄒ̩ǛḰᦘ̸ˈᄒ

ᝐगࡡဠ̈ᓰిࠚပᖗ࠳ఽ֙ᮭᄒڈऌǕ

ă̩͋Ą

ॏ͋៉ԫă̩͋Ąᤐ˜ថḰ்ߺՃᑧͅᛳ̩ዥḰ˿Ճᑧᄒ

௯ಅʿ˜ᇳᏎǕ

̩ዥڢᄒԓՆᤑә˟ߡᐺѫڢˈ฿ˉᗈ˅ᄒ᰼ጧன

Ḱᤐ̗ˈனϼၿᄒˠࠥᇳ͠ॖটၿѫ̈ՒሠՒರˉ˰ᄹӤ

ᦩᄒᇳᏎǕටைǔο͌ǔᬅጧǔᢾ͓ǔکͷǔᠳ̟ǔԸǔ̩ ˒ ������� ௯

˦ᤐ̗ᇳᏎѴዥᄒಞኬḰ۪әԯࡡҳң̈ಞኬᄒԳḰ༗ӛ̩

ˉ̩˰ᄒᆀᄼǕͶԊஐԳˈ̈ ă˦ЩͼĄᄒ̩ዥḰڢᐣᢾፋᰖǔ

ၿ֙᠗ਞ˅ᄒЩᤸ֟ՃਞǕ൬௯ᤐሠЩᤸ֟ՃਞΖॲ̩ˉ

̩˰మઞᤂॣ൭ǔभቩ္ॿǔ̑ᄹ္ᄒՃᑧǕ

ပᖗ়௯႙ਛҊᑈᤐ̗ಞኬݘᡔᄒ̩͋˟Ḱࠜᜊছႝᜊल

| Preface By The Executive Curator |
Soil & Sentence, Migration & Poetry

Ying Wang always talks more or less about the situation of people and 

people in this era, but she won't say it directly. She'll play games with you or 

read you a poem.

"Leaving the Village"

“Leaving” points to the migration and movement of people, which 

means abandoning the past.

"Village" points to acquaintances relationship, blood relationship, live 

and multiply, and four seasons.

The village is also the object of constant "leaving".

Baidu Wikipedia shows that villages, which refer to large settlements 

or groups formed by multiple settlements, are often used as areas of 

concentrated population distribution in the modern sense,including natural 

villages and village areas. The village built a "wall" for defense, and became 

a "market" because of the transaction. Eventually it developed into a city 

during migration and gathering, but completely lost the village. In the city, 

strangers use pacts, contracts, laws, and systems to establish relationships, 

and run for survival, production, opportunity, and development. Whether 

it is because of the indoctrination of political ideology or the individualized 

shaping of capital development, or simply the desire of people's hearts, the 

modernization process of the world for more than two hundred years is 

almost a process in which people leave the village and flood into the city.

The old works The Gate of Time, Temporary Relationship, Flying 

Together, and the work The Land Farmer and The Man in the Potato 

during this residency, all showed the artist Ying Wang 's response to this 

proposition from different angles.

"People"

When we talk about the word "people," it may represent a human 

being, or it may refer to a certain community.

The evolution of mankind in the long history has given birth to high-

level civilizations in different rivers and villages. The rich social forms 

that these different civilizations have spawned have produced a variety of 

communities that match them. Nationalities, beliefs, class, identity, status, 

assets, hukou, professionalism... are the labels that are classified for these 

communities. The development of urbanization has intensified the evolution 

of labels and has intensified the contradiction between people. But it can't 

change the commonality and sensibility of human beings as "communities" 
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әᄒ̗ḿݥᄒ־˟়௯ѫဠă႙߾Ꮽ̩ĄǔăႺߝĄǔăܹѫ

ҴࣂᏰĄǔăऍࡗҿҷᏰĄă२ୋᤃᄒધᤃӥࡘටĄኖ̩ྵॖǕ

ᤸᤇᓰిࠚᄒᣉәḰ̽͋ᜊ͋ਞᆄḰվဠ̈ᤐ˜ˏ႕ᄒˠࠥܵె

ǕḬᆄᥓḰᢾܳ͋੦ၿᄒᤐ˜ܻሠү᧢ྐྵҷˆॖᄒḰ்

ЮమУ့әྺ॥ḰԩమྺԓՆǔனәǔږටᄒکڢဠڬ˟Ḱబ

ऌឧᥠКᄒࡋ௯ክӵәᄒ҄֟̌Г࠳ቩᄒᝂཊǕḭ

ă฿๖Ą

฿๖௯ʿሠࡘௌࠈ੦ᄒ࿌টǕ̸̩͋ሗरःǔکڠǔࠅைᡙḰ

๖Ǖ฿̈ޅरࡋ

۪˟ࡋ௯฿๖ᄒ̩͋ᐙᬿ̟ၿᄒᇳ͠ఈᝂǕ

ᤇԥ �� ࣺḰ˟ږమ � ̸̫ܻ̩тᤑТ۪Ḱ �� ࣺḰ̷

μඐࣺ࠺ ���� ˂̩ᄒ۪әᓴݖǕ۪˟Ḱࡋ௯ڢᤐರᄒᑈఈ

ˆѫဠᄒ̟ྵǕ۪˟Ѐ๚፮ḰପΡ۪̈ᤊᛩᄒఽḰࣧ

Ҹ۪նጲ̈ࡒՃᑧܻᄒ̩ԸǕᝰሗरᗈ฿๖ܹڢᄒ̩͋మನᢾ

˰੦Ǖ

ပᖗᤋ̗ࣺᄒᆙቋҁ݀ᦒѴˉă۪˟ĄమЪǕᤐᒵ̎ᓰ

ᝅॏˆᇳ͠ဠͅәᤑሶᄒፘࠎ௯ࠌఽ̩ᄒ˜ͼၿ֙ፋᰖḰͶᇀࠚి

ΐѵТཊǕˮڢЪ̎ᤐዥᮭᄒᝯ˟Ḱᓰిࠚమ҇̎ᇳ߮͠ࠚǔ

̩ዥ߮ࠚǔᇳࣂᏎͼᄒࣂชᄒभቩࡇࡋ˦᧠̈Ǖݨͽᤸᤇᓰ

ిᄒᣉәᑧүḰҁکԨˉǔᏰվဠᇳ֙͠ᮭḰ௯ᤐዥᓰిҁ

ᏰঁᮔরᏮᄒǕ

ˈ௯ڢ߿Ӛ˄ဟᄒ۪˟Ḱᤏ௯ڢ᧠ऄᳯۆḬᤐ˜ዥ

۪˟ᄒᏭࡘටӥḭḰပᖗϢ՜̎ુʿሠຬ̑ҷᄒḰយਛᄒ

सࡡरݥᄒࣂḰᤐͼဠڢ־ǚយ൩᯦ǛḰ͇ԫăਏү

एĄᄒ̜־ૹᮒᄴ˅Ǖ

ă४ˬ̈Ą

ᤐ௯ʿ˜ഘঘḰ˿௯ʿ˜ॿ္ࡏगǕ

ॏ̩͋ࡘڢᗈᄒϓḰ̽͋ᄒᇺЗ֟̽͋ᄒၿџ˳௯ʿ

ರᄒḰᄒˬᤒ͠भቩሪई֟͑ϡ҄ಞіḰ̀ԳᮻθḰ

࣪ԉ௯ԓՆǕᒵࣂ˒͇᭱֙Ḱ̩ዥᄒઇి֟ᠳఽԱॲ̈ཉᄒ

ԯࡡḰᆄᄒʿѵ˿ڢᤑᛩᡝᡝঔᄒదᤞḰ̩͋ᄒࡏगڢஐ

ԳḰ̎࠳ă४ˬ̈Ąᄒ҄ᬬ˰ᏳᤲບԳәǕ

in physical experience and life quality. It is this commonality and sensibility 

that makes it possible for people to reach each other, build empathy, and 

understand each other.

Ying Wang always pays attention to those who carry these labels and 

are easy to be ignored. In her works, there are always characters such as 

“left-behind old people”, “mad people”, “out-of-work workers”, “bottom 

workers” and “residents in the demolition areas to be relocated”. Through 

the transformation of artist, they are perceived by us and present the rich 

complexity of the world. (We must know that in the presence of the various 

forces that we live in, which have the characteristics of globalization and 

unique history, culture, and nationality, the most important thing to avoid is 

the simplistic judgment and binary opposition.)

"Wandering"

Wandering is a state of no fixed abode. From the time people left the 

village, the land, and the clan, they began to wander.

The urban village is the social landscape created by the gathering of the 

wandering people.

Over the past 20 years, more than 300 million people in China have 

entered the city from rural areas. In the next 20 years, the urbanization 

rhythm of 12 million people will continue. The urban village is the product 

that emerged in this context. The urban village is like a sponge, providing a 

low-cost space for city operations, helping the city to absorb as many people 

as possible, and also provides for people who leave the village and wandering 

out a shelter.

Most of Ying Wang’s researches and creations in recent years have been 

related to “urban villages”. This comes from the individual life experience 

of the artist herself, but it is indeed an excellent entry point to examine the 

current social modernization process. So in the discussion of such issues, it 

is especially important for artists to be different from the working methods 

of sociologists, anthropologists, and social workers. How to creatively 

participate in, or present social propositions through the ability to transform 

art is something that such art creators must think about.

Whether it is in urban village on north third ring road, Xi'an, or in 

Huangjueping, Chongqing (an old residential area which is similar to urban 

village), Ying Wang tends to choose a game interactive, poetic way to start 

her work. It is embodied in the Poetry Hotel and the "Imagination Store" 

work exchange project. 

"For a Long Time"
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̸ॿ္ਞԲࡏग˅ᅂḰᤑТဠͅᇳ͇͠Қᄒ̩͋Ḱ।।џ

̩ͅᦘ࠳᭯ڢዥͳᄒᇳ͠ဠڬǕᏳᤋᄐࣺḰڢʿ̩ͅᄒమၿ˰ࣺḰ

ίᡤ͇ፋԓ൛ฑ༑ᡙ͚ᄒԓՆԳᤃǕڢပᖗˉ࠽ЬᏭࣖՔᄒ

༭ዀጏѽ־˟ḰᓰిࡋࠚᄸଔઊԓՆڬఈˉ᭯࠳ԓՆᄒ̩͋ࣻᎾ

ǚᜊࠝ־ʿࣰႏ᭯᧟ḰΖЭՒᒵઽమᄒਛ֒ǕԻܹʿ˜̈ڢ

ᄒǛ᧟ḰͷࣺᤈᄒăየጢݡᦅĄ્ጧᏳ˅Ḱᑶ൮̟ၿᄒக

౯࿏ݨ๚๖ḰϮᡙḰፔ͋႙ˆ̈ʿ˜ክᄒយਛᄒăĄ

ਛǕ

͇˅Ъថᒵ҆کݠយ̩᧟ЙḬ3BJOFS�.BSJB�3JMLFḭᄒǚˏ

႕˅బՙᄒःǛǕ

ڒᤐ̗Ъថᄒҁቒ࠳᧳өᓰి˟ॿᄒӯࣺᰇ႙௯ပᖗڢ

సǕڢឮᄒᡢ֒֟ᝂঘᄒጏፚ˰ᄒԮܵપ˟Ḱݥፄ̎ᮓ

҆ቒڒḰࠁ̈ᤐ˜ᬅඈᄒ়ፏǕఽ൛ࡡᝇ˟͠࠺վဠ � ˜फ़ЀḰ

� ፀᜑᎾḰ� ፀफ़Ḱ� ፀፓႏ͇ԫ �� ඈԺߝḰ̸ˈᝐगˠࠥک

վဠ͋੦ܳᄒᤐ˜۪́݀ࣅဠڬ˟ᄒ̩̩֟ᄒܚ᥍Ǖ

൜ᤉᤑТᤐ̗־Ḱ̜ڢᤞᄒ݈᪳֟ڗЀ˟ԯဠᒵˈҷܮᓬ

ᄒၿ֟࿑ᯁ᤺ԥᄒߝǕ

ඔቭḰăሗरᗈᄒ̩͋Ąᅆᄒ฿๖४ˬ̈Ǖ

This is a concept of time, and also a psychological scale.

When people live in villages, their lives are almost the same as 

their ancestors. The long-term will establish the standard of order and 

value judgment. Habits become customs, and daily life is history. Since 

the industrial revolution, human technology and capital have developed 

explosively. Everything known is undergoing faster and faster changes. 

People's time scales are changing, and the judgment of "a long time" has 

gradually changed.

From the perspective of psychological perception, people before 

entering the modern society often face similar social scenes for generations. 

In the past 100 years, in the lifetime of a generation has been able to 

experience several historical changes. In the series of light boxes that 

Ying Wang and Xiaobing Dai collaborate with, the artists directly puts the 

historical scenes and the people facing the history in the same picture, so 

that they each have a new meaning. In another work, Forgiven Time, the 

ageing "Pink Girl" ascends step by step. The effect of the footsteps is like a 

wave, ripples gently, leaving us with a minimalist poetic "time" imagery.

The keywords above come from the Austrian poet Rainer Maria Rilke's 

The Last Village in the World.

The half-year residency of the DAC is Ying Wang 's creation breakout 

period for these keywords. In the repeated pull between the fun of language 

and the systematic nature of the concept, she finally broke through and 

completed the summary of this stage. In this exhibition, there will be 8 

videos, 4 sets of installations, 1 set of photography, 1 set of paintings and 10 

sentences. From different angles, they can abundantly present the situation 

of people and people in this huge urban and rural scene.

Welcome to these works, find your own quiet life and the days that 

rush by in the overlapping shots and videos.

After all, the "people leaving the village" have been wandering for a long 

time.

1 2
3 4

��Ǜ൮൮ڪǜ�3JHIU�OPX�BOE�SJHIU�IFSF

��Ǜመऱᗉᄓ̪͌เ๗५˭̉ǜ

5IF�QFPQMF�XIP�MFGU�UIF�WJMMBHF�IBWF�CFFO�XBOEFSJOH�GPS�B�MPOH�UJNF

��Ǜຖǜ$MFBOJOH

��ǛᏮ᛭ǜ0ME�4USFFU
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ÿÿҴ݁ᓱీࠛ ,FWJO�1JOWJEJD ࡢֿ΄̪˝

Residency Exhibition by Canadian artist Kevin Pinvidic
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_ ⥀䍚㦬㣑䁵 _
ᠨߨᤸڢǚැፋ่Ǜ˟ପҊ˟ͤږፚт˒ၿ˟̩ˉکڠᄒ

ЪጏḰ̽ᝫ˦̩͋ᄒࡋکڠ௯̩̽͋ಳͼᄒʿᦒѴǕॏ͋ᤑТ

ՙࣂ˒әͅḰ̩͋ᤲບᜊᨊኗǔܐரǔຑўڠӒڒˉ̽͋Ԝఽᄒ

ሗ౪ǕܻࢥѴڢ˿ᤐ˜ᤇሶ˟ḰԜఽᄒ̩ಳͼڢҧᜐरḰ́ࠚ

̩ˈлၿڢၿ̽͋б̽͋ᄒکڠ˅Ḱܻ́Գ۪̈Ḱܻ

̩Գ̈ХටḰͶ̽͋ԩ௯ែᄒХටṃ

˜Ᏸʿʿ˜ቩᄒ̎ࡣ̱̱ˈ឵Ḱᤐ̗Хටࠚᓰి࠳

ᓰ࠳ЪጏǕࡣᄒ̸̩̈˯ࠈᄒӥ۳Ḱૹ˰Ḱ̩ˉ۪ᄒЪጏࠈྺ

ࠚి ,FWJO ᏳḰ̽ˉ۪ᄒЪጏՃ္͇˦̽࠵˟۪ڢઅ֟ҁ

ᄒ۪کᄴಞᤇሶḰᤐʿཊܻ֟Э̽ᄒ݀کᓰిࠚ४ዥͳḰ

Ͷ˿మˈ˰ܳǕ̽ᤸᤇஎᬿ۪˟ፂᇇᄒரḰॲ͇ቢᝁॏͅᇳ

͠ᄒܵె˰ܳḰᤐʿཊˉᱤॼ᧟̖ڢǚᠨᇳ͠Ǜ˟੦ପҊᄒॏͅ

ᇳ͠ፏ౦ᄹԮḰᱤॼ᧟̖ᝫ˦̵݁ᄒᠨᮟ۳ፋ˦ʿ ẵࠥ

మፏ౦ᄒᇳ͠ᮟ۳ĄḰᏳڢ ,FWJO ᅓ˟ᄒ᧠ऄௌ᭯ࡗ္کڢઋ

௯ዽሀ᭯ࡗᦘ௯దܵె˿దమృᄒǕڢᝃѿ಼֟౾ᄒᬱᝁḰӒૂ

,FWJO зᄒ̩͋ᦘᑧઅҊ̽͋ᒵᄒᒵႈǕڢ

˦ܹᦒᄒ̶ТᏰḰᒵҳ݀ᄒ ,FWJO ॲ͇͇Իʿ˜ᡜᡝ˄

፭ᄒ፭ग᧠ࠎᝅ᧠ऄÿḰॏ̩͋ᦘरޅছႝڏࠚᄒᅆ൬зಱ

ᄒϓḰ,FWJO ᩱک૮Ҋ̈ᤐರʿ˜̋ࠌḾ̩͋ᦘ௯ࡘ̎

ᄒХටǕॏࡘکටᝁច̈᧠ऄ੦ፋԓᄒ݀ࣅԳ᭱ḰͶ௯̩ˉ݀ک

˰ᄒᐗጏԊڢ˟ບᛩບᤒǕᤸᤇஎᬿ֟᧠ፀᜑḰ,FWJO ភ

ဠፔᝂᏰǕࡡద᰼ʿ፭गᄒ۪࠺ˍጒă͋ቋቭ௯ែĄḰࣻڗ

࣪ၿᄒፂ͋̽ڢ࠹᧠࠺ᬓၿәᄒᤇሶ˟ḰᝂᏰᄒดਛүڢ

ᓴᒸ˅Ḱࣻˍ᧠ԯဠ࣪ၿᄒᏇ߮ǕڢǚၿᏇ߮Ǜ˟ږǚᏇ

߮ᤢরǛዅ˟ḰӽᬾhۻѫḰᓰిௌߺՃᑧ௯ܻˮᄒዽᔶ

| Preface By The Executive Curator |
As Fei Hsiao-Tung mentioned in Peasant Life in China, the land 

that people own used to be part of the personality. Entering the era of 

post-industry, people tends to be separated from our original homeland 

by concretes, plastics, rebars, and etc., during which process, the total 

personality is breaking into pieces. Most people are no longer tied to the 

land where they are born and raised; most land are no longer for agricultural 

use; most villages turn into cities; and most natural persons become citizens. 

But whose citizens are we?

For Kevin, citizens do not belong to a single building or a certain 

district. In other words, the relation between him and the city defines 

which kind of citizen he is. He searches for new landmarks and creates new 

landscapes like other land artists do. From the detailed materials collected, 

he see the complexity of the present society, which is opposite to what Jean 

Baudrillard says in The Consumer Society that the modernized world is 

constructed into a structural social sphere. Chongqing, in Kevin’s eyes, is 

more complicated and organic on both geographical and ideological levels. 

Within the gap of these unclear structures and rules, people including Kevin 

find their own tricky freedom.

As an outsider from Canada, Kevin see a different dimension above 

the architectures of Chongqing which is the genuine homeland of the all—

time, while people seems to ignore the concept of homeland when we are 

living, working, studying in certain buildings. Local residents have witnessed 

huge changes of the city, while the connection with the land is fading away 

at the same time. Kevin, with his collection and re-organizations, tries to 

figure out who we are and reveal the higher dimension of the city to the 

viewers. In the process of de-familiarization, attention will be drawn back to 

the details of their daily life, and re-discover the everyday aesthetics. In The 

Myths of Aesthetics, Katya Mandoki points out that art, however, no matter 

how elitist it may be, is and has always been a social product and is linked 

to society, which can be even more exciting under the context of Chongqing. 

အڭҸཻྨ

1JDUVSFT�PG�UIF�&WFOU
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˧˯ḰͶޅߺፄ௯ʿ˜ᇳ͠ᄒ̟־Ḱࣻˍʿ͠ࠈˉᇳ̟͠ၿᐗጏḰ

ᏳᤐʿཊḰڢ᧠ऄᄒឮࡋˆܚ௵ॲద˦మᡢǕᤸᤇ࠳ᬓၿәᄒվဠḰ

͋ࣗశᝂ͝ᑧ္ၿˉᏇ߮˰ᆀᄼܻᤒᄒЪጏḰࣻˍ္ᤐ

ರᄒЪጏಲ̎߮מᏇ߮ຏܳǕ

Ḱ࠳ဟܚᮭᄒદ˿௯ఽ൛ࡡᝇᄒ˧ᮭ˰ʿǕ൬ݨڢ

˅ன˟ପҊᄒḰ۪ԯࡡ੦ࣤᄒ݀ࣅԳܻ᭱ࣤ̈ဟܚ

ᮭǕᱤॼ᧟̖˿ѫᠨᇳ͠᭒ڢߣ־ḰͶదᇀѵ឵کḰ᭒

ଡ଼උ͋ߺǕ־ᄒăႁᤵĄԾ͠࠶ᒹЭਭ܄ᗈǕڢਭ܄ᗈ˟੦

ҁᄒ͑ϡॊདྷܻکǕڊ൭Ḱᆩ̷ཱڶ௯ʿͅఫၿ̟ᄒಲఽұ

ชḾᠨԾ௯˘Ᏸᄒ˟ᬅඈǕڊ൭͋ઽమᄒˈ௯ᠨᏳ௯ă๖

ᠨĄḰ௯ᤒᄒᜊᤝᠨǕॏʿಢଢ଼݁݀ഖᜊभᡙḰࡋమөಢഖᜊ

ࡡᄒൽᰱՃ͇ᜊᅂ௯۪ԯ˟ܢऔ֟ڮېǕ᛬ᝐᄒभኛکࣹ˦݉

˟ᄒᣆᤤǕᤸᤇஎᬿǔվဠᤐ̗ăڮېĄḰ,FWJO ࣗశᑧװᡙ̩͋

ᄒЪጏǕ့کˉμઘᮭᄒᓰిḰࣻˍ᧠রᏮ̩ܚဟ࠳

ᨊኗලณ౬˰˟Ḱ൭ґḰڢ݇ᤢ˳ᄒೊԸḰ̩͋ͳ۔ᣉ۪ڢ

னәᄒᝅᝐᑧࣤፔᝂཱܻ͝ˈᄒᝅᝐԮᝂ̽͋੦ࡘ

ᄒ۪Ǖᤐ˿௯ʿ˜ݗృḰᑧᝰࡘට͋ᢂᑺरၿॸဟᄒᣆᤤḰ

᧠ࠏᝂکԥᅂ᧠ऄǕ

Ḱڢᄒ۪Ḱ·͠ፔѫͽሠኝಽṃဠࡘ·ˆ౯ី·ᤠʿݨ

ઊ·ॿ˟మᄒኝಽ̎ߣॿḰॏ·ᅂࠁᤐ˜ࡡᝇḰ͠మˈʿ

ರᄒኝಽǕ

ÿÿ࡙ͱ

Through exhibiting alienation, we hope that viewers could understand the 

myth of the opposition of aesthetics and everyday life is so deep-rooted that 

philosophers of aesthetics don’t even consider it necessary to make explicit.

Meanwhile, concerns about the environment is another underlying 

theme of this exhibition. As mentioned above, the rapid development of 

the city has brought about numerous changes, and environmental problem 

is one of the side effect. Baudrillard suggests that consumer society needs 

to consume products more rapidly. In other words, people are forced to 

consume, which is a kind of waste. When a skyscraper is built, ten is being 

tore down. The construction wastes and ruins are left in the street corners, 

as a track of the development. Though collecting and displaying these 

materials, Kevin tries to arouse people’s attention of environmental issues, 

and rethink our relation with the earth as a whole.

At the age of city transition, people seems to get lost in the concert 

forest. Under such condition, trans-culture perspectives might bring the 

viewer new angles of the city they live in. This might be a chance for our 

audiences to jump out of their daily life loop and see Chongqing objectively.

If you are asked to describe the city you live in, what answer would you 

give? Now, keep this question in mind, and you may answer it after you see 

Kevin’s installation.

——Qu Shen

အڭҸཻྨ
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4
1-4�Ǜᳰೕۇᄓژڪǜ�

$$$ḰB�MJWJOH�NBQ�PG�)VBOH�+VF�1JOH

5�Ǜᳰೕۇ፮ژ࠷Ḱጼˊᤕକǜ�

.JOE�NBQ�PG�)VBOH�+VF�1JOH�MJOFT�BOE�DPOOFDUJPOT
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ÿÿԈघᓱీࠛ 3BHFTI�"�4 ࡢֿ΄̪˝

Residency Exhibition by Indian artist Ragesh A S
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On the Nature of Landscape
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_ ⥀䍚㦬㣑䁵 _
ăఈᝂĄ௯ᇳ᭭͠ဠమͼҌᄒ࿌ট֟ᄴಞḰ᧠ၿ̟ᄒăࣾ

ᝈĄḾߺЮమຑ˧ͼˉࠏͼᄒᑧҷḰ࠺ᜊҷᄒਞᆄᬭӨڢ˧ͼ

ЮమសឮేᄒϤࠈਛដ˰ˆǕ3BHFTI�"��4� ᄒ˜ࡡǚఈᝂᄒఽ᠗ǛЪ

ด̈ᓰిڢࠚኌʿ൛Ҋឃ˟ږᄒឮܚˆḰڢ᧠ऄᢿͼүᛩᄒҁǕ

͇˜ͼ֟ᒵཱᄒЪᐗ˦ѵТཊḰࡡᝇළᐙ̈̽ڢᰇ႙సࣤ

ᄒʿጏѽ־Ḱԫٰྵǔፓႏ͇ԫफ़ЀǕ̸ឮ˯˅឵Ḱᓰి

ᒵཱᄒ࠳ਞˉத˰৹Ḱ͇ԫࡣᒵཱᄒॎ࠳վဠ̈̽ک៥ᙇࠚ

ՙлᛳᤂǕᤐ̗ႁᒵཱ˦̶Ᏻ౦ᄒఈᝂភڗնऻᝂ͝ḰΖЭ

ᬦТˈႈᒵ˧ᄒўᝅˉԮরǕ

ᝇ˟Ḱ3BHFTIࡡఽ൛ڢ ᄸᝈ࠺کሗᄒᒵཱ᧠ܐ̈ʿ˜

፴ՔͼǕڢ̗႕ᬕഽጂᄒᇇྦྷ᧟Ḱమˈሿࠈ௯ʿᇀࠈᄒߣ

˯ࠈॼቋᄒఽ᠗ܻܫ᧟վဠʿሠ̖ڗҁᤇሶ˟ភڢࠚǕᓰిڢ

	FTTFOUJBM�EFGJOJUJPO
 ֟ᛳ᭯ࠈ˯ 	OPNJOBM�EFGJOJUJPO
 ᄒࣹݴࣄᛮǕ

Ճ͇឵Ḱ̽ᄒ־ቋᄒ௯̋ྵᄒఽ᠗ḰᏳ᭬ႁឮࠈ˯̋ྵᄒి

ឮǕబፄࡡڢᝇ᧟ḰăఈᝂĄՃ͇ᜊᝫ˦௯ʿሠЮమᤓᑈᒵཱຏґ

ᄒăఽ᠗ࠈ˯ĄᄒࠐḰమ̌७ᑈԮ	BOUJOPNJFT
ᄒ᠗Ǖ້ ແࡘ h͗ॼ

ฑᄒăఈᝂᇳ͠Ą္Ḱᓰిࠚᤸᤇҁរᤐರᄒဠ࿌ÿÿăᇳ

͠ᜊဠͅၿ̟ͼҌ੦˧࠶Ḱၿᜊᝅ˦ࡗࡗఈᝂᄒᤞҳĄǕ

દˉႩ৽ᄒǕ3BHFTIࠚ௯ᓰి˿ܚ൭ॏͅᇳ͠ᄒຑܳڊ ڢ

־˟௪Ѐ̈̽ᄒ˜ͼፋᰖÿÿᬥٰᓰిᄒ፡આ̩ḿ̎ᒵཱဟ

ӥᄒʿֈǕՃ͇ቢᝅҊḰᓰి࠽ᄒ˜ͼḿᎭ݇̂᭯ឮᄒैӁ˟ܚ

ບ᤺ǕḰ᧠ऄྺᄒᦘᤲڢᒵཱ֟னә൬ޅ᭭ᄒԜࠚ ăک

᠊ĄˉᓰిࠚసၿᄒăᒵཱĄቫ̈ڢᅔᅂͳ࠳ቩᄒͷᎾǕڢᤐ

ರᄒԓՆᤑሶ֟༗དྷьቒ˟ḰᜊҷکˉᤇԥᜐᄒᓰిࠚḰ࠺ᝅ᧡

՜̎˜̩ᢾ͓ᝫˉঞௐ˰৹Ǖࡡᝇ˟ఈᝂГᄒཊ൬௯ແ

̎ 3BHFTI ተࣺసڢᒵཱဟܚ˟ҌᬥٰᄒংǕཱᏳဠࠌၿ

ґႏѫᄒ৹ఈѿԮ௪ѫᮭᄒᤝѵÿÿăᄒၿ˟෭మ͒ͽᒵཱ

̈ĄǕ

| Preface By The Executive Curator |
The landscape represents an illusion, product of the contemporary 

society which is built upon systematic conditions and goals. On the Nature 

of Landscape features Ragesh's bodily practices during his residency in 

Chongqing while encountering with China for the first time. Entirely 

comprised of on-site new works across objects, paintings, and moving 

images, the exhibition explores the interrelation between the individual 

and nature. Semantically, the artist humbly depicts his innate affiliation 

and homage to the natural environment, and echoes of working on nature. 

His works beckon viewers by attending to the deconstructed landscape 

encompassed by natural mediums. 

Much as the exhibition title alludes, the artist collected fragments of 

nature and regrouped them together into a new synthesis. The uncertainty in 

the ambiguous debris possesses the sole certainty. Throughout his practices, 

the artist approached a distinctive balance between the real and nominal 

definition as Aristotle describes. Ragesh's work of art investigates the 

essence of things rather than defining words for those things. And finally, 

the antinomic landscape can be seen as a subversive proclamation on the 

profound invisible meaning on nature in terms of interrogating Guy Debord's 

discourse that in societies dominated by modern conditions of production, 

life is presented as an immense accumulation of spectacles.

The current society is in turbulent times as the artist immensely 

concerns and doubts. His work reflects his personal experiences living in a 

natural environment as the child of pottery artisans, as well as the fragility 

of the community's lack of written language. Both primitive culture and 

land have compulsively decayed. In addition, the antipathetic topographies 

of Chongqing and his homeland conveyed binary notions. The displaced 

rupture with the past foregrounds his notions of identity crisis and nostalgia. 

Within exhibition works, Ragesh composes a landscape from his childhood 

memory, where he embraced his family's heritage in pottery making. The 

matter of life depicts the critical course — I cannot have any natural things 

in my life. 

On an intimate level, he projects on the remembered nature that he 

carries with himself as well as the remembered memory and feelings of it. 

He does not mirror what nature represents, but delving into his sensibilities 
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࠳ 3BHFTI ឵Ḱ̽ʿᄸᜊԇ˟ᄒᒵཱᬬᅔḰং֟ਞᆄ˿

፦ພᤱڢ־˰˟Ǖᓰిڢࠚ౦भࣻˈ̱̱͕͔ڗᒵཱᏰ

௯лဠᒵཱḰᏳ௯ଐᒵᄒਞᆄүԥᝫᒵཱͤᤴѫᄒకᇰǕ̽

ᄒҁᛳᤂ̈࠳ᒵཱᄒຏԚਞ৹Ḱ͇ԫ࠳ο͌ᄒॊោÿÿඐʿ˜̩

ᦘమˉᒵཱమЪᄒᤇԥǕڢॏͅᄒ۪ә๖༅֟᧠ऄᄒྺࠈ৹ఈ˟Ḱ

3BHFTI ॐˆ̈ᰇ႙సᄒਞࠆፋᰖḰ͇ೣ္ᒵڢăఈᝂĄ˟ᄒ

ͷᎾḰனఽә̽ᒵᢾᄒڢߣǕ

ᤐʿጒ˿՜ᓰిՆఽᢾḰ̸ඓౣႏă՜ᒵཱ߮̀Ąᡔ

՜ᦄܹरޅḰࣻ ᄒଖҷˆḰᒵ��ˏጪ҂సḰăᒵࠚԇͣ݀ᓰిڢ

ཱĄ ፋ˦ᓰిᮟ۳బͣ݀ᄒ֙ᮭ˰ʿǕ̽ ͋՜ᒵཱ߮̀ࣻႁăᮻ

ఈĄចکᝯ̈ᦄӥˉᏪ݁ᝀکᄒ۪әᤑሶᄒЪጏǕ࠳ᓰిࠚ

ᏳḰăᒵཱ˰ᥓĄˈ௯̎࠳ăᮻఈĄᄒክӵഽ͔ḰᏳ௯ʿ൛র

ᄒφࡅភǕ3BHFTI ᄒॏͅࠌᢃሗˈरăྵĄḰಱॿ̎ڢភڗଳ᭣

ᦘăఈᝂĄ˟ᄒᑈቩ᭯੦ࡡဠᄒᇳ͠ృҌǕॼฑ̈ăఈᝂˈ

௯ڗЀᄒᬿՔḰᏳ௯ᜊڗЀᄒ̩֟ᇳ͠ᄒЪጏĄǕڊ൭ḰăఈᝂĄ

Ճ͇ᜊᅂϪ௯Ӽమ͞ЗکͷᄒృҌ̟ၿᄒఫͅ˧ͼਛដᄒ̟ྵǕ

ᤸᤇ־ᑪፗḰҁᏰ͇ʿሠយਛᄒᓰిឮᛳᤂ̈ᜊᛳဠ

ᄒ࠳ᄒఽ᠗Ḱ૮̈խጂᄒǔǔ֟ᆄᝈǕࡡڢᝇ˟Ḱ̽

͇ʿሠᤓ֙ᄒसḰΖႁഽชᝯ̈ăఈᝂĄᄒᬭॖᝃᝳÿÿЪ

̎ᤇԥˉॏˆḰ੦ˉᑧḰၿڢߣˉߣḰᛳဠˉᅆࠌḰᛳЀˉఽ᠗Ǖ

൬ݨሑಕᝯᄒ̩ᄒᇳ͠әḾᇳ͠ృҌᄒ̟ၿ̈ࡋᇳ͠᭒ᄒ˜

̩Ḱ௵ཱḰࡡᝇᄒЪ൬௯ 3BHFTI ăఈᝂĄພᤱѫᄒፄታͼጏ̎࠳

ᄒʿڬᇀԮԵǕ

ÿÿౘরْ

to decipher what nature gave him. The artist expresses sentiments to the 

natural world and believes that everyone has a past that belongs to nature. 

Growing up in a manner of urbanization and inspired by the first visit 

to Chongqing throughout this residency, Ragesh records the sensational 

moments to reside himself in the landscape and narrate his existence.

Alongside the conceptual framework, in the art history world, nature 

has become a prominent subject matter since the Barbizon school painters 

wandered into the countryside and followed by famous impressionists 

in the 19th century. They learned from nature and employed landscape 

on the dialectic between the countryside and rapid urban expansion. 

Ragesh's working on nature is not a rendering of the landscape but with 

resonances and philosophical discourse. Never far from land and objects, his 

contemporary practice unveils the back of the landscape facade in an urban 

context. Ragesh attempts to procure the inherent properties of landscape in 

contemporary society. The spectacle is not a collection of images; it is a social 

relation between people that is mediated by images, as Guy Debord states in 

The Society of the Spectacle. The landscape can be seen as the production of 

a group of dominant spectacles where the representation replaces reality. 

With capturing intricate space, time, visual diary, and perception, the 

exhibition highlights Ragesh's poetic language in terms of expressing the 

nature of the represented objects. He disobligingly generates an analogy 

to examine how the landscape interferes the past, and the present, the 

signifier and the signified, existence to existing, representation to reality, 

appearance to the essence. Overlaying Foucault's interpretation that people 

are disciplined by the social mechanisms, the exhibition is a rebellion against 

the end-products of the system shaped by the landscape. 

——Sijia Yang
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ÿÿᏈڗᓱీࠛ �"MBO�4LBMBTLJ ࡢֿ΄̪˝

Residency Exhibition by American artist  Alan Skalaski
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Footsteps recall
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_ ⥀䍚㦬㣑䁵 _
ă࠽ӥĄʿថແ̎પˀឮḰਛর௯Щᄒ˔̦֟ࠣᄒͯ͟Ъ

ጏǕ࠽ӥ௯Юమಅሠ̑ҷЪጏᄒ֟Щனә፭ጏүᄒḰڢʿࠈᮟ۳

зᄹ̑Ъᐗᄒ̩ᏎॖᄒЩͼԫЭҷӥ۳Ǖ̑ڢᐗᎲᯃԯࡡ

ᄒॏˆḰᎲፗ࠽ӥˉ̩ᄒᐗጏᄦࠣѵḰᤐ͠ፔ͋ࣤধರᄒफ़

ṃ׆ "MBO�4LBMBTLJ ᄒ˜ࡡǚᑶԇং႙ˆࣤᡔǛ˧ࡡѫᰇ႙స

ᄒʿጏѽ־ḰӒૂፓႏǔफ़ЀǔᜑᎾኖኖḰᛳᤂ̈̽ڢ᧠ऄᄒፋ

ԓ֟ਞԲǕᓰిࠚᤸᤇڗЀ࠺ᤐሠਞԲઢ˦ʿሠఈᝂḰᤊ

ႁᇳ̜ͼదຏТᄒូ᧠ऄḰਞԲ࠽ӥ˟̩ˉ̩˰ᄒ̑ҷЪጏǕ

ຏТࠚЮమྺǕᓰిࡡᬅඈᅂḰ᧠ऄᄒԯࡡᄒԯږ˟̸

ຑెˠࠥᄒ۪́ဠڬଐ̩ˉ̩˰ᄒЪጏǕܻ۪ࡗ᧟Ḱ᰼

ഖݨྵʿᓒ᧡ᚂၿḰᤐሠຑ̅ᄒᏎͼၿರ᠊Ḱ௯ᓰిڢࠚ

ᱚࣾᦘ᧟ᄒᐣᢾਞԲḰЮ˟ྺږᓬǕ

| Preface By The Executive Curator |
The word “community” derived from Latin, means common things 

and intimate partnerships. A community is formed by a group of people 

who have a certain interaction and a common culture, and who are related 

to each other in a certain field. Under the rapid development of the Internet, 

the network community is increasingly connected with people. How will 

this affect us? Alan Skalaski's solo exhibition, "Footsteps recall staying 

for take away" features a series of works during the residency, including 

paintings, videos, installations, etc., expressing his experiences and feelings 

in Chongqing. The artist Descriptions this feeling into a landscape through 

imagery, and uses social media to interpret Chongqing more deeply, to find 

the interaction between social media and people in the community, and to 

feel the relationship between people.

From the perspective of China's developmental stage, the development 

of Chongqing has its own unique qualities. Artists explore interpersonal 

relationships by going deep into the chaotic but abundant mixture of urban 

and rural sites. The high buildings in the multi-layer urban space grow 

wildly like the plants below. The mixed panorama of group life is a feeling of 

human body in the magic city, which is typical of China.
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ږ˟ڢЭ௯ࡇ˦ܹᏰḰࠚḰᓰిˆܚፚனәឮͤږ˟ڢ

ӷکӥబЮ۪ྺᓬᄒ᧠ऄḰᤐሠఈᝂࣤᄒьѬ௯᭖୶ᄒǕܹ

னәˉఽڠனәᦘվဠѫຑ̅ǔьቒ͇ԫၿృǕᓰిࠚႁෆឮˉˈ

ᄒ̩̜฿Ḱᤐ௯ܹᏰᤑТᬓၿဟࡘ࠳ܚˉၿसᄒԮ

ऌǕ

ᓰిࠚᤑТ࠽ӥ˟ḰͼᰖᇳᏎᄒඩḰˈࡅភᤑТং֟ፋ

ԓࣤፔ̽ᄒਞፋᰖ˟Ḱ࠳੦ྵ̩̋ڒ֏۳֟ڬڢЪጏᤑᛩڗЀә

္ܳǕᤐ̗ڗЀЮమॏ֟ͅဠڬਞḰᓰిࠚᤊႁܦႏᄒፓႏឮ

ፏՔ᧠ऄᄒکڢᤑᛩ˜̩ҁǕ̸ᇳ͠ఽͼᝐगᅂḰᝅᝈኈՊ

᧟Ӓૂ᧠ऄྺ᠗۪֟੦ᘜխᄒၿృǕᤐሠͼᰖ֟ᝅᝈᘜխᅔᓰి

Ԩˉᤇሶ˰˟Ճ͇ᤑᛩនᆒǕڢᄒឮᎌᆒጏፚḰᝂ͝ࠚ

ÿÿ͒࠽ᭉ

In the context of traditional Chinese culture, artists serve as outsiders 

in Chongqing, the most characteristic city in the southwest of China. They 

are truly shocked by its landscape in which foreign and local culture present 

a conflict and vitality in the creation. The artists talk to different people in 

their not so fluent Chinese. It responds to the habitation and lifestyle after 

an outsider comes to a strange place.

The artist enters the community and presents the atmosphere of 

the community as a landscape. They constantly try to enter the feelings 

of memory and experiences, and image the relationship between the field 

and the surrounding people. From the perspective of artistic ontology, 

these images are contemporary and lively. The artist uses the language of 

painting to combine local and personal experiences in Chongqing. From the 

perspective of social ontology, this kind of experience and vision contains the 

artist's language coding system, and the audience can decode it during the 

participation process.

——Xiaoyu Ren
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ÿÿᮇڗᓱీࠛ -FF�,ZFPOHIFF ࡢֿ΄̪˝

Residency Exhibition by  Korean artist Lee Kyeonghee

ᓱీࠛ"SUJTU

-FF�,ZFPOHIFFḞᮇڗ ]�,3ḟ

ኟ̪ࡢ$VSBUPS

ఫᤶ5V�;FOH

ᛪኟ̪ࡢ&YFDVUJWF�$VSBUPS

Շᔏᴘ�3VJRJ�4IJ

๛ચឃᝩ1PTUFS�%FTJHO
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Deep Green Side, We Are
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_ ⥀䍚㦬㣑䁵 _
ᎎ௯ -FF

ᅔబ݀ᄒḰ௯᭯࠳ˏ႕ᬓၿḰߺʿᄸڢߣḰ·ดࠈʿၿ

ˈḿᅔబຏᄒৄਆḰ௯̩᭯̽࠳ᬓၿḰᄓյյ֮֮Ḱ·ดࠈˈ

ᜑḿᤐˏ႕Ḱ֟੦మ̩̽Ḱҳ˅ᒵḰࡋ௯ʿၿǕ

ˏ႕ڢߣḰΖ·ਞԲḰँࣅॺḰܻ࠾ḰՃगᢾḿ

̩̽յ֮ḰΖ·ྈৡḰᔲԉᔲሗḰྞḰՃॿḿ

ᒵమᢾॿḰਞԲḰྈৡḰܻྞ࠾Ḱࡋ௯ʿၿǕ

ݨ -FF ੦឵Ḱ̩ዥ෭మ̬ˮ݀ˈḰԉΖឮᄹᬮḰॣ൭݀ഘ

˿ᄏ࠳ڢਏ̬ˮǕ-FF ֟͋ᬮᅔ˘ࡗឮḰᮆឮ֟ᔶឮḰ

͋ᄒ෬ᤸదܻ᭭ᄸᝈǕ-FF ᄒႏᝂ͝ดࠈˈḰ͋ߺᛳᤂ̈ݥџ

˜భḰˉᬓၿˏ႕ˉᬓၿ̩͋ʿᡙၿᄒॿܚḰ࠳ᝂ͝Ᏻѿ

௯Իʿ˜ᬓၿˏ႕ǕͶݨ -FF ੦឵Ḱ̩ዥ෭మ̬ˮ݀ˈḰԉΖឮ

ᄹᬮḰॣ൭ऌឧ݀ᒹᄏ࠳ڢਏ̬ˮǕ

᭭ᄸᝈḰႏ᭯ΖਞԲąąঔਭᆉᣘ᧠

ᎉకమௌ̅ईతᄸीाᡙᗈ

னᄏឨႝᆩቩஒஎܣᓬશࣄຕๅᛩ

൫ᤞ႙रၿ༬ئৗ৻ৄนթቿ

ฒᝈᤢοळ൭ॣ̩మௌ̌ʿ

ᳶąą௯ᄒḰ᭒ܻʿ͠Ḱлܻʿ͠ḰࡋྈৡᡙḰлˬʿ͠Ḱʿ

ѵࡋᄏ̈Ǖ

ʿ͠Ḱ˘ᄹᝁḰঘᄹᝅḰ͠ॿḰʿቿḰబᬺঌǕ

ԾʿၿḰᅔబ݀ᄒঔ˵௯̬ˮṃ

ÿÿపᤵ

| Preface By The Executive Curator |
Fate is Lee

The biggest challenge in living is facing a strange world, which always 

exists, and you are destined to never understand it in your life. The deepest 

fear in living is facing strangers, which always be noisy, and you are destined 

to pretend to understand it. The world, and all the others, plus yourself, 

make up a lifetime.

The existence of the world makes you feel wide or narrow, more or 

less, you can save yourself; The noise of the others makes you feel close or 

alienated, more or less love or hate, you can understand yourself; The body 

and mind, feelings, familiarity, love and hate, make up a lifetime.

As Lee said, humans are not so different. Even if they are separated 

by language, they probably understand what each other is thinking. Lee 

and us are separated by two layers of language, Korean and English, and 

our communication depends more on intuition. The audience is destined to 

not understand Lee's paintings. These paintings express her mood of living 

with strange worlds and strangers for several months. For the audience, it is 

another strange world. But as Lee said, humans are not so different. Even if 

the languages are separated, each other should roughly understand what the 

other person is thinking.

Relying on intuition, the picture makes me feel…… fast, or slow, or 

long, or short, or light, or heavy, or urgent, or slow, or bright, or dark, or 

presence, or absence, or disorder, or sequence, or curving, or straight, or 

stretch, or relaxation, or rise, or fall , or text, or white, or detailed, or slightly, 

or broken, or stand, or put, or release, or ink, or color, or clumsy, or clever, 

or clear, or turbid, or move, or stop, or stack, or stay, or open, or closed, or 

birth, or death, or joy, or evil, or surprise, or fear, or fortune, or unfortune, or 

laugh, or cry, or comprehend, or confused, or believe, or abandon, or this, or 

that, or me, or people, or presence, or absence, or two, or one, or speech, or 

silence…... Yes, it needs to take a little more to get familiar with it, and after 

a while, everything will be understood.

We meet, see, understand each other and smile, that's the most 

unforgettable. Man has only one life. What is the greatest happiness of 

living?

——Tu Zeng
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_ 䐕㾱⥀䍚㦬㣑䁵 _
፷˰క᭯

ă෬ᤸĄ௯˜ᤇሶថළǕরᏮ � ᛳᤂ � Ꮺន � ္Ḱඐʿ൮

ᣉᆒḰᦘਛ֒ᅔಅሠሶग˅ᄒਛ˯ԳదḰਛ֒ᅔܻ݀৹юˆᄒο

Ꭽ݇Ǖឮ௯ࣂЮḰԊดࠈௌชᒺ̎ࠁᏇǕ˦ᮆ̩ږḰ-FF ˉ˟

ᣘᣘᜥᬌࡗʿݨࠉߺᄒඐ൛̜฿ᦘௌชᥠКዥͳᄒܵెᣉᆒǕ̩ږ

ᄒμᱭᒣḰᤱǔᣘᘡḰ˿Ζ̩Ǖ˟ᮆ˘ږඓᏳࡘḰͳమӪ

˕˂ᎋᐗጏḰԊޅፄ˰ඛԙǕ൛Ḱॏ -FF ͱѫ੬ᤉଔᒵ͇˦ᄒ

ਞᢾԲḰᇔҊᄒԊͳ˳Ծ௯ʿᄤԩʿᄤѐලǕ

Ͷᒸ࠾ḰͶ੦ࣼḰ͋ᦘ௯̩ዥǕ

ઓԊឮǔຕᬜږዢḰঌԊ੦మᬮलḰ˦̩ዥᄒ͋Ḱ

ҢሗʿѵᜊਏᄒЩͼ੦ᠺ̉ᄒᇳ͠ՙḰ̷ཱμ႙ᅔᄹͳᄒڢ

ਞᆄǕ

ձҷᝅᝈḰ۪ʿᇓӪ᧟ḰᏡᓬˈϨˈϔৰૐǕཱᏳЭᑈՙኒ

ᎼᄒḰ௯ᬂИ੬ˈԫᄒᬃफ़ḿձҷᆄᝈḰᬭӨ̎ИᱭܹᛳˆᄒḰ

௯క฿ҷᄒئֽ˵ǔ৴൜ሗՔǕ-FFପԱ۪˰፷˦˧࠶ГḰ

͇̩ᄒЩ৹ਞ˦зಱḰ౦ኛᡙႏ᭯Ᏻࠌںᄒү᧢Ǖ

൬ࣹݨЙh़ฯ͗ॼᄒರḾ

ă6T�BOE�UIFN�6T�BOE�UIFN

"OE�BGUFS�BMM�XFSF�POMZ�PSEJOBSZ�NFO�

&WFSZUIJOH�VOEFS�UIF�HSFFO�JT�JO�UVOF�Ą

፷˰క᭯ḰѴߝলཱ࿑൜ḿ̩˰క᭯Ḱ৹ਞௌ᎓̜៉Ǖ

ÿÿՆᔎᴗ

| Preface By The Executive Curator |
The Dark Side of the Green

"Communication" is a procedural term. Thinking-expressing-

translating-understanding, each step of transcoding means a change of 

meaning to some extent, which means that in most cases the information 

is missing. Language is a tool, but it is doomed to perfection. As a Korean, 

Lee cannot avoid this complicated transcoding every time he communicates 

with the Chinese. It is like a lightly wrapped plastic wrap, transparent, thin 

and suffocating. China and South Korea live next to each other, seemingly 

inextricably linked, but they are always close. Several times, when Lee 

reached out to greet the empathetic empathy, what he touched seemed only 

pots of cold water.

But at least and fortunately, we are all human.

Abandoning language, clearing nationality, forgetting all differences, 

we, all human beings, still retain similar perceptions after stripping away all 

the sociality conferred by the imagined community.

Start the vision, the mountain city is a thousand miles, the green 

color is unbiased and hung. However, behind it are the shadows that the 

sun can't reach; the consciousness that is activated and hidden under the 

bright appearance is the undercurrent of joy, sorrow, joy, sorrow and joy. Lee 

extracts the green of the mountain city as the dominant element, and uses 

the common emotions of the people as the core to build a moist and solid 

power of the picture.

As Pink Floyd sang:

“Us and them, Us and them,

And after all were only ordinary men.

Everything under the green is in tune.”

On the dark side of the green, all the elements are happy. And on the 

dark side of the man, the emotions are seamless.

——Ruiqi Shi
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ÿÿᓱీࠛढ़ఎཛྷᮌ˶ڳ΄ࣃ

Music Workshop by artist Zhiye Peng
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βᐈႄᄓܶॏ
The Return of Orpheus
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αᐇႃḬ0SQIFVTḭ௯Թࣗᒁሀស˟݂ᬂሀᬉฑᎵˉՆយݡሀ

ӽ҆ൟᇓ˰ߝḰ௯ࠥͤݑᓬख़ᄒᮋ˵ࠚǔយ̩֟ЗᆄǕᄹͤ̽ᄒ

Ꮗݴ၉൩ᑧΖᮖᆋཊ݈ǔලϐ฿ǔ̩ሀᬥǔᄐгဓᓊḰ௯͇࣪

࣪ᜊᅂᮋ˵ᄒәᢾǕᮋ˵Ն̸ԹࣗᒁͅԯታḰԓፋ˘Ӫ

ࣺḰͯᬬ္ǔ္ঘ֟ઇిᄒԯࡡḰࡡဠѫ়ͼ˅ᡝᡝܵెዽࠣ

ᄒԓሶḰ̞௯ன̸ǔтᏸᄒၿ̟स՜ࣂ˒әǔဠͅә

ԯࡡᤇሶ˟ʿౖᬭ͚ጻᄒΧ௵Ǖॏ̵ᄒ࣪ၿ˟Ḱ͋ܳ

ܳᜊॖॖᓬᓬᄒᮋ˵ӒڒḰᮋ˵̸෭మЀဠڢᤐರࠜᖕॲḰ˿

̸෭మЀဠڢᤐರ˦ऌఈཊ፸ᄒঔᯈ־ǕᏳᅆ൬ᄒᮋ˵ዽሀ௯

̬ˮṃᓰిࠚड़ཛភڈࠚ݀ࣤڗҊαᐇႃᄒԜཊḰᤐ˿௯࠳ăܵ

ॎϗĄᄒԻʿሠ׆ऌǕ

_ ⹅䔘Ⳝㆊャ _
өᰇ႙ᓰిࠚड़ཛᄒᮋ˵ࣂڲǚαᐇႃᄒܵॎǛḰ

௯ăᓰిᮋ˵Ąă˙ᐟᮋ˵Ąḭ឵کԹЯᮋ˵Ḭదіᇀ࠳ڢ

ᄒԓՆǔࠚ͇ԫᄹЪᄒۻᆱᮋ˵ᆄដႝแᄒఇԫǕڢ

ग์کᮓᅔᮋ˵ՆଖᤑᄒḰ̸ԓՆᤑ˟ጵጛᄒᮋ˵ဠ

᧟ḰઢѫʿౖЪ˳ᮋ˵˟ᄒፀፃसᄒጻጒÿÿᓴݖᄒॐ

ˉᛳᤂḰΖ߮ֈ҂൮̈ᓴݖᄒԜ္ḰᤑᏳܻ̈ܮᦒᮋ˵˟ܻࡗ

൛ࣻᛩᏳፚʿᄒሤࠣǕᤏᝨѻପΡʿ̗ክӵᄒᓴᝳݖጿḰΖ߮ֈᑧ

̑ᄹӱḰЩࠁʿ̗ܻࡗ൛ᓴݖᄒݖǕ˦ࣂڲᄒ়ፏḰ

ड़ཛچˉ࠺ͷ२߮ࠈֈՔḰ᯳̽ҁᄒ˦̩ܮˉ .*%* Ᏻ

ᄒ־ǚዪԐ **ǛǕ

_ ⹅䔘Ⳝ⭥㡑㜄㯝㋝ _
˦࣪ᝃᓰిዥ˰ʿḰᮋ˵ͳ˳֟݀ࠚᄒ࣪ၿፏՔॲྺ

҇ጓࠣǕڢͼǔ̶ᓰిບԯࡡḰ፴Քᤲ̶ບ˦ᓰి

႕௵߮ᄒॏˆḰܮᮋᄒГ൬ᜊదܻᄒॏͅᓰిࠚమਛដکᤊႁǕ

Ͷॏ͋៉ᮋ˵ᄒϓḰ͋ࠌᬍ៉ڢ̬ˮṃదܻᄒϓᮋ˵

̱̱௯ʿ˜ٰࠜḰᜑТᄒ௯ᮋ˵ఽͼ͇ܹᄒഘঘǔরਏᏰʿ̗ద

ማ̩әᄒᛳᤂḰᏳ൝ᠾ֟៉ᮋ˵˿।।Ծ௯Ϣϐᤐ˜ٰࠜḰԱႁ

Orpheus is the son of the sun god Apollo and the epic goddess 

Calliobi in ancient Greek mythology. He is a legendary musician, poet, and 

prophet. According to legend, his beautiful piano songs can make a stone 

nod. Western music history began in the ancient Greek era and has gone 

through more than two thousand years. With the development of theory, 

philosophy, and technology, it has shown an overall increasingly complex 

and sophisticated process. Civilization has moved from hunting and farming 

to industrialization, and a hidden branch line appears in the modern 

development process. In modern times, we are surrounded by all kinds of 

music everywhere. Music has never been as easy to get as it is now. What is 

the musical spirit? The artist Peng Zhiye tries to take everyone back to the 

origin of Orpheus, which is also a response to the "REVIVAL Initiative."

|Workshop Introduction|
The music workshop "The Return of Orpheus" by Dimensions Art 

Center artist-in-residence Peng Zhiye aims to understand the history, 

masterpieces, and related foundations of Western classical music (more 

precisely, "music artistry" or "serious music"). The knowledge of music is 

slightly popularized. While advancing along with the history of Western 

music in an extremely condensed manner, from the numerous musical 

phenomena in the historical evolution, a clue about the organization of 

time in music is extracted-the recording and expression of rhythm, so that 

students have a preliminary understanding of the principle of rhythm. And 

then understand the secret of multi-level parallel and unified in multi-voice 

music. It is also planned to provide some simple rhythm training so that 

students can collaborate to complete some multi-level rhythm performances. 

As a conclusion of the workshop, Peng Zhiye will work with four pending 

students to premiere his newly created work "Pellet Factory II" for Vocal and 

MIDI.

|The Intention of the workshop|
As one of the conventional art categories, music seems to be very 

closely integrated with everyone's daily life. With the gradual development 

of new media and cross-media art, and integrated media has gradually 

become a prominent scholar in the art world, the element of sound is being 

used consciously by more contemporary artists. But when we talk about 

music, what are we talking about? Music is often just a container, which 
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᧟᭯ᄒзࠜǕᤐཱ֟ڕᮋ˵ఽᢾᄒரࡣమЪÿÿܮᮋఽᢾ௯ᅂ

ˈᝁୟˈᅔᄒḰᏳˍᤸ࣪Ծమʿ˜ᆉఏᄒၿ֙֏సḰԯܮ˰ՙࡋ

᤺̈ௌชμߣǕԻܹϡॲดਛᄒԜ̎ڢڊॐᮋઇిᄹॏԯᤂྈᄒ

̵݁Ḱᄸଔ͇ॐᮋ̶᠗˦ᣚͼᄒࣂชḰΖăҁĄᮋ˵Գ̈

ˈՃ឵ԩˈঁ឵ᄒࣂईǕ

ᏳԻʿ᭯Ḱ࣪࣪ծҊᢾᤀᄒరԬᛳᇰਏծԊԩăծˈĄጮ

ᮋ˵Ḭ˧௯ԹЯᮋ˵ḭḰ͆ਛដҊ̩Ꮞ˟ᤏమ̈ԹЯᮋ˵ᄒ

᭒සǕ࣪ᥓḰăभኛ௯ўڕᄒᮋ˵ĄḰԮᤇཱ̞Ḱăᮋ˵௯฿

ҷᄒभኛĄǕᤐ឵ᮋ˵௯మЭ္ᝨኳ֟ፏ౦ፀፃᄒḰ᭬ࣻࠏͼ

ᝐगᄒʿ̗রਏ֟ᛳᤂՃ͇ԫǕ൬ݨ൝ᠾʿڬ೪့ඓᡇḰ·᭒

̈ඓᡇᝃѿၽ̦ᢾԨˉᤇ೪့ຬḰ੮ᑧᤑТඓᡇᄒදڒḰ

ᡳᡳԥǕᮋ˵˿௯మЭکԾᑧᅂᅔџ˜ᅔ݈ᄭᄒ̩॰ཱࡋཱˈ

ຬᝃѿᄒḰᤐࡋ௯ᮋ˵ᄒᆄដ֟ᝳጿǕ੦͇൭൛ࣂڲ˿ࣗశϖ

ᅔᮋ˵ՆᤐౖጻጒḰ՜ԨˉᏰఇԫ൝ᠾጮᮋ˵ḬԹЯᮋ˵˙

ᐟᮋ˵ḭ੦᭒ᄒۻᆱᆄដǕమᏇిዥˌ˒ᑈఈᄒԨˉᏰḰ˿

Ճ͇ᮋ˵Ն࠳ऌᏇిՆᄒᄹऌసϪమᡢᄒി՜ඓᣟǕ

ᮋ˵͇ܮᮋ˦ۻఽரḰᏳܮᮋᄒվဠమᡃ̎ᄒࡡरḰ੦

͇ᮋ˵௯ᄒᓰిǕᤐ˜ăĄࣻˈ௯ԓՆਛ˯˅ᄒḰᏳ

௯̦͋ڢڢࠌࠌԓᄒǕͶˈ̎࣪ၿ˟ႁᨇᛳग᧢ᄒ

Ḱᮋ˵ᄒమЭᒵᢾᄒăґगĄǕڢ൭ґग˅վဠᄒᆉႨࠣ

ˈʿᄒܮᮋḰࡋ௯੦៓ᄒăᓴݖĄḰమᡃ̎ፚʿᄒᓴۻݖᆱḰܻࡗ

൛ᄒᮋ׆੮ᑧݨभኛፏ౦ʿರዽᇀֳکՔ˦ͼǕᄒᓰిᮋ˵Ḱ

̸బरޅᄒӵܮᦒ७ḰԯࡡҊՙᡝᡝܵెዽࠣᄒፃͼፏ౦Ḱ

Э˟ᓴݖᄒ္֟ࠌᢃḰ˿ݨʿ˜̸रޅᄒ߮ተḰᤲບርጕᡙ

ፋᰖ֟ᆄដǕ̎௯ࣂڲ˿ᝨѻ̸ᮋ˵Ն˟ઢѫʿౖЪ̎ᓴݖᄒ

ॐˉᛳᤂᄒጻǕద᧠ᄒ௯Ḱᤐ˿௯ࣂڲᄒ߮ֈՃ͇̦ᢾԨˉ

ᄒᦒѴḰࣗశᑧᤸᤇᣟۻᆱᄒᓴᝳݖጿḰᝰ߮ֈᑧՔݖʿ̗ܻ

ᄒঔ˵ǕݖፃͼḰͼ֟͠Ѵ̢Ԩˉᮋ˵Քݖ൛ᄒᓴࡗ

ÿÿड़ཛ

contains concepts, thoughts, or some more personal expressions other than 

the music itself. Appreciating and talking about music is often just dumping 

this container and using the content inside. This is undoubtedly related 

to the material properties of the music itself-the sound itself is invisible 

and intangible, and usually only has a short life cycle. After the sound is 

produced, it disappears and cannot be preserved. Another important reason 

is that today when the recording technology is quite developed and mature, 

the working method of directly using the recording medium as the carrier 

has made "creating" music a needless process.

On the other hand, I often hear friends around me express that they 

want to listen but "do not understand" music (mainly classical music), 

which makes me realize that there is still a need to promote classical music. 

As the saying goes, "Architecture is frozen music," and vice versa, "Music 

is flowing architecture." This shows that music has its rational calculation 

and structural organization, and some ideas and expressions from the 

perspective of the object cannot be touched. Just like to appreciate a baseball 

game, you need to understand the rules of the game or even participate in 

a baseball game to understand the game. Otherwise, you can only see a few 

people wearing helmets running around. Music also has its own rules. This 

is the knowledge and training of music. Therefore, this workshop also hopes 

to use Western music history to popularize the basic knowledge needed 

to appreciate music (classical music or serious music) to the participants. 

Simultaneously, participants with a professional background in art can also 

make an interesting horizontal comparison with the corresponding period of 

music history and art history.

Music uses sound as the primary material, and the presentation of 

sound depends on on-time development, so music is the art of the time. This 

"time" is not time in the historical sense, but the time that we experience. 

But unlike the time measured by clocks in daily life, the time of music has 

its own "scale." The sound of varying length and density presented on this 

scale is the so-called "rhythm." Relying on a unified rhythm basis, multi-level 

sound can be precisely integrated into a whole, like a building structure. 

Western art music has developed from a single-voice melody at the very 

beginning to a more and more complex and sophisticated texture structure. 

The theory and practice of rhythm are like a schoolchild from scratch, 

gradually accumulating experience and knowledge. So the workshop also 

hopes to extract a branch line about rhythm recording and expression from 

the history of music. More importantly, this is also part of the workshop that 

students can participate in. It is hoped that through basic rhythm training, 

students can cooperate to play some multi-level rhythms and experience and 

share the joy of participating in a music piece.

——Peng Zhiye
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& Community Aesthetic Education

ങᤡ
Introduction4 - 4 - 1-

���� ࣺḰөᓰి˟ॿԲ᧠ऄ˽ᴥہӥᳯۆ᛬ᥓұᥡីḰ

˦ᳯۆᇳӥࡘටପΡᏇᐺఱҴǕөҁᆙࣹՄ � ˦ԨˉḰڲࣂࠚ

ᳯۆᥳႋᢁǔ຺ࠚשǔڬኖᇳӥପΡ̈ �� ටᏇᐺឿሶǕࡘڬ

ҁᆙڲࣂˉХᄦፀፃසᒸᇳࣂՔḰЩគᝨࠁ̈ӷӥ

ᔑᢁᇳӥ � ˒ᏇбḰˠࠥࠎටᄒࡘටᏇᐺឿሶǕ͇ᇳӥପ᰼ࡘڬ

ၿḰ˦னҁ̟˒ԯࡡጒᄒՃᑧ˦ѫԯཊḰᓰిࣖ࠶ࠚಲ

፦ӯࣺᄒҷ˟Ḱஜˉ߮ḰڢᆱලࣹḰԜҁគᝨឿሶḰۻටᄒࡘ૾

ឿሶ̟־˄᭯ᦘమ੦எᖕḰబ᧠ᄒ௯Ḱࡘටඐ൛ڢᆉఏᄒឿሶ

˟ḰᇀࠌਞᝈҊᢾॿਘ৭Ḱᤐ˿ፔଇឿᓰిࠚ४ຏᄒҷḰ˦ᓰి

ට˰भቩᡙʿሠຏТ෬ᤸᄒՃᑧǕࡘ֟ࠚ

ᄹᣟ̎ˌ˒ᄒ߮ᬛसᓰిஜᐺḰᇳ͠Ꮗᐺᄒဠڬ˟ḰԲҌ̎Ւ

ሠဠౖ͐ࠌḰԯࡡᣟ˦ᓫᬺǕݨᇳӥፋᠨˈᡤḰ࠶ᒹᮒᄴफ፦ˈᡤḿ

ҷࠌᏇᑧүପ᰼Ꭽ˴ဠࠎ̎࠳ᜊҷḰ࠳ටᄒ᭒සˈᇀḰԨˉᄹࡘ

үḿᎭ˴Юܴஜ߮ᑧүᄒࣖᠳኖǕᤐ̗ᮭ̘२ՒڢХЩᏇᐺࠌ

ᢃ˟эǕ

ᘈГۺЗၿږ˟ڢဠͅә˰҂ପѫḰ͇ᏇᐺͅࠅஜḰձԯږට

ටǕ̩ږ̵ݨᄒྵ᠗ၿලࣹᄹᣟᄐࣺ˰Қ݀ପ᰼ḰᏳ̩ږ

ᄒࠎᏇᑧүḰ̷మܻܡ࠾ḰԮᏳྵڢൠി฿ᄒˏ႕˟Ḱዽሀద

ҳᙇḰᎭ˴ੴǕө˦ʿࠚᓰిዥᄒᇳ͠ХᄦፀፃḰࡘ̎࠳

ටᏇᐺమᅔˈՃڈᥠᄒᇳ͠᠒͒ǕҁᆙࣹՄڢᇳӥरࡡᄒࡘටᏇᐺ

ឿሶḰरձ̈өຏगԨˉᇳ͠ᏇᐺᄒഽसࠌᢃǕ

In 2019, Dimensions Art Center was invited by the Huangjueping Sub-

district Office of Jiulongpo District, Chongqing City, to launch aesthetic 

education to the Huangjueping community residents. Five workshops on the 

Dimensions Art Center Innovation and Research Platform participated and 

provided 15 residents' aesthetic education courses for Huangjueping Youdian 

Street, Tangjiawan, Xinshichang, and other communities. Simultaneously, 

the Innovation Workshop and the charity organization Seeking to cooperate 

with social workers, jointly designed and completed 3 residents' aesthetic 

education courses in Lihua Road Community, Nan'an District. They are 

taking the community to improve the residents' aesthetic quality, enrich 

their lives, and explore new possibilities for developing the creative industry. 

The artist tutors designed initially courses based on the residents' needs. In 

the activities that lasted for six months, teaching and learning, curriculum 

products There are gains in three aspects. The most important thing is 

that the residents feel physically and mentally happy every time they take a 

short course. This also touches the artist deeply and establishes an in-depth 

communication between the artist and the residents. 

Compared with professional academic art education, social, aesthetic 

education is subject to various realistic conditions and development. For 

example, insufficient community funding leads to short project continuity. 

Their participation is relatively passive, and they lack the real motivation 

to improve their aesthetic; they lack tutors with teaching abilities. These 

problems urgently need to be resolved by all parties in the practice of public 

aesthetic education.

At the beginning of China's modernization, Mr. Cai Yuanpei proposed 

to replace religion with aesthetic education and inspire people. Nowadays, 

the Chinese people's material standard of life has been dramatically improved 

compared to a century ago, and the Chinese people's aesthetic ability has 

not increased much. On the contrary, in the materialistic world, the spirit 

is more empty. As an art and social welfare organization, Dimensions Art 

Center has an unavoidable social responsibility for residents' aesthetic 

education. The residents' aesthetic education courses carried out by the 

Chuangyan platform in the community opened the practice of Dimensions 

Art Center's deep participation in social, aesthetic education.

����ˍᮮࠍᢄ�1SPKFDU�CBTFE�1SBDUJDF
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ᮓᄵиࠝ
Projects Content4 - 4 - 2-

䊧㯣㬷䔘
ᇳӥڬǔ຺ࠚשᥳႋᢁǔۆᳯڢ੬ˉөՔḰ࠴̐

र̈ࡡґྨႏǔ੬ᮻᨫǔӎҌǔࠕ༭Ҍኖˠࠥᄒ੬ࣂឿሶǕ

ࡘ˦᠗ரᄒຏТᆙቋḰ࠳̎ۻᨊḰۺీࠚᓰిܐ੬ᄒᭇ࠴̐

ටគᝨ̎ԨˉԩЕͼᰖ˵ᡢᄒᓰ੬ࣂឿḰՒࣺᴜඈࡘටԨˉ

ཟ৹४ᦘᯘǕࣺᴜᣟ݀ᄒࡘටమ �� Ԩˉឿሶ˿ˌॿڢḰܻ

ᒹঋḰᏇᐺ੬ࣂឿ४మ҆̎Ꮽࣺ̩ᄒᢾॿϬझǕ

㡃㦶㳍㦜㦟㩌⹅䔘㬳
ಇˉөՔḰڢᥳႋᢁḰᔑᢁᇳӥḰर̈ࡡᗸಈڌ੩ǔ

੯ಈǔ᚛ಈ˽ᴥӯڗکᜑᯗႏኖឿሶḰគᝨࣖ֟ߝಲ૾Ԩˉ

ᇳӥࡘටᄒᑧү֟ᇳӥ੦کڢӥᄒ۳ྺکཊḰគᝨ̈మᡢԩ̎

ᄒᕡಈͼᰖឿḰྺ҇Բݡࡘට൜ᤉǕమ̗ࡘට˅ࠁឿՙḰࣗ

శ࠺ᕡಈͼᰖឿሶ᧟ᄒಈ־ԯࡡࠚङ־̟ڲḰܹ࠳ᩡ״Ḱᤐ

௯ʿ˜ϡॲᏮᙅᄒࡘටлࡋ˒ጒ՜Ǖ

The Cloud Wood Art Handmade
In cooperation with Dimensions Art Center, The Cloud Wood Arti 

Handmade has carried out woodcut engraving, hand-made wind chimes, 

wooden spoon making, palace lantern making, and other rich manual courses 

in Huangjueping Youdian Street, Tangjiawan, and Xinshichang Community. 

The sculpture artist Zhu Peigang from The Cloud Wood Arti, based on in-

depth research on wood materials, designed easy-to-participate and fun-

filled woodwork classes for residents. Residents of all ages are enthusiastic 

about participating. The older residents are in their 70s, and they are also 

dedicated when participating in the courses. Aesthetic education classes are 

very beneficial to the physical and mental health of the elderly.

Seven Days Natural Dyeing Studio
Qiri cooperated with Dimensions Art Center to carry out workshops 

such as blue-dyed group fan, tie-dye square scarf, and batik decoration 

painting of the Jiulong Peninsula map in the Youdian and Lihua Road 

communities. The designer Zihe designed an exciting and easy-to-operate 

experience course based on participating community residents' abilities and 

the area's characteristics where the community is located, which is very 

popular among female residents. After the workshop, some residents hope 

to develop the dyed products in the grass and wood dyeing experience course 

into products and sell them. This is an exciting result worth considering for 

residents' reemployment.

΄੭࠵̑ � ಈི݂ಉᓭࠒ΄ࣃ�ᇴӦᏈᐻ
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䐋㭊䁈㲤䄶㭖ㅭ䈞⹅䔘㬳
ᆄ̂߮۾ˉөՔḰڢᥳႋᢁᇳӥḰर̈ࡡઑጶ̦৹ᇿሑጢ

Ӓǔҥጶቜᔑǔख़ณᜑᯗႏኖឿሶḰԨˉࡘටమ࠽రԬḰ˿మ˟Ꮽ

ࣺ̩Ḱᓰిࣖ࠶ࠚीᴥಲ૾ˈࣺᴜ߮ֈᄒྺཊគᝨᤨՔᄒឿሶḰ

ឿ۾ඩද४ᡬḰ࠽రԬࣗశᑧܽ፦˅Ꮗᐺ੬ࣂឿǕʿ̗ࡘටڢ

Ԩˉᤇሶ˟Ḱҷ੬ᑧү४ॊḰԯဠ̈ᒵᄒᓰి݁ᠺḰ˿௯ԨˉᏇ

ᐺҷᄒʿ͓৻ئǕ

䈐⧱㗡䈞⹅䔘㬳
ឮઆᏇᐺˉөՔḰڢᥳႋᢁᇳӥḰर̈ࡡˑའፓႏឿሶǕ

ଇឿஜࣖᬐ̐ౣ͇ࡘටᢾᤀᄒ̩ྵ֟ᳯۆᮻఈ˦Ԝ۔Ḱគᝨፓႏ

˧ᮭḰᝰࡘටፓҌᒵྈৡᄒॖḰᤐሠଔکඩᄒᓰిॖसḰॲҊ

ѴḰࣄፓႏᄒ൮ᰩǔઇ࠺ට४݀ᝫǕᏭࣖ˦ᬔឿሶᬺगḰࡘ

Ζࡘටບᤑसᝳጿପ᰼Ḱ፦џ۾ឿՙḰࡘටᄒᝂࠫǔҷ੬ᑧүᦘ

మ੦ᤑ൮Ǖ

Zhishu Art Education Studio
Zhishu cooperated with Dimensions Art Center to carry out origami 

family blessing red envelopes, paper-cut window grilles, color clay decorative 

painting courses in the Youdian street community. Residents included 

children, middle-aged, and the elderly. The tutor Zhang Long is based on the 

characteristics of students of different ages to design suitable courses. The 

workshop atmosphere is very active, and the children hope to continue to 

attend the aesthetic education workshop in the future. In participation, some 

residents have strong hands-on ability and discovered their artistic talents, 

which is also a surprise for participating in aesthetic education activities.

Yucheng Aesthetic Education Studio
Yucheng Aesthetic Education Studio cooperated with Dimensions 

Art Center to develop an acrylic painting workshop in the Youdian street 

community. The tutor Chen The Cloud Wood Artong used the characters 

around the residents and the scenery of Huangjueping as prototypes to 

design painting themes to allow residents to draw familiar images. Residents 

have widely recognized this grounded art form. To reduce the course's 

difficulty, the tutor decomposed the steps and skills of drawing, so that the 

residents gradually improved their skills. After a few lessons, the residents' 

observation and skills have improved.

ᆅ̃߯ۿ � ឯઇᏈᐻ�ᇴӦᏈᐻ
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1221䑊⡇䅙㡘⹅䔘㬳
ឮઆᏇᐺˉөՔḰڢᥳႋᢁᇳӥḰर̈ࡡ᯳ᯗҌͼᰖឿ

ሶǕေࠋគᝨࣖᬐ႒Ḱಲ૾ᇳӥឿሶྺཊḰુ͑ॲǔክ

ίᄒ᯳ᯗரḰ͇ᳯۆᎲጢఈཊ˦ГḰគᝨ̈ăᳯۆབྷڑᐇ

ဟĄǔă̜ᤸᕘ᯦ᑤ᧳Ąă᧠ऄӷቫቫྩᨍӛ੶ĄኖឿሶḰࡘටᅂ

ҊᒵᢾᤀྈৡᄒఈཊԳ᯳ᯗڢᢾ˅Ḱ᭬࣪൝ئǕమᄒᬉޒᄸ

ଔ࠺ᒵڢឿ۾˅ϪݦᄒབྷڑᐇဟᅔѫḰԯరԬࡡڜᇰḰԩᏇ

ԩమࡋਞǕᇳӥᏇᐺឿ̸ࡘටᄒЫᡢǔЪดཊǔᑧүѫԯḰ˿

ᑧઅҊᓰి֟ට͝˰ᄒᤔଔೌೕǕ

NOON Jewelry Silverware Studio
Yucheng Aesthetic Education cooperated with Dimensions Art Center 

to carry out jewelry making courses in the Youdian street community. 

Jewelry designer Chen Chang, based on the characteristics of the community 

courses, chose low-cost, easy-to-obtain, and easy-to-operate jewelry 

materials and designed the "Huangjueping Chimney Earrings", "Traffic Tea 

House Brooch," and "Chongqing South Railway Station" using Huangjueping 

Internet popular attractions as elements. Residents were happy to see the 

familiar sights around them turned into jewelry on their bodies. Some old 

ladies wear the chimney earrings they made in class and send them out to 

their friends. Community Aesthetic Education classes start from residents' 

interests, concerns, and abilities, and it may be able to find a bridge between 

art and the public.

�ᇴӦᏈᐻٱᩙࠌဲ/00/
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Art and Education - Sichuan Fine Arts Institution

ঽᤡ
Overview4 - 5 - 1-
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���� ࣺ˟ḰࢾچᏇి߮ᬛପѫУ᭯ఽሡ˜әஜ߮ஐ᭱ᝨ

ѻÿÿྺᓬࣂࠑᝨѻऌᤊᏳၿḰ˦ఽᮒஜ߮ஐ᭱ᝨѻᄒ᧠ፀ

ᦒѴḰపᤵͼྺᓬࣂࠑᝨѻ࠳᭯ڢᄒͅឮܚḰ̎ۻ

۳Ḱᤑᛩᓰిᆙቋǔҁǔஜڬၿᄒ᧠کڢᄒरஒᇳ͠˦ᓰిږ˟

ᐺᄒᣉࠌˉ۔ᰖǕ

���� ࣺḰࢾچᏇి߮ᬛࠌᰖᓰి߮ᬛरគăᓰిˉᇳ͠Ąˌ˒

ஜᆙࠑḰᤐ௯፡ࢾچᏇి߮ᬛ˜әྺᓬࣂࠑᝨѻՙḰ൬स࠺Ꮗ

ܚॏͅᇳ͠˦ឮږ˟ᰖᓰి߮ሡᄒఽሡஜᐺ՜ऻᮟᤑТ͇ࠌ߮ి

ᄒУˌ˒ဠڬǕ

͇˅˘˜̋͐Ḱ௯˟ږᇳ͠ͅឮܚˆḰᓰి᰼ኖஜᐺ੦

᭯ˢᄒ݀ࣅͅԳᤃफ़Ḱݨͽ࠺ᓰిஜᐺˉᇳ͠ၿট̜ᛀḰሗर

ྭܑˉᄏᄬߝᄒᓆᤨӥḰᓰిၿটݨͽᅆ൬੯ಲ̎˟ږᄒᇳ͠ၿ

টṃө˦ʿ͇ࠚᓰిࠅ˦کڢᄒටұ᭬͕˒ᇳ͠ፀፃḰ˿ڢ

᰼ಫஜᐺˉᇳ͠ဠڬບບ࠵અҊᒵᄒͷᎾḰ˦̌Ᏸᄒጹࣤ֟

ೌೕǕ

ࣂᢃࠌᏇి߮ᬛ˦ͅᛳᄒ᰼ಫᓰిஜᐺࢾچөҸү͇˦ˆݨ

ᄒᛳဠḾ

In mid-2015, Sichuan Fine Arts Institute proposed a comprehensive 

undergraduate personalized teaching reform plan—the specialized studio 

project came into being. As an essential part of this teaching reform plan, 

the Zengtu Cross Media Studio aims to face the new context of the times, 

based on China's open society as a field for the rebirth of art, conducts the 

transformation and experimentation of art research, creation, and education.

In 2016, the School of Experimental Art of Sichuan Fine Arts Institute 

opened the "Art and Society" professional teaching and research section. 

This is to formally lead the undergraduate education of the experimental 

art subject of fine arts into a new professional scene in the context of 

contemporary Chinese society following the specialized studio project of the 

Sichuan Fine Arts Institute. 

The above two events are the epitome of the significant changes that 

art education faces in the new era of Chinese society. How to integrate art 

education with society, leaving the comfort zone of ivory towers and white 

boxes of the gallery, and how art ecology truly takes root in China's social 

ecology? As a private non-corporate social organization with local art, 

Dimensions Art Center has gradually found its place between art education 

and society and becoming a link and bridge between the two.

The following is the support of Dimensions Art Center assisting the 

art education practice work of colleges and universities represented by the 

Sichuan Fine Arts Institute:
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�ǔ̩үˉˌ˒Ǖ

өᤸᤇˌᮭघǔˌ˒ࣂڲǔࠏᐘஜࣖଇឿኖसḰ࠺ᓰ

ిˉᇳ͠՜˅ᄒࠌᢃፋᰖḰѴ̢ፔ᰼ಫឿሶḿ

�ǔвᐔˉঋਥᏰͼጏǕ

ө˦మЫᡢᄒࢾᏇ߮ֈ˜̩֟ᮒᄴḬݨḾࢾچᏇి߮ᬛલࡁ

̩੮ဵḭପΡरஒसᄒᇳ͠ࠌᢃృ͠ḿ

�ǔᦩՔ᰼ಫᇳ͠ࠌᢃᮒᄴᗈک౦भஜ߮ࠌᢃکۻǕ

�ǔᓰిˉᇳ͠ᮒᄴ˦ࠌᢃᣚͼḰ߮ࡡሡभគ֟߮ֈࠌᢃǕ

1. Human Resource and professional support.

Dimensions Art Center shares experience in the direction of art and 

society to college courses through special lectures, professional workshops, 

and guest teachers' lectures;

2. Part-time and volunteer system.

Dimensions Art Center provides open social practice opportunities 

for individuals and projects (such as the Talent Project of Sichuan Fine Arts 

Institute).

3. Cooperate with college social practice projects to build a teaching 

practice base.

4. Art and society projects serve as practical carriers to expand 

discipline exploration and student practice.
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ఫᤶͽྻᓭ2 -5 - 4ࠒ΄ࣃ-
Cross Media Studio
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˦ࣂࠑᄒ˧ࠌᢃ՜Ḱ͇ቩ̩ಳǔᒵႈরਏǔͅዽሀǔ

ࣻЩၿ˦ʿѵጒ˰ޅፄǕࣂࣖ࠶ࠑ˦పᤵЗၿḰҸஜֈӒ

խḾीᎵܫݡޣǔᑓྒܫݡߝǔͽ̣Зၿǔी᭪ܫݡǕဠమө

ᒵࢾچᏇి߮ᬛఽሡᄒՒ˜ጏሡԫˌ˒ᄒࣂࠑֈǕ

ͼᓰిࣂࠑڢጒˉ౦भᓰి̶̎ǔ߮ሡǔ

ᮟ۳ᄒᆙቋǔҁǔஜᐺᄒชḰвᮗЭᓰి̶ǔᇳ͠ဠᄒ

ܻГˉЭఽͼǕࣂࠑֈᤸᤇፋԓՒሠЮྺᓬᄒǜᓰిˉ

ᇳ͠ǝဠ͇ڬርጕˠࠥᄒဠࠌڬᢃፋᰖǕ

Ǡǡ

ˉͼᓰిǝḰసֈͷ˦ǜࠈᢃࠌቩ҂సᄒࠑࣂ

ͼᄒጪ˧˦ࡡऄᄒͼᓰిԯ᧠ڢᏇి߮ᬛࢾچʿҁ͇̈ࣖ࠶
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ǜઆǝǜᣉǝǜՔǝǕႈᡙҊՔᄒᤇሶḰ௯ࣂࠑӒૂڢࣖ࠶зᄒ

Уֈ˦ʿ˜Щͼঁ͠ࠈፋԓᄒᤇሶḰ˿௯ඐʿ˜ֈ࠳᭯ڢ

ᄒ੦ࠑࣂͼᓰి߮̀˦˜ͼᦘ᭒ԓፋᄒˈᢾ͓ᬅඈǕ

మֈᄓᒵ߮ಫˈᄒጏሡˌ˒ǕḰڢി՜˅ॊោ̈ࣂ

ڬဠ࠳᭯ڢˍḰࣻ˟̶ӵʿڢᬕࡕˈࣻࠚ˦ᓰిڢֈࠑ

͠ґҷႁᅔЭ̽ˌ˒ᄒᆄដḿڢጳ՜˅Ḱֈ͠

ᡝ፭गḰҚ।ˈᄒᮟ۳ڈኝᓰిᄒᤥǕ

Ǡᓰిˉᇳ͠ǡ

൫ᒸ ���� ࣺḰࣂࠑસᒸኌЦͅֈḰࠌᢃጒᄒ˧

՜ᤲບᗈᑶڢǜᓰిˉᇳ͠ǝᄒ߮ి֙ᮭ˅Ḱᅔ᧠Ԯরॏͅᓰ

ిᄒՒሠဠḰࣻॊោᓰిܵॎᇳ͠ဠڬᄒঁˉঁཱǕࣂ

Cross Media Studio (CMS) of Sichuan Fine Arts Institute is one of the 

first studios established in the "Specialized Studio Project" Sichuan Fine 

Arts Institute. The studio takes "Art and Society" as its primary academic 

direction, with an independent personality, free-thinking, spirit of the times, 

and symbiosis are the end of all exploration. The studio instructor is Mr. Tu 

Zeng, and the teaching assistants include Ms. Luona Zhang, Ms. Yanzi Hu, 

Mr. Jing He, and Mrs. Jing Zhang. There are more than ten studio members 

from various departments and professions of the Sichuan Fine Arts Institute.

Cross Media Studio (CMS) aims to explore the methodology of cross-

media, cross-discipline, cross-field research, creation, and education, 

taking into account the diversity and ontology of its artistic media and 

social phenomena. The studio members accumulate a wealth of practical 

experience through various unique "art and society" practices.

[ Cross ]

When the studio was established, the studio's primary goal is to 

practice "new media art." The early members and mentors jointly created 

the documentary "The Future" that focused on Sichuan Fine Arts Institute's 

overall artistic contribution in Chongqing. The members were mostly new 

media artists. After changing the name to the "Cross Media Studio," with 

the continuous development of the studio itself, all members' direction has 

gradually included researchers, educators, artists, and social workers. These 

four directions Corresponding to the "Inspire," "Educate," "Transform," and 

"Connect" under the cross-media art research. Forming a community is a 

process that all studio members, including the mentor, must go through. 

It is also a different identity stage that each member needs to go through 

as an individual when facing cross-media art learning. All members of the 

studio come from various departments and majors of the school. On the one 

hand, Cross emphasizes that the studio members are not limited to a single 

medium when they are artists. They will always use diverse professional 

knowledge when facing the complicated situation of social practices; 

simultaneously, on the other hand, the members will cross boundaries and 

go to different fields to seek answers to the art.

[ Art and Society ]

As of 2019, the studio has recruited new members to the sixth 
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̟࠳ᢃช᭯ࠌǔ߮ሡǔᮟ۳ᄒ̶੦మֈሞᅔࠑ

ၿᓰిǔᏳᓰిԩܵ࠺ॎᄒ̗ᇳ͠ဠڬǕڢᤐರʿ˜፭गˠࠥǔ

ឮܻܚರᄒ֙ᮭ˰ˆḰࣂࠑֈᄒǜᢾ͓ܻರǝॲҊ̈݀ሶ

गᄒࡡဠǕǜᓰిˉᇳ͠ǝᄒ֙ᮭႈࣂࠑ֏సԨˉᄒܻ˜

ጻጏѽᮒᄴˉ᭬ᮒᄴసᄒֈ࠳ឧ֙ᮭᄒᒵ˧ጒЩͼဠǕ

ࡡ۔݀ˉǔԨࡡᓰిኞѻǔͼኞڬᢃз͇ࠜဠࠌᮒᄴసḰڢ

ᝇˉᓰిᓴᄒܻ˜ࣂ � ҁͷᎾፀḰʿᓒႈࣂྐྵࣖ࠶ࠑጻᠳ

ແୌभࠌᢃࣹՄǕ᭬ڢᮒᄴసḰࠌᢃзࠜႈࣂࠑቩᓰిᮒᄴ

ፀኞࡡǔࣂࠑᥡីҌࣂڲኖጒзࠜፀḰʿᓒႈ߮ֈᒵ˧

ኞѻࣻႊីᮒᄴࠌிǕ

Ǡکڢᄒဠڬǡ

ǝʿᄸڬǜᓰిˉᇳ͠ǝᄒ߮ి֙ᮭᤥᤇሶ˟Ḱǜဠ࠳ڢ

ᦘ௯ͼᓰిࣂࠑभቩᝯՃᑧᄒ᥇ᣬۻཊḰࣂࠑՒሠዥ

ᝇኞࡡᄒՒሠࠑࣂǕڬǔဠکڢᦘሗˈरࡣᢃᄒಲఽࠌ۔

ѻǔکڢҁᦘ͠ຏТҊဠڬ˰˟ḰڒፑဠࡡڬरᝯḰၿԯҁḰ

ˉဠڬఽᢾ̟ၿॊЪᐗǕࣻˍḰڈҊۻఽᄒဠڬ˰˟Ḱˈӵӵ௯

ᓰిࠚҚ।ᇳ͠ဠڬ˰˟ᄒᤐʿᛩ˦Ḱᤏᄒ௯ܵॎ̎˟ږᄒۻ

ఽဠڬǔͅᄒۻఽဠڬǔǜᓰిǝᄒۻఽဠڬǔ̩ᄒۻఽဠڬą

ᢃᄒఽ᠗ࠌәکڢࠑࣂͼᓰిఽ௯ʿሠ࿌টḰ˿௯ۻҊڈ

සǕॏۻఽᄒဠڬԯၿᣉԳḰߺ੦ͼဠѫᄒՒዥॖस˿ྐྵ࠺ʿԯᏳ

ҷУᢾḰݨͽᤱᤇᤐ̗ဠઊଯఽ᠗Ḱˈ࠳ǜઊଯఽ᠗ǝ

ᄒᤇሶᤑᛩԮরḰ௯ࣂࠑஜ߮ҷ᭬࣪௵ᗋᄒྺཊǕ

ÿÿͼྺᓬࣂࠑ����� ࣺ�னခፀ

generation. The main direction of practical exploration has gradually settled 

on the theoretical proposition of "Art and Society," focusing on reflecting on 

various contemporary art phenomena and emphasizing the return of art to 

Society. Necessity and inevitability, all studio members uphold the cross-

media, cross-discipline, and cross-field practical methodology to face the 

Society where art is made. Under such a proposition with rich dimensions 

and diverse contexts, the "identity diversity" has been demonstrated to a 

great extent. The request of "Art and Society" is embodied by the studio's 

periodic participation in multiple long-term projects and the independent 

exploration of the proposition by members of non-project periods. During 

the project period, the practice content comprises on-site art planning, 

overall curation, participation in large-scale exhibitions and art festivals, and 

multiple work & creative positions. Generally, the practice platform is built 

by studio instructors and resources. In the non-project period, the applicable 

content is composed of exploratory content such as the studio's independent 

art project team curation, the studio invitation-based workshop, and other 

experimental content. Generally, the students plan independently and apply 

for project implementation.

[ On-site ]

In the process of pursuing the theoretical propositions of "art and 

society," "On-site" has always been the logical basis for cross-media art 

studios to establish and explore possibilities. The fundamental attributes of 

various types of studio practices are inseparable from on-site courses. The 

studio's different exhibition planning and on-site creations will go deep into 

the Society and having a strong connection with the location itself. Moreover, 

returning to the introductory scene not only refers to the behavior of the 

artist to go to the social scene but also refers to the initial set returning to 

the primary setting of the times, the introductory scene of "art," returning 

to the basics is a state. It is also the essential requirement of the localized 

practice of Cross Media Studio. When the fundamental scene changes, the 

various forms it embodies will also affect the whole body. How to grasp the 

essence through these phenomena and, at the same time, always reflect on 

the process of "grasping the essence" is a significant feature of the studio. 

——Cross Media Studio, Document Group, 2019
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ᓰిఽᢾЮమ᭬Ҳ҆ḰᤐˉХᄦ̋˒ᄒಲఽᄴಞ௯ݗՔᄒǕ

Ͷڢဠͅᇳ߮͠ሡѴሡ̩֟͋ᄒ࣪ፋᰖ˟Ḱᓰి֟Хᄦ͑ڢϡឌ

සǔࣂชǔᇳ͠கᄦኖ᭯ᦘѴࡣˈᮟ۳Ǖө˦ʿ˜Ю

మᓰిˌ˒ᑈఈᄒ᭬ᄥ҆ᇳ͠ృ౦Ḱ̸Քชดк݁ᡙḰࡋвЮ

ᓰిˉХᄦᄒԭ᧠ࡣǕࠌڢᬍࣂ˟ᓰి֟Хᄦࣻ෭మጓ̜ࠣ̑

ᛀՔḰᤐፔ͋ᄒࣂࣤ४݀ḰͶ˿௯͋ॲ͇ڢᤐ᭯ԯ

үᄒݗృǕᓰిࠚઽమܻҁ੮ᑧḰՃ͇˦Хᄦᮟ۳ࣤᄒ

রᏮस֟ପӬэᮭᄒᑧүḰᓰి̎࠳ࠚᇳ͠Хᄦᄒ᠒͒֟ཟ

৹Ḱ˿᭒ᛳᤂվဠᄒसǕᝰᓰి֟ࠚХᄦ̩ܫӱḰ᭒౦भ

˟ࣹՄ֟ᄒࣂชḰᄴҚөڢᤐ᭯ፋጒࣺḰҁቩ

̈ܵՔ۔ᄒࣂช֟ڌḰ͇፦ᮒᄴᄒसभቩᡙՒሠᓰిˉ

Хᄦᄒ˟ೌೕḰࣻ௵ဠѫʿࠈᄒᇳ͠கǕ͋रݨ̈ࡡˆџ

᭯ᄒࠌᢃጒࣂḾʿ � ൽᬲ̩ܫᓰిᑧүԯࡡḿ̌ � Х

ᄦృ౦ፀፃरࡡᓰిҷḿ˄ � Хᄦృ౦னҁ̟˒ԯࡡḿچ � ˉ

ХᄦᇳࣂፀፃՔԨˉᇳᏎ᧠౦ԫᇳ͠ࡗۻ္Ǖ

Art itself is non-utilitarian, which is consistent with the fundamental 

goal of public welfare. But in the division of modern social disciplines and 

people's daily experience, art, and general interest belong to different fields 

in terms of value appeal, working methods, and social benefits. As a non-

profit social organization with a professional background in art, Dimensions 

Art Center has the dual attributes of art and public welfare from legal 

registration. In work, skill and public welfare are not near integrated, which 

brings significant challenges to our work, but it is also an opportunity to 

make efforts in this area. Artists have many talents, bringing new ways of 

thinking and improving public welfare's problem-solving ability.

Artists' responsibilities and enthusiasm for social welfare also need 

to be expressed in the way of presentation. It is necessary to build an 

intermediate platform and working methods to allow artists and charity 

individuals to collaborate. At present, Dimensions Art Center has been 

exploring this area for several years, creating a diverse working method 

and team, and establishing various arts and charity in the form of ongoing 

projects. We have carried out the following work: 1. Support the development 

of the artistic ability of the disabled; 2. Support the organization of art 

activities by public welfare organizations; 3. Support the development of the 

cultural and creative industry of public welfare organizations; 4. Cooperate 

with social welfare work organizations to participate in the building of 

community and governance of society.
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ྻൽ̪ᏏЦᄧᮓᄵ
Philanthropy Projects for Disadvantaged Groups4 - 6 - 2-

Studio Philosophy: I discover the unique world in the silent planet, 

express it with my inner heart, and make art.

About Wu Xingxing and Dimensions Art Center

Wu Xingxing is a deaf-mute person with hearing impairment, 

unable to communicate by voice, but can communicate in sign language, 

lip language, and text. Wu Xingxing loved art very much since he was 

a child, drawing and doing handwork by himself. During school year in 

Banan District, he got the art sunshine Solart charity volunteer team 

and volunteer teacher of Dimensions Art Center and started to learn 

about art. Participated in the 2008 National Outstanding Calligraphy 

and Painting Exhibition of Disabled Adolescents in the 2008 "Heart to 

the Olympics, Entering the Paralympics, and Flying Dreams"; in 2012, 

"Rainbow in the Heart" was awarded the junior high school group in the 

evaluation of the 13th Computerized Works Activity in Banan District 

First prize in the computer animation category; 2013 "Open Screen 

Picture" participated in the particular auction of "Ya'an Safe · Great Love 

Chongqing-Hualong Net Earthquake Relief Charity Night." Because of 

his persistence for many years, his parents and family also support his 

artistic development, and he hopes to embark on a professional artistic 

creation path. Over the years, Wu Xingxing has continued to develop his 

artistic hobbies while working to make a living. Dimensions Art Center 

started to provide Wu Xingxing with continuous support with exhibition 

curation, media promotion, work sales, and other public welfare support 

since 2013. In 2019, Wu Xingxing settled in the free studio provided by 

Dimensions Art Center and began to study art.

In the future, Wu Xingxing hopes to achieve the following goals:

1. Summarize and sort out his painting and paper-cutting works 

and methods accumulated over the years. 2. Continue to learn and earn 

artistic knowledge and improve the ability to draw and cutting paper. 3. 

Create and develop a series of works and handicraft products suitable for 

professional art exhibitions based on the existing artistic ability. 4. Strive 

for the title of the inheritor of paper-cut intangible cultural heritage 

recognized by the state. 5. Create a public welfare brand for the cultural 

and creative industry for the disabled. 6. He hopes to spread his artistic 

growth pursuit and inspire encouragement and help to other people in 

society.

ᄒˏ႕᧟᭯ԯဠˏ႕ᄒྺ҇ḰႁॿԥܮௌڢঘḾ္ࠑࣂ

ᛳဠḰ˦ᓰిǕ

͘௩௩ክ̶ԫөᄒХᄦ

͘௩௩௯ᐓ̩  మծүᬲᇆḰௌชႁܮᮋ̜฿ḰͶՃႁ੬

ឮǔצឮǔனߢኖस̜฿Ǖ͘௩௩̸ئ᭬࣪࠽൜ᓰిḰᒵႏ

ႏϪ੬ࣂǕڢӷӥྺർ߮ಫసॲҊᓰిᬂИ 4PMBSU Хᄦঋਥ

Ᏸڌ֟өᓰి˟ॿᓰిঋਥᏰᏭࣖᄒࣧҸḰरޅଔˌ˒ᓰ

ి߮̀ǕపፋԨҳᤇ ���� ࣺăॿ՜ݠᤊǔᡔᤑൽݠǔஒᯃਏĄ

УږൽჅ᭧ࣺ͞࠾ሚ̂ႏࡡ־ḿ���� ࣺ�ǚॿ˟ᄒख़ᙎǛڢ

ӷӥኌө˄࡛ႋᑰҌ־ҷឈࠎ˟ᕮᖕ҂˟ፀႋᑰҷႏዥʿኖ

����ḿݚ ࣺǚरڗ࡞ǛԨˉăᬾ߿ࣹ߿h݀ྞ᧠ऄÿÿӰᴥᎲ

ઐ᭖ங༳ਦ؛˰ܼĄˌڬભӶҷኖǕںࣺܻ˦ڊḰྠඏ֟ࠚ

ङ˿४̽ᄒᓰిԯࡡḰ̽సశᡔ˅ˌ˒ᄒᓰిҁᥓᢁǕᤐ

̗ࣺ͘௩௩ʿᤀੲࣂᨙḰʿᤀ፡፦ԯࡡᒵᄒᓰిྞݦǕө

̸ ���� ࣺरޅ˦͘௩௩ପΡ፦ᄒᓰి࠶ǔࡡᝇኞࡡǔͼ

����ኖХᄦḰ״ᩡ־ǔͤࠐ ࣺ͘௩௩ТᰇөପΡᄒК

ᠨࣂࠑḰरޅጏፚᄒ߮̀ᓰి֟ҁǕ

͘௩௩ࣗశڢөХᄦᄒᓰిࣹՄᤂҊ͇ˆџᮒᄴ

ಞḾ

ʿǔ় ፏೣ္͇̽Қܻࣺርጕᄒፓႏ֟ҥጶ֟־ชǕ̌ ǔ

፡፦߮̀ርጕᓰిᆄដǔପ᰼ፓႏҥጶᑧүǕ˄ǔڢమᄒᓰి

ᑧүۻᆱ˅ҁǔᆙԯѫʿጏѽᤨՔˌ˒ᓰిࡡᝇᄒ־ԫ੬ࣂ

ᓰ̟־Ǖچǔ̊ԱॲҊࠚږᝫՃᄒҥጶ᭬ྵ᠗னәᥔ̟ͤઆ̩ሮ

ՊǕ̓ǔҁቩൽᬲ̩ܫனҁ̟˒ᄒХᄦྩ־ǕЦǔࣗశ࠺ᒵᄒ

ᓰిᤥසͤ୯ѫԥḰፔᇳ͠Э̩̽ձԯᴊҽ֟ࣧҸǕ

௪௪்ܯᓱీࠒ΄ࣃ
Star is Silent Art Studio
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_2UJDQL]DWLRQ�3URÁOH_
Art Sunshine Solart Charity Volunteer Team was launched in 

2012 by three female artists who are mothers. It is a non-governmental 

volunteer organization that advocates the practice of micro-charity. 

Advocate people to share an hour in their lives so that disadvantaged 

children on the margins can feel care, love. Volunteers (mainly artists) 

share their skills and concepts or use games to interact with disabled 

children. The course content is primarily art. The team hopes that 

a continuous and creative charity spirit will grow. Through the "Art 

Sunshine" series of art activities, a positive model of two-way interaction 

between volunteers and disabled groups is established. Art Sunshine's 

volunteer teachers and caring mothers have conducted more than 90 

art courses for disabled children in Banan District Special School. Three 

public exhibitions, two auctions of works, more than 1,200 volunteers 

participated in caring mothers and college, middle, and elementary school 

students.

Art Sunshine goals: 1. The team hopes that children in schools 

will be happy in the "Art Sunshine" series of activities, broaden their 

artistic vision, discover their talents from the rich activities, and seek 

to participate in society. 2.  "Art Sunshine" uses the implementation 

of art projects to carry out activities. With a complete project plan and 

results, disabled groups and volunteer groups are provided with two-way 

continuous participation enthusiasm and profit points. 3. Participate in 

public welfare with an equal heart and establish a spirit of public welfare. 

Advocate respect for people who are different, unique, and build up inner 

confidence.

Dimensions Art Center's Artist Volunteers Participate in "Clay 

Decorative Painting" Course

Since 2013, artists from Dimensions Art Center has participated in 

activities such as Art Sunshine's public welfare exhibitions and art craft 

courses every year. In 2019, the artists Shao Lihua, Hu Ke, and Zhang 

Long of the Dimensions Art Center gave two public welfare sessions 

of "The Beautiful World-Understanding Relief Decorative Painting" and 

"A History of Sculpture-Discovering the Beauty of the Sculpture World 

Together" for the children of the special school in Banan District. Because 

the Art Sunshine volunteer team continues to carry out activities in the 

special schools in Banan District, they have a deep emotional foundation 

with teachers and children. Disabled children, volunteers, and artists 

are intimately close together. While learning art, they're also having fun; 

everyone feels warm and satisfied.

_ 䔊䐐ビㆊ _
ᓰిᬂИ 4PMBSU ХᄦঋਥᏰڌႈ˄ͷϪඏ̦ᄒݡᓰిࠚ

̎ ���� ࣺԯᡙḰ௯ϗ࠶ॺХᄦᢃᛩᄒටঋਥᏰፀፃǕϗ̩࠶

͋Ѵ̢ᒵၿ˟ᄒʿ˜࠽ḰᝰᤀᎎᄒैӁ߯͋ߝਞԲЪঞǔ

ਞԲྞ֟ᝫដᒵǕঋਥᏰ͋ḬᓰిࠚᏎͼ˦˧ḭѴ̢ᒵ

ᄒઇᑧǔᝂঘḰᏰႁຬᄒसḰ֟ྺർ߯̑͋ߝҷຬǕឿ

ሶз͇ࠜᓰిዥ˦˧ǕࣗశᒵˆᏳ˅ᄒၿѫ፦ᄒḰҁਛᄒХ

ᄦዽሀǕᤸᤇăᓰిᬂИĄᄒጏѽᓰిҷ  भቩঋਥᏰˉྺർ

Ꮞͼԭ՜̑ҷᄒርᛩ˦ഽसǕᓰిᬂИᄒঋਥᏰᏭࣖ֟ྞॿݭ

ᡜᤇ��൛ᓰిឿሶǕ̈ࡡरߝӷӥྺർ߮ಫ˦ྺർ߯ڢ͋ݭ

� ൛ХरࡡᝇḰ˘൛־ભӶḰԨˉྞॿ߮࠽˟݀֟ݭݭၿঋਥ

Ᏸᤂ ���� ̩ � ൛͇˅Ǖ

ᓰిᬂИࣂᄴಞḾ��ࣗశྺർ߮ಫᄒ߯ڢ͋ߝăᓰిᬂИĄ

ᄒጏѽҷ˟ॲҊঔ˵Ḱࣻˍरᓰిᝅ᧡Ḱ̸ˠࠥᄒҷ˟ԯ

ဠᒵᄒ੮ᑧḰᐸࠈᒵḰ࠵සԨˉᇳ͠ǔᤑТᇳ͠ᄒృ֟͠ᝅ

᧡Ǖ��ăᓰిᬂИĄᝨѻႁᓰిᮒᄴᄒࠌிसरࡡҷǕႁࠁ

ᄒᮒᄴᝨѻ֟౯ḰፔྺർᏎͼ֟ঋਥᏰᏎͼପΡԭ՜፦Ԩ

ˉᄒር֟எᄦཊǕ��ઝࣹኖ˰ॿԨˉХᄦḰभቩХᄦዽሀǕ

ପϗ࠼᧠̩ᄒՒˈᄹḰʿௌ̌ḰˈՃܵҌḰ੮ᑧभቩзॿᄒ

ᒵοǕ֟᧠࠼

өᓰిࠚঋਥᏰԨˉăይڠᜑᯗႏĄឿሶ

ᒵ ���� ࣺरޅḰөᄒᓰిࠚᏎͼඐࣺڱԨˉᓰిᬂИᄒ

Хᄦࡡᝇǔᓰి੬ࣂឿሶኖҷǕ���� ࣺөᓰి˟ॿᄒᓰి

ˏ˨ǚᏇ̈˅͋ߝ˨್ǔᑓЙǔीᴥ˦ӷӥྺർ߮ಫᄒ߯ࠚ

႕ � ᝫដ๗ᭇᜑᯗႏǛǔǚᭇ࠽ܐՆ � ʿᡙԯဠᭇܐˏ႕ᄒᏇǛ

ڢ፦ڌᜑᯗႏĄឿሶǕႈ̎ᓰిᬂИঋਥᏰڠХᄦăይ۾˘

ӷӥྺർ߮ಫरࡡҷḰ֟Ꮽࣖ߯͋ߝፋమ̈ຏԚᄒ৹ਞۻ

ᆱḰྺർ߯ߝǔঋਥᏰǔ֟ᓰి͋ࠚʿᡙ̦ࠣௌḰ̀߮ڢᓰి

ᄒḰလᄒ᭬࣪रॿḰᤐᝰ੦మᄒ̩ᦘਞҊఔᡤǕ

ᓱీᬃЙ 4PMBSU ЦᄧঌਦᏱڍ
Art Sunshine Solart Charity Volunteer Team
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|Introduction of Huiling|
Vision: People with intellectual disabilities participate equally in the 

community and share the benefit of social progress

Mission: Promote community service mode and improve the quality 

of life of people with intellectual disabilities

Core values: Love others as yourself, treat others humbly, stick to 

beliefs, respect life, continuous innovation, and work together.

"Hui Ling" is a non-profit organization that provides professional 

support to people with intellectual disabilities. It has a service history of 

30 years. Since 1990, it has been in Guangzhou, Beijing, Xi'an, Qinghai, 

Tianjin, Qingyuan, Chongqing, Changsha, Gansu, Wanzhou, Shangluo, 

Hangzhou, Shanghai, Dalian, Kunming, Shenzhen, Anqing, Suqian, 

Guiyang, Changchun, Guilin, Shuozhou, Xinyu, Hong Kong and other 

cities have taken root in development. Huiling supports the work of the 

disabled by adhering to the concept of commoditization and normalization 

to carry out services, spreading service in different communities, not 

showing its "outstanding," but integrating with "normal." In 2002, several 

parents with intellectual disabilities in Chongqing jointly founded the 

"Chongqing Xinyu Community Home for the Intellectually Disabled," 

aiming to provide services for older persons with intellectual disabilities. 

In 2006, they joined the big family of "China Huiling." They officially 

changed its name to Chongqing Shapingba District Huiling Community 

Assistance Center for Intellectually Disabled. They have a history of 14 

years of services for the intellectually disabled. Chongqing Huiling is 

the first institution in Chongqing to introduce social workers to provide 

services in disabilities. It follows the professional philosophy of helping 

others and self-help and firmly believes that life can affect lives. Up to 

now, Chongqing Huiling has established service entities in Shapingba 

District (Lianfang Garden, Tongjiaqiao, Yuzhong District (Daxigou ), 

Nan'an District (Medi Yacheng), Wanzhou District (Wangpai Road), and 

The Civil Affairs Bureau is registered as a "private non-enterprise unit" 

(NGO organization), mainly serving people with intellectual disabilities 

over the age of 16. The organization currently has more than 150 

registered trainees and 48 full-time employees. The worklist includes 

social work, special education, psychology, culture, sports and art, skilled 

masters, and other talents in different professions and fields. Professional 

teachers provide quality education for the services of the institution. 

They are committed to teaching them living at home and community 

independent with professional skills. Supporting them and ultimately 

achieve the goal of improving their quality of life.

_ 㒊〛ビㆊ _
ਥఈḾᬲ̩ࣹܫኖԨˉᇳӥभគḰЩ̢ᇳ͠ன౯

Ζ֙ḾଖँᇳӥәఱҴഽसḰପ᰼ᬲ̩ܫၿ־᠗

ಱॿ͑ϡᝂḾྞ̩ݨǔ៥Ӳ२̩ǔ߾ںοঘǔ࠼᧠ၿ֙ǔ

፦ҁǔ੬ЩᤑǕ

ăਮ༯Ą௯˦үᬲᇆ̩ܫପΡˌ˒ᄒʿ˜ХᄦፀፃḰ

ᄴҚమ˄өࣺᄒఱҴԓՆǕ̸ ���� ࣺरޅḰЗՙࢿँڢǔ

Ӛ̣ǔ߿ǔ᭧๚ǔ݁ัǔຕᤒǔ᧠ऄǔ෪ǔၻᐟǔ˂ࢿǔ

ฯǔࢿǔ˅๚ǔ݀ᤔǔǔຏڪǔ߿ऄǔࠟᤃǔᠤᬂǔ௫ǔ

ಸ౬ǔళࢿǔǔຩኖ۪੯ಲԯࡡǕਮ༯ൽᬲ̩ܫᄒ

ڢఱҴཊ௩Ꮅ೨࣓࠺ఱҴḰࡡᇳӥәǔ൬࣪әᄒ္ঘरںࣂ

ˈᄒᇳӥ᧟Ḱˈ௵ဠЭăቒѫĄḰᏳᛀ̎ă൬࣪ĄǕ���� ࣺḰ

᧠ऄџͷᬲ̩ࠚܫᒵԯҁұ̈ڢ˦݀ᴜᬲ̩ܫପΡఱҴ

ᄒă᧠ऄॿឮᬲ̩ܫᇳӥڏࠚ�ĄḰ���� ࣺᛀТă˟ږਮ༯Ą

ᄒ݀ࠚङḰ൬सద˦Ḿ᧠ऄ෪ڽۆӥਮ༯ᬲ̩ܫᇳӥଵҸ

˟ॿḰᒸ̵మ��� ࣺᬲఱҴԓՆǕ᧠ऄਮ༯௯᧠ऄబऻ

Тᇳڢࣂൽᬲᮟ۳रࡡఱҴᄒృ౦ḰᥞॸҸ̩ᒵҸᄒˌ˒္ঘḰ

ۆ෪ڢၿ֙ǕᒸᄴҚḰ᧠ऄਮ༯Ѵ҇׆οႁၿ֙Ճ͇फ़ںࣻ

ӥḬᏇཊḭຠ˟ӥḬ່݀෬ཊḭӷೌࠚཊǔተڏӥḬᐗᔒᔑڽ

ѴࡕටஓکॏڢͼḰࣻࠌӥḬပྩᢁḭरұమఱҴࢿ˂ᬾ۪ḭ܉

҇ᄎดк˦ăටұ᭬͕˒ӵͷ�ĄḬ�/(0 ፀፃḭḰ˧ఱҴ̎�

�� Ḱృ౦ဠమดк߮ֈܫᄒᬲ̩˅͇ ��� ḰУᐔֈࣂ�

�� Ḱࣂڌ˟మᒵᇳ͠ࣂǔྺർஜᐺǔॿ္߮ǔனͼ

ᓰిǔઇᑧࣖϴኖˈˌ˒֟ᮟ۳ᄒ̩੮ᦩܴḰˌ˒ᄒࣖᠳү᧢

˦ృ౦ˌ˒әᄒఱҴପΡ̈మүᄒμᬲḰᒹү̎˦̽͋ପΡࠚࡘ

ቩၿǔᇳӥቩၿ͇ԫᐔ˒ઇᑧఱҴḰబፄᤂҊପ᰼

̽͋ᄒၿ־᠗˦ᄴᄒǕ

᧡अਯ༰ఎᬳ̪ܬలҵౄ౧
Chongqing Huiling Service Organization for the Intellectually Disabled
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|Dimensions Art Center and Huiling|
The cooperation between Dimensions Art Center and Huiling 

originated from artist Rong Tao, a long-term volunteer of Huiling in 

2015. After being recommended by teacher Rong, Dimensions Art Center 

established Huiling's art support project. In several years of cooperation, 

Dimensions Art Center provided Huiling with public welfare support 

such as art event planning, fundraising, curation, and public welfare 

derivatives development. At the end of 2019, Dimensions Art Center 

participated in the HuiLoveProject, providing resources, publicity, and 

photography support for Huiling.

|Introduction of HuiLove Project|
The HuiLove Project is jointly initiated by artists Rong Tao, Yunma 

Xueyitang, and Huiling, and continues to invite more community 

members and institutions to participate in the projects. The purpose is 

for Huiling to serve society, promote love, and use it as a glue to bridge 

the gap between the two worlds. Our world and such a world—the world 

of children who are not grown up. Discover the existence of people with 

mental disabilities, see their perception and expression of beauty, which 

is the same as ours, and listen to their silent words. HuiLove Project 

1.0 includes the "Discover, See, and Listen" trilogy. The HuiLove Project 

2.0 takes "dialogue" as the theme, so that the two worlds have more 

intersections, with a head-up and appreciation posture, with different 

art forms, to open a dialogue with people with mental disabilities. What 

must be in common is the language of art and beauty. Through the audio-

visual senses, the sensitive cells of each emotion are opened, and in 

the name of love, let the sea of happiness that support them, bit by bit, 

tenderly gather.

_ 㬏Ⳟ䈌㒊 _
өᓰి˟ॿˉਮ༯ᄒՔḰᎎᡙ̎ ���� ࣺ˦ਮ༯స

ঋਥᏰᄒᓰిࠚᕮḰፋᕮᏭࣖऻᕣḰөभቩᡙ֟ਮ༯ᄒᓰి

ᮒᄴǕڢџࣺᄒՔ˟Ḱө˦ਮ༯ପΡᓰిҷኞѻǔӊ

ᠳӊǔኞࡡǔХᄦᛪၿ־रԯኖХᄦǕ���� ࣺḰө

Ԩˉ̈ྞᝨѻᮒᄴḰ˦ਮ༯ପΡᠳແଔǔ֟ͤࠐफ़ኖࣂ

Ǖ

_ ➏ェ⿏㼏㚠ビㆊ _
ਮྞᝨѻḰ௯ᓰిࠚᕮǔ̐�h�߮ᓰ۾ˉਮ༯ᐗՔԯᡙḰ

ࣻˈଔదܻྞॿᇳ̩͠ܫǔృ౦ԨˉᄒᓰిХᄦᮒᄴǕᄴᄒ

௯˦ਮ༯˦ᇳ͠ḰළᐙྞḰළᐙਮᄒྞḰႁᤐ͓ྞይՔҖḰ

ुՔ˘˜ˏ႕ᄒᡸǕ͋ᄒˏ႕֟ᤐರʿ˜ˏ႕ÿÿˈ݀ᄒ

ˉᏇÿÿ࠳Ḱᅂᝁ̽͋ڢߣᄒܫᄒˏ႕Ǖԯဠॿᬲᇆ̩͋ߝ߯

ˏ̩ௌलᄒᝫᆄ֟మलᄒᛳᤂḰϢծ̽͋ௌܮᄒឮǕਮྞᝨѻ

����ӒխăԯဠhᅂᝁhϢծă˄ᦒతǕਮྞᝨѻ ��� ͇ă࠳សĄ

˦ᮭḰΖ˘˜ˏ႕ઽమదܻ̜ළḰႁࣹᝅ֟൝ᠾᄒޖটḰ͇ˈ

ᄒᓰిॖस˦ੴᣚḰˉॿᬲᇆ̩ܫԫ̽͋ᄒᢾᤀ̩रձʿ࠳ڬ

៉ǕЩᤸᄒʿࠈ௯ᓰిˉᏇᄒឮḰᤸᤇᝅծਞࠆḰੲरඐ˜৹

ਞଔஎᄒਞፂᑒḰ͇ྞ˰Ḱᝰઆੴ̽͋ࣼሑᄒ๚ḰʿཊʿḰ

ಉᄹᐙǕ
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|Hui  L ing ,  Dimensions  Art  Center, 
The Cloud Wood Arti handmade joint 
development of public welfare derivatives 
project|

After years of development, Chongqing Huiling has accumulated 

rich experience in professional services for people with intellectual 

disabilities, helping multiple families to reduce their mental and 

material burdens. However, as a public welfare organization, Huiling's 

development has always been subject to financial difficulties. Dimensions 

Art Center and The Cloud Wood Arti Handmade jointly planned a charity 

derivative development project with Huiling in 2019, trying to combine 

the artist's creative ability with Huiling's characteristic painting courses 

and open up a sustainable funding source for Huiling. After three months 

of planning, five cute and practical items were designed, including 

umbrellas, eco-bags, power banks, keychains, refrigerator stickers, etc. 

The first batch of pilot sales was carried out. This project is still in 

development. We look forward to more interested and caring people to 

join us.

_ 㒊

㬏Ⳟ䊧㯣㬷䔘㑋⼰㋋ⳃ⹌䅇䁽㪛㠘㼏㚠 _
᧠ऄਮ༯ԓፋܻࣺԯࡡḰርጕ̈ˠࠥᄒᬲ̩ܫˌ˒ఱҴ

ፋᰖḰࣧҸܻ˜ࠚङћᣘዽሀ֟ྵ᠗˅ᄒદḰͶ˦Хᄦፀ

ፃḰਮ༯ԯࡡʿᄸԲҌ̎ᠳ᧣ܚڐǕөᓰి˟ॿˉ̐࠴੬ڢ

���� ࣺˉਮ༯ᐗՔኞѻХᄦᛪၿ־रԯᮒᄴḰࡅភ࠺ᓰిࠚᄒ

ҁਛᑧүˉਮ༯ᄒྺᓬፓႏ੬ࣂឿሶፏՔḰ˦ਮ༯रѫՃ፦

ᄒᠳ᧣எᄦມᥓǕፋᤇ � ˜భኞѻគᝨੲರḰគᝨѫ � Ճྞࠌ

ႁᄒၿྵ־Ḱమᭉ͢ǔဟμᜃǔЕႋࠋǔᨍӛ੶ǔъዀᠣኖḰ

ࣻᤑᛩ̈ኌʿઃភཊᩡ״Ḱ൭ᮒᄴᤏڢᆙԯస˟Ḱస२దܻమЫ

ᡢᄒྞॿ̩ܫҳТ͋Ǖ
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ᓱీౄ౧ˊᇴࣃፁፄᐘՕᄓౄҍാह
Art institutions and Social Work Organizations Cooperation Framework4 - 6 - 3-

|Overview|
After China's reform and opening up, Chinese society has become 

increasingly complex. A single closed structure is no longer sufficient to 

understand and solve social problems, and multiple efforts are needed. 

Most of the original artist's creative knowledge serves personal aesthetics 

and has less contact with social life, and the influence of artistic power 

is also small. However, the inherent laws of artistic creation require 

artists to reflect the times' trends, grasp the times' changes, and face the 

rapidly changing society; the original artistic creation methods are far 

from adequate. With the help of social workers' macro perspective, public 

management expertise, and practices, it can help artists quickly connect 

with the social scene, jointly find social problems and collaboratively 

create new practical solutions. Intervening in social and public affairs 

can give play to the creativity, vividness, and ease of dissemination of art, 

make up for the conservative and shortcomings of social work methods, 

and make it easier for the masses to accept. In collaborative practice 

between artists, social workers, and scholars, working methods that 

meet the current era's needs have naturally grown. Then effective social 

problem solutions and theories have been summarized.

Relying on the exploration of practices, Dimensions Art Center 

has established the academic research direction of art and society for 

six years. It has established close cooperative relations with various 

social organizations across the country. In 2019, Dimensions Art center 

frequently interacted with social work organizations in Sichuan and 

created a series of work methods for artists participating in society.

_ ⶦ㭗 _
ᄒᆄដፏ౦Ḱ࠸ᡞܵెḰӵʿڬஐ᭱रஒՙᄒᇳ͠ဠږ˟

ˈᡤ͇ᝫដ֟эᇳ͠ᮭḰ᭒ܻՔүǕԜమᓰిࠚᄒҁ
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ᄒफ़׆˿ᣟ࠽ǕͶᓰిҁᄒзڢᝃ७සᓰిࠚ᭒Ԯ௪ͅ

র༅ḰઊଯͅԳәḰ᭯࠳ঔԳәᄒᇳ͠ဠڬḰԜమᓰిҁ

ชᤒᤒˈᡤǕϖҸᇳ͠ࣂᏰᄒࠂᝂᝅᝐḰХЩ္ˌ˒ᆄ

ដ֟ชḰᑧܽࣧҸᓰిࠚঔᤑТᇳ͠ဠڬḰЩ࠵અᇳ͠

ᮭԫӱҁѫᄒమகэಽǕ͇ᓰిस̶Тᇳ͠ХЩ̋

ҴḰՃ͇ԯૡᓰిᄒҁǔၿҷǔͤ୯Ḱुᛲᇳࣂࣂ

सᄒμ֟߾ˈᡤḰద̎Ꮞ͝ଔԲǕڢᓰి֟ࠚᇳ͠ࣂᏰǔ

னә߮Ᏸӱࠌᢃᤇሶ˟ḰᒵཱၿѫኈՔॏˆͅ᭒ᄒࣂ

ชḰᤑᏳ়ፏѫమகᄒᇳ͠ᮭэಽ္֟Ǖ

өᓰి˟ॿੴࠌᢃဠڬḰគቩᓰిˉᇳ͠ᄒ߮ిᆙቋ

՜ � ࣺḰ֟УږՒዥᇳ͠ፀፃभቩᡙጓࠣᄒՔЪጏǕ����

ࣺḰөˉکࢾچӥᄒᇳࣂፀፃ̑ҷᮨጛḰरҁ̈ጏѽᓰిԨˉ

ᇳ͠ᄒࣂชഽसǕ
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|Introduction|
Founded in 2009, I U SEE Community Development Center is 

a 5A-level social organization and one of China's top 100 social work 

organizations. With the mission of "jointly building a more happy 

community," we focus on urban community development. In the course of 

ten years of development, I U SEE has formed a coordinated development 

pattern of four major business segments: community development, 

comprehensive family support, public services, and supportive 

businesses. The center has an "Art and Social Innovation Laboratory" 

and a "Community Development Practice Research Institute." There are 

currently four branded projects: Yicang (including 12 standardized sub-

projects, the Yicang development network has more than 900 institutions 

participating in the study, covering 97 cities across the country); Friends 

of Neighborhood College (developing 23 courses and training 2,719 

community backbones);Fangjian Community Public Art Festival (a 

unique community public art festival in China); Relief social work. The 

organization currently has 290 employees, with professional backgrounds 

covering social work, sociology, anthropology, psychology, public 

management, art, and other fields.

|Art and Society Project|
The first Fangjian·Community Public Art Festival

From September to November 2019, the first Fangjian·Community 

Public Art Festival, jointly initiated by Dimensions Art Center and 

Chengdu I U SEE Community Development Center, was held in 

_ 〛ビㆊ _
ྞమᇳӥԯࡡ˟ॿቩ̎ ���� ࣺḰ�" ጧᇳ͠ፀፃḰУږ
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ᦙྟయᇴӦࡢˠঀ
Chengdu I U SEE Community Development Center
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Chengdu. The art festival was linked to the Community Development 

Management Committee of the Jinjiang District Committee of the 

Communist Party of China and Jinjiang District. Chenglong Road Sub-

district Office, Sichuan Fine Arts Institute, Sichuan Conservatory of Fine 

Arts, Southwest University for Nationalities, Luhu·A4 Art Museum, 

Chengdu Volunteer Service Federation, Chengdu Diran Impression 

Advertising Co., Ltd., Chengdu Yunding Animation Co., Ltd., Fondo 

Studio design studios and other organizations jointly participate. The 

art festival aims to build a systematic collaboration mechanism between 

social engineering disciplines and art disciplines and to pay attention 

to the reality of daily life in modern cities. Art is used as a medium to 

connect the community, interdisciplinary dialogue, and help community 

development governance from an aesthetic perspective. It is hoped that 

art will be used as a language to join the community, calling on people 

to face the daily life creatively, to transform 80% of the ordinary in life, 

to show the "extraordinary" of experience in the "daily" Come. And 

because of this "extraordinary," we can gain a sense of human dignity, 

identify with the value of our existence, and construct life's meaning. To 

stimulate the vitality of the city. The art festival runs from September 24 

to November 10, and the activities cover 13 communities in Chengdu. 

Activities include exhibitions, forums, lectures, theaters, workshops, 

creative fairs, and special researches.

ኖӵͷፀፃЩԨˉǕᓰిᓴڢୌभᇳ߮ࣂሡ֟ᓰి߮ሡᄒጏ
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Քᥡីᮒᄴ4 - 7 -
Joint Cooperation Project

����ˍᮮࠍᢄ�1SPKFDU�CBTFE�1SBDUJDF

ঽᤡ
Overview4 - 7 - 1-

In addition to the context introduced above, Dimensions Art 

Center(DAC) has small and medium-sized cooperation projects every 

year.

Independent of these types.

These projects include invitational exhibitions, lectures, sharing 

sessions, screenings, other forms, similar academic propositions and 

humanistic care to DAC, and similar value orientation and action 

methods. Therefore, DAC invites these fellow people to cooperate and 

promote and finally present the public's results together.

Although these projects are not part of DAC's annual plan, they 

are surprises that have emerged over time, changes in the scene, and 

the community's aggregation. The accumulation of energy is prominent. 

These collaborators are all "like-minded" attracted by the "will" pursued 

by Dimensions Art Center and the "Tao" practiced. Therefore, over the 

past few years, in the organization's financial budget and activity schedule 

at the beginning of each year, we have intentionally reserved space for 

this kind of like-minded surprise.

This is the rich space that we believe in the process of ecological 

construction.
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In 2019, we have 5 events, they are:

One thread, one gap, one seed

-A Solo Exhibition of Scottish Artist Ginny Elston

Upright and "Non-Existing Memories"

Yi Lei Lai 2019 Music Album Sharing Session

Beware of humans in Pan's maze!

Eleven Unconscious Book Club·Yongya Film Lecture

Nothing is just right

11 Austrian PRINZpod Artist Sharing Session

Open the universe

-A solo exhibition of artist He Libin

���� ࣺḰ͋ᐙՔ̈ � ҷḰ̽͋Ѵ҇௯Ḿڬ
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ˀ˝ጼሷḢˀ˝ᜑԹḢˀ˝ሡߞ
A thread,a rip,a seed
ÿÿᔣЩᓱీࠛ (JOOZ�&MTUPO ࡢ˝

Solo Exhibition of Scottish Artist Ginny Elston
�5JNF�]��������������������
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| Foreword by Artist |
a thread, a rip, a seed

A thread binds us together; A rip in the fabric of reality allows for a 

seed of understanding.

Remaining open to complexity; recognising difference; working 

with rather than against limitations; perceiving things differently; 

acknowledgement of the unknown, partiality or incompleteness.

Through word and image, colour, shape and pattern, through 

material combination and continual, reflected response through process, 

Scottish artist and educator Ginny Elston presents a series of works in 

this exhibition which respond to the idea of cultural exchange. The artist 

seeks to bring together often intangible and constantly shifting concepts 

such as place, language, culture and human connection, and tries to find a 

temporary home for these ideas in the objects and paintings she makes.  

The Chinese landscape, and the mountains in and around the city 

of Chongqing in particular, became the medium through which these 

notions found an anchor. Through painterly means of concealing and 

revealing, imprinting and stripping away, altering and obstructing her 

subject matter, her methods of working in the studio became a metaphor 

for acknowledging and attempting to dismantle the prisms, blockades and 

impediments that exist in cross-cultural dialogue.

The mountain became a signif icant site of  ref lection and 

transformation, and came to symbolise the artist’s complex existence in 

China: "In nature I was not alone. I felt truly connected to the people I 

met, to the history and culture of China, and to the land and ideals of the 

country itself. The power of nature went beyond language, politics and 

culture: human differences and cultural/ linguistic boundaries disappeared 

and constructs which normally narrow our vision fell away. The mountain 

came to represent a spiritual portal to opening the heart, opening the eye, 

opening the mind."

This portal would only open when the obstructions that prevented 

one seeing clearly disappeared. Often, many paths that would lead to 

knowledge/ understanding/ connection/ wisdom remained hidden and 

concealed, and so objects such as lamps, glasses and mirrors, which alter, 

help or distort our vision became symbolic. In Buddhism, the mirror is also 

a potent symbol, explained by Peter Matthiessen in his book The Snow 

Leopard: “The reflection is neither inside or outside of the mirror, and 

thus things are freed from their ‘thing-ness’, their isolation, without being 

deprived of their form; they are divested of their materiality without being 

dissolved.” Different sewing and embroidery techniques used by minority 

groups also became a great source of inspiration to the artist, and as a 

result, sewing became a primary method of connecting, entangling, binding 

and concealing painterly elements into her work.

Walking and drawing in the mountains became as much about the act 

of opening/ expanding out to her environment as it was about documenting 

the landscape and her experience in China.

- Ginny Elston 2019.4
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ਥˈ৹ਥکǕ˟ږᄒᮻఈḰࡇЭ௯ᄒ॥Ḱ˦̩͋ጒᅆ

္֟ဠࠌᄒࣂЮǕ

These notions of accessibility, truth and visibility are interrogated 

in Scottish painter Ginny Elston’s works, in her solo exhibition ‘a thread, 

a rip, a seed’, opening on Saturday 27th April at the DAC. Through the 

material languages of paint, silk and thread, she questions the nature 

of secrecy and privacy, what is hidden, what is protected and also what 

is concealed and what is revealed, willingly or unwillingly. The Chinese 

landscape, and the symbol of the mountain in particular, becomes a 

vehicle through which one can explore truth and reality. 

အڭҸཻྨ
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ᇟᗉˊăˉڣߤᄓډঃĄ
Lei Luo and "Non-Existing Memories"
ÿÿᇟᗉ �����ᮌ˶ˍᣭѵ̣͡

Lei Luo 2019 Music Album Sharing Session
�5JNF�]����������
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"(Wang Lei) As one of the legendary bassists of Chinese rock music, 

in recent years, he has established a new band called Lei Luo with Yueyue. 

He has released four albums in a row. After listening to a few albums, 

the most intuitive impression is that he has resolutely given up. With the 

audience and influence accumulated in rock music, he explores new forms 

of music with innovation. This is why I admire Wang Lei. Lei brings a 

new voice and experiment to show them more directly about hiss creation 

and music philosophy even started this one-stop journey of music sharing 

sessions. As a senior in the music industry, it is also worth learning."

——Men Records, Xie Jiangchuan
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˦̑ҷᇲྵǕ

Lei Luo is a cross-field experimental musician group, founded in 

2013. It is composed of senior Chinese musician Wang Lei and architect 

and keyboard player LELE. As a new-concept world musician group, the 

two are committed to developing cross-border music cooperation. Since 

the establishment of the band in 2013, Lei Luo has continued to create. 

During the creation of the musical works, he has been freely exploring in 

the category of typology and has released four studio albums and many 

singles. In May 2019, Lei Luo signed with Dora Music. Bassist Wang 

Lei has been engaged in music work in the early 1990s. He used to be 

the bassist of the band "Flies", "Red Peach 5" and "Baojia Street No. 43". 

Keyboardist Wang Yile studied at the Shanghai Conservatory of Music, 

former professor Hu Tianjian, and graduated from the Department of 

Architecture at the University of Sydney, Australia. Based on rigorous 

classical music education and modern aesthetic research, he has 

been exposed to various music genres for many years; he is good at a 

comprehensive understanding of world music, pop music, art rock, and 

psychedelic electronics in production. This charming and cutting-edge 

band released a new album, "Non-Existent Memories," in 2019.

What is a "non-existent memory"? Let us stop our work and think 

about it together. What is the initial memory of ourselves?

Is it the intermittent images of looking up at their parents, or a 

memory of the afternoon when the sun is too bright to open your eyes?

Those pictures about childhood are chaotic and beautiful, just like 

the gentle light in the dream that you never remembered, invisible, but 

always guiding us to grow. "Non-existent Memories" is such a warm and 

bright album. This is the fourth studio album that has been released, and 

it is also the first album produced by Wentou Holding Group and Dora 

Music.

During the two years that Wang Lei and LELE made this album, 

it was their children's growth period. In the process of reading the 

psychological knowledge of infants and young children, Lei Luo realized 

that the infant's memory system was dim and vague before the age of two. 

However, this "non-existent memory" shaped a stable family relationship 

and established his Initial personality and social communication system. 

"Non-existent Memories" is inspired by this. Each piece of music comes 

from a story-filled motive, just like an upright and consistent creative 

mode; each piece's style has its characteristics.

On July 27th (Saturday) 15:00-17:00, the meeting room space on 

the second floor of Dimensions Art Center will bring us the story behind 

musicians' creation. In this space, that is not a regular stage; a unique 

music scene is presented.

အڭҸཻྨ
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Unlike the large-scale scene where many people compile during the tour, the 

sharing of small albums will pay more attention to close and in-depth communication. 

Unlike the relationship between on-stage performance and off-stage viewing in 

outstanding performances, Lei Lai will participate in in-depth exchanges with on-site 

audiences and open, borderless discussions about the life and reasons behind music 

creation with the stories told. The scene will also be unplugged, performing quiet 

music rarely appears on large-scale settings in the album. In an immersive atmosphere, 

participants are allowed to enter the inner world of uprightness in all directions and 

unearth the bits and pieces behind music creation. Lei Luo prepared five themed 

posters as gifts for the audience participating in the questioning exchange section.

အڭҸཻྨ
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ༀሁᄓᤣࠖ�ÿ࠾�ঀ̪ዦḗ
Pan's Labyrinth-Watch out for humans!
ÿÿ்ਜឋ̃͡ ą ᭄ᬿႌय़ङ

Unconscious Book Club•Yongya Film Lecture
�5JNF�]����������
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_ ⢁䎀㿓䁵 _
ຬྴکڠڢং᧟ᄒሀសࠨ � ឮḰ௯͋៉࠳ăᇳ
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ᤐ˘˜Ѵ҇Ӽ૾˔ԹЯன˟᧠ͷᎾᄒሀសԜ۔Ḱᦘ

ឌ឵ᅔʿ˜ăᅆᄹĄǕᥡីௌਛដ̂͠ᭃᬾ౪ႋफ़ǚڢ

ሀᄒᤢࠕǛḰ᯳З௯ᝰ͋ᝫដҊăዽሀѴ౪Ąᤐʿॊ݀ᄒ߮ి
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ÿÿᭃᬾ

|Editor's Preface|
The mythical fables/language of nomads in the land's memory may 

be the preface of our conversation about "Saji/Land." I want to try to use a 

meta-narrative method to ask questions. In an era of the sound explosion, 

where do we get to know the language closest to the original prototype of 

the land, to find a new experience that can settle on post-modern noise?

The god Pan of Sinong in Greek mythology and the facial patterns of 

gods, humans, and beasts commonly found in the Chinese letter's history 

were both symbols used by people at that time to pray for the abundance 

of the land. The mythological prototypes of location may all be telling the 

same "truth." Inviting the Unconscious Book Club Yong Ya to analyze the 

movie "Pan God's Labyrinth." First, let us realize the powerful academic 

tool of "psychoanalysis" and then enter this "maze." Here I will refer to it 

as all. In mythology and even belief history, human society is the "altar" for 

spiritual activities of understanding the world.

——Rui Jun

|Lecture Preface|
The movie "Pan's Labyrinth" has always been underestimated; it is far 

from being as simple as it seems!

By setting each character in the film that corresponds to the myth, 

we can identify the movie as a "possibility" that the false truth can be told 

and used as the axis for generations. The "curiosity" itself unfolding to 

the whole world. This curiosity is directly derived from the temperament 

of God Pan and his friends in Greek mythology. In this way, although the 

"maze" is a maze, in general, it is a map, a hidden map, and a symbol. 

This is a map of the "invisible" and "unspeakable" relationship between 

human society! Deciphering it requires an intense curiosity as a push, and 

to uncover it, it also requires a strong temperament like a Dionysian and 

desperate!

Once again, let us "re" return to the myth and interpret it!

——Yong Ya
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Nothing is Just Just
ÿÿ҇ڪݡ 13*/;QPE ᓱీࠛѵ̣͡

Presentation of Austrian Artists PRINZpod
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ᒵ ���� ࣺᡙḰ13*/;QPE रڌ͇ޅॖसᤑᛩҁǕ̽͋ᄒ
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௯ǚᡔढᄒԯဠǛḰʿ˜᰼Хᢁͷ̎־۳బᗋᄒڬХЩڢ

ఈᝂ˟֟፭˿ጲᄒᬉओጪঘ᯦Ǖࢿ҆کݠ
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ి္ܳ੬ඈᤑᛩഘૂǕ

| Editor's introduction |
PRINZpod work as a team since 1984 with divers media like art 

in public space, sculpture, but also film (Donald Richie’s life in Film, 

Paarläufer, die Pedanten), photography, and painting. Many of their art 

works refer to architecture. Together they realized many international 

projects. Their most famous works in public space are Die Entdeckung 

der Korridore, a peace of highway in the landscape of Lower Austria or the 

memorial of Aspang in Vienna.

On this Presentation PRINZpod will speak about their porojects in 

public dpace. They will  present a variety of their art works, to give an 

overview of their conceptual methods and playful handling of techniques.

1��13*/;QPE ΄ֿ.BIONBM�"TQBOHCBIOIPG

13*/;QPE�T�XPSL�.BIONBM�"TQBOHCBIOIPG

2��13*/;QPE ΄ֿ #BNCVTFMMJQTF

13*/;QPE�T�XPSL�#BNCVTFMMJQTF
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Unfold the Universe
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Solo Exhibition of Artist Libin He
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_ ⥀䍚㦬㣑䁵 _
ᒵཱ˟ᄒᛩ˦យ
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Ͷཱਏࡅភᤸᤇ͇ˆனߢፔఽ൛ࡡᝇ̜ͅʿ̗ᑈఈḾ

ˈᑧᑺሗڗЀ֟ன߮៉֟˨

���� ࣺඔ˒̎ӷ݀߮Ꮗి߮ᬛႏˌ˒ᄒ֟˨Ḱڢᛩ
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ᛩ˦ᓰి௯ᓰిڢࠚፓႏ֟ன߮˰ܹઆᣚҁ༗৹ᄒ፴Ք

̶सḰࣤమ͇̽।ፓႏ֟យ൩ᄒྺ॥Ǖ̽మϓ͠˦ᒵᄒᛩ

˦־ᦩʿඈយḰమϓ˿͠ڊ˦Зѫဠᄒăយ൩ਛĄᏳᤑᛩ

ᛩ˦ᄒ৹ఈәվဠǕăװߺ᧐ᄒংḰᄸᤂ༯᱐ຏܳḰᝰ

ԥ࠵અᜊᥔঌᄒᤇԥḰᝰԯဠᒵǕુ̈ᛩ˦ᓰిḰᛩ

˦ᓰి˿ુ̈Ḱ͋ʿᄸ̑ڢᄹ࠵અḰᄸᒸబፄ᥍ҊǕĄڢ

ˉԬ̩ᄒᝯ˟Ḱ֟˨ˈᄒࠎᝅᛩ˦ᓰిҁ˰̎ᒵᄒЪ

ጏǕ

ᄒၿ֙রᏮ֟ᐣᢾࠚऌᓰిڈڢḰᦘ௯̶̬ˮˈ˅ࠌ̋

ᄒᛩ˦ᓰࠚᝂᅂᓰిڢ൭ॏ͋ڊзಱ௯ʿᒹᄒǕ־᥍ḰЭܚ

ి־ᄒϓḰˈऌॏᑺሗᓰిࠚᤸᤇڗЀ֟ன߮౦भᄒăយᄒ

Ѐ߮ᑈఈĄǕڗ

ˈᑧ͇ӵ˜־៉֟˨

֟˨ᄒၿ֙࿌ট௯ʿ͐ࠁᄒ־Ḱ̽ᤸᤇ፦ᄒҁ
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࿌ரḬᱛቷǔ17$ǔቴቷǔ࣓ ౖ ���ḭ֟ የ࿌ரḬ᭯የǔ༮ǔ

ጶࡠ ���ḭʿᡙ౦̈ᄹ࠳ࠈᄒਛኈՊǕᤐሠኈՊЮమᣟॊᄒ

ᤔ፦Ḱᑈՙ௯ᓰిࠚ፦ڒፑʿሠ͑ϡ҄᪘ᄒࠎᏇྺ॥Ǖ

| Curator's Preface |
Behavior Poems in Nature

Mr. Libin He's creative process is impressive: from 1997 to now, 

22 years have passed with more than 180 works and a huge amount of 

information. Behind these figures is a diligent artist devoting himself to 

them, integrating life and creation and creating a solid life course of local 

artistic ecology. Taking the life course as a frame of reference, any writing 

is frivolous, but I still want to try to explain some background to this 

exhibition through the following words:

Don't talk about Libin He without images and literature.

Libin He who graduated from Southwest University's Academy of 

Fine Arts in 1996 and majored in oil painting, emphasized the visual image 

and sense of form in his works. The painting is huge in size, full in color, 

thick in thickness and trembling in brushwork. As curator Luo Fei said, 

"The brushwork is bold and concise, and the artistic conception is lonely 

and cold. It gives people the feeling of being on the spot, as if they can 

hear the pace of 'some scenery figures' moving in the hot sun, wastel and 

and jungle." In addition to his paintings, his poems are full of thoughts on 

nature, life, heaven earth and the universe.

Behavioral art is a comprehensive medium for artists to carry creative 

passion besides painting and literature with the characteristics of his 

previous paintings and poems. Sometimes he would match a poem for his 

works of behavior and sometime he would perform situational presentation 

of behavior because of the"poetic image" that appeared first. "It awakens 

my memory and reaches deep into my soul. It allows me to look for the 

past that I have forgotten and find myself. I chose the performance art, 

the performance art also chose me, we have been looking for each other, 

until finally met. "In the discussion with friends, Libin He continuously 

examined the relationship between the creation of performance art and self.

In fact, no matter what media, they are all responding to the artist's 

life thinking and physical circumstances and the core of their works is 

the same. Therefore, when we watch artists' works of performance art, 

we should not be divorced from the "iconological background of poetry" 

constructed by artists through images and literature.

Don't talk about Libin He with a single work.

Libin He's life state is a complete work. He produces images through 

continuous creation, such as climbing body, walking body, weight-bearing 

body and waiting body. These bodies are wrapped in either pure white or 

everyday clothing, and together with the linear materials (fishing rod, PVC 

pipe, bamboo pole, clothstrip ...) and powdery materials (flour, incense 

ashes, paper scraps ...)  he often uses constitute a relatively constant 

imagery symbol. This symbol has a strong continuity, behind which is the 

artist's aesthetic characteristic of forging around a value judgment.

1 2 ����Ǜᕦԝ ���ǜࣔ᭰႐
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͋ௌชེ࣪ᝃᄒូḰ͇ăឮĄǔăᝂঘĄᏰăᇳ
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We can't make a simple summary of "language", "concept" or 

"sociality" according to the conventional interpretation, nor is it suitable 

to make an over-analysis of a work alone. Through intentional and willful 

body language in his works, he shows us his continuous interaction 

and coexistence with his natural environment and social field. This 

comprehensive connection constructs a rich and continuous image in the 

ecology of Yunnan art, which makes us not only unable to talk about Libin 

He with a single work, but also unable to talk about him only with an 

exhibition.

Don't talk about Libin He in the exhibition.

In fact, when we talk about Chinese contemporary art, we usually 

refer to typical contemporary art systems based on art galleries, galleries, 

media, collections and auctions in high-exposure cities such as Beijing, 

Shanghai and Chengdu, which are almost ineffective in Yunnan's social 

environment away from capital markets and power centers. The mountains 

here are high and the water is far away. Artists are required to have more 

complex abilities and more initiative. As a representative artist in Yunnan, 

Libin He has promoted the ecological development of Yunnan art in recent 

years in different aspects such as behavior teaching, activity planning and 

literature research, in addition to personal creation.

In 2014, Libin He introduced the content of performance art into 

the elective course "comprehensive materials" offered by the Yunnan 

Art Institute where he teaches and then applied for "situational art" to 

bring different artistic development to young artists to the best of their 

ability. At the same time, its planned arts festivals, performance art 

workshops, performance theatres, performance clubs, cross-border parties, 

literature exhibitions, lectures and other activities continue to take place, 

continuously bringing an international perspective to Yunnan to create 

more opportunities for young artists to display and exchange to greatly 

promote the daily occurrence of performance art in Yunnan. As the artist 

himself said, "public understanding and understanding of the performance 

art will change only if it becomes routine."

Don't talk about Libin He without nature.

The relationship between man and nature is the starting point and 

foothold of Libin He's creation. Perhaps it is natural to talk about "man and 

nature" in Yunnan's full and strong ecological environment, but I prefer 

to watch this behavior in the global context of modern society. Driven 

bycapital, technology and political structure, the modern world order is 

undergoing fierce changes. The relationship between man and nature 

is also tornapart and the physical body is alienated. The cement earth 

can no longer breathe and support the living as before. And Libin He's 

works include "the return of human beings to the natural attributes of the 

body","the response of human beings to the natural environment" and "the 

ultimate cognition of self through the search for nature" which are of great 

social significance from this perspective.

He is a child running in nature and a guardian hovering over the land.

Since about 2009, Libin He has implemented a large number of 

performance works completed in the natural environment. It was also 

from this year that he began to plan the "On the Cloud" International Live 

Art Festival, which continues to this day. He invited domestic and foreign 

performance art creators to improvise in Yunnan's mountains and rivers 

and fields, leaving his body to nature. Looking at the performance art 

creation scene in Asia, Southeast Asian artists tend to express political 

demands, South Asian countries have a stronger sense of religion and Japan 

in East Asia pays attention to subtle things. As for several performance 

art settlements in China, compared with Xi 'an's historical context and 

international exchanges, Chengdu and Chongqing's public participation 

and personnel training, Yunnan's performance art creation has two distinct 

characteristics of "nature" and "improvisation" under the promotion of Libin 

He.

����ˍᮮࠍᢄ�1SPKFDU�CBTFE�1SBDUJDF
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After the above four "don't", let's go back to his exhibition in the 10th square. For Libin 

He's huge creative ecology, the solo exhibition is similar to the gene sample of slicing research, 

sorting out creative clues and presenting the representative intention there in, which is limited 

but effective. This time, it is expected that large-scale paintings created by artists based on 

their works of behavior over the past 22 years will also present the scene of behavior with his 

personal representative symbols and several video files of key performance art creations. For 

Libin He who is in his prime, this exhibition is undoubtedly just a rest on the road of intensive 

and full creation.

Welcome to the exhibition hall and talk with the rhythm of Yunnan people.

——Yanzi Hu

1 2
3 4
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္̋ࠡឮ5 - 1 -
Director's Message

ˁࣺ̈ḰөᤏᅔǕ

өਞʿѵΖߣߺ፦ᄒ੦మమᎎˉ͝ၿǕ

ᄴҚḰǜᅔǝḰˈԾ௯ᢥᡱਞਯḰᏳ௯ںᆾ̋ࠌǕ
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̩ዥ࠺፡፦ҚᤑḰၿѫᄒˏ႕Ḱ፡፦ᤥၿᄒ͑ϡḰᓰ

�әԳˉḰ࠺˿फ़ᬬᛩḰݨ࠺ి

ө࠺፡፦ࡡरḰڢᤇԥˉ˰Ǖ

���పᤵ

Seven years later, Dimensions Art Center is still "alive."

DAC is grateful for all beings that make it still alive.

At present, being "alive" is not just a waste of emotion, but a fact and 

truth.

In individual fragments, art is often a kind of ornament, which can be 

regarded as precious only from human beings' perspective.

At present, "human" is not an Description concept, but a reality of 

suffering. Unfortunately, it is awakened by the plague and defined by 

COVID-19. All "individual ego" meeting with it is forced to become a 

"community." Although people have begun to try to think beyond suffering to 

think about the future, as always full of hope, the world has been changed, 

and once changed, it will not be the same as the past.

Human beings will continue to move forward, live in a new world, and 

continue to ask about life's value. Art will follow like a shadow and change 

with the times; DAC will continue being alive between the past and the 

future.

- Tu Zeng
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ᒹ១ຕӵ5 - 2 -
Special Thanks-Individual
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Cooperative Partners

Chengdu IYOUSEE Community Development Center, Luhu·A4 Art 

Museum, Chengdu Volunteer Service Federation, Rural Revitalization and 

Folk Art Revitalization Studio of Sichuan Fine Arts Institute, Oil Painting 

Department of Sichuan Fine Arts Institute, Department of Fine Arts of 

Sichuan Fine Arts Institute, School of Art of Southwest University for 

Nationalities, School of Experimental Art of Sichuan Fine Arts Institute, 

School of Plastic Arts of Sichuan Fine Arts Institute, Art and Rural Art 

Center of Sichuan Fine Arts Institute, Art and Social Innovation center of 

Sichuan Fine Arts Institute, Art and Urban-Rural Development Center of 

Sichuan Fine Arts Institute, Tongmen Art Center, Guizhen Art Innovation 

Center, Cultural Development Center of IYOUSEE Community, Jinjiang 

District, Chengdu, Future Garden, Zhonghai Lixiang Lake, Party Branch of 

Gexin Village, Longan Township, Guang'an District of the Communist Party 

of China, He Churen, Zhishu Academy, New South Australia University of 

Wales, Academy of Fine Arts in Warsaw

Cooperative Individual

Lin Wang, Tianxiang Wang, Yong Tang, Yingxuan Du, Fei Liu, Xiaobing 

Dai, Lingxiang Zeng, Lipeng Jin, Zhiwei Wang, Ge Chen, Yi Zhu, Lan Ni, 

Dafu Jin, Qiuhua You, Bowen Tang, Long Zhang, Jing Zhang, Ian McArthur, 

Fang Xu, Zongyu Wang, Junmei Wang, Zi He, onoda kenzo, Yue Zeng, 

Grzegorz Kowalski, Ewa Maria Smigielska, Fei Liu, Dalong Zhang, Cancan 

Du, Ling Yang, Jianjun Chen, Fenqi Ding, Hong Guo, Yi Huang, Jie Li, Meng 

Tian, Yu Xiong, Yue Yu, Yitao Zhai, Yingchuan Zhang, Yuan Zhang, Qiao 

Zou

Li JinFang: Furniture, tables and chairs

Zhang Liming: Two sets of functional anti-theft locks, one set of central 

entrance guard and one set of high-definition projector

Օ΄ᒺ២

ᠴҹˊᡌᒺ២

Special Thanks-Cooperation Partner

Special Thanks - Funding and Donations
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΄ᏱḰᑔྒྷߞ
Author: Yanzi Hu

䄜᱃㿘㔼

���ᇳӥḰᔶன˦ DPNNVOJUZḰܻЮమಅሠ̑ҷЪጏ֟Щனә

፭ጏүᄒ̩ዥᏎͼԫЭҷᮟ۳Ǖᤐ˜ថ˿խమХᇳǔڌͼǔ

ᇳ͠ǔХ͝Ḱ͇ԫЩͼǔЩኖܻሠխ˯Ǖ̸ថಲᅂḰЭ˟

DPNăЩĄḰNVOăХЩᄒĄ�ḰJUZ ăЮܴಅሠ᠗Ḱ࿌юĄǕ

४௵Ḱᤐሠ࿌টᄒ௯ʿሠᏎͼᄒХЩ࿌টǕ˿ࡋ௯឵Ḱॏ͋

៉ԫᇳӥᄒϓḰ͋ঁཱ௯ڢХЩᄒឮࡡ˟ܚरᄒᝯǕ

˟னăᇳӥĄʿថ̎ �� ˏጪ �� ࣺͅᒵᔶனਛនᏳḰڢЩ

ͼᄒۻᆱ˅ܡҳ̈۳کᄒխ˯Ḱਛڢॊោᤐሠᇳ͠Ꮞͼၿ௯भቩ

ጛࡘҷྵḰᒵᤒԹЗටՔᏎᏳࡘӥ۳˰зᄒǕ̩ዥ௯Ꮞ္کࠈʿڢ

ᛪၿᏸຜ˰Ḱᇳӥίॖ̈Ǖ̩ዥᇳ͠Ꮞͼᄒҷሗˈर

ʿࠈᄒ္کӥ۳Ḱᡤၿ̟ၿౖ͐ᄒࠈڕӥ۳ࠜ˦ᇳᏎᐙࡘǔ

ҷᄒڬ੦Ǖ̸ᤐ˜ਛ˯˅឵Ḱᇳӥ௯т˒னԯࡡᄒ̟ྵǕᏳ͇

т˒˦ಲۻၿᄒᇳӥḰ͋ᤸ࣪ሮ˰˦ăᗈĄǕ

ᬬᅔၿ̟үᄒԯࡡḰͤፚт˒ᇳӥᄒ̩Ը᧢ḰᇳᏎЪጏḰፀ

ፃፏ౦ԯၿஐԳǕᗈᬁڊॶᏳኛă۪ĄḰ̜ڊᏳăĄḰబ

ፄڢᤃॴˉᐙᬿ˟ԯࡡ˦۪Ǖࣂ˒͇᭱֙Ḱ̩ዥᇳ͠ᤑТঔ

ᦘәᄒᤇሶḰ۪ᇳӥ᧢ᄦܻܡḰᬿᏎᄦԳ݀ḰЭፋ่ۻ

ᆱˉፏ౦Ҳᑧᦘˈ͇̎।ᄒᇳӥǕݨ౯ႁʿԺស឵۪ᇳӥᄒ

ၿྺཊᄒសḰՃᑧࡋ௯ăܻರәĄḰཱՙ᧟ЪጏᄒႨሗḰХ

Щ̋ྵᄒᎭ˴͇ԫ̩ᬍЪጏᄒຉḰᤐৄফ௯У့ᔽڒзḰፘܻ݀

۪ᇳӥᄴҚ੦᭯ˢᄒᮭǕ

ಲ૾ॼࠚ߮מږᤜӷhࡑḬ'FSEJOBOE�5�OOJFTḰ����ÿ

����ḭᄒ္Ḱ� ᇳӥ � ௯ᤸᤇᛦᎎǔ᧟֟రԬЪጏभቩᡙᄒ̩

ᏎፀՔḰߺᄒۻᆱ௯ � ఽ᠗ਛঋ �Ǖఽ᠗ਛঋᛳဠ˦ਛ՜ǔ̀ǔ

ᤐ᧟Ḱ੬ඈ֟ᄴᄒ௯ፚʿᄒḰ᭭ڢၿ֙ᤇሶࠣˈՃѴǕˉߺংḰڈ

ఽ᠗ਛঋभቩᄒ̩ᏎፀՔԉ � ᇳӥ � ௯ăమృᄒЩͼĄǕ

ͤፚ́́ږ˟ڠᇳӥᄒăྈ̩ᇳ͠Ąࡋ௯ࡋ௯ࡑ੦ ă឵మ

ృᄒЩͼĄḰᏳ݀ᦒѴ۪ᇳӥ˟Ḱ̩ ܻ͋௯ࣂڊǔᠧǔᠨǔ

ʿᡙᄒḰˮЪ̎ॏ۪ͅᇳᏎЪጏḰ͋Ճ͇ڢᐙᬿڊᎾኖԜ߿

ሮЭ˦ăਏᄒЩͼĄḰᏰă२༗ԯᄒЩͼĄǕ

ࡑձԯ͋রᏮḰݨͽ੮ᑧమਛដమፀፃᄒ౦भЮమХЩ

ᄒၿ࣪ḰᎌፃЩᄒਛ˯ጏፚḰᤸᤇᗁăЩͼĄۺбăᇳ

ӥਞĄḰᗁᇳᏎЪጏḰ̟ၿॎࡣਞǕ

ጒḰ௯ঁᄒᆙࣂᤐ˜ᤇሶ˟ḰЮమҁ֟ҁᄒڢ

ቋࠌᢃ՜Ǖ

1. Introduction

Community refers to people and their activities with a particular 

interactive relationship and everyday culture. The term also contains 

various meanings such as commune, group, society, public, Community, 

and commonality. In the word "Community," "com" refers to "common," 

"mun" refers to "public," and "ity" refers to "have a certain state." This state 

refers to a group of people in public. In other words, when we talk about the 

Community, we must start the discussion in the context of publicity.

The word "community" in Chinese was translated from English in 

the 1930s, adding a geographical meaning to the word "Community," 

which emphasizes that this social group life is established within a specific 

geographical area. Humans are social animals, and communities had 

formed since ancient times when the ancestors lived in groups and thrived 

on farming, fishing, and hunting. And the communities built based on 

agriculture are usually called "villages."

With the development of productivity, the population, community 

relations, and organizational structure of traditional agricultural 

communities have changed. Villages built "cities" for defense, "cities" for 

trading, and eventually developed into cities during migration and gathering. 

Since the industrial revolution, human society has entered a process of 

rapid urbanization. The number of urban communities has increased, and 

clusters have become more extensive. Their economic foundation and 

structural functions are different from those of previous communities. Use 

one sentence to describe the life characteristics of urban communities. It 

may be "diversity," the alienation of neighbors, the lack of public affairs, and 

interpersonal relationships' indifference. This is probably because the vast 

majority of urban communities around the world are currently The problems 

faced.

According to the theory of the German philosopher Ferdinand Tönnies 

(1855-1936), "community" is a combination of people established through 

blood, neighbors, and friends, and its foundation is "essential will." Essential 

will is expressed as intention, habit, and memory, which is inseparable from 

the life process. Here, the means and the purpose are unified, and the group 

of people established by essential will; that is, the "community" is an "organic 

community".

The "acquaintance society" of traditional rural Chinese rural 

communities is what Tenness calls an "organic community". In most urban 

communities, people gather together for work, trade, consumption, and 

resettlement. The relationship between urban communities can be called 

"imaginary community" or "community to be stimulated."

Tennis inspired us to think about how to construct an ordinary daily 

life in a conscious and organized manner, weave a shared meaning system, 

and cultivate a sense of community by creating a "community" to create a 

sense of community and a sense of belonging.

In this process, creative and innovative work exploration is a necessary 

research and practice direction.

����ᬍ॑�"QQFOEJY

ǚᇳӥХЩᓰిˉᇳӥᗁ
��͇ᦘ˦ΛǛ
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˦˅့کʿџӪࣺனప፦ᄒԹᏭږगḰ˟ږၿ̈

మᄒ͇ăࡘࠈĄăт˒Ą˦˧ᄒᬎکனॖটǕڢУ့ә๖༅ᄒ

ᜥˆḰᒵ˅ˏጪ �� ࣺͅरޅḰ�

˜ࠚږरޅᤑТ᰼ԯࡡᄒभគసḰЮమဠͅәྺ॥ᄒ۪

݀᧢ၿḰ۪ၿট˦̩Ꮞᐙᬿǔனԯࡡᄒ˧ဠڬǕ

ˉ˄ᝐᄒᄐࣺ۪ԓሶǔေ˄ᝐᄒஓኞஐ᭱ᑈఈˈḰ˦

˟ᦒکӥᄒဠͅәጹḰຠʿࣤᄒ۪әᤑሶͳ˳దЮమ˟ږ

ྺཊǕᤐ᧟т˒˦˧Ḱලڠˠᔼǔၿбܻ͝ḰԩᏎဟፑḰ

˟ӰனݨĄᒵʿᬧḰږ˰Ζॲă݁ऒࡕᎎಳکḿྺᄒᬺ߾

˰ăᒔکĄḰனᑪ˰ă˥ႇĄḿ˦బଔᤋ́ྺږ˟ڠ᠗ᄒӥ۳

ರఽḰڢ˜ࠚږᣉ۔ᄒԓՆᓴཊᐳᡙమᄒΖ֙Ǖ

ᦘḰԩă᪅۪ࠆĄḰ˦����ࣺ۪ஐǔ۪ ᤃᄒ۪Ḱگ

᰼൩ᤑḿˈ̱௯͜˿ࡡઽమˠࠥᄒனәऍᘜḰဠͅәԯ̱ˈݥ

˰ᦘ˿௯ҁ˒ǔሡઇ˰ᦘǕ்ݥԹᏭԩॏͅḰ்μ߾ԩҚᅻǕ˦

ᠳຏሰට۪Ḱݥᄒरஒ֟ӒࠜܮᤒḰ̸ӷҊӚḰ̸᰼Ԝ

Ҋก๚Ḱ̸ږзҊܹږḰՒሠටைǔᢾ͓ǔᐔ˒ᄒ̩Ҋᤐ᧟Ḱ႙

బЮ̩བྷ༪ඩᄒ۪Ǖږ˟ᤐ᧟ḰЩᗁभѫ̈ڢ

ͽᅔᅓனәḰԱᛩҷḰभ౦ͤፚ௯̩͋ݨᤐघ۪Ḱڢ

রᏮᄒ ḿᮭݨͽቩᡤ࣪ḰᐗҷՒḰЩ̢Щၿ௯̩͋ᛩҷᄒ՜Ǖ

���� ࣺḰ˟݅ઊᦘ֟᧠ऄ˦፴Քஐ᭱ᦩݛភᰖӥḰᤐ˜ᦩ

௯۪́ፚኪǕʿࡋᬍ˅మʿ˜४᧠ᄒ͒Ҵ֟ᄴಞࠌߺភᰖӥݛ

ԫҊ۪́ፚኪࡋԫҊ४ܻҌगᄒᮭḰ੦͇˟݅ፔᦘ֟

᧠ऄʿ˜ྺർஓኞḰ४ܻช७ชᝃՃ͇ቒᆩḰՃ͇ЗᛩЗភǕᦘ

Ҁݦ᥍˅ ���� ࣺᄒک᭖Ḱ੦̸͇ ���� ࣺᄒϓࡋरڢޅፋ่भគǔ

ஓभគǔனәभគ˰ܹḰरޅଖҷᇳ͠भគǕ

͞ᓪᄒஓኞဟܚˉᄹЪᮟ۳సᮟЗᄒࣂጒḰ̸ ���� ࣺ

� భ �� ǚИઙǛѷԯᄒࢾچᄽފ࣪ފǔᦘ̂ފᔽᩱࣹ

ᄒᏀனቮǚҳঔभគЮ̩ன᱓үᄒˏ႕னә۪Ǜ˟ ՃᝁʿḾ

ᔽᩱࣹ̂឵Ḿăனә௯ʿ˜ࠚږǔʿ˜ටைᄒ༯᱐Ǖனә࠳

۪ᏳḰ்௯ࠌү֟ॖḰద௯зಱ֟༯᱐ǕᤑТ˟ྺږᓬᇳ͠

˧˯ͅḰᦘں͇̀ᤋࣹͅ˟ྺږᓬᇳ͠˧˯রਏ˦

࠶ḰࠈںனәᒵοḰऽ˟ӰனḰԯ݁ࡡऒனәḰᅔүभគ

Ю̩ன᱓үᄒˏ႕னә۪ǕĄ

2. Time background and city characteristics

As the only ancient country on the earth whose civilization has not 

been interrupted for thousands of years, China has developed a unique 

terrestrial civilization with "settlement" and "agriculture." Under the 

influence of the wave of globalization, since the 1980s, the entire country 

has entered a period of rapid development. Many cities with modern 

characteristics have grown, and urban ecology has become the leading site of 

crowd gathering and civilized development.

Unlike the century-old urban history of the Yangtze River Delta and 

the Pearl River Delta's policy reforms, as a modern hub in the central and 

western regions, the urbanization process in Chengdu and Chongqing seems 

to have more Chinese characteristics. Agriculture here is dominated by 

agriculture, with lush soil and fertile soil, and surrounded by mountains. 

It is easy to defend and difficult to attack. The unique geographical pattern 

makes the "land of abundance" a corner of its own, just like the "hinterland" 

of Chinese civilization and the "dantian" of context; The regional sample 

closest to the characteristics of rural China shoulders a unique mission at 

the historical node of the country's transformation.

Chengdu, also known as "Jinguan City," as a city whose name has 

not been changed and its location has not been relocated for 3000 years, 

it not only has a rich cultural heritage but also advances in modernization; 

it is not only a capital of leisure but also a capital of entrepreneurship and 

technology. The city is both ancient and contemporary, conservative, and 

forward-looking. As an old immigrant city, the city's reputation for openness 

and tolerance is far-reaching. From the south to the north, from the plateau 

to the coast, from home to abroad, people of various nationalities, identities, 

and occupations have come here, stayed here, and thrive together. 

In this city, how to focus on new cultures, take new actions, and 

construct new traditions is a question that people think about; how to base 

themselves on daily life, link all parties, and share symbiosis is people's 

direction's actions.

In 2007, the central government designated Chengdu and Chongqing 

as supporting pilot areas for comprehensive reforms. This supporting pilot 

area has a critical task and goal to coordinate urban and rural areas. When 

it comes to urban and rural areas' overall planning, many systemic issues 

will be involved. Therefore, the central government has given Chengdu and 

Chongqing a particular policy. Many laws and regulations can be broken 

through and can be tested first. Chengdu happened to be hit by the 2008 

earthquake, so since 2008, it started to promote social construction and 

economical construction, political construction, and cultural construction.

Excellent policy environment and long-term leading work exploration 

in related fields, from the signed article by Fan Ruiping, member of the 

Standing Committee of the Sichuan Provincial Party Committee and 

Secretary of the Chengdu Municipal Party Committee, published by the 

Guangming Daily on January 14, 2019, "Accelerating the construction of a 

world cultural city with unique humanistic charm "It can be seen in:

Secretary Fan Ruiping said: "Culture is the soul of a country and a 

nation. For cities, Culture is not only the strength and image but also the 

core and soul. Chengdu insists on taking Xi Jinping into a new era with 

Chinese characteristics, entering a new era of socialism with Chinese 

characteristics. Guided by ideology, strengthen cultural self-confidence, 

promote Chinese civilization, develop Tianfu Culture, and strive to build a 

world-renowned cultural city with unique humanistic charm."

��������ᇴӦЦЪᓱీˊᇴӦᗂ��$PNNVOJUZ�1VCMJD�"SU�BOE�$PNNVOJUZ�$POTUSVDUJPO
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ᄒ᭖ҷ௯ᒵཱᄒܯکᦘࣹԜḰࣹԜ֟ඩϓ௯ᒵཱᄒᯨᡋḰڢ

ᏮᰖǕ

���� ࣺᄒ݀ک᭖௯༳ᬺḰద௯ᣉઑǕ

ፘܚၿ।।͠႙ˆʿ̗ࠋᠤᄒ˔Ḱॏᥛ᥍ܹᄒ݀ьѬḰ

̩ዥ।।దࠜᴗॿӱүḰॖЩͼǕ᭖ગᬟ֟༳ՙ᧠भᤇሶ

˟Ḱکࢾچӥርᐙ̈݀᧢ХᄦፀፃḰЭ˟݀ᦒѴᒵఽڠටǕḰ

ஓऒ˿भቩ̈ᄹ؛ࠁ࠳ᄒᛩஓ֟ፀፃۺᐺጏፚḰࡘࢾچට࠳ኌ

˄ᇳ͠ፀፃᄒᝫᆄ˿ڢᤐ൛༳ᬺ˟ੲˆ̈ࠌںᄒۻᆱǕ

���� ࣺ͇ՙḰᦘکӥᇳ͠ፀፃᄒԯࡡ࿌ю̩͆ᅵᄴǕᒸ �� ࣺ

ՙᄒ ���� ࣺࣺऍḰ૾ࠆፚᝨḰᦘᄎᇳ͠ፀፃ᧢ፋᤂ

Ҋ ����� ృ౦᧢ᤂҊࣂḰᇳ͠ࠚ ��� ᤐघ۪ᄒටၿఱ࠳Ḱࠚ

Ҵ֟ᇳӥԯࡡ္ḰᡙҊ̈݀ᄒᛲЕǔଖҷ֟ΰᤑႁǕ

ʿᡙᄒǕڢᤐ᧟Ḱᇳ͠ፀፃ֟ᇳӥḰ௯ᅆ൬ڢ��

ͼᅂḰ۪ᇳӥᗁࠌҴࣂ˟᭯ˢᄒᇳӥॖটѴ˦ᛩஓ

ᡃ۔ǔފੴ۔ڬǔԯࡡԨˉ۔ǔЩដЩ۔Ǖ̸ᛩஓᡃ۔Ҋ

ЩដЩ۔Ճ͇឵௯ᇳӥ္ԯࡡԳәᄒᤔ፦ᤇሶᄒͼဠḰ௵ဠ̈

ʿ̗Щដྺ॥Ḿăʿ௯ᇳӥ္˧ͼᤲບ̸ӵʿᡔ՜ܻГḿ̌௯

ᇳӥ္ᢁ१ᤲບ̸ᒵ˅Ᏻˆ˦˧ᣉԳ˦ᒵ˅Ᏻˆ֟ᒵˆᏳ˅ᄹፏ

Քḿ˄௯္੬ඈᤲບ̸ӵʿәᡔ՜ܻГǕĄṟ�ṡ

ፋԓ̈˘˜ᬅඈᄒԯࣂᇳӥᗁڢᤐರᄒЩដྺ॥Ḱ̎ۻ

र౦भăᇳ္͠ЩͼĄᄒᆙቋ֟ᛩҷḰࡡՙᄒ̵݁Ḱॏ͋˰ࡡ

᭒ោҷదܻᄒԨˉᏰḰ͇దܻГᄒसḰӱោஓऒᦒˉටү

᧢̑ᄹ֘ऌ͞Ӂ̑ᛲḰ͇దЮҁᄒḰదˠࠥᄒसᤑᛩᇳӥᗁ

Ǖ

ˮˈ߮ሡ˰ᄒ႕ӱḰ̸Ᏻጒҁᄒᇳӥࣂ

ชࡋ௯ঁཱᄒᛩҷ࠶՜̈Ǖ

㯥᱃⡹㦜⭥㌈ㆈ䈌䄶㭖⭥⧃㬵

Ḭʿḭă˜ͼәͅĄᑈఈˆᄒ႕ঁཱ
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3. Historical opportunity--Social energy 
awakening in disaster

Here, the plains and climate are gifts from nature, and the earthquake 

is a test from nature.

The 2008 earthquake was a disaster and a turning point for Chengdu.

Survival from a desperate situation often gives birth to some precious 

things. When encountering a significant impact from the outside, it is 

easier for human beings to work together to form a community. During the 

earthquake rescue and post-disaster reconstruction process, many non-profit 

organizations have accumulated in Sichuan, most of which come from local 

people. Simultaneously, the government has also established a relatively 

complete administrative support and organizational cultivation system, and 

Sichuan residents' awareness of third-party social organizations has also laid 

a solid foundation in this disaster.

After 2008, the development of social organizations in Chengdu has 

been remarkable. By the end of 2018, 10 years later, according to official 

statistics, the number of registered social organizations in Chengdu has 

reached 11,129, and the number of social work organizations has reached 

522, which greatly complements the city's livelihood services and community 

development governance. 

Here, social organizations and communities genuinely stick together.

Overall, the community forms faced in the practical work of urban 

community construction are divided into administrative dependence, 

entrusted market, development participation, and consensus co-governance. 

From administrative dependence to consensus and co-governance, 

it can be said that it is the embodiment of the continuous process of 

community governance development and changes, showing some consensus 

characteristics: "One is that the main body of community governance is 

gradually changing from single to multiple; The bottom-based approach has 

been transformed into a combination of top-down and bottom-up; the third 

is the gradual shift from singular governance to pluralism." [1]

Based on this consensus feature, today, after developing the 

community-building work in two stages, when we start the research and 

action of building a "social governance community", we need to mobilize 

more participants and make more diverse efforts. In this way, coordinate 

government departments and civil forces to complement each other's 

advantages and build communities in a more creative and more prosperous 

way.

Then cross-border collaboration between different disciplines to 

explore creative community work methods is an inevitable action-oriented.

4. The inevitable crossover and artistic 
attempt.

(1) The cross-border inevitability under the background of the 

"individualization era."

Human beings have been transforming into an "individualized society" 

in the process of modernization. After the Industrial Revolution, people 

who were initially in the villages and on the land became "free laborers," and 

the trend of individualization was beginning to emerge. After information 
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technology and artificial intelligence have become general technologies 

in the 21st century, the trend of individualization has become more 

and more apparent. People can already exist separately, assembled from 

invisible information ties into invisible and efficient cooperation. The rise 

of the "home" culture and the "takeaway" industry is the most comfortable 

individual phenomenon to see.

The social interaction that people participate in daily is indeed 

decreasing sharply. The more people tend to be alone, the less change in 

life, the less the memory is attached to, the more difficult it is for individual 

uniqueness to be reflected, the lack of value and meaning of individual 

existence, and the lack of experience, to its importance. This situation is 

standard across the world, especially in developed regions and large cities. 

This is the state of social sub-health brought about by modernity.

In this social context, domestic and foreign social workers, artists, 

planners, government departments, social institutions, and community self-

government organizations are continually exploring with practical actions 

(involved disciplines include social work, art, social science, anthropology, 

architecture, ecology, etc.). In this process, how to realize the dialogue and 

cooperation between people, establish close communication and trust, build 

a shared meaning system, increase the sense of community identity, and 

then arouse people's sense of self-existence is incredibly essential.

In the exploration, interdisciplinary dialogue and collaboration between 

different communities have become a necessary research and practice 

direction, and the encounter of "community" and "art" has also become 

inevitable.

(2) Art attempts in the past community work in Chengdu

The rich diversity, inclusiveness, sensibility, and growth of art in 

response to the social scene make it an excellent way for humans to express 

themselves and establish communication in the face of the world. Art is an 

international language without cultural and geographical divisions, and it is 

an important method that can be studied and used in community work.

At the beginning of the earthquake relief in 2008, social organizations 

also had some professional art teams when emphasizing volunteers' 

professionalism, such as some theater teams. They directly interacted with 

the victims in the disaster area through the form of a public theater. The 

victims are comforted and psychologically comforted. There is also a band 

that uses various musical instruments to enrich the reconstruction work in 

the disaster area after the earthquake. Volunteers come from all walks of 

life, so there are volunteers from art academies who use art methods, which 

played a perfect role in comforting, cohesive, and inspiring to the victims at 

that time. However, they did not conduct systematic research and combing 

and started to use artistic methods in an unconscious state-based more on 

the appeal of "problem-solving."

Later, after establishing a real social work team, some consciously 

used art as their working methods. For example, organizations such as the 

charity faction were evident when they were established that they must use 

artistic techniques to do charity. The services provided by residents are not 

general social work services, but public art services. However, most social 

work organizations are still inadequate in their systematic understanding of 

artistic work methods. Although some social work organizations consciously 

or unconsciously use artistic techniques, their understanding of art still lacks 

systematic cognition and a professional research process.
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5. Public Art and Community Work

Based on the above background, this chapter hopes to systematically 

sort out the available space of art in the community and the basic concepts 

and representative cases of public art.

(1) Available space for art in community work

5.1.1. Reshape community value judgments with social, aesthetic 

education

Aesthetics is an emotional judgment of non-interest, and artistic 

creation is based on aesthetic language expression. From the perspective of 

aesthetics, aesthetic education supplements moral and intellectual education, 

and aesthetic education reshapes the community's value judgment. Yuanpei 

Cai listed aesthetic education as one of the five types of education in his 

"Opinions on New Education" in February 1912. He believed that "beautiful 

people are in harmony with beauty and dignity, and are between the 

phenomenal world and the physical world. For Jinliang." Through aesthetic 

education, people's taste and sentiment can be enhanced, and a good outlook 

on life and the world can be established.

"Although aesthetic education always manifests as a process of 

perceptual activity, it dissolves rational social content in the perceptual form 

of the object and historically accumulates human rationality in the perceptual 

intuition of the subject. It uniquely conducts morality. Comprehensive 

education of intellectual, physical, and beauty." [3]

Aesthetic behavior is closely related to the individual's life state, 

independent personality, and comprehensive literacy. Through aesthetic 

education actions, residents' emotions, imagination, thoughts, will, and 

character can be widely and deeply affected. Enriching the community's 

cultural and spiritual life, arousing the emotional experience of participants, 

helping to cultivate noble sentiment, improve cognitive ability, and 

encourage residents to strive for self-worth and create all beautiful things.

5.1.2. A catalyst to stimulate the imagination of the community

The core of professional artistic training is to train creative and 

perceptually transformable professional expression skills. For example, 

creative visual transformation based on daily images, dramatic processing, 

and performance-based on community stories, musical expression based on 

historical memory, and artistic processing can unfamiliarize daily life while 

building dialogue more imaginatively. Build relationships. It can stimulate 

the imagination of many participants in the community.

5.1.3. An interactive medium that can build relationships to achieve 

dialogue

The rich diversity of art can be used as an interactive medium, deriving 

many community activities, and becoming a key element in building a 

connected organizational structure between residents. For example, film 

sharing sessions, music salons, literary lectures, photography workshops, 

and other artistic activities, such as painting, woodcutting, tie-dyeing, 

collage, and other handicraft content and other forms and contents, can 

enable residents to go out of their homes to participate in public activities 

and participate in public activities In the process, we gradually cultivate 

residents' interest in community affairs, thereby creating a "community 

sense."

5.1.4. Multidisciplinary linkage of knowledge production

At the level of language development of art, create a more transitive 

way of language while expanding the knowledge boundary of community 

work; at the same time, art and sociology, philosophy, pedagogy, and other 

fields have extensive linkage effects. Among them, art psychology and art 

sociology are closely related to community work.

(Art sociology refers to the branch of sociology. It originated from 

Western aesthetics and was formed in the 1920s. This term was coined by 

the German scholar Hausenstein. It mainly studies the social foundation 

of art; different artistic styles and artistic styles, The social roots of the 

changes; the aesthetic tastes and appreciative psychology of different cultural 

classes and their social evaluation of artworks; the social phenomena, social 

problems, and social ideals reflected in art; the social status and social role 

of artists, etc. [4]
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Art psychology is also called "literary psychology". The science 

of studying literature, art, and its laws with psychological viewpoints 

and methods. One of the branches of aesthetics and literature. It is an 

interdisciplinary subject that combines literature and art with psychology 

and other related subjects. Including literary creation psychology, literary 

works psychology, and literary acceptance psychology. Literary creation 

psychology mainly studies the construction of the creative subject's 

psychological structure, the accumulation of psychological experience, the 

formation of creative motivation, the intuition, feeling, experience, and 

judgment of social life, the association, imagination, emotion, volition, and 

artistic conception. , Psychological characteristics in artistic expression, etc. 

The psychology of literary works mainly studies the materialized forms of 

the artist's psychological activities, the psychological connotation of artistic 

images and artistic conceptions, and characters' psychological characteristics. 

Literary reception psychology mainly studies the recipient's appreciative 

interest, psychological process, feeling, experience, and re-creation of 

artwork. These three are interrelated and explore the social and historical 

roots of literary psychology about social psychology. [5])

5.1.5. The psychological healing function of art

  Art healing is a discipline that combines art and psychology. Since 

the 1950s, art therapy has gradually been recognized and applied by the 

public. Nowadays, art therapy has become an essential means of evaluating, 

communicating, and healing children and adults in Europe and America. 

Although contemporary art healing is still a relatively new field, art has 

always accompanied human development. Before words appeared, humans 

used murals, dances, and other forms as vehicles for expressing emotions 

and thoughts.

Art healing is a definitive treatment that improves participants' 

physical, mental, and emotional health through the creative process of art. 

The process of self-expression of participants and the artistic works produced 

help them understand emotional conflicts, increase self-awareness, manage 

behavior, reduce stress, develop social skills, and enhance self-esteem. It is a 

way to build the inner strength and resilience of participants.

5.1.6. Impact on life and awakening

"Art makes people become humans" and become a self-aware, dignified 

and existential person.

It is hoped that art will be used as a language to connect the 

community, calling on people to face the daily life creatively, to transform 

the 80% of the ordinary in life, so that it can show the "extraordinary" of life 

the "daily" Come. Moreover, because of this "extraordinary," one acquires 

the sense of human dignity, recognizes the value of one's existence, and 

constructs the meaning of life, thereby stimulating the city's vitality.

By influencing life and awakening life, we can grow better public 

relations and better people. After all, the increasing perfection of everyone is 

the increasing perfection of a city, and everyone's happiness is the happiness 

of a city.

(2) Basic concepts of public art

The concept of public art originally came from the West. Whether it is 

public art or community art, "public" here includes spontaneous, collective, 

social, and local meanings. In other words, public art refers more to a self-

organized, local, and collective public practice. Art with such properties or 

characteristics can be called public art. (These characteristics coincide with 

social organization.)

Just as the famous curator Zhenhua Sun said, "Public art is not an 

inviolable field of the so-called "artists," but nature and humanities, history 

and development. They are in a state of harmony, symbiosis, and mutual 

benefit. Art is not just for artists. All social strata should participate in urban 

public art."

Through the development of art projects, the entire city's life and 

order will become a field to be determined. With the joint work of artists 

and social workers, urban residents' participation will be linked to exploring 

more and more abundant public spaces, so that spaces can be created 

anytime, anywhere. Be transformed, be presented.

Public art activates public space, and public space creates public 

relations. In this context, social relations in the city can be reshaped.
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(3) Representative cases of public art in the 
community

 

In Chengdu, cases of public art in the community are not uncommon. 

Here are three cases, which in turn represent the three types of "artist-led", 

"artist and social worker cooperation", and "social worker-led".

 5.3.1. Case 1 "Residence: A Plan for a Foreign Country."

In 2018, in the "Chengdu Pompidou: "Global "Cities International Art 

Biennale" co-sponsored by the Pompidou National Art and Culture Center, 

Mao Jihong Art Foundation (MJHAF), and Chengdu Media Group, a group of 

Australian artists Alfredo and Isabel Aquilizan's large-scale public interactive 

installation "In-Habit: Project Another Country" (In-Habit: Project Another 

Country) is an impressive work.

The artist stayed in Chengdu for a long time before creating "Residence: 

A Hometown Project". With the assistance of social workers from the I U 

SEE Community Development Center, the artist invited young families, 

students, and residents of Chengdu to participate in the work's conception 

and creation. In, 1,000 imaginary "urban dwellings" were made with a large 

number of waste cardboard boxes. The artist made the collected 1,000 carton 

houses into a massive butterfly-shaped structure, which looks like a satellite 

or an inverted church dome. The audience can be at the core of the "dome" 

and look around the houses with different appearances, and the residents 

participating in the production can find houses they have made.

The city is the place where people live, and the urban space is 

constructed by gathering people. On the other hand, the city is also a shelter 

for people. Here the artist creates a social space with residents' participation 

and for collective activities.
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5.3.2. Case 2, "Secret Archives of Urban Childhood."

CCSA is short for City Childhood Secret Archives. It is a public art 

project initiated by artists Hu Yanzi and Zhao Xuetong. This project does not 

attempt to spy on personal childhood privacy but hopes to present an ever-

expanding network of childhood memories and conversations through the 

secret exchange, misreading, deduction, or games.

CCSA's first display was in the 2019 iSTART Art Festival, inviting 12 

artists to create childhood magic boxes. At the same time, it cooperated with 

dozens of Aiyou Opera social workers to collect hundreds of secret files of 

urban residents. In the workshop·Community Public Art Festival, CCSA 

collected the second batch of residents' files and presented them in the 

exhibition hall. Residents can check and leave new secret files on-site at any 

time.

After the festival ended, CCSA began cooperating with local community 

agencies to make the archives normalized community equipment in the city.
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5.3.3. Case 3, "Love Museum."

"Love Museum" is a community space development project jointly 

initiated by Chengdu I U SEE Community Development Center and Pitong 

Street, Pidu District.

The social workers and residents used the "story hall" working method 

to develop a new spatial imagination about the 120-square-meter idle space 

in Fulong Community and the inside of the computer room of an abandoned 

small hydropower station (Puoluotan Power Station). The government 

jointly initiates the working mechanism, social organizations, enterprises, 

and universities. Volunteers, residents, and artists are invited to participate, 

exploring new forms of participation that lead to specific community issues 

and create new community spaces.

The Love Museum project has the following characteristics:

·The government takes the lead, social organizations, enterprises, and 

universities jointly sponsor, and volunteers, the public, and artists participate

·Publicity: countdown, official account, offline, in the community, in 

the enterprise, in the community

·Recruitment: community curators, love ambassadors, publicity officers, 

designers, exhibitors

· Joint exhibition, management, and operation of the community 

volunteer team
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6. Community Public Art Festival and 
Community Building

(1) Community public art can respond to the specific needs of 

community creation

It is recognized in the field of community construction in Chengdu that 

although the current community work has a good foundation, there is still 

room for improvement. Mainly reflected in the following five points:

·In the development and utilization of the urban community's resources, 

cultural construction, power, and responsibilities are scattered, and they do 

their things. The lack of macro planning has caused the community's cultural 

resources to be idle and not fully utilized;

·There is still a gap between community services and meeting the 

growing diverse needs of the residents. The service content is still single and 

scattered, the service methods are still relatively primitive and backward, the 

service level is low, and the subjective participation of community residents 

is not high;

·Simplify the construction of community culture, thinking that cultural 

construction is to add some fitness equipment and build several cultural and 

sports activity rooms, resulting in a single and repeated community cultural 

infrastructure and low utilization of cultural facilities;

·The acceleration of urbanization has brought about population 

mobility, alienation, and indifference, and residents' sense of belonging to 

the community still needs to be cultivated.

·The inadequacy of community culture's production function has led 

to passive acceptance by residents, lack of participation and creativity by 

residents, and naturally insufficient recognition of community culture.

At the community creation level, public art can be carried out through 

four aspects: community space creation, community relationship creation, 

community story creation, and community aesthetic creation. The five 

improvements mentioned above can all be responded to and improved 

through public art activities.

(2) Planning steps of community public art festival

A significant feature of community work is to make continuous 

dynamic adjustments based on the scene, so the art festival planning in the 

community also needs to be open, coordinated, and dynamically adjusted 

in the face of specific community characteristics. There is no single "correct 

answer" and "uniform standard"; all work is to be able to accurately and 

adequately convey the meaning of the planning content; planners need to 

focus on the "core issues" of planning reasonably. Carry out actions to bring 

people, things, and things together, establish associations, form dialogues, 

derive actions, carry out knowledge production and cognitive shaping, and 

ultimately positively affect social development.

Therefore, the planning steps mentioned here are just a relatively 

primary and conventional working method under normal circumstances, for 

reference to colleagues working in this field.

6.2.1. Choose professional curators with community work experience

The curator's full name is "exhibition planner," which refers to 

professionals who are responsible for the conception, organization, and 

management of art exhibition activities. The curator is often compared to a 

"Story Teller"-the professional field's knowledge is explained through words, 

images, and later new media methods, and clues are used to guide the 

public through different themes and concepts. The content and process are 

designed to tell stories in a whisper, turning knowledge and information into 

an intuitive experience and experience.

Professional curators can use reasonable and scientific methods 

to organize art festival planning in an orderly and effective manner, link 
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resources, train talents, and build professional working groups—a high-level 

presentation of an art festival. (The specific work content involved can be 

understood from the detailed Introduction later).

If you want to launch an art festival in the community, it is essential to 

find a curatorial expertise and community work experience.

6.2.2. Research and Questions

The community public art festival should avoid airborne. The first step 

in the planning work of the promoters and curators in the community is 

to conduct community research on the spot, understand the community's 

history facing the curator, and ask questions according to the target. The art 

festival planning should be combined with local differentiation, deeply enter 

each community, respect the local characteristics of each community, and set 

specific content in a "one company, one product" approach.

In the survey, we will examine and clarify the issues discussed in the 

art festival, the methods used, face the scene, ask questions, discuss issues, 

and respond to collaboration issues.

6.2.3. Establish an interdisciplinary dialogue mechanism

Community public art festivals need to link different professional 

groups to generate dialogue. The community is a common field, and any 

single discipline is one-sided. It is necessary to establish a research dialogue 

mechanism between social workers, artists, social scholars, anthropologists, 

pedagogy, history, ecology, and other research groups related to the 

community, and find more Joint action by like-minded partners.

6.2.4. Establish a rich content section

The content of the community public art festival needs to have a 

certain degree of richness. This richness of content can enable participants of 

different ages, identities, and occupations to choose what they need, and can 

have sufficient public participation and have "publicity.". " From the content 

form, it can include lectures, workshops, performances, exhibitions, forums, 

salons, screenings, markets, and other different forms.

6.2.5. Establish the organizational structure and working mechanism of 

the scientific profession

A scientific professional organization structure and working mechanism 

are the necessary guarantees for the community public art festival's smooth 

development. For details, see the third subsection "Professional Organization 

Structure of Public Art Festival" in this chapter.

6.2.6. Find a suitable display space

Different spaces face different groups of people, and art curation in the 

community needs to find suitable display spaces for different community 

groups and design the display methods accordingly. Living rooms, streets, 

community leisure spaces, networks, shops, etc. can all become effective 

display spaces in the community.

6.2.7. Recording, dissemination, and documentation

During the art festival, it is necessary to do an excellent job of 

Recording and publicity, which can witness the development of the art 

festival and extend more topics and attract more community residents to 

participate. This process of communication and participation in public and 

interactive. Necessary process.

At the same time, document collation based on useful records is also 

necessary material for subsequent research.

6.2.8. Feedback collection and follow-up research

The art festival needs to set up a series of feedback collection 

mechanisms such as "audience survey form," "online opinion collection," 

and "participant interviews." Through feedback collection and research, the 

follow-up planning and normalization of the art festival can be achieved. The 

activities played a role in correction and promotion.
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(3) Professional organization structure of the public art festival

6.3.1 Basic work structure diagram

Effective work institutions need to be tested by on-site practice. Here 

is the work structure that the author has gone through in this workshop and 

community public art festival:

ᇴӦЦЪᓱీᓵኟѼፁፄፐ౧

"SUJTU�T�QSFWJPVT�XPSLT��4UBJST�
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6.3.2. Introduction to the work content of each working group

In actual operation, once the planning and implementation of the art 

festival officially start, its work will behave like a sophisticated instrument, 

requiring all workers to clarify their job roles, complete their work on 

time and efficiently, while ensuring accuracy and Professionalism. Any 

omission in any link will affect the whole body immediately. Therefore, the 

working group members must have the comprehensive ability of "flexible 

replacement" in addition to "doing their duties."

The specific work division of each working group is detailed below.

Curator:

Head of Art Festival

Clarify the direction of the festival

Build the main body of the art festival

Project resource introduction link

Overall planning and quality assurance of project development content 

and practice methods

Academic research after the main content of the project is completed

Resource coordination:

Balancing project resources

Implement social partnerships and participants

Evaluation to ensure that the project content and practice methods are 

realized

Organization and coordination:

Overall control of the overall execution of the art festival

Corresponding to the implementation of the organization allocation

Promote, implement and ensure the practical completion of the project

Finance Group:

Detailed project budget planning

Financial reporting standard construction

Participants "board and lodging" planning and booking

Collection of actual financial expenses

Financial reimbursement and fund release

Design Group:

Visual system planning

Visual design

Poster design

Promotion material design

Product design

(Design of Exclusive Merchandise)
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Propaganda Group:

Propaganda system planning

Promotion platform construction

Publicity plan schedule

Data collection

Copywriting

Editing and publishing

Public Relations Team:

Prerequisite planning link for media cooperation

Media information docking, on-site interview arrangements

Guests picking up, boarding, and lodging arrangements

On-site practice guest reception

Accompanying guests and presenting gifts

Record group:

Photographing and video planning

Photo and video schedule

Could you take pictures and record them on-site?

Organize photos and videos

Exhibition Affairs Group:

Project landing site layout

On-site food and tea preparation

Participants' "board and lodging trip" arrangement assistance

Literature group:

Document execution plan

Data requirement formulation

Follow up data collection.

Summary document production
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ḬچḭᇳӥХЩᓰిᓴኞѻ˟ᄒดਛ̋ࠊ

hᇳӥХЩᓰిᓴᥠКॖस˧˯֟ఈᝂәḰѵ˰ᤇḰ

᭒ᮝ႙ЕѴᄒکڢӱḰ᭒μចᓰిᓴ˰ܹᄒ࣪টәᛩҷ

፦ԯၿǕ

hᇳӥХЩᓰిᓴѴᬅඈᅂᮭḰఉˈᬅඈ᭒эᄒ

ˈᮭǕᮔᆄˈᄒᇳ͠ԯࡡᬅඈ͠࠶ᒹ͋᭯࠳ᄒᮭˈḰ

ᓰిᓴᄒˈᬅඈՃ͇ࠌဠᄒᝯˈḰˈைᏎᄒᝅᝐ֟ቩᡤཊ

ˈǕ

hࣂଖᤑᤇሶ˟᭒μरஒᝯᄒটग֟ርោᄒॿটǕ

᭒៧ᆄដˈ௯˂ᑧᄒḰᓰిࠚˈ௯˂ᑧᄒḰᓰిኞࡡˈ௯˂ᑧᄒḰ

ґ࠼᧠ᇳӥဠڬᄒҷটԯࡡḰࠌѫࣂช˅ᄒោ֟͞

әǕ

h।݀ܳᅂḰ।ᤒᅂḰˈᑧҲᤋ҆Ǖᓰిᄒࣂช௯ڒ

ፑҁǔҁ֟ਞᆄᑧүਞᆄชᄒࣂḰˈᑧڢЭ˅Էҳ݂

ܻҲᑧឌසǕ

hॊោᓰిᓴኞѻ֟ᇳӥࣂᄒˌ˒Ḱୌभˌ˒ᄒፀፃፏ౦Ḱ

᧠ᝅˌ˒̩੮ᄒᐗҷḰસӊˉᝳۺǕԾమڢˌ˒᭯Աॲ̈ԯࡡ

ѫమகᄒᆄដ̟࠶ᢃጏፚәḰࣻࠌ᠗˅ᄒभದḰ੮ᑧઊЮͼᄒࠌ֟

ѫǕ

hܡҳᆙቋᏰᄒ൮ԨˉḰୌभˌ˒ࣹՄᄒӱృҌḰ͇ࠎ

Ᏻ᠒ᄒটगᤑТဠࡡڬरᛩҷǕ

hࡒՃᑧᄒᐗҷ᰼ಫᄒԨˉḰ˦Ϻܴ̩੮Ǖ

hˉࡘටکڢӱḰࣻጒୌभᓪᄒکڢӱృҌǕ

h͇ᓰిᮒᄴԯဠ̩Ḱ᥍ᝁ̩Ḱࠎᝅ̩Ḱ༗ԯ̩ḰబፄḰʿ

ѵᦘڈҊ̩Ǖᤸᤇᓰిᄒௌᬕ֟ՃਞḰΖڢᇳӥˉ᥍Ҋᓰి˿

ॣ൭᥍ᝁᄒඐʿ˜̩మ੦ஐԳǕ

㡀᱃ㆂ㔼

ͼ឵ḰᇳӥХЩᓰిཱᤏ௯ܳ̎ᇳӥᇳ͠ࣂชᄒ

ጒᬅඈḰͶ௯మЭԯঁࡡˉԓՆঁཱḰ४మՃᑧ͠ၿ

ѫʿጏѽᄒࣂชǕڢᄴҚᄒᬅඈḰ᭒ᇳ͠Ւ႕͇रஒᄒট

गḰՔүЩΰ᭒፦ᛩҷǕ

(4) Matters needing attention in the planning of community public art 

festival

·Community public art festivals should avoid formalism and 

landscaping, and must not act too hastily. It is necessary to reserve sufficient 

time for local consultations, and it is necessary to ensure that normalized 

actions outside the art festival continue to occur.

·Community public art festivals should look at issues in stages and 

clarify different issues that need to be resolved at different stages. It should 

be noted that different stages of social development will lead to different 

problems we face, different discussions that can be achieved at different 

stages of the art festival. Different ethnic groups have different perspectives 

and footholds.

·It is necessary to maintain an open discussion attitude and a favorable 

adjustment mentality during the work advancement process. Keep in mind 

that knowledge is not omnipotent, artists are not omnipotent, and art 

curation is not omnipotent. We must always respect the community site's 

dynamic development and make real-time adjustments and optimizations in 

working methods.

·Look at the big picture, and look at the long-term. The working 

method of art revolves around creativity, innovation, and perceptual 

perception methods and cannot be superimposed on too many functional 

demands.

· Emphasize the professionalism of art festival planning and community 

work, build a professional organizational structure, and attach importance 

to the linkage, recruitment, and training of professionals. Only by achieving 

development and substantial achievements in professionalism can specific 

practices be systematized and effectual knowledge output can be derived.

·Increase the simultaneous participation of researchers, build a 

professional platform for collaboration mechanism and enter the scene with 

a cautious and responsible attitude to start operations.

· As much as possible to link the participation of universities and 

reserve talents for the future.

· Negotiate with residents and explore the establishment of a benign 

local negotiation mechanism.

·Using art projects to discover people, meet people, examine people, 

inspire people, and ultimately, everything returns to people. Through 

the infinity and sensibility of art, everyone who meets each other in the 

community and encountering art has changed.

7. Conclusion

Overall, community public art is still in the new exploration stage of 

community social work methods. However, with its development necessity 

and historical inevitability, a series of work methods will likely grow in the 

future. At this stage, all society sectors need to adopt an open attitude and 

work together to promote the need for continuous action.
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